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SESSION lS74->75.

First Meeting, lOth November, 1874.

MAJOR-GE^•EEAL SiP. HEXEY C. EAIVLIXSOX, k.c.e., Peesidext,

in the Chair.

Electioxs.—Jolm Booth, Esq. ; John Thomas Edmonds, Esq.; Major

John G. Forbes, P..E.
;
William Frith, Esq.

Doxatioxs to the Libeart sixcEloTH JcxE, 1874.—A Yocahulary
of Proper Names in Chinese and English, 1870; by F. Porter

Smith (^Author). Accuratissima Orbis Antiqui delineatio, 1652; by
J. Jansson (TF. C.Jadcson, Esq.). Gazetteer of Sindh, 1874; by A.
W. Hughes {TJie Secretary of State for India). Eelaciones de los

Vireyes del Nuevo Eeina de Granada, 1869; by J. A. Garcia y
Garcia (Author). Eelatorio e Documentos sobre a Aboli^ao da
EmigragSo de Chinas em Macau. 1874; by the Portuguese

Minister of Foreign Affairs (E. H. Major, Esq.). Ueber Seekarten

neuerer Art, 1874; by H. von Littrow (The Hungarian Government).

Doctrina Ptolema-i vindicata, 1874, and Andre Brue, Senegal, 1874 ;

by S. F. Berlioux (Author). Sveriges Geologiska Endersukning

:

AVorks by Erdmann, Burtzell, Karls&un, Hummel, Guma;lius, Tome-
bohm, and Linnarsson, 1872-3 (The Sicedish Geological Commission).

Narrative of the Queensland N.E. Coast Expedition, Search for Leich-
hardt’s Party, 187:5, and Eepoit on Gippsland, 1874 (H.M. Secretary

of State for the Colonies). A Cruise in the Gorgon, 1869 ; by W.
Cope Devereux, Esq. (Author). Die Sonne in Dienste der Karto-
graphie, 1874; by Dr. J. G. Liidde (Author). A iaje descriptivo de
Montevideo a Yalparaiso, 1874; by B. Bos.si, E.sq. (Author). Sur un
Meteorographe Universel, 1874; by E. H. vonBaumhauer (Author).

Cannes ; Guide-book, 1 366 (S. M. Drach, Esq.). Dr. Livingstone and
VOL. XIX* B
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the E.G.S., 187-4; by W. D. Cooley, Esq. {Author). Historia del

Peru Independiente, II., 1874 ; by il. F. Paz-Soldan {Author). Lev-

kosia, die Haiipt^tadt von Cypem ; 1873 (Anon.). Querdurch Afrika,

Pt. I., 1874; by Gr. Eohlfs (Author). Das Gebiet von Medina, 1873 :

by F. Wiistenfeld {Author). Pasigrapliieal Dictionary and Grammar
(3 editions), 1868-71 ; by A. Bachmaier {The Asiatic Society). Geo-

logical Observations : Thian Shan Eange, Yarkand Eoute, and Hill-

ranges of the Indus Talley, 1874; by Dr. F. Stoliczka

Outlines of Geography, &c., of the Amn-Daria (in Eussian), 1873 ;

by 0. A. Fedchenko (JAdine. Fedehenho). Anatomy of Pilaria (in

Eussian) ; by A. N. Fedchenko (Authoress). Eeliquiee Aquitanica?,

Pt. XV., 1874
;
by E.Lartet and H. Christy (ilTj-. Christy’s Executors).

Hieroglyphics of Easter Island, 1874; by J. P. Harrison, Esq. (Author).

Practical Hints on Marine Surveying, 1874; by Captain E. C.

I[a3-ne, e .x . (Author). Xotes of a Tour in Xew Zealand, 1874; b\-

H. H. Hayter, Esq. (Author). Handbooks for Yorkshire, X. Wales,

Continent, Pt. II., Paris, Switzerland, X. Italy, and Central Italy,

1874. {J. Murray, Esq.). Eeport upon Samoa, 1874; by A. B. Stein-

berge (Author). Estudios sobre la Xavegacion del BeiTuejo, 1873 :

by Dr. E. C. Boedo (J. Robinsm, Esq.). On Prevention of Crime,

1874 ; bj' Major Brudenell Eogers (Author). Xaamlyst van de

Groenlandsche en Straat-Davissche Commandeurs, 1770, by Gerret

van Sante
; C. G. Zorgdrager’s Bloej-ende Opkomst der Alonde

en Hedendaagsche Groenlandsche Yisschery, &c., 1720, bj* A.

Jloubach
; and Yojagie naar Greenland of Spitzbergen, by F.

Martens (Commander Jansson). Eeport of Committee on Transporta-

tion-routes to the Seabord
;
Washington, 1874 (E. G. Watson, Esq.).

The Aborigines of Xorthern Formosa, 1874; by' E. C. Taintor

(Author). Synopsis of Eesults of Great Trigonometrical Survey of

India, V’ol. I,, 1874 (H.M. Secretary of State for India). Also the

various current Eeports (olScial or otherwise). Transactions, and
Periodical Publications.

Doxatioxs to the Map-eooji sixce the last Meetixg of Juxe
15th, 1874.—525 sheets of the Ordnance Surveys. (First Cemrais-

sioner of Worhs, through Major-General Sir H. James.) 160 sheets

of Indian Surveys. (Secretary of State for India.) 24 sheets of

Admiralty Charts. (Hydrographic Office.) 4 sheets of Government
Geological Map of Sweden. (M. Otto Torell.) 4 Parts of Adolf

Stieler’s Hand-Atlas, and 2 Parts of Spruner’s Hand-Atlas. (Justus

Perthes.) The English Pilot in the Mediterranean Sea; 1077.

(Capt. A. L. Mansell, e.x.) Atlas of the Eussian Empire in Europe
and Asia; 1770-80. (Mr. Stefan Poles.) 161 sheets of various
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Maps of the European Kingdoms, and an Atlas consisting of 9 odd

Maps. {Lord Arthur Russell, ii.P.) Two Maps of "Western Australia.

{Secretary of State for the Colonies.') 10 sheets of Scheda’s large Map
of Central Europe. {Imperial Military Geographical Institute, Vienna.)

8 Maps published by the United States Geological and Geographical

Survey of the Territories. {Prof. Hayden.) 16 Maps from Peter-

mann’s ‘ Mittheilungen.’ (Dr. Peterraann.) !Map*of the Province of

Lambayeque, Peru, and Plan of the Eailway *to Eten. {Don Jose

Antonio E. Garcia.) Colton’s Map of Florida. {Edward Power, Esg.)

Map of the Sun-On District, China. (Dr. Kane.) Facsimile of

ancient Map of Bermudas; 1626. {General Lefroy, through Mr.

Major.) Kative Plan of the City of Kanking. {Clement Allen, Esq.)

The President opened the Session with the following Address :

—

Fellows of the Eoyal Geographical Society,-—Having been sum-

moned by your votes at the last Anniversary Meeting to resume

the direction of your affairs, I now proceed, for the fourth time, to

address you at the opening of our Annual Session. I could have

wished, in the interests of the Society, that the accomplished gentle-

man who last j^ear presided over your counsels, and under whose
direction your affairs reached a condition of unexampled prosperity,

had found it to be consistent with the other calls upon his time and
attention, to continue to occupy the Presidential Chair. Com-
bining, as he did, a peculiar courtesy of manner and geniality of

disposition with extensive knowledge and sound judgment, and
possessing also a large practical experience as a traveller, and a

life-long familiarity with command, he seemed especially fitted to

preside over the Geographers of England, and I should thus have
augured from his continued management, in cordial co-operation

with an industrious and thoroughly efficient staff and Council, a
brilliant future for this great Society, assured, as we should have
been, of a steady increase in our means, our numbers, our reputa-

tion, and our power of usefulness. Under present circumstances

we have not, perhaps, the same guarantee of success, but still, when
I look around and see evidence on every side of unabated energy on
the part of our members, of unflagging interest on the part of the

public, I cannot mistrust our powers : on the contrary, I feel hopeful

that we shall advance with the requirements of the age, and leave

our mark on the world’s history. The programme, at any rate, of

the coming season is, in every respect, satisfactory. Great activity

prevails in all quarters of the globe in pushing geographical re-

search, and we are thus led to expect a series of papers of excep-
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tional interest, to some of which I shall allude in the course of this

opening address.

My first duty is to express the deep sense of obligation that the

Council and the Society at large must feel to the Senate of the

University of London for their liberality in again placing at our

disposal this commodious Hall, for the purpose of our Evening

Meetings during ihe ensuing Session. It is not too much to say

that the Society ow«s its popularity and its means of usefulness, in

a great degree, to the special facilities that we enjoy for bringing

matters of general geographical interest before the public, and

promoting discussion upon them, in this spacious and noble building,

and we are bound, therefore, to offer our most cordial thanks to

the University of London for the valuable aid they have thus

afforded us.

The record of recent geographical progress having been brought

down in my predecessor’s Anniversary Address to the end of

June, instead of the end of May—which is the usual date of our

Annual Meeting—my present period of report is curtailed in a like

proportion
;
and as this diminished interval of four months has been

farther broken by the Meeting of the British Association in August,

when a most important address on current matters of interest was

delivered before the Geographical Section by our valued Councillor,

Major Wilson, there is really very little of novelty to communicate

on the present occasion. It will be seen, however, that, though

brief, the announcements which I have to make are entitled to the

serious attention of geographers.

I will state, then, in the first place, that Major Wilson’s pre-

liminary remarks—showing from a large and varied field of induc-

tion, how essential is the study of physical geography, not only to

the general recpuiiements of military education, but especially to

the successful conduct of all operations in the field, and suggesting

various practical methods for improving and extending the study

—

have been considered by the Council to be of such great importance

that they have directed them to be republished in our ‘ Proceedings
’

for the information of all the Fellows of the Society.

Several very important papers were also read before Section E at

the Meeting of the Association, some ofwhich may, possibly, be trans-

ferred to the pages of our own ‘ Journal.’ I would particularly draw
attention, in the first place, to a paper by the distinguished African

traveller. Dr. Schweinfurth, on the Oases of Libya, founded on his

own observations during a journey undertaken to that region subse-

quent to his return from Central Africa. The paper dealt especially

with the oasis El Khargeh, describing its physical configuration.
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climate, productions, and people. Another paper on an African

subject was one by Mr. Eavenstein, giving an account from various

German sources of Dr. Kacbtigall’s journeys in the interior of

Xorthem Africa. Since the departure of this adventurous traveller

from Tripoli, in February, 1869, on his mission to the Sultan of

Bomou on the western shores of Lake Chad, scarcely any tidings

of his progress had reached England, so that it cotues as a pleasant

surprise to learn of his arrival in Kordofan, in’Egvptian territory,

having accomplished the hazardous feat of traversing the fanatical

states of aday and Darfur, on his way from Lake Chad to the

banks of the Aile. During his long sojourn in the neighbourhood
of Bornou he made the remarkable discovery of the bed of a river

extending, it is said, 300 miles from the north-eastern comer of

Lake Chad, and serving in certain seasons to drain off the surplus

waters of the lake. Other papers deserving special notice were

—

Lieutenant Chermside's account of the scientific results of Mr. Leigh
Smith’s lastToyage to Spitzbergeu; Lieutenant Gill’s description of

the route through Xorthem Persia, followed by himself and Colonel

Valentine Baker in the summer of 1873; and Dr. Porter’s Xotes on
his recent Journey East of the Jordan.

Arctic Discovery.—Arctic exploration is, undoubtedly, the most
prominent geographical question of the day. The subject was fairly

ventilated at the Meeting of the British Association, where, besides

listening to the interesting and instructive remarks of the President,

the Geographical Section had the advantage of hearing an excellent

paper by Admiral Sherard Osbom, on ‘Eoutes to the Xorth Pole,’

and that of Lieutenant Cbermside, which I have just mentioned.

Since then, however, all Europe has been aroused by the intelli-

gence of the ]etum of the Austrian Arctic Expedition, after being

lost to sight for more than two yeaj's in the ice-bound regions of

the Pole. This expedition, under Lieutenant Weyprecht of the

X*avy, and Lieutenant Payer of the Engineers, both experienced

Arctic explorers, was prepared and supported partly by public

subscription, and partly at the expen.se of Count WBczek, who
also accompanied it in the chartered yacht Ishjorneii, as far as

Barents Island, off Xova Zemhla. The party were embarked on

board the schooner Admiral Tegethoff, and left Barents Island

for the Xorth in August, 1872. Very shortly afterwards the

vessel was caught in the ice, and drifted with it according to

the currents, sometimes to the north-east, and sometimes to the

north-west, till, after fourteen months of continued danger and

anxiety, the floe in which the Tegethoff was fixed, joined the

land-ice in lat. 78’ 51' x., and long. 59“ e. The winter was passed
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off this land, which was called, after the Emperor, “ Franz

Joseph Land,” and in the following spring,—that is in March
and April of the present year,—Lieutenant Payer explored the,

coast in sledges as high as 82'5" (within 40' of Parrj-’s furthest),

and from this point observed land up to 83°, which was named
“ Cape "Wien,” and which, if we except certain doubtful reports of

American discovsiy, is the land nearest to the Pole that has yet

been sighted on the'face of the earth. The gallant ofScer to whom
is due the merit of this great discovery is here to-day to recount

his adventures, and to receive your marks of approval, having

come from Yienna expressly to attend the opening meeting of our

Societj’. He will explain how the expedition was obliged, on the

20th of May of the present year, to abandon the Tegethoff, and
endeavour with their sledge-boats to reach Yova Zembla, which
island, after incurring extreme dangers, they reached in a three-

months’ journey, and from whence they were conveyed in a Eussian.

vessel to Norway. Of all the interesting questions that will arise for

consideration out of this long detention in the Arctic regions, the

most important will probably be an attempt to ascertain whether the

drifting of the floe which carried the Tegethoff, with some fluctua-

tion of longitude, over five degrees of latitude to the north, was-

caused by the action of the wind, or whether these were ocean

currents due either to tidal influences or to physical causes connected

with the distribution of ice, open sea, and land, at the Pole. One
result of this Austrian Expedition is at any rate quite clear. It

proves the absolute impossibility of reaching the Pole via Spitz-

bergen, by sea, and thus furnishes an additional argument in favour

of the route by Smith Sound, which the Eoyal Geographical Society

have always advocated as the one most likely to afiEbrd access free

of ice to a very high northern latitude. It is quite possible, how-
ever, that sledge-journeys may be made along Franz Joseph Land,
and the adjoining coasts very much in advance of Payer’s furthest

;

and it is understood that another Austrian Expedition is now being
organized, for the purpose of thus extending and completing the
line of discovery along this track so auspiciouly commenced.
Y hilst our attention has been thus drawn to the Austrian Expe-

dition, the publication of an English translation, this autumn, of
the Narrative of the North German Arctic Expedition, which
wintered in 1869-70 on the east coast of Greenland, has given the
British public an opportunity of learning how much was then
accomplished by the courageous and zealous seamen and savans
who shared the dangers and toils of that important undertaking.
It was as a member of this Expedition that Lieut. Pa;j^er gained
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that experience of Arctic glacier and sledge-travelling which has

enabled him so successfully to trace the fjords and coasts of the

newly discovered land.

Another Arctic voyage this year has also been made by Mr. Wig-
gins in Mr. Lament’s steamer Diana, having for its object to

establish direct commercial intercourse between the shores of Great

Britain and the mouth of the Obi in the Kara Sea, Ko immediate
result was obtained, owing to want of arrangement in warning the

Bussian fishermen on the Obi of this new outlet for their mer-
chandise, but the practicability of the communication was, at any
rate, established, and it is probable that before long a very lucra-

tive trade w'ill thus be opened by sea between Great Britain and
Siberia.

I regret that I am not able at present to communicate to the

Fellows anything definite on the subject of the Expedition, which
it has been the earnest endeavour of this Society, in co-operation

with the Eoyal Society and several other scientific bodies of the
metropolis, to persuade her Majesty’s Jlinisters to send out at the

public expense, with a view of exploring the Polar area. The letter,

addressed by my predecessor to Mr. Gladstone, in December, 1873,

which exhausted the subject, and which w’as publi.shed in our last

‘ Journal ’ a,s a part of the President’s Annivers.iry Address, has not

yet been answered, owing to the delays con-equent on a change of

Government
; but I am informed that all tlie papers relating to the

question have been placed by Mr. Disraeli before the Board of

Admiralty for examination and report ; and if, therefore, as I hope

and almost expect, the report be on the whole favourable, it is quite

possible that in the course of next year a thoroughly organized and
efficient Arctic Expedition may leave our shores, under Naval officers,

for Baffin’s Bay and Smith Sound, and for the first time carry a flag

—and that the British flag—to the Pole. Apart from all scientific

considerations—apart even from professional views which regard

Arctic exploration as the best training-school for the British Navy

—

there is a strong feeling growing up in the country that it is our

duty to send forth this Expedition. Major Wilson closed his address

at Belfast by a happy allusion to the motto attached to Millais’

famous picture in the last Academy Exhibition, “ It is to be done,

and England ought to do it.” This sentiment indeed embodies, I

think, the feeling of the public at the present moment
; the nation

is proud of its past glories, it is conscious of present power, and is

impatient of rivalry and delay.

Australia .—The next subject to which I shall call your attention

is Australian discovery. During the last few years a very remark-
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able and praiseworthy activity has been displayed by our Australian

brethren in stimulating Geographical research. Ko less than five

Expeditions have been organized with a view of exploring the

Western half of the Continent fiom the line of the Overland Tele-

graph to the coast settlements of Western Australia. Previous to

these undertakings the furthest point in the interior of this great

unexplored tract had been reached by an Expedition starting from

the west, at Swan Siver, and commanded by Mr. A. FoiTest, who, on

the loth September, 1871, attained the longitude of 123’ 37' k. on the

parallel of 31’. His brother, Mr. John Forrest, the well-known and

successful West Australian explorer, had previously, in 1869, reached,

in lat. 28’ 41', the meridian of 122’ 37' e. ; but even these extreme

points fell short of the line of telegraph by 700 miles. Each succes-

sive Expedition confirmed the accounts of the aridity and impractic-

able nature of the interior, but it was hoped that further explorations

would reveal the existence of tracts of better-watered country. In

this hope Giles’s Expedition, organized at Melbourne under the

auspices of Baron von Midler, was started in August, 1872. It

succeeded in making known a large extent of new land, but was

unable to penetrate further west than 129’ 40', where its progress

was stopped by a large salt lake, the limits of which could not be

ascertained. In April, 1873, two other Expeditions set out, from

the same point on the telegraph line and nearly at the same time

;

one equipped bj' the South Australian Government and placed under

the command of Mr. IV. C. Gosse, the other furnished at the cost

of two private citizens, the Hon. T. Elder and Mr. Hughes, and

commanded by Colonel Egerton Warburton. Gosse’s Expedition

advanced in a south-westerly direction towards the salt-lake dis-

covered by Giles, and was compelled to return after eight months’

absence, having reached 126° 59' e. longitude; but Warburton,

striking a route a little north of west, persevered amid obstacles

and difficulties which had well-nigh proved fatal to the party, and
succeeded eventually in reaching the shores of the Indian Ocean at

Xickol Bay. Since then, during the present year, three other well-

equipped parties have attempted to repeat this difficult feat of

exploration, keeping much further to the south than Colonel

Warburton
;
one of these, under the command ofMr. Giles, succeeded

in penetrating to 125’ E. long, in the latitude of Shark’s Bay
;
the

second, under Mr. Boss, travelling between the 28th and 30th
parallels of latitude, was forced back by the impenetrable nature
of the countr}-, after marching only a short distance towards the
west ; but the third, starting from the coast at Swan Eiver,

under the direction of Mr. .John Forrest, has, according to a
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recent brief telegraphic despatch, successfully traversed the whole

distance.

Although none of these important explorations have brought to

light any considerable extent of new country fit for settlement, they

have undoubtedly prepared the way for a line of communication

across the western interior of the Australian continent ; and from

the enthusiasm with which Colonel Warburton was greeted by all

classes on his return to Adelaide, there can be no doubt that practical

men in our Australian colonies foresee great material advantages

as likely to accrue from these pioneer enterprises. To us, as geo-

graphers, it is gratifying to learn that some hundreds of square

miles of varied country are added to our knowledge, and we look

forward to the publication of the details with great interest. You
will all, I am sure, rejoice to hear that Colonel AVarburton, to

whom we awarded our Victoria Medal of the present year, is now
in England, and that he has consented to give us at our next evening

meeting an account of his adventurous journey.

New Guinea .—Since his important survey of the south-eastern

extremity of Yew Guinea, an account of which was read early last

session. Captain Moresby has visited and carefully examined the

north-eastern coast of this gi-eat island, and we may shortly expect

further communications from his pen. 31. Miklukho 31aklay, also,

the Euss^an traveller, in whose former visit to Astrolabe Bay, on

the north-east coast, our Society took great interest, has recently

returned from a second visit to the island, and communicated to

the Imperial Geographical Society of St. Petersburg, a paper full

of new and curious observations regarding the ethnology of the

Papuan people. Yew Guinea is, indeed, likely to be henceforward

one of our chief sources of geographical iiiterest. Besides the

new missions now being established on its south-eastern coasts,

its western end is about to be again visited by the Italian tra-

veller and naturalist. Dr. Beccari; and his former companion, M.
D’Albertks, who has recently visited England, is also preparing

to return with the intention of penetrating the mountainous

interior from some of the livers which discharge themselves on the

southern coast. This last-mentioned tiaveller, who has gained

much experience of the Papuans in his former visit to some of the

most hostile tribes in the north-west is, as I am glad to announce,

in con espondence with our Society, and has promised to contribute

accounts of his further explorations.

Africa .—Africa has been so long and so intimately associated

with names revered by geographers, and has indeed of late years

so entirel}’ engrossed the interest and the sj’mpathies of this
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Society, that it seems almost unnatural to relegate it to a secondaiy

place in the programme of the coming Session
;
yet it must he

apparent to all that neither at the present time, nor in immediate

prospect, are African travel and discover}- entitled to a more pro-

minent position. The forthcoming publication of the Journals of

Dr. Livingstone will sustain the interest of the general public in

the subject
;
an(hl am happy to be able to exhibit to the Dellows

this evening a cojtjr of the ma^) which is to accompany the work,

and which will be seen to contain a large amount of new geo-

graphical detail of the distant interior, laid down from the observa-

vations of the great traveller.

In Central Africa, indeed, since Livingstone’s death, there has

been a lull, which contrasts strangely with the former activity.

Cameron, who proceeded to Ujiji at the close of last year, in the

hope of recovering some maps and papers of Dr. Livingstone,

which, however, are not yet known to have reached the coast, is

undeistood to have been since navigating Lake Tanganyika ; and

it is to be hoped he will thus have had an opportunity, not only

of re-examining the northern end of the lake, with a view to the

settlement of the hydrographical question which is in dispute

between Livingstone and Stanley on the one side, and Baker

and Findlay on the other, as to the connexion of Tanganyika

with the Albert iXyanza, but also of determining positively whether

there is any exit for the waters of the former lake through the

Kabogo Mountains into the Lualaba, or on the eastern side through

the Eufigi Eiver to the sea. No direct intelligence, however, has

been received from Cameron since the month of July ; and it is

quite possible, therefore, that ere this he may have obeyed the

recall of the Society, which was forwarded to him from Zanzibar

in April last, when the Society, having already disbursed from its

own resources, on the Eelief and Search E.vpedition, 2300Z., in

addition to the funds subscribed for the purpose by the public,

decided that it could no longer sustain the expense of an inde-

pendent exploration. At any rate, whatever maybe the present aspect

of the so-called Eelief Expedition, it is gratifying to me to be able

to record that a liberal public, in token of their unabated interest

in Central African discovery, have recently, in answer to an appeal

from Cameron’s friends, subscribed another thousand pounds, in

order to help him through his difiSculties, and enable him to do
justice to the work he is engaged on. The indefatigable Mr.
Stanley, also, is leading an independent expedition into Central
Africa at the expense of the Proprietors of the ‘ Daily Telegraph ’

and the ‘ New York Herald,’ who are already favourably known
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in their respective capacities as munificent patrons of research, the’

English journalist having recently sent Mr. G. Smith to excavate

the ruins of Xineveh, while the American house supplied the

necessary funds in 1871 for the discovery and relief of Livingstone.

Mr. Stanley, accompanied by four Europeans, and well furnished

with arms and other appurtenances of travel, had reached Zanzibar

by the last accounts, and was preparing to start for the interior.

It is believed that his main object is to supplement the labours of

Livingstone, and it is thus supposed that he will direct his steps

in the first instance to the so-called fountains of Herodotus, which
lured our own hero-traveller to his death ; returning thence to the

Katanga mines and the subterranean dwellings at Eua, and after-

wards passing on to the Lualaba, and possibly to the nameless

Equatorial Lake. The Geographical Society has unfortunately no
relations with Mr. Stanley at the present time

; but admiring, as we
do, his energy and address, and deeply' interested as we are in the

solution of the problems he has taken in hand, we naturally follow

his footsteps with sympathetic and eager expectancy.

Lieut. Grandy has returned from the "West Coast of Africa in

obedience to the summons which we sent him as soon as authentic

intelligence had been received of the death of Livingstone. It

will be remembered that the Expedition under his command was
prepared at the sole expense of Mr. James Young, of Kelly, for the

express purpose of communicating with Livingstone in the interior

of Africa, and furnishing him with the means, if he so desired, of

passing down the Congo to the sea. lYhen the great traveEer,

therefore, breathed his last at Hala, the object of the expedition

was at an end, and we did not consider ourselves justified in sub-

jecting Mr. Young to any further expense for the meie purpose of

geographical discovery. Lieut. Grandy did not, it is true, succeed

in advancing along the Congo as high up as the point which Capt.

Tuckey reached in 1816, but in his repeated and persistent efforts

to push his way' into the interior, he e.xamined a large tract of new
country both to the north and to the south of the river, his obser-

vations upon which he will, it is to be hoped, communicate to the

Fellows on an early occasion. The chief result of his adventurous

journey has been to show the extreme difficulty at present, owing
to the intense jealousy and untrustworthiness of the native tribes,

of penetrating into the interior of Africa from the West Coast at

any point within 10' south of the equator; and the consequent

improbability of the North German African Expedition being

able to cany out their project of reaching the myoteiiuua capital of

Muata Yanvo from this quarter.
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In Xorthem Africa our prospects, no doubt, are better, though as

yet there has been no tangible addition to our geographical know-

ledge. Colonel Gordon, the new Governor of the Upper Nile

A'alley, must have been long since joined by the two young engineer

olScers, Lieutenants Watson and Chippendale, who were sent out in

the summer by the Government, on the requisition of the Khedive,

to assist in thei survey of the lake regions north of Gondokoro;

and, as his Highness the Khedive has since signified, through

General Stanton, his approval of my suggestion that the results of

the explorations of Colonel Gordon and his party should be com-

municated to the world through this Society, I am in hopes of

receiving at no very distant date valuable intelligence with regard

to the extent and configuration of the Albert Nyanza and the

geography of the adjoining country.

The publication of Sir Samuel Baker’s new work will also be

hailed by geographers as a literary event of great interest and

only second in importance to the appeaiunce of Livingstone’s own
journal, which is now daily expected. Further accessions to our

knowledge of the countries contiguous to the Nile Talley on the west

may also be expected on the return of Dr. Nachtigall, as well as

from the Egyptian conquest of Darfour. The Sultan of this petty

State, which has been hitherto during the present century com-

pletely inaccessible to Europeans, having provoked a contest with

the forces of the Khedive, is likely to lose his crown, and to become

tributary to Egypt ; in which case not only will a further blow be

dealt at the slave-trade, which is at present largely fed from this

quarter, hut an opportunity will also he given to explorers to

connect the discoveries of Schweinfurth and Nachtigall beyond

the Bahr-el-Gbazal with those of Eohlfe and other travellers in

the Liby-an Desert.

I must also congratulate the Society on our having received from

Lieut. St. Vincent Eiskine an account of his very important journey

from the sea-coast at Inhamhane, in South-East Africa, to the court

of Umseila, between the Limpopo and Zambesi. Me shall reserve

an early- day for the reading of this Paper, as the pending negotia-

tions with Portugal for the sovereignty of Delagoa Bay, and the

importance of securing for our colonists a near and commodious
route from the sea-coast to the African gold-fields greatly enhance
the present value of Lieut. Erskine’s obser^-ations, and render it

most desirable that his views, the result of an extensive personal

experience, should he generally known. Captain Elton also, under
Dr. Kirk’s directions, has surveyed, in much detail, the East
African coast from Dar Salam to Kilwa, and has furnished an
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excellent Eeport npon the subject, -which will duly appear in our

‘ Journal ’
;
whilst the many visits which are being now paid to the

inland chiefs of Northern Africa, in connexion with our Ashantee

Treaty and Gold Coast Protectorate, may he expected to add very

largely to our geographical knowledge of that region, not only along

the sea-hoard and adjoining forest-helt, hut through the high and

healthy plateau of the interior. *

Madagascar.—A paper hy the Eev. Dr. Mulleils, on the interior

of this interesting island, wiH he the subject of one of our evening

meetings after the Christmas vacation. Judging from the maps

which the author has submitted to us, drawn hy him from observa-

tions made during extensive joumeys in the central provinces, a

new light will he thrown h}' his researches on the physical geogra-

phy and ethnology of the country.

Asia .—My Eeport on the progress of geography in Asia need not

extend to any great length, hut ifI may judge from the keen interest

which attaches to the consideration of all questions affecting the

relative position of the British and Eussian Governments in the

East, it will not he the least popular portion of my address. Since

the close of our last session Sir Douglas Forsyth’s Mission has

returned to India from Kashgar, and the accomplished envoy is now
employed in preparing for publication an account of the various

Expeditions on which his officers have been employed—an account

which promises to rival in interest those famous narratives of

Bumes’ Missions to Cahul and Bokhara, that first opened up to us a

knowledge of Central Asia—now nearly forty years ago. Colonel

Gordon’s Expedition, to and fro, across the Pamir was undoubtedly

the most important geographical feat performed hy the officers of the

Mission, and the account of this journey will, I trust, he brought

before the Society by some member of the exploring party, either

Captain Trotter or Captain Biddulph, both of whom are shoitly ex-

pected in London. As I anticipated, the height ot M ood’s lake has

been found to be much le.ss than the measurement which had been

previously accepted b}' geographers, and other corrections have been

made of some moment. The chief geographical novelty, however,

will be the description of the Shignan valley and the neighbour-

ing regions, by an experienced native explorer, who was despatched

from the Great Pamir on a journey of discovery to the westward,

while political students will be interested to hear that the passes

from \Vakhan, communicating with Chitral, Yassin, and Gilgit, have

been well examined ;
the rep)orted accessibility of the Biroghil Pass,

which leads into Chituil by an open and easy ascent, not 1000 feet

above the level of the Oxtis, having been confirmed; and the
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Ishkainan or Karambar Pass, a short distance to the eastward, which

is almost eqnall3
’ easj’ of approach, having been found to offer a con-

venient passage from the territory of the Mir of bVakhan to the

frontier post of the Maharaja of Cashmere at the head of the Gilgit

valley.

Of a kindred interest to the explorations of Col. Gordon’s partv

on the Pamir, S,ie the proceedings of the Eussian Survey Expedi-

tion on the Oxus.* The main olijeet of this Expedition appears to

have been to examine the Delta of the river, and to ascertain if

any of the arms which disembogue in the Aral are permanentlj’

navigable. As yet one channel only has been found sufficiently

deep to admit a steamer drawing from three to four feet water,

and that is the most easterly arm of the Delta, which is named
Yatii-Su, from the Aral to the Dau-kara Lake and Kuvan-jarma,

from the lake to the point where it leaves the main stream in the
vicinity of Yukus ;

and it is doubtful even if this arm would, in the

low season of the river, offer a navigable channel throughout its

course. Above Nukus, however, there is continuous deep water,

uninterrupted by rapids, as high up as the junction of the Kokcha
or river of Badakhshan.

It is thought that in examining the Oxus, the operation of a

physical force has been observed which is now called “ Baer’s Law,”
and which is said to compel a river running from the south to the

north, in the northern hemisphere, to cling to its right bank, partly

from the mere rotatory motion of the earth from west to east, and
partly because the water should contain within itselfan inherent pro-

jectile force in the same direction, the rotatory velocity of 1000 miles
an hour, to which, for instance, a river would be subjected at the

equator, being reduced in its northward course in the ratio in which
the circumference of the sphere is diminished, and this difference of
velocity becoming, in so far as it is not exhausted, a motional pro-

perty of the water. On the Oxus, certainlj", such a law would seem
to prevail; all the natural deviations from the original stream
being to the east, and all the cities upon the right side of the river
having been thus destroyed one after the other by the erosion of the
banks. At the present day, indeed, continuous deep water is onlj-

found along the eastern shore of the river, and the most easternly
channel of the Delta is in the same way the only one that is now
navigable. If, however, such a law did really exist in natuie, it must
apply especially to the Nile, where the direction of the stream is
almost due south and north, and where moreover the alluvial
bank swould yield readily to friction. Yet on this river no such
tendency to run off to the east has ever been detected

; and the
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Baer Law tlierefore is not at present universally accepted by
Physicists.

In connexion with the Oxus survey, some other important engi-

neering operations are being carried on by the Eussians ; some of

practical utility, others of antiquarian interest. On one side a line

of levels is being carefully run across from the now desiccated

Aibugir lake to the Caspian, along the old river-bed called the Uaboi.

The Oxus waters often penetrate in this bed as far as the Sary-kamish

lake, and it is now said, that, in the interval between that point and

the old embouchure near the entrance of the Balkan Bay, no such

upheaval of the earth’s surface, as has sometimes been asserted, can
in reality be traced, but that, on the contrary, the drj^ channel can be
excavated without much difSculty, so as to form a navigable ship-

canal the whole way between the Oxus and the Caspian. A second
line of levels is also being run across from the Caspian to the Aral
between the 45th and 46th parallels of latitude, with a view to the

junction of the two seas by a railway at this their nearest point

of contact. The other operation to which I have alluded as one of

antiquarian interest, is a survey of the Yani-darya, a former bed
of the Jaxartes, from the Dau-kara lake to the point of bifurcation

at Port Perofsk; a survey which is of the more importance as it

must have been along this line that the Jaxartes discharged its

waters into the Oxus, and through the Oxus into the Caspian, at

the time, only 400 years ago, when, according to the direct testimony

of the native historians and geographers who lived on the spot, the

Aral had been entirely dried up and was only known as a thing of

the past. An oflScer of the Eoyal (Madras) Engineers, Major AVood,

having been invitedby the Eussian Government tojointhe expedition,

has been present as an amateur on board the steamer Perofshj in

all the preliminary examination of the Oxus Delta, and has now
accompanied Colonel Stoletoff from Nukus to Fort Perofsk, along

the line of the Yani-darya, so that we may soon expect reliable

intelligence from him of the utmost interest as to the general

question of the hydrography of the Oxus and Jaxartes.

Another expedition, from which much is expected, is also about

to leave Calcutta for Burmah and Yunnan. Furnished with pass-

ports from the Central Government at Pekin, and accompanied by
an interpreter who has been sent from head-quarters to Eangoon
to meet them, they will proceed from Mandalay across the frontier

by Momein to Talifoo, and will thus have abundant opportunities

of acquiring most valuable geographical infoi-mation. Colonel

Brown is in command, having under him that experienced traveller,

our medallist, Mr. Ney Elias, and also that accomplished naturalist
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Dr. Anderson, so that the interests of science Lave evidently heen

sufficiently cared for.

"VMiilst I am considering this portion of Asiatic geography, I may
also express our deep regret at the death from fever of the two

French officers, Messrs. Fan and Moreau, who were recently de-

spatched from Mandalay to open up a communication with the

French possessions in Tonquin. We are ourselves, in the mean
time, continuing ‘a rough survey of the country from Toung-ho

north-east of Prome to Kiang-hang on the Mekong or Cambodia

Eiver, which is the frontier town between the Burmese and Annam
dependencies; so that there is every prospect of a line of route

being opened up before long across the Peninsula from Eangoon to

the Tonquin Eiver.

From Persia the only intelligence of geographical interest is the

deputation of Captain Napier to Khorassan for the purpose of

examining the frontier between Herat, Meshed, and 3Ierv, where
Turcoman raids are of frequent occurrence, and where it is thus

of much importance to define the true territorial distribution.

Captain Napier, it is hoped, by his observations in this region, will

be able to fill up a space in Major St. John’s Map of Persia, which
has hitherto been left blank, to the despair of geographers and the

great inconvenience of all who are interested in the preservation

of peace upon that fi ontier.

I may further notice that we have reports of much interest from
the Samoan Islands, from Formosa, and other little-known localities,

which in due course will be brought before the Society ; and now,
in concluding my address, I beg to congratulate the Society on the

very favourable auspices under which our session is opened, the most
successful explorer of the day being present to introduce his dis-

coveries in person to the notice of the Fellows, while the most
experienced ti aveller also among the Princes of our Eoyal House,

and the heir to the throne of all the Eussias, have further been
good enough to .show, by their attendance on this occasion, the deep
interest which they take in the prosecution of geographical science.

The Pbesiduxt then proceeded to say:—Your Eoyal Highnesses, Ladies
and Gentlemen,—Having concluded my ojoning address, I now Lave the
honour to introduce to the Fellows of the Euval Geographical Society Lieutenant
Payer, of the recent Austrian Arctic Expedition. Without detaining you any
length of time Irom the pleasure of hearing lus very mterestinu paper, I
must still say a few words in explanation of the circumstances under which
he now apiiears hefore you. 'the Eoyal Geouraiii.ical tsoeietv, as all the
Fellows know, esteems it one of their chief privileges to be able to lecognise
merit wherever it is found, without any distinction u! ciecel or nationality,
and vitliuut lenard to the quarter ot the globe in whieli iliscuieiies are made',
save and except always that we a'c most iutercsted in those regions with
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wliich we are most familiar. You will all recollect that for a long series of

years the Polar regions used to be considered almost as the private domain

of British navigators. I believe that for some twenty or thirty years it was
the British flag alone which was seen in those seas, and I think Arctic navi-

gators will bear me out when I say that there is hardly a strait or a sound

between Behring Straits, on the one side, and Baffin's Bay on the other, that

has not been navigated by British ships. Great names will occur to all

present—^names revered by all geographers, such as those of Parry, the

Piosses, Back, Franklin, M'Clintock, and others. Som* of these Arctic

explorers I have the pleasure of seeing present on thi3»occasion, with their

laurels still blooming on their brows. Some, I regret to say, are acci-

dentally absent. Sir George Back and Admiral Osborn are unfortunately

not here, but I see others who recall the days of our old Arctic glories. After

a time onr efforts relaxed. It must be remembered that our original object was
the discovery of a Yorth-Y'est Passage. That was succeeded by the efl'orts

made for the relief of Franklin
;
and then, as we relaxed, other nations took

up the broad question of Arctic discovery,—the Americans, the Swedes, the

Eussians, and last, though not least, the Germans. On our part there was
no jealousy at this competition. We have always been ready to recognise

and welcome discovery from whatever quarter it has proceeded
;
and on the

present occasion, I believe that the Geographical Society is just as proud of

the exploits of Lieutenant Payer, and just as much desirous to give him an
honourable and cordial welcome, as if he were a member of our own body. At
any rate, immediately that the intelligence reached us of the return of

the Austrian Arctic Expedition to Europe, on the part of our Council I

addressed a letter of congratulation to the Imperial Geographical Society of

Vienna; and in continu^ion of that letter, I sent an invitation from our
Society to Lieutenant Payer to attend at our opening meeting. At con-
siderable personal sacrifice he has now come over from Vienna in order to

announce his discoveries in jierson. I am very happy to find that on this

occasion so many persons thoroughly well informed on the subject are able

to attend. I will not attempt to jioint out Lieutenant Payer’s track upon
the map, hecause you will learn full details from his narrative

;
but, after you

have heard his adventures, I shall call upon you to accord him your most
cordial thanks for the trouble he has taken in coming over to this country,

and also congratulate him on the gallant and persevering and successful way
in which he has carried out his researches.

Lieutenant Payee then addressed the meeting in German.

The Austro-ITunfjarian Polar Ej^jiedition. By Julius Payer.

It was not the object of the Austrian Expedition to search for the

unknown country which the results of our preliminary expedition,

undertaken in 1871, had made it likely would be found to the north

of Xovaj’a Zemlya, but to discover a }sorth-East Passage. This,

its principal object, the Expedition has failed to attain, and the

country referred to was discovered instead.

The limited time, as well as the dignity, of a scientific meeting,

rerpuire that in the following Eeport all those events of a mere
personal nature, and the adventures incidental to every Arctic

expedition, should not be dwelt upon; and this all the more as

the limited time will not even permit us to treat facts of scientific

interest at as great a length as we should desire.
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The Tegetloff, a screw-steamer of 220 tons, left Bremerhafen on

the 13th of June, 1872, furnished with stores and provisions

calculated to last about three years. Including Captain Carlsen,

the well-known Xorwegian navigator, who joined the Expedition

at Tromsi), in the capacity of ice-mate and harpooner, the crew

numbered twenty-four men all told, amongst whom were sixteen

Dalmatian seamen.

On the morning of the 14th of July we left Tromso, shaping our

course towards the north-east. A few days afterwards we doubled

the Xorth Cape, and on the 25th of July, when in 74“ 30' x. lat.,

and 48“ e. long., we reached the edge of the packed ice, the un-

expectedly southern position of which we had every right to

consider a bad omen.

The masses of ice against which we had to struggle at that time,

as well as those which we encountered subsequently, were certainly

far less formidable than those with which we had become acquainted

five years before on the coast of Greenland, but they, nevertheless,

seriously ob.stnicted our progress. Large floes, separated by navig-

able lanes of water, were rarely met with, but immense quantities

of broken fragments. Early in August we were actually beset for

a few days, so as not to be able to move. Subsequently, however,

we regained our liberty, and in lat. 75“ x. we reached the open

water extending along the coast of Movaya Zemlya. The de-

creasing temperature, and cj^uantity of ice, showed indeed that the

summer of 1872 was the very opposite of that of the year before.

Aided by .steam-power we fought our way through a second barrier of

ice, and only reached open water in the latitude of IVilliam Island.

When still a little .south of that island, we were overtaken by the

yacht Ishjorn, in which Count Wilczek had effected his diflicult

passage from Spitzbergen, in order to establish a depot for our use

near Cape Aas.sau.

The two vessels kept company as far as the low Barents Islands,

where compact masses of ice, driven by south-westerly winds
towards the coast, barred all progress for a week. Only on the

21st of August, the ice having exhibited symptoms of breaking-

up, we parted company, and the Tegethoff steamed slowly away
towards the north.

But our hopes were vain. Night found us encompassed on all

sides by ice, and for two long and dreary years ! Cheerless, and
barren of all hope, the first year lay before us; and we were not any
longer discoverers, but doomed to remain as helpless voyagers on a
floe of drifting ice.

The unusally severe frost of the autumn of 1872 soon solidified
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the surrounding fragments of ice, from which neither sawing nor

blasting were able to effect our release. All our exertions were

frustrated by its incredible elasticity, and by the rapidity with

which pieces sawn asunder froze together again. Thus fettered we

drifted, at the mercy of the winds, towards the north-east.

Our position was thus sufficiently miserable
;
but on the 13th of

October it became gloomy in the extreme. Orf that day the

lethargy in which everything around us had so^ong been buried,

suddenly gave place to active commotion, and thenceforth we were

exposed to the fearful pressure of the ice. Many a time we were

summoned to be ready to save ourselves in case of the vessel

foundering ; and all this in the midst of a Polar night, and without

Imowing whither to turn for safety. Our vessel, however, bravely

withstood the pressure, though the floe upon which it was fixed

had been uplifted by others which had forced their way under it,

thus raising her aft, and causing her to heel over to port.

Preparations for passing the winter had by this time been made.

The deck was covered with snow, an awning was spread from the

mainmast forward, and a rampart of ice fixed round the ship.

The latter required to be repaired frequently, in consequence of the

havoc caused by the motion of the ice.

Special care was taken to keep the crew employed. Watches
were set regularly, exercise was taken, and school kept. On
Sundays, the members of the Expedition met for a simple but im-

pressive Divine Service under the awning, when the Bible was
read in Italian by the light of a train-oil lamp.

Meteorological observations were made regularly; Lieutenants

Brosch, Orel, Captains Carlsen, Lusina, and Krisch, relieving each

other every two hours. The uncertainty of our position rendered

it necessary to keep a watch constantly on deck, through which we
were regidarly informed of the approach of Polar bears, whose flesh

formed a most important addition to our diet. Nevertheless, the

sanitary condition on boai d, during the first winter, left much to be

desired, so that our excellent surgeon. Dr. Kepes, was kept fully

occupied. Scurvy and affections of the lungs made their appear-

ance, in spite of every precaution
;
the former partly on account of

the occasional congelation of the damp covering our cabin walls,

and partly owing to mental depression brought on by our critical

position, and which only disappeared when it became more hopeful

and the summer’s work kept everyone fully occupied.

Our small stock of wine was reserved for the use of the sick.

The rest contented themselves with a daily allowance of artificial

wine, which we prepared on board from glycerine, sugar, meat
’ c 2
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extract, tartaric acid, alcolioL, and water. A small plant suspended

over the cabin stove supplied ns every week with a little cress and

cabbage for the scorbutic. The dogs, who^e number had by that

time been reduced to seven, were lodged on deck in boxes filled with

straw. They were fed, at first, with dried horse-flesh, and subse-

quently on the flesh of seals and bears.

On the 28th 6f October the sun disappeared below the horizon,

not to rise again for 109 days. All the birds had left us, and
during five long winter mouths we were obliged to burn lamps in

our cabins. For weeks it was next to impossible to leave the ship.

The polar night was rarely of that indescribable clearness which has
been noticed on land, and by ourselves on the coast of Greenland.

Whenever a sudden change of temperature caused the expanse of

ice to break up, dense vapours arose from the fissures, which not
only further obscured the generally inky sky, but likewise produced
that immense amount of precipitation which we experienced,
especially during our second winter. A fine snow fell almost
continuously, and in the course of the winter of 1873-74 it attained

a depth of 12 feet. On the arrival of spring our vessel was com-
pletely buried in it, although nearly the whole of the snow which
fell during the preceding winter had disappeared during the
summer.

Our observations on the evaporation of the ice during the Polar
night agree in the main with the results obtained by Parry on
Melville Island. The winds nearly balanced each other as regards
direction as well as force.

A hut of coal had been built on the ice, to serve as an asylum in
case of the vessel being lost, but it was destroyed by a movement
of the ice on Christmas Eve ; and we considered ourselves fortunate
in being permitted to open Christmas Day itself in undisturbed
tranquillity, occupied with thoughts of home.
The first day of the new year brought with it no prospect of an

early release. We were still drifting towards the north-east, and
even imagined that we might be carried to the coast of Siberia.
Fate, however, had ordained otherwise

; for, after we had crossed
the 73rd degree of longitude, the wind shifted, and thenceforth,
helpless as before, we drifted towards the north-west.

On the 16th of February- the sun again made his appearance
above the horizon

; and on the 25th the pressure of the ice which
had tormented us hitherto, having literally hemmed us in by a
wall of craggy ice-mountains, ceased as suddenly as it had begun.
The cold continued to be severe : the mean temperature of February
was Fahr., and towards the close of that month it reached its

f
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highest minimum, 51° Fahr. But this cold is home easily, as the

cabin affords ready means for -warming one.self ; and consequently

several of our men only reluctantly put on their fur clothes -when

ordered on deck.

The Polar lights in their ineffable beauty illuminated the heavens

during the -whole of the -winter, but diminished in frequency as

the days grew longer. They generally appeared in* the south, and
only rarely -was more than one corona seen on the same night.

Since the beginning of September they -were the only incitation

-which -we received from beyond. Like mighty streams they

rushed over the firmament, sometimes from west to east, at others

in a contrary direction ; and the corona vanished as rapidly as it

appeared. They were most intense between eight and ten in the

evening, and their appearance was never attended by noise.

Magnificent lights proved generally the forerunners of bad
weather.

In the summer of 1873 our hopes of an early destruction of the

floe, and consequent liberation, revived. The mean temperature of

the past year had been 2‘7o° Fahr. In the course of the summer
we observed a maximum temperature of 45° Fahr. ; the black-bulb

thermometer occasionally indicated a solar heat of 113° Fahr., and
on days like these, when there was no wind, we had a sensation of

stinging heat. Our hopes were ba.sed upon the evaporation of the

ice, caused by the powerful effect of the sun, and upon its destruc-

tion by winds and waves, but not upon its melting in a sea the
surface temperature of which never rose above freezing-point.

The progressive conversion of the surface ice into sludge was
witnessed by us from day to day, the cliffs and walls of ice

crumbling away and evaporating, until nearly the whole of the

sea was covered with a thick chaotic layer of sludge.

Thus encouraged, we made fresh efforts to regain our liberty,

and the months of May, June, July, and August, were spent in

futile endeavours to saw through the ice which surrounded us
; but

our floe, which had attained a thickness of 40 feet, in consequence
of other floes forcing themselves underneath it, rendered all our
attempts futile. The centre of our vessel, and the uplifted part
abaft, remained immovably fixed upon the floe. The surrounding
ice and snow having melted away and evaporated to the extent of

12 to 18 feet, we found ourselves fixed at a considerable elevation

above the general level
; and the danger of being capsized had to

be provided against by supporting our masts with strong spars. I
ought to state that our floe varied considerably in size from time
to time ; during the last winter it was shattered almost daily, but
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congealed again immediately. At the time now referred to

(Angjist, 1873), it was 5 to 7 miles in diameter.

The northerly winds of July drifted us to the south, as far as

lat. 79°
;
hut August saw us again drifting to the north. I ought

to state distinctly that nothing justified us in the assumption that

the direction in which we drifted was at any time due to oceanic

currents. The winds alone caused it, and a cessation of the wind

led to a cessation in the movement of the ice. It struck us as re-

markable that the direction in which we drifted was always on the

right hand of that in which the wind blew, and that our vessel

should have veered only to the extent of one degree in azimuth

during the four preceding months.

In the course of the summer of 1873, when in about 79° N. lat.

and 60° long., we drifted over an extensive bank
;
our soundings,

which had hitherto varied between 100 and about 300 fathoms,

becoming much less.

The temperature of the sea was measured at different depths, and

the use of the dredging apparatus resulted in a small zoological col-

lection, only a portion of which we were able to bring to Europe.

Drawings of some of the specimens which we had to abandon have,

however, been made.

Our hopes that the ice would break up grew less and less every

day, though the familiar grating sound which proceeds from the

ice giving way was heard frequently, and dark streaks on the horizon

pointed to the existence of fissures in the ice. We had already

resigned ourselves to the necessity of being obliged to pass a second

winter as inactive and perilous as the first, when the state of affairs

all of a sudden underwent a change in our favour.

We had long ago been drifted into a portion of the Arctic Sea,

which had not previously been visited ; but, in spite of a careful

look-out, we had not been able hitherto to discover land. It was,

therefore, an event of no small importance when, on the 31st of

August, we were surprised by the sudden appearance of a moun-
tainous country, about 1-4 miles to the north, which the mist had up
to that time concealed from our view.

At that moment all our past anxieties were forgotten; impul-

sively we hastened towards the land, though fully aware that we
should not be able to get further than the edge of our floe. For
months we were doomed to suffer the torments of Tantalus. Close

to us, and in fact almost within reach, was a new Polar land, rich

with the promise of discoveries, and yet, drifting as we were at the

mercy of the winds, and surrounded by open fissures, we were
unable to get any nearer to it.

,
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At lengtli, towards tlie end of October, we approached within

3 miles of one of the islands forelying the main mass of the land.

Every other consideration was now thrown to the winds, and making

onr way over the rugged, hummocky surface of the ice, we for the

first time placed our feet upon land in lat. 79' 54' x. The ice

covering the sea close to the shore was only one foot in thickness,

and it was clear that an open lane of water had existed periodically

during the preceding summer. An island more'desolate than that

which we had reached can hardly be imagined, for snow and ice

covered its fiozen and tiebris-covered slopes. But to us it was of

such importance, that the name of Count "Wilczek, the originator

of our expedition, was conferred upon it.

The sun had deserted us for the second time on the 22nd of Oc-

tober
;
but we availed ourselves of the few hours vouchsafed us for

a week afterwards to make a few excursions to a distance of 10 miles

from the vessel, without, however, being able to enlarge our know-
ledge of the new country. Was it merely the southern capes of

islands of small extent which we had before us, or a countrj' of large

extent? Nor were we able to determine whether the white patches

which we discovered high up between the mountains’ summits were
glaciers or not.

The increasing darkness of the Polar night for the present

rendered every attempt at exploration impossible ; and we feared

that northerly winds might drift us far away from our present

position before the approach of spring should enable us to commence
our exploratory journeys. Nor was our position at that time at all

n safe one. Southerly winds had driven us close to the land, and
during the first half of October we still suffered seriously from the

pressure of the ice. Our floe was shivered into fragments, and it

almost appeared as if the anxious days through which we had
passed were about to return. In expectation of an unfortunate

issue, we took the same measures of precaution which w'e had taken

during the preceding winter, and were ready to leave the ship at a

moment’s notice. Fortune, however, did not again forsake us, and
we were permitted to pass the second Polar night (125 days in

length) without suffering the horrors of the first. There occurred

no further pressure from the ice ;
and our vessel, fixed to its floe,

and surrounded for the first time by icebergs, remained immovable,
close within the outer edge of the land-ice, and at a distance of three

miles from the nearest coast.

TTis position enabled us to look towards the future with a certain

amount of assurance ; it rendered existence more endurable, and
enabled Weyprecht, Brosch, and Orel to determine the magnetic
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elements witii a great amount of accuracy. Orel, moreover, deter-

mined the astronomical position of our winter quarters, which he

found to be in lat. 79^ 51' n., and long. 58' 56' e.

During the winter of 1873-74 much more .snow fell than during

the preceding one, and snow-drifts, brought on by northerly winds,

continued for days. At the height of the Polar night, we were

scarcely able to distinguish night fi-om day, and were enshrouded in

darkness for weeis. Christmas was celebrated in a snow-house

built upon our floe. In January the cold set in again exceedingly

severe, and the mercury remained frozen for more than a week.

The snow became as hard as pumice, and its surface granular. The
petroleum in the glass lamps under the awning froze, the lamps

went out, and even our cognac was changed into a solid mass.

The visits of bears were as frequent then as they had been at

other seasons of the year : they came close up to the ship, and were

killed by regular volleys fired from deck. The bears here are

certainly much less ferocious than those we met with in Eastern

Greenland, where they not infrequently attacked us, and, on one

occasion, they even carried one of the ci-ew out of the ship : here

they generally took to flight as soon as we made our appeai’ance.

As regards the disputed question whether beai-s pass the -winter in

a dormant state or not, we observed that amongst the great number
shot by us during two -winters, there was not a single female

;

and during our second sledge expedition in the spring of 1874, we
even discovered a tunnel-shaped winter hole in a snow cone lying

at the foot of a cliff, which was inhabited by a female bear and her

cubs. On encountering bears, we found it generally most advan-

tageous to fire after they had approached within a distance of 50 or

80 paces.

A portion of the flesh of sixty-seven ice-bears which we killed,

amounting altogether to about 12,000 lbs., proved to be the most

efflcieut remedy against the scurvy, from which several of our men
were again suffering. The care of our surgeon, as well as the

re-appearance of the sun on the 24th of Febinary, saved most of our

patients from protracted sulfering; but, owing to our stock of

medicines having become very much reduced, a third winter would
certainly have exhibited far more unfavourable results. This con-

sideration, joined to the certainty that our vessel was indissolubly

fixed to the floe, which in the ensuing summer would again drift

about at the mercy of the winds, as well as the danger of its

capsizing on the melting of the snow, led to the resolution to

aljandon the vessel towards the end of May, and attempt a return
to Europe by means of our boats and sledges.
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The interval was to he devoted to an exploration of the conntry

by means of sledge expeditions, the fortunate termination of which

must he left in no small measure to chance. For had the vessel

been drifted away during the absence of the explorers they would

have been exposed to certain destruction, and the crew remaining

on board would have been weakened considerably. But the explora-

tion of the country, lying as it did so invitingly before us, was
considered to he worth the risk.

*

March had arrived, and, although the cold was still severe and

the weather by no means favourable, the necessity of making the

best of the short space of time at our disposal induced us to start

upon our first sledge expedition. On the 10th of March the

Tyrolese Haller and Klotz, the sailors Cattarinich, Lettis, Bos-

pischill, and Lukinovich, three dogs, and mj-self, left the Tegethoff

with our big sledge. We travelled in a north-westerly direction,

along the coast of the extensive Hall Island, ascended Capes

Tegethoff and M‘Clintock, 2500 feet in height, and traversed the

picturesque Nordenskjold Fiord, the interior of which was bounded
by the gigantic ice-wall of the Sonklar Glacier. The land before

us appeared to be utterly void of life—immense glaciers looked

down upon us from between the desolate mountains, which rose in

steep doleritic cones and plateaus. Every object around us was
clothed in a mantle of glaring white, and the ranges of columns of

the symmetrical mountain-terraces looked as if they were encrusted

with sugar. In no single instance could we see the natural colour

of the rock, as in Greenland, Spitzbergen, or l!iovaya Zemlya.

This was owing to the immense precipitation and the moisture of

the air, which condensed in coming into contact with the even
surface of the cliffs. The unusual moisture of the air, moreover,

caused us frequently to over-estimate distances, which is quite con-

trary to the usual Arctic experience. Perfectly clear days were
exceedingly rare.

The cold during this journey was very great, and amounted on
one occasion to 58’ Fahr. (on board ship it was 16‘25 Fahr.). We
were hound to exercise the greatest precaution : our nightly rest

in the tent was disturbed, and the crossing of the Sonklar Glacier,

during a slight wind, was exceedingly painful. Our clothes were
as stiff as a coat of mail, and even our mrm, strong as it was,

appeared to have lost both potencj" arrd fluidity. We slept in fur

coats, but in the daytime we found that clothes made of the skins

of birds were best adapted for resisting the rigour of the climate.

In spite of every precaution, however, we suffered much from frost-
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bites, against wMch a mixture of iodine and collodion proved most

efficacious.

Immediately on our return to the vessel, on the 16th of March,

we set about making preparations for a second sledge expedition,

which was to extend over thirty days, and was to be devoted to an

exploration of the land in the north. Soon afterwards one of our

companions (Mi\ Krisch, the engineer) succumbed to a protracted

tuberculosis of th*e lungs, aggravated by scurvy. On the 19th we

buried him in a lonely spot surrounded by columnar basalt, and

erected a wooden cross upon his grave.

On the 24th of March we started for the north. Our party

included Mr. Orel, the two Tyrolese, three sailors (Zaninovich,

iSussich, and Lukinovich), and myself. IVe all wore snow-spectacles,

blinkers, masks covering half the face, knitted woollen gloves, and

sail-cloth boots. We were armed with double-barrelled Lefaucher

rifles, having a calibre of 12™^, and firing explosive bullets and

steel projectiles. In preparing our equipment we followed explicitly

the advice given by Admiral Sir Leopold M'Clintocb, and the

successful issue of our expedition is due largely to this circum-

stance.

Our team of dogs, unfortunately, was not any longer complete,

and only three of them assisted us in dragging our large sledge,

which carried stores and provisions weighing 16 cwts. The rest

of the dogs were either dead or incapable of rendering service ;

but even the three remaining ones, being powerful animals, proved

valuable auxiliaries.

The temperature during this journey, quite contrary to our

expectations, did not fall below 26‘50° Tahr., but snow-drifts and

moisture, the opening of fissures in the ice, and the flooding of our

path by the sea gave us much trouble.

The results of this journey cannot be fully appreciated without

reference to maps and sketches, and, anticipating the chronological

order of our report, we will at once state that the newly-discovered

country equals Spitzbergen in extent, and consists of several larger

masses of land—^Vilczek Land in the east, Zichy Land in the west

—

which are intersected by numerous fiords and skirted by a large

number of islands.

A wide sound—Austria Sound—separates these masses of land.

It extends north from Cape Hansa to about lat. 82’ x., where
Eawlinson Sound forks oif towards the north-east. The latter we
were able to trace with the eye as far as Cape Buda-Pest.

The tide rises about 2 feet in Austria Sound, and exercises but a
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small eflfect, merely causing the bay-ice to break near the coasts.

Dolerite is the prevailing rock. Its broad, horizontal sheets, and

the steep table-mountains, •which recal the Ambas of Abyssinia,

impart to the country its peculiar physiognomy. Its geological

features coincide -with those of portions of Xorth-eastern Greenland.

A tertiary carboniferous sandstone occurs in both ; but only small

beds of bro'wn coal -were discovered. On the other land amygdaloid

rocks, which are so frequent in North-easterif Greenland, were
not met •with in Francis-Joseph Land, and whilst the rocks in the

south were frequently aphanistic in their texture, and resembled

true basalt, those in the north were coarse-grained and contained

nepheline.

It is an established fact that portions of Xorth-eastem Greenland,

Kovaj’a Zemlya, and Siberia, are being slowly upheaved ; and it

was therefore very interesting to meet with raised beaches along
the shores of Austria Sound, which attested that a similar upheaval
was taking place here likewise.

The mountains, as a rule, attain a height of 2000 or 3000 feet,

and only towards the south-west do they appear to attain an

altitude of oOOO feet. The extensive depressions between the

mountain ranges are covered •with glaciers of those gigantic propor-

tions only met with in the Arctic Eegions. Only in a few instances

were we able to determine the daily motion of the glaciers by
direct measurements. On the coast they usually form mural pre-

cipices, 100 to 200 feet in height. The Dove Glacier on lYilczek

Land is undoubtedly one of the most considerable of the Arctic

Eegions. The glaciers visited by us were characterised by their

greenish-blue colour, the paucity of crevasses, and extraordinarily

coarse-grained ice, a small development of moraines, slow motion,

and the considerable thickness of the annual layers. The Tieve, or

glacial region above the snow-line, was much more elevated above
the sea than in Greenland or Spitzbergen.

Another peculiarity which characterises all the low islands in

the Austria Sound is their being covered by a glacial cap.

The vegetation is far poorer than that of Greenland, Spitzbergen,

or 2sovaya Zemlya ; and, excepting in the Antarctic Eegions no
country exists on the face of the earth which is poorer in that

respect. The general physiognomy of the flora (but not that of the
species) resemble that met with in the Alps at an altitude of 9000
or 10,000 feet. The season during which we visited the country
was certainly that in -which vegetable life first puts forth its

appearance, and most of the slopes were still covered with snow

;

but even the most favoured spots near the sea-level, which were
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no longer covered with snow, were unable to induce us to arrive at

a different conclusion. On level spots even we scarcely met with

anything hut poor and solitary bunches of grass, a few species of

Saxifrage, and S'dene acaulis. Dense carpets of mosses and lichens

were more abundant, but most abundant of all was a lichen—the

winterly Umbilicaria arctica.

Drift-wood, mostly of an old date, was met with on many
occasions, but onl)- in very small quantities. We once saw, lying

only a tiifle higher than the water-line, the trunk of a larch, about

a foot thick and some 10 feet in length. The drift-wood, like our

vessel, has probably been carried to these latitudes by the winds,

in all likelihood from Siberia, and not by currents.

The country, as might have been supposed, has no human in-

habitants, and in its southern portion scarcely any animals except-

ing ice-bears are met with.

Many portions of the newly-discovered country are exceedingly

beautiful, though it bears throughout the impress of Arctic

rigidity.

This and the subsequent sledge journeys have convinced us of

the difficulty which any future expedition would meet with in

discovering a harbour to winter in ; no locality for such a purpose

having been discovered by us.

It has always been a maxim of Arctic explorers to name their

discoveries in honour of the promoters of their enterprise, or of

their pi edecessors. The countries discovered may never become
of commercial importance, but the only manner in which I was
able to record my gratitude towards those who had devoted their

means to the success of our expedition, consisted in connecting

their names with the newly-discovered countries. The name of

H.S.M. Francis Joseph was consequently bestowed on the whole

of the country discovered by us, and other names to the several

parts of it.

Owing to the mists which generally hung over the ice, we should

not have been able to trace the northerly direction of the Austria

Sound had we not frequently ascended high mountains. The ascents

of Capes Koldewey (80^ 15'), Frankfurt (80^ 25'), Bitter (80® 45'),

Kane ( SI" 10'), and Fligely (82® o'), moreover enabled us to survey
the surrounding country, and to select the more suitable tracts

to follow.

An uninterrupted expanse of ice, with numerous icebergs scat-

tered over its surface, extended from coast to coast. It was evidently
of recent formation, and numerou-s fissures and barriers formed
of hummocks ciossed it in many places, and constituted serious
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obstacles to our progress, which we were able to surmount only at

a vast expenditure of time and laboui'. Our track then led over

this expanse of ice, and, starting from Cape Frankfurt at the portal

of Austria Sound, it led us through regions, with respect to which

we had learnt nothing during our first sledge journey.

Omitting for the present all details concerning our journey, it

may sufiice to state that we crossed the 80th degree of latitude on

the 26th of March, reached the 81st degree of liititude on the 3rd

of April, and observed, five days afterwards, the latitude of 81^ 37'.

We imagined at that time that we had approached nearer to the

Pole on land than had ever been done before, for we were not then

aware that the American Expedition under Hall had reached 82^ 9'

on land, and 82’ 26' by sea, the year before.

To the south-east of Crown-Prince Eudolf Land, we turned into

the vast Eawlinson Sound, which promised to lead us almost straight

to the north ; but we soon got entangled in a chaotic mass of ice,

which, owing to its height, prevented us from seeing the land,

through which it required our utmost exertions to force our way.

The small horizontal intensity of the needle, moreover, which is

but natural in a high latitude, repeatedly made us lose our way

;

and finding that the hillocks of ice became more formidable in

proportion as we advanced, we changed our course, and returned to

the Austria Sound. IVe frequently encountered ice-bears while

in the Eawlinson Sound. They came towards us whenever they

caught sight of us, and fell an easy prey to our rifles.

The decrease of our provisions,' and want of time, made forced

marches necessary, and necessitated a separation of our party.

The large sledge, with Haller and four others, was left behind

in lat. 81’ 38', under a cliff of Hohenlohe Island ; whilst Orel,

Zaninovich, and myself, with the dog-sledge and half the tent,

continued the journe}'. The sledge was now drawn by two dogs
only, and the third, a Lapland reindeer dog, having some time
previously perished in a snowstorm, Haller was ordered to wait a
fortnight for our return, and then to make the best of his way back
to the vessel.

Our first aim was to cross Crown-Prince Eudolf Land in a
northerly direction. This necessitated our crossing the extensive

Middendorf Glacier, which past experience and the great cold

justified us in believing to be possible, and we at once set about it.

After a laborious journey along the terminal cliff of the glacier, we
at length succeeded in gaining its surface, but had scarcely pro-

ceeded a hundred paces when an immense crevasse swallowed up
Zaninovich, the dogs, and the heavily-laden sledge. Mr. Orel,
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fortrinately, liad remained some distance beliind ; and I escaped a

similar fate by cutting tbrougb my harness. Isot being able b}-

myself to extricate those engnlphed, I ran back to Hohenlohe

Island, twelve miles distant, whence I quickly returned with the

rest of our party. By means of long ropes we succeeded at length

in raising men, dogs, and sledge, to the surface, and were fortunate

in being able to continue our journey on the following day without

having sustained serious injury. The men returned to the depot

;

our small party, having abandoned the treacherous surface of the

glacier, gained the western coast of the island by a circuitous path,

along which we travelled to the north.

Here we were destined to witness a most striking change in the

aspect of nature. A water-sky of a dusky colour made its appear-

ance in the north ; foul yellow vapours collected below the sun ; the

temperature rose; the ground tmder our feet became soft ; and the

snow-drifts broke under us with a rumbling noise. 'We had pre-

viously noticed the flight of birds from the north—here we found

the rocks covered with thousands of auks and divers. They rose

before us in immense swarms, and filled the air with the noise

of their vehement whirring, for breeding time had arrived. Traces

of bears, hares, and foxes, were met with everywhere, and seals

reposed sluggishly upon the ice. We were justified, therefore, in

believing that open water was near at hand ; but personal observa-

tions, which we were able to make on the following day, after we
had ascended the hills, and the results of which I embodied in a

sketch, showed that even our not very sanguine expectations, as

regarded the extent of open water, were not realised.

Our track henceforth was far from safe. We were no longer

travelling over old ice, but now a crust of young ice, hardly one or

two inches thick, covered with salt, very flexible, and crossed by
veritable walls, built up of fragments resulting from recent

fractures of the ice. We tied ourselves to the rope, carried our

things separately, opened a path with the axe, and continually

examined the thickness of the crust which bore us.

We rounded Auk Cape, which resembled a gigantic aviary, and
reached the two lonely rooky towers of the Cape of Columns. Here
we first found open water extending along the coast.

This distant world was sublime in its beauty. From a height we
looked down upon the dark sheet of open water, dotted with ice-

bergs, like so many pearls. Heavy clouds hung in the sky, through
which penetrated glowing rays of the sun, causing the water to

sparkle, and above was reflected the image of another sun, but of a

paler hue.
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At an apparently immense height the ice-mountains of Crown-

Prince Eudolf Land, bathed in a roseate hue, stood out clearly

visible through the rolling mists.

The 12th of April was the last day of our advance to the north,

and, although not perfectlj' bright, it was more so than most of its

predecessors. The thermometer stood at 54' 50' Fahr.

From the Cape of Columns, owing to the open water referred to,

it was no longer practicable to travel over the^ice, and we were

compelled to take to the hills.

On starting, we buried our baggage in the crevasse of a glacier,

in which we had slept, and where it was safe from prowling ice-

bears; and with the dog-sledge we travelled over a snow-field

towards the hills, which were 1000 to 3000 feet in height. On
reaching the prominent rocky Cape Germania we obseiwed the me-

ridional altitude (81’ 57' N.). Here we left the sledge, and, tied to

the rope, crossed the neve of a glacier, which descended in gigantic

steps towards our left. But the many crevasses which obstructed

our path, and into which we broke frequently, as well as the cer-

tainty of having reached 82’ 5' n., after a march of five hours since

noon, induced us to abandon further discovery, and having pushed

to the north for seventeen days, we halted on the height of Cape

Fligely.

IVe were now in a position to judge of the extent of coast water.

It turned out to be a ‘‘ Polynia,” bounded by old ice, within which
floated ice-masses of recent formation, not very close.

As I am anxious on this occasion to confine myself to a record of

fact, I abstain from entering upon a discussion concerning the navi-

gableness and nature of those portions of the Arctic Ocean which

have not hitherto been seen by anyone. There cannot, however, be

any doubt that the facts observed, and the sight upon which we
looked from Cape Fligely, spoke as little in favour of the theory of

those who believe in the existence of an open Polar Sea as of those

who maintain that the Polar Basin is covered with ice throughout

the year. The truth will probably be found to lie between these

two extremes. The hope of finding a navigable sea in latitudes not

hitherto attained is not yet extinct, and is most likely to be realised

by hugging the coast, but depends in a large measure upon a favour-

able year.

The success of an expedition sent out to attain the highest possible

latitude depends, moreover, largely upon the routes selected. The
plan of penetrating through Smith Sound, which has been advocated

in this country, appears to offer most advantages in these respects.

Any theoretical reasons adduced in favour of this route are seconded
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most powerfully by tbe fact that a very high latitude has been

reached here on repeated occasions. If an expedition should succeed

in reaching a winter harbour in a latitude as high as that reached by

the last American Expedition, it would then be in a position, by

means of extensive sledge journeys along the coast, to reach a lati-

tude in the course of spring, the attainment of which would be

attended by far^ greater difSculties along any other routes.

Our own track ^o the north of Novaya Zemlya carries no weight

in considering this question, for we were indebted for our progress

to a floe of ice, and not to our own exertions. The difficulties which

any succeeding navigator would have to contend with on this route

may be estimated from the fact, that on our return we found the sea

encumbered with ice to such an extent that even boat^navigation

was hardly possible, and we were obliged to haul up our boats many
hundred times and drag them over the ice. TTe certainly should

not have been able to return in our vessel, although the summer of

187-1 was exceptionally favourable. But if an expedition be fitted

out, not with a view of reaching the highest possible latitude, but

to study the nature of Arctic countries, then the interior of Green-

land would certainly appear to be deserving of the first consideration.

But our neighbourhood was at that time of more immediate interest

to us than the question of the navigableness of a remote portion of

the Arctic Ocean. M’e had before us extensive lands covered wth
mountains, and bounding a wide sound stretching towards the

north-east, which we were able to trace as far as lat. 83’ x., where

the imposing Cape Wien (Vienna) forms the western extremity

of a country upon which I conferred the name of Petermann, to

whom geographical science, and particularly Arctic explorers, are

so largely indebted. The land opposite this I named King Oscar

Land.

Crown-Prince Pudolf Land extended towards the north-east, its

furthest visible point being a cloud-wrapt rocky promontory in

lat. 82’ 20' X., named in honour of Admiral Sherard Osborn. Two
other localities, visited b}’ us, but not on this occasion, were

named after two other renowned English navigators, namely.

Admirals CoUinson and Back.

We do not desire to start any fresh theory with reference to the

distribution of land around the Pole ; but the coasts as well as the

gigantic glaciers certainly gave us the impression of having entered

a group of islands of considerable extent, thus partly confirming

Petermann’s theory of an Arctic archipelago.

The innumerable icebergs met with in all the fiords of Francis-
Joseph Land formed a remarkable feature, for to the south of it

—
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that is, in the Xoraya Zemlya Sea—scarcely any vrere met with.

We are not in a position to ascribe the presence of these icebergs to

ocean currents, though their absence in the Xovaya Zemlya Sea

would appear to point to their finding an outlet towards the north.

Having planted the Austro-Hungarian banner upon the farthest

point reached by us, and deposited a document, testifying our

presence, in a cleft of the rocks, we turned hack towards our vessel,

which lay some ICO miles to the south. •

Having rejoined our comrades, who anxiously waited for our

return at Hohenlohe Island, forced marches, and a deliverance from

all impedimenta excepting the tent and provisions, soon brought ns

to lower latitudes. But after wo had crossed the glaciers of the

imposing Ladenbnrg Island, and reached Cape Bitter (19th April),

we were disquieted by the observation that the sea-water had

permeated the lower layer of snow, whilst a dark water-sky hung
over the broad entrance to Harkham Sound. On retijing to rest,

we distinctly heard the grinding noise of ice, and the surge beating

against the shore.

The next day found us on an iceberg not far from the Hayes

Islands, with open water in front of us, and no boat to cross it.

The water set rapidly towards the north, owing, probably, to the

tide. The southern portion of Austria Sound had been converted

into a “ Polynia,” and, at a distance of 30 paces from where we stood,

the surf lashed the ice. After wandeiing about for two days,

during a fearful snow storm, we managed, by following the land and

the mural termination of glaciers, to go about this open water which

shut oif our return
;
and it was with a feeling of deliverance that we

again stepped upon the solid ice near Cape Frankfurt. Our last

apprehensions were removed when we found that our vessel had
not drifted away, and on the 2-tth of Apiil wo again hoarded the

TegetJioff on the very spot south of Wilczek Island where we had
left her thirty days before.

A few days had neee.ssarily to he devoted to repose, for although

we had eaten the flesh of eight hears, which we had killed during

our journey, this addition to our diet was not sufficient to counter-

balance the reduction in our strength brought about by the extra-

ordinary exertions which we were called upon to undergo when
dragging a sledge for eight to ten hours at a stretch, and a night’s

rest of only five hours’ duration.

Our third sledge journey was devoted to an exploration of the

extensive M'Clintock Island. Brosch, Huller, and myself, with the

dog-sledge, joined in it. Al’hen about forty miles to the west of our

ship, we ascended a high mountain, and were able to survey the

country as far as about long. 46' e. It was mountainou.s in character.
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the mountains again hearing a great resemblance to the Amhas of

Abyssinia, and attained its culminating point in the Eichthofen

Peak, about 5000 feet in height. Closely-packed ice covered the

sea towards the south as far as the eye could reach, and rendered

our prospects of a speedy return home by no means cheerful.

On the termination of this journey. Lieutenant Weyprecht

measured a base-line on the ice near the ship, and we then considered

that we had done everything in our power to accomplish the objects

of the Expedition, and our thoughts were directed exclusively upon
our return home.

The period immediatel}’ before starting was devoted to recruiting

our strength. We took leave of the grave of our departed comrade,

and of the country which the caprice of a floe of ice had enabled us

to discover.

The conclusion of his namtive was given to the Meeting hy Lieutenant
Payer in a speech in his own language, of which the translation is as follows :

—

On the 20th of May, in the evening, the flags were nailed to the masts

—

an affecting scene for all of us, and we started upon our return home. Our
equipment was of the simj)lest, for circumstances forbade anything approaching
to luxury, and, in addition to the clothes he wore upon his back, the personal

property of each member of the Expedition was limited to a blanket to sleep

in. The provisions, ammunition, Ac., for three or four months were packed in

three, subsequently four boats, placed on sleighs, and in three large sledges,

each weighing about 17-j owts. Only the two strongest of our dogs were alive h_v

that time
;
but even this small contingent proved of great service, for they

pulled daily 9 to 10 cwts. between them.

The deep snow which was encountered on first starting, compelled ns to

travel as many as five times over certain distances, for it required the united

strength of our whole party to drag a single sledge or boat. Having reached

the edge of the land-ice, we had to clamber with our boats and sledges from
floe to floe, and sometimes to cross narrow fissures in the ice. Persistent

southerly winds, moreover, destroyed the little progress we made, for they

drove the ice, upon the surface of which we were travelling, to the north
;
and

after two months of incessant labour, we were not more than eight miles from
the ship. It almost appeared to ns as if our struggle with the ice would end
in a defeat, which would compel us to remain a third winter in our ship,

uncheered by a ray of hope.
The ice around us was closely packed, and on several occasions we were

compelled to lie quietly with onr boats upon a floe of ice fur an entire week,
until it should please some channel to open. Xortherly wimls set in at length,

on the 15th of July, which dispersed the ice to some extent, continuous rains

reduced its dimensions, and by almost superhuman exertions we were advanced
ten miles in the course of as many days. We were fully convinced by this time
that no vessel would have succeeded in that year to reach the land discovered
by us.

On the 7tli of August we observed, for the first time, a swell coming from
the south, an indication of the proximity of open water. This revived our
fading hopes, whicli fell anew when we again became ice-bound for the space
of five days

;
hut on the 14th of August we reached the edge of the pack in

lat. 77^ 40' X., and our safety seemed thus to he secured. Here we were
reluctantly forced to abandon onr sledges, and to kill our dogs, who had been
our faithful companions and assistants in times of need, for our boats were
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hardly large enough to hold ourselves and baggage, besides which we were

without water and provisions for their maintenance.

Our final salvation is due entirely to finding the edge of the pack-ice in so

high a latitude, and, favoured by the wind, we crossed the open sea in the

direction of Novaya Zemlj’a, and followed the coast of that island toward the

south. On the 18th of August we, for the first time, placed our feet upon
terra firraa, near the Admindty Peninsula ;

and on the evening of the 24:th

—

that is, after a passage of ninety-six days—we found ourselves in the Bay
of Downs (lat. 72^ 40'), on board the Russian schooner^ Nicolai (Captain

Feodor Voronin), who received us -with that heartiness which distinguishes the

Russian people.

A speedy passage brought us toVardo, and at three o'clock in the afternoon

of the 3rd of September, 1874, we stepped upon the hospitable soil of Vorway,
full of that satisfaction which an escape from a position of danger and doubt
brings with it.

The Presidext.—Before I call for remarks on this paper, I wish to read

you a few sentences from a letter which has reached me to-day from the well-

known geographer. Dr. Petermann, of Gotha. Formerly, Dr. Petermann was
opposed to Smith’s Sound as the best route for a North-Polar expedition, and
advocated the superiority of the S pitzbergen route ; but I am happy to see that

he now admits the advantages of the Smith Sound route to be at least equal
to those of the line to the East of Greenland.
The passage is as follows :

—

“ But whatever may be decided on, I trust that the British Government
will no longer hold back to grant what all geographers and all scientific

corporations of England have been begging for these ten long years, and
aflford the means for a new effective expedition to crown these our modest
endeavours, of which I have given an outline. IVc in Germany and Austria
have done our duty, and I am happy to have lived to see that our humble
endeavours, the work of our Arctic explorers, have gained your approbation,
that of the Royal Geographical Society of Great Britain. 'IVe have done all

we could in the private maimer we had to do it ; for, as a nation, we Germans
are only now beginning to turn our attention to nautical matters. We have
had no vessels, no means, and our Government has had to fight three great
wars these ten years. But nevertheless we have had in this interval German,
Austrian, American, Swedish, Norwegian, Russian Polar Expeditions, in which
even an Italian officer took part, at the instance of the Italian Government.
And England, formerl}" always taking the lead in these matters, is almost the
only maritime power that has kept aloof. When, nearly thirty years ago, one
man of science proposed that magnetical observations should be extended, it

was at once answered by the Government then by sending out to the
Antarctic Regions an expedition of two vessels, the Erebus and Terror,
under that great navigator Sir James Clarke Ross, which has never yet been
eclipsed as to the importance of its results and the lustre it shed on the
British Navy. I do not know the views held in England now, but I know
that to us outsiders the achievements and work of a man like Sir James Clarke
Ross or Livingstone have done more for the prestige of Great Britain than
a march to Cumassi, that cost millions of pounds sterling. That great
explorer, Livingstone, is no more; his work is going to be continued and
finished hy German and American explorers. We shall also certainly not let

the Arctic work rest till it is fully accomplished
;
but it surely behoves Great

Britain now to step in and once more to take the lead.”

Admiral Sir E. Belcher s.aid he was quite sure that the feeling of Great
Britain would be greatly in favour of sending out another Arctic Expedition.
He would prefer the route by Smith’s Sound, but at the same time would not
renounce all attempts to the east of Spitzherjen. The officer appointed to
command such an expedition ought to be wholly untrammelled in his coarse

D 2
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of action. There are mariv men in the British Xavy quite ei'inal to control

snch an undertaking, and no one could possibly lay dotvn rules for then- guidance

until the opportunity arises for decisive action. He tvas perfectly satisfied that

if in 1852, when he started up Queen’s Channel, he had been free from that

bugbear of raising piles and leaving documents behind, he could have passed

into the Polar Sea and gone out by Behring Straits. He had then piroceeded

withont the slightest difnculty to the further end of Wellington Channel ;
but

he was persuaded to stop and build a cairn, and before he returned to the ship

he found that thet sea had closed in the whole strait. However, he took up
his temporary winter^quarters, expecting that the ice would have opened, and
started in sledge-boats. When he reached Exmoutb Island he suddenly found

the whole floe between the spiot blocked and the island break up, and an open
sea again, with nothing to prevent the ship from passing through, had she

only been a few hoitrs earlier. Thus he found that there was an open sea,

with a strong tidal course flowing east and west far north of the spot where
he was shut in for the winter. The morning after, the whole floe for 18 miles

between Exmouth an 1 X. Cornwall was open, and he sailed across in his frail

sledge-boat. The return tide broustht back the ice, but it again opened, and
he returned under canvas to Exmouth Island. On the 22nd May, 1853, the

sea was again opened, and a boat then might have navigated the sea. It was
supposed that that sea communicated with Smith's Sound. He was con-

vinced that off tlio Spitz'oergen shore similar opportunities would be found.

The great thing was to attach the ship to a floe, keep well off shore, and avoid

icebergs. A rendezvous s’noiild be flxed on, to which stores might be sent,

and in this way, in the course of three years, lesults would be attained as

glorious as those which Lieutenant Payer bad accomplished.

In conclusion. Sir Eiiward moved a vote of thanks to Lieutenant Payer for

his most valuable jiapev.

Admiral Collixsox liad no doubt that the Austrian voyage would always be
celebrated for the discovery of the land, but it was also of great unportance as

throwing light upon the course of the flotation of the ice. Lieutenant Payer
had met witli an almost unprecedented instance of an Arctic current setting

to the northward. Petwceii Greenland and Behring Straits the whole drilt

was to the southwanl. Sir Edward Parry was prevented going northward by
a southerly drift

;
then the Ilansa drifted down to the south ; the escape of

the Resolute and tiie Foe testified to a similar drift; the Erelrns and Terror

were brought down bv' the current to the jxisitiou where they were abandoned
by their crews : and, in all probability. Sir John Franklin might have escaped

had he tried to proceed in.side King 'William’s Land, which he would have

done bad he known it to he an island. In contradistinction to this concurrent

testimony as to a soiirherly drift. Lieutenant Payer had found a drilt in the

opposite direction.* This remarkable change in the ocean dnift was a fact

* The following i-, the drift of the Teijethoff in the Polar Sea, from August
1872 to August 1873, computed by Capt. George, 3Iap Curator e.g.s. ;

—

DaiET. I

Date, Wixio.
Interval. r»irection. Amount. Daily Dale.

From Aug. 21 to Si.pt. 9
D.1VS.

19 X.G2=W.
31 lies.

2S 1- 5 Ea.stciiy.

„ Sept. 9 to Oct. 1 22 X.7S°E. 74 3- 4 S.'W, gale

„ Oct. 1 to Jan. 1.7 180 X. 55" E, 123 1-1.7

„ Jan. l.j to Ftjb. 2.7 •41 X. CO 1- 5

„ Feb. 2.1 to Aug. GO ISG X.73WV. 14S 0- S
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which, was deserving of careful inquiry. A similar drift existed in the Behring
Straits. He believed that the packed ice prevented the frost getting to the

surface of the water, there was no cohesion of the pieces together, and they

were easily disturbed by any strong breeze of wind. Where the ice was open
and exposed to the cold, it froze solidly, and there was great difficulty in moving
it

;
but with the packed ice it was otherwise. He had looked upon Lieutenant

Bayer's voyage with a great deal of interest, and there could be no doubt that

that voting officer had deserved the medal which bore as its motto “ Oh terras
7

'
-I

•
redusas:

Second Meeting, 23rd November, 1874.

Major-General Sir HENEY C. EAWLIXSOX, k.c.b.. President,

in the Chair.

Elections.—Abd-Ell-Basah Bey ; James Allen, Esq. ; W. J. Alt,

Esq. ; George Beall, Esq. ; George JLiller Beech, Esq. ; Louis A.

Bernays, Esq. ; John Biddulph, Esq. ; Capt. Lord de Blaquiere,

Ambrose P. Boyson, Esq. ; John Henry Brand, Esq. (President of the

Orange Free State Eepublic); B. Dunlop Buchanan, Esq.; Capt.

William S. Cooke (22nd Eegiment); Baron de Cosson ; Henry Nicholas

Courtney, Esq.; Rear-Admiral Crawfurd ; Capt. TT^. H. Duthie, e.a.
;

Benjamin Hill Evans, Esq. ; Edmund Farmer, Esq. ; Thomas Fenn,

Esq.; F. Du Cane Godman, Esq.; Lieut. Si. George G. Gore,R.ii..

;

C. L. Griesbach, Esq.; Fiancis Gwynne, Esq.; Philip Hanmer, Esq.;

William Hargreaves, Esq.; Commander James A. Heathcote (late I.N.);

Henry Henderson, Esq. ; His Excellency Baron Hochschild ; Le Chevalier

Frederic Jeppe ; F. Killatn, Esq.; Thomas Kincaid, Esq.; S. Koppel
(German Consul to the United States of Columbia); Her. W. L.

Leeman ; F. N. Macnamara, Esq.,^.i>. (Surgeon-Major Indian Army);
Bev. A. Gray Maitland; Hugh Matheson, Esq.; Capt. Hon. Paul
Methuen; B. Leslie Morris, Esq. ; Dr. C. F. Oldham (Surgeon-Major
Indian Army) ; William Henry Overall, Esq., f.s.a.

; TF. H. Paulson,

Esq., B.A.
;
Henry Pender, Esq. ; Thomas Digby Pigott, Esq. ; Thomas

Platt, Etq. ; Capt. Richards, F..y.; Bev. George St. Martin Ritchie; Hon.
IT illiani Barnard Rhodes; Robert Russell, Esq. ; Howard Saunders,

Esq., F.z.s.
;
Veinon Rudolph Schalch ; Gerald Y. Seymour-Fitzgerald,

Esq.; H. Stepihens, Esq. ; Henry Strousberg, Jun., Esq.; Hon. N. J. R.
Swart ; William Trotter, Esq.; Charles Twite, Esq. ; John Ward, Esq. ;

Rev. John Dundas Watherstun ; Foveaux TFe/ss; Rev. Watkm Herbert

Williams.

Donations to the Library, IOth to 23rd Xovembee, 1374.—A
Libertagao des Eagas de Cor, &c., 1873; by E. Armenio (Author).

The Growth and Vicissitudes of Commerce, 1872; Technical,
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Industrial, and Trade Education, 1872 ;
On Commercial Training,.

1873; by Dr. John Teats (Author). “How about Fiji?” 1874; by
“E.” (Author, j)er Mr. Wlieeler). Eeorganization of Frencb Aimyi
Precis of Speech of the Due d’Audilfret Pasquier (Intelligence Depart-

rneui. War Office, 1874). Abstract of Eeports of Surveys and other

geographical operations in India for 1872-73 (H.M. Secretary of
State for India). > Cenni geologici sulle montagne Poste in prossi-

mita al GiacimentO di Antracite di Demonte, 1874; by Cav. G.

Jervis (Author). Quaritch’s General Catalogue of books, 1874

(Puhlisher). Memoria que el Ministro de Estado en el departa-

mento de Marina presenta al Congreso Xacional de 1871, Santiago

de Chile (J. L. Pcdnier, Pscy.). Expedition Pertuiset a la Terre de
Feu : Eapport envoy e aux Societes geographiques, 1874(dr.PerfzuW).

Selections of papers regarding the Hill tracts between Assam and
Burmah and on the Upper Brahmaputra, 1873 ; Selections from
Eecords of Madras Government, Tos. XXXYI. and XXXVIII.,
1874; Selections from Eecords of the Goverament of India, Foreign
Department, Xos. CX. and CXII., 1874 (The Indian Government).

Public M orks Department, British Burma; Eeclamation of IVaste

Land and Improvement of Commimications, Part I., 1868 (B. Gordon,
Esq.). 14 Photographs of Kafirs (J. Coles, Esq., e.x.). Bolivia;

extracts from a work written by Avelino Aramayo, 1874 (Anon.).

And the usual current Periodicals and Publications of Societies, &c.

Do.vatioxs to the Map-Eooh FROii 10th to 23ed Xovehbee, 1874.
—Four Maps of part of China, in Chinese characters, viz., 3 Polls,

showing the Military Stations at the mouth of the Yang-tsze-Kiang

;

1 Soil, a Map of the Province of Hupih, showing the rising of the
Hin Eiver. (Dr. IT. LocMart, f.e.c.3.). Map of the Fiji Islands.

2 copies. (J. Wyld, Esq., f.e.g.s.). Admiralty Chart of the Polar
Sea, coloured ; showing the discoveries of Great Britain and other
Countries. (Caffi. F. J. Evans, Hydrographer.) Government Map of
Mexico. By A. G. Cubas, Engineer. (G. S. Ohlsen, Esq.) Map
showing the Explorations of E. Giles, Esq., in the interior of
Australia. (G. IT. Goyder, Esq., Surveyor-General.)

The Pbesidext called attention to the number of new members whose
names had been read over

;
this number

—

60—being the largest that had ever
been elected at one meeting. He congratulated the Society on this proof of
he high place it still held in public estimation, and regarded such an accession
as an earnest of increased means of usefulness.

Xew PomtE Expedition.

_
He then announced that he had two or three matters to lav before the meet-ing before proceeding to the business of the evening. At the last meetino- ineadmg his openmg Address, he had alluded to a subject wMch was then under

(
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consideration,—that of a new Polar Expedition. At that time he was nnahle to

say more than he did. He had subjected himself to blame in some quarters for

not having endeavoured to obtain something like a direct answer from the First

Lord of the Admiralty, who was present on the occasion, but he thought he was
only acting discreetly in preserving silence. He had reason to beheve that the

present Board of Admiralty w.ts favourable to the undertaking, as he believed

the Board under the former Government to have been
; but one could never be

sure that the favourable Pieport of the Admiralty, or even the favourable view
of the Prime Minister, might be sufficient to overcome the economical scruples

of the Chancellor of the Exchequer : consequently, he thought it best to say
nothing until the question was finally decided. A few days afterwards he
received the following letter, which all present had probably seen in the

newsiiapers, but which, as a matter of form, must be laid before the Society

and placed on their records. It was dated 10, Downing Street, Whitehall,
17th November, and ran as follows:—
“ Dear Sir Hexet Eawlixsox,

“ Her Majesty’s Government have had under consideration the repre-

sentations made by you on behalf of the Council of the Eoyal Geographical
Society, the Council of the PLoyal Society, the British Association, and other
eminent scientific bodies, in favour of a renewed Expedition, under the conduct
of Government, to explore the region of the Aurth Pole

;
and I have the

honour to infoim you that, having c.arefully weighed the reasons set forth in

support of such an Expedition, the scientific advantages to be derived from it,

its chances of success, as well as the importance of encouraging that spirit of
maritime enterprise which has ever distinguished the English people. Her
Majesty’s Government have determined to lose no time in organising a suitable

Expedition for tlie purposes in view.
“ I remain yours faithfully,

“ B. Disbaeli.
“ -tlaJoi'-Genenil Sir Henry C. R't>-Tinsod, K.C.B.,

li'c. tte. Ac.’’

The President .added that he was unable to inform the meeting of the exact
me.asures which had been t.akeu in piusuance of this letter, but the accounts
in the daily papers ho believed were accurate, which stated that Sir Leopold
M'Clintock had visited sever.al of the northern ports—Dundee, Aberdeen and
Peterhead—with the view of examining .ships accn.stomed to Arctic voyages,
in order to select two or more for the purposes of this E.xpedition. Sir Leopold
had returned to Portsmouth, and would, no doubt, make his report to the
Government in due time. He was happy to congratulate the Society on the
successful termination of the efforts that had been made by this and other
Societies to bring about a new Polar Expedition. It was an Expedition in

which the Eoyal Geographical Society had always taken the greateot interest,

hut it was as well that the Fellows and the public should know- that the Society
has nothing whatever to do with any of the subsidiary' arrangements. The
organisation of the Expedition would be entirely in the hands of the Admiralty,
and all applications for employment on it should be addressed to them. He
would only further say that, according to all reasonable calculation, if every-
thing went well, the Expedition might be expected to leave our shores in the
course of next spring, probably in the month of May.

Sir Ectherford Alcock asked the indulgence of the meeting in depart-
ing from the usual order of tiroceedings. He was sure that all ^he Fellows
had heard with great pleasure the announcement just made that at last Her
Majesty's Government had taken a favourable view of the many reasons
which existed for sending out another Expedition to the Aorlh Polar region.
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He liimself was recently in Vienna, wlien tlie Austrian jieople showed great

cntliiisiasm in welcoming back the officers of the Aiistro-Hunganan Expedi-

tion, which had just returned. The letter from the Piesident of the Eoyal

Geographical Society, read at the meeting of the Austrian Geographical

Society, was received with the greatest jileasure, and the news that the

English Government had decided on sending out a new Expedition would

awaken an echo of sincere joy in the Austrian capital. Tlie emulation which

existed was without any jealousy, for each nation was only striving how far

it could contribute to the one great end. It had been said that the utility of

such an Expedition was not very evident, but the truth was that no one could

ever tell what would be the final result of scientific discovery. If the under-

taking only served to stimulate the courage, daring, and boldness, and to

keep up the chivalry that had always distinguished the British navy, that

would be quite sufficient to most Englishmen ; but when Galvani made his first

discoveries in electricity, even the most scientific of that day, certainly, never

imagined that they would be the source of the marine cable and the telegraphic

wire. There could he no doubt that discoveries connected with magnetic
science must result from a nearer approach to the Pole, and what those dis-

coveries might lead to, in the way ot practical utility, no one could possibly

decide. His chief purpose in addressing the meeting, however, was to say

that the Society was very much indebted to the President personally for the

success of his efforts to bring about a new Polar Exjiedition, Sir Henry
Eawlinson had never been discoiuaged or disheartened, and bad never ceased

to take a deep interest in the subject, and, in the end, his courage and per-

severance had been rewarded by complete success. He thoiefore proposed that

the thanks and congi'atulitions of this Society be offered to Sir Henry Eawlin-
son, a.s President of the Eoyal Geographical Society, lor his successful efforts

in obteuning Ironi Her ^Majesty's Government a favourable consideration of the

proposals for another Expedition to the Vortli Pole.

Admiral Sheeakd Osconx seconded the motion. Xo one connected with
the Council of the Eoyal Geographical Society for the last few years, knew
meire intimately than he himself did, or appreciated more highly, the exertions,

tact, and discretion with which Sir Henry Eawlinson had acted
;
and he was

sure the Fellows of the Societj’ would join him in hoping that, as they were
now able to congratulate their President on the result of the efforts of a con-

siderable number of yeais, and on the going forth of the Expedition, so he

might be in the same [dace to receive their congratulations on its return,

which he (Admiral Osborn) believed would be a glorious one.

The Pbesidest thanked the meeting for their kind vote, and in doing so

said that, if any honour were due for what had been done, he must be allowed

to share it with his predecessor. Sir Bartle Frere, throiigii whom the matter
had been brought exhaustively before the Government.

There were one or two other matters which he wished to notice before pro-
ceeding to the business of the evening. Xews had that day been received from
Colonel Gordon, to the effect that he was at Goudokoro on the utli September,
and that he then had the sections of his steamer, destined to navigate -Albert

Xyanza, at Mount Eegiai below the Falls, having full confidence of getting
them trans[ioited to the smooth waters of the Upper Xile beyond the Falls, in
a fortnight from that time. A packet had also just been received, containing
a journal and ma[i from Mr. Stanley on the East Coast of Africa. It appeared
that he had ascended the Eufiji Elver to a certain distance, and had sent home
a map of its delta with a full .account of his journey, whidi would, he believed,
be published iu the ‘ Daily Telegraph ’ of the following morning.

I he real business of the evening to which he would now advert related to a
subject of very creat iin[)ortance. Her Colonial Empire was one of the chief
sources of the greatness and strength and glor\- of England, and it was im-
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possible to overrate tbe importance to this country of the great continent of

Australia. When the Royal (.leographical Society was first instituted, forty

years ago, nothing was known of Australia except a few sipuare miles in the

vicinity of the chief towns ;
hut at the piresent time scarcely any part of it

had not been visited. Of late the great object had been to discover fresh

pasture lands for sheep-feeding. It was a most important feat when Macdouall

kituart crossed the continent from the south to the north along the line where

the telegrajih now runs. This was in 1859, and since then the great desire

of explorers had been to traverse the intermediate country*between Stuart’s

route and the West Coast. *

In the coiu'se of the last thirty years, on no less than ten difterent occasions

the Societj-’s Gold Medal had been awarded to geographers for explorations in

Australia. Mr. Eyre received the medal in 1843 ;
it was next awarded to

Count Strzelecki, who was the real discoverer of the gold deposits of Australia ;

next, to Captain Charles Sturt, to whom geograpihers were very gi'eatly

indebted, and Dr. Leichbaidt. Mr. Augustus Gregory received the medal in

1857, and Mr. Macdouall Stuart in 1861, he having been presented with a gold

watch for his previous exploration in 1859. The medal was awarded to the

unfortunate O’Hara Burke, after his death, in 1862 ; and Mr. John King, who
was with him, received a gold watch. Mr. Frank Gregory received a medal

in 1863, and the list was closed with the name of Colonel IVarburton, who
had been awarded the medal this year, and to whose indomitable energy,

perseverance, and capacity tor personal endurance, it was mainly owing that

his expedition was finally successful.

Journey across the TTesferjt Interior of Australia.

Colonel P. E tEPTOx W.tuBcrvToN' spoke as follows :—Mr. President

and gentlemen of the Eoyal Geographical Society : My first duty

is to return my sincere thanks to the Society for the honour

they have done me in presenting me with their gold medal. I need

not dwell upon the gratification which that presentation afforded

to mo personally and to my numerous circle of friends ; but I may
say that I think and I hope that it will act as an incentive to others

in Australia to do far more than has been already done. Though
last on the list of those who have been honoured with the Society’s

medal, I am, I think, tbe second from South Australia who has

received it, the only one previously being John Macdouall Stuart,

of whose name all South Australians are justly proud, for he ac-

complished a most wonderful feat. In what I have to say I hope

I shall not be accused of boasting, when I a.ssure yon that the

journey we went through was well nigh pioving too hard for

us. It was by tbe merciful interposition of Providence alone that

our lives were saved—but there was nothing whatever to spare.

We got off with our lives, and our lives only ; and therefore all

boasting or vain-glory would be absurd. e had to start from “ Alice

Springs,” in very near the centre of Australia, and having once

started, we were not permitted, nor, I believe, did any of us wish,

to look back. We bad no fresh horses, no fresh camels, no fresh
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provisions, nothing at all to help ns. Our first start was our last

start. I am very sorry to say I have not my journal here, and

am obliged to trust to a few heads of notes to help a bad memory,

and I scarcely know what subjects will be most acceptable to the

Meeting.

There are, no doubt, a great many misapprehensions entertained

in England with regard to Australian things. I gather this from the

fact that, in conversation with me, one gentleman, endeavouring to

obtain information, supposed I had not met with man navigable

rivers. I think that was prett\- well. Another gentleman supposed

that, though our provisions failed, no doubt we had plenty of beer

and wine
; hut the deepest of all cuts was when a young gentleman

supjiosed that I had a guide to show me the way across. I need not

dwell upon these little matters, for no doubt you will leadily see that

they Were very great misapprehensions ; hut, on the other hand, I

must remaik that either the physical geography of Australia has

such very peculiar features that no language could he found to

describe them, or else that we Australians are particularly happy in

giving misnomers to everything. Eor instance, it is common for us

to talk of dry creeks. "We have rivers without any water in them.

Ve have very large lakes, over the dry beds of which the dust is

blowing ; and I see by the papers in Mr. Eoss’s report, aUuded to

by Sir Henry Eawlinson, thiit he fell in with a great many pools,

hut they had no water : so that, of course, w^e have a great deal to

answer for with regard to the misapprehensions entertained in

England.

Perhaps you are aware that the distance from Adelaide to Alice

Springs is, in round numbers, about 1100 miles. "We sent on our

camels and the bulk of our provisions ahead, while myself and

tw'o companions—

m

3
- eldest son and Mr. Lewis—fullowed on horse-

back, the horses carrj-ing provisions for ourselves. We had a

ver3- pleasant ride, and experienced no difficulties. We followed

the track of the Telegraph line and got to Alice Springs about the

end of December. On my arrival there, I was assured by eveiybodj-

who was acquainted with the country that it was utterly im-
possible for me to start then, because in the course of a fortnight, at

the furthest, the summer tropical rains would be sure to fall
; and

that, as the}- lasted for three months with very little inteimission,

the ground w-ould become so very hoggy that neither horse, camel,
nor anything at all, could traverse it ; and that, if I did start, I
should on]}- be able to go a very short distance, and then have to stop.
Not being acquainted with the country myself, I was obliged, of
course, to follow this advice : and therefore I had to send some
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of my party back to Adelaide, to get a new supply of stores to

meet the expenditure at Alice Springs. It so happens that ex-

ploring expeditions in Australia are almost always started in

seasons of drought. lYhy such seasons are selected, I do not

know, yet so it is ; and I waited there for nearly four months,

and no rain at all fell ; but as I had detached some of my party, I

was compelled to wait until they returned. I had,* therefore, the

pleasure of spending the tropical summer under* a bit of calico,

with nothing to do, and the thermometer at 110’. On the loth

April we were enabled to start, and so long as we continued to the

north of the McDonnell Eanges we had verj’ pleasant work. AVater

was to be got without any great difficulty ; there was grass and

bushes, and everything that we liked—in fact, it was what we call

a good countrj’. By that expression I do not mean good, fat,

arable land, but country that would just cairj' stock, with some

water and some grass. The McDonnell Eanges extend to two
hundred miles, and as soon as we got clear of them our difficulties

began. The water failed, the grass turned into spinifex, and the

soil turned into sand ; so that we were compelled to use all our

wits to get on at all. The first portion of our journey after we left

the McDonnell Eange was not, however, so bad as the last portion.

There is water, but Europeans—or at any rate we—could not

find it. It is met with in very small holes made by the natives

in the sand. There are but few natives there, and they get out

about a jug of water at a time
; but, of course, as we started with

17 camels, to water them all required rather more than a black

fellow wants to drink. When we were fortunate enough to find one

of these holes, we therefore had to dig out the well. The natives

gave us very much trouble, because they did not like us ; they

were afraid of us, and we never could succeed in catching one, which
we wanted to do, in order that by keeping him without water he
might be compelled to show us where it was to be got. They were,

however, too clever for us, and too quick for us. They saw us

before we could see them, and they escaped. Al e did, on one occa-

sion, manage to catch an urchin and put him on a camel ; but he
either was so frightened as not to show his fright or he was
not frightened at all, for he did not appear to care much about it.

AYe found water without him, and therefore let him go, and he crept

away like a fox, thinking he had escaped from us and that we
rvanted to keep him—when we ilid not. On another occasion we
caught a young girl about 17, and, barbarous as it may seem, 1

must tell you that we tied her by a good thick hair-rope to a tree

;

but she gnawed the rope through with her teeth and escaped us.
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What “was more, she ran a’W'aj" upon her toes, so that we could not

track her much; and though I immediatelj put as good trackers as

any in Australia on her trail, yet we failed to catch her again.

The only other native that we succeeded in catching was a terrible

old witch—hideous beyond all conception, and noisy enough to do

anything. Having been cheated by the young girl, we thought

to make quitd sure of the old woman, so we tied ber thumbs

behind her baclv, and put a rope around ber neck
;
but notwith-

standing this, we were obliged to keep watch over her hy turns

during the whole night. I tell you this to show how excessively

cunning they are
;
and we did not get any good out of any of

them.

Perhaps the state of the natives might be a little interesting to

yon. They are, I think, the very lowest in the scale of humanity,

and I cannot conceive how anything could fall much lower. They
do not even take the trouble to put a few bushes up to shelter them-

selves from the sun or the rain—^when it does rain, though I

don’t know when, for I didn’t see it—^but the snn is hot enough.

They get on the shady side of a bush when the sun is too hot for

them, and when it rains I suppose they go to the lee side. The
gentlemen take the shank bone, about 9 inches long, of the

wallabi—a kind of marsupial hare—and when it is lubricated

nicely in the mouth they pass it through the cai tilage of the nose,

and it sticks out ; and having done that, they are in full dress. I

do not know anything more that is wanted. Of the ladies’ dress

I say nothing, and for this simple reason, that there is nothing

at all to say anything about

!

Another subject that perhaps may interest you is to be found

in the camels. Most surely no other animal in creation could have

carried us across. For hundreds of miles there was not a blade of

grass, nothing that any animal, bullock, donkey, horse, could possi-

bly feed upon
; nothing but the tops of the bushes which the camels

managed to browse. No animal but the camel could have served

our turn. I say thi.s with confidence, because every other animal
which has been tried has failed, and this is the sixth expedition.

These camels are most patient and easUy managed, hut it is gene-
rally iecj[nisite to have a master amongst them. There is one
master, a bull-camel, who always establishes himself at the head of
the party

; and so long as he is in good spirits and able to move about,
all the younger ones are kept in admirable order

; but directly
he falls sick, they become exceedingly troublesome. Amongst
other misfortunes, we weie unlucky enough to have our ma.ster-
bull eat something that disagreed with him, and we had no medicine
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to give him except a chance bottle of mustard. It did not do him

any good ; hut before we ourselves were aware that this master-hull

was at all sict, the young hulls were all acquainted with it and were

jumping about in most lively style. The necessity of having a comp-

troller, a President over the camels, will he apparent when I tell you

that the trick the young ones have is to cut off two or three female

camels and run them away as hard as they can ; ^ that we were

obliged to knee-halter them and tie them as tight as we could, or

else we should have left our bones in the sand, because all our camels

would have run awa}’ from us in little troops. However, they

certainly behaved well to us when we did not give them the oppor-

tunity of doing the reverse.

Perhaps you would like to learn, too, what sort of eating they

make. Unfortunately, we had to eat seven of them. I daresay

when the animal is fat and well fed on oilcake and other things, it

cannot he very bad
;
but when he has been worked to that extent

that he is unable to stand, and is shot only because it would be a

pity to leave him to rot, his meat is not very good, and it is inter-

laced with large sheets of parchment. He looks a very large

animal, but there is very little meat on him. He is more bone

than anything else ; and I can assure you that of all the buckets of

meat—for the bucket was our cooking-vessel—that we cooked when
a camel was killed, never, in any single instance that I can re-

member, was there one single bubble of grease on the surface.

The head is somewhat of a delicacy, and the feet are really very

good, for his condition does not affect his feet very much. In our

distress, however, we were obliged to eat him, inside and outside

too; and his hide is pretty good when you cannot get anything

else ; but if anybody here has had the boldness to taste the contents

of a carpenter’s glue-pot, it comes to very much the same thing.

We were compelled, by absolute starvation, to eat our last camel all

but the hair—clean through from end to end
;
and after the bones

had been lying in the sand some days, they were broken up to make
broth of, and, in the course of a short time, I don't think any of

the animal was to be seen. The advantage of the camel is, that he

can work until he cannot work any longer, and then you can eat

him.

Perhaps one of our greatest misfortunes connected with the camels

was, that a good many of them were struck with the land-nlnd at

night in the loins, so that when we got up at three or four o'clock

in the morning it was reported that this camel or that camel could not

move. Of course every camel we lost was a reduction—and a very

considerable one—in the chance of our saving our lives; and, there-
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fore, sncli an accident -(vould "be a thing to be guarded against in

future by covering the camels. When it was too late we toot the

precaution ;
but many of our camels were dead or ruined before we

knew anything at all about it. Xo Australian bushman ever

thiuts himself badly off if he has a q[uart pot, a blanket for him-

self, a pair of hobbles for his horse, and a little flour, tea, sugar,

and tobacco lisr provisions. Our lives depended on the welfare of

the camels, and whenever a camel even looted sick our march was

delayed
;

for, though hunger pressed us on, we were compelled to sit

down until that camel got well—then our provisions were consumed

to a considerable extent in idleness on our part waiting to restore

the camels, because we dared not go on while the camel was ailing.

I toot six months’ profusions with me, hut that turned out to be

too little, though I do not think I am much to blame for it, because

my calculations were based on a certain distance, and I allowed for

detentions and digressions ;
but the detentions were so frequent and

great that we ran short of provisions, and at the end we had no

flour, no tea, no sugar. The only thing we had was the miserable

meat scraped off the bones of a half-dead camel, and put on the

bushes and dried in the sun. IVe had that, and nothing wliatever

with it. It will, tlierefore, be readily understood that we did not

grow fat or gain much strength. Whilst the camels were tolerably

good we were able to travel during the daytime, and therefore, of

course, had the use of our eyes and the chance of finding water by
running up native tracks ;

but when the summer began, that is,

about September—when our provisions ran shoit and our camels

began to fail—the heat became so excessive that we dared not travel

through the daJ^ The camels would have been knocked up in the

course of two days, and we would have been left in the desert. We
were therefore compelled to travel in the dark, when it was a little

cooler, and the consequence was, that we were cut off from our chance

of finding water duiing our march. IVhen we came to our halt for

the day the camels were so tired that we were unable to go out and
look about us. Xot onlj" were we thus compelled to seek our rest in

the daytime, hut the greatest annoyance perhaps of all was caused by
those little insignificant insects, the ants ; they gave us no peace.

It was impossible to go on the shady side of the bush without
being immediately covered. We could not sit down or attempt to

write or make any calculations without being literal!}’ covered with
these creatures. We had to travel all night and we could not sleep

in the day, which was another thing that caused us to fall into such
a miserable state. When our hopes became rather depressed, the
best thing we thought wo could do was to stay some time at one
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place -where there -was -water, recruit our camels as much as possible,

and then risk all upon a final rush to reach the Oakover Eiver, -u'here

we were sure of water. It was a subject of very much deliberation

with me, and of great anxiety. Of course, it was neck or nothing.

The distance was about 160 or 170 miles, and if the camels could

reach that distance, well and good ; if they could not, we should

fall. But there was no alternative, "We could not .sit down there

and starve, and we thought we might as well die in going as in

sitting still. But we were unable to do that
;
and but for the inter-

position of Pro-vidence in bringing us on two occasions to water, we
certainly never could have got through it. Water was found by
our companion, Charley—a black fellow, whom we took with us

from Alice Springs, and a very good boy he was. One morning he

left us -without saying a word. None of us knew where he was. We
were greatly alarmed, for he was a favourite. I was in great per-

plexity at his non-return. There were six of us there. It was

death to stay, and it seemed a most cruel and inhuman thing to leave

the poor lad. We, theiefore, did not know what to do, and. as a com-

promise, I stayed two or three hours, and at nine o’clock, whether

he came or not, I decided that we must go. He did not come,

and we started
; we had bells on our camels’ necks to make a little

noise, and in the middle of the night, about eleven or twelve o’clock,

we heard what in Australia is called a cooeey—a voice calling to us

—

and we were inexpressibly delighted to find our black boy cheerily

turn up. He came at right angles upon us. It is evident that had
we started off an hour later he would have crossed our track and
missed us. Had we been at all earlier we should have passed the

point, and he would have gone behind us. It was too dark to see

our tracks, but it so happened under Providential dispensation that

we exactly cut each other. He had heen to a native camp, and

had got information about water ; so we immediately sat down and

drank all that we had with us, and then we went on to the new
snpiply, and that gave us a fresh start. On a subsequent occasion

the poor lad—as he was willing to go single-handed to a native

camp, we keeping the animals and the rest of the party out of

sight so that the natives might not be alarmed—was treated

very kindly, and they gave him water, he, no doubt, thinking that

the negotiation was amicably settled; but the instant they sa-sv

the camels they were, I suppose, frightened, and imagined that

some treachery was intended against them, so they put one spear

through his back and another through his arm, and hit him a blow
on the head that w'ould have split half-a-dozen European skulls,

and they nearly broke his jaw. Of course we rescued him, and the
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natives were driven off as soon as the camels could come up. The

lad, I am happy to say, recovered, and he is now in my house in

Australia— or Avas there—doing exceedingly well. I do not know

whether you are aware of it—it may seem a verj- trifling thing,

—

hut a black fellow’s skull is about five times the thickness of a

European’s. It really is. I do not mean as to his intelligence, for

there I dare say he is as sharp as any of us, but I mean in actual

thickness ; and unless it were so, I do not know how he could possibly

sustain the blows with most massive clubs that are administered on

his head.

I never had the pleasure of seeing one of the women’s skulls

;

but I imagine tLat they must be even thicker than the men’s, for

they have to endure even more blows.

I must not trespass longer upon your time, except to give you

a faint description of our miserable condition just at the last.

We had succeeded in our object ; we had traversed the whole of

the unknotvn country, and were located on Frank Gregory’s furthest

point, on the Oakover. We had reached that water by a miserable

night march, in which I, being somewhat too old for the work,

was obliged to be strapped to the back of a camel, because I could

neither sit nor stand. We reached that jmint, but were not able

to go any further. We had eaten the greater part of our camels,

and had only three left. One could not work at all, and the question

with us was how we were to get from that point to a station

which we thought existed somewhere on the De Grey, though we
did not know where. It turned out that this station was 170
miles away from us. We had no beasts to carry us; we were

utterly unable to walk 100 yards
;
and therefore it was quite clear

we could not have got down in the ordinary way. I therefore

took the two camels that were tolerably capable of work, and sent

tbe two strongest of our party down tbe river to look for the

.station, and to endeavour, a.s a last resource, to procure some pro-

visions, and beasts to carry us. During their absence we lay there

on the bank of tbe Oakover, which at that time had not a drop of
water in it. IVe had, however, a water-hole separate from the
river. We lay there for a great many days, not knowing when our
party would come hack. Sometimes we caught a bird, and there
were plenty of fish in the water-hole close by our side. We had
hooks and lines, but they would not bite, and we had no net

;

so we saw the fish, and knew they were there, whilst we were
starving. There were also plenty of ducks about, but they would
not settle on that water where we were, and we could not walk
after them, though we had powder and shut. Day by day we
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went down for batliing, but for nothing else ; and we were being

cruelly starved to death. To show you what changes are met

with in Australia, I may mention that the bed of the Oakover at

that point was 300 or 400 yards in width ; but there was not a

drop of water in it, and probably there had not been for a long

time. We went to bed one night, when the channel of the river

was quite empty, but at 3 o’clock in the morning it was full to the

bank, with plenty of ducks and large trees, borne along by the

current, floating on its surface. It was then a splendid river. The
party that I had sent down behaved admirably. They reached

Messrs. Grant, Harper, and Anderson’s station, where they were

received with the greatest kindness. Horses and provisions were

at once supplied, and to the liberality and promptitude of these

gentlemen we entirely owe our lives. Not only did we receive

such kindness from individuals, but we were treated in the same

manner by every community we passed through. We were re-

garded by the Government as guests of Western Australia from the

moment we set foot on the inhabited parts. We were franked back

to our own shores, close to the seaport of Adelaide; and I owe
the authorities a very great debt of gratitude, which I take this

opportunity of expressing. If there be any point upon which I

have failed to make myself understood, I shall be happy to give

explanations, if Sir Henry will kindly teU me what the Meeting
would most like to hear.

Sir Chables Nicholsox asked Colonel Warburton to give some details as to

the vegetation and geology of the country through which he had passed. The
region traversed by Maodouall Stuart was of the most unpromising kind, and
he was frequently in danger of perishing for want of water. Burke and Wills
died of starvation in a country now occupied by sheep-runs, and which
possessed all the physical conditions necessary for supph'iug human wants.
He therefore wished to ask Colonel Warburton, if, notwithstanding the
barren character of the country which he had passed through, he thought it

possible that in time portions of it might not he made available for pasturage ?

Colonel Egertox Warbubtox replied : Unfortunately I am neither a
geologist nor a botanist, and therefore cannot give any scientific account of
the matter

;
but certainly a great part of the country which Stuart went over,

so far as the south of Alice Springs is concerned, is most excellent pasturage
country, with plenty of water and good grass all along the Stephenson.
Around Alice Springs there are now cattle-stations, and to the north of the
McDonnell ranges the country is fit for stock. That celebrated explorer
Sturt had a theory that the centre of Australia was a depressed basin. Un-
fortunately my barometer—and I had only one—went wrong

; and as I did
not know when it went wrong, I cannot tell up to what date its readings were
to be trusted, though they were taken carefully every day. The foot of the
McDonnell Range is about 2700 or 3000 feet above the level of the sea.
Neither I nor any of my party was sensible of any descent on the north side,

and I think the part 1 traversed is high sandy tableland, and certainly I
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should sajT that none of that land is likely to be occupied for a great many
generations. NTothing hut the direst necessity could ever induce a man to go

there
;

for, in the first place, he would have to introduce some kind of grass, and
he would have to carry for an immense distance every single article of food that

he required, except meat. There are no animals there—not even a wild dog.

There is no water. 1 got the hones of a dog out of one well, but that only

showed what a silly dog he was to go there. There is no animal except the

wallaby, which ^lan do without water. I can assure you that when we killed

a camel there was not a single kite or bird of any kind that had. the curiosity

to come and see v\ hat we were doing. The natives live on this little wallaby.

They burn the spinifex grass, and the instant the wallaby comes out they
shoot it with a short stick. Besides the wallaby they may catch a snake or
lizard.

Mr. Bell asked whether there were any kangaroos ?

Colonel Egeetos CVaeblktox.—

X

either kangaroos nor emus, nor any single

animal of any utility. I have seen the wallabies in the hands of the natives,

but I never saw one on the ground.

Sir Geoeoe Cajiplell asked what the natives fed on?
Colonel Egeetox Wabburtox.—

T

here is a small acacia-seed, which is

very black and as hard as a little bit of granite, and on these the natives

feed also—it is their vegetable diet ; and we ate them, roasting them
on a tin-plate, and then cracking them up, sometimes between two stones, and
sometimes -with our teeth. There were plenty of casuarina-trees, and a tree

called the Leichhardt or walnut-tree
; bttt its fruit is harder than stones, and

cannot be eaten.

Hr. Feaxcis Galtox asked Colonel AVarburton if the natives had been
troublesome on many occasions ?

Colonel Egertox H'aeburtox.—

O

nly on one occasion : I was on foot, and
got out of the track. The camels were coming behind me, and hearing a little

noise I looked round, and found nine natives with spears close to me. Two of
them, young men, in order to show their zeal for the work, had their spears
poised to throw at me; but, as reports travel great distances out there, I
suppose they had heard of the wonderful effects of firearms, and when I
advanced on them with my pi.stol they lowered their spears. There were a
few old men amongst them, and by dint of passing our bands over each other’.'

grey beards, to see that they were not tied on, we got on amicably. That
was the only time I met them. They were afraid of us, and ran away from
ns. Tv’e caught an urchin once

;
but it was by chasing a mother, whohadthi.s

child and an infant on her back. The camel, not liking to he separated from
its fellows, bellowed frightfully, and this alarmed her so that she dropped the
big child and ran off with the little one.

Mr. AYOODS asked what were the physical and geological features of the
country passed through, and if a sandy desert prevailed lor the greater part ?

Colonel Ec.eetox Wakbcetox.

—

1 think the last water we passed was
about Ethel Creek. There are no moimtains, only high sand-ridges, varyin<r
in height from 40 to 50 and even 100 feet, running in parallel lines, so that
when you are riding between them you can see nothing at all. IVhen you
get to the top of them you can only see the next sand-ridge.

Hr- asked what was the height of the casuarina and other trees,
and, if they were so numerous that, when looked at from the distance, they
had the appearance of forests? In looking from one hill to the trees on
another, for instance, did the hill looked at present the appearance of a wood
or forest ?

Colonel AYaebuetox.—AYe passed through several what I may call
casuarina forests, but they were all on the low ground. I should think the trees
must have been about 30 feet high, with straight stems without branches.
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.idmirably adapted for telegrapli-posts, if there were any means of getting at

them.
The PEEsrDEjtT said that he had omitted any reference to Mr. Hamilton

Hume, whose services the Society greatly appreciated, because he was not a

gold medallist, and in the list he had given he only referred to those who
had received the Society’s medal. The Societj' ought also to take notice of

the liberality of the two gentlemen, the Hon. Mr. Elder and Mr. Hughes,
private citizens of Australia, who organised the expedition* at their own ex-

pense. The cause of geography was very much indebt^ to them. It was
important, too, to remember that, wherever the central resion had been tapped,

the same results had been obtained. Mr. Gosse, Mr. Giles, and the Forrests

had all arrived at just the same conclusion as Colonel M'arburton, that the

country was absolutely uninhabitable. Colonel Warburton richly deserved

the medal which had been awarded him. He bad displayed extraordinary

personal energy and endurance, and, in the name of the Society, he (the

President) thanked him for the pleasure he bad afforded the Meeting by
his description of bis journey, wishing him at the same time health and
happiness when he returned to Australia.

Mention was made by the President of the various other Expeditions to

the Interior of Western Australia, of which the following brief accounts have
been communicated to the Society.

Mi\ IT. C. Gosse'$ Explorations, 1873.

Mr. Gosse gives the following summary of his Journey, in the

introduction to his Eeport and Diaiy addressed to the Surveyor-

General of South Australia :

—

“ SlE, *• February 1st, 1874.

“ I have the honour to enclose, for the information of the

Honourable the Commissioner of Crown Lands and Immigration, the

diary and map of my exploration ;
also to report that, leaving the

Alice Springs, April 21st, with a party consisting of four white men,

three Aifghans, and a black hoy, I travelled along the telegraph

line to latitude 22° 28' s., about forty miles south of Central Mount
Stuart.

“ From this point I followed the Eeynolds Eange about w.x.w.

for forty-five miles ;
I was then obliged to turn s.w., passing a

high bluff, piled by Major Wai burton, and on to the western

extremity of the MacDonnell Eanges (Giles’s Mount Liebig).

“ Here I was compelled to turn south, crossing Mr. Giles’s track

several times, the eastern arm of his Lake Amadeus, and on to a

high hill, east of Mount Olga, which I named Ayers’s Eock (I have

given a full account of this wonderful feature, in my diaiy). The
country to this point is chiefly sandy soil, densely timbered with

mulga (a name given to small trees found numerous in the interior

of Australia, a species of genus ^cacia, belonging to the natural

E 2
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order Leymninosce), or stretches of spinifex sandhills. In the vicinity

of the lake the sandhills are higher, and very few small patches of

mnlga, nothing lit for occupation. I found a spring at Ayers’s

Eock—the first permanent water seen since leaving Alice Springs,

hut the good country very limited, not more than thirty square

miles. ,,

“ Proceeding vjest and south-west, I passed nothing worthy of

note, until I reached high ranges on the northern boundary of

South Australia (the Mann). The waters here, as far as I could

judge, had every appearance of being permanent, and the country

equal to anything in the nerth. This strip, about eight miles wide,

extends to the boundary of Western Australia, and is well adapted

for stock. Prom here to my furthest point, latitude 26’ 32' s.,

longitude 126’ 59' E., the country is poor, getting worse as I

advanced, until I got clear of all ranges, and into spinifex and sand-

hills, and dense mnlga flats, destitute of water. I was reluctantly

obliged to commence my return on September 22nd, retracing my
track to where I first struck the Mann Eanges, then along the south

side, the same rich flats still continuing. From here, going east, I

made the high range seen from Ayers’s Eock, and named the

Musgrave. There is a greater extent of good country in these

ranges, averaging about twenty miles in width, and 100 long, but

the waters getting scarce towards the eastern end. In latitude

26° 9' s., longitude 1 32’ 50' E., I struck the head of a large creek,

which turned out to be the xVlberga. This is very badly W'atered :

indeed, from the east end of the Musgrave Eanges to the telegraph

line, there is scarcely a water to be depended upon. This must
always be a great drawback to the occupation of the good country.

I found, upon reaching the telegraph line, that this had been

an exceptionally dry season—waters that were considered per-

manent having been dry for months. It is impossible to say what
alteration a good fall of rain might make, but I do not think a

practicable route will ever be found between the lower part of

Western Australia and the telegraph line. I pushed mj’ explora-

tion as far west as I could, and when 1 commenced my return had
barely sufficient stores left to carry party to the telegraph line.

“ I have the honour, &c.,

“ W. S. Gosse,

“ To the Survetjor-GeneraL”
Leader of C. & W. Exploring Expedition.

“Forwarded to the Secretary, Crown Lands Office, for perusal of
the Hon. Commissioner, with diary, plans, and specimens of roots
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and plants. From tlie specimens snbmitted, the country traversed

appears to be mostly granitic, and to partake of the character of one

desert, with oasis between, and where decomposition of mica and

felspar has accompanied disintegration.

“ Although the Expedition has not effected the passage to Perth, it

has placed in possession of the Department, detail of over 60,000

square miles of country, and enabled the places nanTed by Mr. Giles

to be correctly laid down as to latitude and longi?ude. I can speak

highly of the way in which the records have been kept, and of the

admirably constructed plans accompanying Mr. Gosse’s journal.

“ Feb. 5tb, 1874.” “ G. W. GovDEE, Surveyor-General.

Mr. Giles's Second E.xpedition.

Leiter from Dr. Ferdinand von Mueller.

“ Melbourne, lOth August, 1874.

“ By last month’s mail I forwarded to you a brief note concerning

the results of Mr. Giles’s second expedition
; but as I received the

first telegram only on the eve of the post departure from Lady
Charlotte’s Water, it is only now that I can give the Eoyal Geo-
graphical Society some more extended infonnation on Mr. Giles’s

movements
;
and even these data -will still be brief, inasmuch as

the brave explorer has not yet reached the settlements of the
south, although he -will likely soon be in Adelaide. At my request,

his map was sent off two or three weeks ago to the Surveyor-

General of South Australia, Mr. Goyder ; but you can be placed in

possession of a tracing or print only by next mail, when it is likely

the diary will also have found its way to publicity. SufSce it now
to say that Mr. Giles, though he was unprovided with camels,

advanced, while encountering a season of extreme drought, to the
125th degree of E. longitude, and this on two points about 100 miles

apart, and in the latitude of Shark’s Bay. At the most northern

of these two positions he sighted in the far western distance a

range, which doubtless would have led him onward to the broken
tableland, in which the rivers Murchison, Gascoyne, Ashburton,
Fortescue, and Grey arise, had he not been forced, by a verj' sad
calamity, at this juncture to retreat,—one of his faithful companions,

Mr. Gibson, losing his way and perishing in the desert, an event
which casts great gloom on an otherwise brilliant enterprise. The
danger of straying is always great, but particularly so in a desert

without landmaiks, and with a uniform sameness for many miles

all around, -while the view is shut out to any distance by sand-ridges.
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It was only after all his horses had died of thirst, that Giles fell

hack upon his camp at a distance of 100 miles, having to walk the

whole length through a sandy desert covered with pungent Triodia

(T. irritans, E. Br., Festuca irritans, P. v. M.), carrying some water

in a keg with him. Having then only two companions left, the

whole party having at starting consisted of four, he had to abandon

his attempts to'penetrate further westward, although fully half-way-

across from the central part of the overland telegraph line to the

west coast. Indeed, in all probability, his journey to the west shores

would have been less laborious than his return travel, as it is

reasonable to suppose that the tablelands and ranges east of Shark’s

Bay would send waters as drainage to the east on their inland

slopes, in the reach of which Hr. Giles must soon have come. He
discovered and traversed, however, four distinct systems of ranges,

irrespective of the mountains seen by^ him beyond the 125th

meridian
; hut one of these ranges was subsequently also discovered

by Mr. Gosse, who saw Mr. Giles’s track there, when the Adelaide

explorer, in his able exploit, diverged from his intended line in a

latitude north of McDonnell’s Eange, to the latitudes chosen by
3Ir. Giles for his operations. Mr. Gosse, leaving off in longitude

127° E., came earlier back to the settlements than the Victorian

explorer, and thus enjoyed priority in recording the discovery.

On my request, one of the ranges will he named in honour of her

Imperial Highness the Princess Marie, as it was discovered about

the time of the celebration of the princess’s marriage, to which
auspicious event thus a geographic and lasting monument will be

raised in Her Majesty-’s territory.

In disclosing such a vast extent of territory- in the central regions

of Australia, Mr. Giles has paved the way for overland communica-

tion from the remotest inland settlements of South Australia, New
South VTales, and Queensland, to the harbours of the west coast

;

and for occupation of the e.xtensive inland tracts of IVest Australia,

for pastoral, and doubtless, in many instances also, mineral purposes.

When once a few watering-places, although in the first instance

widely apart, are rendered known to steer for, then those who
follow the steps of the geographic pioneers can easily diverge to

promising places for further search of water, so as to shorten the
stages of moving stock from camp to camp. Mr. Giles was out
twelve months in the wilderness, short of a few days. Numerous
oases will yet be found in the deserts, if even that appellation
ought to be applied to the wide extent of the more central regions
of Australia as a whole. Other generation.s will see marvellous
changes in these supposed deserts by the dissemination of perennial
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grasses, clovers, lucerne, and numerous other fodder herbs, and by

draining into permanent basins the moisture which now, after

occasional rainfalls, so rapidly evaporates. And this brings to my
mind that, several years ago, I have over and over advised (see

‘ Bulletin de la Societe d'Agriculture d’Alger,’ Ac., Ac.) the desira-

bility of caravans taking seeds of Australian acacias and eucalypti,

together with seeds of perennial grasses and pastoral herbs, for

dissemination during the cool season into the tieserts of Africa ;

a splendid opportunity for the purpose, namely, when Gerhard

Eohlfs crossed the Lybian Desert, having apparently been lost.

“ Mr. Giles’s expeditions were both supported by private means,

and were planned by myself; but the second enjoyed from the

South Australian Government a generous and disinterested support,

by a reward being given for the discoveries of the first enterprise.

I think it may also fairly be said in favour of the undaunted and

talented explorer Giles, that his first journey called forth those of

Colonel AYarburton, who late in life so gallantly entered the arena

of exploration ; and also those of Mr. Gosse and Mr. Eoss, the latter

of whom has also just returned, finding it impossible, even with

dromedaries, to cope with the acacia scrubs of the western inland

regions of Australia. And, more, I can say of my "1 ictorian

exploring friend, that the indication of the various permanent

waters on the map of his first expedition will greatly facilitate

Mr. Forrest’s movements from the sources of the Murchison Eiver

eastward. But exploration should not cease here. AYe ought not

to rest until all the wide inland tracts of Her Majesty’s AustraEan

territory are mapped, and thus opened for settlements to her

subjects, with resources of prosperity as yet but imperfectly under-

stood or foreseen. Since the last quarter of a century I have left

no means at my command unemployed to help fostering enthusiasm

here for geographic progress; and it is to me a source of some

honest pride when I now cast a glance on the map of the Australian

continent, and compare it with that of the time when I made

Australia my permanent home. But still there remains yet much
to be done by men of endurance, skEl, and courage. All the

country inteiwening between the tableland at the back of Shark’s

Bay, King’s Sound, Cambridge Gulf, and the rich and healthy

basaltic undulations of Sturt’s Creek (where I was with Gregory in

1856) still requires exploration; while other most gloriously

jtromising fields of research stretch from our overland telegraph

line eastward to M’Kinlay’s range, and other magnificent tracts of

country on the western limits of Queensland, to all of which the

establishment of the trans-continental telegraph stations give now
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a comparatively safe and easy access. It is in these regions, also,

where the unburied hones of Dr. Leichhardt and his companions

probably lie bleaching in the wilderness.

“ Feed, von Mcellee. ‘

Lieut.-Gen. Sir Henry Baidinson, k.c.b.,

President^of the Royal Geographical Society, &c.”

\

“Postscript.—-I would add that Mr. Giles was nine times attached by

the natives, probably in the combat for water, and that, on one

occasion, he was dragged by the savages and severely wounded.
“ Me have in Australia not yet the desert breed of camels

;

i.e., such wonderful creatures as Gerhard Eohlfs (in the cool season,

it is true) could use for thirty-six days with only once a scanty

supply of water in all that time.”

Mr. John Boss’s Exploring Expedition.

(From the ‘ South Australian Register,’ Aug. 5.)

“ The expedition set out upon its long journey westward about the

20th March [1874"!, At that time it consisted of Mr. Eoss, as leader,

Mr. Eoss’s son, one other European, three Arabs, fourteen horses, and

sixteen camels. Carte blanche having been allowed with regard to

stores and equipments, it rested with the leader to decide what would
be a sufficient provision for his purposes.

*• Accounts received from him were written at Emma Creek—

a

watercourse considerably to the westward of his point of departure

near the Peake. The date of the communications is April 24th, and

extracts from those will best explain the state of affairs. In one

letter he says ;
—

‘ I have lost much time in trying for a westerly

course, and stock of provisions would not be sufficient to last the

whole party for the time contemplated to get over the distance to

Perth. I therefore sent back A. Ismith and two Arabs, with twelve

camels and two horses; also sundiies I don’t require. I take with
me my son and Kamran, ten horses, and four camels, with pro-

visions to last at least eight months. I started from this camp in
lat. 27" 58' 18” and long. 13o' 48' by account, keeping a more
southerly course, and west as much as the dense mulga-scrub of
boundless extent from east to west would permit. I tried to tap
the mulga-scrub in several places, but it was of no use. I saw no
direction through it which could be peiretrated by the camels, and
I have tried it until I got too near to Mr. Gosse’s homeward track
making down the Alberga. Mater is exceedingly scarce and very
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difficult to find, and no rain Las fallen of any consequence for a long

time.’ This certainly seems disheartening enough ; hut the letter

proceeds as follows :—
‘ I have every hope in the success of the expe-

dition, and I send nothing and no one hack to Beltana that I cannot

do better without. The Aiahs have given me every satisfaction,

and I am certain they coidd not he replaced hy a better class of men

of any country. Do not believe in my defeat. So Ihng as I have a

horse or a camel, I will see my journey’s end hefcH’e all is over.

“ Adelaide.

“ Mr. Boss telegraphs to Mr. Elder, from Beltana, to the effect

that he has been obliged to return through want of water. Xo rain

had fallen for a long time, and the horses were several times without

water for four days together. A great extent of country was covered

with mulga-scrub, and the immense quantity of dead underwood pre-

vented him from using the camels for trying the country for water.

Mr. Boss states his furthest distance was lat. 30° 25', long. 131° 16'.

Very few natives were seen, and on every occasion they were making

towards the sea-coast, and were very wild, so that he w’as unable to

get within speaking distance. The country traversed was high,

open undulating tableland, dense midga-scrub, and open mulga-

forest, well grassed
; also a great extent of open undulating plain,

magnificently grassed.”

Mr. John Forrest's Journey across, from Champion Fay, cm the TT’esf

Coast, to Peahe Station, on the Telegraph Line.

Lettef. to the Goveexoe of Socth Austealia.

“ Peake Station, October 1st, 1874.

“ I THAXK His Excellency for his kind congratulation, and beg to-

forward a short account of our journey.

“ Wo left Champion Bay on the 1st April, and reached Mount Hale,

on the Murchison, the farthest point known, on the 4tli May, and

followed a fresh-water branch of the river, over well-grassed country,

to its source, in lat. 25° 50', and long. 119° e., where we turned to

the south-east, in order, if possible, to strike other branches of the

river; but, after going about 70 miles over grassy flats, with spini-

fex plains intervening, without seeing any, we turned to the north-

east and crossed the watershed of the Murchison in lat. 26' 18', and

long. 120°, which was only a low rise, wdth a few small gullies

mnning out of it, which flow into grassy flats, and finallj* find their

way into the main river. We still continued on north-east, in-

tending to do so untn we reached the tropics, but entered a most
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miserable undulating spinifex desert, wHcb lasted, without any

interruption worth mentioning, for 600 miles.

“ In lat. 25", long. 122^, we foimd a most splendid spring, an oasis

in the desert, and were obliged to halt for three weeks for want of

water ahead
; but eventually were enabled to move on slowly and

by long marches, our horses often sufferiug from want of water, and

travelling on vbry scanty and precarious supplies, reached a small

pool in a gully ih the spinifex, in lat. 26“ 2', and long. 125“ 27'.

Here we were obliged to halt for three weeks, and made five dif

ferent attempts to get ahead, and travelled over 700 miles. At last,

by risking a good deal and abandoning everything we did not abso-

lutely require, we reached some hilly granite country in lat. 25“ 55',

long. 126“ 30', and found sufficient water in rock water-holes to last

two days, and were placed in perfect safety by finding a spring in

the Barrow Eange, close to Mr. Giles’s track, which, however, he

was not fortunate enough to find.

“On the 17th August we reached the Cavanagh Eanges of Mr.

Gosse, and found a camp of Mr. Giles’s, at a fine spring, in lat. 26“ 11',

long. 128“, where we had been camped for a long time. From this

point we followed along nearly Mr. Gosse’s route to the Tomkinson
Eange, got into very serious difficulty by the water on his track

being dried up, and only saved ourselves and horses by finding a

beautiful spring to the north of his route, where we rested four days

to recruit our weary horses.

“'We continued on through the Tomkinson and Mann ranges, and
on to the 3Iusgrave ranges, and found water in several places on
Mr. Gosse’s track. After this we struck the Alberga, and traced it

down, getting water by digging, and going often without it. We
reached the telegraph line on the 27th September, and the Peake

on the 30th, where we are receiving every kindness and attention.

Altogether we have been very fortunate, as there has been a great

drought in the interior, and scarcely any rain has fallen for a long-

time. We have not had any worth mentioning.
“ Five horses were abandoned, and one dropiped down dead after

reaching the telegraph line. Want of feed was chiefly the cause
of their giving in, all the grass being old and parched up.

“ M e have been living on damper and water for over a month, but
were fortunate in having enough flour, bringing in 60 lbs. with us,

besides abandoning over 200 cwt. Our horses are in the very
weakest condition, and we have had to walk in turns the whole
waj’, nearly 2000 miles. The health of the party has been very
good, and they have all aided in an exemplary manner. Many
natives were met, and on three occasions attacked us ; but each
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time we were able to driTe them off, and, although some were

wounded, as far as we know none were killed. They are very

numerous in the interior, and much game exists even in the most

wretched spinifex desert.

“ I trust His Excellency will excuse this hurriedly written

account.
“ John Foeeest,

“ Commander of Expedition from Western Australia.

The Private Secretary,

Government House.”

ADDITIONAL NOTICES.

(Printed by order of Council.)

The Couscil of the Royal Geographical Society have received further

Circulars from the Administration of the proposed International Geographical

Congress at Paris, and publish here a translation of them for the information

of Fellows, in continuation of the communications printed in vol. X'viii.,

pp. 453-62.

1.—laternatioual Congress of the Geographical Sciences.

Explanatory Circclar.

The Congress is placed under the patronage of a Committee of Honour,
composed of men of eminence of foreign countries, and of France.*

A Committee of Organization, delegated by the Geographical Society of

Paris, will deal more especially with the details necessitated by the meeting
of the Congress.

To meet the various recpuirements of the work, this Committee is sub-

divided into five sections
;
viz. those of (1) Science

; (2) Organization
; (3)

Publication ; (4) Exhibition; and (5) Finance.

The Scientific Section is divided into seven groups, corresponding to the

scientific division adopted by the Congress. These groups are, (1) Mathe-
matical

; (2) Hydrographical
; (3) Physical

; (4) Historical
; (5) Economical

;

(C) Didactic
;
and (7) Voyages and Travels.

Each of these groups is spiecially charged with the details concerning the

adoption, classification, and development of the questions which concern it.

The execution of all the measures approved by the Committee of Organiza-

tion belongs to the General Commission, the central office of which is at

Paris, 10, Boulevard Latour-Maubourg. All correspondence should be
addressed to M. le Baron Eeillc, Commissaire-Ge'nchal.

* The Members fur Groat BriLiiu of the Committee of Honour are : The Kight
Hon. the Earl of Derby, H.3I. Uceretiry of State for Foreign Ati’airs ; the Eight
Hon. Sk H. Battle E. Frere, k.c.b., u.c.s.i.,- Ac., and Major-General Sir H. C.
Eawlinson, k.c.b., Ac., President of the Eayal Geographical Society.
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The meeting of the Congress will take place in the spring of 1875, soon

after Easter
;
the exact date to he announced by a subsequent circular.

The Congress will last eight days. The first day will be devoted to the

ceremony of inauguration. The following six days will be employed in the

discussion of the questions submitted ;
each morning the members, divided

into groups, will meet in separate rooms ; in the afternoons the meetings will

be general.

During the mating of the Congress an Exhibition will be open, consisting

of objects relating to the Geographical sciences.

On the eighth day will take place the concluding meeting, and the distri-

bution of the rewards decreed to Exhibitors.

The results of the Congress and reports of the meetings wifi, be printed with

the list of Suhscribers.

The Congress will comprise Subscribers Qiieriilres adherents) and Patrons

(jnemhres donateurs). The siihscription of the former class (Subscribers) is

fixed at 15 francs, lor which they will he entitled to a card of admission to aU
the sittings, with entrance to the Exhibition, and to a copy of the publications

of the Congress.

Patrons are those who contribute to the objects of the Congress a sub-

scription of 50 francs and upwards. Their names will he published in a
special list, following those of the Committee of Honour. They will enjoy all

the rights of Subscribers.

All who intend to suhsorihe should fill up a form similar to that hereto

appended, and address it to the Commissaire-General, 10, Boulevard Latour-
Mauhourg, Paris.

Every Subscriber will receive a printed list of questions. Cards of ad-

mission, &o., will be delivered at Paris, at the commencement of the meeting.
Subscriptions may be paid in any one of the following ways

: (1) By direct

payment in Paris, at 3, Pate Christine; or at the Credit-Foncier de France
(account No. 15,817) ; (2) by post office order, payable to il. Aubry, 3,

Hue Christine
; (3) by cheque on a Paris bank, payable to the order of M.

Aubry, and addressed to him
;
or (4) by payment to a collector appointed to

call personally by the agents in each large totvn of the bankers of the French
Geographical Society. In the absence of indication on the “ Form of Applica-
tion,” the collector will call at the address of the Subscriber.

All remittances in money should he in French coin
;
cheques should be for

francs.

The names of those Subscribers only who have paid before the 1st March,
1875, will he printed on the list to be distributed at the opening of the
Congi'ess.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF GEOGRAPHY AND KINDRED SCIENCES
TO BE HELD IN P.4RI3 IN 1875.

The members taking part in the Congress will he divided into two classes, viz.

:

Suhscribers (membres adherents) and Patrons (membres donateurs).
The terms of subscription to these two classes of membership will he as follows

;

To Subscrilers (membres adherents), 15 francs (12 shillings) which will entitle
the subscriber to a ticket of admission to the Congress and to the Exhibition ; as
well as to a copy of the printed report of the proceedings of the Congress.
To Patrons (membres donateurs) 50 francs (21.) and above.' A special list of

the members comprised in this class will be printed ; they will otherwise enjot'
the same privileges as the subscribers.
Intended subscribers to either class of membership are requested to fill up the

^ticulam at foot and to return this form so filled up to the annexed address.
They will receive as soon as possible a programme of the subjects to be discussed
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at the forthcoming Congress. The tickets of admission will be distributed in

Paris prior to the opening of the Congress.

FOEAI OF APPLICATION FOK MEMBERSHIP.

O Christian name and TO
surname in full, with par-
ticulars ofmembership in

any scientific Society.
*

(-) Address, naming residing (-)

the country.

Q'j State whether as

Subscriber or Patron.

O State which of the
undermentioned mode of

payment you elect.

I 15 tmnos or 50 fr.

or above.

desire my name to be inscribed as {^)

to the International Congress of 1S75, and I further

agree to pay, according to mode of payment A’o. (^)

, the sum of (’)

Dcded in

(®) Usual Signature. O

Please write distinctly.

MODES OF PAYMENT.

1. By cash Payment in Paris, 3, Eue Christine, or to the credit of the Geographi-
cal Society at the Paris Cre'dit-Foncier (account No. 15,517):

2. By Post Office Order in favour of M. Aubry, 3, Eue Christine, to be forwarded

to him by post ;

3. By Draft on a Paris Bairker, favouring the said M. Aubry, forwarded to him
by post as above

;

4. The’Correspondents of the Banker of the French Geographical Society will col-

lect at home if the Subscriber does not agree to any other mode of payment.

The above Subscriptions to be payable in francs.

Eegelatioxs of the Coxgeess.

1. The International Congress of Geographical Science will be opened at

Paris on Wednesday, *
, 1875, and will last not longer than ten

days.

2. The Congress is to be composed of donors and subscribers. “ Donors ”

are contributors of 50 fluncs (21. Is. 8'i.) or more ; and their names will be

published in a special list annexed to the published account of the Proceed-

ings of the Congress. “ Subscribers” pay 15 francs (12s. 6rf.).

1). Each member of the Congress will receive a card of admission, and will

be entitled to a copy of the Proceedings, which will be published under the

superintendence of the Committee of the Paris Geographical ijooiety.

4. Cards of admission will be strictly iiersonal, and non-transferable

;

The exact date not yet fixed.
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if transferred they -n-ill he at once forfeited, regardle.'S of any inconvenient

result to the real holder or the hearer.

o. The Congressfon.al Committee will he composed—l^t. of the President of

the Paris Geographical Society, who will he President of the Congress
;
2nd. of

Yice-Presidents (foreigners) ;
3rd. of a Congressional Commissary-General ;

4th. of four general Secretaries ;
and 5th. of the General Secretary of the

Paris Geographical Society.

6. A Central Committee will he formed of the above-mentioned ofBcials,

the President, a*d three members of the Central Commission of the Paris

Geographical Society and a delegate of each of the nations represented at the

Congress.

7. The Congress will he divided into seven scientific Sections, in accordance

with the order fixed hy the Questions
;
both French and Foreign members

should commtmicate beforehand to the Commissary-General as to the Section

to which they respectively wish to belong.

8. The Central Committee will meet directly before the opening of the

Congress to nominate the Yice-Presidents and Secretaries of Sections, who will

officially remain as such during the Congress. The President will publish

their names at the opening of the Congress.

9. Each Section will elect, day by day, a President for the morrow’s
meeting.

10. All decisions in Sections are to be decided by the majority present, and
the ultimate resolutions notified to the Central Committee after each Sectional

Meeting.

11. "The Central Committee will, every day, appoint for the morrow the

time of meeting for the Sections, and publish their intended proceedings.

12. A general meeting will be held every afternoon, the proceedings of

which will be regulated by the Central Committee. One ol the General
Secretaries will read the account of the preceding meeting; and Sectional

Presidents will then communicate in writing an abstract of the resolutions

proposed in the morning’s Sectional Meetings. The remainder of the general

meeting will be devoted to the discussion of these propositions.

13. 5so one is to make a spjeeeh without the President’s authority. Any
language may be used.

14. Political or religious discussion is formally prohibited.

15. Other questions may be proposed besides those in the list of subjects

published. They must be submitted, at a public meeting, to the Central Com-
mittee, who will consign them to the proper Sections.

16. The Congre.ss, in addition, comprises a Geographical Exhibition, which
W’ill include all objects, instruments, collections, and documents relating to

Geography and the allied sciences.

17. Prizes will be adjudged to such exhibitors as an International Jury
named by the Congress shall deem most worthy.

18. Places will be reserved in the hall of meeting for such representatives

of the French and foreign firess as shall apply for the same to the Commissary-
General.

19. The Commissaiy-General will endeavour to render the stay of members
of the Congress at Paris as comfortable and economical as jwssible.

20. Arrangements will be made that the card for a member of the Consress
may facilitate access to the great scientific bodies.

2] . After the Congress, the Commissary-General will remain provisionally
charged with the execution of the decisions arrived at.

22. Every contingency not anticipated by these regulations will be submitted
to the Central Committee, who will decide upon it.

(Signed) Baeon de la EoxciIee le NorET,
Viee-Admiral, Piesideat of the Geographical Societv.
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2. Address to the Geographical Section of the British Association.

Belfast, August 19ih, 1874. By Major Wilson, e.e., f.e.s., f.e.g.s.

Director of the Topogi'aphieal Departnieut, Horse Guards, War
Office, President of the Section.

[ABEmGMEST.]

It has, I believe, been usual in the addresses to this Section to select some
special subject for remark

;
and I 'nlll therefore, if you will allow me, before

alluding to the geographical achievements of the year, draw’your attention to

the influence which the physical features of the earthfe ciust have on the

coiuse of military operations, to the consequent importance of the study of
Physical Geography to all those who have to plan or take part in a campaign,

and to the contributions to geographical science that are due, directly or

indirectly, to war and the necessity of preparing for war. I do this the more
readily from a feeling that sufficient importance is not attached to the study
of geography as a branch of military science, and that of recent v-ears officers

in our foreign possessions and colonies have not received that encouragement
which they might have expected to engage in geographical research, as well as

from a hope that new life may be given to thac spirit of enterprise and love

of adventure in strange lands and amongst strange people which have so long
distinguished the officers of both services.

To show how varied are the conditions under which war has to be carried

on, and how much its successful issue may depend on a previous careful study
of the physical character of the country in which it is wased, it is only neces-

sary to remind you of the recent operations on the Gold Coast, brought
to a succEsstul issue in an unhealthy climate and in the heart of a dense
tropical forest, where an impenetrable luidei growth, pestilential swamps, and
deep rivers obstructed the march of the troops

; of the Abyssinian Expedi-
tion landing on the heated shores of the Red 8ea, and thence, after climbing
to the lofty highlands of Abyssinia, working its way over .stupendous ravines
to the all but inaccessible rock crowned by the fortress of Magdala

;
of the

march of the Russian columns across the steppes and deserts of Central Asia
to the Khivan oasis—one month wearily plodding through deep snow, the
next sinking down in the burning sand, and saved from tEe most terrible of
disasters by the timely discovery of a well ; and, lastly, of the great struggle
nearer home, the last echoes of which have hardly yet passed away, w'hen^the
wave of Geiman conquest, rolling over the Tosges and the Moselle, swept
over the fairest provinces of France.

The influence of the earth's crust on war may be regarded as twofold : first,

that which it exerts on the general conduct ot a campaign ; and second, that
which it exerts on the dispxisition and movement of troops on the field of
battle. Military Geography treats of the one. Military Topography of the
other

;
and it is well to keep this broad distinction in view, for, as with

Strategy and Tactics, they stand in such close relation to each other that it is

not always easy to say where Geography ends and Topography begins. Of
special importance in the first case are great inequalities or obstacles that
confine or obstruct the movement of large bodies of troops, and those features
which retard or accelerate their march, whether they be mountain-ranges,
ravines, or defiles with inaccessible sides, deep crevasses (such as those washed
out in some steppe-countries by winter rains), extensive plains, dense forests,

rich cultivation (such as that of the valley of the Po, which confines all

movements to the roads), enclosed country like that of England and Ireland,

great marshes (such as that of the Bercsina and Pripet), or running or stand-
ing water that cannot be crossed without a bridge or boats. Of no less

importance are those features which do not allow of the employment of large

masses of troops or of special arms, such as Cavalry and Artilferj-, as well as
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those circumstances that render the subsistence of large armies difficult

or impossible. In the second case, all inequalities of the ground, however

slight, the nature of the soil and the effect which rain has upon it, the

extent and character of the vegetation and cultivation, and all buildings,

whether isolated or collected into towns and villages, are of more or less

importance.

The climate of the theatre of war must always have an important influence

on military operations, and should be the subject of careful study. Our own
experience in the‘Crimea shows how much suffering may be caused by want
of forethought in this respect. General Verevkin’s remarkable march of more
than a thousand miles, from Orenburg to Khiva,_witb the thermometer ranging

from — 21'^ to 100°, without the loss of a man, shows what may be accom-
plished with due preparation. Xor should the geological structure of a country
be overlooked in its influence on the varied forms which the earth’s crust

assumes, on the presence or otherwise of water, on the supply of metal for

repairing roads, and (if we may trust somewhat similar appearances on the

Gold Coast, at Hong Kong, and in the Seychelles) on the healthiness or

Jinhealthiness of the climate.

In any campaign undertaken hy England, the sea must always play an
important part as the great base of operations and main line of communi-
cation with the mother country. Special consideration must be given to the
facilities which the coast-line of the theatre of war offers for effecting a land-

ing ;
to the anchorages, shoals, roads, inlets, harbours, and depth of water along

the coast
;
to the influence of the winds, tides, and cuiTents on the entrance to

harbours
;
to the nature of the mouths of rivers

;
and to the time, force, and

duration of periodical storms, and their effect on navigation.

A general knowledge of the geography and topography of a country is,

however, in itself insufficient for military purposes ; it is necessary, in addi-
tion, to know the present state of roads and bridges, the depth and tvidth of

streams, the state of the soil and of its cultivation, &c., and especially the
best means of turning the ground to account for the object in view. This
information is obtain^ by what are called 3Iilitary Reconnaissances.

It is scarcely necessary to remind you that though mountain-ranges and
rivers materially affect the operations of war, they are by no means insur-
mountable obstacles. The Alps have been repeatedly crossed since the days
of Hannibal

; "Wellington crossed the Pyrenees in spite of the opposition of
Soult, Diebitsch the Balkan though defended by the Turks ; and Pollock
forced his way through the dreaded Kyber

;
whilst there is hardly a river in

the length and breadth of Europe that has not been crossed even when the
passage has been ably ilispnted. Soult escaping from "Wellington over the
Sierra de Catalina by a smuggler’s jiath, Ochterlony penetrating into the heart
of the Goorkha country by a wild mountain track, the rear divisions of
Xapoleon’s army at Leipsic sacrificed from a neglect to reconnoitre the Elster,
show how close the examination of a country should be. This is, however,
hardly the place, nor would there he time, to discuss the minuter details of
military geography and topography

;
they will be found in the works especially

devoted to the subject.
Queen Elizabeth's minister was right when he said that “knowledge is

power;” and a knowledge of the physical features of a country, combined
with a just appreciation of their influence on military opierations, is a very
p-eat power in war. A commander entering upon a campaign without such
knowledge may be likened to a man groping in the dark

;
with it he may

act with a boldness and decision that will often ensure success. It was this
class of knowledge, possessed in the highest degree by all great com-
manders, that enabled Jomini to foretell the collision of the French and
PiTiosian armies at Jena in 1807, and in later years enabled a Prussian officer
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when told that MacMahon had inarched northwards from Chalons, to point

unerringly to Sedan as the place where the decisive battle would be fought.

Chief Justice Daly, in his address to the American Geographical Society,

draws attention to the Franco-German War, as “ a war fought as much by

maps as by weapons," and attributes the result to “ skiltul military move-

ments, pertormed by an army thoroughly acquainted with all the geograpihical

leatures of the country over which it was moved and, he adds, “ It teaches

us that if the fate of a nation may depend upon a battle, a b»t|le may depend

on a knowledge of geography.”
‘

As, then, all military operations must he based on a*tuowledge of the

country in which they are to be carried on, it should never be forgotten that

every country contiguous to our own (and the ocean brings us into contact

V ith almost every country in the worlds may be possibly a theatre of war, and

that it is equally tne duty and policy of a good government to obtain all possible

information respecting it. More especially is this the case with regard to the

little known districts, inhabited by uncivilised or but partially civilised races,

that lie beyond the frontiers of many of our foreign possessions and colonies.

Is it with much satisfaction that we can turn to the eflorts made by this

country to acquire that geographical knowledge which may be of so much
importance in time of need? Though we had for years had military esta-

blishments on the Gold Coast, and though we had, more than once, been

engaged in hostilities with the Ashantees, and might reasonably have expected

to be so again, no attempt apiiears to have been made to obtain information

about tbe countrv' north of the Prah, or even of the so-called protected terri-

tories. The result was that, when the recent expedition was organised, the

Government had to depend chiefly on the works of Bowdich, Dupuis, and
Hutton (written somo fifty years ago), and on a rough itinerary of the route

afterwards followed by the tioops, for their information relating to the country

and its inhabitants. A’or is the Gold Coast any exceptional case : with settle-

ments at Singapore and Penang, we know absolutely nothing of the interior

of the Malay jeninsula, and not much of the adjacent islands. How little

have the garrisons of Aden and Hong Kong contiibuted to our knowledge of

Aiabia and China ! What advantage has been taken of the presence of the

othcers who have been m Persia during the last ten ywir.s, to increase our

knowledge of that country—knowledge which would be vtry useful at present

in the unsettled state ot the boundary questions on the northern and north-

eastern frontiers ? How little has been added to our knowledge of Afghanistan

since the war in lb42 ! and what ]>art did India take in Trans-Himalayan
exploration before Jlessr.s. Shaw and Hayward led. the way to Yarkand and
Kashgar ?

It was with feelings of no slight satisfaction that many of us heard last year

that the policy ot isolation and seclusion which India appealed to have
adopted, as tbe last soldier of Pollock's relieving force recrossed the Indus,

was at last to be broken, and that an expedition, well found in every respect,

was to be sent to Kashgar. It seemed an awakenina from the long slumber
of the last thirty years, during which we were content to stay at home in

inglorious ease, resting under the .'^liaelow ot the great mountain-ranges of

Northern India, whilst we sent out Mirzas and Pundits to gather t’ne rich store

of laurels that hung almost within our grasp. Far be it fiom me to depreciate

the valuable servie’es of tho.se gentlemen—services frequently px-rformed at

great jiersonal risk and discomfort; but who can compare the results they
obtained with those that would have been broualit back by English officers,

or by travellers such as Mr. Sliaw, Mr. Key Elias, and others ?

It it be true (anei lew will be disposed to doubt it) that Arctic exploration
is one of the best schools for officers ot the navy, it is equally tuic that explora-
tion on shore is one of the best schools lor officers of the army. The officer who

VUL. .\IX.
^ F
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bas had for weeks or months to depend on his own resources, organising his

own commissariat and transport, fighting his way amidst hardship and dis-

comfort, against all difficulties, will be found to possess many of the most
valuable qualifications for active service in the field

;
and not the least of these

M ill be that eye for ground, or ready appreciation of relative height and dis-

tance, which otten comes like a second sense to the explorer.

It has been said that if officers travelled in countries where Government
could no longer jirotect them, they might he killetl by the natives, and that

t hen, if the murderers were not punished, England would suffer loss of prestige
;

but is this the case*? Did any loss of prestige follow the murder of Conolly
and Stoddart in Bokhara or of Hayward in the mountains of Gilgit ? It is

hard, too, to believe that the danger of loss of life has not been somewhat
exaggerated, when we find missionaries living for several years in comparative
security at Coomassie

;
Maltzan, Halevy, and others, exploring Southern

Arabia; Key Elias crossing China at a time when political circumstances
made travelling more than usually unsafe; Prjewalsky, with six Kuzaks,
wandering about China for nearly three yeais, and spending several months
on the northern borders of Thibet; Shaw and Hayward finding their way
independently to Kashgar; and, finally, the Kashgar mission hosp>itably
leceived not only by the Amir of Kashgar, hut by the Kirghiz of the Pamir
and the Mir of M akhan. As a matter of fact, the number of travellers who
lose their lives at the hands of the natives of the countries in which they are
travelling is quite insignificant when cempared with the number of those
who return in safety. Let us, then, hope that the Kashgar mission may date
the commencement of a new era during which gcogiiiphical enterpiise may
Ix; encouraged, or, at any rate, not discouraged, amongst the officers of the
army

;
and that it few will now deny that a kuowledie of Asliantec, ot Yemen,

ut the northern and north-eastern frontiers of Persia, of Merv, Andkhui,
Maimana, Badakhshan, and Wakhan would have been of importance in the
>ear just piasseJ, it may not be forgotten that a knowledge of these countries
may be of still more importance in a not far-distant future.

^

May we not take a bint in this respect from our now near neighbours in
Central Asia, the Etissians? Ko one who has followed their movements can
fail to have been struck by the incense activity of their topoaraphical staff,

an activity that can only he compared to that of England at the period when
Bumes, Eldred Pottinger, YVood, Abbott, Conolly, and others, whose names
are ever iresii in our memiHes, were penetrating into the wildest recesses of
Central A.s;a. Ko sooner is Ivhulja occupied, than parties start out to examine
the mouniain-pas-es beyond

;
the cajiture of Samarcand is followed by an ex-

ploration ot the Zaravshaii Valley ; Khiva has scarcely lallen before detachments
aie out in all directions surveying the Amu and tracing the canals that give life
to the oasis

;
rarely does a caravan start for Manas, Enimtchi, or any place

ot which little is known, without an accompianying topiograjher. Persia has
been traversed m various directions by members of the staff, and, as there
has already been occasion to notice, Captain ITjewalski has found his wav to
the northern plateau ot Thibet.

The Piecords of the Pioyal Geographical Society and of the Geo'maphical
Section of this Association show how much has been accomplished%y indi-
vidual officers of the English army, too otten without assistance • and that if
enc:onra,Mment were given to them there would be numbers’ of men ableand willing to compete with the Eussians in the great field of •^eofTaihiral
exploration. ° °

I jiass now to a consideration of the contributions of war to cepooranhinl
science

;
an.l amongst these it is perhaps hardly necessary that I should^men-tion the very obvious manner m which military opxiratioDs teach us "eo^raphyby directing our attention tor the time being to the country in which thev are
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being carried on, or the direct geographical results that have followed many
campaigns from the days of Alexander to our own. I have no doubt that

last winter many persons whose previous knowledge of Ashantee was confined

to a vague feeling that it was somewhere on the west coast of Africa, were

following the course of the operations with intense interest on the maps issued

by our geographical establishments : and if anyone will take the trouble to

compare the maps of Asia published fifteen years ago with those of the present

day, he will see at once how much the cause of geography has gained by the

Eussiau campaigns against the Khanates. The Russians are indeed far in

advance of us in all that relates to those survey operaSons and that geo-

graphical exploration w'hioh should always he carried on simultaneously with

the advance of an expeditionary force into an unknown or but partially known
country

;
they have long since reali.sed the importance, almost necessity, of

accurate geographical knowledge based on sound systematio survey, and having
learned, in time, the lesson that opportunities once lost may never be re-

covered, make every effort to take advautaueof those that are offered to them.
In the expedition against Khiva, each column had attached to it an astro-

nomer and small topographical st.tff, whose duty it was to fix the geo-

graphical positions of all camps, and map the route and adjacent country,

whilst oiScers on detached duty were instructed to keep itineraries of their

routes which might be fitted into the more accurate siurvey. On the fall of

Khiva an examination of the Khanate was at once commenced ; and it was
even thought necessary to send Col. Skobelof, disguised as a Turcoman, to

survey the route by which Col. llarkosof should have reached the Oasis. It

is much to be regretted, in the interests of geography, that some such system
was not adopted during the recent operations on the Gold Coast, and that so

little, comparatively speaking, has been added to our knowledge of Ashantee
and the Protectorate. The conclusion of peace with King Coffee, and the
effect that must have been produced on the inland tribes by the destruction of

Coomassie, appear to offer facilities for the examination of a new and in-

teresting region, which it is to he hoped will not be neglected by those who
are able and willing to take part in the arduous task of African exploration ;

and I trust that before many years have passed we shall know much more
than we do at present about the Prah, the Volta, the great trade-routes leading
from the coast to Central Africa, and of the open grassy country abounding in

game which is said to lie between Coomassie and the lofty mountain-range
called on our maps the IMountains of Kong.

The most important military contributions to geography have undoubtedly
been those givat topograpihical surveys wliich are either completed or in pro-

gress in every country in Europie, except Spain, Turkey, and Greece. Fre-
derick the Great was, I believe, the first to recogiuse tliat in 'planning or

conducting operations on a large scale, as well as in directing many movements
on the field of battle, a commander should have before him a detailed de-
liueation of the ground of a whole or part of the theatre of war. To supply
this want Frederick originated Military Topography, which, in its narrower
sense, may be defined as the art of representing ground on a large scale in aid

of military operations. It was tbiind, however, that during war there was
mrely sufficient time to construct maps giving the requisite information, and
thus the necessity arose of collecting m peace such data as would enable maps
to be prepared that should show the extent, relative position, and comparative
height and steepness of mountain-ranges, as well as their connection with
each other, the course of the rivers, the direction of the main lines of com-
munication, the position and importance of towns, the extent of morasses,

forests, and other obstacles to the tree movement of troops, and which at the

same time should distinguish by diff'erent depths of shade those places over
which troops could or could not be mauueuvred.

F 2
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In this necessity may be seen the origin of all national topographical

surveys, including our own, which was commenced as a purely military survey

in 1784 by General Roy, and transferred in 1791 to the old Board of Ordnance.

The gradual Jevelupmeiit of these surveys, and the various stages through

which they have passed before reaching their present state of excellence, need

not be noticed here
;
but it may be remarketl that, whilst in all foreign

countries the topographical maps have retained their essentially military

character, the Ordnance Survey maps have for many years past been con-

structed with the paramount view of their general utility to all classes in the

kingdom, and the military character of our topographical map on the one-inch

scale has had to give way to the civil requirements of the State, e find also on

tlie Continent that the Cad.tstral surveys are conducted by a civil department

of the State, the topographical surveys by the War department
;
whilst in

our own country all opierations connected with the Cadastral and topxigra-

phical surveys are concentrated in one department, the Ordnance Survey,

which since 1870 has formed piart of a purely civil department of the State,

the Office of Works.
Side by side with the large establishments engaged in the production of the

topographical maps, there have grown up in most countries extensive depart-

ments, sometimes employing from fifty to sixty officers, whoso duty it is to

supplement the maps of their own and foreign countries by the collection of

all information, of whatever nature, that may be useful in time of war, to

arrange and classify the information thus collected, to prepare what may be

called military-geogvapihical-.statistical descripitions of all pxissible theatres of

war whether at home or abroad, to study the science of marches, the influence

of ground on tlie movement of troops, the best and most rapid means of

concentrating and moving large bodies of troops, and to plan campaigns under
varied ciicumstanc.s. The brief interval that elapises between the declara-

tion of war and tlie commcnceiiieiit of hostilities, the rapdcl movements of

armies, and the short duration of campiaigihs at the present day, have shown
more clearly than ever the imperative necessity of previous pireparation for

war
; and the publication of tlie great surveys of most Europiean countries

lias given an impetus heretofore unknown to the studies I have alluded to. In
our own country the Ciimean war gave birth to a small topographical and
statistical depiartment

;
but only lour years ago its staff consisted of but three

officers, and even now it is hardly as large as one of the seotious of its Con-
tinental brethii n.

TTie pii'ogress ot the Europuai’ surveys, and espiecially of our own, has been

marked by many results wbicb ha e indirectly iiitiuenced the advancement of

geourap'hical science. Amongst tlie-e may lie mentioned tlie improvenierit.s in

instruments made during the pirogrtss of tlie TTianixulation, the invention of

the llrumuiuiid Liaht, of C’olbi’s Cnuipieusatioii bars, Ac., the conniciiuii of

the Ei!ali--li and Cuutinental systems ot tnaiigulatioii, the pendulum observa-
tions at various places, the measurement of are.s of the meridian, the com-
parison of the standards of len.tbs of foreign coiiutries, of India, Australia,
and the Cape of Good Hopie, with our standard yard, which has recentlv been
completed at the l.irdnance Survey Office, Southampton, &c. In the same
category may be placed the impirovements in the art of map-encraving, in the
apfilicaiion of chroinolithoarapihy to the production oi mapis, as exemplified
in the Dutch irrocess of Cul. Bes-ier, and in the Belcian mapis, and the em-
ployment of elec trotypang to obtain duplicates ot the onffinal plates. By the
latter proce,ss copnes are taken of the emtraved plates in ditlerent stages ot their
progress, ami with different classes of information engraved on the different
copies, which if mixed together would have confused them. Thus the one-
inch map of England is published in outline with contours, with the hills
cumpilete but without contours, with the geology, Ac. The art of pliotography
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has been largely employed in the production of maps, and its use is on the

increase both in this country and on the Continent, and especially in the

Government Departments in India. The method of copying maps by photo-

graphy without any error m scale or an\' distortion that can be detected by
the most risid examination, was first proved to be practicable and was adopted

in the Ordnance Survey Department in 1854 by Major-General Sir Henry
James, for the purpose of facilitating the publication of the Government maps
of the United Kingdpm on the various scales. Since that 4ate the necessity

of rapidly producing, multiplying, enlarging, and reduc^g mapis has tended

towards the development of the various photographic processes which have

been brought to a high state of perfection, such as photozincography, photo-

lithography, heliogravure. Col. Avet’s process used in Italy, papyrotype, &c.

Some idea of the extent to which these processes are carried may he gathered

from the fact that during the last five years photographic negatives on glass,

covering an area of 10,071 square feet, were produced at the Ordnance Survey

Office for map-m.aking purposes alone, and from these negatives 21,760 square

feet of silver prints were prepared and used in the various stages of the survey.

An area of 959 square feet of the negatives was also used in producing

13,595 maps on various scales by the photozincographic process, which was
also introduced by ilajor-General Sir Henry James. It was by similar pro-

cesses that the Germans were enabled to provide the enormous number of

copies of the various sheets of the map of i’rance required during the war
of 1870-71.

The topographical maps of European countries vary considerably in scale,

the manner in which the ground is representf-d uj.ion them, and the style of

their execution. Proposals have at times been made for the adoption of a

common scale, but they have not hitherto met with much success
;
still, how-

ever, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Prussia, Saxony, Switzerland, Italy, aud
Western Russia have each a map on a scale of lou'uo o !

much to be
regretted that Austria, when commencing a new map of the entire monarchy,
did not adopt this scale instead of that of rrhoo- the flat surface of a

sheet of paper all inequalities of the ground must he represented conven-
tionally, either by hachures, by contours, or by a combination of both : each
system has its advocates, and the maps of foreign countries present examples
of all

;
but it may be remarked that the use of contours is becoming mucli

more general than it w.as a few years atto. Any comjiarison of the maps of

the various countries would necessarily occupy much time, so I will only add
that, as specimens of engr.iving, the sheets of our one-inch map are un-
rivalled, and that no foreign maps can compare for accuracy of detail and
beauty of execution with the slieets of our six-inch survey. Our great

national survey is the most mathematically accurate in Europe
;
and it sixiaks

much for the ability of the oflicers who have brouuht it to its present state of

perfection, that from the very first thev recognised the necessity of extreme
scientific accuracy in their work, and ’that they have never had to withdraw
from the position they have taken up with regard to the many e^uestions of

detail that have arisen from time to time.

Before concluding this portion of my address, I would draw your attention

to the appliances used m the minor schools in this country for teaching geo-

graphy, as they would seem to need some improvement. The subject is

perhaps hardly one that comes within the piovince of the Royal Geographical

Society, which has done so much to encourage the study of geography in our

public schools : but it might well be taken up by one of the numerous Com-
mittees of the School Boards of our large towns. The appliances to which I

allude are nuxlels of relief-maps, wall-maps, atlases, and globes.

The use of models as a means of conveying geographical instruction has

been too much neglected in our schools ; if anyone considers the dilficulty a
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pupil has in understanding the drawing of a steam-engine, and the ease with

which he grasps the meaning of the working-model, and how from studying

the model and comparing it with the drawing, he gradually learns to com-
prehend the latter, he will see that a model of ground may be used in a

similar manner to teach the reading of a map of the same area. A teacher

would probably find the same difficulty in enabling a pupil who had lived all

his life in a level country, such as the great plains of Russia, to form from a

map a mental picture of a great mormtain-range, as in teaching one who had
never seen a steam-engine to realise what it was, and its mode of action, from

a simple drawing
;
the model in each ease would form a connecting link.

Relief-maps of large areas on a small scale have their uses, but they are

unsuitable for educational purposes, on'account of the manner in which heights

must be exaggerated to make them appear at all ; this objection, however,

does not apply to models of limited areas on a sufficient scale, which always
give a truthful and effective representation of the ground. The difficulties

attending the construction of accurate models, and their consequent cost, have
proved serious obstacles to their common use in our schools

;
but models are

readily built up trom contoured maps, and the means of forming in this

manner an instructive series of models of our own country, with ease, rapidity,

and at slight expense, are quickly accumulating as the six-inch contoured
sheets of the Ordnance Survey are published. Instruction in geography should
begin at home

;
and I would suggest that as the six-inch survey progresses

every good school throughout the country should be provided with a model
and map of tbe district in which it is situated. If this were done, the pupils

would soon learn to read the model
;
and having once succeeded in doing this,

it would not he long before they were able to understand the conventional
manner in which topographical features are represented on a plain surface,

and acquire the power of reading, not only the map of their own neighbour-
hood, but any map which was placed before them. With these models topo-
graphical .Studies, which might he the same for all schools, should be supplied,
such as a representation of a coast region, a mountain-lake with surrounding
hills, a volcano, or an Alpiine district with glaciers

;
and it would add much

to their value if tliey were accompanied by bird's-eye views and landscape
sketclies. In Switzerland nearly every school has a model of the country

;

in Austria, France, and Germany mcxleU are largely employed for mstruotional
puiq.oses

;
they have long been in use iu our military schools and colleges

;

and models of the environs of Plymouth, with corresponding portions of the
six-inch map, are used somewhat in the manner I have suggested. The
demand fur models on the Continent has naturally resulted in their extensive

manufacture
;
and some good specimens have been produced by Delagrave of

Pans, Wagner of Berlin, and others; hut they do not give all that is required,

and are capable of much imqirovement.
In OUT wall-maps I think we have been tiX) much inclined to pay attention

to the boundaries of countries, and to neglect the general features of the
ground. It is difficult to saj' whether the ma[« have followed the teachers or
the teachers the maps

;
hut I fear instruction in physical geographv too often

comes after that in political geograpjhy, instead of a knowledge of the latter
being based on a knowledge of the pihysical features of the earth. My mean-
ing may perhaps he explained by reterence to a wall-map, probably well
known to every one, that of Palestine, which frequently disfigures ratlier
than ornaments the walls of our school-rooms. In this map there are usually
deep shades of red, j'ellow, and green to distinguish the districts of Judma,
Barnaria, and Galilee, and perhaps another colour for the Trans-Jordauic
region, with a number of Bible names mserted on the surface, whilst the
natural features are quite subordinate and sometimes not even indicated.
There is, perhaqis, no book that hears the impress of the country in which it
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was -written so strongl}’ as the Bible; but it is quite impossible for a teacher to

enable his pupils to realise what that country is with the maps at present at

his disposal. How little distinction is made on the maps between the great

corn-growing plains of Philistia, the vine- and olive-clad hills that stand

round about Jerusalem, the deep depression of the Dead Sea, and the pasture-

lands of the Moabite plateau ! and how little do they bring out those peculiar

features which in a country the size of Yorkshire enabled the Psalmist to be

familiar at the same time with the snows and alpine flora of {he Lebanon and
Mount Hermon, and with the intense heat and tropical vegetation of the

Jordan Yalley.
’

The first object of a wall-map should be to show the geographical features

of countries, not their boundaries
;
and for this purpose details should be

omitted, and the grander features have special attention paid to them. Many
attempts have been made in this direction on the Continent, by representing

the ground by contours, or by zones of altitude distinguished by tints, more
or less deep, of the same or difl'erent colours, by giving prominence to rivers,

coasts, &c., by reducing the inrjnirtance of names by writing them small, and
by inserting dotted lines instead of bright colours to mark boundaries. Is'cne

of these attempts have been quite successful
;
but they indicate progress iu

the right direction, and are deserving of attention in this country.
In school atlases the same fault may be traced, physical features being too

often made subordinate to political divisions
;
and there is also in many cases

a tendency to overcroivd the maps with a multitude of names which only
serve to confuse the pupil, and divert his attention from the main points.

The use of globes in our schools should be encouraged as much as possible,

as there are many physical phenomena which cannot well be explained -with-

out them
;
and they offer far better means of conveying a kno-wledge of the

relative positions of the various countries, seas, &c., than any maps. If a pupil

once learns from a globe the places traversed by the principal parallels and
four or eight equidistant meridians, with the most important places near their

points of intersection, he will find more than half his difficulties overcome.
The great expiense of globes has hitherto prevented their very general use,

but some experiments are at present being made with a view to lessening the

cost of their constiuction, -which it is hoped may be successful.

I cannot pass from this subject without alluding to that class of map which
gives life to the large volumes of statistics which are accumulating upon us
with such rapidity. On the Continent these maps are employed to an extent

unknown in this country, both for purposes of reference and education, and
they convey their information in a simple and effective manner. Amongst
them may be noticed maps showing the administrative, historical, and statis-

tical features of Germany, the distribution of religious professions of Russia,

the industrial maps of the same country, the agricultural maps of Austro-
Hungary, &c. Several interesting maps of this nature were exhibited at

Vienna last year, one of which may be noticed as illustrating the statistics of

the coal-trade in Germany, showing at a glance the districts supplied by each
separate coal-field and by imported coal, as well as the proportion of home and
foreign coal consumed in those places where there is competition.
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The issue of the present Number of the ‘ Proceedings’ has been

retarded three weeks, on account of Lieutenant Cameron’s map
of the southern portion of Tanganyika and the outlet of the

lake, which it has been the desire of the Council to place in

the possession of the Fellows as soon as it could be engraved.

With the exception of being reduced in scale, the map is an

exact reproduction of Lieutenant Cameron’s drawing. The

account of his boat-journey on the lake will appear in a subse-

cjuent Number.
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The Prfsidext opened the husinc.ss of the evening by stating that it

referred intirtly to the two expeditions wliicli were sent out two year;,

ago to the interior of Africa, for the relief of the lamented Pr. Livincistone.
before Lieut. Urandy's account of his journey in West Africa was lead, he
wished to draw the attention of the Fellows to a very inten stini; discovii v
uhich had been made by Lieut. Cameron, the leader of the E.i-t Coast Expe-
dition. When that officer arrived at Cnyariveiiilie, as most of the Fellow^
were aware, he met Living.stoiie's followers returning to the coast. He tlien
went on to I'jiji for tie purpose of recovering some papers which lie

understood had been left tliere by Livingstone. Since then he had been
engaged in examining Lake Tanganyika, and he had at la.^t discovered what all

geographers had been searching for tor many years, namely, the outlet from
that lake, which he believed to flow into the I.ualaba. I’liysieal ocographeis
had always been convinced that there must be an outlet—othciwise it was
impossible to account for the water of the lake lying awi et

;
but liitlieito all

efforts to discover it had Iven un.ivadiiig. A letter had, however, liecn that
niorning received from Lieut. Cameron, m which he gave an account of the
discovery.
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The President then read the following letter from Lieut. Cameron :

—

“ Kawele, L’jiii,

“ Sir, I'lay &ih, 1874.

“ I have just returned from a most success "ul crui.'e round the south
end of the Tanuaneika, and send heiewith a map of the same on the scale of

5 miles to the inch.
“ I have been fortunate enough to discover the outlet of, the Tanganyika,

which is said to dow into the Lualaha
;
the current is small (_1'2 knot), as

might be expected fiom the levels. It is believed, or rather I should say I

believe it, to flow into the Lualaha between the lakes Motro and Kamalondo,
but the accounts I got were vague to a degree. I went 4 or 5 miles down it,

when my farther progress in large boats was stopped by the floating glass

and enormous rushes : however, as soon as I can get smaller canoes, I intend
to return there and work it out.

“ The chief at the mouth was very fiiendly and intelligent, and has pro-

mised all assistance in cutting a way through the grass
;
he seems fully alive

to the importance of having a road for trade pass by him, instead of being lett

out in the cold, as he now is, between two routes.
“ The River (the Lukuga) is about 25 miles south of the group of islands

Captain Speke explored, and as none of the Arabs knew anything of it, he
missed it

;
Dr. Livingstone, when he first came to L'jiji from Casembe's country,

passed the entrance at night in a canoe, and when he went to Manyuema
never went far enough south to come across it.

“ I had intended to ask fcir II. Eawlmsoti to allow it to be called EawUnson's
Lualaha after him, but I have just received letters with the news of the Duke
of Edinburgh's marriage (or the announcement that it waste happen), sol
hope that the river may he called alter thePiiuoess Mane Alexandrovna, as
the wedding gift of Central Africa.

“ You will see bv my maji that the form of tlie south end is quite different

from what has pieviously been laid down. I would have completed the survey
of the whole, hud I not on the 3rd instant discovered this river, when, thinking
no useful purpose could be served by going over ground most of which had
already been visited hy exploring expeditions, -I made my way here at once,
in order to pick up the men and stores 1 had left, and intend to" return as soon
as possible. I propose but ing three canoes, which will hold all I intend to
take, and then where that river goes, D.V., I go too. I leave this now fur the
present, and will continue when I have time; but I have much to do, in-

cluding finishing my map for transmission.
“ -I/oy —8iuce I wrote the above I have al andoned the idea of pro-

ceeding down the Lukuga, a.s sucha jouiney would be must expensive and
leqiure a \erv long time, as cutting the grass tor a way would be haul work,
and we should must likely require the assistance of the natives, for which one
would have to piay heaeily.

I can also say almost jositively that the Lualaha is the Congo. I
heard the Arabs talking about Congo, but I said nothing aKut it, but
only tried to ascertain wLeie the Lualaha went, asking if it did not go
into the ‘ Bahari L'nyoro ' (Albert Nv'anza), and they said it went into
L’garowowa. I asked where; then, at last, one saiei he had been 55 d.ays
down it fiom Xyangwe, and li.ad aiiiveJ at the sea where ships came aiiel

white men had large Uoinses and tiailed in palm-oil ami ivory
; that the

L'gaiuwowa was called the (.'</?;, o, was very large m many jilaces, as wide as
the Tangautuka (a va_ue i!efini..un, but {lO'ntinc; to a breafith of 13 or
14 miles), had many islands in it, sume of them iar_e, hat iiig as inanv as
6u0 //ie/i living on one. 1 consider this to be conclusive, as far as I can judge,
as It was in opposition to the drift of my questions, and a man could hardly
inveut such a stoiy, the liistance given being lougLly 500 miks from
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Xyangwe, tallying well with the distance of the mouth of the Congo. I

shall be able to write again from Xyangwe via Zanzibar, but I hope to be the

bearer of my own news thence. I venture to hope that you will reipuest tiie

Lords Cominissioners of the Admiralty to direct the senior naval officer on

the West Coast of Africa to order the officers commanding ships and vessels

of war under his command to give me what assistance it may lie in their

pjower to do, should they hear of my being near the coast, and also to supply

jiassage and ratiSns to my men to a pomt irom whence they may be forwarded

to Zanzibar
;
also t* request the Secretary of State ffir Foreign Affairs to send

iutructions to Her Majesty's Consuls, &c., to send me their help if I should

need it. The Porturueae Government, I am sure, would comply with a
similar request, in case I should have to leave the Congo and strike the sea in

their territories. Of course this is written without any precise knowledge of

the time or place where I may, if successful, emerge. Fmler favourable cir-

cumstances, if the whole march has to be made on foot, I should be near the

Tellala Falls in six months, as there are only 100 marches from the shores

of the Tanganyika to the other side
;

first, 4.o to Xyangwe, and, second, thence

DO to the sea, following the course of the river, and this latter portion may be
done in even less, if I succeed in obtaining water-can iage. In addition to

what I have asked for above, the West African mail steamers might also be
instructed to render me assistance if it may be necessary.

“ In the country which may be thus iipeued up by placing steamers on the

river above the falls of Yellala, every, or almost every product of the trojiioal

regions is to be found, together with many of those of the south of Europe.

Ivory, gums, millet, maize, rice, palm-oil, cotton, gi'oiuid-nuts, coffee, sugar,

semsem, castor-od, pepper, nutinegs, and iudiaiubber aie found here. Wlieat

grows here at Ujiji
;
wild grapes also are found; and as the climate is much

the same as that of tlie Canary Islands, no doubt the vine could be cultivated

with advantage. The vast importance of openiug such a legion to European
trade cannot be over-estimated, and so doing, would put an end to the internal

slave-trade, which is, I believe, larger than that carried on bv sea. I cannot
believe but that a little judicious pressure would remove all the difficulties

with the chiefs near the Y'ellala Falls, and enable the trade to be opened at

once.
“ I hope to leave this in two or three days, and trust to make a successful

journey. The roads are said to be good and the country healthy.
“ The country here is decidedly healthy, and I think I have now shaken off

the Unyanyembe fever which ptirsued me U[i to here; the last severe attack

of fever that I had was just after leaving here on my cruise round the lake,

and was, I think, a continuation of an attack which I had had befoie leaving.

( >ne great thing is that in front I hope to be spared long halts, which are

always bad for one, as employment does not allow the mind to prey on the
body as it did during our long detention at Unyanyembe, where I was con-
stantly fretting myself at the delay and expiense.

“ I now come to what is always disagreeable to me, the question of expenses.
I told you that 1 hoped I had stores for a year, when I wrote from here, and
so I had, according to all that calculation could tell me, but theft has been
going on, and I have lost ten loads by it

;
and, owing to the supiueness and

stupidity of Bombay and the askari, the thieves, with one exception, remain
undiscovered. My brass, which I was told was valuable here, has proved the
reverse, sinking to half its value with regard to other goods, and being, I am
told, utterly valueless in Manyuema, where the people obtain copjier in plenty
from Katanga and do not value the white brass (as brass is called in contra-
distinction to coppir, which is called red brass) at all, and will have nothing
to do with it. I lost heavily in the hire of my boat, and have had to ex-
change the remainder at a great discount. Ten loatls which 1 had to leave
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behind on account of the desertion of porters, never arrived, nor have the

men I sent for them from here, although I have heard of tlieir having been

in Unyanyembe for a long time. Under these circumstances, I have been
obliged to purchase asam to the amount of 920 dollars. I have lost 34 loads

out of 62 ;
24 by theit, and 10 by deseitiou of pagazi. I have used 12, so

that I was right in my calculations if 1 bad nor l^en robbed.

“The dishonesty of the Zanzibar men is something appalling. I have,

however, announced my intention of flogging and discharging at once any
man convicted of thieving, and 1 hope this may have the effect of stopping it

on ahead
;

if it goes on, and I don’t detect the offenders, ?see no prospects but
gloomy ones for the fate of the Expedition. Starvation will be onr end

;
bu t

it is no good being down-hearted about it. God, who in His great mercy has

spared me hitherto, will, if it be for good, no doubt bring us safely to our

journey's end.
“ I have the honour to be. Sir,

“ Your most obedient Servant,
“ Y. Lovett C'.wiERoy.

“ Lieutinant, b.x.

“P.S.—There was an error in my calculation of height by mercurial baro-

meter when last here; it should have been 2710 feet by mercurial barometers,
the same as the aneroids, whilst the thermometers give 2510 or 200 feet

lower.

“P.P.S.—I have drawn two bills here, one for 1173 dollars, and one for

325 dollars.”

The President, in commenting on the above letter, said that from the
barometrical and thermometricol observations which had Veen made, it had
always been understood that 'I'ancanyika was about lOfiO feet above the
Lualuba; but that only referred to the Lualaha at the point vheie Livingstone
measured it, and as the river which Cameron had dLcovered flows apparently
from the lake to the upper Lualaba, the difference of level may not be so

great as 1000 feet. TVhen Livingstone was with Stanley, at the northern
end of the lake, making enquiries about the outlet from it, he heard, as he
noted in his ‘Journal,’ that the waters found an outlet probably by the
Longuniba River into the Lualaba, but he stated that it could not be regarded
as anything more than a theoretical discovery. This Longumba was the very
name which, on bis map, he applied to the river which is the real outlet,

hut which Lieut. Cameron calls the Liikusa. The only eiTor was that, on his

map, LivmEstone made the river flow in instead of out
;
but he had evidently

thought there was an exit at that very apierture. Several difnciilties sug-
gested thero.selves on reading Lieut. Cameron's account. In the first place,

as far as had lieen hitherto known, and as far as Lieut. Grandy's information
went, the Arabs do not call the river the Congo, which was the name applied
near its mouth. It seemed very strange that any one at the Tanganyika
should know the river as the Cor go, which is a Portuguese name. In the
next place, 55 days seemed a very small allowance for the route from Xvangwe
to the coast. Lieut. Cameiou expected to take 45 days from U'jiji to Xvangwe,
and, if tiiat calculation -were coiiect, he would take at least double that time
to reach the western shores. -Again, the name L’garowwa recalled an appella-
tion which was often applied to the Albert Xyanza. The whole question was
thus left in considerable iloubt and obscurity. The balance of evidence cer-

tainly shewed that the Lualaba must be the Congo, but Cameron’s desciiption

rather tendeel to throw doubt ujion that conclusion than to confirm it.

The Rev. Hor.vce AY.vi.ler expressed his admiration at the pluck and
courage which Lieut. Cameron had dispilayed. He liad shaken himself free

from a great many embarrassments, had reached Tanganyika, anti had set
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liim^elf a task wliich alrea^lv smacked of sometLing like completeness. Lake
'I'anganyika had not previously lieen coasted alt round. Liviiicstone did his

hest
;
but in his last days he was failing, and could not settle the question of

the outlet, altlionch in his journal, and on the map which had come home, he

stated his belief that there was .in outlet from the l.die on the western side.

Lieut. Cameron seemed to have set about his work in the right way. First of

all, he had gone down the East Coast, and then passed on to that p'ortion of the

’^’’est Coast which he knew the Doctor had not surveyed. As the letter stated,

when Livingstone sailed along that coast it w.is in the night, and he was so

prostrate that he wa% unable to take any observations or even to put questions

to the natives. Still there were difficulties to be met with in Lieut. Cameron’s
account. The letter was written on the 15th Slay, when he had returned

from exploring the outlet, just at the very time when the heaviest rains had
prevailed. Tanganyika, after all, is but a large cistern, and must at that time

have been as full as it could he. The outlet through a mountain gorge

therefore ought, according to all physical probability, to have been what
was called in Scotland “m spate,” with a great rush of water out of it.

Instead of this, Lieut. Cameron found it choked up with weeds and grasses,

which he could not cut his way through. When Living.-.tone, in a burning
state of fever, passed along that part, the Arabs anchored their canoe.s

every night in one of the numerous bays, which in many cases extended
4 or 5 miles in amongst the mountains. So far Dr. Lh'ingstone’s account
t.illied with that of Lieut. Cameron, but the 1000 feet fall was a great

difficulty to Livingstone. He knew, as far as he could know from native

report, that a river did flow from Lake Tanganyika through the mountains,
and eventually found its way into the Liialalia. It was a long time before he
found his way out of the difficulty of the great difference of level

;
but he was

at last told by the natives that the river, after leaving the lake, fell over
cataracts. This would solve the difficulty connected with the altitudes. With
respect to the Lukuga Paver, it should be remembered that unfortunately the

same or nearly the same name was applhd to many streams. Livingstone
made one large river flow in on the lake’s western shore, and that was the

j.earest river to the point where Cameron had fotmd liis Lukuga. Livingstone
marked it the Lofuku Liver, and j.laced it to the south of theLogumba, which
flowed into Tanganyika, he was as certain as he could be about anything. There
was also a river Loiigurn’tja, and the similarity of the names tended to beget

some confu.sion. With regard to the name L'garowwa, it .should be remembered
that the “ K ” and the “ L ’’ in all these names are interchangeable, and
Chuniah and Susi both stated that the Lualaba when it sets to the Forth is

c.illej the Ugalowwa. It might therefore, alter all, be the I.ualal a into which
Cameron’s river runs. There was still a great deal to be learned on this

question, and it was a very fortunate thing that a young officer, full of zeal,

in good health, and thinking nothing of hardships, was out there engaged m
S'dving the po Idem.

Rpport of tlo Pi oi Peelings of the Lieingstone Congo Eapedition. By
Lieut. 'W. Ct. Graxdy, e.x'.. Commander of the Expedition.

The Pp.Esir'F.XT, in introducing Lieutenant Grandy, said the Meeting
would remember that, when it was supfiosed that Dr. Livingstone must be in

great distress m Central Africa, a relief fund was instituted bv some of bis
friends for the purpose of affording him assistance Irom the East Coast

;
while

one of Livingstone’s old fiitmis, Mr. .Tames Young, of Kelly, came forward,
and, in the most munificent manner, offered to delray the whole expemses of an
expedition vLich should pri'cecd up the Congo horn the West Coast, and
endeavour to meet and afford nliet to Livingstone, il he should return to Lis
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n.^tive couutrj' by that route. Lieutenant Grainly was sent out, and all tlie

expenses that he had incurred had been met by Mr. Young to the amount of

over .d'lOO?. Lieutenant Gr.nidy didall thatainaii could do under the circuni-

st.iiice-;, hut he met witli liie greatest jxissible difficulties, anti ultimately was
oiihced to give up all hope of entering the country to the south of the Congo.

He then crossed over to the north side, and with better hopes of success, and
was on the joint of j.roceeding into the interior, having made his arrangements

lor doing so, when he received the letters recalling him. hVhen the positive

news of Livingstone’s death arrived, of course the Society 'could not expect.

Jfr. Tuuug to Continue to defray the expienses of the expedition for purely

geographical purjBjses. Lieutenant Grandy had gone over a good deal of new
e iiintry

,
and the results of his obsi rvations were of very great value. He might

have had to comjilain of one or two Portuguese officers with whom he came
ill contact, hut, on the other hand, he received from the Portuguese Agent at

Ecuibe gre.it assi.,taiice.

Lieut. Gevnuy then read his Piej'ort as fullons :

—

The Expedition left Liverjiool on the iiOth of November, 1872, and,

calling at Sieira Leone to ptocure men, piocc-eJed to St. Paul de

Loanda, 'vvliei'e the outfit was purdiased
;
and finding on inquiry

that Ambriz would be the best place to obtain carriers for the

interior, we started for that port on tbe 15tb of February, 1873;
and. after considerable diffictilty in procuring tbe requisite number,
left on tbe 12tb of March; and passing round tbe east side of tbe

.swamp proceeded in a north-easterly direction through Cola village

and across the Loge Eiver, Mhich at the ferry is 35 yards wide and

3 fathoms deep midehannel, with a current going to the westward
of It knot an hour. On the left bank for some distance above
and below tbe ferry are large plantations of bananas and sugar-

cane, the latter being used largely iu making rum
;
tbe factory

is on tbe right liank of the river, and is owned bj' a Portu-

guese named Jacinto; liere tbe rum is manufactured, and I am
told tbe demand is so great that it is necessary to give an order

twelve inontlis in advance. Crossing tbe liver, we pioceeded

tbruiigli some low swamjiy gioui.d witli bigli grass towaids the

villag’e of Klngoiiibo : and as 1 did not deem it prudent to remain
ill such a swampy locality, we [Msstd tlirougli tbo town, and climbiuo-

a hill established our camp on the crest of it ; lieie wo were visited

by the chief of tbe town, who dashed us with a small pig, and was
appaiently anxious to explain a great deal about bim.self and
f imily, and their imjiortance, but fortunately was too diTink to do
so, and we were thankful to get quickly rid of him, with a promise
of seeing him on tbe moriow. On tlio morning of the lotli, having
jriss -d an exceedingly unpleasant night (.ilmoi-t eaten by mosquitos,

wliiob diove me out of tbe tent .several times, iu spite of tbe heavy
mill which came down nearly all night long], tbe capafa came and

said tbe cavriers weie peiLbed with wet and cold, and an.xious to
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proceed ;
and, as the weather looked promising, and I did not feel

disposed to endure another night of toiment, I made arrangements

for a start
;

got away shortly after nine o’clock, and proceeded in a

nearly north-easterly direction, and camped for the night at lluxixe,

just outside the village. We struck camp very early on the follow-

ing morning (the 14th), and after miles’ march through high

grass we reached a small village, with a remarkable cone-shaped

hill on the left cWered with trees. The water here was so bad I

would not allow the men to drink it, and an hour’s farther march

brought us to the village of Zunga, pleasantly situated in a clump
of trees ; very good water can be found close to it ; in hour more
we arrived at the village of Wibisi, and pitched our camp clo.se to a

good stream under a large tiee, which afforded an ample shade

from the sun. The country is already improving in appearance (to-

day we passed through some very pretty park-land with large grasst’

plains), and getting more elevated and ridgy; soil principally sand,

with some stray boulder.s of granite. The village is on the rising

ground on the opposite side of the stream. We found everything

exorbitantly dear here, and therefore purchased only what was
absolutely necessary. We are not yet far enough from the coast to

excite much curiosity in the minds of the natives.

On the morning of the loth we started at 4.10 o’clock, having a

good moon to guide us, and arrived at Yakage shortly after 6, where
we halted a short time ; then on in an easterlj- direction, through

high grass, and crossing three small streams, arrived at the village

of Lamboo. We were all much done up fiom the excessive heat of

the sun and the long march. We found good water here, but pro-

visions were both scarce and dear, owing to the Portuguese having

burnt the village about six months previously.

We remained here Sunday (16th) to rest the carriers; and early

in the morning (7 o’clock) a heavy tornado from the north-w'cst

pas.sed over ; fortunatelj- our tents were well pitched under trees,

or tliey would have stood a poor chance.

Started on the 17th at 4.30 .v.ir., through long grass saturated

with dew, which was anything but pleasant, and, descending, forded

the Eiver Kidilo, which was waist-deep. Passed by a small village,

where we found some carrieis, and two hours’ march brought n.s

to another stream : here we noticed a palm-tree, the first we have
seen since leaving the coast. Morning fine and cool; wind easteiiv;

barometer in valley, 20' 45'. After fording the Kala Eiver the palm-
trees became more abundant. We had a great deal of river-woik
to-daj’, besides some disagreeable swamps to cross, and were very
thankful to reach Quiballa : here, owing to the carriers loitering.
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I was obliged to remain three hours in my wet clothes, fortunately

without any ill effects. This is the first large village we have seen ;

it numbers about 400 souls, and is pleasantly situated on a rising

ground, and well surrounded by trees. There are large gardens

and extensive farms in the neighbourhood :
ground-nuts, cassava,

bananas, limes, sugar-cane, and guava.s, chilies, d:c., are produced

here in abundance
;
the rubber-vine also grows ^plentifully. The

huts are well built, wattle and daub, with thatched roofs, and

the town is kept tolerably clean. There is a hut set apart for

the accommodation of strangers, I exchanged some small presents

with the chief, who is very old, and very paitial to the white man’s

rum, if not to the white man.

I delayed here one day to rest the carriers and give those behind

an opportunity of overtaking us, and started at daylight on the

morning of the 19th
;
the carriers would not leave earlier on account

of the first portion of the road being very stony and precipitous.

We crossed the Quiballa River twice whilst making for the head of

the valley, and that finished with the rivers for the day. We had

some stiff climbing to reach the crest of the hill, on which is the

village of Matooka. The deep valleys are all under cultivation.

Passing through the villages of Kibella and Gungongo, and along a

tolerably good road, we arrived at the village of Kanangwala,

where we camped for the night. The house of the chief was built

after the manner of the Portuguese, with doors and windows, and
whitewashed, giving it a verj- neat appearance. Just after dark,

the chief commanded silence in the village, and then, in a rich,

clear voice, told his people and the strangers—a good many
of whom were in the town—that there was a white man arrived

with a large quantity of goods, and that he hoped no one would be

guilty of thieving, which would give his town a bad name ; to

which thej’ shouted in chorus that they would not. I clashed

him before leaving for his honest intentions. We saw a woman
spinning native cotton : here the plant grows abundantly.

On the morning of the 20th we struck the camp at 3.30, and for

the first mile had a very uncomfortable walk through long wet
grass ;

then about 2 miles to the head of a valley. Over the crest

of the hill, down an incline, and breasting another hill, we saw to

our left, perched in a nook, the village of Tomboko. Descending

the hill in a thick fog we ai rived at a Lreakfast-placo, where native

women, in anticipation of the carriers arriving-, were busily pre-

paring foo-foo and bean-soup. From this point the road was nearly

level, with high grass. At 10 o’clock arrived at the village of
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Kimalenso. We found provisions mucli cheaper here, and could

obtain guavas, pumpkins, t imatos, beans, fowls, and onion.s.

Fridaij, 'list. Started at 4 o'c-lock, with a good moon to lig’ht us

on the road, which wa.s good and very tolerably level. At o.oO we

came to a nasty piece of swamp, and then, giadually ascending in

an ea.sterly direction, pas.sed round a hill, and fiom the top of a

iieigliboiiriug one obtained our first view of Bembe Hills ; de.scend-

iiig, we pa.ssed through a swamp, waist-deep and lOCi yards across,

and then on tlii'Oiigh high grass till near the 3Iiit'hinga Eiver, where

we halted three-txnarter.s of an hour. At 10 o’clock we crossed the

Loofoozi Eiver, 40 yards broad, wais^-deep, with a lapid stream

running at tbe ford. After eros.sing. pushed up through a piece

of jungle and wood that skirt.s the river, waded through a small

swamp, and, ascending a hill thiough long grass, saw at the bottom,

in a clump of tree.s, the village of (juilumbo Cainhemhe, where we
slept the night.

We found sjme of our cargoe.s that had been sent in advance in

this town, so added the earners to our party, and started on the

morning of the 22 ud, at 4 .f0, ea route fur Bembe, AVe bad four

streams to cross to-day, but fortunately all were biidged. Ai rived

at Luchinga, we haired fur an hour. This villige is planted in the

centre of a grove, with a river of clear and heatth’lully cool water

jsis'ing it. As the sky looked throati iiing I linnied the cariiers

on, and after an houv'.s laaieh, over hill and dale, through long

gr.iss. plainly espied the whitewashed hiulding,s and fort of Bembe
miles distant. At noon ne crossed tbe Liiqueia Eiver by a

bridge nearly fini.sLed . it is planked, and by far tbe best we bare

seen. AVe were Vfr\ glad to be able to make ii.-e of it, otherwise

we mint liuve tafted acio.sS or swam the lieoi, as it is deep and
hr 'ud.

We reached the cit.idel of Bembe on tbe 22ud of Alarcli, after

a breatber up the hill, which is very steep, ami were veiv
kindly received by the (.'hefe, wlio housed tlie men comfirtably

in a portion of tlie harracks, and gave a loek-up store for our
cargoes. The last ranieis oriived at 4 o’clock, and shortly afier

the rain came down in tuiient.s. with much thunder and liohtniiio-o O'
which lasted till midnight. Thks is the season for heavy rains
The finest months at Bembe are Alay, June. July, and part of
August, when the weather is nice and c. lol. The latter part of Auirust
and the month of rieptemher are also considered fine ; in Oetober
and Xovember theie is plenty iJ r.iin ; in Jlecemher, .Jaiiuaiv, and
l ebiuary light laius; Alarch atiel April .ii'e* the Lig raiirs. Bembe
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is the most advanced post of the Portuguese, and at the same time

a veri’ important one, as commanding the roads to and from the

interior. The fort is in a very Lad state of lepair, and there vras a

strong rumour that the Portuguese intended abandoning it. There

are four markets held on consecutive d.iys near Bembe ; the first

is called Candoo, the second C’onzo, third Kangue, and the fourth

Sonha.

Tuesday, 25fh March .—Paid a vi.sit to-day to Ae copper-mines.

There seems still to be a considerable amount of ore there : formerly

they had an English manager heie and every requisite in ma-

chineiy ;
but the manager died, the Company got into difficulties,

and the v,-hole plant was eventualh’ destroyed by fire. There

is a Chefe at Encoge, 3 daj's south of this, through whom com-

munication is kept up with Loanda. The phice produces large

quantities of good quality eoTee, and fine sheep may also be obtained,

but the climate, fiom the greater quantity of rain that falls, is much
more unhealthy. At Zombo, which lies altout 7 days' journey from

this, good cattle are obtained for cloth : it produces a’so coffee,

india-rubber, tobacco, palm-oil, &c-.. and is considered a large place.

Sierra Bembe, which is a lemarkable mountain, and round the base

of which jiasses the Luqueia Eiver, is ICOOyard.s fiom the fort. I

took a boiling-point on its summir, wbidi gave a mean reading of

203’!'; barometei, 23' Id'; tbcimometer at commencement, 7rfy;

at fini.sh 82".

Thursday, 'ird Ajyrll .—Having vainly endeavoured to procure

carriers from the dideretit villages round Bembe, who, one

and all, lefu-ed to go even when the Chefe exerted his authority

to assist us, sa] ing, there w.is too much water and too much long-

grass on the road, we determined to send to the King of Congo for

men, and accordingly di.spatehed the interpreter, one soldier, and a

capata, with letters from the Chefe, and omselves, and a good

present.

Weda-sday. 9th .—Paid a vi^it to the caves, which are in the

same valley as the miiie.s
;

but a mile further to the soutb-

castwaid they are very inteie-ting, and the locks fiom wliicb tbev

have been scooped form a strange feature amongst tlie suiTOiinding

soil of slate and shale, being composed entirely of limestone : the en-

trance to the first cave is by a low narrow passage, and Laving arrived

at the end. you enter a circular vaulted ebamber about 0.7 feet in

diameter and 40 feet high : beyond tbi,'. again is ar.oflier chamber

nearly 00 feet in height, and als > circular
;
in those caves it is said

the natives deposited the copper ore they collected at the mines,

befoie the PortugiiL.'.e took possession. Pa-siiig round to the tight.
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after emerging from the first two chamhers, you enter a second

cave of greater extent but not so regular in shape ; the roof gradually

sloping to the ground. e found some few specimens of malachite

in the caves.

Sunday, IQtJi .—At 4 o’clock, our party returned from Congo,

bringing with them G6 carriers: they were six days coming back,

and report the roads very bad ; they brought several letters for

the Chefe and one for us, expressing a wish that we would come

speedily, and enumerating a list of articles to bring as presents.

Thursday, 2it}i .—Started the 06 carriers with an escort of

seven men ;
we were both down so badly with fever that had not

the Chefe kindly assisted us in arranging matters we could not

have got them away to-day ; they have promised to send ns more

men hack from the towns as they proceed.

Wednesday, oQth .—Having succeeded in collecting 30 more

carriers, started my brother with six men as escort for Congo on

the morning of the 1st of May, and accompanied them as far as

the Eiver Loozi, and superintended the crossing
;

this river is

generally insignificant, but owing to the heavy rains had overflowed

its hanks, and was nearly 90 yards across ; there was considerable

difSculty in getting the cargoes over, the natives being afraid, as

the river in the centre was chin-deep, and but for our own men
they must have encamped for the night.

Smiday, ith May .—There was a conference held to-day with the

Soha of Matatu about taking charge and caie of the fortress of

Bembe when evacuated by the Portugiie.se
;
and it was partly agreed

that on consideration of his doing so he was to receive 200,000

beads per month, and the Soba of Bonde 60,000 beads. I cannot

help thinking it a gieat mistake to give up possession of a place

which is the key to the interior ; and a day will yet come when
they will repent having relinquished a position that cost Portugal

so many lives and so much money to obtain. The moment the

troops leave, the road to the coast will be stopped, and Ambriz will

suffer a great loss of trade.

Wednesday, 7th .—The requisite number of carriers arrived to-

day, and I had fever, unfoi tunately, too bad to allow of moving,

so did not make a start until 9 o’clock on the morning of the 8tli.

I was exceedingly sorry at parting with the Chefe. who in his kind-

ness and attention to our men and selves has been almost as a

brother ; he pressed on me from his small store some rice, wine,

bread, &c., and accompanied me to the first village, where he em-
braced me. and wished me Godspeed and good fortune. Our men,
1 am glad to state, fell in of their own free will, and one of them.
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acting as spokesman for tke rest, thanked the Chefe for his great

kindness to them ; he seemed much moved at their expressions of

gratitude, and said he had never known black men thankful before.

Two hours’ march north brought us to the Loozi Kiver, which fortu-

nately had resumed its normal condition, being only 9 feet across and

•4 feet deep, the stream going to the westward. Crossing the river

we passed up through the village and proceeded^ in a northerly

direction for iliembe, where we slept at night
;
starting at seven

the following morning, twenty minutes’ walk brought us to the

cross roads, one of which leads to Zombo. Here, stuck on poles,

were the heads of two men who had a few days previously suffered

torture and death for theft ;
their calcined bones were in the grass

and their clothes hung on the bushes
;
the heads, on which the wool

and flesh still remained, presented a veiy ghastly spectacle. The
day’s march was principally through long grass with some climbing,

the road tolerably good : we descended to the Lafoozi lliver, and
crossed it by a bridge that had just been completed above the

rapids
;
I paid a toll of 12,000 beads for the crossing of the whole

party. We were detained here hour getting the donkeys across

and repairing their loads. The men enjoyed a good bath, and
astonished the natives with diving and swimming. At 1 o'clock we
arrived at Loofoosa, where, as tlie capatas and carriers belonged

to the village, we hvlted for the night. It is the largest town
we have seen since leaving Ambriz, and is tolerably well kept;

it musters about 120 guns. Palm-trees are very abundant, and

there is good water ; but provi.sions, especially fowl-, and goats, are

dear. The people are quiet and civil. They were very much
frightened at first at the donkeys, and did not know what to make
of them; but when they saw' them quietly grazing and taking food

from our men their fear yielded to curiosity, and they crow'ded

round to examine them. The men and women of this towm are

tall and w-ell made. The chief paid me a visit after dinner, and I

explained to him the object of our journey ; how Dr. Livingstone

had been labouring for more than tliiity years, giving up home,
country, and fiiends, and devoting his life to their benefit, and
eradicating the curse of their country—slavery. I explained to

him the manufacture and use of india-rubber and candles
; and that

his country supplied the materials, by the cultivation of which and
sale to the white man, he would greatly prosper. He seemed
perfectly to understand and appreciate the necessity, but replied,

that unfortunately he was now' veiy old, and his people were too

indolent to cultivate more ground than their wants required.

Saturdcuj, VHh .—We w'ere away this morning by seven, being
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aiixi'jus to cross the Itreeze Eiver, which is a large one, before

night. For the fii-'t hour the road was good though stony, and

ascending the hill, we saw the river and direcii'jii of the ferry.

fAn extensive range of mountains commence near Lafoo.'a, extend-

ing in a noitli-westerlj’ and sotith-easterly direction, the most

prominent peak of which is called Engombo.) Having crossed the

Eindamba swaurp we prcceecled over a stony plain in a northerly

direction to the Tende Eiver, which was happily biidged. Crossing

it we ascended and passed over the range down through very high

grass to the village of Diage, where we had some diificulty with

the carriers, who refused to proceed any further that day ; and it

was only by the application of something more than moral per-

siia'ion that they were induced to continue the loufe. One hour

bi ought us to the Bieeze Eiver, the pa.ssage of which, owing

to its swollen state and stiong current, with the unpleasant addi-

tion of a tornado, occupied five hours; and but for the courage

and skill exhibited by our men, one canoe would have been

lost. Ey 9 r.ji. everything, including the donkeys, had crossed

;

and breasting a very steep hill we weie glad to teach the little

village of Kingo, wet through, and very tiled and hungry. Tt was
too late and too daik to attempt to pitch tent.s, so we were all

huddled tcigether in a ."emi-ioofed hut, thiongh which the rain

peicolated freely. \Vemade .some tea with muddy water; and with

that and a fcw grounJ-niit.s for our dinner, composed ourselves to

obtain what sleep might be po.ssib!e under such circumstances.

We were a.'tir at daylight the followiug morning (Sunday, the

llili', liaviiig pa-ssed a mi.'erable night in wet clothe.--', with empty
stcuu.ichs, and a plentiful .supply of rain ; and having changed and
dried our traps, moved to the village of Makorko in seaich of some-

thing to eat, which after t hour’s march we leached, and found
juovisions cheap. Being Sunday we remained here the day to re.-t

the men after the fcUigue and discomfort of ye.sterday. I was told

by the chief of this village that the’.e are hippopotami in the Bieeze
Eiver, but the native.s have too much fear of them either to attempt
to .spf ar or .shout them. This village is freipiently visited by
leop.irJs, which ilestioy a great number of hogs. I made an
ambush and watched several hours, but without any result, until
driven to shelter by the heavy rain.

Monday, Mill.—xVt 7 a.m. started; morning fine w-ith clear skv,
but foggy in the valleys and lound the trees

;
liy 8.:;0 wo had com-

pleted crossing the Buila Eiver, which from the late heavy rains had
overflowed its banks and become a swamp of 000 yards, in some
[•laces sheulder-cleep. xTfter lb bout’s stiuggle through high grass
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we cro.ssed it again, being obliged to fc-11 trees! to biidge it, arid

li hour's fuither joiuney bi ought us to the village of dlatampe,

whete we halted for half an hour, to enable the cariiers and men to

put chase provi.',iuns, which aie not pia'curable at the next village.

At this place we wore to have met with oppo^ition ;
bur, haring

previously sent word what course of action 1 should take it

molested while travelling on a pieaceful errand thr^igli the country,

all pas.sed off quietly, althoug'h about 100 native.s put in an appear-

ance with guns. Sliortly after leaving the vilbige rve pros-ed the

Buila again. The donkeys give a gieat deal of irutible swimm'ng

them across livers and loading and unloading them : I am atiaid

they will never be of much service to us. After ciossing two pieces

of swamji, arrived at the village of Pango, wheio we passed the

night. A man was brought to us hem, who stated he had .^een the

white man we weie looking fur six months ago at Sundi. This we
considered morally impossible, but hoped we might get some infor-

mation from him. He stated Sundi to be tw enty clar s’ march fiom

Congo, or ten days by water, and that he had been sent theio hy
the chief of this village for teeth; when pres.sed for moie definite

information, he said we should meet men at Congo who would tell

us all we wanted to know.

J/iiy l.'itli .— \\'e had a gi.^od deal of rain, which Listed till 3 o'clock

in the morning, when a thick fig' came on. The grass was veiy

Wet and uneomfui table for niaiching; dV hours’ journey completed

the ciossing of Manzouje Swamp, which being broad and cleeji made
it a diffieiilt matter to get tbe donkecs aoio-'S. We then came to

the IMalunda Jlivor, which. owTng to the velocity of the cunent,

occupied an hour in cro.ssing, and proceeded to the village of

Lovoo, where we breakfasted ; and after wading through the ilobooTo

Swamp weie veiy glad to teach tbe village of Kinsanga, fur the

weather looked thieateiiiiig, and it was thuiidei iiig to the eastwaid :

it passed cpver us in the shape of a tuniado three bouts after-

wai d.s.

Tfrt// 14t7;.—We were on the move early (Tirtd much rain during

the night, which makes the rotid had for travelling), and parsing

two swamps and a .'-mall i iver, airiveil at the vilbige of Tonkila.

where we halted fur Ireakfa.st and t'j prepi-.re fur the water ahead.

We crossed successively a small swamp at d river, then the Em-
bombo Swamp, which ranges fr'-’m knee to bieast deep, and crown-

ing the hill, at rived at the village of Tla Lomboo, through it to the

Wusaugaiiy Swamp, and north-noith-east to the Koko Eiver
;
pass-

ing rounii a bend of which we arrive'l at the v'illage of Maunza, and

slept the night. The town belongs to Congo, so we weie well taken
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care of, and, having a comfortable hut to sleep in, did net mind the

rain, which came down in torrents.

Started at 6.30 on the 15ih, and crosdng the Koko Eiver arrived

at Kangyakewa, where there is a large and remarkable tree with

the initial letter “ F. 58 ” cut on the bark ; we put G. 73 ” beside

it. Passing on, with the river on our left, which i.s very sinuous

and full of ohsti;uclions, we entered the village of Kimpango, and

halted for breakfast ;
then proceeded north-north-west and followed

the Koko Eiver for about half-a-mile, crossing a small stream that

joins it, ascended a hill, and saw the Congo Plateau 6 miles ahead.

The gi ound here was cultivated, corn, sugar-cane, beans, drc.. growing

plentifully. Anxious to complete our journey, we pushed on, and

pu.ssing through the village of Kimalo down to the valley, arrived at

;ind mussed the Luaji Elver, which had considerably overflowed its

banks and rendered the passage of it difficult. One hour’s march

brought us to the village of Ovoonda, where we were met by

a number of King Totola’s people, and in company with them,

after half-an-hour’s journey, reached Cong-o and had an audience,

deliverect to the King some letters, &c., and then begged him to

e.xcnise us a short time while we changed our wet clothes. Ee-

turning, we were received with great state : the old King sitting

on a chair under a huge state umbrella, habited in the uniform of a
'

Portugaiese Lieutenant, and surrounded by his sons and
2
)rinoipal

chiefs. Chairs were placed fur our aceoinmodation, and rugs and

carpets spread in profusion; salutations were exchanged amid a

flouiish of trumpets, tom-toms, &c. He expressed his great joy

at being visited by Englishmen, reqne.sted to be allowed to salute

us with 100 guns, and hoped that we should remain a long time

with him, and con.sider his town as our home in that part of the

world, and that many more would follow us, for he was very fond

of the white man. After an introduction and general shaking of

hands with all the principal chiefs, we Avere allowed, as it was
getting dark, to retire and attend to ourselves, promising to come

early in the morning with the piesents.

Friday, l&ih .—While bu.>y selecting cloths for the King, he sent

to ask us to shoot a bullock for ourselves and men, and refused to

accept more than a hind-quarter for himself. About noon we
inarched the men to his place Avith the j)re.sents, Avith which he
was very much pleased, saying no white man had ever so honoured
him. We considered it necessary to give as much as possibly could

be afforded, in order to make a good friend of him, he being the
most important ^jerson in the country, and Avlnjse influence Avould
materially affect our future pro.spects. In the afternoon he paid
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ns a visit, and we broaclied tbe subject of the carriers ;
difficulties

immediately presented themselves—bad state of the roads, quantity

of water, danger of being fired upon, price, &c. We managed to

dispose of his objections one by one ; and it was eventually settled

that two of his sons were to busy themselves in obtaining carriers,

and he would send a messenger to the King ahead to clear the road

for us. We saluted him this afternoon with six ^Ivoes, at which

he was very pleased ; and sent again to say that no white man had

ever treated him so well as we had done, and that he would always

do his best for any one who might in future visit him. Congo, or

the San Salvador of the Portuguese, is situated on an elevated

plateau 1500 feet above the sea-level ; it has formerly been an ex-

tensive fortified city, surrounded by a loop-holed wall averaging 15

feet in height and 3 feet in thickness, portions of which are still

standing. There are also the ruins of a large church or cathedral

at the north-west portion of the town. The Portuguese held mili-

tary occupation for some years, but abandoned it in 1870, and their

forts and barracks are now ruins completely overgrown with rank

grass and shrubs. The town is supplied with water from a beauti-

ful spring which issues in three small streams from the clay soil

half-way down the plateau on the east side of the town. There are

very few trees near the town; bananas, plantains, and fowls are

plentiful and cheap, and the farms of beans, cassava, and ground-

nuts are well kept. There are three markets weekly held near the

town. The Congoese are great snuff-takers and smokers, are well

clothed, and a great many speak Portuguese ; they are dark-

coloured and of average height, but not muscular; indifferently

armed with flint-muskets and knives, and very fond of hunting

;

they make free use of the knife in their quarrels, not using it as a

dagger, but giving long sweeping cuts across the back, breast, and
stomach. They are habitually lazy. The women are decently

clothed, modest, virtuous, and exceedingly industrious. They tend

the farms, look after the house, and cook the meals
; whilst the

man sits quietly down and smokes his pipe. Polygamy is general

in the country, and a man is accounted rich according to the num-
ber of his wives, who, as soon as married, select a piece of ground
which they industriously farm, the produce being sold at the mar-
kets for beads, cloth, &c. The King of Congo has two nephews,

and, by the laws of the country, one of them, who shall be the

choice of the people, succeeds to the throne : failing a nephew, the

people elect a king themselves. The sons of the king do not in

any way participate, nor are they entitled to any of his property ;

but during his lifetime he can appoint them to chiefships of towns
VOL. XIX. H
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in his kingdom as vacancies ocenr. The King of Congo commands

the road from the interior to the coast, and levies contributions on

all “chiboubas” of ivory. He was once a very powerful chief,

and, being supported by the Portuguese, was much respected
; but

since they withdrew from Congo he has been gradually sinking to

the level of other chiefs ; and although he keeps up an outward

show of authority he has very little power.

May 18tA.—Had a eon.sultation tliis morning with two old

hunters and the King’s son about the different roads, and am con-

vinced that the one to Sundi is the shortest and best. They call it

nine days’ journey without loads, or twelve days with loads, and

say the travelling- is good, and that silver and copper are found

there.

The Zomho Eoute, though longer, would have suited us, as there

we could have joined ourselves to one of the large chiboukas which

g0 annually towards the Manueyma country to purchase ivory

(they number from 500 to 800 strong, and are all armed)
;
hut un-

fortunately there is a big palaver between the Congo and Zomho
people at present, about the murder of a man. And again, at this

time of the year, there is a great deal of water; in one day’s journey

alone we should have to cross seven unbridged streams ; and as we
have aheacly between Ambriz and this had plenty of the element

which has been productive of fevers, colds, and rheumatisms, it

would not only be more expeditious but more healthy to take the

direct road. The rains still continuing are a great evil to us, as

the grass burning cannot commence, and it is some 8 or 10 feet

high ; and the paths are so overgrown that you have to push your
way throirgh (which is very laborious work), and get thoroughly

soaked into the bargain. They say there is plenty of game on the

Sundi road, but, owing to the long grass, very difficult to find.

Monday, l^Jth May .—There is still great trouble about the carriers

;

they keep putting us ofi' from day to day with endless excuses,

evidently meaning to detain us, and get as much as possible out of

us. Went to the King, after breakfast, and reminded him of his

promise to speedily procure carriers for us. He replied it was true,

and that he was doing his best to make the road clear; and would
on the morrow despatch his most trustworthy son to the King of
Makouta, if we would pay his expenses and send some presents ; to
this, of course, we readily agreed, and oft'ered to send two of our
interpreters with his messenger

; but he said “ Xo, it was better he
should go alone.” Had to listen to another “ canard ” to-day about
a white man, who was in the interior trying to come to the coast,
and that people took him ivory and other things to buy, but he'
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replied that he did not trade. The last accounts of him were that he

had built himself a town, had fifty soldiers with him, and was

mating farms to grow produce to sell and pay his way to the sea.

They say that he is only one month from this on the right bank of

the Quango Eiver. This story, with slight variations, has been

repeated by several, who declared they had been cl^se to the place
;

but when asked to describe the man, they replied, not themselves,

hut their masters had seen him. There are no travellers in this

part of the country ; for when men have been brought before us,

said to come a long way from the interior, and we have produced

the map, and questioned them about the different places, we have

invariably found them to know less of their country than we did,

and that their long journeys were pure fiction. Small-pox is getting

very prevalent, and fatal cases occur daily. How much I regret

we have no vaccine matter with us ; the natives do not seem to

understand the treatment of the disease, or the precautions to be

taken to prevent infection, and I am afraid it will make sad havoc

amongst them. Thank goodness, all our men have been vaccinated.

I went to the King and explained what measures he should take to

arrest the spread of the disease, and he has promised to adopt

them. He told me his eldest son, who was to have accompanied
us, was taken ill with it to-day.

Sunday, 1st June.—We have had no rain since the 28th, and may
fairly suppose that the fine season has set in, for the heavy morning
fogs which herald its approach have already commenced. We are

getting very impatient at this continued delay, and have not ceased

urging upon the King the importance of an early move. To-day his

son returned from Makouta ; but he has to tell his story to the King
before we are allowed to hear what he has done.

Monday, 2nd June .—The King came round to see us this morning,
and we were at him again about the carriers. He says he is very
angry with the son, who went to Makouta, for delaying so long on
the road, and not carrying out his instructions properly. We made
him give his statement of proceedings in the presence of his father

;

which was to the effect that the King of Makouta had received our
presents, and was very glad to hear that Englishmen were coming
to his country

; that he would come himself to hear all about us
from the King, and would be here in five days, bringing carriers

with him.

Saturday, Ith June .—Our patience has been sorely tried with un-
satisfactory excuses and delays in procuring the carriers, so had a
long and serious talk with the King about his conduct in the
matter. He would insist that the road to Sundi was very dan-

H 2
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geroTis, and tliat the people would fire on us all the way, and not

give us time to eat or sleep. After two hours’ palaver, he at last

promised he would furnish carriers to Alakouta ; but he would send

messengers to Bembe and Loanda, to say that we would go where

we were sure to be shot, and they were not to blame him for what
might happen to us.

Friday, 20th ^une .—After innumerable delays and vexations

enough to try the spirit of any Job, we have, at length, succeeded in

collecting and paying the carriers, and managed at 5 P.ii. to get

away fi om Congo; and after an easy march, in a northerly direction,

arrived at the small village of Kikembo. I began to fear we never

should get out of Congo : the disaffected people were constantly

bringing in reports that chiefs whose towns we were to pass had
sent word that they intended to fire upon and exterminate the
whole party, and therefore carriers had better not come with us.

These, and like stories, which it would be tedious to repeat, lost us
a whole month of the best season of the year. We insisted upon
the King punishing one man whom we had caught setting his

countrymen against us, and preventing the carriers from offering

their services. We went before leaving, to wish the King good-bye,

and make him a parting present. He was very thankful; and
begged us to think that he was our great friend, that his heart was
right, towards us, &c., that he had done his best to get us forward

;

but his people kept the carriers back by circulating lies about the
dangers of the road ; that we would eat them when we got them
far away, and never allow any of them to return to their country.

Saturday, 2\st June .—Did not get away till late, owing to some of

the carriers having returned to Congo for the night. Half an hour
brought us to a gorge, through which we passed, and down the
high level of a valley, hills nearest on the right hand, with outcrop
of granite. We can plainly see that this would have been a very
bad road three weeks earlier, the valley would have been a swamp.
The grass is similar to that we met with from Bembe to Cono-o,
where you pull your hat well down over your eyes and take a
header, emerging only when you arrive at your destination;
nothing to be seen above the wall of grass but the heavens, and
often not even that. The sun was very hot to-day

; and after an
hour’s slow travelling, the carriers came to a halt at the head of
the valley. ’They are a miserable lot, stopping every five or six
minutes. After many delays we reached the village of Kintano,
where we halted for the night; had a visit and present from the
chief, and took the opportunity to explain all about ourselves and
our mission, and managed to do away with the bad impression
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existing in their minds abont ns. We were well pleased, for this

was one of the towns named where we should meet with opposi-

tion ; and instead, we have been well received, the carriers have

taken heart, and now talk very courageously.

Sunday, 22nd June .—Started at 6.30, and an hour’s journey

brought us to the Loanza Swamp, which occupied an hour in

crossing, owing to the difficulties of getting the^donkeys through

the slush and mud. Passing up to and through Banza Loanza, in

five minutes we reached another swamp ; crossing which we arrived

at the village, where we found the chief, who, by special desire of

the carriers, had been sent ahead with presents to clear the road,

and was to have met us at Makouta.

We were detained here 45 minutes, while I explained to the

carriers and town-people the rascality of the old man. Forty

minutes’ further march, and we reached the Pambala Swamp,
which was, happily, partly bridged. Crossing this, we proceeded

to the village of Luquakwa, which I was very thankful to

reach, having been in a hot fever for 2 hours. After a rest

and refreshment, again took the road, and after 2 miles’ march,

arrived at and crossed the Xyangetta Swamp, and, breasting the

hill, entered the village of same name, where we halted for the

night. Eesuming our march the following morning, a short

journey in a north-easterly direction, over hill and dale, brought

us to Banza Tanda, a town of some consequence, situated on the

crest of a hill, surrounded by trees. Here the natives turned out

with their guns (about 130), thinking we had come to take and
bum their town

;
but a short explanation convinced them our visit

,

was a friendly one. The country is improving in appearance

;

clumps of trees are more frequently met with, and the palm is

abundant. The people of this to^vn trade to Tokay and Xoki, with

ground-nuts and palm-oil. We found provisions rather dear.

Detained here one day with bad fever.

2oth .—We continued in a north-easterly direction for Kilembella

(the road good with less grass, but a great deal of climbing), which
we reached in a couple of hours. I received a very extraordinary

message from the King of this town, asking me to order my men to

wear their trowsers, as they did not consider the handkerchiefs,

which the men usually wore on the march, sufficient clothing.

I could not help smiling at this excess of modesty, but, nevertheless,

satisfied his whim. We were kept waiting an hour before admitted

to an audience, during which time it was evident, by the King’s

appearance and manner, his people had been priming him with

palm-wine. He was a fine, tall, muscular-looking man, but being
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very drnnt, was quite the savage, dancing and capering round us

like a big baboon, and flourishing a rusty old sword, declared that

no man was to move out of his town under penalty of death. Fore-

seeing the effect this was likely to have on the carriers, we endea-

voured to arrange a large present for him and proceed
;
but the threat

had already taken effect, and the carriers were bolting from the

town en masse, and by 8 p.u. not one was to be found. Here was
a dilemma. The'se men had been paid to take us to Makouta.

King Totola had made them a long speech before leaving Congo,

urging them to fulfil their contract, and sending his own secretary

and two principal chiefs on purpose to give them confidence, and
yet by a few words from the mouth of a half-drunken man they had
melted away. One chief, who volunteered to accompany us from
Kikembo, alone remained faithful

; but he was forciblj’ dragged
away by his own people. Of course, we were very angry at such
conduct on the part of the King, and the following morning early,

when we thought he was sure to be sober, we sent for him and
explained how shamefully he had behaved. But expostulations were
useless

; he declared it was all a mistake : that he had been told the

caiTiers were to leave us here—this being the limit of the King of

Congo’s territory—and that his people were quite capable of taking
us to Jlakouta. Finding we were trapped, the best plan was to put
a good face on matters, and tell him that as we were anxious to

proceed, if be would collect the carriers without delay, we would
give him a handsome present. Kilembella is a considerable town
on the borders of Congo (this new kingdom extends as far
as the Quilo Fiver, when you come upon the Makouta territory).

It is situated on the top of a hill, with water round. There are
large groves of palms, and ground-nut farms, but no corn, plan-
tains, or bananas, which is rather remarkable. Two good markets
near, which are well supplied. There are two varieties of bean
—the giound (creeping) and tree-bean ; the latter is sometimes left

for two years before cut down. This place could produce a large
quantity of palm-oil annually. 'VVe explained this matter to the
King, and gave him a candle, telling him that was made from
the stearine, and that if he chose to manufacture the oil and send it
to the English factories, he would obtain a good price. He replied
that he had no idea they would purchase it, but that he would now
give his attention to it, and send 40 loads to Boma as a trial

; he is
also going to try and grow corn and bananas.
Saw several green pigeons and two grey parrots : cardinal birds

have disappeared; Congo and Bembe abound with them. The
grass IS beginning to get a brown tint, and ought, I should think,
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soon to be burnt. They say after passing Makouta it is less

high and less plentiful ;
we are thankful for that news. Makouta,

from all accounts, is the land of plenty
;

this certainly is not.

One would hardly credit we could have travelled from Ambriz to

this without killing some game. The houses of Kilembella are

badly kept, and the yards never swept. Some women hide the

bosom, others not
;
but all are decently clad. Tl>e country round

is so broken by hills and valleys, that it would be a matter of con-

siderable ditSculty to find a level of 6 or 7 acres. Villages are very

numerous between Congo and this on both sides of the road.

It was not until the 6th of July that we were enabled to satis-

factorily arrange the number of carriers, their payment and

presents to the King and chiefs. To prevent, if possible, being

again deserted by the carriers, we subsidised the King of Kilem-

bella, and brought him with us, also his secretary and his son.

One hour's slow travelling in a northerly direction is the village

of Keweve, the approach to which is through the finest bit of wood
we have seen ;

the trees large, lofty, and abundant, affording a

gTateful shade. The village rests on a hill, is large, and well built,

and very clean ;
streets regular, and swept ;

in fact, the place had
quite an air of civilisation about it. One hour and a half farther

journey and we were at Mokumbo ; here reside the family of the

King of Kilembella. This village was also well kept, and there

were plenty of fine sheep, also goats, pigeons, and fowls. Passing

through the village, and emerging from the trees, we saw to our

right the mountain range of Zombo, with a plain some 12 miles in

extent intervening. The day was veiy warm, and the carriers

were a good deal done up when we reached the village of Onza ;

which, although belonging to our King, refused at first to allow

us to remain (.some malicious natives having spread reports calcu-

lated to deter us)
;
but after a long palaver, and taking into con-

sideration that the sun had already set, they allowed us to halt.

They cultivate large quantities of corn (maize) around this town,

and we noticed fields of it near the villages we passed tc-day.

Ji(Zy 6t/i .—We reached the town of Moila, the chief of which is

a son of our King
;
the men and women took to the bush on our

arrival, and it was some time before they could be coaxed back.

The following morning the chief paid us a visit, and made a

present of a sheep. We remained the day, as there was a market

held ahead, and the chiefs were afraid that the drunken men would

be firing on the carriers. They held a grand “ batook ” in the

town, which lasted till past midnight ; these country people are

very fond of dancing, at least the male portion, and think nothing
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of keeping it np all nigkt when the moon will give them light

enough.

Leaving Moila on the 8th of July, we amved at the village of

Mokanda, after crossing a swamp and two rivers
;
we made but a

short march, but the carriers refused, in spite of the King’s

commands, to proceed any farther. We observed recent tracks of

elephants on th^ road, but the grass is too long to attempt to

follow them ;
after we arranged everything for the night, went to

one of their drinking-places and watched for some hours, but with

no result. The carriers are beginning to get uneasy, and I hear it

is their intention to leave us at Vindu to-morrow. Started early

in the morning (9th), and passing through the village of Lovoo, we
hastened on to Vindu, to be ahead of the carriers, and pack the loads

as they arrived to prevent any plundering. They kept us waiting

for an hour outside the town, which is very extensive and well built,

situated in the middle of a large clump of trees. Before the chiefs

house is a large square, where a “ batook ” was going on. Could

not have an audience with the chief until our own King arrived,

and he did not put in an appearance until very late, so all exchange

of presents had to be settled in the morning. Went out to look for

elephants and caught fever.

On the morning of the llfh started for Banza IJmputa; had a

good deal of high grass to push our way through to-day; but,

fortunately, only one small river to cross ;
arrived in good time at

the town. Here w'e heard that it was the intention of the carriers

to leave, notwithstanding the extra payment we had made them at

Vindu.

July 1201 .—During the night and morning most of the carriers

decamped
; some mischievous person having industriously spread

the report that as soon as we crossed the river Quilo the natives

would fire upon us, and cut the bridge to prevent our retreat, and
that the King of Makouta had collected all his men to oppose our
advance

; and although we did our best to convince them that no
such thing would happen, that the King of Makouta had received
our presents and invited us to come to him, and was therefore

our friend, our words were wdthout effect, the stampede had
commenced, and nothing could arrest it

;
the only plan, as time

was so valuable to us, was to set to work immediately to procure
others. There was a great hubbub in the square to-day between
the chief of this town and our King’s secretary, who was advising
the remainder of the carriers to bolt, the chief saying he would
post his men on the road and shoot the first carrier that attempted
to pass. At 2.30 the chief of Vindu arrived with seventy carriers

;
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and considering that was exactly the number that bolted last night,

it looks uncommonly like an arrangement between our King and

the chief of Vindu (who is his brother), or the people of that town

and our carriers. There was great trouble in settling with the

new men, who wanted the same quantity of cloth that we had

originally given at Congo to come the whole distance
;
but as the

journey had already been paid for three times ovey, it was neces-

sary to make a fight for terms and reduce their exorbitant demands.

On the loth of July we made a start, and in half an hour reached

the Quilo Eiver, which we crossed bj' a native suspension bridge,

exceedingly strong and well constructed of monkey-rope ;
it would

bear ten carriers with loads, but oscillated so that many of them
preferred crawling to walking. The river was very low, being the

dry season : it is said to be swarming with alligators, and we were

afraid we should lose some of the donkeys in swimming them across ;

but fortunately got them over safe, about half a mile below the

bridge where there was less water. Having paid four pieces of cloth

to the chief of Banyanga, who collects the bridge tolls, we passed

on through his village, and crossing the Luanga Eiver reached the

town of Laqua, where we remained for the night. After crossing

the Quilo Eiver, the aspect of the country changes ; there are re-

markable and abundant outcroppings of limestone rock, some rising

abruptly from the grassy plain to an altitude of 100 feet, and from

their weather-beaten appearance resembling rocks in the sea. The
soE has also changed from brown to blue clay, of which the native

pots and pipes are manufactured at Makouta. The following day we
passed through a large grassy plain (a swamp in the rainy season),

and reached the small village of Muncola, where the carriers came
to a halt, and positively refused to proceed any fiirther ; and when
we sent for the King, he said it would first be necessary to send a

messenger ahead with a present and await his return. To guard

against excuse for the carriers bolting, this was done ; but then no
guide could be found under any promise of payment to take the

messengers to Tungwa
;
fortunately we had one man who knew the

road, and he with three others were sent. They returned at 8 P.3i.,

having delivered the present to the chief, who said it was all right
;

but that as our present to the King of Makouta had miscarried, and

he was the principal, we must send him another, which was accord-

ingly done, the men starting early on the following morning.

Shortly afterwards there was a free fight, with knives and sticks,

amongst the carriers, and then word was sent us th.at they must

have three fathoms more each before they would move the cargoes.

An offer was made them of four pieces of cloth, which some were
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inclined to accept as it -vras only 2h hours’ farther journey to

Tungwa
;
but in the middle of the negotiations, a messenger arrived,

stating that our King and all his followers were bolting out of the

village as fast as their legs could carry them, and, of course, the

remainder of the carriers immediately followed suit. e sent, and

the chief of the town also, to stop the King, but to no purpose. At

the time we v^re at a loss to account for this sudden stampede ;

but heard afterwards that word had been sent to the King of

Kilembella, that if he attempted to go to the chief’s town with us

his head would be struck off. Being anxious to reach Tungwa as

speedily as possible, I started with one man. and after a smart walk

of hours arrived at the market-place, where I was requested to

wait until my arrival was announced to the chief. Shortly there

arrived a head-man with about forty of the townpeople : he told me
they were busy with the burial of the chief’s son (which accounted

for the firing of guns and tom-tomming that was going on), that in

the name of the chief he was very glad to see me, but could not

understand what a white man was doing such a long distance

fi'om the big water. I explained our mission, and requested him
to ask the chief to supply us with carriers to bring us on

without delay, and asked to be allowed to enter the town and visit

the chief; he leturned, promising speedily to send an answer. I

was kept waiting till after sunset, when our own messengers re-

turned, bringing back with them all the presents that had been

sent, with a message to the efl’ect that we must not pass by that

road, as their father had forbidden it, and that they would not

supply us with any carriers. As nothing more could be done that

night we returned to the village of Muncola
;
and the next morning

Went again to the niaiket, accompanied by the chief of the village

and three or four men, bearing presents, and invited the chief of

Tungwa to a council to state his reasons for refusing the road,

after receiving our first messenger from Congo, accepting the
presents, and inviting us to come. The palaver lasted nearly the
whole day, and ended most unsatisfactorily. They would not
accept our pre.sents, nor give ns carriers on the road ; their father

had forbidden it, and therefore the matter was out of their hands.
Finding no amount of coaxing or presents would have any eftect

upon them, we concluded it better to return to Muncola and
arrange carriers to take us to Kinsuka, and skirting the territorv
of Makouta, reach Sundi or some other part of the river. We were
the more inclined to adopt this plan as the season was already well
advanced, and time was of the utmost con.sequence to us, if we
intended to be of any assistance to Dr, Livingstone, Had we not
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been encumbered with baggage, we might easily have pushed past

these people and gained the river : but our duty was plainly to

reach the Doctor with sufficient goods for his party and our own.

Tungwa is by far the most populous and best built town we have

seen ; the streets are regularly laid out and cleanly, the people are

ivory traders, and the whole place has an appearance of prosperity.

Our interpreter said the chief had in his house chajrs, tables, and

every article of European manufacture that is traded with, and

lives in comparative luxury : he looked upon our presents as being

very insignificant. The estimated population is about 1600. The
river, which rises from a fountain about 8 miles to the eastward of

the town, flows round three sides of it, the fourth having a back-

ground of hills, the slopes of which are cultivated. The banks of

the river are thickly wooded, and bananas and palm-trees abound

round the town. Since ciossing the Quilo Eiver we have noticed

the natives are smaller in stature and of a lighter colour, this being

especially remarkable with the Tungwa people. Banza Makouta,

the residence of the King, is a large manufacturing town, lying in

a valley to the northward of Tungwa : it is noted for pottery, pipes,

mats, and grass-cloths. The surrounding country is very fertile and

well cultivated, producing sugar-cane, com, ground-nuts, mandioca,

yams, beans, &c.
;
poultry, sheep, and goats are also plentiful. The

Eiver Tungwa flows past the western portion of the town. The
chief of Muncola gave us a great deal of trouble, would not allow

his people to sell us any provision, and was constantly sending ns

threatening messages, and delayed procuring us carriers until he
found we were determined not to leave until he found the men.

After four delays we succeeded in obtaining the requisite number,

and began in the morning retracing onr steps, reaching Laqua in a

few hours, where the carriers all bolted from us again
; hut as the

chief immediate!}' ofl’ered to supply their places, it was easy to see

what arrangement had been arrived at. Unfortunately it is the

custom of the country to make all payments before starting. We
often foreseeing the inconvenience of it, and how completely we
were at the mercy of the chiefs and carriers, tried to break through

the custom, hut to no purpose, they would not touch a cargo until

all had been paid for—the usual trouble here ;
and as the distance

to Banza Umputa was only a little over 4 miles, we determined to

move the cargoes with our own men, seeing which the natives

rushed in a body and cut the bridge over the river. This was rather

too much of a joke ; so I marched, revolver in hand, to the chieFs

house, and taking possession of him, gave him to understand that

unless it was repaired in twenty minutes, I would shoot him and
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burn bis town. He disclaimed all knowledge of tbe affair, and bad

tbe bridge hastily repaired, tbe carriers accepted tbe clotb they bad

already refused, picked up tbe cargoes with alacrity, and hastened

on ; but tbe moment they bad crossed tbe Quilo Eiver by tbe bridge,

they dropped their burdens and ran for it, and we were some hours

collecting it all at tbe Banza. The following morning we started

four men, acccanpanied by two appointed by tbe chief of this town,

to Kinsuka with presents and a demand for carriers ; they returned

nest day, having reached as far as Zonzo (tbe next large town to

Kinsuka), tbe chief of which refused our presents, sapng tbe King of

Makouta bad sent him word that we bad been refused tbe road, and

asking him not to allow ns to pass by bis road. He said be was sure

there was something wrong about us, or the King ofKilembella would

not have run away at Muneola ;
that he did not trade, or bis people

;

and be was perfectly satisfied to wear country clotb and use native

mats ; be did not want our presents or us in bis country, and we
bad better go back to Congo and try some other road. Thus was

our second chance lost ; but knowing tbe influence of tbe King of

Congo, and mindful of bis promise to come in person and assist in

clearing tbe road, T sent immediately to request him to come and

bring with him the required number of carriers, as these people

would not furnish us with any, except on condition that we went
back, and we were naturally anxious to retain a position which bad

cost so much time and clotb. While tbe messengers were on tbe

road to Congo, acting upon infoimation, we despatched men to

Tungwa with additional presents, and after five days’ delay (during

which time all manner of conflicting reports were received) they

returned. A meeting of tbe chiefs took place, and they discussed

our request for tbe road ;
the King of Makouta did not attend, but

both be and tbe father of the chief of Tungwa refused to allow us to

advance. Tbe young chief who commands tbe eastern portion of

tbe town sent me word that if we would return to Congo and pro-

cure 200 soldiers, be would “ pat his stomach ” (equal to an oath,

and more binding) to me, and carry me with bis own men to any
place on tbe river I chose to name; be said be would fiist kill bis
father and burn bis town—^nice youth—and then dare the King of
Makouta to interfere with him. Out of all tbe presents I sent by tbe
son of tbe King of Congo—Lema—to tbe King of Makouta, be only
received 8 fathoms of clotb, the remainder having been disposed
of on tbe road. Tbe messenger from Congo arrived, bringing intel-
ligence that Congo town bad been almost cleared out by small-pox

;

that tbe King was very ill with it, and all hope of assistance from
him was at an end

;
so there was nothing left now but to speedily
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retrace our steps to Congo, and thence bj the Emhomma road to

the river, and up the left hank. It was very disheartening to be

thus thrown hack, with the season so far advanced and the prospect

of being dropped frequently on the road; but it could not be

avoided, and we commenced collecting carriers at once.

We have found these country people to be exceedingly timid,

superstitious, and suspicious, always imagining evil of us, although

we acted in the most straightforward manner towards them, con-

cealing nothing of our intentions, and mixing freely with them in

order to accustom them to the white man. They thoroughly believed

at Tungwa that we had come to find out about the ivory trade, and

look for copper and silver at Sundi and Opombo, as the Portuguese

had done at Bembe. In estimating the population, they take no

account of the women and children, but only those who bear arms.

Banza Umputa musters 136 men, of whom 130 have guns. They

have five seasons to the year, which go by months. They reckon

twelve months to the year: July, August, and half September,

they call “ Sevoo,” or summer; half September, October, and No-

vember, “ Bangala,” or dry season ; December, January, and half

February, Masanza, or winter; half February, March, and half

April, “ Kundey,” heavy rainy season; half April, May, and June,
“ Kintombo,” or spring. Bangala commences when this (August)

moon is finished. No rain falls until Bangala is finished ; then

follow two months’ light rains, and then the heavy rains. Sep-

tember is the month for burning the grass all over the country, and

it is also the hunting season ; very few of them travel during that

time. They calculate thirty days to the month. The marriage customs

are rather peculiar. As soon as a young man has built himself a

house, and can assure the parents of the girl that he has sufficient

money to keep a wife, he can marry. Girls are betrothed at their

birth, and the intended husband continues to make presents to the

parents and give clothes to the girl until she arrives at the age of

puberty, when she is handed over to him. In the event of a married

man dying, if he has a j-ounger brother, his estate and wives are

handed over to him ; if there is no brother, the wives go back to

their parents, and the children are supported by the deceased man’s

family, and his property sold. They keep no account of the children’s

ages after they are two years old. A man is not allowed by
“ fetish ” to cohabit with his wife, after the birth of a child, until it

can walk alone. In every village there is what is called a young

man’s house. lYhen a boy is about eleven or twelve years old he

leaves his parents’ house for this place (only returning for his meals)^

where he lives with the other young men until he marries. When
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chiefs are in mourning they never -wash their faces ; and, according

to the degree of relationship, the period extends from three to tvelve

months. Pawning is carried on very extensively ; a man will pawn
his child, his gun, or his knife, to procure cloth or beads, when hard

up, and if the pawnbroker does not choose to demand repayment,

with interest, of what he has advanced, the property becomes his

absolutely. Palm-trees are abundant, and average five bunches of

fruit, ecpal to a gallon of oil, without taking into account the nuts,

and hear two crops annually. This is all wasted—they say it is too

much trouble to make it—and they are quite content with what they

make by their ground-nuts. The country from this to the north

and east is more open, the valleys are not so deeply undulating, the

soil is rich, and, under cultivation, capable of producing anything.

After the nsual delays and palaver, &c., we commenced our

march on the 15th of August for Congo, which we reached on the

29th of the same month, having been deserted by the carriers three

times on the road. Here we found a wretched state of things :

the King rery ill, half the town dead, and everything looking very

desolate ;
houses nearly all shut up. The men have disappeared,

and the women wander about the town neglecting their farms and

plantations. All is hushed : the clink, clink of the blacksmith’s

hammer, which so often reminded ns of the villages at home, is no
longer heard. I passed by his shed to-day, and found it ruined

and deserted. There lay the anvil and the tools, and the remains

of the charcoal fire ; but the presiding genius, where was he ? Gone,

alas ! like many, to the home of his fathers.

It was not till the 10 th of October, owing to the great mortality

amongst the carriers, that we were enabled to make a start from Congo
for Banza Aoki, where we arrived on the 22nd of the same month,

having great trouble with the carriers on the road, who eventually

deserted us at BanzaVokay, and we were compelled to employ fresh

ones to reach the river. Here (Lucango) we found ourselves

among friends : Mr. Pardo, of Boma, having a factory at this place,

and he kindly placed the house at our disposal. IVe found the

river had already risen 4 feet, and they say it continues to do so

until the 21st of December, when it begins to fall. There is a
steady current and stream at present of about 5 knots, breadth 850
yards. Finding after inquiries that the kings on this side of the
river would not allow us to go to Yellalla, we crossed to the oppo-
site shore, north side of the river

;
and, having pitched the tents

erected huts, and housed the baggage, w'e paid some visits to the
neighbouring kings to arrange carriers, but they all stated that the
season was too far advanced, the rains had already commenced.
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and they could not supply men until they were over. Finding,

after repeated attempts, that nothing could he done, we commenced

preparing our wdnter-quarters ;
cleared some land, and planted it.

IV'e remained here until the 11th of December; but as the natives

would no longer sell us food, and we could not catch enough fish or

shoot game to keep us, we were compelled to break up the little

colony and go down the river to ilussuco, where we were very

hospitably received by Mr. Pardo, who was just re-opening a factory

there. We built houses for the men, and had a store-place at dis-

posal for the cargoes.

We remained at this place until the lOth of April. During the

time made frequent excursions to the different chiefs both on the

north and south banks of the river, negotiating for the road ; and

eventually succeeded, by making very handsome presents to Ane-

longo (the King of Banza Noki), in gaining him over. Commenced
moving out of winter-quarters on the 10th of April ; and on the 17th

of same month heard w'ith profound regret of the death of Dr.

Livingstone through Captain Hopkins, who ascended the river on

purpose to meet us and give the intelligence. But conceiving it our

duty to proceed, we pushed on, and had just completed arrange-

ments for crossing the river above the falls, when the letter of

recall from the Society overtook us ; and, complying with instruc-

tions, we, with many regrets at the idea of leaving our work un-

finished when all seemed so full of promise, commenced preparations

for the return, leaving good presents with the chief in order to

procure a good reception for those who might come after us. The
Congo, which is one of the grandest rivers of the universe and still

unexplored, is navigable for steamers to a distance of 110 miles

from its mouth even in the dry season ; it fioods twice annually, the

first and great rise taking place from 10th December to 23rd De-

cember ; the second from the first week in March till nearly the

end of June. In 1873 it only rose 9 feet fi inches with the first

flooding, and 2 feet wuth the second. A very low run was expected

at the end of August of this year, owing to the small quantity of

raiu which fell. There are hundreds of canoes on the river, some
of them capable of carrying 3 tons of cargo ; and a very large trade

in nuts and oil is carried on with them between Boma and the

towns and markets above the factories. The natives are very skilful

in the handling of their canoes, yet a great number of lives are

lost annually through the swmmping of their frail craft by whirl-

pools. They stand to paddle, singing the while
; the large canoes

have two men to steer and six to paddle. They choose the early

morning for descending the river, when there is no w'ind. The
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fishermen use nets shaped like a spoon; they select dark nights

for their work, one man holding a lighted brand over the water

whilst the others dip np the fish, attracted by the glare, with the

net.

For the guidance of future travellers in the Congo country, I

would suggest that all carriers be engaged at Sierra Leone, where

any number can be obtained for Is. 3d. a day. From my experi-

ence of them I can safely say they will be found to answer every

requirement ;
and the employment of them would render an expe-

dition entirely independent of the natives, who by their cowardice

and constant desertions entailed upon us heavy expenses and serious

delays.

Mr. Monteiko regretted that Lieutenant Grandy did not pierce further into

the interior, so as to obtain some idea of the course of the Congo. His own
observations in Angola, to a distance of 150 to 200 miles inland, seemed to

point to the conclusion that the Congo suddenly takes a bend south, and

drains the whole of the country at the hack of Angola to at least 15° south

latitude. Throughout the whole of that region there is not a single river

worthy of the name. The land rises gradually from the sea coast until it

becomes a sort of plateau, similar to Young’s Land. He did not think the

Congo came from the north, as there are four known rivers in that direction.

The period of the Congo floods, too, corresponds with the rainy season in

Angola.
Lieutenant Geaxdt, in reply, said he believed, with Mr. Monteiro, that

there was a southern branch of the Congo. The information he obtained from
the natives was that it was called Coanga by some, and Quango by others.

It was, however, equally possible that the Congo had a northern feeder as

well. This conclusion was arrived at from the second flooding of the stream,

which only gives a small rise of about 2 feet. It was, however, almost an
impossibility to obtain any information about the interior from the natives,

who are excessively suspicious of Europeans. Immediately a question is put
to them, they imagine that there is some sinister motive connected with it,

and either evade giving an answer or tell a palpable untruth. The only
traders in the country at present are those who travel with large caravans
.from Zombo, crossing the Congo somewhere in the neighbourhood of Sundi,
and advancing towards the Manyuema country. It was evident that they are
accustomed to encounter considerable opposition, because they travel from 500
to 800 strong, all armed. They make their trip once a year, going and
returning in tlie dry season. He met one such caravan of 500, while stayin'!’

at Congo, and questioned them particularly about the interior, but could get
no satisfactory answers. So long as an expedition is dependent upon the
natives for carriers, failure must ensue. Carriers should be obtaiued at Sierra
Leone, or some other port on the coast, and should be well armed. Unless
such precautions were taken, it was impossible to penetrate into the interior.
The Kev. Horace AValleb said that he had received that evening the last

portion of Dr. Lii-iugstone’s map—a little slip bearing on his route froni the East
Coast to Lake IMyassa. It wa.s very much stained and travel-worn but it
would no doubt afford the missing link to the map of that region.

’
In the

Doctor’s original pocket-book there was a little sketch of that °part of Tan-
ganypta which Lieutenant Cameron had recently visited, and in that sketch
the river Logumba was made to flow into Tanganyika.
The Pbesidext : After that, he states that it flows out.
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The Rev. Horace Walleb said it was most unfortunate that the names of the

rivers were so much alike. In many cases, too, the same names were repeated

several times. It was impossible to deal with such a difficult question on the

spur of the moment, and he trusted that an opportunity would be afforded for

renewing the discussion at a future date. It would be fair towards the subject

in general, and Lieutenant Cameron’s statement in particular, to defer it tUl his

maps and journals were in the possession of the Society.

The Pkesident said that this identity of the Lualaba with the Congo was
a very interesting question, and was practically the only remaining great

problem to be solved in African geography. All the evidence that had been
collected, especially by Dr. Behm and Air. Keith Johnston, as to the physical

geography of the country, seemed to render their identity as nearh' a matter of

certainty as anything could be that had not been tested by observation. Great
credit was due to Lieutenant Cameron for what he had done, and also for recover-

ing Livingstone's papers, which otherwise would have been left at Hjiji for any
chance traveller. AVith regard to Lieutenant Grandy, he was sure the Aleeting

would return him their very best thanks. That he had not been more suc-
cessful in his attempt, was owing to no fault of his. It really did seem as if

it were an absolute impossibility to piass into the interior to the south of the

Congo, unless the expedition were supported by independent porters and
attendants. From what they had heard of Lieutenant Grandy’s experience, it

was very unlikely that the German expedition would meet with success. If

they proceeded to the north, they no doubt would be more likely to prosper.

Lieutenant Grandy said that the last news he heard before leaving was
that the German expedition had been thrown back.

Fourth Meeting, 11th January, 1875.

Sir EUTHERFOED ALCOCK, k.c.b., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Elections.— William Poicell Branson ; James Broadmead, b.a.
;

Andrew Cassels (Member of the Council of India)
; Alfred Craven ;

Edward Maynard Benny; Lieiit.-Col. James Henry Dowling (Glou-

cestershire Engineer Volunteers) ; Joseph John Dunstone ; Matthew

Hamilton Gray ; Alexander S. Harvey ; Augustus John Harvey ; Charles

Heneage ; FrederieJe Hollehone ; Captain John W. Hozier (Scots

Grevsj ; Colonel Archibald Impey-Lovibond, r.e. : Edward Marston

;

P. Venhatalrishnama Naidu ; William Nesbitt; Staff-Commander B.
Pender, r.n.

;
Bev. John Eade Pryor ; Thomas Alex. Bidpafh ; James

H. Bussell; Arthur William Sadgrove ; Bev. Bobert Salthouse ; J. C.

Stirling ; Edward Swain ; Lieut.-Col. William Tedlie ; Captain Frederick

Trench Townshend (2nd Life Guards).

Presentation.—F. A. Gicynne, Esq.

Don.ations to the Libr.ary, Uth Deceneer, 1574, to 11th
January, 1575.—Tenth Report of the Board for Protection of

Aborigines, Victoria, 1874 (The Australian Government). Obser-

Yations snr I’Helix ligulata de Madras, 1869, and Quelques Obser-

ve L. NIX. I
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rations sur le Hyalsea tridentata, 1873 ; by A. E. Craren {Author).

Quarterly Weatlier Eeport of the Meteorological Office, Pts. III. and

IV. {The Meteorological Committee). Eesearcbes and Excavations

near Moa-Bone-point Cave; by Julius Haast, 1874 {Author). Italy :

Handbook for Travellers ; by K. Bajdeker : 2nd part. Central Italy

and Piome, 1875 {Publisher). Tableaux de Popidation, &c., pour

Pannee 1871, 4: {The French Marine Minister). The History of

Japan; by E. O. Adams; Yol. II., 1S75 {Author). U. S. Hydro-

graphic Office : The north-u’est and west coast of Spain, Xo. 52,

1874 {U.S. Hydrographic Office). Discorso del Comm. Xegri Cristo-

foro nel Circolo Eilologico di Firenze, 1874 (Author). Copy letter

resjDecting lumber capabilities and fertility of neighbourhood of the

Gander Eiver, Newfoundland; by A. Murray, 1874 (H.M. Secretary

of State for Colonies). Copy letter from Lieut. Cameron to Earl

Derby as to outlet of Lake Tanganyika, 1874 {H.M. Secretary of

State for Foreign Affairs). Anatolica, or Journal of a visit to ruined

cities of Caria, Phrygia, Lycia, and Pisidia ; by the Eev. E. J.

Davis, 1874 {Author). Selections from Eecords of Bombay Govern-

ment, Nos. CXLI. and CXLII., 1873, and Selections from Eecords

of Madras Government, No. XXXIX., 1873-74 {H.M. Secretary of

State for India). Geschiedenis der Xoordsche Compagnie
;
door

S. Muller, 1874 {Author). Fortification passagere ; Traite des

applications tactiques. Parts I. and II. ; by H. Girard, 1874

{Author). ‘ Confederation in S. Africa ’ and ‘ Delagoa Bay ;’ letters

by G. Thompson, 1874 {Author); and the cruTent Issues of corre-

sponding Societies, &c.

Donations to the Map-Eoom since the last Meeting of Decehber

14tii, 1874.—A Map of a portion of Cenbal Africa. By Dr.

Livingstone, from his own surveys and observations between the

years 1866 and 1873. Two copies. {John Murray, Esq.) A
3Iap of Mestern Australia, showing the route of E. Giles in 1873-74.

Compiled at the Surveyor’s Office, Adelaide. {F. S. Button, Esq.)

A MS. Chart of the Eiver Quanza, on the west coast of Africa.

By Carl Alexanderson, 1873-74; on 5 Sheets. {Captain Dadd
Hophins.) A Plan of the Port and Town of Yquique, on the west
coast of South America. By E. Escudero, 1861. {C. B. Markham,
Esq.) Plan of the City of I,ima. By E. V. Jouanny, 1872. (<7. B.
Markham, Esq.) 950 Sheets of the Ordnance Survey, on various
scales, accompanied by Area Books. {Through Sir H. James, B.E.,
Director of Survey.)

The Chairman, in introducing the subjects of the evening, said the first com-
munication on the list was one which had only been that day received. It
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was from Colonel Long, containing an account of his journey to the Victoria

ICyanza. Colonel Long was despatched by Colonel Gordon, on a mission to

King M'tesa, and -had given a most interesting description of the route he

followed. The second paper was by Captain Elton, on his journey to the

Delta of the Riifigi. Although that district had been recently described by

Mr. Stanley, with his usual graphic power, Captain Elton’s paper would be

found interesting, inasmuch as his journey was undertaken a year previous to

that of Mr. Stanley. It differed in some points from Mr. Stanley’s account,

and possibly might be found to be more accurate. The last paper would be

one by Mr.”St. Vincent Erskine, on a visit to Umzila, south of the Zambesi.

Mr. Erskine had explored entirely new ground, and filled up a portion of the

map of Africa which previously was a blank. He had the misfortune to

lose his journal and observations, in crossing a river when on his return ;
but

he preserved his map, which would be a credit to any geographer, from the

care with which all the points were laid down in it. He had the map about

his person when his journal was lost, so that the practical results of his explora-

tion had been preserved.

Colonel Long’s Mission to King M’tesa.

Tbe following letter was then read by Mr. Markham :

—

“ To ihe Geographical Society of London.

“Gentlemen, “ Gondokoro, SOth October, 1874.

“ I deem it a duty to communicate to your honourable Society the

result of an Expedition confided to me by Colonel C. G. Gordon, c.b., of Her
Majesty’s Service, Governor-General of the Provinces of the Equator, to

Uganda, the kingdom of M’tesa.

“Arrived in Gondokoro the 18th of April last, I received order from
Colonel Gordon on the 21st to visit M’tesa, to present him gifts, and obtain
information about his country. I started on the 24th April, with hastily

collected impedimenta

;

myself armed with Reilly No. 8 Elephant, two
soldiers. Said and Abdel, armed with Snyders, and two servants.

“The rainy season had commenced, and the difficulties of the route thus
enhanced, a detachment of soldiers returning to tlieir garrison at Fatiko, in

their representations only added unfavourable auguries.
“ Fifty-eight days of painful marches, and I arrived, weary and foot-sore,

upon the hills of Uganda. The palace of the Great M’tesa faces me upon the

brow of another hill, five hundred paces distant : the broad, well-swept roads

;

the mountains that lose themselves in the mist that conceals the Victoria

K'yanza
; the thickly populated banana-forests, from which ascends smoke

from countless ‘ Zeereb.iz,’ were all in contrast to the flat, jiestiferous marsh of
Unyoro. The barbaric pomp and circumstance with which M'tesa received

me as the ‘ Great M'Buguru' (White Prince) are details that to recount seduce
me from my proper intention to give you information. You will pardon, how-
ever, a digression, when I tell you that my imposing presentation to M’tesa
the following day was- honoured by the decapitation of thirty of his subjects.

What strange combinations are there not in the African character ! M’tesa
oftentimes showed me much feeling when I was seriously ill

;
and when per-

mission was accorded me to visit the lake, and from thence to return via the
Ripon Falls by river to Urondogani, in decapitating seven men—guardian
spirits of the lake

;
and now M’tesa said to me in broken Arabic, ‘ It is necessary

that I kill these men because you wish to go hv' the river (they would prevent
you)

;
they have done me much injury, but it jains my belly (heart) to kill

them.’ M’tesa is, say, thirty-five years of age, tall, and bears himself ‘ every
inch a king.’ He shows a glimmer of a higher intelligence than the vulg-ue,

I 2
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popiilus. How reconcile, then, this common propensity to sacrifice his sub-

jects, which places him upon the same level as Dahomey? I remained

twenty-nine days as the guest of M’tesa: frequent visits were honoured by
the decapitation of eight to ten on each occasion. Although thus honoured (?)

I claim for M’tesa a higher intelligence than any other African prince
;
he has

many qualities that distinguish him from his confieres. My horse, the only

one ever seen in Uganda, was an object of the greatest wonder to M’tesa

—

wonder and fear to all M’Usandi. Over difficult roads, and streams, and
marshes, through which he swam rather than walked, I brought him back in

good health; neither in Unyoro nor in Uganda does the redoubtable fly,

‘ Tsetse,’ exist. Honoured as never stranger was before honoured, I sat upon a
chair in the presence of M'tesa—-a consideration which the M'Ugandi recog-

nised in prostrating themselves before me. He called me brother, and 1 soon

awakened in him the desire to be leally the great King of Africa. Contrasting

his tai-sriuiii royalty with that of a prince in the world without, by long stories

of brilliant carriages and equipages, and all the paraphernalia of royalty, aided

by photographs and pictures, he said to me, ‘All that I have is yours, if you
will build me a palace and give me a carriage.’ I succeeded in gaining his

consent to all my propositions.
“ My projected return by the Tictoria Kile (Somerset) was resisted by sorry

means :
‘ Speke tried it and failed

;
the river is lull of rocks, savage tribes, and

certain death awaits you; the Grand Sultan will avenge your death upon me.’
To all this I opposed an unalterable resolution, and, finally, he yielded a

reluctant consent. The 14th July 1 visited the Victoria K’yanza. Ifrom the
palace and Murchison Creek—three hours hy a beautiful and romantic road

—

I aiTived, and was met hy a thousand of his warriors in canoes of bark of tree

sewed together, ornamented by the head and antlers of the Tetel. The
‘ Magarrah ’ drum (accompanied hy vocal imitations of the crow) and horns
re-echoed hy the surrounding hills. Down Murchison Creek and out upon
the lake I was accompanied by this numerous escort. I measured its trans-
parent depth, 25 to 35 feet. A cloudless sky disclosed me the opposite shore,
12 to 15 miles distant f?) to an unuautical eye. Deceived in this

;
more than

double this distance it cannot be in width. The water is sweet, i visited the
right shore (too ill to cross to the other), found no traces of shells. I had
intended to pass from the lake via Tiipon Falls to Urondogani. Superstition and
fear of Afrites were too potent influence, and, notwithstanding my assurance
that M'te=a had decapitated these devils, I was lorced to abandon this project, and
return to M’tesa

;
to whom again presenting my adieus, 1 left for Urondogani, the

19th July, where, after much suffering due to duplicity and hypocrisy (the
Chief opjxised me because I had closed the road to Zanzibar, and had received
assurances of M'tesa that all ivory should pay to Gondokoro), I arrived,
having consumed twenty days—a traject of only three or four days. Robbed
of all my baggage and provisions, and deserted by my porters—the work of
these miserable M'Tongohs. Speke has recounted all the miseries suffered on
this same route. This was a painful rehearsal of what he suftered. M’tesa,
as soon as he heard of it, oliered to make me everv amends. Ill from dysen-
tery, weak and exhausted by fatigue, I replied, ‘ Ko, nothing

;
the river is my

path homeward.’ African diplomacy had done its best to deter me from my
purpose to navigate the unknown river. I seized from the unwilling chiefs
two canoes, and at last I was free from their devilish intrigues and daily
annoyances. The 9th August, at dawn of day, hating my two soldiers, two
servants, and thr4e childien, I' enforced presents from M'tesa, and folded my
tent like the Arab, and silently stole awav down the river, with scanty pro-
visions, unknown to what fate. I had two' brave soldiers with me. We rowed
incessantly and together, though ill. On the 11th August, having on my
right (saj m lat. x. 1° 30', or thereabouts) a high mountain, I entered a large

f
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basin or lake
;
the bed of the river here loses itself. Beset by storms and

without compass, I was forty-eight hours struggling to find my way. This

lake is at least 20 to 25 miles wide (wholly unable to perceive land from

either side). Finally, the storm abating, I succeeded in again resuming my
way. The ‘ gerch ’ here prevented my landing;, though upon the floating turf-

like gerch I succeeded in making a fire, and serving out to my half-starved

suite and myself a meagre repast of flour and water.

“ This lake seems the great reservoir, not alone of the waters of the Lake
Victoria, but of the waters of the plateau, that great watershed extending

southward, the real source of the Vile. Eternal rains (save in July and
August) here have place, and from its almost immeasurable depth a lily with

flat head seems to hold these waters in abeyance. Withered by the sun’s

rays, once a year they loosen their hold. Here perhaps is a demonstration

of that still mysterious periodical inundation of the Vile. On the ITth

I arrived near AI’Rooli, where, attacked by 400 men of Kaba Eega in

canoes, I defeated them after a fight lasting from midday till sunset, with
a loss to them of 82 killed, of whom two were chiefs, causing them to desert

their sinking boats. I received a wound in the face. I arrived at Foweira,

near Karuma Falls, the 20th August
;
where, in a sad plight, suflering from

want of food and swelled limbs from exposure and humidity, I was joyfully

received by the adjutant of the garrison and by Pdonga, whose delight evinced

itself in dances. I had defeated his old enemy Kaba Kega.
“ The river then from Karuma and Foweira to Urondogani is navigable even,

by the Great Eastern.
“ Resuming my march northward the 15th September, I arrived at Gon-

dokoro the 18th October.
“ In Uganda I had induced M'tesa to close the road to Zanzibar, and, in

the interest of Egypt’s monopoly of ivory, to send bis ivory to Gondokoro. I
bad explored the Victoria N'yanza, and in returning had navigated the
unknown reputed unnavigable Kile to Foweira and Karuma Falls. Colonel
Gordon will soon have a steamer upon the Albert Vyanza, and also one to go
to Lake ATotoria from Foweira.

“ The country of Uganda is mountainous and picturesque, soil fertile, and
impregnated with iron, crystal, and Targile.

“ Climate insalubrious and debilitating for Europeans. Tlie valleys are cut
by morass and marsh, the wallowing-ground of herds of elephant and bufl'alo.

The juugle-tever is prevalent, and even the native is not proof against its

deadly influence.
“ Products : coffee grows wild ;

is chewed by the M’Ugandi
;
no decoction.

Tobacco is largely cultivated, superior quality, and resembles ‘ Perigne ’ of

Louisiana. Sugar-cane, Indian corn, sweet potatoes, yams, beans, pome-
granate (only in the garden of M'tesa, but does not perfect), banana, and
plantain of excellent quality

;
the whole country is a banana-forest.

“ The population I estimate at half a million. The army has no organisation,

consisting of say 50 soldiers, armed with guns of most ancient sj’stem. All
M’gandi are armed with lance and shield. A General-in-Chief, called Kon-
gowee, makes raids and despoils his own people. The character of the people
is mild and child-like, superstitious and timid : in nowise warlike. The
M’gandi works but little, or not at all ;

his pipe and merissa the haven of his
bapjiiness.

“ M'tesa is absolute. He holds council every day
;
his M’tongoli on bended

knees render their reports. He adjudicates only in serious cases, and his ver-
dict is death. For serious offences a M'lonuoli may cut ofi' the ears. Since
four years M’tesa has adopted the Moslem iaith, introduced by some Zanzibar
traders

;
the practice, however, is but little known. A few people mav be

seen with pieces of board, on which are inscribed, in Arabic characters, phrases
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of the Koran, the happy possessors of -which are regarded -^rith something akin

to a-ff-e by their fellows. The origin of the race is obscure. The theory of

Capt, Speke may or may not be valid. Arabic traders from time immemorial

may have given a type to this people, a cross which certainly resembles the

Abyssinian, and perhaps may have been produced by the Arab and the Negro.

A large portion of the people are Negroes, black ;
but for characteristics ol

the Kgandi proper this is a field of speculation, and requires serious study.

“ I ought to pay a tribute to His Highness the Khedive of Egypt, who has

recognised my services to my adopted country. A prince who places himself

in the van of civilisation and progress, and who has chosen for the work my
able chief, Colonel Gordon, requires no eulogy from me. I trust that the result

may be the spread of order and enlightenment in Central Africa.

“ I have the honour to be, gentlemen,

“ Your humble and obedient servant,

“ Chas. Chaill£ Lons,
“ Colonel, and Chief of the Staff to Colonel Gordon.”

The Ceaibman said Colonel Long’s was one of the most romantic and
extraordinary stories of African travel he bad ever heard. It was impossible

not to admire the courage and determination with which Colonel Long had
accomplislied his arduous t^isk. The paper afforded a very graphic idea of the

perils and dangers that beset aU African travellers, and should increase the

admiration which was felt for those who willingly devoted themselves to such

a work.

Mr. Maekham next read :

—

1. On the Country heticeen Bar-es-Salam and Kilwa. By Captain F.

Elton, Assistant Political Agent, Zanzibar.

[This is published entire in the ‘ Journal,’ vol. xliv., pp. 238 et sejj.]

The Chaibman said this was another chapter in the romantic history of

exploration in Africa, and was filled with the same kind of perils and diffi-

culties which had to be encountered in making any progress in discovery on
that continent. Whoever went into those regions must carry his ,life in his

hand, and have no oiilinary powers of endurance. He regretted the absence

of Sir Bartle Frere from the meeting. If he had been present, he would have
been able to aiid valuable testimony to the interest of these explorations,

which were all carrying out the great object for which he was despatched on
the late mission to Zanzibar.

The following paper was then read by Major Ekskine :

—

2. A Journey to Urnzila, in South Eastern Africa. By
Mr. St. Tincest Eeskine.

[Abkidgment bv Majob Erskine.]

It will be xvitbin the recollection of tbe President and many
Members of tbe Society, that in the year 1868, Mr. St. Vincent
Erskine, then a mere boy, explored the course of the Limpopo
Eiver, from its junction wdth the Lipalule or Elephant’s Eiver to
its mouth, -which was found at the Inhampura of the maps, and not
as previously thought by many the Sabia, near Inhamhane ! This
expedition was a most extraordinary one, considering that the

f
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difiioiilties overcome by a mere youtb bad baiSed tbe attempt of

many experienced travellers well supplied with goods, whilst Mr.

El skine had only a few beads, blankets, knives, and a little calico,

supplied out of his savings as a junior officer in the service of the

Government.

A paper on the subject, with copious notes from Mr. Erskine’s

Journal (printed by the Society), was prepared and read at a

Meeting of the Society, in June, 1869, by Dr. Mann. The fact of

the Limpopo debouching at the Inhampura was still doubted by
some, although it had been frequently crossed by travellers and

hunters, above the junction of the Elephant’s Eiver, where Mr.

Erskine struck it ; until Capt. Elton went down in a boat from the

Tate to that point. On this occasion Erskine found that the cha-

racter of a trader would have been by far the best, as that of an

explorer was not understood, and the savages, who had never

before seen a white man, were much opposed to his passing,

thinking that he would bring white people to conquer their

country, as the Boers had done that near- them. They had never

heard of Natal, and called the Portuguese red men, some of whom
they had seen, but these were half-castes. In the journal of his

next expedition now before us, Mr. Erskine refers to this and to the

concluding paragraph of his first journal, which says that the result

of his examination of the vast country to the north-east of Natal,

many times larger than England, is that many parts of it are

healthy and fertile, and can hardly be said to be inhabited at all
;

and that it was extremely desirable that the country between the

Limpopo and the Sabia should be explored, as a part of it is that

described in old geography books as Sophala. or Sophira, or Sophir

and Monomotapa (which last signifies in Zulu, The children of

the Mines),” and stated to be very rich in gold, several millions

sterling having been exported thence by the Portuguese annually,

and their havdng had cities there which were large and wealthy.

The traveller, Carl Mauch, discovered remains of a city, called

Zimbye, which he supposed to be tho.'-e of the lost cities of the

Queen of Sheba, on which these ruins aie supposed to stand on the

river Sabi (which is supposed by many to have been the proper

name of Solomon’s fair friend). By Muueh’s account this must
have been only 42 miles from the great Chief L'mzila’s kraal,

which Mr. Erskine determined, by seveial observations of the stars,

to be in lat. 20“ 23' s., and long. 32“ 30' e. Mr. Erskine, however,

could hear nothing of the ruins, or of his friend Mauch. The
original journal was unfortunately lost, with some of Mr. Erskine’s

instruments and all his observations, in a flooded river, together
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with a waggon, a white child, and five oxen; divers were em-

ployed to search for the journals, which were in a tin box, but in

vain. The journal from which this paper is prepared has been

written from memory, and from the notes ofM. Dubois, who accom-

panied 3Ir. Erskine as interpreter, and who returned by sea with

the ivory sent to the Xatal Government by Umzila, and the heavy

baggage. Such latitudes and longitudes as are given are partly

from recollection, but mostly from his map, which he had on his

person. Mr. Erakine tried to interest different friends in the ex-

ploration of the countrj- between the Limpopo and the Zambeze, so

as to make another expedition
; but having failed to do so, had

settled down at home in despair, when, in August 1870, a deputa-

tion or embassy from Umzila, King of Gosa, who rules from King
George’s Eiver, at Delagoa Bat*, to the Zambeze, arrived at Xatal,

apologizing for the ill-treatment Mr. Erskine had met with from his

people on the Limpopo, and begging that lie or some other person

might be sent to establish friendly relations with them for trade

and labour, and particularly that a ship with goods should he sent

into the Limpopo, when he would “ load it down ” with ivory.

Mr. Erskine had never ceased to regard the blank in the map north

of the Limpopo as his property, and jumped at the opportunity

when offered the mission by Lieutenant-Governor Keate, supplying

a great portion of the goods required himself, the cost of which was
afterwards paid by the Government. He sailed in a schooner in

June, 1871, with Mr. Eobert Dubois (who had come out of the
terrible Limpopo Expedition with him before), as his intei-preter,

and one Xatal “ Induna,” or headman (a Zulu), and a Zulu man as

servant, who spoke English, and one of Umzila’s men, who had
remained behind from the embassy to accompany him. All his

coin consisted of tis. 6J.
;
good.s being the only coin current where

he was going, and he left his young bride and all his relations, to

face again the horrors of a jouiney on foot through the wilds of

Africa, from which he had only recently escaped barely with his
life. At his arrival at Lorenco Marques or Delagoa Bay, which he
describes very minutely as a miserable place, owing to mi^govem-
meut and want of energy on the part of the Government and the
inhabitants, who were all half-castes, he found the Governor hostile
to his expedition, because hostile to the Chief Umzila, with whom
his Government had been recently at war, and he therefore refused
him permission to go into the interior, although he had a passport
from the Portugue.se Consul in X atal, marked for the interior, and
letters from the X'atal Government stating the object of his visit.
Mr. Erskine, however, was not to be stopped in this way

; he landed

f
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the hulk of his goods under Mr. Duhois, as they had paid duty, and

arranged with him a rendezvous on the Limpopo, proceeding himself

to Inhambane, a Portuguese settlement higher up the coast, where

the Governor, thanks to M. Laforte, a French gentleman, all

powerful there, allowed him to proceed into the interior. The

Bay of Inhamhane is surrounded by a belt of coco-nut tree.«, which

grow luxuriantly, and which if properly utilized would produce an

immense return. Mr. Erskine states that the Portuguese there

since the Zulu invasion are neither feared nor respected, and that,

having only negro troops, they are held in contempt hy the sur-

rounding tribes. The productions are ground nuts in immense

quantities; sugar, coco-nuts, india-rubber, and gum copal. They
make the roofs here very ingeniously by forming a thatch mat on

the ground, instead of thatching in the usual manner, and then

put the thatch mat on the roof, and the walls are made in the same

way. The abolition of the slave-trade has depopulated Inhambane
and Delagoa Bay

; but legitimate trade is fast restoring prosperity

to both. M. Laforte, who is the tutelary genius of Inhambane,

and hut for whose energy and military prowess the Portuguese at

Inhambane would have probably been driven into the sea, or con-

fined to their so-called fort, was extremely kind to Mr-. Erskine.

On the 31st of Julj- he started for the interior, and marched 6 miles

to a Kraal, where he was well entertained with his party, -rr-hieh

consisted of 12 porters, 6 of whom carried the pieces of his double
boat, made of canvas and framework by himself. The huts of

the Tongas are kept purposely surrounded by dense bush, in order

to allow of their escape into it when attacked, and they are con-

sequently more picturesque and agreeable than those of the Zulus,

which are in the open. A long straight avenue leads up to them,

with impenetrable buth on each side, so that the approach of an
enemy must be seen. In the very limited part where life and
property are secure, the Tongas, Mr. Erskine says, “ plant coco-nuts,

palms, and lemons,’' the two latter the planter may hope to enjoy,

but the coco-nut trees he evidently plants for posterity, as they
take some thirty years to grow, though some are said to bear in

seven. Altogether the Tongas are an improvable and improving

race, they consider war an abnormal state of existence, and to be
avoided as much as possible. Differently from the mere savage
Zulu, who regards it as the only fitting state of life, and despises

the arts of peace. Whether the Tongas are Chobis, Basiga, Bila,

Kulu, Mandauda, or Mandoua, or whether they are under Zulu
oppression or Portuguese protection, they are one and all industrious

and capable of improvement, possessing great agricultural abilities.
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and many rude attempts at manufactures ! Objecting to military

discipline, and preferring to be governed by petty cbiefs, whom
they obey more from moral influence tban from force. The

knives ’with ornamented ivory handles and sheaths, the blankets

made of the bark of trees, by felting, those woven from the same

bark, and many other objects of art brought out by Mr. Erskine,

confirm in a remarkable degree what is here stated ; the Zulus

never having attempted anything of the sort though living in a

colder country, and where skins are far more scarce, and although

the fibres in the Zulu country are of very superior quality. As a

further proof ;
“ Passing through a beautiful country alive with

francolines, partridges, Guinea-fowl, and singing birds of various

sorts, he says. About 10 o’clock I reached the kraal of a principal

man, and was entertained for the first time by the really effective

music of these Basique, four or five native pianos or rather barmo-

nicons were produced, and several drums, large and small, with

rattles containing the seeds of the KafiSr boom enclosed in reed

cases, also other calabash rattles fixed on bandies of a peculiar kind,

fastened above the calf and ankle of the right leg. The pianos

started the tune, which formed a sort of accompaniment to the

singing or air, the little drums had their part, and the big drums

theirs, the rattles of one sort, and the leg-rattles also took separate

parts. Instruments of one kind were played in conjunction with

each other, each in their turns and at intervals, as it was deemed
necessary, a clash of the whole came in a chorus together. The
effect was good. At times it died away almost to silence, and then

gradually grew louder as each instrument chimed in, till the big

drums, hand-rattles, leg-rattles, bass voices and chorus came to the

final crescendo, and then as gradually died away again. I never

heard the native music again so effective, partly because on our

return the men were absent in a warlike expedition. After being

thus entertained, I presented the headman with some heads and
went on.” They still passed through the bush, and, excepting on
occasional rises of the land, seldom caught a view a-head. Pro-

ceeding through a country principally of deciduous thornless trees,

with occasional umkoshle, and a sort of gutta percha, and sleeping

in the open
; he found plenty of water always at the huts, pro-

ceeding apparently from the Inyantombe Eiver. The country was
so flat that he attempted to get an observation for variation of the

compa.ss by amplitude. It gave 210'’ w. The instrument be bad,

having lost his pocket compass, was a viulfum in parvo sort of compass,

by Casella, sent by the Society, which he did not find so effective as

an ordinary prismatic compass, which he could not procure in Aatal,
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though some were afterwards sent to him. The barometric readings

were lost with his journals. On the 2nd of August 3Ir. Erskine

reached Umzila’s Border, at the Inyantombe Eiver, an affluent of

the Inyanhone, which he also crossed, flowing northerly in lat.

23^ 55', where he saw a creeper, which he describes as the original

of Jack’s bean-stalk, and which not only covered the tops of the

trees like an umbrella, but also several bushes, and it was further

supported by poles, until it covered 5400 square feet. Pods, the

size of small boys’ heads, hung in masses from it, striped with broad

bands of white and green, containing flat nuts the ^ize of a florin,

rich in oil, and eaten by the natives ;
these nuts were planted in

Jiatal, and one grew well ; it has not yet borne fruit. Another

peculiar tree, called Umtonte, was found unaccompanied by any

other forest^tree. It was deciduous, and apparently belonged to the

leguminous order. It bears a pod with brown bean-shaped seeds,

and the country is covered with it, and it is frequently so com-

pletely covered by lichens as to resemble elfin gi oves. In these

sandy wastes no game is found, and even birds are never seen. It

was thinly populated.

This was the character of the bulk of the country from Inham-
bane to the Limpopo. The elevations were mere undulations, and'

had evidently been formed on a sea-beach by the action of the water,

sometimes of mere sand, and at others from arenaceous soil of a red

and more fertile description. They are universally covered by de-

ciduous thornless trees, with but little grass, and that of a poor sort.

There is no undergrowth. Patches of vegetable ivory palm fill occa-

sionally desiccated lagoons. The party crossed the Eshegibi stream,

which disappeared in a large open flat which had no visible outlet.

The district of Inyansuna was now crossed. Seveial interesting

spots required further investigation, especially the mouth of the

Inbabali or Zavora Eiver, and the mountainous region between

Umzila’s Kraal and the Zambese, including the auriferous region of

the Manika Eiver. The idea occurred that as the litmus dye is

produced from a tree lichen (the orehilla), perhaps the moss-like

lichen, so profuse, might be utilised, though it is not strong enough
for cordage. The natives’ huts are always miles away from water,

showing the great insecurity of life and property, and their clearings

are at intervals along many rivulets and streams. Hippopotami
abound. Kext morning they came on the Inyampahimpale, or Sable

Antelope Eiver. a strong and rapid river, about 100 feet wide. How
all these rivers rise far in the interior in a flat country, and fed

apparently by only periodical mountain streams, is a puzzle. Any
geographer traversing that countiy would do good service by tracing
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these rivers to their sonrce. On the ninth day he came to a chief,

called Cmveomus, who spoke Znlu, and when he heard that Erskine

was going to Emzila’s on a mission he said it was good. “ And is it

true that the British Government is going to take the country ? That

will he good
;
there will be no more running into the bush to avoid

the asegai.” He was sorry to have to disabuse him of the idea, and

said he was come to arrange for the people to go and to come from

Xatal to labour and trade in safety. He said that was good ; but

that the English must take the country, as their Zulu masters took

from them whatever they had a fancy for. He asked him why they

did not like the Portuguese? to which he replied, that they shut

themselves up in their walled towns and did not govern
;
but they

wanted powerful white chiefs to live among them, strong to punish

and reward, and who could protect themselves and their subjects.

Passing a whole day without finding water, he came to a dense bush,

also without water, where he first saw on this route the Tsetse fly

and black-crested guinea-fowl. The next day he almost came to

bloodshed. Passing a kraal, where the people were drunk, they

rushed on hi.s men and almost threw them down in taking the things

off their heads. They said the white men must stay with them and

give them presents. The next day Mr. Erskine refused to do either,

and ordered his men to shoulder their loads. They begged him not

to enrage these men, as they were drunk. As they stopped his men,

he went on, and when they sent a man after him he told them that

he was Umzila’s guest and that the things were his, and they had
saved him the trouble of carrying them. He had previously intended

to shoot one man
;
but they saw that he was determined to do so,

and let him pass. Next day he reached the confluence of the Shoho-

zoli, a large river, -with the Limpopo, where the bellowing of the

hippopotami was constantly heard. This must have been an inte-

resting moment when, calling to mind the desperate circumstances

under which he had last seen the Limpopo, alone, fever- stricken and
with only a small piece of brass-wire left, with which to make his

way back for many hundreds of miles. The valley was densely

peopled when he was there in 1868, but now it was still more filled

up. Next day he reached Manjobos—his old enemy, Manjobo, com-
mander-in-chief at the Bigin. 3Ir. Erskine sent to .say that “ Maskin ”

had arrived for the second time, and would like to see him soon.

He came that night, but did not see him till morning, and then said
he knew nothing of him, his mission, or of Mr. Dubois and the goods.
He admitted next day that he knew of the expedition, but said he
had nothing to do with it, and if it were true that Umzila wanted
to be friends with the white men, he did not. He gave a goat, and
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wanted all he saw. Leaving on the 15th of Angnst, he fonnd plenty

of inhabitants on the Limpopo for some distance, when the popula-

tion became thinner.

The next day he met Mr. Dubois and his goods. Mr. Dnbois had

had a terrible time of it from want of bearers, and the troublesome

navigation in canoes of the King George’s Eiver for about 70 miles.

It is only about 8 miles from the sea. Though shallow at the mouth,

the river appears to be deep elsewhere; hippopotami abounded,

and the country was so infested with bugs and rats, that he could

not sleep at night. The main stream bursts through the Bomba
mountains and rises near Leydenburg; its chief affluents are the

Salibala, on the upper waters of which are the new Gold Fields, the

L'mgerania, and the L'mlumase. The King Geoi'ge's Eiver is not

more than 100 yards wide. All these rivers rise near Leydenburg,

at about an altitude of 6000 feet, in one of the finest and healthiest

countries in the world. The coast lands drained by them are

fertile, but the climate is too unhealthy for European occupation

;

therefore except for depots for goods, or for sugar or tropical pro-

duce, they will never be valuable. A small steamer from Lorengo

Marques, well supported, would find ample employment here. They
now started back to Monjobos, finding the Limpopo quite unnavi-

gable, and on arrival there spent some time in putting together his

double canvas canoe and making inquiries about his route
;
and he

then records, for the first time, that the whole country, from the

Limpopo due north to the Zambesi was one dense bush-covered

plain. He drank milk and ate green maize, which is found all the

year round, and bad no fever; whilst Mr. Duboi.s, -who feared both,

sufl’ered much from it. Although guests of the King, they were

obliged to btty food, which they told Manjobo was an insult. The
soil further in was very superior, but not occupied. They visited

the Eoyal Military Kraal at the Byin, a very pretentious place,

which might hold from 1000 to 2000 cattle, but did not usually con-

tain more than 100. Here they were ho.spitably entertained. Fish

of various kinds abound in the Limpopo : one kind, weighing from

5 lbs. to 20 lbs., was very beautiful, and a drawing of it was pre-

served ;
it has eight teeth above and ten below on the ontsiJe of the

mouth, with channels cut to receive them. The river is also alive

with aquatic birds, which are described. They now started down the

Limpopo in the double canoe, described in Baines’ and Lord's books,

which Mr. Erskine had made under Baines’ personal advice, and

drawings. On the whole, he prefers the skeleton of a common wherry,

to be covered with canvas. They found the river so shallow that,

although their craft drew only a few inches, they frequently ran
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aground. The natives were much surprised at seeing a sailing-boat,

and followed for miles, exclaiming, “ There go the fathers of ships !

there goaquatic birds! there go fish! there go the children ofthe sea !

”

On the fourth day they met with a sad mishap : when crossing a wide

reach in a breeze the boat took in water at the junction of the deck and

canvas, and, not landing soon enough to bale out, she went down.

Ml-. Duboisjumped overboard with his gun, but was compelled to drop

it. Mr. Erskine collected his instruments and swam to the shore

with them. They lost two valuable rifles, their boots and pots, &c.,

which were there worth anything. Mr. Erskine dived that day and

the next until quite benumbed and severely cut with coral-rock, but

could not recover anything but the boat, which was uninjured
; but

the Kafirs afterwards broke her in landing, so that it was not worth

while to repair her, and her skeleton was left in a tree as a trophy.

They now went down the river in a dug-out. They were three

days going down to the sea from Manjobos, and the river was only

navigable for about 60 miles apparently. Here Mr. Erskine was
attacked by fever, which had been hanging about him ever since his

exposure in diving for his things, and his description is most graphic.

He says, 1 could have died with words of gratitude to anyone who
gave me strychnine.”

Mr. Erskine describes most minutely the entrance to the Lim-
popo, with insti notions to vessels entering it. There is a double

bar there, and the tortuous channels are always open. He had no
boat witb wbicb to explore these channels, but thinks they must be
from four to five fathoms deep, and the same inside for 60 miles.

It is altogether a more navigable river than either the King
George’s or Mapoota rivers at Delagoa Bay. The latitude, as deter-

mined by Mr. Erskine from the natural horizon, in 1868, was south
25^ 15'; but the mist from the surf doubtless affected the result.

Captain Owen’s determination was 25° 11' 6", a difFerence of 3 to 4
miles. On this occasion, the mean of several stellar and solar

observations almost exactly agreed with that celebrated surveyor’s

determination, namely, lat. 25° 12' s. ; the longitude was 33° 45' e.,

disagreeing with Captain Owen’s chronometric observations by 14',

his being 0:1° 31' e. The width at the mouth was 13^ fathoms at

high tide. The natives said that the ma.st of a vessel and an anchor
was to he seen on the bar a few years since, exactly agreeing with
Admiral Sir AVilliam Hall’s account given at the reading of the
paper, in 1S68, even to the vessel sticking on both bars, hut with
the exception of the crew being eaten by natives—but they said
that might have happened, as the Chohis were cannibals then.
He sums up the navigation and commerce of the Limpopo thus

:
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“ It is difficult of entry ; lias 60 miles of navigation, 25 of wliicli are

directly inland ; and it flows through a fine alluvial valley 15 miles

broad. Its productions are hides, horns, native furs, gums (in-

cluding copal, he believes), ground-nuts, vegetable ivoiy, orcbilla

lichen, mangrove poles, perhaps a little cotton (which grows wild

and is used by the natives), honey, and bees-wax. Its advantages

of position are its proximity to Leydenburg, in the Transvaal

country, where bread-stuffs are grown, as well as wool
;
and which

is also rich in minerals of all sorts : the distance to the new Gold
Fields being 170 miles.

“ There seems to be no doubt that, with a tug-steamer, the port

would be extremely valuable, and it should be surveyed at ouce by
the Admiralty ; indeed, I understood that the survey which was
recently made of the coast and livers from the Cape to Ifatal was
to be continued at once on this coast. It is truly strange, that in

the nineteenth century, with so many vessels as we have had on
that coast, suppressing the slave-trade, it should be virtually un-
survejed; and that we should be dependent on a land traveller

for information as to the mouths, navigation, &c., of numerous large

rivers such as those mentioned in this Journal—the Limpopo, Sabi,

Bosi, &o.

“ The disadvantage of the Limpopo is the fever, which prevails

there and all along that coast beyond 27^ of lat., but which does
not extend beyond the foot of the hills which run, more or less,

near to the sea, and the vast plateaux of which are as healthy as
Madeira.”

As a specimen of Kaffir delays and lies take this : “ Manjobo
(his bele noir) persisted that he could not get bearers, and added
that war, not goods, was his business

;
and, when Mr. Erskine threat-

ened to leave the goods behind, he asked when he would be ready,

and was told the day after to-morrow. The next day be produced
bearers, and as Mr. Erskine was not ready, be said it was Sunday,
He said he had been to Delagoa Bay, and knew that day, when everv-
one howled as if he had the stomach-ache, and made holiday for

three days. He then said, as they had come into the countrv to

make peace, he was bitten by the same mania, and was going to
make peace between two Chohis by force: and just then a force of
warriors passed. He gave some more insolence, and left, and they
saw no more of him, the viceroy of the king’s southern dominion
and forces—a ragged lot of Tongas and mongrel Zulus, with a
Tonga commander-in chief, five-feet nothing when his feet are well
dusted. Here they saw a refugee chief from near Delagoa Bay,
whose father was the chief of Inyak, the British isle there now
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under arbitration by Marshal MacMahon. He had run away to

avoid the fate of all Xozengili’s relations about there, he having

killed this man’s aunt and father, several uncles, cousins, and in-

fluential men. He told us of the seizure of the William Shaio in

the English river Mapoota, and said we were ‘ all talk that we
called Inyak ours, and it was Nozingili’s, or else he could not kill

the people there ; and said, ‘ Why do you let the Portuguese seize

your ships ? ’ The natives knew all about the road being made
from Delagoa Bay to the Dutch Eepublic. They left the goods at

Manjobo’s, as no bearers appeared ; but, finding this, Manjobo

sent them after them, carried by his own wive.s, who abused them
roundly. In the art of vituperation the Kaflir women are proficient,

and might excite the envy of the white world. This was a ruse of

Manjobo’s to excuse himself to the king for having delayed the

goods.”

Here he met with a most graceful and gigantic palm called

Muli, from the stream on which they grow. They would adorn

any large conservatory. These large, stiff-leaved endogens send up
brilliant orange stems 50 and 60 feet high. The country was
fertile here, and the Chobis industrious—having large clearings of

bananas and other fruits.

They now had attacks of fever every fifteen days, and had to lay

up each time for two or three days. Calomel, Dover's powder,

emetics, and quinine, always proved effectual. Each of them had
the fever about thirty times during this journey.

Here they saw the first leper, who had lost some of his joints,

and had the usual leonine expression. They always found lepers

in countiy where the water was bad.

3Iany indiarubber vines were seen, but mostly tapped. It is the

same as that on the West Coast. After eleven days’ travelling, they
were only’ 24 miles from Manjobo’s, showing what travelling w'ith

royal bearers is, marching in all directions
; and so they went on.

Here they picked up an amphibious tortoise, who bit vei y strongly

with a movable flange of the lower part of its shell, which was
black.

The Chobis had curious bark canoes, and u.sed double paddles
like ours. They are a fine race, lighter than the Tongas or Zulus,
and with finer cut features. The men are frightfully- disfigured

by knobs down their foreheads, &c. ; and the women are adorned,
we are bound to say-, w’ith panniers made of bark.

Here they saw some tree aloes, about 40 feet high, and very like
dragon trees. They have here numbers of domesticated bees in
their huts, who don’t seem hasty or ill-tempered with their stings ;
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pleasant companions ! The people here consume nnmhers of dried

caterpillars, which are thought a great luxury.

The large river here is called the Inyarhime, and is navigable

for a great distance, but it is not known whether it is so at its •

mouth. There is a fine opening here for a white trader. This river is

the Lavora or Oro of the charts. These Chobis work well in wood

iron, and are a most interesting race, living on manioc or cassava.

Their government is a Commonwealth ; each stockade being a

separate realm. Having no leader, they cannot act on the offensive,

and only combine for defence. Mr. Erskine thinks it likely that

some ancient ruins may exist near this, at a peculiar bluff on the

Saguti Eiver, called Shimbuta, where their kings were buried.

The goods not arriving, messengers were sent, who said the

carriers had been attacked and three killed. A company of warriors

were sent to escort them in. They were fine men, dressed with a

necklet of blue wildebeests’ tails like a short cloak, and the same

on the arms and legs. The travellers now arrived again at Maxisi,

Mr. Laforte’s country house, near Inhambane; all this trouble,

expense, delay, and suffering, having been caused by the ignorance

and barbarity of the Portuguese Governor at Lorengo Marques,

conduct which was subsequently reproved by the Governor-General

at Mozambique, who said that Erskine’s objects were perfectly

legitimate and should have been encouraged. The usual delays

now occurred about bearers after starting, and they had to seize

and carry away with them all the goats of a chief to compel him
to produce bearers, although the country was densely inhabited.

Mr. Erskine next describes the coast from Durban to St. Lucia

Bay, or the Zulu country, as having a high ridge near the sea, backed

by hills rising step by step, but from thence northward towards the

Zambezi ; the bush country is a sandy fiat covered with bush, the

mountains lying far aAvay until at the Limpopo, where they are 200
miles inland. As a rule this plain may be described as a mitigated

desert. The great limestone plain of South Africa is hemmed in

by mountains to the west, and it extends, by the accounts of tra-

vellers, as far as Abyssinia. The maps of this coast are entirely

wrong, with many mythical mountains and streams ornamental,
thus showing the necessity for an Admiralty survey of the coast.

The country here is called the Dibin. Mr. Erskine explains the
jraucity of names of the district through which he passed by the
loss of his journal.

He now came to quite a different race, whose huts were of bark.

These people drew their snuff up into their noses by long bones,

and wore tails or stumps sticking out behind, made of leather
VOL* XIX* ^
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ornamented with brass. Here he overtook Mr. Dnhois (whom he had

sent on) nearly dead with fever, and if he had not arrived with a

supply of quinine he would have died. The natives here caught

game on foot, when their feet were cracked, they said, hut more

probably because they were clogged by running over soft clay.

Mr. Dubois having caught game thus on foot.

The whole district was disturbed, because the Zulu Governor

was in it with 200 hungry Zulus, running about plundering the

Tongas. The only kraal that had a goat was that they were in,

and that only because when a Zulu came to demand goats and fowls

Mr. Erskine told him to he off or he would thrash him. He went

also to the Governor and accused him of stopping his journey by
disturbing the district, hut was appeased by a goat and smooth

words. For several days they had to drink putrid water out of the

trees or smoky off the thatch, the huts being built many miles

away from water in order to avoid persecution from the Zulus, the

curse of this country for hundreds of miles.

Here he came on the Gahulu River, called by the Portuguese

Gavura, a large river in lat. 22° 16'. Several mythical streams are

laid down here on the maps, which are all, no doubt, the Gahulu,

which runs parallel to the sea, and has been touched at by traders.

It runs into a bay called Masomone, north of Bazaiuta Island.

The natives here are Bushmen, and great hunters. They kill

elephants by making holes the size of their feet, with a stake loosely

fixed at the bottom, which runs into the wretched animal’s foot

and remains there, preventing his moving, until they shoot him with

poisoned arrows.

A superior race must have lived here once, as deep limestone

wells exist far beyond the powers of the present race to dig, who
probably inherited their knowledge of handicraft from them.

The natives here described some immense caves near, which they

were too hurried and disheartened and sick to visit. They said

the caves were insupportably hot and required light to visit them,
and that there was a stream and pools in them. Lat. 21° 43', long.

34° 34'. Here also they had to go 24 hours without water, with a
long march, and the thermometer at 108° in the shade.

Next day they overtook Messrs. Beningfield and Skillbeck, who
were shooting elephants, and found them in good health, and
enjoying themselves greaUy. As they wanted rest, they staid

with them some days, till they left for home at the end of March.
The mornings now became so cold that they had to sleep on blankets
and wear coats.

'They next reached the Sabi, which was inhabited by the dominant
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Umgonis, -who had fowls and other food, and who rob the poor

Tongas of everything. The bed of the Sabi was 1000 feet wide,

but the stream (then the dry season) only 100 feet, and 4 feet deep.

They came here upon a kind host, who gave them a sheep, and

offered Mr. Erskine a tusk of ivory and his daughter to wife
; both of

which were politely declined. Here, for the first time, their coffee

was ground between stones, wooden troughs, from want of stones,

having been previously used.

Here also they found women carrying about leathern dolls like

children, in the hope that it would create maternal feelings

which would lead to their having children. These dolls, which (I

have seen) are very artistic, and have hair of strings and diignons

of red clay, like those worn by the women there and others not

so far south. They have eyes of black beads, with small red

beads for pupils. He was much distressed here to see the state of

the little slave children (waiting, no doubt, to be sold to the

dealers), which he describes thus:—“We saw three or four poor

little Kafirs and a lot of dogs lying in the ashes—whitened by the

ashes—an indistinguishable mass of flesh, or rather hones. They
give these poor slaves no food. If there are any pot scrapings they

get them
;

if not, they have only such rats and birds as they can

catch.”

In Mr. Dubois’ ‘ Journal ’ is the following :

—

“ It would be a mercy to buy them if the law would allow it

;

but humanity (?) forbids it: it would be slavery, and that cannot
be allowed—no, not even to save their lives.” A plan for effect-

ing this was sent to England some time since, but met with no
approval.

Here they crossed the Sabi in lat. 21° 18': it is quite unnavi-
gable, though its bed is a mile broad. The country was well inha-

bited. They now came on a largo river called the Gerongosi and
its affluents, laid do\vn in the most recent maps (Dr. Petermann’s)
as running into the sea at about lat. s. 20° 28', at Sofala

; it is

nine miles south of that place. It is navigable for some distance,
but no trade is carried on, owing to the Portuguese being afraid of
the Umgonis. It drains the plains between the Bosi and Sabi
Eivers, about 6000 square mites of poor sandy bush. Game, ele-

phants, and hippopotanu are plentiful.

At Tibet’s kraal they saw cotton-cloth made of an indigenous
plant growing wild of three sorts ; one, the cotton of commerce

;

another, a creeper
; and a third a small tree—all having the true leaf

and flower of the cotton-plant. The primitive process of weaving
is described. They make only their own cloths, narrow strips.

K 2
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Here they came on a district of dense hnsh filled with nntapped

indiarabher-creepers. This place is remarkable for the swarms

of ants and the numbers of leopards, the women being afraid to work
alone even in the daytime on account of them, and the doors of the

huts being made of strong wood in consequence. One ran off with

a fowl as they were starting. They suffered constantly here from

fever, and could not sleep for the rats.

They now passed through a dense bush, and then came to a fine

forest, beyond which lay the largest kraal of TJmzila’s. There they

found, as Erskine had predicted, rain and fine crops. They crossed

the affluents of the great Bosi Kiver. The path here was 1500 feet

above the sea.

The view from the western slope was the finest he had seen, and

is thus described :
—“ Due west the valley seemed to open out into

the plain, and nought but the horizon was seen. To the north

abrupt, wooded mountains capping each other, until closed in by
the grass-clad Sipumgambile, with its cap of timber. To the

east the ridges appeared to end abruptly in a densely-wooded

canon, which debouched into the Bosi, whose abrupt wooded banks

seem to close the view. Beneath, the valley of the Umswelesi lay

rolled, and flat as a picture, with its meandering waters fringed

with evergreen trees, and it looked smiling and peaceful in its

chequered frame.” This valley is destined one day to be one of the

most productive spots on that side of the continent. It would
grow sugar and coffee admirably ; and, being 800 feet over the sea,

is quite healthy. It is only 125 miles from Inhambane, and there

may be ports on the livers much nearer, which shows again the

necessity for an Admiralty survey of this coast.

Having arrived near to Umzila’s kraal, they sent to announce

their arrival, when he replied that they were to stop where
they were. Having waited a fortnight, they sent to say that

unless placed nearer to him they should retuin home, as they were
being starved there. They were, at last, allowed to come to

his kraal at the sources of the Hmswelisi, and called Tsamatskama
or Nodwengu

;
Tsamatskama being its ancient Tonga name, and the

latter a Zulu name, imitated from the name of the kraal of Urn-
panda, King of the Zulus. They halted -within 500 yards of the
King’s kraal on the 8th of April, 1872, having started from Natal
on the 25th of June, 1871 ; all those months having being wasted
chiefly by the ignorant opposition of the Portuguese Governor at

Delagoa Bay, and the rest by the want of bearers, owing to the dis-

obedience of the tribes supposed to be under Umzila. In the
afternoon a lot of drunken councillors gave Erskine two goats
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and mncli insolence, saying the King could not see them until his

messenger arrived with the goods. They asked where they were to

sleep, but got no answer, and had to sleep under the canopy of

heaven. Next day a messenger arrived, saying they must return

to the kraals on the Tale. This Erskine flatly refused to do, and

all the other kraals being royal, they were not allowed to go to

them ; and, at last. Tongas were sent to them, and they were told

to build huts wherever they liked, as long as they did not overlook

the “ Palace ”
! ! This they did, and, after two months and a half

of waiting, they moved close to the King’s kraal

!

The latitude of Tjmzila’s kraal is s. lat. 20^ 23'; long., by dead

reckoning, E. 32’ SO'; elevation, by barometer and boUing-point,

3200 feet above the sea.

Here follo-ws a full and most interesting description of the native

races about there ; the different kings, their wars, &o., and of a rara

avis of justice and clemency, who conquered the whole country,

confined the Portuguese within their walls, but eventually went
back to his mountain home, and allowed the tyrant hlanukusa to

rule the country. This man heard that the Boers of the South

African or Transvaal Eepublic were seeking the sea at the mouth
of the Limpopo. He collected an army, and sent it to intercept

them. There were but twenty-seven families in all

They fell on the Boers at a little stream that enters the Limpopo
near Erskine’s “ meeting of the waters,” where he struck the

Limpopo the first time. The Boers were defeated, and many
women and children killed, and waggons and oxen taken. Some
Boers managed to escape wdth their waggons

; some few reached

Delagoa Bay, and the rest died of the fe /er, of the treatment of

which they w'ere ignorant, even up to quite recently. Many of

them were down with the fever when they were attacked.

The natives show a baobab-tree, where one ot the two brave Boer
leaders fell, fighting, side by side with theii backs to the tree, with
their men, and repulsing attack after attack. The other leader,

whom they called Muhas, escaped. Two men only reached Delagoa
Bay.

Manukusa now attacked his old conqueror, Naba, and, owing to

mutiny in his camp, defeated him, and drove him into the Matabele
country (Moselikatze’s as we call it). H e defeated and routed the
Portuguese in many engagements. Eventually he was driven out
by Umzila, with the assistance of the Portuguese. Manukusa
paid a tribute of 300 head of cattle annually to the Boers, but
Umzila both hates and fears them, and robs and ill-treats them
on every opportunity. The Portuguese he neither fears nor hates,
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but regards them as appendages to his empire, to fetch and carry

goods for him, in fact, as a sort of enlightened Tongas. H® robs

them when he likes, and when goods and powder become scarce he

proclaims peace. If the Government was to stop all powder and

caps from going into his country, he would soon be brought to

reason, but the enormous gains of the trade are such that neither

they nor the Cape Colony can resist the temptation, though warned

of the consequences by the Government of Katal, and by the Boer

Eepublics. Nothing but a Sicilian Yespers will bring these lotus-

eaters to their senses. Umzila’s chief complaint was, that the

Natal Government had not sent him the guns he asked for, and

powder, although it was explained to him that we could not arm
him against the Portuguese, with whom we were on friendly terms,

and this although they themselves sell guns to the natives in any
numbers.

Long weeks were now passed in idleness, as sport was not

possible, on account of the grass which was high overhead, and the

buffaloes formerly wounded being dangerous. Cmzila sent a

cow now and then, and they got some fowls, honey, Kafir com, and
sometimes shot a buffalo, and the lions provided one ;

and, fortu-

nately, one of the Queens died, and the “funeral cold baked meats ”

“ furnished forth a feast.” Nothing but howling, eating, and
drinking was done for a month. To pass the time they made
an excursion to the Tongo mountains without guides, as they could

get none
;
breaking their way through the tall grass, and then fol-

lowing buffalo paths. There Mr. Erskine found a splendid site for a

township. They heard here some vague rumours of ruins, but the

moment inqiriries were made, the narrators “ shut up,” being aware

that they were on forbidden ground. Mr. Erskine thinks there can

be but little doubt that ancient Mahomedan nrius exist between this

and the Gorongosi of the old Monomotapa (or Children of the Mines)
people.

Being in an offcial character, he thought it best not to create

suspicions at that time by inquiries, hoping to do so at some more
favourable opportunity. He found here the kraal of Imbbongan,
the Zulu Governor of the district, and the terror of the Portuguese.
He gave him nothing to eat and a hunter’s shanty to sleep in ;

and
coming to see the Englishman in the morning, he found him with
an empty stomach and a mouth full of all the Zulu abuse he could
muster, and, spitting on the ground (a great insult), Mr. Erskine
marched on, the savage calling after him, “ There are a few hippo-
potami in the Lusiti

;
they are my cattle, you must not shoot them.”

Mr. Erskine called back: “I’ll shoot every one I can.” The
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kraal is situated ia the most beautiful spot Mr. Erskine had ever

seen.

To say that this piece of country is full of interest is but ex-

pressing a tame opinion of its geographical and geological features.

This basin of mountains is the source of the great Bosi, one of the

most interesting problems of geography. By its exploration, a

knowledge would be obtained of vast regions of healthy country

closely adjoining the Port of Sofala, and if taken in hand by

Portugal and offered to emigrants on a liberal scale, it would im-

mediately solve for ever the native difficulty in Southern Mozam-
bique, and form a sonrce of wealth and commercial activity such

as she has not known, since the days of those heroes who gained

for her a grand colonial empire, of which the fragment alone

remains to her now.

He slept at the foot of the great Shinanimane mountain, which
rises from the plain 3200 feet in a sheer wall on the Elarone Eiver,

in lat. 19’ 50'. This can be marked as his furthest point in 1872.

He found his friend’s cattle, the sea-cows, and had a fine shot at

20 yards at one, but did not bag any. He made Umzila’s easily in

four days from this magnificent and valuable country. The
distances in a bee-line from Umzila’s kraal are from

Leydenberg .

.

Miles.

.. 345 Cliiluwane Isle ..

Mil(^

.. UO
Zoutpansberg .. 174 Zofulu .. 125

Matabele’s Kraal .. .. 180 Quillimane .. .. 300
Cape Town .. .. 1190 Senna .. 250
Durban .. 580 Tete .. 260

Delagoa Bay .. 335 LakeNgami.. .. 680

Inhambane .

.

.. 250

Domestic animals perish in the plains from some mysterious

cause. Mr. Erskine does not believe anywhere from the Tsetse fly.

Donkeys less so than others. Elephants and camels have not been

tried. The low country is healthy during July, August, September,

and October, so that in these months European forces could traverse

them. He closes his account of this tempting country thus :

“ In fact a country more adapted for easy conquest by Europeans

could scarcely be found, and when once on the high plateau, a

climate superior to that of Europe prevails. The country can also

be entered with transport animals from the back or west side,

traversing Umziligazi’s country. A letter he wrote to a friend, and

which was published in the “ Mozambique Notice ” clearly showed

how easily Portugal might acquire this splendid country, and bring

prosperity to her possessions here. To occupy it in the usual way
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for trade purposes alone wonld lie useless, as they -wonld have to keep

np an expensive garrison, bnt to offer the land to immigrants for

settlements would not only do away with the necessity for troops in

the long run, but settle the native question for ever. Compare the

difference between the progress of Natal and these colonies, and it

seems maivellous. The secret of the success of the former lies in

a nutshell; and that nutshell is land grants and immigration.

Without these Portuguese rule will ultimately be obliterated from

the country south of the Zambezi : and their place be taken by the

Anslo-African states of the south. If the Government have notO
the money or the energy to take the matter in hand, there are

many capitalists in Europe able and willing to close for the con-

cession of land and some share in the vast mineral wealth lying

hidden in the soil. A little gold is still exported, and it was at

one time sent out in large quantities from this district.”

Mr. Erskine describes minutely Emzila’s army, its enlistment,

discipline, and the ceremonies and incantations when proceeding

on service, in order to render it invulnerable by the witch doctors

;

also the speeches of the chiefs and the king. They are a wretched

lot of ragamuffins in comparision with the Zulus, an army of whom
is an imposing sight. An army of 2000 men was despatched one

day, to whom fifty guns only were issued with six rounds, and

Gmzila told them not to tcaste their ammunition or game. This

shows what nonsense it is to talk of the impossibility of keeping

ammunition out of the hands of the natives. The king closed this

review by getting royally diunk, and chasing his sons about with

a stick, and finally setting fire to their huts and burning their

things. The sacrifices as usual with these races were to the spirits

of their forefathers and not to any God. An earthquake passed

here on the I8th .July at 8..37 a.m. from north-west to south-east.

The ground did not shake much, but there was a loud rumbling

noise, it lasted three minutes; next morning, at 4.41, there was
another shock. Umzila asked whether they caused it, and Mr.

Erskine replied he knew no more about it than he did, though

tempted to say it was the grumbling of our Government. At
last Umzila sent down a paltry lot of ivory, eleven tusks, and said

they were to pick np twenty more on the road. He told him it was
perfectly ridiculous, that he had sent to say that he had a shipload

of ivory for the Government, but that the Government did not cry

for ivory, but that if he gave him only one tusk, he would take it

and go, but that the Government would judge of him by his acts.

This put them in a terrible rage, and they abused them all round.

He says it would be wearisome to detail “all their ridiculous
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behaviour.” At length it was arranged that Mr. Dubois should

pass out via Injambane by sea, with the ivory, and Mr. Erskine by
Leydenburg instead of Zoutpansberg as he had wished, on account

of the scarcity of water on the latter route. They started on the

30th of July for home. The journal of this route was lost with the

rest of the journal in the waggon which was washed away in Ifatal,

and not having Mr. Dubois’ notes to refer to, the journal is all from

memory ; but the map as laid down daily was preseiwed on his

person, and is now here
;

it is on the scale of 8 miles to the inch.

Arriving at a kraal, they were so tormented by the Tsetse fly that

they could not sleep, nevertheless there were many dogs, who are

generally supposed to be the first victims to it. They had been

bred there. He purchased one as a curiosity, and to confirm his

opinion that the death of the animals in these countries is not

caused by these flies.

The account of the return journey is very interesting, but time

is wanting for its description ;'it will appear in the journal when
printed, together with quite as interesting matter as that which
I have here culled almost at hazard, so extremely inteiesting and

full of information is the whole journal. The best part of the

original journal, namely, long and most interesting conversations

with Umzila and other chiefs taken down at the time, and which
Mr. Erskine repeated to me on his arrival, is altogether omitted

here
;
but no doubt we shall have similar and even more interest-

ing accounts in the journals of his last expedition from Sofala to

Umzila’s with its numerous observations, which is expected by the

next mail.

The people take elephant and other game by hanging up heavy

spikes of poisoned wood which fall on them. An elephant goes

about 10, a giraffe o, an eland 3 miles after being struck.

We now came on his old friend the Limpopo, at a place called

Matsamba, after the great Tonga chief there, which I mention, as

he says :
—“ For the information of sportsmen I will add, that it is

the beginning of the game country : hippopotami are in the river,

giraffes, elands, koodos, lapabijes, zebras, wild pigs, gnus, and rhi-

noceros, are found in the bush. A few miles below the kraal they

bterallv swarmed. Nowhere in Africa have I seen so much game.

Game is not universally distributed ; it is only found in localities

—

perhaps accidentally discovered, as this place was by me. I have
already sent one friend there who came out to shoot, but he did not

get within 60 miles of it, and yet did better than most. Elephants

also drink at the liver, and if followed up energetically, are sure to

be found. The Tabi or Sihlabi, an affluent of the Apaluli, is about
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the southern limit of tliis game country. There are no great

obstacles to getting here from Leydenhurg, and doubtless now that

the Zulu country is shot out, this will become a favourite ground

with English sportsmen.”

Arriving at his old point of what he called the “ meeting of

the waters,” that is, of the Lipalule or Elephant’s Eiver and the

Limpopo, he found the latitude to be 24" 8', being 34 miles more

to the south than his observation in 1868, the error in which he

explains as having been caused by erroneous reading. The longi-

tude he now changed also (in consequence of that of Leydenhurg

being changed) from 33° 42' e. to 33° 2'.

His journal henceforth is taken from notes which were saved in

a pocket-book, and it is very minute and interesting, but mostly

over his former ground. He shot an elephant and wounded another,

which he pursued for two days, but without success. He found a

good deal of game here—giraffes, ostriches, sea-cows, elephants,

zebras, &c.

One day, seeing some vultures, they thought it might be the

wounded elephant
;
they halted, and had hardly done so before they

heard a loud purring in the reeds, on which his people ran up trees.

Whilst his hunter was loading his big gun, a fine male lion came

out of the reeds and stood at about 40 yards. Dropping on his knee,

he aimed at his heart with his small Snider single rifle, and fired.

As the lion’s head was turned from- him, missing the hollow behind

the shoulder he hit him behind the ear, when he reared straight on

end and fell dead. Two other fine males now bounded out of the

reeds and made off. He followed them for some time, but losing

the spoor, came back and skinned his lion, on which he found a

thick layer of blubber, showing how plentiful the game must be

here. He now shot a huge crocodile, which the natives eat. Here

he came on some remarkable rocks, like elephants, and near them a

well-marked hill, with a solitary round rock on its summit, which,

as a landmark, he named “ Eawlinson’s Cap,” after the Eresident of

the Society. They now saw the Drachensburg mountains of Xatal

quite plainly
; it may be imagined with what delight. One night

they were surrounded by Eons, wEo roared round them all night, and

were only kept off by constantly renewing the fire. Mr. Erskine

sat with his gun on his knees the whole night, and the Kafirs also

with their assegais. Towards morning the lions left. Here seeing

a honey-bird, he sent his people after it, and got a lot of honey.
As some have doubted as to this peculiar instinct of the bird in

leading men to the hive, Sfr. Erskine says that he has sent his people

after them hundreds of times, and these birds always led them to
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honey. He gives the latitude frequently, and describes the country

accurately. The Basutu people here live in caves in the mountains

from fear of TJmzila’s people. They found some of them smelting

iron.

They could get no food here, hut luckily shot a waterhuck.

Starting early one morning to catch some lions, who were roaring,

they had not proceeded far before six huge males ran by, growling

horribly at being disturbed at their meal. As Mr. Erskine had
only the Kafir’s gun in his hand (his own large double gun had
been presented to Umzila), and as the dawn had scarcely broken, he

would not fire. Here his carriers, thinking they knew better than

he, went a different way and did not overtake him for some days

after his arrival at Leydenburg, sO’ that he was without bedding,

utensils, and almost without food. He soon came to the first Boer’s

house, who would not allow him to put up there, thinking him a

tramp who would steal his horses. He gave him an account of him-
self, which he refused to credit, saying that no man could live sixteen

months in the fever country. Luckily he knew one Scoeman, a

Boer, further on, where he got food and shelter. On this day he
walked 33 miles, owing to the Boer’s brutality, showing that he must
have been in high health, although he had had the fever thirty

times. Next day he made 24 miles to Leydenburg, his old friend

Maclachlan’s house, where he was received with open arms, and his

troubles were over. Buying a pony and riding him and another

(when done up) 50 miles a day, he reached home in Natal in good
health and spirits—a great contrast to the spectre which appeared

in my bedroom on his return from his first expedition, showing the

necessity for medicine and sufficient hearers on such expeditions.

He now proved the truth of the old saying that no man can he

said to he truly fortunate until he is dead, as now happened the

greatest misfortune of his life. He had carried his journals the

whole way on his person, but the rivers in Natal being up, and
having to swim some of them on horseback, he was persuaded to

put them into a waggon, where they were lost as above mentioned

by their being washed away. I was astonished at the equanimity

with which he bore this disaster. The patience of Job was im-

patience in comparison ; and it might almost bear comparison with

that of Sir Isaac Newton, when the labour of part of his life was
destroyed by his little dog Diamond throwing a candle down among
his notes. He had hardly rested and realised his loss, when he

started again back to Emzila’s via Sofala, this time on “ his own
hook,” and amply supplied with goods by Messrs. Dunlop, Mees, and

Co., of Eotterdam, which eminent and enterprising firm has been
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occupied for some years past in developing the trade on this coast

regardless of expense. The journal of this fresh expedition, in which

he had 40 hunters and 160 bearers starting from Sofala, promises to

be of great interest, and, as he had proper instruments and more

experience, will be very valuable. Since his return by sea from the

last expedition, he has started again from the same region a fourth

time, but finding trade brisk at Delagoa Bay has remained there

for the present, sending out hunters to shoot ivory.

These explorations, and those in the interior north of Living-

stone, Speke, Grant, Baker, Mauch, Stanley, Cameron, and others,

show that there is a star rising in the south, the brightness of

which promises not to pale before those of the north, the east, or

the west, and it is to he hoped that it may not again be lost sight

of as it was by its first modem discoverers, the Portuguese. There

is a most interesting appendix on the subject of Sofala, and its

ruins, gold mines, &c., and referring to old works on the subject

;

but I think that will be best dealt with when the journal of the

expedition from Sofala itself is received.

Mr. Erskine concludes thus, after showing how easily by avail-

ing themselves of the dissensions of Emzila, the usurper, with

Manomio, the rightful heir, and of those of the Matabele tribe,

the PortugTiese could establish a strong empire at a trifling cost.

“ Before I traversed the country, I imagined that the climate was
against progress by the Portuguese, but I now see nothing to

prevent them from not only rivalling the English Colonies in

Africa, but outstripping them in prosperity.”

The country is in many respects richer, and very much more

accessible on the seaboard. The Zambezi affords a navigable

channel for some hundreds of miles, and unlimited land of the

richest kind for rice, sugar, coffee, and cocoa, and other tropical

produce of value can be found on its banks. The trade is now
confined to ivory, indiarubber, bees-wax, orchilla, and hides, which

are purchased at great expense by goods carried on the natives’

heads.

The Eev. Horace Waller said there could be no doubt that some day
interesting accounts would be obtained of the ancient settlements in the region
which Mr. Erskine had visited. In olden times, a very great quantity of gold
was brought from there. The Portuguese settlers, in their present effete con-
dition, get a little from the south of the Zambesi

;
but English colonists from

Katal were now working upwards to new gold-fields, and he believed it was
rather from their feeling that they had better keep a good thing to themselves
than from anything else, that more was not heard of the gold in those parts.
Within a few years, probably, the produce of gold from South-east Africa
would equal that of California. Of course one great difficulty to he overcome
was the prevalence of fever. The fever poison was taken into the system on
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the sea-board, and developed on the high ground inland, just as country people

coming up from Essex sometimes had ague in London, and imagined they had
contracted it there, rvhen in reality they had brought the disease from the Essex

marshes. When he was on the Zambesi, he frequently heard the two names
which Mr. Erskine had so often used ;

the one Gorongoza, and the other

Muanakuss. The natives, who came down to Senna and Shupanga, where
Mrs. Livingstone was buried, on the south bank of the Zambesi, called them-
selves the children of Muanakuss, and from Morambala he could see the

great Mountain Gorongoza. It was rather peculiar that those names should
have been perpetuated to the present day. In common with everyone pre-

sent, he could not but feel much admiration for Mr. Erskine’s qualifications

as an African traveller.

Major Eeskine said he expected by the next mail to receive his son’s

journal of his more recent journey from Sofala, and that, no doubt, will deal

with the question of the mines. Nothing could more convincingly prove the
existinoe of large gold-mines, than the fact that it was death for a native to

speak of them or of the ancient ruins. All the chiefs showed the greatest

jealousy about these mines, and it was therefore extremely difficult to ascertain

their whereabouts. Gold can even now be bought in the country, and Mr.
Erskine had brought some back in quills, which he had obtained from the

natives. There could be no doubt it was a very rich country. His own
opinion was that it was the ancient Ophir, but his son did not hold the same
view. The Queen of Sheba’s real name was Sabia, a name which was
even now given to a river there. In some maps, Sofala was called Sophir.

The “ S ’ was merely a prefix, and it was therefore reasonable to suppose that
the original name was Ophir. In a geography book, eighty years old, in his ,

possession, it was stated that the value of the gold exported annually by the
Portuguese, was about 3,000,000?. sterling. On his latest expedition, Mr.
Erskine had 3500?. worth of goods with him, and arms, ammunition, and
good instruments. His observations had been sent to the observatory at

Cape Town to be verified, and therefore everything detailed in the journal
would be absolutely correct. His explorations extended to within 2° of Dr.
Livingstone’s country. It would be a great boon to humanity if the country
could be taken possession of by the Portuguese, or some other civilized nation.

The Tongas were evidently an improvable race, much more so than the savage
Zulus, who would never apply themselves to any sort of industry

;
but so

long as the Zulus (who were a mere handful in comparison as regards num-
bers) were allowed to continue their depredations, the Tongas would never be
able to advance, and in the end they must be exterminated by the Zulus.

Some years ago, the Portuguese sent an army of 600 men into the country
;

but all, except the commander-in-cbief, were destroyed by Bonga, to whom
Mr. Erskine had referred. His son bad undertaken four expeditious, entirely

at his own expense : surely some other young Englishman was now prepared

to take up the running.
The Chairman believed that everyone must agree with Major Erskine,

that any civilized nation that would take possession of the country would be
in a position to confer upon that part of Africa one of the greatest blessings.

The atrocities, tyranny, and continual massacres that took place, were enough
to make one’s blood run cold. He hoped that bold and enduring EngliJb-
men would always be ready to imitate Mr. Erskine. Although the occupation

of tracing African rivers to their sources led very rapidly to the end of life,

yet such men as Livingstone and many others had not been deterred from the
task, and he trusted such explorations would never cease until civilization had
obtained a firm bold upon Africa, and had converted to useful and peaceful

pursuits the people who at present were entirely given up to frightful massacres

and slavery. He did not agree with Major Erskine in the belief that the region
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described in the paper was tbe ancient Opbir. A verse in one of the Psalms
spoke of the Kings of Sheba and Arabia bringing gifts, which seemed to imply
that Arabia, and not Africa, was pointed to. The Tongas were the only

African race, of which he had ever heard, who had come to the conclusion that

war was an abnormal state, and not to be encouraged. They really seemed to

be far ahead of some of their European brethren in that respect.

ADDITIONAL NOTICES.
(Printed by order of Council.)

1. International Congress of the Geographical Sciences.

Since the puhlioation of No, 1 of the present volume of the ‘ Proceedings,’

in which (p. 59) were reprinted some of the circulars relating to the approach-

ing meeting of the International Congress of Geography at Paris, the follow-

ing letter, fixing the date of the meeting, and also of the Geographical Exhi-

bition, has been received :

—

“ To the Presiderd of the Eoyal Geographical Society.

“ Paris, 8th Jan. 1875.

“ Numerous applications have reached ns, requesting that the meeting of

the International Congress of the Geographical Sciences may be delayed.

The date, 31st March, has seemed too early and the season too little favourable

for travelling. On the other hand, the Exhibition, which is associated with
the Congress, having taken a wider extension, the selection of a building of
larger dimensions than was originally fixed upon has become necessary.

“ The Geographical Society of Paris has had recourse to the goodwill of

the French Government, which has been good enough to place at their dis-

posal the Palace of the Tuderies
;
the preparation of these galleries became,

therefore, a new cause for delay.

“We have, in consequence, fixed the date of the opening of the Exhibition
at the loth July, 1875, and that of the meeting of the Congress at the 1st

August.
“ I have the honour, Mr. President, to beg that yon will make known

officially this decision to the Society whose labours you direct, and I hope
this delay, in facilitating tbe co-operation of its members, will render our
enterprise still more profitable to science.

“ Yeuillez agreer, Ac.,

“ Le Yice-Amiral, President de la Societe de Geographie,

“ De la Eonciebe le Nouey.”

2. On the Names of Places in Geography. By Lieufc-Col. "William
Boss Klng.

The subject of the following remarks being unlikely to prove apropos to any
papere coming before the meetings of the current Session, I address them to
you in the present form for the purpose of being laid before the Society’s
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Council, and trust that the very imperfect manner in which I have represented

the matter may not prevent its receiving that consideration which it appears

to me to deserve.

My object, in brief, is to plead for the preservation of the native names of

places visited by travellers from this country, among whom the contrary has

been more commonly the practice hitherto.

For generations past it has been a prevailing custom with founders of new
settlements, as with discoverers of previously unknown ones, to repeat, from

the poles to the tropics, the familiar and inappropriate names of British and
Irish manufacturing and market towns, cathedral cities, hamlets, and counties ;

or to substitute the Saxon and Norman names of thetr own relatives and friends

in lieu of the more characteristic, more convenient, and usually more pleasing

native designations already home by the places they thus endeavour to

distinguish.

The questions that naturally suggest themselves are these :—Is not inven-

tion possible, where a new name is really required ? and where native ones

already exist, may they not be allowed to remain ? (as Sir Samuel Baker has

so happily allowed them).
Few persons have an idea of the extent to which the custom of repetition I

allude to prevails. It would be tedious to enumerate even a tithe of the

instances that might be adduced, but I may cursorily remark; that the Gazetteer

contains twenty Yorks, nine Gloucesters, eight Cambridges, seventeen Lincolns,

and so on, either as towns or districts, scattered over the four quarters of the

world. There are seven Londonderrys in North America, another in New
South 'Wales, and another in Tierra del Fuego; a Stratford-on-Avon in
Australia, an Aberdeen in British Columbia, and a Lundee in Patagonia ! In
Canada I found myself in a second London, on a river Thames, in a county
Middlesex. In South Africa, after having crossed the Great Range River, I

reached Smithfleld (there are, by the way, nine Smithfields in North America
alone). In Southern India a Badagha village on the Nilghiris, which I first

visited as Jakatallah, has been christened Wellington, as an improvement

;

though there are already two Wellingtons in New South Wales, one in Western
Australia, one in Van Diemen’s Land, another near Hobart Town, one in New
Zealand, two in L’pper Canada, two in the United States, one in the Arctic

Regions, and one in Patagonia, besides those in this country

!

Fortunately the map ot Africa has hitherto escaped in a remarkable manner

;

hut her turn appears to be approaching, as she comes more and more under our
“ civilizing influences.” A Newcastle is already established inland, and
Cheetham Hill near Kilimandjaro. Webb’s River is substituted for the liquid

sounding Lualaba, and we are threatened with Ballyhaggerty in lieu of Gouna,
the beautiful native name of a village near Bagamoyo ! Are these names to

be inserted in charts of the nineteenth century ? In most savage or uncivilized

countries, as we are pleased to call them, the names ofplaces have some meaning
connected with their nature, or position, or history, and are therefore more
appropriate than any other, and often also, as in the instances just quoted, far

more euphonious than our own.
The late Lord Seaton, when in North America as Sir John Colhome,

showed his appreciation of this in changing York, in Upper Canada, back
again to its original name of Toronto (“ a place of assembly ”), so called by the
Indians as having been a rendezvous of their chiefs in council.

I do not argue that it would be advisable or convenient to carry out similar

changes to any extent, and it may seem at first sight very difficult to control
independent travellers and settlers naming places after their own fancy

;
but I

believe that the practice continues mainly because it has been a practice here-

tofore, and if the Geographical Society would discourage it in those who
travel under their auspices, and use -their -influence with our Consuls and
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Government Agents abroad, to obtain among emigrants or settlers the retention

of native names, or the adoption of distinctive new ones, these unmeaning and

confusing repetitions would gradually cease. And it the past cannot be undone,

the maps of the few as yet unexplored regions that remain to be completed,

may in time be filled in with names in their own languages and dialects

;

names which should be as distinctive and characteristic of each country as the

races and tribes which inhabit it.

3. Journal of Lieutenant V. L. Cameron, e.n., Commander of the

Livingstone East Coast Aid Expedition.

FeOM UNTAltVEMBE TO TJjIJI.*

Novemler llth, 1873.

—

Beoke up from Kwihara. Got off with a portion of

stores to Mekwemdwe, a small village about 2i miles w.s.w. of Kwihara.

Great difficulty with pagazi. Pitched tent in village. Felt parting with Dillon

much. He and Murphy also started for the coast. Country cultivated
;
but

in fact left for three or four years without crops, and brashwood growing.

Small rocky hills scattered about.

12th .—^Busy re-stowing and re-reducing personals. Some stores came out,

but too close to Kwihara for the pagazi to keep together.

13tA.—First thing went into Kwihara. Called on Kisisa and Elwale. Got
advice as to roads, &o., and got some more stores out. On return to camp,
found Murphy come for medicine for Dillon, who is worse.

Ihth and lo<^.—Busy with loads. Got all out. Kews from Dillon : better.

16fA.—Went on to Itumioi w. by s. 3 miles. Camped in village. Getting

stores out. Country the same.

nth, 18M, and 19M.—Getting stores out. Still too close to Kwihara.
Send on to-morrow morning all available pagazi to Kisisa, next village.

Eight loads still at Mekwemdwe. Eeceived a present of three ostriches from
Kisisa : rather like a white elephant. Grand dance in village in honour of a
preparation for sending a caravan to the coast. Arabs send news that they
are going out every day. This waiting tries me sorely in temper. The
masika is beginning. Thunder-storms and showers at night. Days oppres-

sively hot. Thermometer in good shade, 88^ to 90^.

20th.—Pagazi coming in, though slowly.

[^Delayed here all the rest of the month, and up to December 29th.]

December 2'dth .—Off at 7 a.m. Wonderful to relate, got away without any
bother with pagazi. Marched first s. 1'25, then s.w. 2 ;

and then some Wan-
yamwezi at a small boma told Asmani there was a shorter road, and so he left

the path, and a nice mess he made of it. We went s., s.w., s.s.e., e.n.e.,

E.S.E., B.S.W., S.E., and e.n.e., raining hard, path greasy and slippery, and
marshy spot, up to one's knees. I don’t think he quite knows now where
he has been, or where he is. We got in here about 1.30, and Bombay was
not up with the last lot till ahont 2.30. I feel very tired, as it is my first long
walk, and felt stiff this morning.

ZOth.—Halted for food, and I am too stiff to walk
;
partly tired, partly

a cold from the wet of the two last days. A good chance for drymo- gear.
B.P. 12'336, 20-595, and 05 = 206, gives 3154. 3473 height above' sea.
The Arabs are doing nothing against Mirambo, there being a dispute as to

who is to take charge
; the man who came up with the reinforcements, or

Ziweli and Kisisa. The two latter talk of going to the coast. Sat up for

* Vide ‘Proceedings,’ voL xviii. p. 469.
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sights, but too misty and cloudy. Got away in the afternoon. Marched 2i

miles w. by s. i s. Camped in jungle.

January 1st, 1871.—Jungle march, w.x.w. 7 miles. Saw several antelopes

and a lot of pigs. Secured one, which was regularly mobbed by pagazi, and

killed by a well-thrown knobkery. alked most of the way . Tsetse numerous.

IVent out in the afternoon to look for game : saw lots of tracks, but only one

animal, which, I think, must have been the “ Tragelaphos Spekii,’’ although

darker than the picture. Leo frightened him, so I only got a couple of run-

ning shots through the trees. The first, a shell, burst in a tree just beyond

him, and a very little over ; it must have been a graze. I am feeling much
better in health and stronger, as is evidenced by my having walked about five

hours altogether and not feeling very tired. Cloudy and misty, and no chance

of sights. I am now steering by compass to regain the Lgalo road, which

Asmani had brought us away from. He wanted to go down to Manyara s,

and then begin to work towards Ljiji
;
but I have persuaded the caravan to

follow me, and 1 go straight through everything, so we do not make so many
detours. Country almost a dead level ; no appreciable rise and fall. Almost

all the trees acacias of various sorts. Piggy for dinner : very good and tender.

I revelled in eggs at Shikuruh, having got two dozen good ones. Some men
from Kisisa caught us up soon after we camped. Weather very pleasant to-day

;

a little rain in morning, and the sun not oppressive, and I able to step out and
keep all the men on the stretch. Two pagazi ran during the night, but we
managed their loads, and picked up a hunter in the woods, who volunteered

for Ujiji and Manyuema, so he was duly engaged. These constant desertions

are an awful bother
;
they have lost me forty days since leaving Unyanyembe,

besides the amount of wages. It is no good sending for the runaways, as they

are Wanyamwezi, and certainly at first will not go to their own village or to

Unyanyembe. There is a rumour afloat that Mirambo wants to cut me off, but

1 don’t tliink there can be any truth in it, as be would have to pass by a lot of

strong villages, all of whom would fight him. If he does come, why I hope
we shall be able to give him a decent reception. I should like to make a
pagazi of him.

Zrd.—Got off at 7.30 a.m., and took the road pointed out by Asmani
;
course

w. J s., 9 miles, as water is said to be scarce. Soon after starting, saw a herd
of fine large antelopes, but they were off' before I could get within range.

Obliged to ride most of the way, as my heel was very painful, and I was
afraid of rubbing it. My donkey has taken it into bis bead to lie down and
roll. He did so twice to-day, besides several attempts. Once he went down
so suddenly, that I only just had time to clear myself. He has tried it once

or twice before. I fancy it is from the irritation caused by the “ Tsetse.”

Saw two Secretary birds, and a numlier of quail and jungle fowl. We halted

some time on the road to w.ait for Pombay, who was delayed by the donkeys’

loads all coming adiitt. Altogether we marched over five hours, doing Smiles.
The country is lovely, except for its extreme flatne-'S. Open grass, which looks

green and velvety a short way off, interspersed with numerous clumps of

trees and bosquets of shrubs. We saw numerous dwarf fan-palms. Hay
cloudy, but no rain. Light easterly winds in the evening. Water was not
seen from just after starting, till our arrival in camp, and then it was like

liquid mud, with blue clay ; but it must underlie the surface everywhere, as

Leo, scratching in a peculiar dry-looking spot, got to semiliquid mud after

2 or 3 inches.

itii .—Off at 6.30 A.M. Marched till 1.30 p.m., with a halt of half an hour or
so. Course, w.s.w. 11 miles, when I saw a white rhinoceros, which I went after

without success. Country lovely, especially round our camp, which is on the
west bank of the “ Ngombe.” I saw some buck, and went after them. Got
a shot, and inoke the leg of one, but the poor brute got away. The Agombe

VOL. XIS. L
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is almost a river. I am quite in love with the country. One almost expects

to see a large house alter some of the turns in the lorest. Passed a dilapi-

dated bark canoe about Ij mile from the Gombe.
bth .—Halted to give the men a rest, many being done by the long march

yesterday. "Went off in the morning, at 6 sharp, to look for game, only saw one
lot of buck, and they went off' before I could get within decent range. I tried

a couple of snap shots without effect. I was out tdl 9.30. Country lovely.

Gombe in long reaches as far as one could see, and as wide as the Thames near
Abingdon. "Where we crossed there is a dry sand bank, about 40 or 50 feet

wide, 16 or 18 above water, but the water goes off deep on each side. After

very heavy rains the country is flooded for some 10 or 15 miles, which would
give a rise of about 20 to 30 feet, and this road is then impassable. A
crocodile made a grab at a man, who impjrudently went a little way into the

water, hut luckily missed him. Water-hlies are abundant, and the views of

the reaches with green turf to the water’s edge, and clumps of finer trees than
I have seen yet since the coast, disposed as it planted by a landscape gardener,

are enchanting. Most of the trees grow on little rises or on the anthills,

which must be islands in the time of inimdations, but others grow right to

the water’s edge and dip their branches. 1 saw a large crane of a sort not
described so far as I am aware. He had large blue wings and reddish legs

and belly, but was too far off to describe accurately. He was the largest bird

I have ever seen, except an ostrich. In the afternoon I went out again and
saw a large boar with fine tusks, but be was missed shamefully. I saw lots

of antelope, some were spotted like our English roe deer. I got a couple of

flying shots and wounded one, but could not track upon account of its coming
on dark. My shooting luck decidedly is bad. I have been walking pretty

hard to-day for between seven and eight hours, carrying a rifle weighing about
12 lbs. all the time, and only feel healthily tired : I suppose I must have walked
18 or 20 miles, which, for Africa, is not bad. A week ago seven or eight would
have played me out entirely. The Gombe begins near Unyanyembe and runs
south south-westerly, curving very much, and does not diain into the Mala-
garazi, but down towards the llukwa or Pwaha. They say it makes a way
to the Tanganyika. I ex[tect in excej'tional years, when there is an unusually
wet rainy season, the Tanganyika is relieved ol its surplus water, via the Rukwa.

~ith.—OS' at 6.45, and marched, 3-^ hours, to a village called Kwatosi. Country
level till close to, when we reached a small hill, on the western side of which
we are camped. Several deserted sites of villages on the road. Rain duiing

most of the maich. I sufl'ered severely yesterday from having overtiied

myself the day hetore, and am not yet recovered from the effects of it. Soon
after leaving our camp on the Gombe we were met by some of Sultan Taka’s

men, who wanted to know why we had not sent to tell him of our approach,

however all went off’ well. M'e had to pay Mhongo 22 doti, he asked two
guns, which of course I refused. MTe did uot go to his village Kvikuruh as

it lies out of our road. All the people here seem well armed, a very large pro-
portion having muskets. MTe can see two other hills from here, otherwise the
country looks as level as a billiard table, all one mass of jungle. The culti-

vation here seems rather rough after that of Unyanyembe and Ugunda. "We
were accompanied on our march to-day by some of the Sultan’s men, to frank
us through without paying more Mhongo. We are uot allowed to camp in
the villages, which I am not .sorry for, as we get away much better than iu
a village, as the men are all at hand instead of being dispersed amongst the
huts. The villages here are built in a mass of the thickest jungle, which is

rendered more so artificially by planting milk bush, &c. One of the signs of
the bonses is carrying an umbrella. It rather amused me to see a man without
a stitch of clothing, except on his head, where he has placed his loin cloth,
with an umbrella up, there being neither sun nor ram to call for it.
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8i7i.—Course w.ir.w. 10 miles. Passed several deserted clearings
;
villages

were destroyed about three or four years ago, during the war with Mirambo,
one of Sultan Taka’s men still accompanying us. Path very tortuous.

Country level jungle.

llrt.—Looking out for sights. Kight too cloudy all through. Obliged

to stop for food, as it is with difEculty the people are induced to part with

it, and the chief did not give permission for its sale till late yesterday. I

am in very good spirits to-night. 1 have organized a party to start directly

I get to L'jiji to go round the southern end of the Lake. I take Bombay,
Asmani, Sambo Musa (cook) as cook and servant, and a boat's crew of

16 Askari and Pagazi. They will all be armed, so I shall have no bother

about crews of Wajiji. Bil^l and Alahommed Malim I leave to conduct the

transport of the remainder of the caravan to the other side.

12th .—Off at 6.15. Marched 4i hours, w.x.w. and 7i miles. Bamboo
growing. Considerable descent. Soil in patches of reddish conglomerate sand,

red clay, sandstone, and quartz; other parts sand and very light mould.
Palms.

I thought we were to have gone on farther x.K.w., but all hands have set to

work to build a Khambi, and the tents are up. Good water here, and supposed
to be doubtful farther on, but I think there must be lots, as we have passed so

many pools to-day. "Walked most of the way, timing and counting paces. It

is no good driving to go on, as the caravan is good tempered now,"’and I don’t
want to make them sulky, and they are carrying six days' food besides their
loads. B. P. 20o'3o. Therm. 78-'. Height above the sea 3310 feet.

By B. P. we must have risen considerably, and no doubt the Gombe does
go into the Malagarazi. IVe certainly came down hill to-day a little to the
Mloni. No chance for sights last night nor to-day, although there were not
many clouds

; but the whole sky seems covered with a "sort of mist, and
one can only see the stars dimly. Nothing can be more deceiving than the
eye in estimating the slope of a country, and one is constantly put out by
it. I should have said we had come down all the way from Shikuruh, if we
had done anything either way, and we have risen 400 feet, certainly in over
60 miles that is not much. Yesterday, at Kwikunth, we were informed
that if we had been an Arab caravan we should not have been allowed to
pass, but that they would have fought us, but that they know that the
English do no harm, and only travel to see the country, so that we can go
on all right : the man t’cat said this was one of Mirambo's followers. No big
caravan has been along this road for many years now except ns. I believed
Mirambo would have let us go through his own country if we had asked
him.

11th .—Off at 5.45. Marched w. by sr. till 10.30, 7 miles. Took half an hour’s
halt. Passed several sites of deserted villages, but the people are -niped out,
either killed or carried away for slaves, through this war of Mirambo's. Thic'k
jungle with occasional mbuga or swamps. 'The water in the bottoms of some
of these was two feet deep, and overlaid with sticky black mud. Saw ferns
to-day for the first time in Afnca, came upon them quite suddenly, and they
were growing thickly. Water is everywhere. Several fine Palms. General
trend of the slope seems to be north-westerly. Mirima Ngombe's men, who kept
with us yesterday, were oft' before us this morning, and have gone on farther.
They had the usual little kinyamwesi games after leaving camp. Planting poles
in the road, making sham perubi, &c., &c. Some of these Mbngas which we
have passed, except that they are of small extent, would put the Makata to
shame in respect of mud. To-morrow or the next day we shall have to pass
some streams on the natural grass bridges, which I find are called “ usisa.”
Perhaps this explains the route via Uganda and Ushesua mentioned by
Messrs. Cooley and Macqueen. They are not very wide, and are rather
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feared ty the pagazi. The whole of the soil to-day, except in the Mhuga,

was a reddish sand and conglomerate of quartz and sandstone covered with

vegetable mould. The countiy seems very fertile, and once was well culti-

vated, as the marks of the ridges and furrows still remain. In some places we
saw' the burnt remains of the huts. It is indescribably saddening to pass

through places, which once were the homes of happy and contented people,

who may have been negroes truly, but now are either dead or slaves, and all

caused by the unprincipled Coast Arabs. The Oman Aiabs are far superior

to those of Zanzibar, and if they alone had penetrated the interior, the state

of the country would be very diti'erent from what it is now. ^^e had several

sharpish showers on our way. The wind being south-easterly.

I have heen bothered hy my hands swelling up, and now my left hand is

like a dough bag, they get stung by some sort oi grass
;

it is rather uncom-

fortable and inconvenient, but nothing serious. There is a village near here

I hear
;
I thought we were not to have been near it till to-morrow

;
we are now

avoiding it on account of the ilhongo. I find the village is about an hour

a-head or thereabouts. (Mtimi Liowa Kwikuruli.) It is the capital of part of

Ugara. Liowa’s father (another Liowa) was chief of all Ugara, and once

upon a time he set out to attack Bagamoyo, but got killed in Ugogo on the

way down. The pjresent Liowa succeeded, but Slirambo has smashed him
up, and he now only owns a little hit of his former dominions. All or

nearly all Ugara is now tributary to Jliramlx', who is far more powerful

than the Arabs represent him to be, and, if they don’t look out, will drive them
out of the country. He manages to get all the supplies be wants from different

villages, who send down to the coast, and who are but allies in secret, whilst

they profess friendship to the Arabs, besides which there are many disreputable

Arabs who are ready to supply him with anything. I have no doubt he has

a very jolly life of it, and laughs at the Arabs and their futile endeavonfs to

subdue him. I am getting quite to feel a respect for him. A vert' heavy

thunder-storm came upfront the westward in the afternoon, and the rain came
down in torrents, and there were some heavy hailstones. I am trying the

experiment of a fire in my tent to keep oft' the feeling of dampness, and prevent

guns, &c., from rusting and rotting. It is rather smoky work, hut I combine

the wood smoke with tobacco ditto, and try to think it all the latter.

Height above the sea 37'J9 feet.

loth .—Camped near Liowa’s village. It is no use trying to get the pagazi

to go on
;
they say they were not all able to get food at the last village,

ancT they cannot go on without getting some. The village is very large.

The population turned out to stare, they seem the most eager to have a

stare of any people I have come across yet, coming out to meet the caravan

and running alongside of it, then hailing to stare, and on again. Leo attracts

much attention, he is cordially thought much more ot than even the Msungu.

I am afraid that this is an expensive village, as I see a great deal of new
cloth about.

Some marshy hits to-day ;
red sandy soil. Settled Mhongo for 18 doti.

Chief sent me a small goat and some mtama. Could get no food to-day, as

permission to sell could not he granted uutil ilhongo was settled, which was
not till late. This stopping is a great nuisance. I find I made a mistake
about the food at the last Kwikuruh. I told Bombay to give us six days for

the road, hut he only gave six altogether, and as we were there two days, it

only left four for the road, which would he finished to-morrow. Thunder and
lightning. I feel very seedy this evening, and am afraid I am in fever, so here
goes for quinine.

IQfh .—I feel all right acain this morning, except for a quininy sensation in

the head. If I had not that, however, I beheve I should have fever, and of

two evils the lesser is best. The people here cultivate very large quantities
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of sweet-potatoes, whioli form the principal part of their food. Tattooing

prevalent. Many of the men have extracted the two centre lower incisors,

besides chipping the npper ones.

Here wire seems to be coming into fashion, and several of the men wear
fringes of long hair round their legs, the upper part about half-way between
knee and ankle, and reaching down to the ground ; they are kept from slipping

down by a couple of thongs tied round the leg just below or above the knee.

Hair worn in every shape and form. Here we are in for a wander again, as the

usual road is closed by a colony of runaway slaves of the Arabs, who are all

reported to have muskets and lo plunder all they can, joining occasionally

with Mirambo for a row with their former masters. It is either five or six days,

as far as I can make out, to the place where we cross the Malagarazi and four or

five more on to Ujiji. I make us now, by dead reckoning, about 30 miles

s.E. by s. i s. from Mpeti, which would agree pretty nearly with Burton. The
country seems hilly in front.

Bombay lectured the camp both last night and this on the necessity of
keeping a good watch and not sleeping too much ; and to-night he told

them all, that all stragglers would be certain to be killed, as the woods were
full of Ruga Ruga, who wonld be on the look out for what they could get.

Got off at 6.30, and marched w.x.w. 3j miles. We came down hill all

the way but the last half mile, which was through a swamp. We were com-
pelled to halt by the torrents of rain ; it came down, I think, as heavy as ever I
have seen it. It was an awful bother, but both men and donkeys refused to
face the storm. Squalls of wind, principally from south. I heard the sound of
the rain before it reached us, just like tiie sound of a large waterfall. Got the
tents up, &c., and luckily nothing was much wet

; Murphy’s waterproof kept
me as dry as possible, but the men were dripping

; several of them adopted the
costume of our ancestors, Adam and Eve, in the early days of the Garden of
Eden. Ferns again to-day, same sort as before. Ko use dreaming of an
afternoon march as the boma requires time to make, and it is only prudent to
have a good one in these parts. I find that these runaway slaves have been,
settled here for many years; they were here in the time ol Burton and Speke,
hut they have been reinforced lately by several of the armed slaves, whom
the Arabs had sent against Mirambo, and of course are of more importance
and more formidable than ever. Beards more numerous and larger in last
village than any I have seen yet. A small party of Wanyamwesi (about 7
or 8) have attached themselves to our caravan for safety. Mirima Ngombe’s
men are still in Liowa's village

;
they did not start this morning, on account of the

rain, but intend, I believe, rejoining us to-morrow. Saw several small vultures
on a tree near camp. Got a shot at one, but only knocked a lot of feathers
out. Some of the men have been trying to take a hive of bees, hut all the
combs had grubs in them, and there was no honey. To see a couple of men,
almost naked, up in a tree hacking and pulling at the trunk, surrounded by
swarms of bees, and only stopping occasionally' to pull the stings out, but
apparently not fearing them a bit, was to me a marvellous sight

;
their skins

must be like that of the honev guide, almost impervious.
18<A.—Off at 6.30. Marched till 12, W.X.W., 10 miles. At first our way lay

through open wood
; soil, red sand. Xo undergrowth

; and we saw a large
herd of large antelopes, but did not succeed in getting any. I got two shots
through the trees, and I saw, and also some of the men saw, one of the shells
burst on a beggar’s shoulder, he tumbled down two or three times, but we lost
the tracks, and so we were not able to follow him up. All this time the
country was rising slightly, when, all on a sudden, we came to a steep dip
without crops of granite and sandstone, almost precipitous in parts, down the
sides several little brawling torrents leapt and crept, sometimes bidden by
grass, aud sometimes showing one Like miniature waterfalls. \Ve did not get
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to the bottom of this valley, but crossed the south-end of it ; it lay nearly

u. and s., sloping to N., up a gentle rise and on some way, when the same
thing was repeated, only that time we came upon a stream in the bottom, 40
feet wide, and from 2 to 3 feet deep, between the rocks, with which the bed
was almost filled, and every here and there forming cascades of 3 or 4 feet

drojD. This stream is called the Mtumbo, and runs into the Sinde (Sindy),

which runs into the ilalagarazi. The water was beautifully clear and bright.

It was quite a new sensation to see running water, I have not seen any since

the little runnels in the river-bed at Mpwapwa. We see hills in front of us

running it. and s., or thereabouts. I have been having an investigation, as far

as I can, into the river-system hereabouts. I find I had mixed up two
Gombe’s : one from Taborah (Burton's) goes into the llalagarazi, the one I

and Stanley passed also goes into the llalagarazi, and is joined on its way by
the WaUa, the Mto, I heard, about at Hisinene.

The dry ilto we passed after 2Dd, L'gaga (or TJtende) also goes to llala-

garazi. The Mtambo has its rise in the southern part of Gtendb, where it is

usually a dry river
;

it runs westwardly first, and then X-W., and receives two or

three smaller streams
;

it joins, about 6 or 7 miles from here, the Miomenzi,
wdiich comes from the s.s.e., and the united streams run into the Sindy close

to the llalagarazi, which receives them all. Between the Sindy and the

Tanganyika the ilalagarazi receives several small streams on its southern side.

I think I now comprehend the watersheds. The high land just before Unyan-
yembe sejarates the Luflji basin fiom that of the Tanganyika, and going west

from it a smaller ridge separates the basins of the Malagarazi from that of the

Likwa. The southern limit of the basin of the Lufiji is the highland ciossed

hv l)r. Livingstone, before reaching the Chamhezi, on his way fiom the

Nvassa, and it is the western side of the highland, that foinis the eastern

limits of the basins of the Likwa, Chamhezi, and Marungu, which are again

divided m an east and west direction, by lesser elevations.

I he Likwa only joins the 'Tanganyika during the latter part of the rains.

It is about 40 miles long, in an e.n.e. and w.s.w. direction, and about 15 wide.

We were joined again to-day by Mrima Gomlje's men. 'They had come on
as far as this yesterday, after the rain, when they lost heart

;
and to-day we

met them coming back to join us, as they were afraid to go on by them-
selves, on account of the disturbed state of the country. Our boma to-night

is quite a formidable aflair. Very heavy showers this afternoon and evening
;

hut the men had time to build their huts, and make themselves comfortable

before it began. I'll back tlie East African to make a camp against any man.
I have picked up a lot of wrinkles on the subject. 'Thunder and lightning.

Lying awake, and listeuing to the rain. If the blessed old Tanganyika gets

all this water, it must burst out somewhere ! One cau hardly hear the

thunder for the ram, though the storm is close to us.

Just had a flight ! About half-a-dozen tent-pegs drew, and I was afraid

the tent wa.s coining down. I slackened the pole, and yelled like a madman
for the Askari. The first man that came was one of the pagazi (Baruta Ilanga),

stark naked, of course, who wanted to know what was the row
;
and then

Bilali and some Askari, and we prevented the catastrophe.

Vdth.—Heavy rain all night, but now it is holding up a bit, and we shall

he able to get away all right. Course, w. to N., 3) milts.

After some little trouble—a pagazi having run away in the night—we got
away soon after 7, and marched for two hours, wlieu we saw some buffalo

;

and Asmani and some others went after them, and shot a hufi’alo and a rhi-
noceros

;
and whilst we were waiting for the meat, the rain came on, so tliat

we had to camp. Country undulating
;
red saml, granite, sandstone, and con-

glomerate
;
open forest. Had some more conversation with Bombay and

A.smani about rivers, &c.
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The Kwaka, in the tipper part of its course, is only like the Gombe's,

Alabunguri, and Mdaburu Nullahs, a chain of pools m the dry season (this

tallies ttith tvhat I heard at Mdabnru). The main stream of the Lufiji comes
from the country of the lYafangi, near Yow. It takes its rise in a large

Mbnga, or swamp, and, after running some distance, descends into the lowlands

by a series of falls.

20th.—The men tvon't go on without their meat, and here we are delayed

for a day. Xo rain—no sun. A beautiful day for marching. I can’t go
out shooting, as I am dead lame from bites and stings on my feet, and a
centipede bite on the calf of my leg. I don’t know who is the head to-day

;

hut Bombay and Asmani both professed readiness to go on, and the former
attempted to make the men take their loads, but it is no use. I shall spend
the day writing and mapping. I suppose the men are not so much to blame
after all. They have no reason to he in a hurry

;
and they so seldom get

meat to eat, that the prospect of a good feed intoxicates them. Got my
journal and map up to-day. My leg is very painful.

21sf.—Got away at 6.20 a.m. First, level
; then a little dip up a hill

;

down 6^, and crossed the Xioroanzy after two hours' march, w. to s. 31 miles.

Halted to wait for Bombay and the donkeys. Soil red with outcrop of
giamte. Jungle and undergrowth. The Xiomanzy runs north, with giassy
hanks

;
hut big stones in the bed. About 20 feet wide, 3 feet deep, running

31 miles per hour. I am perfectly lame to-day. Leg very painful and
swollen. After another hour's maicL, during which we crossed another little

stream, and drew away to s.w. by w. The Kiraugezi lost the road, aud we
had to halt whilst he looked for it. After about three quarters of an hour,
Asmani said he had found the road, and wo went on again down another hill,

and across another stream, and up again, when .Asmani was at fault again, and
couldn’t find any road, so we camped and sent out scouts. Altogether we
marched tour Lours, aud did 6 miles w.>.w. The reason I did not take the
compass was, that we were marching for a village, where we intended getting
a day’s food for the Askari on our way to AVoiuza (their food being out to-dayj,
and I did not know its petition, beyond being told it was on a mountain.
Asmani aud tlie other men, who have been out, report that on the road I
want to go there is an impass.able marsh, which we must circumvent

;
and

that the way we have to go there is “a plenty mud.” All about here was
settled two or three years ago

;
hnt “ all village broke up again,” says Bombay.

I fancy ilirambo's motto is, “ If not with me, against me,"’ and proceeds
accordingly. It is making a long journey to I'jiji

; but what with rain, mud,
&c., one cannot drive a-head as one would wish. I am so perfectly lame
to-night, tnat I cannot walk a yard. My donkey and I had a tumble to-day.
M e were climbing up the side of one of the river-beds, when he slipped, and
some earth gave way. Luckily, 1 saved myself by clinging to some handy
branches : hut he gut so jammed, that he had' to be regularly lifted up out of
a sort of rut he had got into.

22nrl.—Got away at 6.15. Marched first south-west for three quarters of
an hour, and then passed two ravines, which were impassable lower d,uwn

;

then w.x.w. for another three ejuarters of an hour, when we came upon a
river, which we crossed. The bed was corupletely filled with large lumps
of granite, and the water was flowing underneath them. Some little wav
before reaching: it, the whole ground was sheets aud blocks of granite. Here
we had to wait while the donkeys and their loads were got over, and up a
steep earth bank on the west side of it. All the streams here have their
eastern sides rocky, aud western, earth. The country lies generally in this
form.

All the country is well wooded and apparently fertile. Soil, red loam.
Often the trees are red half-way up from the earth, carried up by the ants in
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forming their galleries. -We have found the proper road (a Ifjia Kubwa, I

am told), leading about n.-w. to Woinza. It is a great nuisance that I am
unable to see the donkeys got across ; but I am so completely lame still,

that I cannot walk 'without assistance, although my leg is better than it was
yesterday. All these streams that we have passed are intercepted by the

lltambo, which joins the Sindy, which flows into the Malagaiazi.

After about an hour’s march, n.w. to w. through open wood, I saw a general

panic amongst the caravan. They all threw their loads down, and were

skedaddling every way : a lot got up into the trees. I thought the Ruga Ruga,
lions, tigers, and all sorts of wild beasts had attacked us. It turned out to he

a solitary 'buffalo. I saw him pass close. He was coal black, with long

curling horns, and about 12 hands high. After we had made our it.w. by Jf.

course for three hours we came upon another river, which was deep, and took

some time to cross, as it was 4 feet deep, and running pretty fast. After cross-

ing it we made our camp. \Ye lost our path again, after finding it the first

time, for half an hour or so. All the tracks here are overgrown, there has

been so little traffic of late, and every caiavan takes a different road to

prevent surprises and attacks.

Everyone seems adrift as to the country, and all the men’s food is finished,

so we shall be off sharp to-morrow.
23rd.—Got away at 6.30. Marched N.y.w. I'o mile, and came to a big stream

just above its junction, with the one we crossed yesterday. It was 30 yards wide,

and 7 to 10 feet deep. Brought the boat into play, and got everything across

without accident in three hours. The M'anyamwesi with us. Built a bridge,

but it was not sufficiently finished for loads by the time we had crossed. 'Vi'e

hauled a couple of donkeys across, when one adventurous one swam over of

himself, and the rest followed. After crossing the river, we followed its course

a short way, and saw it run into a plain. IVe continued along the spurs of

the hill, till we came into the same plain at some distance from it. After

three hours’ march, we camped, and a lot of men started off to look for a town,
as they are beginning to feel hungry. I rather hope, for one, they may find

it, as I have had no meat for two days, having respited a goat (the little

creature was so tame it came and eat out of my hand). I could not find it in

my heart to have it killed
;
and dry bread and tea or coffee don’t make much

of a meal after a march.
Soon after we were in camp, the men saw some game, and went after it.

Shortly after there was a devil of a row, guns going ofl’ in all directions
;
and

Pesa (the donkey boy) rushed into my tent with his hair as much on end as

it could he, and sings out, “ Master, master ; ruga, ruga, ruga. Shika bun-
duki !” so I got hold of a gun and limped out. More than half the men had
vanished altogether

;
clean gone, like a conjuring trick, and the others hopping

about amongst the trees as if they were hunt; on wires, and blazing off guns
in all directions. All the excitement turned out to be caused by an old

gentleman, who was out getting bark to make some cloth for himself and his

wife (certainly he was in need of it), having only the veriest apology for a fig-

leaf in Iront, and ditto behind. He says the village is not very tar off
;
but

there's no use trying to go on now, as the skedadJlers won't be in for a long
time. 'We sent a couple of men with the ancient to be shown the road, and
made his heart happy with a shukkah of satine. I suppose we shall get to

the village all right to-morrow ; and I think I must take a day’s rest, for the
sake of my leg, although it is better ; but still it would not have allowed me to

run away, had I wished to do so, when the alarm of “ Ruga, ruga
!

"’ was raised.

I don’t know what we should have done without the boat to-day, or what we
should have done at all without the two bell tents (all of which we owe to

Major Smiths thoughtful kindness). The three-pole (Edgingtoii’s) is still

lingering on, in an advanced state of consumption
;
hut none of the original
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canvas is there. The roping is now giving out, and if it does for the stores for

this rainy season it is all it can do.

It is an awful nuisance not being able to find out anything for certain

about the distances and bearings of the stations a-head of us
;
but I suppose

we shall know all in good time. IVe seem for the last two or three days to

have been in a country of which nothing is known by anyone in the caravan,

although we have Wavinza and Wagura, besides lots of Wanyamwesi, who
have made the southern journey before. Height above the sea 3794 feet.

Height of hills runs in places about 400 or 500 feet above where we are

now. IVe have decidedly risen since we leit the foot of the hill we came over

since the last river. lYe are running our high land farther west than Burton

did on the north of the Malagaiazi. He says nowhere were they above 1850
feet (‘ Lake Legions,’ ch. vii., page 205, line 11), which, of course, might be

2850 feet, for I don't think there can be a tumble down of 2000 teet from here

in so short a distance
;
besides which, there is high land in front of us.

Find a lot ot men have gone on to the village to get food, and so we shall

be delayed in the morning.
2ith .—1 p.M. Heavy showers during the night, with thunder and lightning.

As I thought, detained here by the men, who have gone off for food. They
would not go on theie yesterday with their loads, and to-day we have to wait

for them. I wish I could find out some way of controlling them. They say
they are going out to cut wood, &c., and are no more seen.

Got away, after much trouble, at 3.15 p.it. TVe were all ready, but sis

men were absent soon after 1 p.m., and what to do with their loads puzzled
us. Shortly afterwards they came m, bringing a zebra, which an Askaii had
shot. Like a sensible fellow he hadn’t made a row about it, but got hold
of some men quietly, and brought it into camp without being torn to pieces,

and Bombay was able to serve it out regularly. IVe marched x.w. by w.
4 miles, when, as it was getting close to sunset, we halted for the night,

and go on to the village to-morrow. I find, from the natives, that the river

we crossed yesterday was the Aiomanzy, and the one 1 was told was it has
no name.

2bth .—IVe got away soon after 7, and after marching an hour w. by jr., mostly
down hill and a good deal through a marsh, the rest open jungle, came to a
stream flowing to the north. It was 25 feet wide, and about 8 leet deep in the
middle, running 2 knots. There were no trees near its banks, but thanks to the
boat we got everything across safely. AVe camped on the western side, close to

Man Como’s village. Man Como is the chief of Kowende (Lveiida), and does
not ask for mhongo. Here we have to get food, and I intend to stop to-morrow,
in order to let my leg get well ; it is wonderfully better, but I think a day’s

rest will do it more good than all the dressings, Ac., in the world. Mtama
scarce here, but sweet-potatoes plentiful and good. I find tliere is a ferry two
days on from here, before reaching the 8indy, which I shall go by, as I don’t

admire the idea of a grass bridge. Just beyond the village here is a bich
steep range (1000 feet) of hills; the upper part are regular cliffs

;
the river we

have passed flows close by.

2Qth .—AYe could get only one day’s food here, so we go on again to-day.

12j dotis for one day is too much to pay, and although the people in the
village have lots of food, they won't sell it. The village is close to the
bottom of the hill, and the rocks come down into it, and they have a wav
they can close up into them. Jlirambo came here to attack the place, and
could find no one and no plunder, as they had hidden themselves and
belongings in caves and iiules in the rocks.

The cliief asked for 50 doti Alhongo, but as it is never paid here I refused

it, and said if he had behaved properly 1 should have given him a present,

but that now he should hat e nothing. 1 beliete supplies are tube obtained
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at the end of to-day's inarch. I have to he carried, as my donkey has a sore

back, and I can’t tvalk more than a very short way, although my leg is ever

so much better, but I am very much afraid of using it, for fear of making it

bad again. Have been bothered here by a plague of small ants, which have
been crawlinu all over me, and the sensation is not agreeable. I have slungmy
chair to a pole, and am being carried by two Askari at a time. The reason of

our being asked for mhongo by Man Como is, that some of the bVanyamwesi
travelling with ns told him that we had been giving it in IJgara, and that

whatever a chief asked for I would give.

IVe are going, first of all, N.w. by w. along the lay of the bills. After an
hour, kept away to w.x.w., rising up the hillside to cross the northern spur.

Just passed a pig, killed by some wild beast, most likely a lion. Kept
along w. by s. i N., passing through a gorge between two hills, both precipitous

granite rocks, and then kept away again. Passed several little torrent beds,

and in some or them there were slate rocks. Marched altogether 7 miles

w. by N. Fine big hills, with precipitous sides of granite rocks; clothed

with trees right up to the summits, wherever the soil can lodge. Passed a
stream, about '25 feet wide and 4 leet deep, just before getting into camp

;
I

have rather the sensation of a stiff neck, as I have had to hold my head on one

side all the way, in older to keep clear of the pole to which my chair was
slung.

Alisingwallah is the name of Mkn Como's village. Man Como sent after us
this morning, with a present of a soat, some pombe, and corn, and reduced his

demand to 4 or o dotis. I said if the men would bring the things on to our
camp I would give him something, but I couldn’t stop the whole caravan and
open loads in the jungle. They diitn’t do it, but returned with their goat, &o.

'27th .—Chit away at 6..30. After an hour we sot to the top of a high hill,

having come w.s.w. troin camp; it was regular climbing work most of it, and
I had to get out of my chair, to be lugged up by hand. Bombay goes round a

longer way vith the donkeys. The men say they can see the T.mganyika
;
I

can't make it out, and think they take the top of a level hill for the water.

There is a splendid view up here, rocky lulls all round, spreads of emerald
plain and masses of forest all laid out at one’s feet.

After all, Bombay and the donkeys made their way up the hill after much
trouble

;
all of them had to he unloaded, and it took nearly two hours to

finish it off. Afterwards we went along the tops of the hills, rising and
falling a little ; in several jlaces the hill-tups were not more than lOO yards

wide, with precipitous sides. About 12 o’clock it came on a regular pelting

storm ol ram, and I was soaked in less than five niiniite.s, my waterproof

being with the duiike}' boy, who brought it in about half an hour. The
Wiiole ot the hillsides were covered with running water, furniiiig little torrents

every In or 1.3 yards ;
it reminded me of the streets of Catania, after or dining

a thunder-atoiiu ou Mount Etna. I reuiemher it theie well, the people had
bridges whicli they u.sed to put across the streets for the time, and the small
boys used to dive for copjKirs, thrown from the cafes. Both there and here 15
minutes alter the storm was over the water Lad nearly all run off. IVe did
not get here till past two, our lyawende guide having told us it was only a
two hours' march

;
we were marching six hours solid, besides the two hours spent

in getting the donkeys up the hill, hut owing to ups and downs and curves,
Ac., we did not make good more than 8 miles x.w. by w. I was very glad to
get my tent pitehe.i, and get into dry flannels and into bed, for I was just like
a drowneil rat, and lelt miserablv cold and shivering, and thought, if I don't
look out, here goes lor a bad cold and fever ; however, now 1 am comfortable
and dry, and hope to leel no illetfects, 1 should not have cared if I had been
able to walk, but to have to sit in a chair to he rained upon is anything but
pleasant.
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There are two or three villages near the camp. I hope something to eat may
he obtainable for the men, as they have had only six days’ food tor the last

eleven, besides the two feeds of meat, and thev'' must be getting hungry. They
eke out their rations with mushrooms, and a vaiiety of wild herbs and roots, so

they are not so badly otf after all.

2St/i.—Stoppino; here to-day to buy food. IVe are not nearly so high as we
were at times yesterday, but we have come up an inch by barometer

;
I wonder

how much we are up. L'nable to move out of my tent all da%' or do anything

on account of my leg. The men gone tor food, not back at sunset, so I tear,

there will he a delay to-morrow. Height above the sea 4&oS feet.

A pretty good height. Close to our camp the sides of the hill go down
almost pel pendieularly (quite so in parts) for 500 or (100 feet.

29f/i.—Host of yesterday I spient doctoring my leg. I lanced it and causticked

well, and the good eflects are visible this morning, although it kept nie awake
all night. I hope now it will he all right in two or three days. The men not in

this morning, and here we are jammed tor another day. Some are come back
who did not persevere the whole way, and say the village is some way oft’,

and they have to climb a precipice to get into it. All the people here are

afraid to huild in the low lands, as the Arabs take them for slaves, and the

Wavinzi do the same, selling them at Ujiji, consequently all the level strip

along the river, as far east as Mpete, is occupied by the ’\Vavinza, w'no thus

have the whole command of the Alalagarazi fenies.

SOrt.-^Delayed again by men being away, who did not come in till the

middle of the clay, and then it came on to tain, so that wo could not get away.
I find that, although Jlin Como claims to be chief of all Koweiide, his authority

is very little regarded. Every viUaze headman claims indejiendence. The
villages are all small: the Lirgest not containing more than 70 or bO men,
and the smaller ones running down to 5 or 0.

The villages are built on the tops ot precipices, or close to or among the

rocks on account of the forays of slave-dealers, both Arab and Wavinza. The
'Wavinza almost encircle Kowende, bounding it on the north, west, and
south.

31sf.—The goat—I have called her Dinah—is most horribly tame
;
she is so

friendly that at times she becomes rather a bother, coming into my tent and
getting up on niy bed. which she seems to think she has a perfect right to,

as, however often she is tinned otT, back she comes again. I have frequently

to get her tied up to get riel of her. We have a good day for marching; no
sun, anel I don't think we shall have much ram. I wonder if we shall letch

the ilalugarazi to-day
;
accoiding to the guides we ouaht to do so, unless the

road is very had. All the country here was well populated some few years

ago, but the slave-trade has dcpopulatcil it almost entirely; the little food we
did get, we were told we were only allowed to li.ive because it c\ as a white man’s
caravan, the people saying that they wuuUl seiouer destroy tlie food than sell

it to the Arabs. Clid Leu does not admire the barghaim at all, as whenever
it is sounded, he beains to howl like a maniac.

We first came down a steep bn and then along a valley, lying x.e. All the
bottom of the vallev' was well cuitivatc-d, and the field.s leuceel in with strong

fences of tree trunks, either planted in tlie ground, close together, or in double
rows, some little distance apart, and filled in with branches. We saw two or

three villages, and a few ot the inhabitants, mostly large people, and Itrown in

colour, tattooetl extensively, and uitli very little clothing
;
what they hahi con-

sisting either of skins or bark cloth. I can’t make out the dilliculty about
food, as from the epiantity oi cultivation there must be more produce than can
be consumed by the inliabitants. The country is lovely, tine large hills with
rocky sides ; one village was built under a big ruck, some of the people living

in regular caves. Tliis valley seems very hot and close, but the day is
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naturally a sultry one. Some more rock villages. I expect Bombay is ha-sung

some trouble with the donkeys, as the jath is very narrow in parts, and some

of the fences are only open half-way down, with a ladder of two steep steprs on

each side.

Feb. 1st.—Down again to about our old level. Yesterday just after the tent

was up, and before the ditch was finished, it came on a heavy tliunder-stonn,

and I was reuularly flooded out, and when it stopped had to sliii't my bed and

entrance. Two men have gone oif, in the night, after food ; they had three days’

food and lots of time to aet anything that was to be found in the villages we

passed yesterday, and now there is trouble about their loads, which delays our

getting on. The second Kei angosi (Sadala) knew of their going, as they belong

to his khamhi or mess, and said nothing about it till this morning. I believe he

did it out of spite, as he was grumbling yesterday about the march being long,

and had a row with my servant, of all men in the world, about it. \Te crossed

the river, in the bottom of the valley, twice yesterday, besides two others close to

the camp, all three were about 4 feet deep in the middle, and about 15 to 20 feet

wide, all running 2 knots an hour. I got a good sleep last night, for the first

time for about a week, as my leg has been keeping me awake, and feel all the

better for it. ily leg is decidedly on the mend, but these large sores are tedious

aft'airs in this climate. First hour x.e., still passed one or two small ponds, and
then across a marsh with the water up above the men's waists, and all running

down hill, after this we crossetl a stieam running east, which evidently intercepts

the water of the marsh. In the marsh we saw several veiy large birds,—black

wings and tail, white necks, backs, and lielhes, and a scarlet head (naked) and
pouch—I think thej' were a sort of pelican. The goat and dog swam the

marsh and river in loving company. For another lioiir we kept our course,

and then gradually kept away to the west. Altogether we marched seven hours

K.E. by N., and did 7 miles. About an hour before reaching camp we came upon
the Sindy, running nearly due east and west, but just before we struck it, turning

north. It is lull of Kibuko (Hippos). 1 gcd a couple of snap shots, hut only

managed to frighten them. Saw white herons on the hanks. Numerous
birds, yellow sparrows, red and green, black and white, and other coloured

jays and woodpeckeis.

To-morrow we cross the Sindy, and get into Uvinza (or more properly to the

TJvinza villages, as we are already in Uvinza), where, J am sorry to say, we
shall have to pa\' mhongo. Some of the village jieople came out after we
were camped, bniiiing manioc for sale. We have got almost out of the hills,

although m places they come right down to the river, and there is one
big one between the Sindy and Malagarazi. Some of these hills are steep to

their base all lound, and will never be ascended without balloons or scaling

ladders, neither of which at present form part of the furniture of an East
African hut.

2iiil .—Heavy rains during the night. Course x.w. 30 miles. Just after leaving
camp we crossed over the Sindy on the grass bridge : it was c^uite easy, and
nothing dangerous, as I have been led to expect. Part of the middle was so
firm that one miuht have thought one was on proper ground, more especially
as earth had Icdzed on top of the grass, and ferns, Ac., were growing there.
However there was the water underneath, as I shoved a stick thiough to see.
The river is about 100 yards wide, and tins growth continues for half a mile
or so. They say the liippos pas.s underneath, from one end to another. After
crossinu, we parsed a marsh, and then went along a rise through cultivated
ground, parsing seveial villages, and caniptd in one. The grounei seemed well
culthateel, growing tiem Sein, sweet-potatues, yams, pumpkins, nitama, and
Indian corn, so I hope we shall get something to eat

;
1 am tired of bread alone,

and hate a legular crating for some change, though 1 have been only three davs
on it at a streak.
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The village is populated by TVavinza, IVatosi, TVanyamivesi (who have
come here to he clear of Mirambo), aud some runawav slaves of the Arabs.

They seem very civil, and brought me a goat and fowl directly we aot in, and
with some egas tound in a wild duck’s nest in the marsh, which made an
omelette, I had a pretty good breakiast.

As soon as the tent was pitched, some of the swells brought the chief (a boy
about 7 or S) to pay me a visit. He seemed very much afraid, and began to

cry
;
however, we pacified him, and 1 showed him some pictures m an old bit

of the ‘ Illustrated,' which came out of one of the boxes which were being
unpacked. As everything inside was wet, I shall have to stop here to-morrow,
to settle mhongo and to dry things, if possible. Three of my tin cases have
bad holes knocked in them (old sores received on the journey from Paris to

Brindisi, and patched at Zanzibar), of course close to the bottom, and when my
tent was flooded, the water got in. Caps, matches, drawing blocks, and a lot

of botanical specimens. I didn’t have any sleep last night, and this morning
Sambo gave me very strong coffee, inste.ad of cocoa, and my head feels all

inside as if it were on wires. I feel as if I wanted sleep, but have not the
inclination : however I must try.

'ird.—A lovely morning, and I am getting everything spread out to dry.

Settled mhoiigo for crossing Malagarazi (Niasaro)
;
we have besides to pay

the ferry people. The scenery here is lovely, hills coming to an abrupt
termination, foiming regular bluffs aud capes. The whole gives one the idea
of having been an archipelago in some ancient sea. Got two latitudes, mean
gives 5° 15' 56". I am too much north by my dead reckoning. I fancy the mis-
take has been in not allowing enough westerly vaiiation; I have only allowed
a point, and it is 15^. So I must re-protract all my route, or else strike it off

by lines and bearings.

The night came on misty, or I should have stayed up for a lunar
; it was

rather close work getting the stars (Capella and Canopus) as at times they
looked quite misty through the inverting tube. I find a sort of inclination to
halt heie another day in the caravan, wliich I am determined to thwart if I
can

;
Bomb.t}’ says food cheap lieu-, stop a day to buy ; I say, why didn't vou

find this out for me before and get it, you’ve had a day aud a half. Stopp'ing
a day to pay 10 dotis lor two da\ s' food, instead of seven or eight for one, I can't
see as an economy at all. The real truth is, goats and fowls are very cheap
here (a goat oreiglit or ten fowls for 1 shukkah), and they want to eat meat. I
shall blame Bombat’ if we don't get away, as it will have" been all his fault.

Our mhongo here is not so large as might be expected, but if we could have
given guns, jxiwder, flints, &c., we shouli have got oft much cheaper, as the
heirs of old Mzogera, the late Chief of Uvinza, are squabbling amongst them-
selves as to who shall have the whole ; or rather, perhaps, each is scrambling
for what he can get, and of course arms, &c., are at a premium. I wash I
could have ail the people at home out here for a day or two, to give them an
idea of the glorious country we are travelling through, although, I fear, this
latter part is rather against a railway.

6th .—Here Bombay comes and says no food to be got on the road, and the
men will rim back here, Ac., &c., and that he couldn't get it yesterday till

mhongo was settled; there is a gieat deal of truth in what he says, so I
suppose one must give in. The fact is, the whole country is in such a disturbed
state, that one is never sure of food at all, when one cuts adrift from one place,
till one sees it again. Any place may be wrecked in a night, and all supplies
destroyed or earned off. Very busy all day packing, taking guns to pieces,
cleaning locks, Ac. Ko use trying lunar, as the mist hangs round the moon,
so that a clear limb is unobtainable.

Tf/i.—From L tambara. Chief Lusimzu. Marched x. J E. 9 miles. Arrived
at village Cgaga close to Malagarazi. Mutware's name Mhwisa.
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Slishtly downliill all the way, with a steep dip just before reaching the plain

through which the river runs. Jungle road, hut numerous shamhas and

villages. The plain seems pretty fairly cultivated. The Mutwari or chief,

here, rather amused me. He came to pay me a visit, and 1 was lying down
and had taken off my hoots and stockings ;

I sat up on the bed and made
room for him, and showed him guns, revolver, etc., and pictures in natural

history book, when he suddenly caught hold of my toes, and began to examine

them. He said he didn’t think my feet were made for walking, they were too

white and soft ;
and after that, he tiansferred his attention to my hands,

which certairdy couldn't be called white, as they are turned to the colour of

a dirty dogskin glove
;
however, he came to the conclusion that I was a big

chief, as 1 did not seem to have done much hard work. The mode of salutation

here is very ceremonious. First, two chiefs meeting. The junior bends his knees,

and places the palms of his hands on the ground on each side of his feet,

whilst the senior claps his hands six or seven times. They then change rounds,

and then the junior slaps himself, first under the left arm-pit with the right

hand, and then under the riuht arm-pit with the left hand. A chiefandcommoner
meeting do the same, except the second part. Two commoners meeting pat their

bellies, then cla]) hands at each other, and finally shake bands. They keep
this up to an unlimited extent, so that the sound of clapping hands is always
going on. I hear that a village close to this has been harried to-day by
Mirambo

;
they killed two men and two women, and carried off the cattle.

The villagers retreated here. They don’t own any cattle in this village, but
goats, and fowls, and eggs are plentiful, and I am feeding on the last.

The people all want to know what medicine I give the goat, to make her

so fond of me. We go on and cross the river the first thing to-morrow
morning. I hope there will be no difficulty. I find all the people very
friendly, but bitter against the Arabs. I chaff them, and laugh at them
when I find a large crowd staring

;
and they laugh also, and seem to enjoy

the lun. I’hey like to have a look, but are not obtrusive, and will go away
at once if asked to do so

;
they are a gieat deal better behaved than the

people would be in an English village, if a black man came travelling about
in the same way there.

Scarcely any cloth, most of the people wearing skins. Sambo and small
bells common. The hair worn and shaved in all fashions.

Fleiaht above the sea, 3284 feet. The Iliver Jlalagarazi is rather big for

one boat, besides which we want the canoes for the donkeys. I make boiling-

point 1400 feet higher than Burton says
; hut there must be some fall towards

the Lake. I would give anything for a lunar, but of course the morning is

too cloudy. Some of the patterns of tattooing heie are wonderfully complicated
and pretty

;
the mother of the Mutwali especially' is decorated most exten-

sively. No colouring matter is used, hut the piatterns are formed of small
cut.-, like cupping cuts.

Palaver all the afternoon about crossing. An alarm that Aliramho was
coming in the evening; he had been near all day. Our informant was a man
who had been out in the fields near the village where he lived, and was
told by Some people who came running an a\' that Jlirambo Lad sacked it.

A lot of other fugitives came tn. Palaver not finished about ilhongo, as
we were internipted by this alarm. At first, the yam was that he was
coming here. His big brother and one of his sons were killed here four years
ago, and since then he has lelt this part alone till now.

8oon after sunset it came on windy and cloudy, and I could get no sight
though I sat up till 4 A.ji.

—Palaver again first thing. When one has settled one demand, they
bring forward another.

ent down to see the river, about half an hour off, at the ferry
;
south-
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west 4 knots ; 30 yards wide. No canoes to-day ;
all having been removed

and hidden away, on account of the vicinity of Mirambo. I hear there is an

Arab caravan in a village near, from Ujiji, which is afraid to go on account

of the row.

lOfA.—Got down to the river, and at first not a canoe was to be seen
;

but after about ten minutes they came, six in number. Four were long,

hollow logs of wood (about 18 feet by 2 feet), and ivere about the roughest

arrangement I have ever seen in the way of boats. The other two were

20 feet long, and even narrower than the others. They were made of a

single piece of bark, the ends being sewn up
;
the gunwales were stiffened

with a piece of stick laced to them, and kept apart by other sticks placed

athwart the ends, where they were sewn up, sticking uj) out of the water.

They brought either two or three men and their loads across at each trip,

but that was as much as they could do, the water being within 3 or 4 inches

of the gunwale.
Sometimes the plain is flooded for about a mile on the left, and for about

two or three on the right side of the river ; but there are no mounds.
Took so long crossing (from 8 till 1 o’clock), that we vrere unable to

go on, and had to halt at Mpota, about half an hour (icest) from stream.

Mutwali’s Pongera, a small boy, is sick, so I am spared a visit.

A remarkable ring round the sun in the middle of the day, about 35° in

diameter, and showing all the colours of the rainbow.

O / //

Obs. for lat. by Canopus 5 09 43

„ by Capeila 5 5 30

10 15 15

5 7 37

Tery difficult to get, as it was misty, and fires were burning all around,
filling the air with smoke, and occasionally shooting up flames, which, being
reflected in the horizon, put the stars quite out. The mean is only 15" from
Speke.

llt/i.—Got away, and marched west 6 miles. Passed two villages, and
halted at a third, Itaka. Pieceived a report of Mirambo having destroyed
another village. Eighty men and women killed, and the rest carried off.

Country
:
jungle, red soil, black mud m bottoms, rolling ground. High

rooky hills to the south. Level to north.

Vlth .—Halted for food, and I was seedy, not having had any sleep for some
nights. Only news another village destroyed. Ten or twelve people being
killed, and most of the rest escaping. Mirambo seems to be pretty active

;

as far as I can make out, he has only about 150 men with him
;

so, if the
people were to combine, they could thrash him

;
but, instead of that, they are

squabbling among themselves. Have been asleep nearly all day, making up
for lost time in that respect, and feel inclined tor more. I am very much
bothered just now with a plague of small boils on my legs and feet, besides
the old big one, which, however, is getting well rapidly; but I am not
able to walk much, which is a great bother, as the only donkey I can ride is

rather seedy. On the march yesterday. Saw a curious kind of parasite
growth on some of the trees. It was only in a little patch, and looked as if
gigantic cobwebs had been thrown over them; the people call it Ronai.

IZth .—Marched about west 5 miles. It was impo.ssible to keep a real
course, the path wound so. Passed one large and one small village, and
camped at a third.

Several deserted villages, and signs of recent cultivation. Soil, red loam.
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Slishtly downiiill all the way, with a steep dip just before reaching the plain

through which the river runs. Jungle road, hut numerous shambas and
Tillages. The plain seems pretty fairly cultivated. The Mutwari or chief,

here, rather amused me. He came to pay me a visit, and 1 was lying down
and had taken off my hoots and stockings

;
I sat up on the bed and made

room for him, and showed him guns, revolver, etc., and pictures in natural

history book, uben he suddenly caught hold of my toes, and began to examine
them. He said he didn’t think my feet were made for walking, they were too

white and soft
;
and after that, he transferred his attention to my hands,

which certainly couldn’t be called white, as they are turned to the colour of

a dirty dogskin glove
;
however, he came to the conclusion that I was a big

chief, as 1 did not seem to have done much hard work. The mode of salutation

here is very ceremonious. First, two chiefs meeting. The junior bends his knees,

and places the palms of his hands on the ground on each side of his feet,

whilst the senior claps his hands six or seven times. They then change rounds,
and then the junior slaps himself, first under the left arm-pit with the right

hand, and then under the right arm-pit with the left hand. A chief andcommoner
meeting do the same, except the second part. Two commoners meeting pat their

bellies, then clap hands at each other, and finally shake hands. They keep
this up to an unlimited extent, so that the sound of clapping hands is always
going oil. I hear that a village close to this has been harried to-day hy
Miramho ; they killed two men and two women, and carried off the cattle.

The villagers retreated here. They don’t own any cattle in this village, hut-

goats, and fowls, and eggs are plentiful, and I am feeding on the last.

The people all want to know what medicine I give the goat, to make her
so fund of me. We go on and cioss the river the first thing to-morrow
morning. I hope there will be no difficulty. I find all the peopile very
friendly, hut bitter asainst the Arabs. I chaff them, and laugh at them
when I finii a large crowd staring

; and they laugh also, and seem to enjoy
the lun. They like to Lave a look, hut are not obtrusive, and will go away
at once if asked to do so

;
they are a great deal better behaved than the

people would be in an English village, if a black man came travelling about
in the same wav there.

Scarcely any cloth, most of the people wearing skins. Sambo and small
hells common. The hair worn and shaved in all tashions.

Height above the sea, 3284 feet. The River Halagarazi is rather big for
one beat, besides which we want the canoes for the donkeys. I make hoiling-
point 14l.i0 leet hieher than Burton says

;
but there must be some fall towards

the Lake. I would give anything fora lunar, hut of course the morning is

too cloudy. Some of the patterns of tattooing heie are wonderfully complicated
and pretty

;
the mother of the Mutwali especially is decorated most exten-

sively. No colouring matter is used, hut the patterns are formed of small
cut-i, like cupping cuts.

Faiaver all the afternoon about crossing. An alarm that Miramho was
coming in the evening : he had been near all day. Our informant was a man
who had been out in the fields near the village wheie he lived, and was
told by S'jnie people who came running away that Miiamho had sacked it.

A lot of i-tht-r fugitives came in. Palaver mg finished about Mhoiigo, as
we were imerrapted hy this alarm. At first, the yam was that he was
coming here. His big brother and one of his sons were killed here four vears
ago, and since then he has lelt this part alone till now.

ooou alter sunset it came on windv and cloudy, and I could get no si^ht
though I eat up till 4 a.m.

'“I alaver again first thing. When one has settled one demand, they
brina lorward another.

M ent down to see the river, about half an hour off, at the ferry
; south-
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west 4 knots ; 30 yards wide. No canoes to-day ;
all having been removed

and hidden away, on account of the vicinity of Mirambo. I hear there is an

Arab caravan in a village near, from Ujiji, which is afraid to go on account

of the row.

IQtJi .—Got down to the river, and at first not a canoe was to be seen

;

but after about ten minutes they came, siv in number. Four were long,

hollow logs of wood (about 18 feet by 2 feet), and were about the roughest

arrangement I have ever seen in the way of boats. The other two were

20 feet long, and even narrower than the others. They were made of a

single piece of bark, the ends being sewn up ;
the gunwales were stiffened

with a piece of stick laced to them, and kept apart by other sticks placed

athwart the ends, where they were sewn up, sticking up out of the water.

They brought either two or three men and their loads across at each trip,

but that was as much as they could do, the water being within 3 or 4 inches

of the gunwale.
Sometimes the plain is flooded for about a mile on the left, and for about

two or three on the right side of the river ; but there are no mounds.
Took so long crossing (from 8 till 1 o'clock), that we were unable to

go on, and had to halt at Mpota, about half an hour (west) from stream.

Mutwali’s Poiigera, a small boy, is sick, so I am spared a visit.

A remarkable ring round the sun in the middle of the day, about 35’ in

diameter, and showing all the colours of the rainbow.

O / //

Obs. for lat. by Canopus 5 09 45

„ by Capella 5 5 30

10 15 15

5 7 37

Very diCBcult to get, as it was misty, and fires were burning all around,
filling the air with smoke, and occasionally shooting up flames, which, being
reflected in the horizon, put the stars quite out. The mean is only 15" from
Speke.

llt/i.—Got away, and marched west 6 miles. Passed two villages, and
halted at a third, Itaka. Received a report of Mirambo having destroyed

another village. Eighty men and women killed, and the rest carried off.

Country : jungle, red soil, black mud in bottoms, rolling ground. High
rocky hills to the south. Level to north,

12th .—Halted for food, and I was seedy, not having had any sleep for some
nights. Only news another village destroyed. Ten or twelve people being
killed, and most of the rest escaping. Mirambo seems to be pretty active

;

as far as I can make out, he has only about 150 men with him
;

so, if the
people were to combine, they could thrash him

;
but, instead of that, they are

squabbling among themselves. Have been asleep nearly all day, making up
for lost time in that respect, and feel inclined lor more. I am verv much
bothered just now with a plague of small boils on my legs and feet, besides
the old big one, which, however, is getting well rapidly; but I am not
able to walk much, which is a great bother, as the only donkey I can ride is

rather seedy. On the march yesterday. Saw a curious kind of parasite
growth on some of the trees. It was only in a little patch, and looked as if
gigantic cobwebs had been thrown over them; the people call it Rond.

loth .—Marched about west 5 miles. It was inqxi.ssible to keep a real
course, the path wound so. Passed one large and one small village, and
camped at a third.

Several deserted villages, and signs of recent cultivation. Soil, red loam.
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Black mud in swamps, and white sand. Several salt places. The people dig

the earth, which is salt, and filter water through it, which dissolves the salt

out, and then evaporates the water. The curious thing is, that the pools of

water in the salt soil are quite fresh. Kame of village, Lugwa.
14rt.—Very seedy last night

—

a. regular touch of fever ; so I took an
extra dose of quinine, and this morning the fever is gone, hut I don’t feel

particularly bright. Came across two things I did not expect to see before

L’jiji. Ist. The water-snuff, mentioned hy Burton. Some of the people held

on their noses for over five minutes. The first I saw I thought had some-
thing the matter with his proboscis

;
he was holding on to it, and talking at

the same time. The other was nyumha, a sort of -Jeuisalem artichoke, which
is very good. The chief, here, hasanenoimous bird's-nest hut, divided in the

inside into two or three rooms. The chief made me a present of a load of salt

and some corn, for which I had to give him a barsati.

\Ve marched w.x.w. o miles, and then halted. All the country has been
lately under cultivation. It threatened rain, and Leo had got adrift, and I

had to send men to look for him. One of the Askari also was sick, and I had
to leave him at a village just before the camp, and arrange for his being looked
after. He ought to be able to come on in a few days. Poor old Leo brought
in, and jiist had time to wag his tail, when he died. Poor old boy, he wassail

right in the morning. I think he must have been bitten by something, as his

tongue and mouth had changed colour, and he was stiff within five minutes
after his death. The rain came on almost before we had the tents up. In
fact, I took shelter in mine befoie it was properly pitched. It was thundering
and lightning all round for some time betore the rain began.

TVe crossed two little streams, and a good deal of the ground was swampy,
black mud

;
the rest red loam. The village near here is principally supported

by the manufacture of salt. The black mud is full of salt, which they wash
out and evaporate. The salt is very good and white. Peojilo come someway
to get the salt earth, which they carry aw.iy to their own villages, and conduct
the manufacture there. I'hey do so at L'gogo. If it had not been for our
halting here at various little delays, we should have made the Ilusugi to-day

;

however, I hope we may cross it to-morrow, and get well past it.

An L’nyamwesi mare donkey has been delivered since we came into camp ;

both she and the foal seem to be doing well. She has carried her load right

up, as 1 did not think she was so near her time.

The country, as we came along, was pretty level, hut to the south broke
into hills and promontories towards the Malagaiazi; and on the right in the
distance, the hills of Uhha showed up.

lort.—Marched 5 hours w.s.w., and then crossed the Eusugi. Dense jungle
all the way till close to the river, which runs down a valley, flanked hy small
rocky hills. Most of the jungle was young, there having been villages not
many years ago. The Eusugi is about 4 jards wide and 4 feet deep, at the
deepest’, running 3 knots. Some temporary huts on both sides, and numerous
broken pots, and stone fireplaces and salt-pits, where the people come to make
salt.

We went on for 14 mile, and then made our camp. If all goes well, we
ought to reach the Euguva to-morrow. The young donkey had to be carried
some of the way. We travelled altogether toMay 8 miles w.s.w.

Ifjik .
—^Marched 5i hours, 8'5 miles west. Passed ten small streams. All

hut the last were passed without difficulty
; but the last, although narrow,

was deep, 4 ft. 6 in. Country, rolling plain, breaking into hills to the north
and south. High land a-head and to the southward. Passed many old
camps : in one place there were no less than eight, all close together. Much
of the land has been under cultivation; the ridges and lurrows remaining
in evidence of it. Some was thick jungle

; other parts, grass or scrub, with
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occasional trees, and in some places it -was sheets of rock. Altogether we
were eight hours from camp to camp, including a halt and crossing toe last

stream. The first part of the day was cloudy, but the sun shone out strongly

about eleven, and it was very hot work marching.

I find the last stream is the Iluguva. IVe heatd an elephant blowing in the

jungle, but could not get sight of him. Tracks of Mbogo (Bos Catt'er) very

numerous. Last night had an alarm m the middle of the night, the camp (an

old one) was small, and the donkeys were penned in a sort of annex (about 12),

there was a row amongst them, and we found that one of them had had a

nostril torn by some wild beast, luhat, we could not find out
; e moved them

all inside.

ITfii.—Marched 5 hours, w. by N., 7'5 miles.

Passed one stream, and camped close to the Masungwe (L'nyuwwe, Burton)
;

country same as yesterday. Heavy rain trom 8 till 11 ;
rather uncomiortable

work in long grass (over head in places when on my donkey). Passed several

camps.
Irt/i.—Marched hours, s.w. by w., 7 miles. Long grass, very wet with

dew ;
legs drenching wet, after about 10 minutes’ walking. Passed Masungwe

(Masingwe?) (very small); 6 minutes alter leavins: camp rain came on.

Found that several of the men had been stealing beads. I knew it had been
gomg on; to-day we detected seven or eight culprits. Sent two men on to

L’jiji to take Said ibu Selim’s letters to the people for whom they are

intended. It is a nuisance stopping, as we shall not get to Ujiji until the
da\' after to-morrow.

lytli.—Marched i hours, N. by w., 6 miles. Passed a couple of streams going
south, after crossing the second I halted, and opened all the loads to see if we
could discover any more thieves, but only found one more. First of all the
country was the same as yesterday, but after a time we got amongst bamboos, (Src.,

and the country was very much broken into small dips, and the path was rough
and full of holes, which made it very tiresome work walking. Passed two more
little streams going west (V) just before cami'ing,and a village (Xiamtaga), into
which we were not allowed to go, and several skulls were stuck on the poles
of the homa. The plantations were neatly fenced in with wild bamboo.
Our men killed a boa, about 20 ft. 3 in. long, and 2 ft. 4 in. in girth.

They say it was big enough to kill and eat goat.s, and I quite believe h. I
find the land mad to Kawele is impracticable on account of the rains, the
Kuche being very swift and swollen, and the mud very deep. Tillage named
Niamtaga. I hope, to-morrow, to make the acquaintance of the Tanganyika

!

•20th .—One pagazi ran in the night and stole 6 doti belonging to the
long Kirangosi (8adula), and the latter, I find, has sent some men to look
for him, and here is a lot of trouble about the loads, and everyone is wantino-
to stop here to-day, hut if I can drive them out, 1 am going to do it. It is

4 hours to where we have to get into the canoe.s (whicLi means 5 or 6 hours
for all stragglers, &c.), an hour for emliarkiug, 3 for the voyage, ami a couple
more for disembarking and getting into Kawele, so, most likelv, we should
not be there till alter dark

;
and if we can sliorten the distance to-dav, it

will be so much the better. Barometer by comp.arisoii with last B. P. gives
lieiuht as 3043 feet, and we are still some distance above Tanganyika with
hills between us and it.

1 have been obliged to stop, as it has come on to rain hard
; hut if we could

have got away at 6 this morning, as I wanted, we should have had time to
camp all right before it came on.

21sf.—After iiiarclimg about 2i hours, I got my first sight of Tanganyika,
but it was so cloudy and gloomy that the view was not paiticularfv good •

it is, however, a grand sheet of water, and the mountains on the western
side seem very fine. After another two hours’ inarch, part of which w as over a

VOL. SIX. ,r
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fiat, intersected in every direction by hippopotamns-patlis, rve arrived at where
the canoes where. They are fine large boats, and the men pull instead of

paddling
;
however, the paddles are so short, that the stroke is almost like

that of a paddler. Land course w.x.w. An hour and a quarter, >'.y.w. (which
might be 3i miles), we arrived at Kawele, where I was received by the bVaswabili

and IVamrima, who form the trading
2
Xipulation here. I find fivim them that

travelling on the other side is impracticable tor two months more, so I intend to

spend my time in a cruise round the Lake. The shores, as we passed along,

were either hidden by grass or formed little cliffs of sand, 15 feet or so high.

I had to sit with the head-men till the house they had given me was ready,

which delay was rather a purgatory, as I was frantically hungry, and my feet

and legs wet from a marsh I had waded through ; and when I came to the

house it was a miserable affair, and they bad put my bed under a sort of

verandah, exposed to the gaze of the iiopulace. So I had my tent jiitched in a
little compound behind. The headman gave a very fine mat, and sent me
some fruit, custard apples, pomegranates, and sweet limes.

22nd .—Bombay and the rest oi the caravan arrived. I have got into a fine

new Tembe, and am verj' comiortable. Tlie Soko, or market-place here, is well

worth seeing, but I shall reserve my description till I have seen more of it.

Arms, &c., of ITagithha and others are all worthy of description, but 1 want
to get all right before I write about them. The fish seem very good, and I

enjoyed a fish breakfast and dinner vastly. Mosquitoes are numerous. I find

all the VTaswahili trade to Manyuema. If there were only some English
residents here, it would be a perfectly enjoyable place. Tery little fever,

and what there is light, not like the Unyatiyembe levers. Of course this

is only what I have learned in conversation, but I should think the regular

residents were to be trusted on such a subject. Tery good bananas here,

pomegranates, custard apples, and sweet limes, and the people also eat the

Iniit of the guinea-jialm, tomatoes, yams, sweet-potatoes, iiumiikins, cucum-
bers, and both sorts (black and white) of manioc are amongst the vegetables.

Indian corn, rice, and nnama forming the bread stuffs. Cattle mostly of a

red colour, a few pied, and some white or cream-coloured. Goats very large

and fat, ditto sheep. Fowls and eggs plentiful.

22nd.—Employed all dav overhauling bales, and find the men have stolen

II frasilah on the road, besides a lo.td from Sami Sami—a man bolted with
it from L^gunda. I have detected about a dozen

;
I have turned them all off

without the remainder of their pay, and from one man, who was paid right up
from Envanyembe here, I have taken a gun.

The IVaswaliili and Wamrima here are very civil indeed, and to-morrow I

am going to Bangwe with some of them on a shooting cxiiedition.

Went to Bangwe. When we had got half-way some of the Arabs decided
that it was blowing too hard to go on, and we landed all but one, and were
to go back in the canoe. The remaining one, however, took me to Bangwe

;

as we were leaving we saw' the others on the mainland, and they hailed and
came off in a small canoe. When they came on board they had a regular
magging match, during which we drifted lialt-way back to Kiwele, and we had
to go back to Bangwe, where there was a general reconciliation and shaking
of hands. I saw a few kingfishers, and a sort of diver, a kind of cormorant,
and a fish-hawk. We caught no fish, though I had a minnow trolling all the
way.
The sun was very hot and trying, and I was regularly overcome by it, bv the

time we came back. We started at 10 .30 -t.ii. and got back at 5 p.m.
26th .—Yesterday received Dr. Livingstone’s stoies; wrote home, and to

Er. Eirk, and was busy about Journal. The same to-day, and ^jaying pagazi.
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*** With regard to Lient. Cameron’s ohserrations for the height of the

lake-level of Tanganyika, the Society, having retained the certified “ Index

Errors ” of the instruments used by him (which were ascertained at the Kew
Observatory and at the Pioyal Geographical Society), will thus render these

observations the most complete that have ever been made either on or near

these African lakes.

Oil February 2~th, 18T4.—7 a.m., at Ujiji, seven boiling-point thermo-

meters

*

were used, which, corrected for index error, cave the mean result as

20'i'54r; the corresponding barometric reading is 2T'o6 inches, temperature
82-2°.

On February 28M, 1874.—7.30 a.m., at the same place, two of Capt.

George's Mercurial Barometers,t filled on the spot, gave a mean of 27‘35'’,_

tempWature 74°. IVith the above data, using the barometric sea-level of

29-92 inches,} and the coast temperature for February, and tlie same latitude

of Ujiji as given bt’ Dove, the result of computation is as follows :—

•

February 2~th, 1874.—Lake Tanganyika, Ujiji,

7 B.P. thermometers give 2595-2 feet.

February 2Sfb, 1874—Lake Tanganyika, Ujiji,

2 Capt. George’s Mercurial Barometers .. .. 2711-2 feet.

The first part of Lieut. Cameron’s journal not having come to hand, the

result of the four aneroids is not attainable, on account of their having been

re-numbered at Kase, and the former numbers omitted.

4. On the Reconnaissance of a new or partially hnown Country. By
CaPTAI-V C. WaERE.V, P,.E., F.P..G.S.§

The system to be adopted in the reconnaissance of a new or partially-known
country must, in a gre.it measure, depend on the time allowed, the attitude

(friendly or otherwise) assumed by the inhabitants, and the means (whether
of instruments, labour, or money) at the disposal of the surveyor : it being
assumed that the object of all topographical surveys is that ot obtaining as

faithful a representation of the ground as is consistent with the conditions

above stated.

As the strength of a fortress lies in its weakest point, so the merits of a

finished survey must be gauged by that part of its construction which is least

perfect m comparison with the rest : it is, therefore, evident that the whole
subject should be so well thought over before commencing, that it may all be
brought up to the same standard of perfection as regards triangulation, observa-
tions, hill-sketching, plotting, contouring, &c. If any part is to be relatively

more perfect than the rest, it should lie the basis on which the survey rests;

because it would then lie possible at a future day to bring it all up to the
same standard by doing the remainder over again. It is obviously absurd to
spend time in the field in elaliorate hill-sketclies, if, on being pilotted on the
plan, they are to be squeezed in in some pilaces and expanded in others, to fit

an imperfect triangulation.

The basis of an accurate survey of a tract of land being necessarilv an

* All by Casella.

t Made by Gould and Porter.

J In all previous observations this sea-level has been used.

§ Read betore the Geographical Section of the British Association, at Belfast,
August, 1874.
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extended system of triangulation, forming a framework to be subsequently
covered witb tlie features of the country, the first point to be deculcd upon
previous to commencing is the amount of general accuracy required thromrh-
out. It is a] parent that, however gratifying it may be to the surveyor, who
naturally prefers to produce good work, it w-ould be seldom necessary, except

under very exceptional circumstances, to attempt the rigidly accurate system
adopted in the Survey of the United Kingdom, where the money spent is but
a percentage of the money saved the countri' in preventing litigation and
in escaping errors in projects for engineering works, &c. On the other hand,
it must he recollected that the ahsolutely unknown portions of the globe are

becoming so rapidly circumscribed, that there are few portions of the earth's

surface ot which some rough plan does not already exist, either made up at a
distance from the accounts of natives who can describe the places, their relative

positions and distances by hours one from the other, or else, perhaps, con-
structed from itineraries, surveys by the eye, or rouuhly hy compass.

This being the case, it is of little service that the modern traveller should
commence operations in these parts on the same system, or with the same
inferior instiuments as his predecessors; for, in so doing, he would neither he
able to add to what has been done beioie, nor even to substitute for it his own
work. His new plan, if made independently, would certainly differ from the
previous one

;
and however much confidence he might have in it himself, the

geographers, knowing the system on which both were executed, would he in

the awkward dilemma of having to choose between two equally incorrect

plans, each exaggerating the errors of the other, and both equally wanting in
merit.

It becomes therefore necessary, under these circumstances, to adopt some
system of surveying which, while allowimr of a rapid triangulation and
sketching in of the ground at one time as the iiarty moves along, is a step

ill ailvanoe of the system formerly adopted : and in doing so it is not only
necessary that it should be more j'erfect than before, but the traveller also

must be provided with better instruments
;

and, above all, he should be
priiperh’ instructed in their general Use to such an extent as to have sufficient

knowledge to le able to use them under the maniiold adverse circumstances
which crop up on every side diinng the progress of a rapid reconnaissance.

It should he remenibered that Trigoiiometric.il Surveying is a profession, a
branch of scientific education, which can seldom be taught in after life except
by the expierience of repieated failures : and that though a reconnaissance of a
district is but a rough form of surveying, yet it in many ways taxes the
thorough knowledge and experience of the surveyor to a very great extent, it

being neces.sary that he shoiikl be constantly prepjared to rapidly decide on
courses of action adajted to the changing circumstances miiler which he may
find himself placed, to such an extent that lie must he very surely gruuiided
in the subject to carry the matter tlinuigh. Tlie knowledge to be derived
from text-books on reconnaissance is just siifiicieiitly superficial to land a man
who trusts to them in difficulties, which no eneigy or will on his part can
remedy, in a survey of the nature now under discussion.

The advantages of a knowledge of making a recormaissauce have been so fully
recognised in modern armies, that every officer is now more or less super-
ficially instructed ; but the very great flifl'erence in the degree of knowledge
required in the several kinds of reconnaissance does not appear to be suf-
ficiently recognised, and there has been rather a tendency latclv to withdraw
this work in the field altogether out of the hands of the scientific blanches
although it is evident that it is now nioie ncces-ary than ever, on account of
the change m modern warlare, that the niilirary surveys of districts, tracts
of country, futi.re campaiguing-groimds, should he entrusted to those with
whom this woik has been lamiliar liom boyhood, and who are able to repro-
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duce the features of the gi-ound on plans most accurately, in the least possible

time, and at the cheapest cost. A general’s success in the field may depend

much upon his knowledge of the ground gained from plans, and unless

those plans are constructed by surveyors of experience, they are likely to fail

in parts, and may be instrumeutal in the defeat of an arm}'.

A few words on the grax'est lault an inexijcrienced surveyor can coinmit,

which renders the most beautifully got up plans worthless, viz., that of filling

in on the plan features, hills, marshes, &c., by guess, in piarrs of the country

not visited, in order to give the map an equal apjiearance.

As a general rule, and one which cannot be too rigidly carried out, nothing

should be shown on the survey-plan which has not been seen and fixed. If a

river is crossed at one jxiint, and then again at some distance ofi, the con-

tinuation not being visible, sliould the natives say it is one and the same river,

it IS not right that the surveyor should join the two points with a firm

line, unless lie actually goes to see that their information is correct
;
he

should be contented with showing the continuation m dotted lines or arrows.

Again, It may he apparent that between two parts examined there is nothing

but a succession of barren hills; nothing should induce the surveyor to piut

in fancy sketches of these hills: he should sl ow only what he can see, and
write across the remainder, “ hills not visited,” or words to that efi'ect.

It may often happen that among these bleak bills there are fertile plains,

good roads, populous towns, and waterways. If this matter he not attended

to at the onset, the surveyor will insensibly assume a shuffiing method of

surveying, doing portions accurately, and slurring over other parts; than
V hich no system can be more vicious, because it deceives. The experienced

surveyor, accustomed to more accurate styles of surveying, knows and loves

his work too well to fall into these cirors.

To return to the system to be adopted in this rapid survey. In a Trigono-

metrical Survey tlie triangles are first observed and calculated throughout,
then subdivided into minor tiianghs, cut up into j.Kjitions, and surveyed in

detail with chain. This system is quite our of the question in the present

case. There is also another method, quicker and less accurate, of piling the
tiiangles one on the other as you proceed, and working inside with theodolite

and chain
;

this also involves accurate observing and calculating, and is too

slow :or our jiuipose.

The system recommended for a district survey (scale one mile to the inch
or under) is that which ha.s been adopted in various degrees in some recent

survey.s, viz., a '/imsf-triaiigulation, consisting of true bearings with a theodo-
lite Ironi certain stations to others, forming a network of triangles, the whole
checked and fixed by astronomical observations for latitude trom the .same

stations. B}' tins mithod any errois winch might he produced in this rough
svsteni of tnanguLition are constantly checked by astronomical bases, so that
the stations generally are fixed one liom the other to about 100 yaids ot tiieir

conect position on the earth’s surface. Ilie interior work being sketched in
by aid of the prismatic compass tiom day to day as the triangulation pro-
gresses

;
many of the points witlfin the triangles being also fixed by bearings

from the stations with theodolite. The process will be described in detail
further on.

Now with regard to the scale to be adopted in this survey, it has been
stated above that, in the system proposed, the stations can he fixed to 100 yards
or their true position on ihe earth's sin face. On the scale of J-inch to the mile,
a broad stroke of a pencil will cover about one-tortieth of an inch, representino-
about 100 yards, or the amount of error within winch the principal stations
will lie. In short, the .stations would be fixed on jiliin to within the limit of
accuracy of which the drawing-[ieucil is capable when used in the field.

The scale of 1 inch to a mile is that generally recommended to he used in
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the field, in a survey of a district, and it has much to be said in its favour for

a triangulated or measured survey, hut it will he found somewhat too large for a

rapid reconnaissance suivey—the largest sketching-case in ordinary use only

holding a card, ou which the tracing-paper is lastened, about 12 inches by 15

inches, representing ou the inch scale as many miles
;
and as the surveyor will

travel over inoie than this portion during the day, he will not only be Ire-

quently riding out ot his sketch-sheet, and losing time in changing it or alter-

ing the position of piaper on the card, hut he will also find that many of tlie

points on which he will depend are out of the sheet, and he will either have

to do without them or else lose much time in getting over the dilSculty. By
the Use ot the scale of I-iuch to the mile, he will obtain on his caid a portion

of ground 2d miles by 30 miles, in which he can work for several hours, with

most of his points for observing to within the card : for it is to he remarked

that, as an eiror of 1° will in 6 or 7 miles give an error of '05 inch, or 200

yards on the stale of half-an-inch to a mile, it will not be desirable during the

day’s work to take hearings uitli the compass to points mure than this distance

from the observer
;

the accuracy ot the pr.smatic compass, owing to the

personal equation, magnetic variation, and generally uuderined appearance of

objects observed to, being seldom to he depended upon to wiihm one degree,

although the observer may note down to quarter degrees.

As the whole of the survey within the tiiangle, both as regards accuracy

and rapidity, is dependent upon every artificial obstacle in the way of the

field sketcher being removed, it is evident, from what has already been said,

that the j-inch scale is very much to be preferred for the work in hand.

In cases, however, where theie is some reason for a ditierent scale being used

on the lair plan, it is still recommended that a scale somewhat akin to the

i-iuch scale may be used in the field, and that the scale be enlarged or

reduced on the lair plan in camp. Should, however, there he nothing against

it, it is recommended that the lair plan be plotted also on the i-inch scale,

and a reduction to 10 miles to the inch be also made, for the purpose of send-

ing home, should it nut be convenient to senil the more bulky lair sheet.

The selection oi a projection to which the wuik is to be referred is a matter
dependent ou latitude and local peculiarities, and is a subject which would be
decided upon and commtmicateu to the surveyor as one of his directions, and
not left to his discretion.

The instruments recommended to be used are :

—

For the triaugtilaticin, a fi-f/ic/i diurnet^r transit theodolite. This will not
only give very good results in taking rounds of angles, both horizontal and
vertical, but aho can be used for obtaining time and longitude by method of

Zenith distances or by meiidional transit : it can also be used lor latitude and
azimuth observations.

It should be provided with a pair of micrometers in the eye-piece of the
telescope, lor the purpose of measuring small angles, such as those subtendtd
by a pole of known length, so that distances acioss a ravine or river may be
measured, or a traveise earned through a country.

To supplement the above, a laugt-fiiider may be added; by which, with a
base of TO to 50 yards, f oints from 40w to 5000 yards distant may be ob-
tained, with tolerable accuracy, from isolated fixed ixunts. Thus, should yo
arrive on the extreme bound.ary of the district you are able to survey, or at
the bank of a river, or on a niuuntain-rieige, you may fix a considerable
number of points beyond from your biatioii, by takiiig the range and a bear-
ing. The French range-finder, by Col. Gaulier, admits of great rapidity of
action, and is carried in a portable case about 5 inches cube.
A 6-iucA sextant and tiiercn rial honeou tor obseivations for latitude and

time, and occasionally for luncitudes
;
also a lantern,

A '6-inch jJocLtt-btxtaiit to supplement the ahuie.
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A silver lever watch, with plate-glass front.

A 2>rismatic compass, in case, with sling, spare glasses, and pivot; also two

pocket compasses.

Three pocket-aneroids, furnished with sliding scales.

Two pocket-chronometers.

Two hyj.,soineters a standard thermometer; also a wet- and dry-hulb

thermometer, in case.

A large and a small sketching-case, roU of tracing-paper, block of paper

for sketches of landscape.

Case of mathematical instruments.

Pocket-level. This will he found most useful (in making small special

surveys) for contouring and for exploring underground.

Telescope for observations of Jupiter's satellites, &c.

Mapping instruments, stationery, and hooks.

Above are enumerated the more im;x)rtant instruments required. The
number of spare and additional instruments would be settled on according to

circumstances ;
as would also the stationery and books.

Let us now examine into the system piroposed over a tract of country, say

about 200 miles sepuare, made up of barren and wooded hills, marshes, jungles,

sand-tracts, and sheets of water. Our first endeavour, on commencing umrk,

win be to fix in this tract some one point (a) accurately on the earth's surface,

to which the remainder of the work may be referred. Should our district be
near the sea-coast, we can readily do this by selecting some spot thereon of

which the position is known either from the Admiralty Charts or otherwise

obtaining from the Eoyal Navy, and connecting it with our point, which we
will call A, by triangulation, or traverse, or by signalling-rockets

; such sisnals

may be fired with charges of powder to explode in the air, or gunpowder flashed

in metal pans,—the flashes from these have been observed at 40 miles’ distance.

Should the point A lie nearly north or south of the known sj-ot, we may
carry a line or lines over the country by observing for latitudes and taking true
bearings.

Let us suppiose, however, a more extreme case : when our district lies 600
or 800 miles away to the east of any known pxiint, “ TVhy not carry Green-
wich time there,” it may be asked, “as the sailor does from port to port

”

But here lies the dilBculty : chronometers, which travel well by sea, cannot be
trusted on land-journeys on the rough roads they would necessarily have to
be carried over : the jolting, the alteration of atmospheric pressure and extremes
of temperature, all conduce towards changing the rates of the instruments
and render their records untrustworthy, while a fall might injure them
beyond repair.

There only remain, then, two methods (unless there should happen to be
a waterway) : either we must run a traverse through, which would delay our
journey too much, or else we may get an approximate approach to the difference

of lougituiie by tlie means of some (3 or 4) pocket chronometers.
As, however, the action of the pocket-chronometers will be uncertain, we

are practically reduced in this case to fixing the point A on the earth's surface
by astronomical observation from itself. Let us see how nearly we can
manage this. It has already been stated that latitude can be taken with
accuracy with O-inch sextant to 100 yards on the earth's surface

;
this process

will heieafter be described. Could longitude be also obtained as accurately,
surveying in a wild country would be shorn of half its difficulties

; but, tmd'er
ordinary circumstances, longitude of a place cannot be found within 10 minutes
(10 miles on the equator) ot the truth by lunar distances, and the process is a
very laborious one when there is only one observer, there being three elements
requned as data, which, if not obtained simultaneously, must be reduced to
what they would have been at the same moment.
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By the method of zenith distances with 6-iiich transit theodolite the longi-

tude can probably be obtained somewhat more closely
;
but even by this

method, after observations extending over four hours, it is considered a lair

result if it is wittiin 8 miles of the truth. It is thus apparent that observa-

tions for lonsrituJe, of the nature described, can be of no use whatever in sur-

veying the district itself, and womld only be used in giving the survey gene-

rally a place on the earth's siirlace.

In spite of the uncertainty which hangs over the taking of longitude in

this wav, it is desirable to accept the results, modified perhaps by those

given by the pocket-chronometers, and look upion the position of point a as

settled, until some opjxirtnnity occurs of observing an occtiltation of a fixed

star by the moon, or an eclipse of one of Jupiter's satellites, at some station

during the protress of the survey. The surveyor should constantly hear it in

mind, to be ready to take advautate of any such occurrences, as they give the

longitude with great accuracy, and by referring it back to the point a the

whole district can be correcteil east or west to its right position.

An error of one seco/iri of time in a lunar zenith distance will produce at

least 30 seconds of time error in longitude ; while an error of one second of

time in an occultation, or an eclipse of Jupiter's satellites, produces an error

of only one second of time in the Inngitude.

AVe have now arrived in the district we are about to survey, and, taking up
our encampment at the point a, we prepare for observing angles fiom a promi-

nent hill Lard by. Having made some preliminary inquiries, we proceed shortly

before sunset with our tiieodoiite to the top of the lull, accompanied by a
native who knows the countiy : and selecting a good referring object, about

which we should always he particular, we take rounds of angles on two or

three arcs to all the piromment points observable. Should we commence too

near sunset, we shall have a difficulty in distiuguislung all the objects, and
shall have to return in the morning, when the lights are diflereut. The
surveyor soon recognises the host light for observing in each cliniate, and the

peeuliar etiects of the sim at ditfereiit hours of the day, by which objects at

one hour are quite invisible and at another are among the most piromment in

view. Having completed the round and taken angles of elevation and depres-

sion for altitude to many of the points, a bearing should also be taken to the
camp and its distance comp/uted by the micrometer attached to the telescope,

so that the latitude obtained at the camp may be transierred to the trigono-

metrical station.

The ancle made by the compass attached to the theodolite with the referring

object IS also recorded.

Should the district be in tlje northern hemisphere, not very close to the
equator, the telescopje is noiv set as near as pioSsible, time and latitude being
assnined, upon a Fohtris, which will be visible in the field of the telescope many
minutes before it can be seen with the naked eye about sunset time : tvi.en it is

seen, the cross wires are laid on it, and time, bearing, and elevation are recorded.

This time must be coiupiared iu eveuing with the time observed, or with the
clironometers, so as to coirect the piositiou of star to the true nieiidian : this

can be readily done by usiuu the first table in tiie ‘Nautical Almanack’ lor

finding the latitude by Bole Star, altering the times by six hours so as to
make use of the angles of altitude as azimuths. In some portion of the
northern and in the southern hemisphere, it will be necessary to observe a
circumpxilar star at its greatest elougation, or, failing this metliod, to calculate
the amplitude of the sun at his rising or setting for any day to the assumed
latitude, and compiaring it witli Ins observed bearing when he is 34 minutes,
or about his own diameter, above the horizon, as his disc is elevated that
amount above its true place by refraction.

At the time ut observing to the several points, their names should be ascer-
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tained, and written down phonetically, if the observer does not know the

langua2:e, a siitHcient space being left for the insertion of the corrected names
when they shall be obtained.

We now return to the camp, which should be placal in as healthy a spot

as circumstances will admit of, having a due regard to the observing of stars.

We have next to make all inquiries as to the surrounding country, especially

that to be sketched in the morning, receive the deputations from the vil-

lages about, do any of the bargaining that may be necessary, and take in

food for the prosecution of the night-work.

This work will geneially consist of six observations of east and six of west
stars for time, six or more observations of a Poluris or a circumpolar star, and
ten or twelve ot a circum-meridian altitude for latitude. The time of obser-

vations will much depend ujjOu circumstances; they often have to extend
over several hours, but at ceitain tunes of the year m some latitudes they
can be all got over in Ij or 2 hours. The observations themselves only
take a few minutes. The method pursued will be described. The time of

observation may probably be found couvenient from 9 p.ii. to 10.30 p.m.

It is now necessary to buckle to and calculate these observations roughly, for

which purpose all materials should have been left out previously and found
ready on return to the tent, in order that the observer, tired with bis day’s
work, may have no excuse for turmng in reuardless ot his wants on the
morrow. The time and latitude being both unknown, the first calculations
are only approximate, but they will probably be sufficiently close for the
purpose required

;
if not, they must be worked over again with the coirected

observations. As this is the fiist day's observation, nothing further can be
done beyond plotting the position of a on the lair plan ; the surveyor, having
made up his journal and walked round the c.imp. can now go to bed. If he
is in a malarious district, he will do well to sleep under a mosclieto-net,
which appears to have the property of keeping the malarious gases outside it.

At early dawn the surveyor will do well to ao up auAiu to top of hill with
his theodolite, and go over the round of observations afresh : he will probably
see many objects which on the previous evening had e.scaped his notice. In
some climates there are times ot the Jay when the mists of the earth are
drawn aside, as though they were a veil

;
this should be noticed and taken

advantage of. Again, there are times when the parallax, owing to excessive
heat, is so great that observations of points near the geneial surface of the
earth are useless.

The surveyor—having as yet no astronomical base to commence on—can,
with his lanue-finder or micrometer. Combined with the true bearings, fix a
certain nimiber of points in the direction he is going to take ; he now sets off
with his sketching-case and prismatic compass, and, gradually circling round,
at the end of the day's work arrives at camp near a hill about li* miles north
or south from the point a

;
here he will again take a round of angles, obser-

vations for true meridian, magnetic eiror, and in evening for latinnie and
time. He will now be able to lay ilown on bis fair plan the latitude of this
new station, b, and its true beaniig fiom by wiiicli it will he fi.xed. He
can now also, from ^he points a and B, lay down all other points observed from
both these two, and can also make use of bis conq ass-bearings, and lay
down the hill-sketching. He will also, in preparation for the following morn-
ing, transfer to his sketch-sheet all the fixed jxiints he can want, having pre-
viously determined the diiectioii he will pnoceed in, which may be somewhat
either to the east or west of the point B, so that c may form a triangle with them

:

if this can he done, he may carry a system of triangles with all their aindes
observed, right up the country, the points being about 10 miles apart

;
of

course the nature of the country will settle this, tihould theie be a line of
hills running generally north and south, he cannot do better than follow them
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through the district, and, when completed, bring down another system of

triangles on one side, and so run up and down the country laying on one line

of triangles after another until all the work is filled in. The great advantage

to be derived from taking the hills first is that, afterwards, in low-lying ground
it may be difficult to observe to any distinguishable point within some miles

;

whereas, if the hills can be seen, obseivation to two or more known points

20 or 30 miles distant, will securely fix the observer's position, to be checked
also by the latitude.

The surveyor must, if possible, obtain some datum in his district for altitudes.

The mountain barometer is too delicate an instrument to take across country,

it seldom travels far without breaking
;
there is a new patent standard mercurial

barometer by Casella, which is said to stand travelling and to give good
results, but these do not ajijiear to have been as yet published. If he has no
means of obtaining a correct altitude, either by mercmial barometer or by
angles of elevation or depression for a known point, he must take a mean of

several observations with his aneroids and hypsometers, and from these results

assume a height for bis campi a, to which his observations may be referred.

The observations of aneroids are good for differential heights, but are not
reliable for absolute ones. From the survey' of Sinai, by Hlajor Wilson and
Captain Palmer, k.e., the results of the systematic use of the aneroids and
hypsometers show (1), that at high altitudes hypsometers are not to be de-
pended on tor any but the roughest approximations

; (2) that aneroids aie,

ptr se, almost worthless for absolute determinations, aud are only of use when
used in direct connection with standard mercurial barometers at various
heights.

It is thus evident that the surveyor must not spend too much time in
making Jeiicate corrections on observations given by instruments bearing suc'n

bad characters. The simplest method will be to have a sliding scale of feet

attached to the outer portitai of the scale of inches on the aneioid: this can be
altered each day, according to the rise and fall of the barometer; and when
observations aie taken, the corresponding altitude can be noted at the same
time, which will give a near approach to the approximate height—it is very-

desirable that two aneroids should he noted together, to check each other.
It may be mentioned that the simultaneous observation of aneroids, up or
down a hill, the back aneroid taking the place of the forward one at each change
of station, is a very conect nicthod. of levelling.

The surveyor, on leaving camp on his day's sketching, should be careful to
note the tune and reading ol barometer

;
he should note the time of stopping

and starting again irum each halt, observing also the aneroid ; thus he forms a
complete itinerary of time, beaiings, and altitudes, and with these alone a
route-survey could be constructed if necessary', the rate of travelling beino-
known. The compiass bearings should be always noted ; it is not sufficient to
plot them alone, as is sometimes done, on a plaue-tabie.
The books to be used aie ;

—

A note-book for the itineiary, times of halts, compass hearings, aneroid ob-
servations, heat of springs, and all remaiks. If propierly ruled, this book may be
kept very neat. It is not desirable to multiply books

; this note-book, the
sketcbing-case, and the block of sketching paper, are all that need be used in
the fieid.

In the camp, and moving with the luggage, is the observation book, con-
taimng, at one end, the theodolite angles, azimuth, and magnetic bearings

;
at

the other end, the observations for latitude, time, comparison of chrono-
meters, &c. ^

There 1,, besieles this, a meteorologdcal register of temperature and barome-
tric reaiinigs in camp, at certain Lours.
A register oi names met with, and remarks

; a journal of proceedings.
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description of country, witli little illustrative mk-sketches, it possible
;
and a

rough scribbling-book, in which all the observations can be worked out.

The sketching-case contains pencil, india-rubber, protractor, and spare

paper.

The surveyor should not forget that a few, even of the roughest, sketches

may serve to illustrate costumes, scenery, customs, &c., more truly than pages

of word-piainting, and he will do well (if he does not photograph} to make

outline sketches of the hills from various pomts of view.

The style of hill-sketching is a matter of taste, unless there are several

surveyors working over adjoining districts, when, of course, it should be arranged

that everything should he in unison. If on the scale of 2 miles to the inch,

probably the horizontal system of hill-shading is preferable to the vertical,

the latter on a small scale giving all the bottoms ot valleys a very angular

appearance, and it does not aflord quite so much facility for showing the

features, rocks, &c. In penning in on the fair sheet, it is suggested that all the

hill-shading should he in sepia, so that the printing, trees, houses, ifcc., should

shew up above it and thus dimmish confusion.

Cse (jf the Sextaiit .—The greatest care should be taken in selecting this

instrument, as the accuracy of the survey depends, in a great measure,

upon it. See that it is all well fitted together, and that there is no jolting or

unsteadiness in any part. There should be no retraction in the reflectors. lu

observing, it is desirable to settle belorehand what stars are available : a rough

list, conected from day to day, will be found very useful
;
on this can be in-

serted the time a few east and west stars are on the prime vertical, and the

hours of culmination of those that can be used for observing to.

The pocket-chronometer should he used at these observations, on account of

its more measured and louder beat.

A convenient point is selected near the camp, where there is no danger of

the observer being disordered, during his observations, by an inroad of strange

animals: it sliould be well trampled down smooth, and should not be over-

shadowed by trees or rooks, and tall brushwood near should be broken down.
A carpet, about four feet square, is now sprea<l out, and about the centre is

placed the artificial horizon, the quicksilver having been strained into the clean

trough through a piece of chamois leather. If the night is calm, the glass

cover may he removed
;
but, as a breath of air distiubs the surface, it is seldom

it can be dispensed with e.xcept in the tropics. Boggy ground will keep the

mercury in a tremor, so will also the stamping of horses or dancing of natives,

if very near. The surveyor may choose his attitude
;

for a young man, the

sitting cross-leggeJ, tailor fashion, is recommended, as it secures very steady

and rapid results, but is cruel work for the spine and thighs if the observations

extend over two hours, as they sometimes may. The observer sits down
opposite the mercury, and arranges himself so that when his head is bent down
he can see the reflected image : on his right is the sextant box, and in it the
box of the artificial horizon; on this is placed the chronometer, propped up
towaids the observer, and facing it is the lamji, throwing its light to the right

front so as not to dazzle the observer's vision. The ob.^ervation book is ready,

ruled, and open at the piioper pmge ; if an assistant can be impressed into the
work, who can jot down the observatious coirectly, so much the better. The
observer first tries for index error, by bringing the image and reflection of
anv’ star into contact, and noting the amount of error on the arc, or on the aio

of excess, noting also whether the error is plus or minus. He now, with the
index at zero, directs the telescopic of the sextant iijiGn the star in the heavens,
and svvittl}-, by turning tlie index arm and moving the instrument at the same
time, brings down the reflected image ot the star until it coincides with the
image in the mercury, seen directly through the iinsilvered portion of the
horizon glass

;
this becomes in piractice quite a mechanical process. Ii the star
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is east or is'est he can let it make its own contact, that being a more certain

method
;
if it is a star at its culmination, he can make contact, withi the reflected

image or that from the surface of the mercury being alternately uppermost

;

by tliii latter arangement doing away with all personal error. At the moment
of making contact his ear must catch the heat of the chronometer (making five

beats to two seconds), and he \iill, while bringing down his sextant and
bringing his eye on the chronometer, count ten beats, and note the minutes
and Seconds at the tenth beat. This all becomes so much a matter of, routine

that it gives no trouble. The times of observation are thus all noted ten

beats or lour seconds beyond the real time; and nonoticeof this is taken until after

the mean of all the observations is worked out, when the four seconds are sub-

tracted. The observations aie taken and noted as fast as is consistent with
accuracy; the rajiidity will differ consideiably, not only on account of clouds,

mists, &c., but also with the health of the observer ; hand and eye cannot

always act closely in concert, if the mind is strained or the body weaned with
undue labour, and the observer must leant to see with equanimity that his

best efi'orts cannot always biing about good results. The i'mstrumcntal errors

due to imperftctions in the make of the instrument are a constant source of

ve.xation, as they make the best oh.«erv,ttions appear m eirur; but if attention

be paid, so that the stars on either side are about equal in altitude, all eiTors

of the instruments are eliuuuated by obtaining a mean : so also is that mtio-
duced by the inteipusitioii of the glass cover over the meicury.
The observations should be worked out ou a set funn

;
that used in

the Palestine Pieconuaissanee is recommended, passed on to me by Lieut.

Anderson, e.e.

Perhap.s a few words on the reconnaissance survey of the conntiy to east of

Jordan may serve to illustrate seme of the j-h.iiuts nioiitioned. In laOT, when I

examined it, it was hut little kneovn: visited it had been by a few distin-

guished travelleis along certain main paths, but the general features Lad not
been sketched; and even Van de WHe'.s map, winch at that time was the
least imperfect of all, was li02'elessly inaccuiate—it did not even pretend to

accuiacy in these paits, being cotistiucted, as he frankly informs us, from the

itineraries of Burkhardt and others, and from information obtained from
natives while visiting Jerusalem. Under these circumstances but little

reliance could be ilaced upon it, giving, as it did, only an idea of what the
country might be, whilst we wanted a sketch of uhat the country was.
The .Syrian climate is said to be one of the worst m the uorld

;
and certain

it is, wliediei' from undue exj-ooure, nialanous mtluences, or other causes, a
considerable peiceiitage of travellers in Palestine either sufier whilst m the
Country itsell, or else cany back with them the seeds of illness, which
develoji often into lingering complaints. For niy own part, during three
and a half years it was my lot to serve in the Holy Land, I found health
when encamped in the ojien, and sickness wlieu housed in the towns, especially
Jeriisaltin; and I hailed with gladness the prospiect of a month's reconiiaLssance
ot the hills of Gilead and pd.iins ot Aloab, during that pmrtion of the year when
the fervid heat of the Svrian sun begins to influence all nature, reminding us
forcibly of the sentence pgonouueed against Israel fur disobedience, “ and thv
heaven that is over thy head shall be brass, and the earth that is under
thee iron."

The cliniate of Palestine diflers in a great degree from that of the countries
lying in the same latitude : it possesses a climate peculiarlv its own, for, being
a Innge to the great Aiabian de--ert, it is influenced, to'a great extent, by
winds fre.m that quarter, which, carrying fine sand, and destitute of ozone,
irritate the nerves ot the inh.ibitants, and even colour yellow the city walls on
the side exposed to them.
The Country L itself one of the most remarkable features ou the face of the
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gloLe, possessing as it does tliat singular River Jordan, “ the Descender,” rvliicli,

rising at the thot of Hermon, about the level of the ocean, flows through the

depressed plain, separating the hillcountry of Galilee and Judea from that of

Bashan and Gilead, and, after passing through the fresh waters of Tiberias, at

a deiression of 600 feet, finally flows into the Asphaltites, or Dead Sea, a sheet

of acrid salt water, lying at a level of afiout 1300 feet below the surface-waters

of the globe ; a sea which, fed by the Jordan and other smaller rivers, finds its

only' outlet in the rapid evaporation caused by me passage over it of the dry

desert winds; and as these do not coincide with the times of the Jordan

freshets, a periodical rise and fall in the height of the sea is caused ; so that,

probably, in one year there may be differences in level of 10 feet.

From the varied nature ot the counny, the mountainous tracts and depressed

plains, the scorching winds of Arabia, the snows of Libanus and tropical

climate about the Dead Sea, it has been observed that there is no other district

on the face of the earth possessing so many climates, and, it might be added,

no other where the akeriiatious are so rapid and trying. The poition of

countiy to be examined at this season of the year (July and August) is that

part ot the eastern side of Judsea lying between the aucient Jerasa and the

northern end of the Dead l^ea, and from the Jordan on the west along the

depressed plain (sometimes called Aloab) to the east, mounting tip to the

plateau of Arabia, beyond Ilabath Anian, some 40(0 feet above the Dead Sea,

tlie country between coiis'isting of narrow lavuio^, liaiigiiig-woods, rich pas-

tures, and barren hills
;
loiming that country winch, with its many springs of

water, so pleased the chililren ot Reuben and Gad, that they preferred to take
it as their lot, instead of inheriting in the Promised Land to the west of

Joidan—a piece of country about 40 miles by 25. Here, in the middle of

summer, we were occupied for a month making reconnaissance-sketches,

special surveys of towns and ruins, photogiaphiuc:, collecting names, and
examining ruins; all day out in the sun, and devoting much of the niitht to

observing and putthig the day-work in order. We were accompanied by a
hand of Bedouin of the Adwan, lately outlawed by the Turki.sh (joverument,
with whom they were at war

;
and these men were constantly debating whether

it were the better policy to be true or to pilay us false. It was necessary to be
continually humouring them, either in their fits of enthusiasm at gaining a
victory when they tliougut they were a match for all the world, or in their

hours of depression wlieii they heard that the Turks were quietly pressing on
and gradually heniiiiing in their tribe. They were in a peculiar position) for

tliey had made their bargain with me when they thought that the Turks did
not really intend to advance against them ; and now they were unable to settle

how they ought to act, between their desire to join the fighting and to keep to

their bargain, the wish to pocket the money and their desire to protect their

granaries, and their tear that they might tall into the hands of the Turks
when acting as my guide.

They have a strong idea of the picrsonal influence of an Englishman, and
whilst they acted as my protector in their country they looked upon me as
their protector, should w-e suddenly find ouri-elves surrounded by the Turks,
and tried hard to extract a promise from me, ou th>; irord of an Enijlishmait
(a common form in t-yria), that they should not suffer if caught while in my
service. This, ot conise, it was quite out of my power to give, and as the
sheikh Goblan, the chief of the band, had a great number of uncondoned
murders still on his hands, which left him in jeo[iardy of hts life, I ureed him
strongly to take every precaution as to his own safety, and at the same time
asserted my right under tlie agreement to go as near to the Turkish amiv as
my work might carry me. Tlie result of this was that w e were sometmies
hit alone betw'een the two armies, not knowing in the least whether we should
not have to defend our o.\n lives against either party should we get into the
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thick of a skirmish. At one time we were within four hours of the Turkish

army, their scouts being close on to us : we were deserted by the Bedouin, and

were able to do a good day’s work in Jerash in quietness. On that day, when
climbing a hill, I came upon one of our Adwan acting as a scout, and passing

signals from hill to hill as to the movements of the enemy, it being the desire

to lure them into the tangled woods about the River Jabbok, and there to

slaughter them in detail. The Tuiks, however, were much too wary for this;

the}’ advanced by easy stages, keeping all together, building block-houses at

each haltmg-place, putting m a fair garrison, and supplying it with corn plun-

dered from the Bedouin granaries hard by, lor they had the luck to be accom-

panied hy one of the Adwan who had gone over to the Turks owing to some
tamily quarrel, and who was able to point out all the granaries, without which
assistance it would have been veiy difticnlt for them to have advanced. Between

Jerash and Es Salt there are a few villages, and these were now deserted, the

inhabitants having removed their children and chattels into the rocky, wooded
ground to the north of Jabbok : there, lying out in the ojien, we came upon them,
when going up for some observations, and saw them quickly scatter among the

foliage, they thinking we were the abhorred Turks. Ve found the town of Es
Salt (Bamoth Gilead) in the greatest state of ferment ; a little republic at that

time, it still was a city of refuge, as it had been in the time of the Israelites,

and still contained many that were unfortunate and vile. These people, who
generally looked upon the Bedouin as their greatest enemy, now fraternised

with them, and even allowed them to remain under the walls of their city, and
joined with thorn in the common cau.se : for the coming of the Turk was, to

most of them, a change from affluence and freedom to serfdom and poverty.

At the time we came into the city on one side, scouts came running in at the

other announcing the approach of the Turkish army
;

oft' galloped the Bedouin
cavalry, followed by the braver fellaliiu as skirmishers, the more sober-minded

remaining behind to take care of the town. The Turks, however, were only

reconnoitring in force
;
they soon retired, and did not take the city for some

days after. While theie, a deputatton of Arabs, Anglican Protestants, called

upon me, stating that they had no recognised head to intercede for them, as

had the Greeks and Latins, and they were in fear that their property would
be confiscated. I willingly wrote a letter on their behalf to the Governor-
General of Syria, who was with the aimy, asking him to take them under his

piutection when he entered the city
;
and it was pleasing to hear, trom a letter

they wrote shortly after, that he had betriended them. All this uncertainty

was very hostile to the taking of an accurate survey; and it was not only
the Turkish troops that gave our guides uneasiness, lor niy sheikh Go'ulan,

besides his tribal quarrels, had personal feuds all over the country ; so that,

whenever we came on the outskiits of the Adwan terntory, the paecaimons he
took were quite ludicrous—sleeping in a sitting piosture with his drawn sword
in hand at the door of ruy tent.

In addition to these disturbing elements, I had started off on our work with
a non-commissioned officer who was suffeiing acutely fiom dysentery, so that
he was unfit to travel

;
but having made up his mind that Ins only chance lav-

in keeping with us, I took the risk, and thoiiffli ter a time we were uncertain,
from day to day, whetiier we should not lose him, the change gradually
affected him favourably, and tbe disease left him.
The heat in the depressed plain, dniing this tour, was considerable, the

^eatest heat registered in the shade was 110^ F. after sunset, but in one day
in a previous month the thermometer stood at 117' F. m a cave

; this was
during a very dry east wind. It was impossible, in the low country, to remain
in the tent after sunrise, the heat rising at once to 101' 1'., and keeping at that
temperature all day. 1 noticed that 10-1^ F. was a very usual jioint for the
temperature to stand at, apparently there being some compensating influence
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brouslit to bear on any tendency to rise higher. This was a height to which
it constantly rose in Jerusalem, in the afternoon in shade, during summer
months.

This portion of Palestine is owned by the Adwan Bedouin, who are, for the
most part, horsemen : those, however, who do not possess horses hope to do so,

and will not do any manual labour, but they allow certain tribes of black
fellahin, who also live in tents, to till those portions of the ground that will

hear cultivation
;
these labourers are also constantly recruited by the numerous

deserters who arrive across the Jordan from Jerusalem, Xalilous, &e. The
general arrangement is that the fellahin shall hand over to the Bedouin one-
half of the prodnce of the ground ; on the other hand, the fellahin look to them,
in return, for protection. There are also a few villages, besides Es Salt, inha-
bited by fellahin, both Mahometan and Christian ; these used to be more
numerous formerly, but the Bedouin had gradually driven the inhabitants out
of the smaller villages at the time of our survey.

Befoie commencing the survey of this country, I had already surveyed the
eastern hanks of Jordan up to the hill country, joining on to Lieut. Anderson’s
survey, hut I had failed to connect the plain with the hills to my entire
satisfaction, on account of the peculiarity of the ground. I was therefore anxious
to fix the eastern hills from those on the west, and then tho.se in the plain

;
the

points on the east of Jordan from the western hills, and those on the west
Irom the eastern hills.

Thus, in my new work, the former work would he of little use to me except
in the commencement of sketch-sheets: and as my only well-fixed points were
Olivet and Gerizim, I was obliged to commence the survey on its ottm basis,
connecting it afterwards with the western side, as I travelled on, and was able
to get good hearings to my fixed points. The scale used was i-inch to the
mile.

In ^commencing the work I started from Jericho, crossing the Jordan at
En Nwaimeh, and c.amping at Kaferin on the plain. Here Olivet was
nearly due west, and Gerizim could not be seen, so that for sketching I took
bearings to points temporarily fixed in the plain. Roumis of angles with the
theodolite with their true hearing, and observations for latitude and time were
here made.

The hill-sketching was here commenced, and carried over the country. We
went first to Arak-el-Emir, the palace of John Hyrcanus, where similar
observations, as at Kateriii, were made

; and this system was continued from
day to day until we reached Kebheh, Mount Xebo, where we discovered the
ancient town of same name. At this point we were enabled to complete a
portion of the tnangulation and fix the points securely with reference one to
another; we then continued the triangulation and sketching until, on reaching
Jebel Husha above Es Salt, we were able to connect the whole work with the
hill country of Judea.

In the performance of this work I observed at fourteen separate places for
latitude and time, took rounds of angles with theodolite at thirty-three places,
at thirteen of which the bearings were referred to tlie true meridian. I took
compass bearings from about 140 pomts, and 175 sets of altitudes with the
aneroid.

A list of 350 Arabic names of places were obtained, and positions fixed • of
these, only eighty-four had been known before.

’

There were also special surveys made of Amman, Jerash, and several of the
ruined temples met with

; temperature of springs taken
; also fortv-eioht

photographs.
'' '

The day s programme generally consisted in sketching from 7 A.ir. till
5 or 6 p.ii.

;
then a walk up to the hill nearest the camping-ground, for

rounds of angles and true bearing
; then revision of work, names, &c., obtained
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durins tlie dny, until the time was convenient for astronomical observations

for latitude and time
; and it was necessary to work these out previous to

goinv to bed.

The names of places were obtained as follows :—When a name was given,

I put it down from sound, using Eli Smith's alphabet, as near as I was able,

and made one of the servants, who knew English, do the same. I also got

the Jiagoman to write it down in Arabic. As liis dialect was totally difl'erent

to that of the Bedouin, I foiinil it difncult to get him to catch the exact sound,

which I could distinguish, but cotild not be certain of rendering correctly. I

found it often necessary that he .should repeat the word after the Bedouin
several times before he could get it right

;
he then could write it dotvn correctly

or nearly so. In the evening these lists were compared
;
and on oiir return to

Jerusalem, Dr. Sandreczki, an Arabic scholar, most kindly undertook the

revision of the names, making an analysis ot them, and being assisted, from
time to time, by the Bedouin or native fcllahin who hapj encd to come up
from these places to Jerusalem. Our difficulty about names, I found, arose

from a whole district having a denomination, giving it to everything situated

there—thus, in some instances, rums and lull-tops, a mile apart, had but one

name
;
before this was recognized, it was very puzzling, as the Bedouin ap-

peared to contradict themselves. This may account for the difference of

opinion of travelleis about certain sites. Another difficulty was, that a
valley or watercourse had no constant name for its whole length, but

each reach assumed a different designation: thus you might cross and
re-cross a wady twenty times in a few miles, and be given a different name for

it each time.

It will be well, if po-^sible, for the surveyor to keep lists of the names the

wadies take. This he can gradually obtain from the natives
;
one man may know

hab-a-dozen con'-ecutive names, and another man be able to carry it on a little

further. It will sometimes, however, be found that they cannot remember
very

j
erfectly how the names follow, when away from the ground itself. 1 have

often ob.served this : a man would appear quite idiotic about names, hardly
knouinu anythin^ beyond the village he lived in, when away from home; but
directly he came within a iew miles of his district, he would know the name of

every hill or rivtr he pas.sed by.

Jlany of the hills of the country are covered on top with low brush-wood,
just high enough to impede the view from the theodolite

;
and as the Bedouin

objected to the manual labour involved in beating it down, a march up a hill

sometimes ended in a march down auain without any result.s.

Tl'.e fine sand, carried in the air from the desert of Arabia, was very detri-

mental to watches and chronometers, causing them to rapidly get out of
order.

In carrying in.striiments about they should be lightly clamped : if they are

not clamped, they will be constantly wearing their parts one against another
;

if clamped too t.ght, a fall will seriously strain the weaker portions.

The surveyor, when tully accoutred, is rather heavily weighted. Sketching-
case and piotractor slung to his back, two aneroids and watch in pocket, two
small revolvers and cartridge-box strapped to waist, on his left side a b ig

containing measuring-tape, &c., pocket-book in pocket. His wallets to contain
food and a few spare instruments that may be wanted in case of coming across
ruins.

It much depends on the nature of the country whether the survey should be
made principally on horseback. In flat country, hor.-es should certainly be used,
so as To enahle the surveyor to pass rapidly Irom village to village : in the
hills it often happens that the horse cannot be got wuthm a considerable distance
of the poiiit,s linm which observations are to lie taken.
Uu the whok, the survevor can see the country far better when on foot; he
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can turn round wlienever lie wislies it and lookback, wMcb is often impossible

on horseback on rugged paths.

Those "svho have travelled over the same country on foot and on horseback,

will recognize how much better they know the country when acting as

pedestrians.

5 .—Ascent of Fuji-Tama in the Snow. By Arthiik F. Jkpfeeys.

Nippon,* or Japan, is a most delightful country to travel in for those fond

of walking;
;
horse carriages not being used except by the Europeans and a few

Japanese living at the Treaty ports, and the native ponies being uncomfortable

to ride. Of late years, in the vicinity of all the large towns, a class of vehicles

called “ Jin-Riki-Shas ” has sprung up, which, on a miniature scale, are like

our old-fashioned gigs with hoods, having elliptical springs and light wheels

;

one cooly runs between the shafts, with a second pulling in front by means of

a rope, and they go at an astonishing pace.

There are very few roads in Nipipon, the principal being the “ To-kaido ” or

“Western Road, running from Nagasaki to Tokiyo (Yedo), and the “ Oskio-

kaido,’’ or Northern Road, from Tokiyo to Hakodati : these are suitable for

small carriages, but the paths which traverse the country are very narrow, and
are used, for the most part, only by pedestrians and pack-horses.

The Jin-Riki-Sha coolies are good-tempered laughing fellows, and seem to

enjoy a run immensely; this class as well as the “ Bel toes,” or grooms, are

usually tattoed in the most wonderful manner, the whole body, excepting
always the head and legs below the knees, being covered with huge dragons,

fair women, and other devices m black, red, anti blue, so that the backs of
your tandem (for they always strip as soon as they get outside the town)
frequently present quite an attractive ['icture.

Having arrived at Yokchama towards the end of March, and having a week
to spare before setting out on a tour into the interior, I determined to fill up
the time by visiting the Mountain of Fuji-Yama, which lies about sixty miles
s.w. of Yokohama, and is outside the limits defined by the Treaty, beyond
which no foreigners are supposed to go without special passports. The 'first

thing to be done was to find an interpreter, then to secure a cook, and coolies

for the baggage : for the European traveller must take a fetv provisions with
him, as joints of meat and wheaten flour, as well as milk and butter, are not
used by the natives.

On the 2rid of May, having sent forward the imperlimenfa, I started in the
afternoon with a native interpreter. He proved a very jioor pedestrian

; so,

although we had left the Tokaido and were following a narrow path, we still

kept our Jin-Riki-Shas, and once the interpreter was capsized into a paddy-
field with about six inches of water over it

;
his crestfallen appearance caused

great merriment to me and the coolies.

A large plain extends round Yokohama and Tokiyo, and a range of
mountains separates this from the plain in which Fuji-’Yama is situated. I
did not take the shortest way to Fuji-Y’ama, as I wished to see the country
where the silk is grown. That night I stopped at “ Haramatchyda,” which
is about eighteen miles from Yokohama. The tea-house was full of Japanese,
but the best room had been secured for me, and I dined with an old baivel for
my table, for there is no furniture in a Japanese house beyond screens and a
few articles of lacquer-ware.

* “ Nippon ” is the name given by the natives to the whole of the Japan group,
and not to a single island as is usually done by Europeans.
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It has often been told how the “Musnmes,” or girls of the tea-honses, bring

the traveller hot water for his feet on arrival, and attend on him with a most

charming grace, so I will forbear repeating the same story again
;

it is rather

embarrassing, however, to be served by these picturesque little creatures on

their knees, which is the “ mode” here.

The nest day we had a delightful walk through a part of the silk district.

The mulberry-trees, which are pollarded and therefore small, are planted in the

midst of the corn-fields, and were just breaking into leaf
;
the yellow rape and

white turnip flowers formed quite a flower-garden.

At “ Tanna,” a distance of ten miles, the interpreter gave in and declared he
could walk no farther on account of blistered feet ;

therefore we left him,

bidding him follow on horseback or in a “ Cango” (f. e. palanquin), if he could

get either : I never saw him again, so I suppose he returned to Yokohama.
With a dictionary in one pocket and a conversation book in the other, I

managed to make myself understood fairly well, and fortunately the Book of

Nature is the same in all languages. That afternoon we left the plains and
ascended the hills towards “ Myanashi,” which was out of the direction of

Fup-Yama, but worth a visit on account of the scenery.

We left the mulbeiries with the plains and got into the region of Camellias,

Azaleas, and Westeria: these last were of two kinds, blue and white; the

Azalias were of many shades, and varying from red and purple to white
;
the

Camellia-trees were chiefly remarkable for their size, reaching a height some-
times of thirty feet. The cottages of the peasants are very picturesque, with
their heavy thatched roofs surmounted on the ridge by a row of blue Iris.

The path was rather steep, and the coolies had a march of 26 miles

altogether that day. We reached ilyanashi, which lies in the midst of hills,

about six o’clock: it is a pretty situation, and Europeans frequently stay

here during the hot summer months.
Ctn the morrow we retraced our steps, for five miles, to the plain, and then made

straight for Fuji-Yama, skirting the base of “ Oyama,” a mountain of some
6000 feet. There was a strong sun, which, after the previous rain, brought
out the insects in great numbers. I noticed most beautiful large swallow-
tailed butterflies, of a dark purple, with eyes of a rich orange colour on the

wings
;
there were numerous bright beetles, and on this and the following days

I killed several snakes varying in length from two to four feet, most of them
being non-poisonous. That afternoon we crossed over a small range by a pass

called “ Zemba “ (as well as 1 could understand). At the top there was a
most charming view over the plain country extending to the sea. Host of the

land was under cultivation, and the bright green of the crops gave it a very
rich appearance ; even the hills, including Oyama, were covered with vegetation,

consisting of coarse gra.ss and small slimhs
;
the country was also very well

wooded, the dark Ciyptomerias mingling harmoniously with the lighter shades
of the annuals. Altogether it would be impossible to picture a more beautiful

agiicultural country.

That night we stayed at a village called “ Matsuda,” having walked about
27 miles during the day.

Matsuda is outside the Treaty limits, and the “ Yakonin,” or official, might
have turned me back, but be contented himself with taking my name. We
put up at the Temple

;
a great many of these places, as in China, have

strangers’ quarters attached to them. tVhenever I stopped to rest, on this
and other expeditions, the people were very civil, hut very inquisitive. The
fir«t question usually is, “ Anata dijko maro-niaro V” (“ isir, where are jmu
going V" ) m a most insinuating tone: on being answereil, they sav, “So!”
(something after the German manner), which has a world of meaning accordino-

the^ inflection of the voice. They then ask, “And vhere do vou come
from y” and it they are “ Musumes,’’ and become chatty, they proceed to ask
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the traveller’s age, and hare great fun in guessing it. In all conversation

they are extremely polite and well mannered.

IVe left Matsuda early on the morning of the 5th of May, and crossed the

principal range of mountains which sepiarates the country about Yokohama
and Tokit'o from that surroundins Fuji-Yama and Kiyoto.

There are several passes over this range
;
those of “ Hakoni ” and “ Tome-

Tongi" being the best known. lYe crossed by one called “ Yangarusawa.”
Here we saw the laequer-tree, the juice of which forms the beautiful varnish.

Up to this time Fuji-Yama had been hidden from us by the mountains
;
but

at the top of the pass the path took an abrupt turn, and we were brought
face to face with the giant standing alone on the plain, its snowy side

glittering in the sunshine
;

it appeared very close to us, but in reality

it was about twelve miles distant. Fuji-Yama means “The unequalled
Mountain it does not form part of a range, but rises from the plain in the

shape of a perfect cone, with the apex biokeii off where the old crater is.

As we then saw it, covered with snow, 1 certainly think it unequalled for

beauty by any mountam in the world.

Havina descended the pass, we had a walk of about eight miles to the
village of “ tryhashiri,’’ which we reached at 3 p.m.

For some distance round the mountain th.e soil is formed ofdecomposed scoria
;

vegetation being represented by fir-trees and hardy shrubs. I noticed men
working band-ploughs to-day; these are made of wood in the common
shape, but are used like spades

;
that is to say, the plougher digs it into the

ground, and one or more men pull it a few inches through the soil by means
of a kind of handle which projects in irout.

We found mine host of the tea-house, where we stopped, very drunk
;
but

we managed to secure the services of three guides, an axe, a piece of rope, and
torches, for the ascent the next day.

_

“ Sybashin,’’ or “ Subashiri,” is one of the three villages from which the
pilgrims commence the ascent of Fuji-Yama. It lies on 'the east side of the
mountain, and is about 800 feet above tlie level of the sea. “ Yoshida ” is

the similar village on the north side, and “ Murayama ” that on the south.
Sybasiiiri consists of one long street, with a stream running down it. At the
top ot this street is a temple, dedicated to the tutelar deity "of Fuji-Yama; for

the natives consider the mountain as very s.tcred, and endeavour to ascend it

once in their lives, coming from all parts for this holy purpose during the
summer months when the snow has disappeared.

The guides slept in the tea-house, so there was no difficulty about making
an early start at 3 a.ji. the following morning. The guides and my two
servants laughed at the idea of reaching the to[i in the snow

; but having pro-
mised them good “ Cumshaws" if we succeeded, we set out in good spirits.

There was no need of the torches, as a bright moon showed us the way.
Having passed through the grounds of the temple, we entered a long avenue
of fir-trees leading up a gentle ascent towards the moiiutain. After about 3J
miles, we came to a collection of sheds, where the pilgrims usually leave their
ponies, but which at that time of year were unoccupied.
M e then followed a narrow, but very fair path, for a mile and a half, the

incline being steeper. There were a number ot uiunhabited rest-houses at
intervals, in some of which the pilgrims are wont to sleep before making the
ascent. The gmdes were very slow walkers, and we had some difficulty in
making them keep up with us.

A mile more and we reached the snow. Soon after which, after havintr
emerged from the jungle of stunted fir-trees ami laiches, we found ourselves
at the foot of the enormous cone.

At the first start I felt as if we were bent on some murderous expedition,
stealing away thus iu the dark

; but now that the sun rose in full rLory it

N 2"
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seemed to encouraae ns to do an honest day's work. The ascent became
gradually steeper, but the snow gave us a veiy aond foot-hold. A fresh series

of rest-houses now commenced, numbered 1 to 10, the last being on the sum-
mit

;
and the Japanese always fix the height to which they have ascended, by

naming the number of the rest-house. At this time they were all buried in

snow, with the exception of their roofs, whereon we sat and rested.

We had a most glorious day, without a breath of wind, and the mountain
shone with such dazzling brightness that our eyes were hurt b}' looking on it.

In the early morning a few clouds clung about the foot, and two small lakes

in particular, covered with mist, looked like sheets of white wool stretched on
the plain. I was reminded of the lines ;

—

“ Like some tall cliff that lifts its awful form,

Swells from the vale and midway leaves the storm,

Though round its base the gathering clouds may spread,

Eternal sunshine settles on its head 1

”

TVe kept on a ridge nearly all the way up, so had no very great depth of
snow till we neared the summit. On the northern side of this ridge, a large

scoop seemed to have been taken out of the mountain
;
hut, in consequence of

the eruptions in former days, the sides are most wonderfully regular, there

being no great ravines nor glaciers.

As we toiled up, a very sleepy feeling came over us, and the coolies would
give way to the temptation occasionally as we rested. One of the men was
knocked up, so we left him sitting on the roof of a rest-house. The ninth
and tenth stages were very severe

;
the incline was extremely steep, and the

snow was perfectly frozen and covered with a coating of ice, so that one of the
men was obliged to cut steps one by one with the axe, whilst I followed and
the rest behind

;
and in this manner, taking about half a minute for each

step, we painfully climbed up the difficult ascent to the summit, which we
reached at noon precisely.

There is only a narrow and very irregular rim round the old crater, which
is half a mile or so in circumference, although the Japanese tell you that it is

two “ Ei,” or nearly five miles.

The crater was then about 150 feet deep, having a quantity of snow in it,

which gave it the appearance of a hollow inverted cone. The men with me
were rather awe-struck, and would not let me throw a stone into the crater.

I noticed that each of them said a prayer immediately on reaching the top,

and seemed in a gi'eat hurry to get down again. As there was a great quantity
of ice about, and the rim was formed of rugged and uneven rocks, we tied
ourselves together as a precautionary measure.

Although there were no clouds near the mountain, yet, in consequence of the
powerful sun, mists were rising over the plains, and the view was not so
extensive as I had anticipated.

IVe saw the Hakoni Lake and Pass to the s.e. by s., Odawara Bay on the
by E., Tokio or A'edo to the x.. Mount Asamayama, and a high snow-

capped range to the x.w. by x. The men were in a great hurry to descend
and, as it was bitterly cold, I was not sorry to heat a retreat.

I went first, and the rest held on to the rope, whilst I cantiouslv proceeded
from step to step. I don’t think that the rope would have stood a severe
strain, so was glad to get down without having put it to the test.

M e set a piece of rock gently in motion from the top, and the velocity it
aetpured as it rolled over the smooth snow wa.s enormous. About half-way
down it came in contact with some scoria that projected above the surface
and it then took a leap of about a quarter of a mile.

’

W e were obliged to descend by the same way that we had ascended, for it
would have been impossible to have cut steps as we were descending.
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After reaching the seventh stage, one of the men and I left the rest, and
arrived at Sybashiri some time betore them, pounding through the soft snow
at a great pace. The height of the mountain, by the ^latest calculation, is

13,080 feet, though it is generally reckoned as 14,000 feet. Its height appears

more than it is inrealit}' from a comparison with other mountains of the same
size, from the fact of its rising from such low ground

;
whereas other moun-

tains are usually seen standing on high ranges. I should call the actual

walking distance from Sybashiri to the top, about 84 or 9 miles, and we
made the ascent in 9, and the descent in 44 hours.

I heard that only one European before me had ever ascended to the top of

the mountain at this time of year, but that I stood alone in having accom-
plished the ascent and descent in one day.

The following morning we crossed the range between Fnji-Tama and the

sea by a pass called Tome-Tongi, some way to the south of where I had crossed

before, and reached the village of “ Myanoshta,” which is the summer retreat

of the jMikado, and a favourite place of resort for the Europeans from Yoko-
hama in the hot summer months. It is about 174 miles from Sybashiri. It

rained during the afternoon, and we were glad to put up at the excellent tea-

house—the best in Japan, I believe.

The scenery is exceedingly beautiful, the village being situated on the
southern slope of a long valley, with mountains on both sides. It is celebrated
for its hot springs, which the Japanese, and even foreigners, enjoy immensely
for bathing purposes. A river winds along the valley to the sea at 0-dawara,
a distance of seven miles, and forms some pretty waterfalls in its course.

The next day was very gloomy, the valley being filled with mist, and the
rain coming down like a water-spout

;
but as I had arranged to be back at

Y’okohama that evening, we set out with Japanese umbrellas and waterproof
coats made of oil-paper, which kept us fairly dry to 0-dawara, where we took
Jin-Piiki-Shas to Yokohama, a distance of 35 miles.

I may remark that a thiu tough kind of paper, made from the hark of a
tree, is used in Nijjpon for many things, including pocket-handkerchiefs and
waterprooof coats.

4Ye reached Yokohama that evening, after an excellent trip of 6} days ; and
from my experience of this and several other expeditions, I can'recommend
anyone who is fond of walking through a charming country, peopled by an
exceedingly kind and amiable race, to pay a visit to the Land of the Eisino-

Sun.

6. Exploration of the Arctic Regions. A Letter from Dr. Peterhans
to the President of the Koyal Geographical Society.*

“ Sib,
“ Ten years ago, when Arctic Exploration was sought to he revived by

the Koyai Geographical Society, all, I think, were agreed as to the main
points ot the subjects, while a diversity of opinion arose regarding one point,
which appears to me only of secondary importance now, namely, the route to
be chosen. There was a great deal of discussion upon this point, and whether
it would be more ad\isahle for a new English Expedition to proceed west of
Greenland up Smith Sound, or east of it, anywhere in the wide sea between
Greenland and Yovaya Zemlva.

“ From the results arrived at by actual exploration since 1863, and the
light shed by it upon the subject, it appears to me, tiiat a real ground for any
such diversity of opinion no more exist.s, as the most noteworthy fact brought

* Bead, in part, at the Meeting of the lOtli November, 1874; vide ante, p. 35.
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out by the various recent Polar Expeditions is a gi-eater navigability in all

parts of the Arctic Seas than was lormerly supposed to exist.

“ For my part, I readily admit that the Smith Sound route has turned out

to be a great deal more piacticable and navigable than could formerly be sur-

mised from the experience of Kane and Hayes. Certainly both these attempts

were made with insufBcient means
;
Kane’s Advance being only a saihng-brig,

heavily laden and blown about by unusually strong gales, and Hayes’ schooner,

the United titaUs, a mere sailing-vessel of 133 tons, not fit for navigation in

the Arctic Seas. When therefore Hall, in 1871, tried this route ivith the

Polaris, he achieved most astounding results, for he sailed aud steamed from

Tessiusak without interruption iu one stretch through the ill-famed Melville

Bay, Smith Sound, Kennedy Channel, and into new seas as far as 82^ x. lat.,

a distance of 700 miles, with the greatest ease, in seven days, and even reached

beyond the 82iid parallel. Yet his ve.ssel, the Polaris, was only a small,

weak-powered steamer, by no means well fitted for the work, and manned by
a motley crew hampeied by Eskimo families and little children.

“ While 1 thus readily admit my expectations to have been far exceeded by
recent experience, similar progress has also been made on all the other routes

into the central area of the Aictic Regions, and a great deal has been achieved,

even with small means. From the results already arrived at, it is evident

that, with appropriate steam-vessels making use of the experience gained, the

central area will be penetrated as far as the Korth Pole or any other point.
“ As I cannot but think that an English exploring expedition will soon leave

for the Arctic Eegions, I take this oppoitunity to state to you, explicitly, that

I withdraw everything I lormerly said that might be construed into a diversity

of opinion on the mam points at issue, and that I now distinctly approve
heloreliaiid of any route or direction that may be decided on for a new
expedition by British geographers.

“ For those expeditions which I myself have been able to set on foot since

1865, the must direct and shortest loutes and the neaiest goals seemed the
most advisable, as only very small means would be raised, aud these chiefly

by promising to break new ground and opening new lines of research never
before attempted. With the same small means at our command, we could
not have done as much as we did elsewhere. At my instance, more or less,

seven very modest expeditions and summer cruises went forth
;
the first one

—a reconnoitring tour, iu under Captain Koldewey—consisted of a little

Norwegian sloop of only about 60 tons, no bigger than an oidiuary trawling-

smack
;
she was purchased at Bergen, received the name Oerinunia, and went

towards East Greenland, then to the east of Bear Island, on the north of

Spitzbergen, beyond the 81st parallel, aud surveyed poitions of East Spitz-

hergeu nut before reached by English or Swedish Expieditions. Xext year,

1869, started the so-called second German Expedition, consisting of two
vessels, a .screw steamer of 143 tons, called the Gernainia, and a sailing-brig

of 242 tons, called the liansii, as a tender
;
they went again to East Green-

land, explored tliis coast as far as 77° s. lat., and discovered a magnificent
inlet—Franz Joseph Fjord—extending far into the interior of Greenland,
navigable, and the shores of it enlivened by herds of reindeer and musk-oxen.
It was also shown that the interior of Greenland in this region consists not of
a slightly elevated tableland, as formerly supposed, but of splendid mountain
masses of alpine character. The account of this expedition, which also
wintered on the coast ol East Greenland iu 741- lat., is before you iu an
English dress. Besides this, 1 got my friend Air. Rosenthal, a shijiowner, to
allow two scientific men. Dr Dorst and Dr. BesseLs, to accompany two of his
whaling steamers, one to explore the seas east of Spitzbergen, the other those
east ot Greenland

;
both made highly interesting and valuable scientific

observations, which have not yet been published, la 1870, my friends Barou
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Heuglin and Count Zeil went from Tromso in a small sctooner of 30 tons to

East Spitzbergen, and collected most interesting information on a region never

before visited by scientific men
;
and when Baron Heuglin had been out a

second time the next following year (1871), again with one of Kosenthal’s

Expeditions, he iitiblished a valuable work in three volumes. In the same

year Payer and tVeyiirecht went in the Isljorn, a sailing-vessel of 40 tons,

from Tromso, to explore still further northward than Bessels the sea east of

Spitzhergen, which was done with great success as high up as 78“ 43' x. lat.

(in 424^ E. long. Gr.) and as far east as 59- E. long. The scientific results of

this cruise have also not yet been iully worked out.

“ Thus from the interior of Greenland in 30° w. long, to 59° E. long, east of

Spitzhergen, a width of about 90 degrees of longitude have been explored and
highly-interesting results obtained. The cost of these seven expeditions and
cruises was about 140,000 thalers, or altogether, 20,000?., of which only

5000 thalers or 750?. were contributed by the Government of Germany, all

the rest by private individuals, my friend Rosenthal spending upwards of

30,000 thalers. Half of the results of these expeditions have not yet been
published, but the work of the second German Expedition in four volumes,

and that by Baron Heitglin in three volumes, are finished, and are, I think, a

credit to the explorers.
“ I have mentioned these details in order to show that such endeavours to

extend human knowledge improve the spirit of the navy, foster a taste and
progress of science, and are not necessarily expensive. A really effective

expedition will cost more, but also accomplish more
;
in this respect, a writer

in the ‘ Athenaeum,’ in reviewing our second expedition, says that ‘ to start on
expeditions such as these in vessels ill-adapted, ill-strengthened, ill-found,

and ill-provisioned, is but to court failure,’ to winch I say Amen.
“ One well-apipointed English expedition of one or two strong steamers may

well he able to penetrate to the lurthcst points of our globe. Even the
whaling ships, now furnished as they are with steam, penetrate, as a rule, to
where it was formerly thought impiossible for such a fleet to pursue their
valuable fisheries

;
the ill-famed middle ice of Baffin Bay is to them no longer

impenetrable, and extreme points reached by former discovery expeditions,^in

the course of a long series of years, are now visited and passed by one whaling
vessel in the course of a few summer months.

“ Up to 1S69 the general opiiuion was that from Bear Island in 74)° x. lat.

there extended the line of heavy impenetrable pack-ice eastward as far as

Novaya Zemlya, that, working along this coast, the furthest limit of navi-
gation was at Cape Nassau, and that the Kara Sea was entirely and always
filled with masses of ice, totally impracticable for any navigation. But the
Norwegians, w ith their trail fishimi-smacks of only 30 tons at an averane, have,
for five consecutive years, every year navigated all those seas hitherto con-
sidered as totally impieiietrahle

; they have repieatedly circumnavigated the
whole of Novaya Zemlya, crossed the Kaia 8ea m every direction, pieuetrated

to the Obi and Yenisei, and shown, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that navi-
gation can generall}' he pursued there during five mouths of the year, from
June to Cictober, and moreover that the whole of the Kara Sea and the
Siberian Sea far to the north are every year more or less cleared of their ice,

both by Its melting and drifting away to the north. I have had the journals
of many of these cruises sent to me from Norway, containing a mass of good
observations made at the instance of the Government Meteorological Cffice
under the supierintendence of Professor Mohn at Christiania. If another proof
of confirmation were wanting, it has been furnibhed by Mr. "Wiggins of Sunder-
land, who this summer also navigated through the Kara Sea as far as the
mouth of C'bi.

“ As to the sea between Novaya ZemUa and Spitzhergen, the very first time
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in our days its naTisation -svas attempted, namely, liy Weyprecht and Payer
in IbTl, it was found navigable, even to a small sailing-ve.ssel of 40 ions, up to

79° N. lat., and in the eastern half of it no ice whatever was met with. The
experience of their last expedition in 1872 certaiul3

' has been the reverse, as

they encountered much and dense ice at least in the direction of Cape Nassau,

but it would lead to erroneous conclusions, if it were not taken into account

that the Norwegians at the same time found the western halt of that sea quite

free of ice.

“ I am not going to make any remark upon the late Austrian Expedition,

as its results and observations are not yet sufficiently betore ns, but I am
authorised by a letter of Lieutenant AVeyprecht, the nautical commander,
dated the 1st November, to state that, before he has published his extensive

observations, he warns against all premature conclusions, and concludes the

letter—which I shall publish in the next part of the ‘ Mittheilungen,’ and in

which he expresses his own views on the Arctic question lor the first time

—

with the sentence :
‘ That he considers the route through the Siberian Sea as

far as Behring Strait as practicable as before, and would readily take the com-
mand of another expedition m the same direction.’

“ 1 believe myself that the navigability of the seas to the north of Novaya
Zemlya can as little be called in question bj' this one drift of the Austrian
Expedition as the navigabilitj- of Baffin Bay by the drifts of De Haven,
M'Clintook, and the crew of the Folaris. These drifts bj' no means prevent

others penetrating the same seas.
“ And here I mat’ be allowed to refer in a few words to the other end of this

route, the seas north of Behring Strait. Captain Cook in 1778, and his second

in command, Captain Clerke, in 1779, believed to have reached the extreme
limit of navigation by attaining Icy Cape (in 70i° x. lat.) on the American,
and North Ca[>e (in 69° x. (lat.) on the Asiatic side, and they considered

further attempts there as madness as well as to any practical purpose useless.

Captain Beetliey, however, with his lieutenant, the present Admiral Sir

Edward Belcher, penetrated already in ls26 as far a.s I’uint Barrow, and
expressed the result of his experience in the weighty sentence, ‘I have always
been of opinion that a navigation ma\' be performed along any coast of the

Polar Sea that is continuous.'* And, true enough, many a follower has sailed

along the whole of the northernmost coast of America, though exposed to the

pressure of the immense pack-ice masses from the north impinging upon these

coasts. Captain Kellett, with the IJtrald, a vessel not intended for ice navi-

gation, penetrated in 1849 with ease to 72’ 51' lat. into the Polar Sea, so

much dreaded by Cook and Clerke ;
discovered Heiald Island and—what is

now called bj' some—Wrangel Land, and found the ice nut at all so formidable

as supposed previously. Going over the similar experience of Culliuson,

M'Clure, Eodgers, and others, we come to the time when the Americans esta-

blished a highlj' profitable whale fishery in seas coiisldeied entirelj’ useless by
Cook and Cleike, gaining as much as eight millions oi dollais in two years.

It was in one of these j'eavs that a shipma.ster went as tar as 74’ x. lat. nearly
due north of Heiald Island, and saw peaks and mountain ranges lar to the
northwest of his position.f Another, Captain Long, went a considerable dis-

tance along the Siberian coast to the west, and did more m a few days with a
sailing-vessel than Admiral AYrangel had been able to accomplish with sledges
in winter, in the course of four years, in the same region. In a letter dated
Honolulu, 1.5th Janiiaiy, 18C8, he says :

—
‘ That the jiassage from the Pacific

to the Atlantic Ocean will be accomplished b\- one of the routes I have indi-
cated, I have as much faith in, as I have in any unceriain event of the

* Beechey, * Voyage.’ vol. ii., p. 297.

t ‘ Proceedings of the Eoyal Gtogniphieal Society,’ xii., p. 99.
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future, and much more than I had fifteen years ago in the success of the

Altantic Telegraph. Although this route will he of no great importance to

commerce, as a transit from one ocean to the other, yet, could the passage

alonu the coast as far as the mouth of the Lena be successfully made every

year (which I think probable), it would be of good benefit in developing the

resources of Northern Siberia.’*
“ To the north-east of Spitzbergen, also, an interesting cruise was recently

made by Hr. Leigh Smith, who in 1871, with only a sailing schooner of 85
tons, reached as far as 27^ 25' E. of Gr. in SO" 27' s. lat., 4 degrees of longitude

further than any authenticated and observing navigator before him. At this

point he had before him, to the east, consequently in the direction of the newly-
discovered Franz Joseph Land, nothing but open water on the 6th of September,

1871, as far as the eye could reach.
“ That land would be found iu the locality where the Austrian Expedition

actually found it, I have long predicted. Gillis Laud, after Keulen’s map,
generally considered to he situated in 80' x. lat. 30° E. long.—by the Swedish
explorers erroneously put down iu 79° x. lat.—1 have, from the original text,

concluded to be in 81) ° x. lat. and 37° e. long. Gr. This approaches to within

80 nautical miles of Franz Joseph Land, which was sighted westward as far as

46° E. long, hut in this longitude there was not as yet any limit of the land.

The flight of immense numbers of brent geese and other birds in the same direc-

tion has long been observed by various voyagers, and it has also been noticed
that not only migrations of birds, but also of mammals, take the same direc-

tion
;
the Norwegian flshermen on the north of Spitzbergen have repeatedly

caught immense numbers of walrus and ice-bears at the Seven Islands, and
especially on their north-eastern side, whereas at Spitzbergen the walrus is now
very scarce and the ice-bear almost extinct.

“ I consider it also higlily probable that that great Arctic pioneer and navi-
gator, William Baffin, may have seen the western shores of Franz Joseph Land
as long ago as 1614 : for in that year he proceeded to 81° x. lat., and thought he
saw land as far as 82° to the north-east of Spitzbergen, which is accordingly
niai'Ked in one of Purchas's maps.f It is true the account of this voyage is very
meagre, but so is the account of his voyage and still greater discovery of
Baffin's Bay two years after, which Sir John Barrow calfs ‘ the most vague,
indefinite, and un.satisfactory,’ and on his map leaves out Baffin's Bay alto-

gether
;
and this, be it observed, in the year 1818. { Barrington and Beaufoy,

though inserting Baffin's discoveries in their map, dated 1st llarch, 1818,
desciibe them in the following words ;

—
‘ Baffin's Bay, according to the relation

of W. Baffin in iPlO, lut not now heUeved'l With Psirents’ important voy-
ages and discoveries it is exactly the same. The Russians, who only navigated
as far as Cape Nassau, also tried to erase Barents’ discoveries from the map, and
cut off’ the north-eastern part of Novaya Zemlya altogether. § But old Barents
has been found more trustworthy and correct than all the Russian maps and
pilots put together. Even the identical wmter-hut of that great Dutch naviga-
tor, nearly 300 5’ears old, has been found by the Norwegian Captain Cailsen on
the 9th Sejitember, 1871, and many interesting relics brought home by him, so
that the truth and correctness of those famous old Dutch voyages has been

* Nautical Magazine.’ 1S6S, p. 242.

t ‘ Bairiiigton and Beaufoy,’ pp. 40 and 41.

t ‘ Barrow’s Chronaloeieal History,’ p. 216 and map.

§ This was actually attempted by a pilot of tile Russian Imperial Marine, and
found its way also into vol. viii. of the ‘ Journal of tiie Royal Geographical
Society.’ p. 411. where the map is spoken of as “ showing the actual outline of its
coasts, as traced by the pilot Ziwolka, fiom the latest e.vammatious, by which ft

will be seen that more than the eastern half represented on our maps has no
existence in reality.”
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proved beyond all donbt. In like manner, Baffin’s voyage to within sight of

the western shores of Franz Joseph Land may be considered trustworthy until

some substantial proof of the contrary is brought forward. Nay, it even appears

to me that the report given of another remarkable voyage of a Dutch navi-

gator, Cornelis Roule, merits attention, and is to be considered in the same way
as Baffin’s and Barents’, so that if it be as true as the voyages of these navigators,

it may yet be found that Franz Joseph Land was already discovered, and sailed

through up to 74.3° or 75° s. lat., nearly 300 years ago. This report runs

thus :
—

‘ I am informed with certainty that Captain Cornelis Bottle has been in

844° or 85° tt. lat. in the longitude of Novaya Zemlya, and has sailed about

40 miles between broken land, seeing large open water behind it. He went on
shore with his boat, and from a hill it appeared to him that he could go three

days more to the north. He found lots ot birds there, and very tame.’ * Now,
the mean longitude of Novava Zemlya is C0° E. G-r., and passes right through

Austria Sound and Franz Joseph Laud : the latter is a ‘ broken land ’ also,

behind which Lieutenant Payer saw ‘large open water’ and found ‘lots of

birds ’

!

“ Be this as it may, we now come to Sir Edward Parry's voyage north of Spitz-

bergen, regarding which it is an undoubted fact that he reached 82° 45' x. lat.,

the furthest well-authentioated point yet reached by any navigator, and a feat

unsurpassed to this day.
“ Tliere is. however, no doubt that the northern coast of Spitzhergen lies

just in the teeth of one of the most formidable ice-currents, and one that,

summer and winter, is sweeping its ice-masses just towards these coasts. If,

therefore, an English expedition should take Spitzhergen as a basis to start

from, it would re pure two vessels, one of which ought to go up the west coast,

the other up the east coast : for, when northerly and westerly winds prevail,

the first vessel would probably be hampered by ice, and the second vessel find

it navigable up the.east coast; and, if easterly and southerly winds prevailed,

the reverse would be the case.
“ It is by way of Smith Sound, however, that navigation has hitherto been

pushed furthest
;
and here an English expedition, so long projected, may well

operate. At the same time, the east coast of Gri.enland seems still worthy
ot attention. The second German Expedition did not proceed far to the

north, it i.s true, but it was easy enough to reach the coast
;
and Lieutenant

Payer told me this was merely something like a ‘cab’s drive.’ Captain

Gray of Peterheal, a most experienced Arctic navigator, wrote already in

1868 thus :

—
‘ Having for many years pursued the whale fishery on the east

coast of Greenland, and observeil the tides, the set of currents, and the state

of the ice in that locality' at various seasons of the year, I think that little, if

any, difficulty would be experienced in carrying a vessel in a single season to

a Very high latitude, if not to the Pule itself, by taking the ice at about the

latitude of 75^, where generally exists a deep bight, sometimes running in a

north-west direction upwards of 100 miles towards Shannon Island, from
thence following the continent of Greenland as long as it was found to trend

in the desired direction, and afterwards jmsbing northwards through the loose

fields of ice, which I shall show may be expected to be found in that locality.

The following are the reasons on which that opinion is founded :—In prose-
cuting the whale fishery in the vicinity' of Shannon Island, there are generally
found loose fields of ice, with a considerable amount of open water, and a dark
water-skv along the land to the northward

;
the land-water sometimes ex-

tending for at least 50 miles to the eastward
; and, in .seasons when south-

west winds prevail, the ice opens up very fast from the land in that latitude.

* WiLen, ‘N. & O. Tartarye,’ folio, 1707, 2. docl, p. 920.
ceeJiiiga of the Royal Geographical Society,’ \ol. ix. p. ITS.

See aLo ‘ Pro-
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The ice on the east coast of Greenland is what is termed field or floe ice, the

extent of which varies with the nature of the season ; but it is always in

motion, even in winter, as is proved by the fact that ships beset as far north

as 78° have driven down during the autumn and winter as far south as Cape
Farewell. Thus there is always the means of pushing to the northward, by
keeping to the land-ice and watching favourable openings,"’* &ot
“And quite recently, in communicating the result of his experience the

present year, he writes :
—

‘ During the past season I had too many oppor-

tunities of observing the drift of the ice. In May, June, July, and August,
its average drift was fully 14 miles a day ; in March and April it must have
been driving double that rate. I calculate that nearly the whole of the ice

was driven out of the Arctic Basin last summer. I went north to 79° 45' in

August, and found the ice all broken up
;
whereas down in 77'^ the floes were

lying whole in the sea, clearly showing that the ice m 80^ must have been
broken up by a swell from the north

;
beyond the pack to the north, which I

could see over, there was a dark water-sky reaching north until lost in the

distance, without a particle of ice to be seen in it. I was convinced at the
time, and so was my brother, that we could have gone up to the Pole, or at any
rate far beyond where anyone had ever been before. I bitterly repent that I

did not sacrifice my chance of finding whale, and make the attempt, although
my coals and provisions were wearing down. Although I have never advo-
cated an attempt being made to reach the Pole by Spitzbergen, knowing well
the difficulties that would have to be surmounted, my ideas are now changed,
from what I saw last voyage. I am now convinced that a great advance
towards the Pole could occasionally be made without much trouble or risk by
Spitzbergen, and some of our amateur navigators will be sure to do it, and
pluck the honour from the Royal Navy. I do not know if the Eclipse will

be sent to the Greenland whale fishery next year; if I go, I shall be able to
satisfy myself more thoroughly as to the clearing out of the ice this year,
because it will necessarily be of a much lighter character than usual.’ f

“ If this important intormation should be considered worthy the attention
of the British geographers and the Admiralty, there would, perhaps, be two
steamers sent out to make success doubly ceitain : one to proceed up the west
coast of Greenland, by way of Smith Sound, the other up the east coast of
Greenland.

“ But whatever may be decided on, I trust that the British Government
will no longer hold back to grant what all geographers and all scientific

corporations of England have been begging fur these ten long years, and
afford the means for a new effective expedition to crown these our modest
endeavours, of which I have given an outline. We in Germany and Austria
have done our duty, and I am happy to have lived to see that our humble
endeavours, the work of our Arctic explorers, have gained your approbation,
that of the Royal Geographical Society of Great Britain. We have done all

we could in the private manner we had to do it ; for, as a nation, we Germans
are only now beginning to turn our attention to nautical matters. We have
had no vessels, no means, and our Government has had to fight three great
wars these ten years. But nevertheless we have had in this interval German,
Austrian, American, Swedish, Norwegian, Russian Polar Expeditions, in which
even an Italian officer took part, at the instance of the Italian Government.
And England, formerly alw ays taking the lead m these matters, is almost the
only maritime power that has kept aloof. When, nearly t’hirty years ago, one
man of science proposed that magnetical observations should be exten'ded, it

* ‘ Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society,’ vol xii. p. 197.

t Letter of Captain David Gray to Mr. Leigh Smith, dated “Peterhead, 21st
September, 1S71.”
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was at once answered by the Government then by sending out to the

Antarctic Regions an expedition of two vessels, the Ereius and Terror,

under that great navigator Sir James Clarke Ross, which has never yet been
eclipsed as to the importance of its results and the lustre it shed on the

British Navy. I do not know the views held in England now, but I know
that to ns outsiders the achievements and work of a man like Sir James Clarke

Ross or Livingstone have done more for the prestige of Great Britain than
a march to Cumassi, that cost millions of pounds sterling. That great

explorer, Livingstone, is no more; his work is going to he continued and
finished by German and American explorers. We shall also certainly not let

the Arctic work rest till it is fully accomplished
;
but it surely behoves Great

Britain now to step in and once more to take the lead.

:

“ I have the honour to be, Sir,

“ Your very obedient humble servant,

“Augustus Petermakx,

“ Honorary Corresponding Member and Gold Mediillist

“ of the Royal Geographical Society,

“ Gotha, 7th Kocemler, 1874.’
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Colonel Gordon’s Expedition.

The PEEsmEN’T said that many present would remember he informed the

Society, on the opening night of the Session, that two young Engineer ofiicers,

Messrs. Watson and Chippendale, had left England, during the previous sum-
mer, to join Colonel Gordon in the Lake Regions of the Pepper Mile. The
duties of these ofBcers were to be exclusively expiioration and survey, and the

Council and himself had readily acceded to the req^uest to furnish them with
instruments and such information as was required. He had now the pleasure

to inform the Meeting that these young officers had arrived safely at Gondo-
koro, and that no time had been lost by their chief in setting them to work.
According to letters received since the last meeting, they reached Gondokoro
on the 14th of Movember, and were ordered before the end of that month to

proceed to explore Lake Albert Xyanza, a small vessel for the purpose having
been previously conveyed to Dufle. a station above the falls which obstruct

navigation between Gondokoro and the Lake. Colonel Gordon, in a letter to

himself, dated the 18th of Xovember, reported that Jlessrs. Watson and Chip-
pendale were then testing their instruments preparatory to their important

journey, in conjunction with M. Linant, another member of the Expedition,

who was under orders to proceed to the “ vSomerset X'lle” of Speke, and Victoria

Myanza. As he had iuiormed the Society on a pirevious occasion, he had
applied for and obtained the .sanction of His Hiahness the Khedive to the com-
munication of the geograjihical results of this great enterpri.se, and it was grati-

fying to learn how heartily His Highness had entered into the views of the

Council, for Colonel Gordon stated, in the same letter, that he had been ordered

by the Khedive to send him diii'licate copies of all his geographical work, one
copy being for the Royal Geosraphical Society. Although it was wise not to be

too sanguine in our expectations of events in a region so full of difficulty and
uncertainty as Central Ai'rica, he thought we might safely look forward to

early and important intelligence from Colonel Gordon and his staff.

In introducing Dr. Mullens, the author of the paper on Madagascar, now
about to he read, the President said that he was a gentleman of varied and
extensive knowledge and an acute observer. Although he had spent only a
year in the island, he had obtained as much information as most people would
have acquired during a residence of twenty years. The maps which he had
brought home were beautiful specimens of cartography, and a great number of
photographs had also been prepared, giving a very good idea of what the interior

of Madagascar is.

On the Central Prorinces of Madagascar. By Joselh 3Iijllens, d.d..

Foreign Secretary of the London Missionary Society.

[Abkidgment.]

The chief physical feature of Madagascar is the central mountain
mass, which commences with lofty hills at its northern extremity.
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and retains them till within a moderate distance of its southern

cape. This mighty mass is by no means uniform in its appearance.

Ascending from the eastern coast to the capital, the traveller meets

and successively passes three lofty mountain-walls, each supporting’

a broad terrace behind it. The first and lowest meets him at t-wo

days’ distance from the coast : the second lies behind, two days

further off, near the forest-station of Beforona : over the third (the

object of his deserved admiration, as it stretches away far, far to

the north, still on and on to the south), he climbs by the lofty pass

of Angavo, and then finds himself on the broad plateau of Imerina,

the dwelling-place of the ruling tribes. On the western side also

the terraces exist, and are descended one by one, though they are

not so grandly marked as on the east coast, and are more easy to

travel. On our own journey from Imerina to the north-west, along

the line of country followed by the two principal rivers, we ex-

perienced four special descents, each being over 800 feet, and

each having a distinct pass. The line across these passes is the

line of the ancient tribal raids, and along which the present

military posts are established.

On the east side of the island the three -vi-alls converge on a

common point toward the northern districts. In visiting the

Sihanaka province we saw the tw'o higher lines meeting beyond

the Alaotra Lake, in lat. 16'’ 40'; and the wild sea of hills

resulting shows the grandeur of the forces employed in shaping

their present form. Away to the south the terraces keep distinct,

until (as we saw for ourselves) they are crossed, in lat. 22’, by a

strong range which runs from west to east, when they come to an

end, and fall into that level plain swept by the south-east winds,

on w'hich 31. Grandidier found new shells and bones of Sinbad’s

celebrated birds. The terraces seem to be between 30 and 40 miles

wide. They are far from level. Strong winds, heavy storms of

rain, waterspouts, torrents, have cut deep channels in the sandy red

clay, which has been depo.sited among the gneiss rocks, which form

the basis of the island : and as these hills and cuttings follow

largely the northerly set of the granite ranges, while the water

seeks an outlet in the sea, we found ourselves in a maze of red hills,

and went forward up and down, down and uji. many times in a day,

multiplying indefinitely the miles we travelled, and along which

our wearied men lifted ns and carried us to the cit}’ which was to

be our home. On the we.st side of Imerina the red hills are even

more conspicuous. IVe saw them at many points ; it was impossible

to map them, the gullies are so numerous: but we had to travel

among them again and again, and found nothing in our journeys so
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painful to traverse. Such a hillj- country, so continuously hilly as

Central Madagascar I have never seen in all my wanderings in the

United States or in the Eastern world.

The principal portion of the central plateau is occupied by the

plain of Imerina, and its southern continuation, the Betsileo pro-

vince. At its north end this plain is bounded by the mountain

mass of Andringitra, and the hills of Manga and Molangana. On
the east it begins above the Angavo forest, and goes westward to

Ambohiveloma and Ita.sy, where it falls into the western plains.

In this part the province has a breadth of 90 miles, and a nominal

length of 110 miles. Eastern Imerina is pierced b}' granite hills,

and ranges more or less high, which bear upon their shoulders

barren moors, swept by the hard east winds. The South has been
greatly affected bj’ the volcanic disturbances which I shall shortly

describe. It has few fertile spots, and its population is scattered

and thin. The thoroughly-ctiltivated parts of Imerina are spread

over a space of 50 miles by 25 ; about 1250 square miles in all.

Even here the level is not perfect. Low ridges of red clay run
across the plain, generally from the west and north-west, toward
the south-east ; and it is on these, and on isolated portions of them,

are built the numerous villages and towns. It is in central Imerina

that the population of the island is thickly set. There is abundance
of food. The red hills offered, by their height, places of security

around which deep fosses might be cut, or over which great cactus-

hedges might be planted, for the terror of one’s bare-footed enemies,

and for still greater inconvenience to one’s friends. .The great plain

is watered by numerous streams from the eastern hills, or from the

volcanic district to the south ;
and however they score the valleys,

or wind among the hills, or spread themselves out upon the level

rice-grounds
; whether the Mamba, the Tarabina, the Sisaony, the

Katsaoka, or the Anjomoka ; they all meet at last in the Ikiopa, and
all find their way into the sea down its rocky ravines. We vi.sited

many of the upper w'aters of these rivers ; we followed the rice-

valleys, or came upon the scattered villages with their red-brick

churches conspicuous fur many miles. But there was one spot on
which we looked with peculiar interest, the Farahantsana, or falls

of the Ikiopa. It is a noble reef of rocks, which bounds one
portion of the Imerina plain, and west of w'hich the ground begins
rapidly to fall. The river approaches the rocks sluggishly

; through
all the eastern plain it flows slowly, depositing its rich silt. Once
over the reef, the waters boil and foam, and hurry away, against
rocks and boulders, fd.st and furiously to the sea. That reef is the
saving banier of the country. Had it not existed, or had there
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teen nothing in its place, dining the long ages which have passed

since the plain rose out of the sea, the fine soil now teeming with

fertility would have been carried hy the falling waters down into

the plains, and the whole of Imerina would have resembled the

scored and ruined districts in the province of Menabe, A similar

reef at Sinjoarivo retains the waters of the Onibe
; and yet another,

the winding stream of the Manantanana, in the great rice-plain of

Ambohimandroso. Xothing but these rocky barriers has secured a

quiet resting-place for the rich silt and the fertilising water at the

height of 4000 feet above the sea.

Bordered by grand hills of varied forms and studded with

hundreds of villages and towns, Imerina is in many respects one

of the most beautiful and picturesque provinces of Madagascar.

Here it is gay with the brilliant green of the young rice ; there it

is shaded with dark patches of wood around Xamehana and llafj'.

Here it shows the great turtle-head rock of Ambatomalaza, or thelofty

towers of the Three Sisters
;
there the long slope of Fandravasana,

the lofty peaks of Antongona, or the towering masses of Ankaratra.

Here lie the broad waters of the Queen’s Lake, with its little

island embowered in trees ; there stand conspicuous clusters of

villages, with their neat huts, the green ramparts of Ambohidra-
peto, or the towering Amontana tree of Ambohidratrimo. It is

impossible to survej’ the wide-spread scene from the lofty hill of
Antananarivo without feelings of exhilaration and delight. We
know the golden glory which at sunset lights up the snows of

Switzerland : but nothing can exceed the sharpness of the light as

it plays over the landscape in the crisp, clear air of Madagascar
after refreshing rain ; and no pen can describe the deep golden

blush which beautifies the red hills with an unearthly radiance

when the autumnal sun sinks calmly to rest. Day after day, from
the terrace of my Madagascar home, I looked with feelings akin to

rapture on that wondrous scene ; for I saw on every side not
merely material bearrty—the grace of form, rich tones of colour, or

even the bountiful srrpply for a people's wants,—I saw the proof of

a young nation’s progress : new houses rising in the villages
; new

homes of better pattern for the richer classes. I saw the fortressed

hills deserted for the open plains
;
peace, security, and mutual con-

fidence, where once prevailed intestine war; I saw the new school-

house and the handsome church instead of the rush-buildings of

five years ago. I saw that men were living in truer fellowship

with men
; because all together were striving to rise higher toward

God.

Over all the higher portions of Madagascar, and far into the lower
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plains, the chief constituent element is gaeits or gianite. T^’hole

ranges of it appear on every side, and the enormous gneiss boulders

scattered over the hill-sides form a conspicuous feature of the

landscape. In certain districts the primitive rock is a fine felspar

granite, of a delicate rose tint ; these granite ranges were the

noblest rocks we saw. In one valley this granite took the form of

graphite, and, as usual, the square crystals of felspar presented a

singular resemblance to Hebrew writing. Connected doubtless

with this extensive felspar element is the profusion of red clay

which strikes the traveller wherever he goes. It forms enormous

hills ; it has buried and covered in innumerable boulders
;
in

various valleys and cuttings it is hundreds of feet deep. At times

it is stiff and strong, at others it is full of fine sand ; and when
once water gets into it, whole hills are washed away into the

lower valleys. Nowhere is this feature so conspicuous as in Ankay.
Again it is hard and gritty with coarse sand. It naturally follows,

that, on the whole, the soil of Madagascar should not be fertile,

and that where the hard winds have hindered vegetation, and the

rains, have for ages washed away the salts of the soil, it is hard

and poor. Only in the bottom have the finer constituents re-

mained, and these, enriched by decayed vegetation, are universally

appropriated to rice. All over Imerina, in many localities, are seen

banks and hills of mica-mud.

There is one notable exception to these formations. The central

province of Madagascar has been the scene of volcanic eruptions

on an enormous scale. Twenty miles to the south-west of the

capital is a fine group of mountains, the lofty peaks of which stand

conspicuous in fine weather against the clear blue sky. TTiese are

the Ankarat Mountains. From a distance the mass is seen to he

broad, to rest on an enormous base, and, when measured, it turns

out to cover a space of 600 square miles. From the Imerina plain,

•1000 feet high, the traveller rises steadily to 6000 and 7000 feet

before he reaches the foot of the great central peaks. These occupy

a space of 51 square miles. They are five in number, with minor

elevations around them. M. Grandidier refers especially to one of

them (Amhohitrakoholahy), and calls it the highest
; but, owing to

the mists, he failed to ascend and ascertain this for himself. We
ascended two, measured a third by the theodolite, and eventually

our native assistant measured all five. Their heights range from
8000 to 8950 feet, and they are the highest mountains in the island.

They are all of volcanic origin, and though we saw no distinct

craters, we observed that they were covered with broken lava,

and we traced the streams of lava flowing from the centie on every
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side. 57ear their feet on the east are other centres of Tolcanic

outflow and great lava-hills. On the south these streams run out

for 25 miles. On the west and north also the long tongues of lava

can be traced far into the plain ; and it was exceedingly interesting

to note both the lines on which the lava and the clay lay distinct,

side by side, and the sections of the lava strata, through which

some stream or road had cut its way.

But this was not all. On reaching the neighbourhood of Lake
Itasy, 40 miles west of Antananarivo and 25 miles beyond the

central mass of Ankarat, we at once found new traces of volcanic

agency
;
and when we ascended the lofty hill overhanging the

western end of the lake, crater after crater met our astonished

gaze. Some were of enormous size, some were small ; some were
lofty, others were low ; some were cones, others were hollow, or

were horseshoe in shape, and had long ridges of lava running out
from the open side. In several cases the ridge was double. Their
forms were beautiful, and the sides of most were richly clothed

with grass. We spent several days among them, ascended the
highest and most central, AmbohimaUala, and carefully mapped
the district. There were forty craters in all, of which we were
sure; we think there were others beyond to the north. In the
midst of the group were little lakes and pools of water, and one
chaiming piece of water. Lake Kazamba, which we have reason to
think no Englishmen except ourselves have seen. Lake Itasy,
which is on the eastern side of these volcanoes, we have mapped
for the first time. This lake, we saw, has been formed by the ele-

vation of the land and the outflow of the lava-streams. At the
western end it looked shallow

; the fishing showed it to be shallow,

and the ground around it was very swampy. Toward the east,

wheie its chief feeder runs in, the water is deep. It is not a ravine,
with some natural barrier at its lower end ; it is a submerged level.

Many streams flow into it from the country round, and it has only
one outlet, on the north, through the northern portion of the
volcanic district. The lake is eight miles long and 2^ miles broad : it

contains six little peninsulas jutting into the water, one of which
is called Ambonihazo, “ wooded hill,” a pretty spot, with a little

village and its pretty church embowered among the trees. Fifty
miles further south we came on the volcanoes again. We had
observed three groups of them out on the western plain

; hut when
we reached Betafo and examined the district carefully, we were
moie astonished than before. We climbed a lofty rounded HHI
called Ivoko, which we had seen twenty miles away, and duly noted,
and then found that we were on the crater wall. The inner
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hollo-sv was a quarter of a mile wide, the height of the wall abore

the level country outside was 1100 feet; two lava-sfreams went
out toward the south and west; three small craters were at the

foot, and others, large and conspicuous, were around us on every

side. Close by, another huge crater, latsifitra, had its opening

toward the north, and the lava that had issued from it was fresh,

black and sharp, as if broken yesterday. But, stranger still, at its

eastern side was a plain, a mile square, covered with heaps of lava,

like stone cottages, fortresses, ruined palaces. I counted thirty

greater piles and noted numberless smaller ones ; it was clear that,

like the Phlegrsean fields in Italy and the neighbourhood of Mouna
Eoa in Hawaii, at one time the entire plain bad been on fire, that

a hundred jets of fire and flame and molten lava had spurted from

its surface. The heaps were now old and moss-grown ; but one of

the peasantry informed Mr. Sewell that there was a kind of tradi-

tion amongst the people that their ancestors had seen these flames

bursting forth. The newest lava was on the western side and near

the crater. Travelling further east, round the southern foot of

Ank^rat, we had the lava still—long tongues, cinder-heaps, and
old craters again and again ; and having ascended one of the

noblest hills of the countrj', the conical peak of Votovorona (a most
important station in our survey), we found it volcanic also. Another
fine cone to the eastward, named Ihankiana, was volcanic too.

Altogether, in that important journey, we saw and counted 100
extinct craters, extending over an arc of 90 miles, not reckoning
the central mass of Ankarat, round one side of which that are

bends. The volcanic belt is continued to the northward in the

great hills with which the island terminates. The hill of Mataola,

Mount Amber itself, the island of Kosibe, the island of Mayotta,

the island of Johanna—these (as our eyes have seen) are all volcanic.

The range over which the volcanic area is spread is enormous.

What a mighty upheaving force must have been exerted ov'er this

vast space ! Does Java itself show a nobler volcanic field ? If

human eyes could have beheld and appreciated them, what a scene

of indescribable grandeur must have been presented when these

volcanoes were active ; when the land was rocked with earthquakes
and the great hills of gneiss and granite were rent in pieces

;
when

vast showers of blazing rocks shot out, like meteors, into the lurid

night ; and when the molten lava-streams poured, like rivers, out
of the mouths of these flaming furnaces ! Wonderful in the history
of the earth has been the agency of fire : nowhere could that agency
have been exhibited more grandly in the present age of the earth^s
history than on the great volcanic field of Madagascar.
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Among the adjuncts of the Tolcanic field "we found four hot

springs, three of which are near together in Betafo and Sirahe.

The temperature of the spring at Betafo, as tried by Mr. Cameron,

was 130’ Fahr., and the water seemed perfectly tasteless. In three

places we also found jets of carbonic acid gas. Beneath the broad

plain of Sirabe, extending over fifty square miles, there is evidently

a great deposit of lime : the pits of Sirabe supply most of the lime

used for building in Imerina and the capital. M ith the exception

of some lime-deposits north of Ankarat, and a little sandstone in

the Betsileo, thej* are the only secondary rock we found in all the

higher parts of Madagascar : no fossils have been found in it. It

is fiom this lime that the wells of carbonic acid gas are derived.

One well, with numerous jets, was connected with a filthy mud-
pool : the water boiled all over the surface, and the natives could

not imagine why it remained quite cold. In a second case the

tubular well was dry, and we found butterflies and various insects

lying dead around the mouth ; we were told that frogs and mice

also are at times found dead there. Among the lime-pits the

bubbling springs are numeious. A huge tufa-rock has gradually

risen at one point, with stalactite caves in its sides, and on the

top of the rock a hollow basin has foinied itself ; water from the

rock flows up into this basin, bubbling as it rises, which is

neither more nor less than natural soda-water, of which we could

drink as much as we liked without charge.

During our journey we looked everywhere for columnar basalt,

but failed to find it. We saw abundance of surface-lava broken in

pieces. In a cutting at Betafo we examined a variety of strata,

the result of repeated eruptions—strata of black volcanic earth, of

brown earth, strata of ashes many inches thick
;
but of columnar

rock there seemed to be none. At last we found a single patch of

it : it covered a space of 30 feet by 20. The columns were, as

usual, six-sided, and the pillars exposed on the edge of a little ridge

were four feet long.

A last point to notice in connection with the volcanic district is,

that close to that field—indeed enclosed by it—we found the

noblest mass of granite rocks which we saw north or south in

Madagascar. This great mass is termed Yavavato. It consists of

several lofty ridges parallel to some degree with one another, yet
starting from one northern point and curving, pear-like, round to

the south. Some of the ridges are quite closed at the south end
and form a ail de sac, whence the name is derived. The ridges are

lofty, their summits serrated, and the separate rocks and masses
are truly grand. Between the second and third ridges the fallen
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boulders are enormous and countless. On the third ridge are tbe

highest peaks, with distinct names. At the north end one group of

rocks has a wonderful resemblance to an elephant : it was con-

spicuous over a vast extent of country, and appears repeatedly in

our station lists. A smaller elephant is close by. The granite of

these rocks is well fonned, and the felspar, in the best specimens,

is of a pale rose tint : the grain is blackened by the sun ; it is very

rotten, and falls of rock must be numerous—hence the multitude of

boulders on every side. A portion of the same ridge we saw far

to the north. Another noble mass is Ibety, south of Sirabe
;
and

another ridge of great length, Kipaseha, was the last of the western

mountains which we saw at the extreme south of the Betsileo

province.

In Imerina the higher plateau has a breadth of 80 miles. As we
travelled south we found it growing narrower. At Sirabe its

breadth is 60 miles. Ail down the Betsileo province it narrows
still ; and at Imahazony, on the line of 22’ s. lat., as we stood on
the top of Kirianga, we were in sight of both bordering lines of

hill on east and west, 35 miles from each other; and the ridges

immediately to the south of us crossed the country like a lofty waU,
covered with forest, and fairly united the two. The Betsileo

province, so far as wo saw it, is clear of volcanic influence. It con-

tains long gneiss and clay ridges, which cross it from N.x.w. to s.s.e.

Near Fianarantsoa these ridges lie close to one another with but
narrow valleys between; and in certain localities the massing of

the mountains is very grand. On travelling from that town south-

ward, when we pitched our tents in the broad valley, near the little

village of Ambalavao, we had some noble masses overhanging us

to the west, while the grass on the lofty eastern hills was all on
fire, and long curving lines of flame served both to show the form

of the hill and to light up the darkness of the night. On the east

is an enormous bill of gneiss; a few miles further to the south-east,

where the forest ridge begins, is another mass nobler still, called

Ambondrombe, which is believed to be the entrance to the spirit-

world. On the west again the hills seemed to increase in vastness

and in number. Below the plateau were the noble rounded hills of

landraimbaki, the high peak of lody, the curving ridge of Kirianga ;

while outside them all, on the edge of the lower terrace, was the
lofty, serrated granite ridge of Kipaseha, stretching away to the
southward for thirty or forty miles. The vast bay formed by these
wonderful mountain masses contains the broad green plain of
Ambohimandroso, rich in rice, and supporting a large population.
\\ hat lies beyond these hills we longed to learn; but our time was
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gone : we had accomplished our work in the south, and we were

compelled to return to the capital. But we had traversed the

whole of the well-peopled plateau which forms the crest of the

island as far south as lat. 22“
;
and, with the help of Mr. Cameron,

we had made so complete and connected a series of observations,

that without difficulty we could connect the new province with the

positions which Mr. Cameron had already laid down in the old. In

our survey we had now secured two fixed points of great value.

Mr. Cameron, after careful observations, had placed the capital

of Madagascar in lat. 18“ 55' 50' s., and in long. 47' 48' 40" e.

M. Grandidier (judging from his map) places Antananarivo in lat.

18“ 55' s., and long. 47“ 32' e. The latitudes of the two observers are

the same ; hut there is a difference in the longitude of 10' 40", or

18-05 English miles. Mr. Cameron places the capital 89 English

miles from the eastern sea, M. Grandidier at a distance of 107 miles.

My own view of the matter, from the time occupied in the journey,

is that the former distance is too little, the latter too great. I am
content to take the mean of the two sets of observations, and place

the capital in east longitude 47“ 40', or at a distance of 98 miles

from the sea. Mr. Cameron assents to this suggestion, until by
further observations with his new chronometer he is able to

determine it more exactly.

Mr. Cameron again places Fianarantsoa, the capital of the Betsileo

province, in lat. 21“ 27' 10" s., and long. 47“ 18' e., i. e. 66i miles

from the sea. M. Grandidier’s are lat. 2l“ 27' s., and long. 47“ 3' E.,

and 83 English miles from the s«a. The latitudes of the two ob-

servers coincide; the longitudes again differ by 15', equal in that

latitude to 16-41 English miles. Both place the town of Fiana-

rantsoa, a distance of 29' or 30' in long, west of Antananarivo. In
relation to each other, the two obsei-vers almost perfectly coincide.

Mr. Cameron communicated his observations about Antananarivo

to M. Grandidier; but in regard to Fianarantsoa they are wholly

independent; and the fact that they so agree furnishes a strong-

presumption that, in relation to each other, and to their component

parts, these two important provinces of Madagascar are correctly

laid down. Having worked out the set of angles myself, I find my
own scheme accord with theirs ; but, as before, I prefer the mean
of the two longitudes, and would place Fianarantsoa in long.

47“ 11' 30" E., at a distance of 75 miles from the Indian Ocean.

The Betsileo province has many features of grandeur and beauty
about it

; but its fertile and well-cultivated spots are few. It con-

tains five districts : Ambositra and Ambohinamboarina, the Isandra,

Ilalangina, and larindrano. In the political survey of the country.
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it is Tisually described as witbin tbe Matsiatra or beyond tbe

Matsiatra. The Matsiatra is its principal river, and it is -svell fed

by numerous streams, which rise from the granite and gneiss hills.

The water is abundant, and is very pure. The most southern

district is termed “ larindrano,” “ full of water,” and well deserves

its name. It has one special river, the Manantanana, which rises in

the hill of Ambondrombe, and makes its way sluggishlj' across the

clay plains to the west, until it finds an outlet north of landraim-

baki, whence it falls into the Mozambique Channel. Smaller

rivers, like the Kanofotsy, join one or other of these. The chief

feature of the cultivation in the province is rice ; and the ingenuity

with which the peasantry appropriate the water to its sustenance

deserves high praise. The well-watered bottoms are few and not

wide-spread. But the people terrace the hills
; they track back the

streams and rivulets step by step, till they reach the fountain ;
and

thus the terraces may he seen beautifully levelled high up the hill-

sides, and carried into every hollow, whence the water comes ; each

streamlet does dutj' many times over. Very pleasant to the eye are

these bright terraces when the rice is young. Very rich in rice is

the basin of Ambohimandroso, and the valleys near
;
green are the

fields of Ikala and the bottoms around Ambohinamboarina
;
but

nothing can exceed the skill and care e.vpended on the deep amphi-

theatre of Nandihizana, iu which the terraces descend step by step;

and a lavish supply of water from three streams, and the forest near,

covers them with a golden harvest, which feeds thousands of human
beings. Wherever there is water, the peasantry plant rice. But

they place their houses, not in large clusters, in villages of 100 to

500 people : they prefer little holdings, called valas, of two, three,

or four huts, each set surrounded by a clay wall and a cactus-hedge ;

and in the absence of wood, which will not grow in the hard, foggy

climate, the eye rests with pleasure on these green rings which dot

the hill-sides, or the higher ridges overhanging the broader levels,

where the rice-plant grows. The productions of the country, as

shown in the markets of Fianarantsoa and Nandihizana, are not

numerous. Kice, manioc, Indian com, beef, poik, fowls, a little

honey, lambas made of rafia-palm fibre; a little coaise silk, coaise

but strong spades, timber rafters, spade handles, thick, clumsy
window-shutters, with the hinge projecting above and below,

grass baskets and earthen plates, these are the chief articles exposed
for sale.

W e were disappointed as to the population. We had always read

of the Betsileo that they were a million and a half in number. As
we traversed the country, and saw how empty it is, we asked again
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and again, where are the people? In a few broad basins, a few

opened and well-watered valleys, are built a few towns of 150 to

300 houses. All the rest are villages and “ valas.” Only Fiana-

rantsoa has 5000 people, including the Hova garrison. The Govern-

ment reckon, in all the Betsileo and Tanala provinces and their

various distiicts, 50,000 hetra, or farmsteads, great and small.

This would indicate as man}' families, even allowing for changes

since the arrangement was made ; and that calculation would make

the population 250,000, or not more than 300,000 in all.

The population of Imerina has not, I think, been oveixated ; but

it has not been reckoned very high, and has been usually regarded

as 1,000,000 in all. The province, as I have mentioned, may be

reckoned at 110 miles long, and 90 miles broad; or about 10,000

square miles. The entire border is thinly peopled : large tracts of

hilly country, of high barren moor, or of bare red clay, have very

few villages ; those which exist being found in scattered valleys,

sheltered from the cold winds, or possessing rich land in the

bottoms. The well-peopled portion is 50 miles long and 25 miles

broad, or 1250 square miles in all. And here the villages are

crowded together ; all the best lands are carefully cultivated, and

the prosperity of the province is patent to every eye.

Numerous as the vUlages appear, the population still is limited.

The best towns are not large. Antananarivo leads otf with 80,000

people. Ambohimanga has about 5000 ;
one or two other towns have

the same ;
and a few others have fi'om 3000 to 2000. Half of the

ancient capitals, the “ twelve sacred cities,” on “ the twelve hills,”

are in a state of decay, and their population is small. To set the

Imerina population at 1,000,000, or 1,200,000, falls in with the

general Government calculation and the demands made for feudal

service. We must add 100,000 for the Imamo and Mandridrano

districts in the south-west, and another 100,000 for the Vakin-

Ankarat and the thickly-peopled valleys of Betafoand Sirabe, which

have 10,000 heira. Thus for the entire of the two principal pro-

vinces of the island, Imerina and the Betsileo, with all their districts,

enclosed within no-man’s land on every side, we have a population

of 1,700,000. Several circumstances confirm this calculation, into

which I will not enter.

Our fourth journey from the capital was directed to the Sihanaka

province, a hundred miles to the north. Five years before it bad
been visited by one of our missionaries, and M. Grandidier had also

been there. But we co-uld get no information whatever concerning

it. Where were the stopping-places ? Where was the population ?

and what was the character of the country ? To these points we
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could find no answer. Our predecessor had left no road-hill ; and

M. Grandidier has published no particulars, except in the section of

the general map which relates to the district. The result was a

strange experience.

We had left Amhohimanga, had given our men their mid-day

meal, and were still in sight of the capital, when we suddenly

found ourselves in a district without inhabitants. Towards sunset

we reached A’tomainty, a village of twelve houses, in which our

sixty men found some kind of accommodation; we ourselves

slept in our tent, eleven feet square. For many hours the next

day it was the same : we saw three villages of two houses each

;

and then reached a fertile basin, with several prosperous villages

and Christian churches. The principal of these was Anjqjorobe.

Sunday past, and our men rested, we went on our way. In a

few hours we climbed a fine ridge covered with wood, and found

ourselves on the edge of the Imerina terrace. The pass crossed

over the highest part of the ridge, and for forty yards went

along a narrow ledge two yards wide, which had deep ravines

on either side. It then descended on the east by huge natural

stairs, and passed up and down clay hills, through dense forests,

and down a richly-wooded ravine. The pass is expressively

termed Ambarabaramvato, “ the stone gateway.” It was late

in the afternoon before we found a resting-place where our men
could breakfast. The name of the village, with its twelve houses,

was Mandanvatsij, i. e., “ Get your tiflSn ” before going farther ; in-

tended as advice to Sihanaka travellers going the other way—and

good advice it is. For three days we journeyed through an empty

land, the upper portion of the district of Ankay, sleeping in our

tent : at the end of the third day we reached the town of Amba-

tondrazaka, the capital of the Sihanaka province, and on its south-

eastern edge. From the governor and his officers, from the Christian

people around him, and then from the congregations in all the

principal towns and villages, we received a warm welcome. Only

once had they seen an English missionary among them, and that

was (as I said; five years before. Turkeys, geese, fowls, eggs, rice

and milk, were placed in abundance at our command. Every day

we had one ox given to us, and on one day we received two. Our
men failed wholly under this prosperity, and were demoralised by

the plenty they enjoyed. We found that in its general structure

the Sihanaka province is a vast basin in the midst of hills, and

having a clear lake and enormous swamps in the centre. The hills

cross the country in parallel ridges at an angle of N. 16’ w. The
water is still high in the basin, and on three sides touches the foot
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of the hills
;
in consequence, whenever we passed from one ridge

to another, we had first to wade through the swamp lying at the

foot. For miles upon miles in the open centre, as well as up its

many arms, the swamp is beautifully green. Two water-plants

grow profusely there, the zozoro, a solid triangular papyrus-reed,

sixteen feet high ; and the Tierena, a flat sword-blade, which

reaches six or eight feet. Often the men made a passage for

themselves over the deep water by beating down and walking

over the stalks of these noble reeds. Here and there the process

of recovery and reclamation has begun, and round the edge of

the district rice-fields have been cleared and planted, and villages

have been multiplied. In the centre of all, though lying nearer

to the eastern shore than the western, is the fine lake of Alaotra.

In the northern portion it is perfectly clear of reeds, and its

waters run close up to the enclosing hills
;
in shape it is hammer-

headed, and its single outlet is at the north-east comer, where

the Eiver Maningory rushes down a rocky valley to the sea. The
lake is 34 miles in length, and is four or five miles broad. We
enjoyed a fine view of the lake from the hill on its eastern side

and the village of Ambohitsoa. As we looked on its clear blue

waters stretching away to the south, stretching into the north,

and running in among the hills; as we saw it in the distance

bordered with the green field of reeds, spreading out many miles to

the west, and on every side backed by massive hills of varied and
graceful forms ; here showing the bare rock, there the red clay,

there covered with dark wood, while over all was the clear pale

azure of an unclouded sky ; we thought we had seen few fairer

sights in all Madagascar than the landscape at our feet.

The population of the entire district we estimated at 40,000 people.

Two towns are of moderate size
;
the rest are but villages. The

more we thought it over, the clearer it became to us that the people

were Betsimisaraka colonists from the eastern coast. They had

found their way up the rugged valley, the outlet of the waters ; they

had seen the fair land above the pass ; they had found it empty,

and then they invited their friends to come and take possession. It

is all around this north-eastern portion that the population is most

numerous. We saw the hill where their first chief had settled,

Ambohitrandrian
,
or “ King’s Town.” We noticed that their houses

were Betsimisaraka
; the hair and ornaments of the women were

the same. And that, while on the north they have links of con-

nection with the coast, e.specially with Fenoarivo, they are quite

cut off from the Imerina population on the south. After their last

village of Mandanavatsy—and the great wall of rock—the first
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population met with above the hills is Hova, a colony from Amha-
tomena ; below the hills it is Tankay, and is connected with

Bezanozano, with Moramanga, and the Tanala. Why, then, did the

Betsimisaraka colonists change their name ? They did so for a very

simple reason, derived from their new position. The word hdnaka

is an old Malagasy word for lake ;
” si kanaka denotes many lakes

and pools. They gave this name to their new home, and a perfectly

true designation it is
;
and for themselves they became Antishanaka,

that is, “ the Lakers,” “ the Betsimisaraka of the Lakes.”

The lake couutry has an area of 2000 square miles ; the district

being about 60 miles in length by 35 in breadth. It is pear-

shaped, the thick end lying to the north. The map we have made
of it is original, and is the result of two separate sets of cross-

bearings; most carefully connected with our previous survey by
an observation of no less than nine principal stations among the

Imerina hills. One set was taken by the Kev. J. Sibree, who is

a practised surveyor. Our earliest observations were peculiarly

happy, as also were the last. In working out the two sets separately,

it was plain that the positions laid down by M. Grandidier in his

general map did not coincide with ours : he places the whole

district too far toward the west.

Another fact of interest is this. All up the northern portion of

the Ankay three of the great parallel lines of hills along the island

are seen to approach one another. The western line keeps quite

distinct to the northern border of the Sihunaka
;
the two eastern

chains (the one the eastern wall of Ankay, and the other apparently

the terrace-wall of Befurona) approach one another ;
and the result

is a perfect sea of hills and clefts, and valleys, which only photo-

graphy can faithfull}- portray. The material is a vast sedimentary

deposit of red clay, with abundance of sandy elements having little

cohesion. Storms, rains, waterspouts, have acted upon it, and the

material has given way in all directions ; has been scored into

thousands of gullies ; has been swept into the bottoms of the

valleys, especially along the 3Iangoro ; or has been carried to the

sea. I need scarcely say what a difficult country we found it to

climb. The clefts of Ankay were about 150 feet deep.

Our last journey was also over a country jrerfeotly new; un-
trodden (so far as we know) by a single Englishman till our friend
Mr. Maynard took it, at our instance, three months before ourselves.
The direction of the journey was N.N.W., which is the course taken
by the Ikiopa and Betsiboka rivers, into which the province of
Imerina is, to so large an extent, drained. It extended a distance
of 230 miles, and occupied us sixteen days. Me travelled, as before.
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with our tents and canteens
;
but, -with our baggage for the -v^oyage

home, our bearers were unusually numerous, and they made up

their minds beforehand to make a good thing of the trip at our

expense.

The descent by this route from the plateau of Imerina to the

level of the sea is, in its upper portions, more gentle than on

the east coast. lYe may reckon four or five broad terraces over

which the road passes; the fall in the ground is moderate from

one to the other; the path, as a whole, we found one of the easiest

in the island, though the bearers complained that at certain parts

the sharp quartz gravel cut their feet.

The first portion of the journey traversed the district ofToni-

zongo, which lies north of the parallel hills among which the Ikiopa

runs, and is shut in by the great gneiss ridges of Lohavohitra and

Ambchimanga. The southern portion of Yonizongo is full of

valleys cut out by the streams from Lohavohirra, and is rich in

water and its offspring, rice. The north has high bleak moors,

among which are several beautiful valleys. The -villages are

numerous, and the people have a strength and independence of

spirit which have made them brave soldiers, good citizens, Christians

of high principle and faithful martyrs.

Descending the moors by an easy pass over a red clay ridge,

we went down into North Vonizongo, a valley 25 miles long.

Enclosed by two lines of hills, east and west behind these hills,

are broad clay moors, scored in all directions by the running waters,

and all drained directly or indirectly to the west and north. The
population became thin, and we could count every village as we
went along. At the north end of the western line of hills is a.

noble hill of gneiss, Angavo, which gave us one of the boldest

precipices we had seen in Madagascar. The waters had circled'

around it down the valley, and had cut out a vast bay in the clay

deposits at its feet.

On one of these clay hills is the pass of Ambatomena (“ red-

rock ”), which gave us a second descent of 800 feet, on to the

second terrace. This terrace was 48 miles long, and had a steady

fall to the northward. It presented two parallel valleys drained by
a stream, called “ the wooded river ” (Manankazo), with great hills

on the west
; and it contained in a line, five little towns, which are

the Hova military posts. These posts serve (1) to maintain com-

munication with the country to the north
; (2) to protect the cattle

herds, which feed on the uno-wned pastures
; (3) to ward off the

possible attacks of the Sakalava tribes who must enter North-west

Imerina by this road. We found the people hospitable and kind ;

VOL. XIX. P
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very glad, in their extreme isolation, to welcome a friend ; and saw

among them intelligent and earnest men and women, truly anxious

to live thorough Christian lives. Toward the north of this section

there were some noble hills ; one of which, Andriba, separated two

level and fertile basins, containing several villages, and presenting

some beautiful clusters of the rafia-palm. Between Kinajy, the first

of these posts, and Malatsy, the last, the ground had fallen 1350 feet.

We had now finished the inhabited country, and were on the

edge of a broad district, literally “ Xo-man’s land.” Our' bearers

had many fears of robbers, enemies, and Sakalavas. At the last

vUlage they cleaned abundance of rice, polished and sharpened

their spears ; and were greatly comforted in their minds when
Mr. Jukes’s empty gun was fastened outside one of our cases, and

were told that, while Mr. Pillans headed our cavalcade, Mr. Jukes

and I intended to bring up the rear. It took us two long days to

cross this unoccupied territory, which had a width of some fifty

miles ; and they were days of great enjoyment. The country

was perfectly wild ; it presented to us long ridges, falling lower

and lower, and becoming fewer; trending off to the north-east,

and leaving a broad rich plain clear to the sea : it gave us long

valleys, green with small vegetation, and well watered by small

streams. During the first day, in a north-west comse, we followed

first one stream and then another, and crossed the low ridges be-

tween them. At night w'e pitched our tents on a pretty terrace

above the Kiver Andranobe ; our bearers lit their fires upon the

sandy bed. During the entire day we had seen scarcely a living

thing—the silence, day and night, was most impressive
;
and it

added to the charm of our position, that, as the full moon rose in

the east, the whole body of our bearers gathered around us for

evening prayers, said a hearty Amen to the 91st Psalm, and sang

their plaintive Malagasy hymns. Let none think that the days of

romance have passed away ; to me the realities of life are often

more romantic and exhilarating than anything which fiction can

invent or describe.

The second day of our wilderness journey, we breakfasted by
the light of a brilliant moon ; and, as the sun rose, we came down
over the edge of the hill-country, upon the Eiver Ddopa. It had
been skirting our road all along, a few miles to the west ; it had
been turned towards us by hard gneiss rocks

;
the long bend, at

which we struck it, was full of green islands
;
and the river, a

beautiful sight, was falling in creamy masses over a noble cataract,

half a naile broad. Sixteen miles below, the islands diminish in
number, and at the town of Mevatanana the river becomes navi-
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gaWe for canoes. We now travelled inland, parallel to the fiver,

and for several hours found no water. For many miles we tra-

versed a wilderness of rubbish—the gneiss strata were tilted per-

pendicular; gravel and silt, silt and gravel, were spread out on

every side, and great boulders lay half-exposed, half-buried. The

reason was simple. This plain lay under the hills just where one

of the great drains of the country had, for countless ages, deposited

its stolen treasures. What the mighty earthquakes to the southward

had rent and riven and overthrown—waterspouts, and storms, and

floods had washed into these lower plains. In the afternoon we
reached Mevatanana.

We were now approaching the sea-level ; from this point on the

river our barometers fell 150 feet. Bembatooka Bay was yet 85 miles

away
;
but the stream was rapid till we met the tides. For our further

journey we hired canoes. At the end of the first day (Monday,

August 3rd), we reached the junction of the Tkiopa and Betsiboka

rivers
;
and pitched our tents on the sand-bank thrown up when

the rivers are full. To us the spot was full of interest. In our

travels among the Imerina hills, we had traced and mapped many
of the head-waters from which these rivers had sprung. In the

moor, near Angavokely, we had seen the fountains of the Mananara,

the Tsarasahatra, and the Ikiopa
; in the forest were the springs of

the Yarahina and the Sisaony ; on the east of Ankarat were the

Katsaoka and the Andromba. We had traced them over large tracts

of country ; here we saw their junction
;
and their united streams

would bear us to the sea. The country was, in general, level, but

it was covered by a few ridges through which the river cut its way.

It was fresh and green everywhere. The air was warm and the

vegetation largely tropical. Around us were grassy plains, gardens

of plantain-trees, abundance of reed, and of the bamboo-cane with

its spiny leaves and feathery crown, while great tamarind-trees,

huge mango-trees, or a few palms, stood out upon the undulations,

or shared in the forest which clad the dark hill-sides. We now
saw more animal life than in any other part of our travels. There
were numerous small birds of gay plumage, blue and green ; large

flocks of wild ducks, small flocks of the paddy bird, the little white
stork ; now a heron flew up from the green brake ; now we saw the
flamingo fishing in the stream. But nothing could compare with
the crocodiles. From the time we took to the canoes we began to

see them : first in twos and threes ; then in sevens and tens
; at one

time families of ten and twelve, and even twenty, were grouped
together, sleeping in the sun ; and at last, spread over a spit of

sand, we found no less than forty. When we took to counting, this

p 2
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was the result. During the first hour we reckoned 1 05 : during-

the next half-hour we reckoned 102 ; altogether, during the four

days, we must have seen between 1600 and 2000 crocodiles. Some
were babies, but some were of enormous size, full 20 feet long, the

knobs along their back forming laige protuberances, and the girth

of the body being very large. But they are timid, and, when woke
up from their lazy sleep, at once went and hid themselves in the

water. We were told that the3’ find abundance of fish in the river r

they watch cleverlj’’ for the cattle when they come to drink, and

they are destructive also to human life.

The rich and fertile district we were now crossing is occupied by
a portion of the Sakalava tribes. They are not numerous : their

villages are small and scattered. Thej’ live on fish, on rice, on

their cattle, and on the produce of their plantain-gardens. Thej'

have few wants, and there is little trade. Mevatanana is the first

of seven Hova towns, which are reall}- military posts ; the^' lie in

a line along the river, and end at the port of Mojanga. We saw
five out of the seven, and were most hospitably welcomed. At
Mojanga we were picked up by the steamer Malacca, which had

recently continued the line from Zanzibar and Nosibe, and soon

found ourselves on the way to Zanzibar and home.

The Malagasy people who inhabit this island of Madagascar are-

a single race. They are divided into three principal tribes, occu-

pying different districts. The Betsimisaraka occupy the east coast,

the narrow plain between the hills and the sea ; their towns are

small. From Tamatave to 3Iananzari, the twelve chief towns

contain only 2000 houses and 10,000 people; there are small vil-

lages besides : but I doubt whether over the whole 200 miles we
have more than 50,000, and over the entire coast double that

number. The Sakalava tribes take the entiie west side of the

island : they are broken up into numerous sections, -ndth only local

interests ;
and they are constantly at feud -with one another.

M. Grandidier can tell us much about them, as he lived long in

their midst, and suffered greatly from their plunderings. The
Sakalava tribes near the outflow of the Mania are the people who
have plundered the Hova cattle, and against whom was recently-

waged a petty -war. They hold no terms with the Hovas ; while

others to the west of the capital, and those to the north-west, have
accepted the Hova rule since 1824, and live in peace.

The Betsileo tribe are thorough Malagasy, and are akin to the
Hovas. The Ibara are allied to the Betsileo ; like the Betsileo,

they live in “ valas ;

”
thej- speak like them, and seem to differ from

them only in the mode of dressing their hair. The Hovas are the
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luling tribe, who occupy directly all Imerina, Vonizongo, and
Imamo

;
and indirectly the Sihanaka district, the north Sakalavas,

the Betsileo province, and Betafo. All these tribes speak sub-

stantially the same tongue, are of the same tint and colour—a light

olive—and have much the same customs. Difl’erences and jealousies

have existed between them for many, many generations. These
piobably originated in the fact of separate colonisations; in detach-

ments from alienated sections of the same tribe ; or in separate

settlements of men and families belonging strictly to the same race.

Two elements have, however, entered among them from without.

1. Ages ago, the Phoenician and Arab merchants from tbe African

coast began to visit Madagascar. Bembatoka was one of their

principal ports, and specially they seem to have had a continuous
settlement at Mananzari and Matitanana. They were the first

who taught the Malagasy writing, and specimens of their Arabic
Malagasy were secured at Matitanana by M. Grandidier. They
taught the Malagasy the division of time by months

; they gave
them also the names of the days of the week—Alahady, Alarobia
and Zoma : scales for weighing money are mizdn

;

and doubtless
from them they learned the rite of circumcision. 2. With the Arabs
also came a slave-trade—from the island, to the island. In the
course of generations thousands of Africans, Swahelis, and others,
have been introduced into the island. The blood of many Hovas
is mixed with Afiican blood ; the thick lips and the crisp, curling
hair show it. There are also thousands of slaves in the island, pure
Africans, as well as thousands of Hova slaves. With exceptions of
this kind, which are soon accounted for, the Malagasy races are
one. Their language is one—an offshoot of the Malay: a fact
proveable by (1) inflections; (2) by the peculiar reduplications;

(3) by special forms and uses of participles
; and (4) by a multi-

tude of the most important words.

As a people the Malagasy are not far advanced; their almost
complete isolation from the world at large has greatly retarded
their progress. They are thoroughly tribal in all their institutions
still. TTiey are clans in form, as well as in spirit. The Prince is
their chief, ofScially the owner and lord of all they have and all
they are. All obligations are paid by feudal seiwice

; officers are
remunerated by lands, and b}' the assignment to them of the service
of so many inferior men. No salaries have been paid in money till
recently ; everything has been paid in service or by gifts in kind.
The hump of every bullock killed belongs to the Queen. Eice',
sugar-cane, lambas, fire-wood, cattle, stones, are all delivered as
part of that service.
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Things are far behind. But they are a kindly people, an orderly

people, a loyal people, a religions people. They have a great atfection

for their Queen
; and the Queen (who is an excellent Christian lady)

has a warm affection for her people. An intelligent people—they have

learned much from their English friends, and are improving daily.

There are more than a thousand congregations among them ; some

three hundred thousand of them are more or less under instruction

:

and many thousands prove, by their example, that they are not only

intelligent but sincere. I add this fact, because I cannot doubt

that the Fellows of this Society care for the earth, its resources,

and its form—not merely for itself, but because it is the theatre on

which human character is developed, human events take place;

and the tribes and nations, great and small, by which it is peopled,

benefiting and blessing each other, work out the will of God
respecting all.

The Paper will be published entire, with the author’s Map, in

the ‘ Journal,’ vol. xlv.

The Eev. Mr. PmLAXS, the travelling companion of Dr. Mullens, on being
called upon by the President, said the range of mountains of Kipas^ha
appeared to be of a different character from the general ridge coming down the

centre of the island. It was more jagged, as if the granite were newer. The
granite of the district of Vavavato was also sharper, clearer, and more definite

in outline than that of other parts, and about 30 or 40 miles nnrth-west of the

capital, near the district of Vonizongo, was a large tract of the same kind of

stone. The great central ridge was really much nearer the east than the west
side of the island. When travelling southwards, particularly towards the
Betsileo country, they noticed on almost every summit of the lower hills, and
on a great many of the higher points, the ruins of old fortified towns. Deep
ditches were cut down into the clay to a depth of from 12 to 20 feet, and in

addition to these there were sometimes clay or stone bulwarks built all along
the hills, while the towns were only to be approached by tortuous ways leading

through long lines of prickly pear, 15 to 20 feet high, to the three or four

gates. It must have been a very difficult task for an enemy to force his way
into these well-protected spots. The greater part of them were now, however,
entirely deserted, the population having removed down to the open plain,

where they lived in scattered villages and vd'ds. In the beautiful valleys of
the Betsileo country they preferred to live in little vdJds, surrounded by a very
thorny shrub that the oxen could not touch. This change of habits indicated

most clearly the alteration that had taken place in the country during the
present century. One hundred years ago the whole island was broken up into
about fifty great tribes

;
now they were practically united under one govern-

ment, with a national sentiment, common interests, common enterprises, a
feeling of loyalty, and the rudiments of what might fairly he called a public
spirit—rudiments passing from the rudimentary stage into something that
promised a great deal for the country. An army had been formed, and many
difficult questions of labour had arisen. Service without payment still existed,
and was exercising at the present time a most repressive influence upon all
kinds of industry. If a pierson in the capital became a skilled workman, he
would very likely keep that fact a profound secret

;
for, if it "^ere known,

he would have a great deal of work imjfosed upon him, which would bring him
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no remuneration. Social questions, therefore, were coming rapidly to the front.

Some of the missionaries were placed m a position of considerable difficult}'.

They had stirred up the people to great enterprises, which had increased the

labours of the poor, who, when large buihiings were being erected, necessarily

had to carry more wood from the forest, and burn more bricks
;
so that the

English missionaries, who were doing such a noble work, were really in danger

of being regarded as oppressors of the people. These, however, were but the

difficulties of a time of transition.

Sir Baetle Feeee said that, during the mission on which he was recently

engaged on the East Coast of Africa, it was part of his duty to visit some of

the north-western ports of Madagascar and the Johanna Islands, which, so far

as could he judged from their geology and productions, in remote ages foimed
a portion of that great submerged continent which naturalists believed ex-

tended from the coast of Madagascar probably to the Malay Peninsula, and of

which only a few peaks now remain at Mauritius, Eodriguez, the Seychelles,

and so on. The animals found on these islands show that they belonged
originally to an entirely ditferent continent from either Asia or Africa. What
he had himself seen of the north-west of Madagascar impressed him with the
conviction that it was one of the most beautiful parts of the whole earth.

He did not think anything in India could compare with the great bays of Bem-
batoka and Passandava, and the mountain masses to the north, which were
visible from the sea-coast

; while Johanna, one of the Comoro Islands, was
certainly the most lovely spot he had ever set eyes on. It combined every
beauty of outline, and colour, and apparently of climate also, and illustrated

very remarkably all the characteristics of Madagascar. The Great Comoro
was evidently connected with the volcanic system of Madagascar, and was
still frequently active. Mr. Sunley, who resided at Johanna, told him that
by the light of its eruption he had read small print 40 miles off at sea, in
what would otherwise have been a dark night, and the whole side of the
island, which was visible from Johanna, ap)peared to be one mass of burning
lava

;
while, on revisiting a place at which he bad been six or seven years

before, he lound that the lava had covered the sp>ot and formed a projecting
spur running } of a mile into the sea. Everything connected with the fauna
and flora of that part of the world was of the greatest possible interest

;
for

remains were lound of the pilants, and birds, and beasts which must have
existed in the great continent of which no historical records have been pre-
served. Colonel Yule, in his translation of ‘ Marco Polo,’ alluded to the occa-
sional finding of the remains of an enormous bird, which was suppiosed to
he the Roc of Sinhad the Sailor. The eggs were many times larger than an
ostrich-egg, and there were some sprecimens of the bird's hones in the British
Museum. Numerous other fragments of what might he called this lost
world, were still to he found

;
and Dr. Mullens had shown how, in the course

of a tom- made for other purposes, he found much, as it -were, lying on the surface,
which was of perfect novelty and the greatest possible interest. It was a curious
thing that, until quite recently, less curiosity was shown by the English
about Madagascar and its inhabitants, than was shown by our ancestors in the
reign of Queen Anne. In almost all collections of voyages and travels, at the
beginning of the last century, Madagascar and .Tohanna occupied a consider-
able space. Two or three of De Foe's novels had a great deal of their incident
placed in Madagascar

;
and it was quite clear that he learned what he there

described, from what were popular tales of the sailors of his day. Captain
Kidd seemed to have made the coasts of Johanna and Madagascar his home
for many years, and the scene of his piracies

;
and probably it was a good deal

owing to the way in which the iieople were then treated, that iladagascar re-
mained, as it were, shut up until it was opened out to Europeans by the Mission
with which Dr. Mullens was connected. The French had tried the experiment
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of gaining an entrance into the country by force
;
but, even according to their

own confession, they signally failed. They, however, had settlements on the

coast, where they carried on a good trade, feeling all the while the very
greatest respect for the present Huva Government, owing to the spirit with

which it resisted their attacks. The British Government had no particular

call to conquest in that direction; but, about seventy years ago, an excellent

Scotch gentleman was struck by' the benighted state of the port at which he
touched, and he drew the attention of the London Missionaiy Society to the

island as a promising field lor their operations. The revolution which had
been brought about there by the missionaries of that Society was one of the

most extraordinary that the world had ever known. Until his own recent

visit to Mojanga, he had no idea of the extent of the change which had
been wrought. He attended worship in one of the native chapels, where the

Governor's aide-de-camp and son-in-law preached. The service was exactly

on the pattern of a Presbyterian service in Scotland, and never, in Scotland or

in England, had he seen a more devout and attentive congregation. All the
congregation had Testaments, in which they found the texts (for there were
two sermons), and the preachers showed not the slightest extravagance of

voice or manner. The people had been taught to read and write, and the
same process was now going on among them, which was described in the old

Sa.xon and Xorman and early English chronicles, as going on in our own land
and in northern Europe—the same sort of teaching by' religious teachers—the
same instruction in the arts of life and the policies of civilisation. He had
been struck bj' the estiaordinary siniilarity of the people to the Japanese.

A good deal was due to the likeness in figure, aud visage, and the lank hair

;

but there was also much in their grave, solemn, persistent character, to remind
one of the Japanese. The geographical details of a great part of the country
were still unknown

; and young men with leisure, or a spirit of enterprise, or

a desire to study the process of civilising a savage people, could scarcely do
better than pay a visit to Madagascar.

Mr. TBELAWfET Saunders expressed his cratitude as a geographer to Dr.
Mullens for the model paper he had read. When Colonel Lloyd was engaged
in constructing his map of Madagascar, the difificulties he had to contend with
were extreme

;
and, so far as the interior of the island was concerned, ho had

to content himself with knowing that it was high land, and could ascertain no
details about it. From that time until the i>resent, no advance had been

made in our knowledge of Madagascar. Two or three years ago he met an
aged missionary who had spent many y'ears in the island, but was unable to

obtain from him the slightest information with regard to the geographical

character of the country in which he had spent the best years of his life.

The defect had now, however, been admirably removed by the exertions of
Dr. Mullens and his coadjutor.

The President asked Dr. Mullens if he could give the Meeting any infor-

mation with regard to the ethnology of the island. 'J he late Mr. Crawfurd,
who used to be called the “ Contradictor-General,” had a peculiar theory on
this subject, which was in direct variance with that of Humboldt. He
maintained that the original inhabitants of Madagascar were a pure African
race, which had been to a certain extent civilised by stray and sporadic
visitations of Malays. He also held that the language was essentially African ;

whereas Humboldt, from a very large field of induction, came to the conclusion
that Malagasy, although not a derivation from Malay, was a cognate dialect.

The Malay languages, although the Arabic characters were used, were Aryan
or Sanscrit—t^anscrit only bait-developed—and Humboldt found that all the
roots in the Malagasy were the same as the roots in the Malay, and could he
traced to Sanscrit sources.

Dr. Mullens, in reply, said he could not say much about the nature of the
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Malagasy language from personal knowledge, because Mr. Pillans and bimself

were only able to pick up enough of it to get on witli their eating and drink-

ing and housekeeping
;
but they found it rather an easy language for that pur-

pose. On several occasions he brought the subject before the oldest mission-

aries, several of whom spoke the language with very great ease and fluency.

During the last ten or twelve years, great advance had been made in the

knowledge of Malagasy, and the missionaries were now engaged in looking

into the question of its relation to the Malay languages. They had already

noticed that a close connection existed between the Malagasy and the dialects

of the great Malay tongue found in the South Sea Islands. The Maori of

Kew Zealand, the Samoan of the Xavigators’ Island, the Piaratongan, and the

Tahitian, all .showed a great similarity to Malagasy. One of the Church
Missionaries, the Eev. Mr. Denning, on a journey from Mauritius to Japan,

directed his attention to this subject, and he said there could be no doubt at

all that Malagasy and Malay were one and the same tongue. They had
parted from a common mother many generations ago, and were substantially

the same. With regard to Mr. Crawfurd’s theory of the African origin of the

people, all over the centre of the island one great tradition prevailed among all

the tribes, namely, that'their ancestors were called the Vazimba. The tombs
of the Vazimba were regarded as most sacred, and formed the model for the

modem common tombs. The meaning of the name was not known. It was
supposed that a portion of the Vazimba tribe still lived somewhere near the
west coast. There was no evidence whatever that the main portion of the
original inhabitants were Africans. The only African connection now discern-

ible, was one on the surface. From the north-west a stream of Africans could
be traced, and he attributed that to the slave-dealing propensities of the Arab
merchants who had visited the port of Mojanga for many generations.

There were many things which pointed to a belief that one of the voyages of
Sinbad the Sailor (whether he was a real or only a typical sailor) had reference
to Madagascar. On the southern terrace of the island, Grandidier found the
remains of a roc’s egg, which have been placed in one of the museums in
Paris. The entire egg must have been large enough to contain a whole dozen
of wine; but Professor Owen considered that the bird might not necessarily

be of a proportional size, as little birds .sometimes laid large eggs. There was
no doubt a large admixture of Arab blood among some of the east coast tribes.

The Arabs had done some good, but the great harm they had done was the
importation of a large number of Africans directly from the African coast.

The only African element iu the island was manifestly imported from abroad.

Mr. Dbew asked if the Malagasy language was written in Arabic or Roman
characters ?

Dr. MuLLEjfs replied that the Arabic Malagasy was at the present time
simply an object of curiosity. From the time when the missionaries first

went into the island in 1818, they began to use Roman characters, by which
the language could be expressed with great facility. The pronunciation of the
vowels was very like Italian, and was very pleasant to the ear. The whole
of the Malagasy literature was now in the Roman character.

Sixth Meeting, 8th February, 1875.

Majoe-Geseeal Sie HEXKY C. EAWLINSOX, k.c.b., Peesidest,

in the- Chair,

Elections.—Captain Carl Alexandersen (Imperial German Xavy)

;

William Cotesioorth, Esq. ; Eoberl Johnston, Esq. ; Charles Bathbone
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Lmc, Esq. (Lieut, late H.M. Indian Xavy) ; Eobert Eussell Maynard,

Esq.; Thomas Mercer, Eiq. ; Captain Williarn Neal , George Macartney

Ogilvie, Esq. ; Arthur John Robinson, Esq. ; Thomas Mussell, Esq.

;

William Frederick Schafer, Esq. ; Captain Francis Spry ; C. A. Taylor,

Esq. ; Commander Buchan Telfer, K.x. ; George Wray, Esq.

Donations to Library, January 25 to February 8, 1875.—Statistics

of the Colony of Victoria for 1873, Part IX. (^The Australian Govern-

ment). The Austro-German Polar Expedition, translated from the

German, 1875 (Joseph Wiggins, Esq.). H.M.S. Challenger, Xo. 2 :

Eeports on Ocean Soundings, &c., 1874 (The Lords Commissioners of

the Admiralty). Feber die Art des Eeisens in Afrika; by Dr. G.

Schweinfiirth, 187 5 (Author). Xew Zealand Hot-Springs District

:

Letter from Hon. W. Fo.x, 1874 (Colonial Office). Selections from

Eecords of the Madras Government, Xo. XLII.
; Bombay Govern-

ment, new series, Xos. CXL. and CXLIII. (The India Office). Bul-

letin de la Societe geographique de Lyon, 1875, Vol. L, Xo. 1 (The

Society). Arctic Experiences, containing Captain Tyson’s drift,

history of the Polaris Expedition, &c., edited by E. Vale Blake,

1874 (Editor). E. E. Middleton’s Xew Process of Measuring the

Height of the Sun, &c., 1874 (Author). And the current issues of

corresponding Societies, &c.

Donations to the Map-room since the last Meeting of 25th

January, 1875.—Map of the West Coast of Central Africa, from the

Gaboon Eiver to Loando. 3Iap of Chile
;
2 sheets. Map of Dr.

Livingstone’s Eoutes in Central Africa, 1866-1873. Plan of the

Eoyal Castle of IVilhelmshohe (Dr. A. Petermann). Part Xo. 5 of

the Historical Atlas of Ancient Geography, by Dr. W. Smith and

G. Grove, Esq. (J. Murray, Esq., F.R.G.S., Publisher). 2 Admiralty

Charts, viz. ; 444, Port Xagua, West Indie.s, and 1345, St. Jean

de Luz, France. Index sheet of published Admiralty Charts of

Coast of France, Spain, Portugal and Mediterranean. U. S. Hydro-

graphic Office charts of the discoveries north of Smith Sound by
the H. S. ship Polaris (Captain F. J. O. Evans, Hydrographer). 64

sheets of the Government Sur%'ey of India (Secretary of State for

India in Council). Ordnance Sheets of the Parish of Pett, on 2

sheets (Sir H. James, Director).

His Eoyal Highness the Prince of Wales attended the meeting.

The Pkesidbnt, in opening the business of the evening, alluded to the
crowded state of the meetinz and the number ofdi.=tingnished personages present.

He believed that this testified to the warm interest felt by all classes in Arctic
exploration. The Royal Geographical Society took some credit to itself for the
share it had had in bringing about the new Expedition, the route of which was
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to be the subject of discussion that evening. In spite of opposition, in spite of

discouragement, in spite of the still more latal impediment of indifference, the

Society had worked long and earnestly, always keeping that one object in view.

At length they had succeeded, and it was now only fair that the services of

those who had borne the brunt of the battle should be known and recorded.

In the first place, he would refer to the most valuable assistance that had been

received from Admiral Sherard Osborn, whose absence on the present occa-

sion, caused by two deaths in his family, they all deplored. Just ten years

ago. Admiral Sherard Osborn read a very interesting paper before the Society,

in which for the first time he pointed out the advantages of attempting to

reach the Pole by way of Eaffin’s Bay and Smith Sound. At the same time
he explained the very valuable scientific results which might be hoped for

from such an expedition, and dwelt more especially on the great heneflts to

the discipline and tone of the naval service to be obtained from such training

as Arctic service afforded. In 1868, he read another paper on the same subject,

and since then, on all occasions when an opportunity presented itself, he had
advocated the sending forth of a new Expedition to the Arctic regions. It

might he fairly said, that it was in a great measure owing to his efforts that

the British public had been educated to understand and appreciate the

scientific, professional, and national advantages to be derived from such an
undertaking. The gentleman who was entitled to be called their second
champion in this matter was Dr. Hooker, the President of the Royal Society.

In 1865, Dr. Hooker drew up a memorandum on behalf of the Linnean Society,

in which the important biological results of Arctic exploration were pointed
out with great cogency, and he had since further assisted in collecting the
scientific materials which had fortified the ajjplications made to Government.
Finally, last July, he joined with Admiral Sherard Osborn and himself
(the President) in waiting upon the First Lord of the Treasury, when they
laid their scheme before him, and obtained his commendation and good
opinion. Dr. Hooker’s assistance had been throughout most zealous, most
earnest, most steady, and most efficacious. But, perhaps, no persuasion or
argument would have sufficed to induce Her Majesty's Government to under-
take such a responsibility as that of sending a lame body of officers and
men to the Horth Pole, had not Commander Markham, in 1873, proceeded to

Baffin's Bay in a steam-whaler, the Arctic, with a view of testing, by actual
personal experience, the power of steam in overcoming the difficulties of ice-

navigation. That cruise was perfectly successful. Commander Markham
passed easily in his steamer from point to point, where former Expeditions
had been baffled and arrested ;

and it was mainly owing to the graphic account
which he gave of his voyage, on his return, that the public mind was disabused
of the idea of great danger in navigating a Polar sea. He took this oppor-
tunity of recording, on the part of the Fioyal Geographical Society, and,
he believed, of all scientific men, their high appreciation of the enlightened
views of the First Lord of the Treasury, who, immediately he was put in
possession of the true state of the case, took upon himself the responsibility
of committing the Government to the Expedition. The executive details
were entrusted to the Admiralty, who appointed a Committee composed of
the very pick of the Service, the elite of the Arctic naval officers, to organise
the Exjiedition. The names of Admiral lM‘ClintC'Ck. Admiral Pdchards, and
Admiral Sherard Osborn, were a sufficient guarantee that all the arrangements
had been and would he conducted with thorough efficiency. Two vessels, the
Discovery and the Alert, had been obtained by the Government, and were
being strengthened and prepared at Portsmouth, An excellent hodv of
officers had been selected,) espiecial regarel being had to their qualifica-
tions : Captain Stephenson and Commander IMarkhani had been appointed to

the two vessels, while the supreme command, greatly to the benefit of science
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and of the nation, had heen given to Captain Kares, an officer -who had had
much personal experience in the Arctic seas, having sen’ed 20 years ago with

Admiral Kellett, and travelled 1500 miles in sledges. To these qualifica-

tions he added great experience m surveys, and had obtained a world-wide

celebiity as having had charge of the exploring ship, the Challmger. Soon
alter the Expedition was decided on, Mr. Clements Markham proposed that

the Society should publish a manual, giving all the available iniormation with

regal d to the Arctic regions for the instruction of the officers of the Expedition.

After some discussion, it was arianged that the Eoyal Geographical Society

should confine itself to issuing a manual of Arctic geography and ethnology;

the other departments of science being left to the Koyal Society. Those
manuals were now in active preparation. The officers appointed were fully

competent to undertake all the ordinary work of the Expedition, such as

the astronomical, the magnetic, the tidal observations
;
and a zoologist and

a botanist had been chosen from the outside. It was to be hoped that a

geologist also would accompany them, with a vieiv of determining some
very important questions referring to what is called the warm period of the

Arctic zone. A letter had recently been published in ‘ Isature,’ which
repeated some observations made beioie this Society by Dr. Hooker, and drew
attention to the fact, that, just before the advent of the cold period, a mag-
nificent flora, which would require at least as much light and warmth as

England now enjoyed, flourished m luxuriance as far north as the T8th parallel.

That was a point of the greatest importance to science, and was very well

worthy of being investigated by the olScers employed in the Expedition.

The following Paper was read :

—

On the Soute tmcards the Pole, for the Arctic Expedition of 1875.

By Admiral G. H. Eichaeds, c.b., f.e.s.

It appears to me that the first duty I am called upon to discharge

this evening is to apologise to you for being here at all, and briefly

to explain why it is that I am here.

The fact is, our President thought it would not he unfitting, in

view of the forthcoming Polar Expedition, that some familiar sketch

of the route by which it is intended to proceed, and some general

outline of the plan of operations to he pursued, so far as it is

decided on, should be placed before the Society—the Lords of the

Admiralty having heen good enough to give their consent—and,

moreover, that it would be agreeable to the Fellows to meet Cap-
tain Xares and his future companions, most of whom are here

present.

This pleasing task was undertaken by my friend Admiral Osborn,
who would have done full justice to it, hut, owing to unfortunate

circumstances, he has heen prevented from carrying it out, and
even from being present here to-night. My friend, Captain Nares,
with that modesty which is the peculiar characteristic of seamen
as a race, and I hope I may he forgiven if I say especially of Arctic
seamen, would prefer to appear before you as an actor on his
return, and so the task has been delegated to me at somewhat short
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notice. I am aware that I am much, out of my element, and that,

among the few remaining Polar relics of a past generation, I am
ahont the least qualified to perform it.

This Society, as you are all aware, has persisted tlirough long

and weary years, and under much discouragement, in urging the

revival of Arctic discovery, and perhaps to no individual are

we more indebted—I should rather say so much indebted—for suc-

cess at last as our able and unwearying Secretary, Mr. Clements

Markham.
Arctic enterprise has alwaj s been to this country, and has had

the same attractions for Englishmen, as those El Dorados of

Mexico and the Indies held out to our Southern neighbours. If we
may accept Milton as an authority, we were alike actuated bj’^

selfish motives, the pursuit of worldly gain ; it is not necessary,

however, to inquire too closely into motives
;
honour and ambition

had, doubtless, their share, and certainly England may look back

upon her Arctic traditions, ancient and more recent, with just

pride and satisfaction.

The various able authorities who have hitherto dealt with Arctic

questions, here and elsewhere, have felt it necessary to recur to

the exploits of by-gone ages, and to dwell on the more recent deeds

of those enterprising men of other countries who of late years have
followed in our footsteps, and, to a certain extent, supplanted us

in a sphere which Englishmen have been accustomed to consider as

exclusively their own.

If I' depart from this practice on the present occasion, the reasons

for doing so, I think, will be obvious—the whole condition of

things is changed. Geographers have, no doubt, been justified in

using every legitimate argument to arouse in the public mind a

sense of the duties and responsibilities of the country, and when I

look back on all that has been written and spoken on this great

question during even the past ten years, I feel almost amazed at

the pertinacity and perseverance of that proverbially pertinacious

race—the race of geographers. Nothing, indeed, has been left

untried which their ingenuity could suggest or devise ; the skill

even of one of our most gifted artists has been invoked, no doubt

at the instigation of a geographer, and, if public opinion is

correct, that celebrated picture which lately appeared at the Eoyal
Academy played no insignificant part in convincing the country

that the uttermost end of the earth must, if possible, be reached,

and that it is England’s mission to reach it.

If, however, I forbear to call up the shades of those ancient

and illustrious worthies—Hudson, Baffin, and a host of others—and
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if I dwell as briefly as possible on the discoveries of our own con-

tomporaries, it is from no want of respect to either
;
and in addition

to the reasons already given, it is to spare your patience and to

avoid ground perhaps already too well trodden : to a certain extent

I must, however, encroach on the field of modern research, in order

to lead up to the subject I have undertaken to introduce to you this

evening.

I have always thought that a good deal of misapprehension

existed in the minds of many intelligent persons, and of the public

generally, as to the position we have occupied in regard to Arctic

Exploration during the last half of the present century. As a

matter of fact, we have not sent out any exploring expeditions for

the last thirty years
;
nor have we ever really made any serious

attempt but once to reach the Pole, and that was Parry’s attempt

in 1827 by Spitzbergen. He was, no doubt, furnished with the best

means and appliances which existed at the time ; but if the physical

difficulties he met with in that route had not intervened, the means

of that day, when steam was unknown, were totally inadequate to

the achievement of the object.

His previous series of brilliant voyages to the westward, as well

as Franklin’s expedition in 1845 in the same direction, were revivals

of the old furor to accomplish the Horth-West Passage ; and the

subsequent expeditions were not sent for discovery, but for the

rescue of Franklin.

Whatever the motives of our ancient explorers, it was well known
in these latter days that such a passage, if found possible for a ship,

could serve no practical purpose either for war or commerce, and

the objects sought to be obtained were principally scientific know-

ledge and the encouragement of hardy enterprise among seamen,

—both very worthy ones.

There can be little doubt but that, bad Franklin returned

moderately successful, bis expedition would have been followed by
similar ones in the direction of the Pole.

That indefatigable promoter of all enterprise, which gave the

Havy an opportunity of gaining honour and renown, and especially

of Arctic enterprise, and who had been mainly instrumental in

sending forth all the expeditions of the present century up to

Franklin’s—I allude to the late Sir John Barrow, who for forty

years was Secretary of the Admiralty—it is true was removed from
the scene of his labours

;
but be had by his writings imbued the

country with a thirst for discovery, and there were not wanting
men of influence and authority ready to fullow in his footsteps.

The unfortunate result, however, of Franklin's voyage, and in one
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sense the -want of success of the many costly expeditions which

followed each other in rapid succession for nearly ten years after

his departure, wearied out the nation ; and, however much it may be

regretted, it can scarcely be wondered at that, so far as this country

was concerned, Arctic enterprise slumbered for twenty years. During

that period every argument which could be founded on the great

catastrophe was naturally used by the opponents of further explo-

ration, and with some apparent plausibility; yet, in reality, such

arguments were neither fair nor logical. Some peril must always

be incurred in a new enterprise, and experience in all such opera-

tions, great or small, must be gained at some sacrifice. The sacrifice

in this case was large, because the experiment was a great one.

Hundreds of lives are lost every year upon the ocean, but not a ship

the less crosses the sea.

It is perfectly well understood now why the crews of the Erehus

and Terror perished, and why for so many years their fate remained

an absolute mystery
;
humanly speaking, neither event can be

repeated.

When the ships passed north out of Wellington Channel during

their first year and faded to get west, they retraced their steps

southward in the hope of finding a navigable passage along the

coast of America. They were unacquainted with a current which
constantly sets from the Pole southward through the several chan-

nels, then but partially explored, and they became hopelessly jammed
in a cul de sac, from which they were never able to extricate them-

selves ; but if it had been possible, as it is now, to fix upon certain

rendezvous for the crews to fall back upon at a certain date, there

to have been met by a relief ship, there would have been no cata-

strophe, or even had the ships been furnished with the travelling

provisions and sledge-equipment, which later experience has taught

us are essential on such service, it is more than probable that many
of those who perished would have escaped. It is easy now, how-
ever, to state all these ifs, and to be wise after the event ; and I

merely allude to the circumstances to show how much we have
learned since that time, and how impossible it is that such a misad-

venture should again occur. I have said that the subsequent expe-

ditions were in a certain sense unsuccessful, and so I think it right

to express my opinion that no service was ever carried out more
faithfully than the search for Franklin. The Commanders of these

several expeditions had difficult and delicate tasks to perform, and
each did his best according to his lights. There was no clue to

follow
; the very appearance of being influenced by any object but

the search had to be avoided : no man dared to look north, for it
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would have been considered treason to the cause ; none, it must be

O’wned, was bold enough to go far south, but all did their best

to go west, and, so far as our lights went, this was the right direc-

tion.

But for the discoveries of that distinguished Arctic traveller. Dr.

Eae, on his memorable journey in 1854, the fate of Franklin and his

companions might have remained a mystery still. How, guided by
those discoveries, aided by his own instincts and great experience,

M‘Clintock and his gallant companions, Hobson and Allen Young,
finally solved the mystery' in the little Fox, fitted out by Lady
Franklin, is too well known to require further comment here.

I have alluded to these circumstances, otherwise perhaps foreign

to the present subject, in order to show the great knowledge and

expel ience which has been gained by these expeditions, and which is

sure to stand us in such good stead now. It is now time that I should

deal with the future, and as little as possible with the past.

It has been decided, and I think wisely in the interests of science

and the acquisition of knowledge generally, to say nothing of the

credit which it will reflect on the country, to despatch a well-

equipped expedition to reach the highest possible northern latitude,

and the Pole itself, if it may be. The route by which such an
attempt should be made all Arctic authorities are, I believe, unani-

mously agreed, is the channel leading north from the head of Baffin

Bay, the southern entrance of which is known as Smith Sound.

One of the cardinal laws of Arctic na-vigation by ship is never to

turn a comer, if it can he avoided. Every comer that is turned

greatly reduces the probability of advance or the chance of suc-

cessful retreat. One of the obvious advantages of this route, there-

fore, is that it offers almost a straight course from the entrance of

Davis Strait to the 82^ parallel of north latitude ; how much further

we know not yet, hut it has been sailed|up to that point, or within

less than 500 miles of the Pole. There are other advantages which,

if time admits, may he referred to hereafter.

The entrance of Smith Sound, as is generally known, was dis-

covered and named by Baffin in 1616, when he sailed round the-

head of the bay, or, more correctly speaking, the sea which bears

his name. There is no record of its having been revisited until two
centuries afterwards, when John Ross and Parry passed its entrance

and named the capes on either side* after their ships Isabella and
Alexander. Sir John Ross considered the head of the Sound to ter-

minate at about the distance of 18 leagues from its entrance, though
on what ground does not appear. The old navigators were apt to

allow a little playJ;o their imaginations in questions of this kind ;
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and it may be doubted whether Arctic explorers of a later generation

are all free from a similar amiable weakness.

The first recorded entrance into the Sound is that by the present

Admiral Inglefield in 1852, when, in command of the little steam-

yacht Isabel, fitted out by Lady Franklin, he penetrated as far as

about 78^^ of north latitude, and named many points and headlands

then in sight, which appear since to have given place to others by
subsequent explorers—a practice which I cannot help thinking is to

be regretted when those of the prior discoverers are recognisable.

But the time was now coming when Smith Sound was to undergo

a more searching investigation, and to become the theatre of events

as remarkable for their boldness and daring, and in some respects,

it must be owned, for their dramatic adventure, not to say reckless-

ness, as any which have been recoided in the annals of Arctic

history, ancient or modern.

Xo people have shown a greater interest in Arctic discovery than

the Americans. They spontaneously and cordially joined with ns

in the earlier search for Franklin; and when hope was abandoned
by us in this direction, restless and enterprising spirits among them
who had imbibed the love of adventure in the same service, per-

severed for years, and—with sometimes absurdly insufficient means,

alwaj's under great disadvantages—accomplished results which must
be admitted by all never to have been surpassed.

It would be impossible in a paper of this kind, and it is indeed

unnecessary, to follow in any detail the adventures and discoveries

of Kane, and Hayes, and Hall, and their several associates. The
elaborate published accounts of those explorers are, no doubt,

familiar to most geographers, and it is only necessary to my pur-

pose in the briefest manner to notice the main incidents of their

several attempts to open up this route to the Pole.

Dr. Kane, in a little sailing brig—the Advance—the same in

which he had served under De Haven in the former American
Searching Expedition, entered the Sound in 1853, and wintered in

a bay he named Eensalaer Harbour, on its eastern side, in the lati-

tude of 78’ 37'
; discovering by his travelling parties on that side

point^ as high as about 81’ of latitude, and on the opposite shore,

aborrt the position of the point now known as Capo Frazer, it was
then, and in about these positions, that his people discovered what
he and they considered to be an open Polar sea, and named it

Kennedy Channel. Kane’s wintering-place will, no doubt, be found

corTectly placed, but the points be}-ond it reached by his pardies, and
by subsequent explorers, can scarcely be expected to be fixed with
the same precision. Xext in succession to Kane in the exploration

VOt,. XIX. Q
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of Smith. Sound, "was Ms former lieutenant in the voyage just

alluded to, Dr. Hayes, irho in 1860—61 -wintered in Port Foulke,

and again took up his discoveries on the -western shore of the

Sound, when he reached as far north as about the latitude of 814^,

on the meridian, as he tells us, of about 70“ 30' w.

Finally, we have to record the discoveries of that remarkable

explorer, Hall, whose name and deeds are familiar to all Arctic

geographers of whatever nation. According to the narrative of

the voyage and the accounts of his companions—for Hall never

returned to tell his o-wn tale—they reached the latitude of 82-25“ v.,

when opinions were divided as to the feasibility or propriety of

further advance, and they fell back on winter-quarters.

There can be no doubt that the position of these winter-quarters

is in about the latitude of 8l4° or 81-37“; for there were all the

means on board the Polaris of accuratelj’ determining the latitude

at least. Such briefly is the history of Smith Sound, and the

channels beyond it. As regards longitude, and the accurate de-

lineation of its shores, it matters little ; all we are concerned to

know is that it has been found a navigable channel for ships. It

would be strange if future navigators did not find much to amend

here and elsewhere in these regions ; but they will bear in mind

the circumstances under which it was explored, and will, doubtless,

criticise in a friendly spirit.

Most Englishmen will be of opinion, I think, that—disastrous and

unfortunate as were many of the incidents connected w-ith it—the
exploration of thi.s great portal to the Polar area must always

be regarded as a monument to the enterprise and perseverance of

American explorers.

This, then, is the route which it is proposed our Expedition

should follow
;
and I would now briefly advert to the character of

that Expedition, and foreshadow, as far as one may, the objects

-9\-hich it is hoped may be achieved.

The two ships, which are to leave England during the spring or

early summer of this year, are H.M.S. Alert and a purchased w-haler

renamed the Discovery. They are both fine vessels, of over 700 tons

burthen, furnished w-ith steam-power, and are now being fitted out

at Portsmouth under the superintendence of Sir Leopold M‘Clin-
tock. They are being made as strong as wood and iron can make
them, and -will, doubtless, be equipped— may say it without
boasting—as only tMs country has ever equipped such expeditions.

The crew of each ship -will consist of about sixty ofiicers and
men, and they -will carry provisions, stores, coal, &c., for a period

of at least three years. These numbers may appear small to those
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uninitiated in such service ;
but ships of a certain size can only be

safely employed in ice-navigation, and the necessity of carrying pro-

visions, &c., for so extended a period renders it absolutely necessary

to reduce the mouths to a minimum. The crevrs, with the excep-

tion of three icemen to each vessel, will be composed of regular

men-of-war’s men, who have never failed in such^work on their

own element, or in dragging heavily-laden sledges over the frozen

sea or land, as the case may be. As one of the objects of the voyage

is scientific research, former precedent is so far departed from that

a skilled naturalist is to be squeezed into each ship, and on this

account two naval ofiScers the less can be carried.

Instruments and appliances for the investigation of all branches

of science will be provided, so far as stowage can be found for

them.

I should not omit to mention that arrangements have been made
for the supply of about 60 dogs on the ship’s arrival in Greenland,

to assist in dragging the sledges : perhaps I might more cor-

rectly describe them as wolves. I believe that several tons of the

choicest dog-biscuits are being prepared for them, such as our

favoured hounds are regaled upon. I have some doubts as to their

being appreciated. My own experience of these amiable creatures

is, that they prefer eating one another. They may have improved,

however. Sir Leopold M'Clintock thinks highly of them.

Finally, as you know, the expedition is to be commanded by my
gallant friend here on the platform. Captain Kares, who has already

gained his spurs on Arctic and other distinguished service. I do

not think I need go into any further detail as regai ds the ships or

their equipment, my advice to the Society would be to go to Ports-

mouth and judge for themselves about the middle of May; they

may be sure of a cordial welcome.

In the ordinary course of things, the two ships would probably

leave England about the end of May or early in June, and take

the usual route by Davis Strait and Baffin Bay ;
where, instead

of turning the corner of Lancaster Sound and Barrow Strait, they
would endeavour to pass up Smith Sound and the channels beyond
it discovered by American navigators.

Here, probably in about the 81° or 82° parallel, if such a position

can be reached, one ship will be left ; and if so, she will find
plenty to occupy her travelling parties in the spring and summer
of 1876 in the exploration of the north coast of Greenland, or land
adjacent, or in any other work the leader of the expedition may
cut out for her ; and here she would await his return or further
instructions from him

Q 2
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Captain Xares, on leaving his consort, -would, no doubt, endea-
vour to push north -with his o-wn ship. Beyond this it scarcely

becomes me to predict. We may he certain, ho-u’ever, of t-wo

things ; one is that the t-wo commanders, if they should -vrinter

apart, vsill use their best exertions to communicate with each other
in the spring of the year 1876, -which there is no reason to doubt
they -will be able to do by travelling-parties, aided, perhaps, by
those noble animals before alluded to ; and the other is, that one
ship -will be in a position for the crew of her consort to fall back
upon, should such a step become necessary.

Again, the exploration to the north would be limited by the Pole
not 500 miles from the assumed position of the vessel of the second
in command, and the exploration by ship east and west would be
circumscribed ; when it is added that part of the design is that a
ship shall visit Smith Sound in 1877, should the expedition not
have previously returned, it will, I think, be admitted that all

which human foresight can devise -will have been done to insure
success and to secure safe retreat. Although, however, we may
not forecast, we may be permitted to speculate on the nature of
the land or sea which lies beyond the 82° parallel, though,
perhaps, we shall be treading on delicate ground.

IVe know that, from the Polar area included between the meridian
of Spitzbergen on the east and Melville Island on the west, a con-
stant current or drift sets to the southward, through Smith Sound,

through Wellington Channel and the channels west of it, through
Peel Sound, and Prince Regent’s Inlet ; that it sweeps with great

violence through Hccla and Fury Straits, and also through Hudson
Strait and down the coast of Labrador. This is the current which
forced the ice on King William’s Land and prevented the release

of the Erebus and Terror, which carried the abandoned Besolute.

out of Barrow Strait into the Atlantic, and which, in the month
of July or August, annually clears the ice out of Smith Sound,
unless some local conditions should combine in an unfavourable

season to prevent it. The inference I draw from these and other

circumstances is, that there is no continent or great mass of land
in the Polar area north of Greenland or the Parry Islands

; and it

is somewhat strengthened, though perhaps not materially, by the
fact that Sir Edward Belcher in his voyage saw no land to the
north from a considerable elevation on Xorth Cornwall, neither did
his travelling parties in their journeys -svestward in about the same
latitude.

At any rate, on the existence or absence of continuous land to
the north of Smith Sound, or of an archipelago such as the Parry
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group, must depend the operations of a ship after leaving this posi-

tion. If navigable water, or partially navigable water, is found,

it is possible that short work may be made of reaching the Pole

;

if continuous land is found, along the shores of which sledges ca-i

travel, a very high latitude, or probably the Pole, may be reached

in this way ;
but if continuous land, or nearly continuous land, is

not met with, all Arctic travellers know that the distance to be

accomplished by sledges and boats combined is a very limited one.

I should not wish to be misunderstood in this remark. Travelling

by boats alone during the autumn, when there are occasional leads

of water and before the young ice has begun to make in September,

is not difficult, nor so dangerous as ship navigation.

This appears to me to be the place to offer a remark on those

polynias, or open Polar seas, of which so much has been written or

spoken. A man standing on the deck of bis ship sees open water
all round him, that is to say, he sees the horizon about 5 miles

distant in every direction. If he goes to his mast-head, supposing it

to be a respectable height, he may see 15 miles
;
and if he ascends

a high hill, he will see a greater distance if atmospheric conditions

permit. All who have navigated among ice will remember the

feeling of pleasure and relief when the report from the mast-head
is, “ Ao ice in sight !

” and the corresponding depression which
takes place when, having run a dozen miles from the same place,

is heard “ Ko water in sight! ” The only proof we can be expected

to accept of an open Polar Sea is that it has been sailed through.

And now that we have succeeded in getting this Expedition,

it seems scaicely fair that we should cease to affirm our confidence

that good will come out of it. I do not mean to say that the

Chancellor of the Exchequer will find the Treasury cotfers sensibly

replenished immediately on the sailing, or even on the return of

the Expedition. It is also possible that no immediate benefit will

accrue in a commercial point of view ; but I remember some twenty
years ago there was not a steam-whaler in the Arctic seas. I have
always thought that the employment of our little steam tenders in

the last two expeditions had something to do with the general

introduction of steam-whalers. I believe, since this change took

place, very few of these vessels have been destroyed by the ice

;

but in the days of sailing whalers scarcely a season passed without
several of them being nipped, and I fancy the people of Dundee and
Peterhead have gained somewhat by the change. If this Expe-
dition should find a whaling-ground north of Smith Sound, we may
be sure the whalers will not be Ions: behind them. But this is takino-

^
O iy

a low view of the question : it is quite certain that no great and
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noHe enterprise of this kind can ever be sent forth -without

resulting not only in material advantage, hut without adding

greatly to the^sum of human knowledge, and so advancing the

cause of truth. I heard a lecture a few'nights since at the Eoyal

Institution : no doubt many here present heard it also. We were

told there, on] the highest authority, of the wonderful progress

which had lately been made in the knowledge of physical science,

o-wing, in great measure, to expeditions of this kind. We heard

with astonishment—at least, I did—what had been the results

gained by the' few naval deep-sea exploring vessels sent out by the

Admiralty within the last ten years
; how that views, which until

recently had been scarcely more than the conceptions of some
great minds, and which, fbr want of evidence, it had been scarcely

safe to enunciate, had, some of them, been placed beyond doubt,

and others rendered so certain as scarcely to require further corro-

boration.

Is it, then, so small a thing in
J
these days, when we hear so

much of education on every side, and the country is paying so

handsomely' for it annually, that, at the expense of a few thousands,

or even more, we should learn the age, and history, and con-

stitution of the world we inhabit?

We never hear now of the science of astronomy' being discou-

raged, though men did get into some trouble for suggesting the truth

formerly. Every encouragement is now held out to astronomers

to study and reveal the mysteries of worlds millions of miles from

us ; and, within the last half-dozen years, untold sums have

been expended by this and all other civilized countries in finding

out whether the sun has an atmosphere, and ascertaining within

100,000 miles how far he is distant from us. These awful mys-

teries do not at all disturb our equanimity, and very properly we
are willing to pay for prying into them ;

but whether it is that we
are unselfish enough to remain in ignorance of our own concerns on

economical grounds, or whether we prefer not to disturb comfort-

able old theories which date our existence a few thousand y'ears

back only, it is all the same, there is no retreat now: we shall

never arrest the progress of human knowledge. I should like,

however, before I close the subject, to say one word to scientific

men. They expect very much from this Expedition, and, doubt-

less, they will get very' much ; but they' must not expect too much.
Some there are who know exactly what to expect, for they have taken
part in such and somewhat similar service

; others there are not less

eminent, but more sanguine. I would ask them to bear in mind
that on Arctic service there is little leisure for real scientific work
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until -winter quarters are reached, and that with a temperature

varying from 30° to 80° helow the freezing-point, the swinging of

the needle or the recording the "vibrations of the pendulum lose

some of their attractions ; that the ardour of the most enthusiastic

of observers and collectors is somewhat damped, and that, above

all, the sea, whose secrets are, perhaps, most anxiously longed for,

is a sealed book for nearly eleven months out of the twelve, and
that its bottom must be reached by boring some 10 or 12, or

more, feet through its icy covering. Not'withstanding all this, it

may be regarded as certain that the ofScer who for the last two

years has successfully commanded the Kaval Scientific Expedition,

par excellence, of this or any country, is not likely to let slip any

opportunity which may ofi’er in the interests of science.

A very few words more. Some of those who have been the

strongest advocates of Arctic discovery have, perhaps unconsciously,

been led to underrate or make light of the task which lies before

the Leader of this Expedition. I may have been among the number
myself ; but it is very certain that, under the most favourable con-

ditions, skill and perseverance in no ordinary degree, and the united

efforts of all, will be necessary to ensure success, even moderate
success ; and it is equally certain that conditions have been met
with, and may be met with again, which will bafHe all human
skill, and defy all human effort. Nothing is so uncertain as ice-

navigation : the best-laid schemes may be frustrated, and a whole
season lost, by the accident, for instance, of the -wind hanging in a

particular quarter for a couple of days during a critical time.

No human effort can force a ship any distance through a solid

floe of ice, any more than she could be forced through the crust of

the earth. If she cannot reach within such a distance of the Foie as

will enable the journey to be accomplished by travelling-parties in

a given number of days, then success, so far as reaching the Pole is

concerned, will not be obtained; but I am very far from thinking

that the success of the Expedition depends on reaching the Pole, or

even a very high northern latitude.

If, however, perfect success is to be attained by skill and perse-

verance, I for one, kno-wing Captain Nares from his youth, am
certain that it will be attained, and that he -will not be found
wanting in that equally necessary quality, viz., the moral courage

which will tell him when he has done enough.

The Right Hon. G. Wakd Hcxt (First Lord of the Admiralty) said the
Expedition had his best -wishes for its success. No pains had been spared at

the Admiralty to equip it in the best possible way, and to select as the leader

and officers those in whom thorough confidence could be placed. He felt
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deeply indebted to those experienced Arctic voyagers who had consented to take
upon themselves the arrangements, and was perlectly certain that everything

would be done that could be done to render the Expedition worthy of this

coimtry. Admiral Eichards had warned the Meeting not to expect too much,
and that advice had been well given. If the results did not prove to he great,

there would, at all events, be the satisfaction of having done their very best

;

but he felt confident that the results would, in a scientific point of view, be
very valuable, nnd would greatly increase the knowledge of the physical nature

of the globe. No doubt there were risks to be encountered, but they were not
such as to deter Englishmen from pushing forward maritime discovery, or

from going to whatever part of the world they were sent by tbeir Queen and
Government.
Admiral Collixson observed that it was greatly to be regretted that the

Expedition would not have the advantage of the experience of the voyage of

the Erehus and Terror. Unfortunately the journals of Franklin's Expedition
had not been recovered. All that was known was that they reached 77“ to

the northward of Cornwallis Island
;
but this showed that the ice to the north-

ward of Parry Archipelago was more in motion than it was further south. If

the new Expedition came upon a firm impenetrable body of ice, such as

existed between Melville Island and Banks Land, their progress would be
entirely stopped. He w’as, however, pretty well assured that by following the

land, and not turning a corner, they would get further north than had ever

yet been attained. 'The most serious difficulty to contend with was not the

jce nor the water, but the combination of the two. It was this which baffled

Baron IVrangel off the Coast of Siberi.a, when, for four successive seasons, he
was driven back by arriving at water which he could not take his sledges over.

On the last occasion he started with 22 sledges and 240 dogs, and travelled

over 1300 miles in 78 days. Captain Mares would not be able to muster that

number of dogs, but if energy and perseverance could command success, he
would undoubtedly succeed.

Admiral Sir Leopold M'Clixtock said the success of Captain Mares's Ex-
pedition would depend mainly on his sledging. The ship.s, it was hoped, would
reach 82°, where the Americans reached two years ago. 1 hey would then bo
within about 600 lijiles of the Morth Pole. If such ice was there met with as

was commonly found in Lancaster Sound, the Expedition would, without
doubt, reach as far as the Pole. The system he himself had adopted for

sledging was to break up the ship's company into parties of seven or eight men,
each with an olScer, A tent and a sledge were provided, and six weeks’ pro-

visions could be drawn along at the rate of about 12 statute miles a day. That
would enable them to travel something like bOO miles—300 miles out and
300 back

; but if several sledges were put on the same track, and all but one
gradually sent back, each before it returned filling up the advanced sledge,

it was clear that one sledge could be pushed greatly beyond 800 miles. If

the land proved to be continuous, depots of provisions would be sent on in

advance. The ground would then have to be travelled over as quickly as

possible to the most northern depot, where the sledges could be filled up,

and a start made for the Pole. The object should be to make the equipment
as light as possible, so that the provisions taken might be the more. In
the first Expedition, under Sir Janies Pioss, all he could manage to drag was
30 days’ provisions

;
in the second Expedition he took 40 days’

; in the third,

by reducing the weights of the tents and sledges and paying the utmost atten-
tion to every detail, he was enabled to travel with 53 days’ provisions. Besides
the sledges to be drawn by the men, the new Expedition would have five or
six sledges to be drawn by dogs. His own experience was that two dogs would
drag as much as one man. They did not eat so much as a man, they required
no clothes or cooking, and altogether it was much more economical to have
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dogs than men. On his last Expedition he had 24 dogs, and without them he

should not have been able to do one-half of what he did accomplish. It was
wrong to attempt to house them ;

they would live near the ship all the winter.

If they were housed or treated differently from what they had been accustomed
to, they would get sick and die. About 120 men would be sent out in the two
ships, and with about 60 dogs he thought they would be able, by dividing

themselves into about a dozen parties, to cover about 8000 or 10,000 miles of

ground, and that would be doing a great deal. Temperature had very little to

•do with travelling. The moment there was sulEcient light the travelling should

commence. That would be about the end of February, and the thaw did not

begin till the latter end of June. Of course when the ice began to dissolve

they would have to discontinue their sledging.

Captain Tesey Hamilton believed the Esquimaux dogs to be the most
ungrateful creatures in creation. He on one occasion travelled several hundred
miles with only one companion, and his duty for six weeks was to feed the

dogs
;
but a week after he left them they would not recognise him in the least.

During the winter they were supplied with food only once a week, the diet

being their companions that had died, proving dog does eat dog. Dogs were
most useful in keeping up communication between the depot ship and the
other parties, but for unknotvn ground he preferred men, as dogs cannot work
unless well fed

;
nor can they do much in heavy, hummocky ice.

Admiral Omjianney said that Englishmen must be grateful to their American
cousins, who had cleared the way by successive years of exploration in Smith
Sound, and had shown that the parallel of 82° might be reached by our dis-

covery ships in one season. From that point (Hall’s farthest), as a base,

sledge parties would no doubt be able to attain very important results. He
was glad to hear that the equipment of the Expedition was in such good
hands as those of Sir Leopold Al'Clintock, who was his (Admiral Omman-
oey's) First Lieutenant when he discovered the first traces of Franklin and
Prince of Wales Land. Ten years ago, when this question was first brought
before the public, there was some diversity of opinion with regard to the best
route to follow, and he himself preferred advancing north by way of Spitz-
bergen at that time. Since then, however, various attempts had been made
in that direction, and the Austrian nation bad come forward nobly, and dis-

covered land to the north-east of Spitzbergen ;
therefore his predictions that

land would be discovered in that direction have been realised, and, thanks to

the noble and heroic conduct of Payer and his small band of followers, we
have now and then stepping-stones from whence Polar Exploration can be
prosecuted. He hoped to hear that Austria would send forth another expedi-
tion independent of Captain fares’, with the object of advancing to the Pole
from Franz-Joseph’s Land.

Admiral Ommanney exhibited also the portrait of an Esquimaux, whom
he brought to England from Wolstenholme Sound, in 1851, and expressed
his belief that the scientific gentlemen of the Expedition, amongst their

pursuits, would find the ethnology and history of this interesting people in
the vicinity of Smith Sound a matter for full investigation. These people
were a limited number of human beings, probably diminishing in numbers,
isolated and cut off by glaciers from the rest of the human race. They were
first discovered by Sir John Ross in ISIS, and the purity of the breed had
continued, in all probability, since their migration from Asia.

Mr. Clements E. Mabkham said he bad been requested by Sir George
Back, who is the Father of Arctic Yoyagei's, to express his disappointment
at not being able to be present on this occasion to wish those young officers

God speed who were about to enter upon the strife in which he, in past times,
gained such imperishable laurels. The woik of the Arctic Expedition will be
to explore as large an area as possible of the unknown region, every part of
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wliich teems witli interest in all branches of science. Captain Nares would
doubtless make an attempt to reach the Pole, for it forms the centre of the

unknown region ; but the value of his effort would consist in what was observed

during the march, not in anything to be seen at the Pole itself, which, after

all, is a mere point without length, breadth, or thickness, and therefore with

no special interest. The work will involve all the hardships and dangers

encountered and overcome during previous expeditions, and it is difficult for

those who have had no experience of it to realise how very severe that service

is. But the men were here to-night who intend to do the work, and to equal, if

not to surpass, what Ommanney, M‘Clintock, and Osborn did in 1851, and
M‘CIintock, Meoham, Hamilton, and Kares in one direction, and Osborn and
Eichards in another, in 1853. Whether our Arctic explorers went north, or east,

or west, so long as they were within the unknown region, and did as much as

their predecessors, they would, Pole or no Pole, have achieved complete success.

Dr. Eae remarked that, in his first survey of Arctic America, in 1847, he
explored a coast-line of something like 600 miles, joining together Sir John
Boss and Sir Edward PaiTy’s discoveries. His party procured their own food,

and made their own clothes of the skins of the rein-deer which they killed.

H’hat journey was accomplished at the rate of from IT to 18 miles a day. They
started very slowly at first, but the advantage of his Indian sledges or tabogans

was this, that as they U’ere lightened the ends were cut off to he used as fuel,

and when passing over deep or soft snow, they did not sink down as sledges

with high runners do. On the west side of Melville Peninsula the ice was so

packed on a rock-bound coast that everything had to be carried across it. That
was the hardest work he ever did. The ice and rocks were so rough that

sledging was utterly impossible. The men were taught to build Esquimaux
snow-houses, so that tents were not needed. They could usually build such a
house in three-quarters of an hour or an hour, and when once they got inside

were perfectly comfortable. A single blanket sufficed for two men
;
for five men

the bedding only weighed 25 lbs., whereas if tents were taken neai ly every man
would require that weight. His party lived for two years without any store

of fuel, and very little provisions except what they themselves killed, but they

were very jolly and comfortable.

Captain David Gray said he saw, in his whaling cruise of last year, an open
sea north of Spitzbergen, in 80^ north. He wished to know how those gentlemen

who advocated the Smith Sound route accounted for the great rise and faU of the

tide there, with southernly winds, and the open water said to have been seen

by' the Folaris. At the Duck Islands, on the south side qf Melville Bay, the

rise and fall of the tide was 5 ft. or 6 ft., while in Smith Sound, as shown by
the height of the ice-foot as reported by Kane, it was about 18 ft. with

southernly winds. The only way in which he could account for this was
by supposing that Smith Sound was merely an inlet in which the water

became banked up. No clear water could exist where it was said to be seen

by the Polaris if there was any connection with the Polar Sea, because the

tide would bring the ice down in a continuous stream. If, however, the tides

met at Cape Fraser, then Smith Sound must communicate with the Polar

Basin, and the ascertainment of this fact seemed to be one of the most im-
portant points connected with the question. He had navigated the east-coast

route for the last 30 years, and could frequently have sailed to a very high
northern latitude, without let or hindrance; and if the Expedition failed to

reach a very high latitude by Smith Sound, he hoped they would go round
and try the east coast.

Mr. Parker Snow hoped that the officers of the Expedition would not forget

that the bleached bones of Sir John Franklin’s party were still scattered upon
the barren lands of the north, and that they would, if possible, make some
effort to recover them and the precious documents relating to that voyage.
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Mr. H. D. Bell, having stated that the Meeting would he glad to hear some
remarks from the Commander of the Expedition,

Captain Naees said he had "been frequently asked how he would use the

compasses on reaching the North Pole. The answer simply was this, that
the Magnetic Pole being situated at a considerable distance from the Pole of
the Earth, there would he no difficulty to overcome in that respect. One
of the chief causes of depression to those who wintered in the Arctic Seas, was
the long continued darkness. During the summer the sun shone continuously

on that portion of the earth north of the Arctic Circle, but in the winter it

disappeared altogether below the horizon. At the Arctic Circle itself it merely
just touched the hoiizon on the shortest day, giving three or four hours’ twilight,

hut at the Pole there would be 182 days’ darkness. The increase in the amount
of darkness from the Arctic Circle to the Pole was very rapid. In latitude 75°

there were 95 days of darkness, and on the shortest day the sun did not reach
nearer than 8i° below the horizon

;
for about five minutes they could read

‘ The Times,’ when it was held up facing south. Where the Polaris wintered
in 82° they were 138 days without the sun, and for three months out of that
time they were in perfect darkness. In latitude 85° there would be 153
days of darkness. There was one counterbalancing point, however, namely,
that whenever the moon was above the horizon she was in her full during the
Arctic winter, while when visible during the summer she was always in her
first or second quarter. M'hen Admiral M'Clintock spoke of having S3 days’
provisions on his sledge, he meant 106 days, 53 days out and 53 days back,
during the whole of which time he would have to depend entirely on bis own
resources, without assistance from anybody else in the world. If a party of
men, dragging their own provisions, clothing, and tents, started from London,
went up the east coast of England, then round Edinburgh, down the lakes of
Cumberland, through Wales, and back to London again, without calling at a
public-house or receiving assistance from anyone, he might have some notion
of what Admiral M'Clintock had done. Captain David Gray had touched upon
the two vital points with regard to Smith Sound. That Sound was either a cul
de sac with the tide rushing up and increasing as it advanced, or the tides met
at Cape Fraser, and the Expedition would then be able to go through.
The Pbesident, in concluding the discussion, said it was one of the great

privileges of the Geographical Society to he able to introduce to the notice of
the public matters of current interest, such as that which had been brought
forward this evening. He wished, in the name of the Meeting, to express the
great gratification they felt at His Eoyal Highness the Prince of Wales having
been pleased to show, by his attendance on that occasion, the great interest he
took in Arctic discovery. Such au event could not but be equally grati-
fying to the officers of the Expieditiou, who he trusted would, during the next
three months, on many occ.isions renew their visit to the Society.

Seventh Meeting, 22nfi Fehriiary, 1875.

Majop.-General SiE HENEY C. EAWLIYSOX, k.c.b., President,
in the Chair.

Presentations.—G. M. Ogihie, Esg.; Dr. Mason; Capf. D.
Pender ; J. G. Thompson, Esq.

Elections.

—

William Henry Bedbrool:, Esq
. ; Capt. William Saurin

Broohe (Bengal Staff Corps) ; George Chater, gun.. Esq. ; Benjamin
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iJolls, Esq.; James Eeeman De Ricci; Fane De Salis ; John Grant,

Esq. ; Henry Irving, Esq. ; E. W. Ocerhury (Madras Civil Service) ;

Eieut. Wyatt Rauson, e.x. ; E. I. E. Robertson, Esq. ; William Henry

Smith (Lieut. Boyal Navy Eeserve)
;

Lieut. J. E. Symonds, e.n. ;

George Graham Scarlett Toler, Esq.; Capt. Arthur Campbell Walker

(Eoyal Body Guard); James Whyte, Esq. ; Capt. Charles P. Wilson;

Edward Wynne, Esq.

Donations to the Libeaet, 8th to 22nd PEBECARy, 1875.—Fifth

Supplement to papers on eastern and northern extension of the Gulf

Stream, 1874 (PAe P. S. Hydrographic Office). The Arctic hTavy

List
;
hy Clements E. Markham, 1875 (Author). Xotices sur la Topo-

^aphie ancienne de la h'ouvelle Eussie et de la Bessarabie, par P.

I. Brunn, 1857 ; De la position des trois forteresses Tauro-Scythes

dont parle Strabon, par M. De Blaramherg, 1831 ; Portulan de la

Mer Noire, et de la Mer d’Azov, 1830, and Pilote de la Mer Noire,

et de la Mer d’Azov, 1850. by E. Taitbout de Marigny {Major R.

Stuart, late Consul-General at Odessa). Adventures during a journey

overland to India; by Major Skinner, 1837 (S. M. Erach, Esq.).

And the current issues of corresponding Societies, &c.

Donations to the Map-Eooh since the last meeting of Pebeuary

Sth, 1875.—Four Photogiaphsof ancient maps of the Mediterranean

and south pait of Europe, &c. Ancient Atlas of Eussia in 0 sheets,

ishowing Eussia in Europe in the time of Herodotus, Strabo, &c.

Atlas showing plans of the Ports in the Black Sea and Sea of

Azof, &e. (Major R. Stuart, late Consul General at Odessa).

The Pkesident, in introducing Captain Alorcshy, the author of the paper

.about to be read on ‘ Netv Guinea,’ said, that at the commencement of the

previous session an interesting letter from the same author had been read,

giving a very graphic account of certain discoveries which he had made in

New Guinea. He wa.s now present, and would give them an account of a
more recent visit to that island, during which he had accumulated a large

amount of information, political, ethnographical, commercial, and geographical.

Up to the present time, whenever he (the President) had been taunted witli

the lirobabie exhaustion of the work of the Royal Geographical Society, he
had always been able to fall back upon New Guinea as an unknown land,

which would aflbrd material for many years to come. He was really now
afraid that that stronghold of the unknown was fading from their grasp, for

not only British officers, but Italian and Russian travellers, were invading
that Terra incognita on various sides. Still, he was very happy to find
that the lion’s share had fallen to the lot of England, and that, as far as such
appropriation was of any national importance. Captain Moresby bad appro-
priated all the south-eastern, and apparently the most valuable, portion of the
island.

The following paper was then read by the author ;

—
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1. Discoveries in Eastern New Guinea^ hy Captain Moresby and the

Officers of M.M.S. Basilisk. By Captain J. Moresby, e.n.

Is I^ovember, 1873, a Paper of mine, giving a brief outline of H.M.S.

Basilisk’s work in Xew Guinea, was read before you by your esteemed

Secretary, Mr. Markham. Since then 1 was sent in command of an

expedition to substantiate and follow up that work ; and this Paper

will give you, I tnist, a summary of the results accumulated during

these two cruises.

I confess I am amazed to think that the very outline of the third

largest island in the world should have been unknown till now, and

the navigation between its north-east coast and Australia invested

with such imaginary dangers as to prevent communication between,

these shores.

I will now first endeavour to show you what I have accomplished,

in conjunction with my able assistants. Lieutenant L. Dawson,

Admiralty Surveyor, Lieutenant Sj'dney Smith, Xavigating-Lieu-

tenant Mourilyan, and the other ofiicers of the ship
;
and secondly,

give you the information we have been able to gather concerning

the natives.

In brief, then, we have proved that East New Guinea ends not in

a wedge, as hitherto imagined, but in a huge fork, the lower prong

of which is cut up into an archipelago of islands. Between these

new islands and the peninsula which forms the northern prong a

sheet of water lies, about -t.") miles deep and 12 to 18 in breadth,

named by me Sir Alexander Milne Bay.

This new archipelago consists of about sixty islands, large and
small. Of these the largest, Moresby Island, is about 36 miles in

circumference ;
Basilisk Island nearly as large

; Hayter and Heath
islands somewhat smaller ; many of the remainder being from 4 to

12 miles in circumference, and inhabited. These islands are mostly

lofty and volcanic, and richly wooded.

Moresby Island, a fair type of the rest, rises bolJlj’ from the sea

to a height of 1600 feet, rich in fruit-bearing and timber-trees, whose
dark tropic green is relieved by the various earth-tints of the culti-

vated and terraced land, and the lighter greens of yam and taro.

Here and there the eye rests on great grassy slopes that look like

English meadows ready for the scythe ; but a giant scythe, indeed,

would be needed to cut them, for this grass is 12 feet high. IVe

found it very dif&oult to make our way through to reach a good look-

out from above, and the only plan that succeeded wms for the leading

man of the party to throw himself bodily forward and press the grass

down with his dead weight. We relieved each other frequently at
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this duty, hut still found it exhausting and most unpleasant, as we
bled all over from the sharp grass. On the shore are scattered the

most singular dome-shaped grassy hillocks, which made for us

natural surveying stations. At the water-line the shore is broken

into fine deep-water bays, some five of which are good harbours.

Tillages cluster to the edge of the calm waters, and here and there

a coral-reef runs out, from which the dusky fishers ply their task.

I would I had the power to tell you of the glorious panorama

which greeted us from the top of Glenton Island, the summit of

which we had cleared with immense labour from its giant forest-

trees, that the tiny theodolite might sweep an horizon never before

gazed on by our race. Six hundred feet below us, almost as the

plumb drops, the light waves curled on a snowy coral-beach. To
the west the wooded peaks of Moresby Island closed the view ; but on

every other side island after island floated on the bosom of an intense

blue sea, some volcanic, lofty, and rugged, others coralline, low, white,

and covered with graceful trees, with every variety of form and tint,

of light and shadow, in the nearest ones, whilst those beyond faded

out as they distanced into dim shapes, faint clouds—verj- dreams of

islands—giving one a sense of the profusion of creative power that

was almost overwhelming.

The Basilisk has had the honour of fixing the position and laying

down the coast-line of the D’Entrecasteaux group. These islands

were seen from a distance by D’Entrecasteaux 94 years ago, as

he sailed in search of La Perouse ; but he never visited them, and he

saw them on the east side only.

TVe have proved them to consist principally of three large islands,

separated by narrow straits from each other and the mainland of

Jfew Guinea ; and as their first surveyor and visitor, I have taken

leave to name the islands Xormanby, Fergusson, and Goodenough;

and called the straits Ward Hunt, Goschen, Dawson, and Moresby.

These islands extend north and south about 90 miles, and afford

harbours and anchorages.

With your permission, I will give you a slight account of this

survey. Lieutenant Mourilyan and I, with an engineer and seven

men, started on March 7th in our steam-pinnace, with a whale-boat

in tow, loaded with fuel and provisions for a week. ITe left the ship

in Dawson Straits, and steaming to the westward we passed close

under the high volcanic mountains of Fergusson Island which
bound the strait to the north. The shore that we coasted was dotted
with villages high on the hills, peeping through the sombre tropical

green. AV e could see that our appearance caused great excitement
amongst the natives, who must have thought us gods moving rapidly
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on the water without exerting an effort. They raced for miles along

the beach inviting us to land (hut we could not accept their invita-

tion), shouting their cry of surprise, “ Hoo-ee ! ho6-ee !” Turning the

western point of Fergusson Island, we found ourselves at the entrance

of a fine strait separating Fergusson from Goodenough Island. Both

these islands, with their forests topped by hare grey peaks, are

grandly picturesque objects. Mount Goodenough rising magnificently

to a height of nearly 8000 feet. The sides of this great mountain

are cultivated in patches to a height of about 2000 feet
;
gradually

its woods give place to barrenness, and its summits stand hare and
knife-edged against the sky. Mountain torrents dash down its

ravines and flash out at times from their dark-green setting, like

molten silver.

Kight now closing, we sought to anchor between a small islet and

the shore; our draught of water was but 12 or 14 inches, and yet

we could obtain no anchorage ; the channel was full of mushroom-
coral, which rose like great pillars from a depth of 20 to 30 fathoms

to within 3 or 4 inches of the surface, so close together that after

many a weary trial, off the entrance of lovely coves and delicious-

looking bays, we had to seek a precarious anchorage in 20 fathoms’

water outside these coral pillars, on which a dangerous surf was
breaking.

The natives then crowded alongside us : but we were weary and
wanted to have our evening meal in peace, to obtain which we blew
the steam-whistle, and their consternation was absurd in the ex-

treme ; the}’ seized their paddles and glided off into the darkness.

All night long the near village clamoured like a frightened rookery,

and our look-out men were frequently startled during the night by
natives stealing out on the reef to within a few feet of us. At last

some sleep being needful, I caused a rifle to be fired to seaward, and
this secured us some quiet. Next day we failed for want of fuel to

completely circumnavigate Goodenough Island. We landed on it

and found it the home of the megapode and a variety of exquisitely-

plumaged birds, unknown to us ; also of parrots and lories.

Passing back to Fergusson Island, we landed at a large village in

Moresby Straits. Strangely enough, for we saw no such thing else-

where, the men hid themselves, and an old lady, with a very pleasant

face, paddled off to us in a catamaran : we gave her strips of red

cloth, and she became quite friendly. hen we landed the married
women alone advanced to us, the men appearing, but keeping back
in evident timidity ; but the presents distributed amongst the women
soon brought the men about us, all anxious to exchange their stone-

axes for our rusty iron-hoop. So entire was my confidence in the
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peaceable disposition of these people that, accompanied only by a

seaman, I visited their inland plantations, and found large enclosures

well fenced in with bamboo, producing tropical fruits, yams, sweet

potatoes, Indian com and sugar-cane. The sago-palni grows most

abundantly here
;
and the natives mash the sago in immense

troughs, which I at first took to be worn-out canoes. We all enjoyed

this food, and used it largely.

The good feeling of these natives deserves particular mention;

they had never seen the Jiasilisi, and knew nothing of our possessing

superior arms. We were only ten men amongst hundreds, and they

knew that we carried iron-hoop on our person, a thing of priceless

value in their eyes ; but not only did they respect our position, but

they helped us over obstacles, showing us the best paths, and took

care of our clothes when we bathed in their cool streams. Here, a

mile from the beach, I saw large masses of coral-rock cropping up
at perhaps a hundred feet above the sea-level in close vicinity to

volcanic cliffs. There was a singular absence of coral-formation on

the north side of Fergusson Island
; and the beach and bottom of the

sea, formed of black volcanic sand sloping gradually into deep water,

offered many valuable anchorages. Xo natives lived on this part of

the island, and we could not find any fish in the bays, but a wallaby

was shot near the beach. We discovered here a number of boiling

mineral-springs, stiongly alkaline; they united themselves in one

large rivulet, which offered any degree of temperature to our bathers.

Other hot springs may exist here at the bottom of the sea, which
would account for the absence of fish in the bays. In the sand and

mud thrown out by these spiings we found very small specimens of

rubies and amethysts, evidently chippings from larger stones.

Our return to the ship was very arduous w'ork ;
we had heavy

weather and were out of coals, but by buining wood and greased

coal-bags we succeeded in getting back.

Xow, with regard to the great Louisiade reefs, I must say a few

words. Our work here has proved that these reefs, hitherto deemed

an impenetrable barrier bet-ween Australia and Xorth-East Xew
Guinea, [uesent, in realitj-, a wide open gateway, through which

ships may safely pass from Australia to Xorth-East Xew Guinea,

and enter on a shorter course to China. Previous to this discovery

three routes lay open between Australia and China. Of these the

shortest, or New Ireland passage, ran inside the Solomon Islands,

and leaving the Louisiade Archipelago to the west, went between
Xew Britain and New Ireland, and so on to China. Our new route

lies to the west, instead of the east of the Louisiade reefs, and
shortens the distance by about 300 miles, without, to my know-
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ledge, increasing the danger. Eventually the trade with China

will be carried on by steamers, and this, the shortest route, will

doubtless be the route. Xear Teste Island the Louisiade reefs sink

ii-om the surface to a depth of 10 or 12 fathoms, and so continue for

more than 100 miles to the west.

To the immediate west of Teste Island ships bound by this new
r-oute pass over this sunken barrier; and here Nature has placed

such striking land-marks that a land-fall can be unmistakably

made. Teste Eland is easily recognisable. Its peaks rise to a

height of 300 feet, and look like islands at a distance. Four miles

to its west stands Bell Book, a great dome-shaped mass of rock,

rising perpendicularly from the sea to a height of 500 feet, wooded

over wherever a crevice affords room for a tree to grow, and marking

well the entrance to the new route ; it may be passed by a vessel

within a stone’s throw. Thence, as the ship passes between

Moresby Island and Engineer’s Group, not a reef lies in the way. To
the north-west of Slade Island the passage lies between two reefs

about 2 miles apart, and a passage of 4 miles’ breadth leads to the

point of exit between Cape Yeutenat and a reef which I have named
Gallows Eeef. The channel here is 2 miles wide

;
and Gallows

Eeef being a wash, and marked by two tree-covered islets, affords

sailing-marks which remove all danger to the navigator.

Another useful gift which the Bagilish has been able to present

to the mariner and the merchant has been the discovery of harbours

on these once inhospitable coasts. I cannot trouble you with a

description of these mant' new harbours, but will speak of a few.

1. Eobert Hall Sound, South New Guinea, in lat. 9^ x.,

long. 14t)'3^ E., is well marked by Yule Island at its entrance. I

have a great belief in the future of this noble sheet of water,

seen from seaward by Captain Owen Stanley’s survey, but never

entered till now, by a passage we have found off the south-east end

of Yule Island. A good, safe, clear channel leads; in, and the

harbour is perfectly protected, and land-locked with deep water,

for hundreds of ships to lie safely. Its shores are low, swampy,
and mangrove-covered, and probably unhealthy ; but Yule Island,

near which ships would anchor, is high and healthy ground. At
the head of the harbour Hilda Eiver issues, navigable for steam-

launches, but too rapid for row-boats to ascend, destined in time to

bear the valuable woods and many produces which here await the

advent of commerce downwards on its rapid bosom.

2. Port Moresby is a safe, commodious, double haven, lying

60 miles to the east of Eobert Hall Sound, at the point where
the swampy coast first gives place to coral white sand and shells.

VOL. XIX. E
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Truly- this harbour was “ the desire of our eyes ;
” and when, after

much search in open boats, we discovered this harbour from Jane
Island, we were very joyful. Then the great anxiety arose as to

whether we could find a good entrance ; and for two days more we
sounded in our little galley and cutter, far away from the ship,

inside the great barrier-reef, to find an entrance. Suddenly I

dropped my lead 50 fathoms down, and finding no bottom, knew
that the entrance was found. Two day's after we took the ship in.

The outer harbour of Port lloresby is an extensive bay, surrounded

ty open, grassy, round-topped hills, thinly' timbered with the

Australian gum-tree, whilst rich tropical valleys lie between.

There are several large native villages on its shores. Jane Islet,

about 500 feet high, lofty and precipitous, wooded and cultivated,

stands in the centre of the outer harbour, and if fortified would

render it impregnable. The eastern waters are a mass of coral-

reefs ; but the western are clear, and just the right depth—9 to 12

fathoms—for anchoring. A fine, clear passage leads to the inner,

Fairfax Harbour
;
and in this inner broad sheet of water, shut round

by high land, the Basilisk anchored in 5 fathoms. On its southern

side from the hill under which she lay, a considerable quantity

of gold-quartz was taken, specimens of which are here for your

inspection. We were too busy' surveying to prosecute this dis-

covery ; but, as I have before stated, the aspect of the land, and

character of the masses of granite-quartz cropping up, lead me
to think that gold will be surely found here. This port, from its

healthy situation, has already been selected as the principal station

of the London Missionary- Society.

Pitt Bay is a fine harbour, and easily entered ;
it lies at the

gateway of the Xew Austro-Cliinese route at the east end of Moresby

Island, embosomed by- lofty hills. Hereafter the power holding

Pitt Bay will possess the key of the route. At Pitt Bay we took

one piece of gold-bearing quartz from the bed of a stream, but

though we searched diligently, we could not find a second.

Traitors’ Bay, on the north coast of Horth-East New Guinea,

in lat. 8’, and long. 148^ e., offers shelter to ships trading on that

coast, and possesses a navigable river with a gentle current. This

river discharges itself outside the anchorage, over a bar that proved
impracticable to our boats. I regret much that I had not time to

survey this river, for it seemed to me to lead up far into the
country, and I hope some future explorer will follow it up. It

needs no words of mine to show you how important it is that
this great country should be opened up by water-communica-
tior.
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Jiunning Survey of the North-East Coast.—Our last work "was tlie

ninniiig survey of the unknown coast of Xorth-East New Guinea.

On April 27th, we joyfully turned the Basilisk’s head westward,

for every mile was now a step towards home.

The first striking difference between these northern and the

southern shores of New Guinea is that here there is no outlying

harrier-reef, and the shores, instead of shelving outwards, are steep

to. The mountains here generally run down to the sea, then

follows a shore-reef, from which the plumb-line may be thrown

into 50 fathoms of water.

The coast-line is but little broken up, and affords few harbours

and anchorages. Speaking generally, from East Cape to Cape

Cretin the coast-line may be spoken of as a series of bold head-

lands, running out 20 or 30 miles to seaward, with deep bays

between
;
this configuration increased our work threefold.

The great Owen Stanley Kange may be said to terminate at the

head of Sir Alexander Milne Bay, but one of its spurs, named by
me “ Stirling Range,” runs at a diminished elevation through the

narrow peninsula which terminates at East Cape. This henceforth

important promontory on the world’s map has no great feature to

attract attention. The peninsula has gradually narrowed to half

a mile in width. The Stirling Range has ceased, and been suc-

ceeded by a low, undulating forest-country, sprinkled with vil-

lages, when suddenly an abrupt double-topped hill springs to a

height of 300 feet. There is a village at its foot, half-hidden

in groves of bread-fruit and coco-nut trees. Its summits were

crou-ned with tropical forest when first we saw them ; but these

noble trees fell to our axes, as we made this a theodolite station.

A narrow boat-channel separates the cape from two low coral islets,

and 10 miles further to the eastward, on the opposite shores of

Goschen Straits, rises the dark, frowning mass of Mount Prevost,

on Normandy Island.

This, then, is the East Cape, and real eastern terminating point

of New Guinea. From East Cape to Cape Moresby, as the crow
flies, the distance is about 130 miles, with a depth of 500 to 600

fathoms, and muddy bottom at about 2 miles from the shore. Til-

lages abound here ; and the valleys between the hills, and not seen

from the sea, are richly cultivated.

Between Cape Ducie and Cape Frere the forest ceases, and is suc-

ceeded by an openly wooded level plateau full of villages, backed

2 miles inwards by a range of sharp grassy hills, bare of wood,

each defined by a belt of sharp brushwood at its base, crowding

down hill upon hill with such a curious effect as to remind us

R 2
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strongly of the plate in Black’s ‘Atlas’ of all the mountains in the

world. Above the height of 2000 feet the forest springs up again,

and covers still higher peaks to the very top, to a height of 6000

or 7000 feet.

Cape Prere is a noble headland, dropping its huge bnifalo-headed

mass ahont 200'j feet almost perpendieularl}’ to the deep-blue sea

;

and the BasilisJc looked a mere cockboat in the huge .shadow, as

almost scraping her sides against the beetling mass she stood in to

seek for an anchorage in Bartle Bay. This bay—at the head of

which an extensive tract of comparatively low land, marked by

terraced plateaus, between which a considerable stream debouched

through a dark sandy beach—seemed to aft’ord the certainty of a

good safe anchorage for the night ; hut we were doomed to disap-

pointment—nowhere within a cable’s length of the beach would

80-fathom line reach the bottom. At last we let go anchor in

49 fathoms (which is deeper than the water of the English mid-

channel), our stern just swinging clear of the beach. The soil about

Bartle Bay is very rich, and runs hack in a series of clear-terraced

elevations to a lofty inland range of mountain.^. The river which

issues at the head of the bay has ploughed deeply through these

terraces, so that its banks are exposed for a section of from 10 to

•30 feet in height
;
they are composed of smooth water-worn stones,

•embedded in a light gravelly soil. "We searched but could find no

gold here, nor was any trace seen by us of the precious metal on the

north coast of ^’ew Guinea.

From Bartle Bay into the bight of Goodenough Bay, a distance

of some 30 miles, the bold and fertile coast runs in a w.x.w. direc-

tion. There are some fine waterfalls at the head of this bay. flashing

down the dark-green mountain-sides, and so much river-water is here

discharged that the surface of the sea is quite fresh. The canoes

about here are smaller ; and quite a different language prevails from

that at East Cape.

From the bottom of Goodenough Bay the land turns abruptly in

an E.x.E. direction, and so runs boldly out to sea for 30 miles in a

rich forest-covered promontor}', which ends in grassy slopes maiking
Cape Moresby, off which are small outlying islands, suirounded by
coral-reefs. From this point, looking across Ward Hunt Straits,

we could still .see Mount Goodenough rearing its stupendous mass.

From Cape Moresby the land trends w.x.w. for 45 miles to the

bight of Collingwood Bay, the shores of which are low and densely
w'ooded, and the depth of w'ater decreased to oO fathoms at 2 miles
from the shore. From this point the natives became suspicious and
unfriendly, and we e.xperienced much difficulty in communicating
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with them. In Collingwood Bay we cut a large quantity of firewood

from the tall, fir-like trees which generally ornamented the points of

land. The land now runs north-east for 45 miles till it forms a

noble promontory, and terminates in ilounts Victory and Trafalgar,

3000 feet high, and Cape Xelson—names which I rejoiced to write

for perhaps the last time on the map of the world. The natives

here fled at our approach; and we observed that, although be-

longing to the light-coloured race, they differed in appearance from

the natives of East Cape, and wore their hair in long, thin, ugly

ringlets.

Cape Ward Hunt lies 40 miles to the westward of Cape 2selson
;

the deep hay between I have named “ Dyke Acland.” Its low

wooded shores, with the formation so characteristic of this coast,

suddenly turning to the north-east and forming a bold wooded pro-

montory. Eight miles to the westward of Cape Ward Hunt is

Traitors’ Bay. Here I had occasion to fire my fiist and only shot in

self-defence. Three of our ofBcers had strayed away from a wooding-
party, when from the ship we observed a party of 70 or 80 warriors

land from their canoes, fully dressed in feathers and war-paint,

stealing on them. Sub-Lieutenant Shortland and I jumped into the
dingy with some spare rifles, and gained the beach just in time to

put our .shipmates on their guard and give them the rifles. Hoping
to maintain fi iendly relation.s, I advanced alone, armed with a rifle,

but holding my arms over my head towaids the bush where the
natives were lurking, quite concealed from our view. Suddenly
they sprang from the bush to the open beach, and formed in two
regular lines, 10 yards in my front: the first line armed with
spears, which they held quivering to throw, whilst they moved with

a short quick step from side to side to distract our aim, guarding

themselves with shields ; the second line was armed with clubs.

For some seconds I forbore to fire, hoping .still to preserve the peace.

Finding this hopeless, and that in another second I should he the
target for fifty spears, I fired with a snap-shot at the leading savage

;

the bullet pierced his shield and spun him round on his heel, but
glancing off, did not wound him. Immediately the whole body of

warriors turned in consternation at the sound of firearms, then
heard by them for the first time, and ran for the canoes. We
followed till we drove them on hoard, firing a few shot over their

heads.

Passing Cape Ward Hunt we came upon the position as.signed in

the chaits to “ Eichie Island,” so named after the naturalist of

D’Entrecasteaux’s e.xpedition 94 years since. Xo trace of any such
island now exists. It is probable that D'Entrecasteaux, at a great
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distance, saw the high land about Cape "Ward Hunt, which would

then appear as islands, and thus be noted it on his chart.

Huon Gulf lies between Cape Ward Hunt and Cape Cretin, and

is the last of the great bays which distinctively mark the north-east

coast of Xew Guinea. Its shores are well populated, and the natives

were friendly. For the first time in Xew Guinea we observed tappa-

cloth used ; they wore it round their waists, and made into high

conical caps, which gave them all the appearance of Indian Parsees.

Its shores are covered with a rich vegetation ; and especially beau-

tiful are the slopes of the Eawlinson Eange, teeming with palms and

tree-ferns, and well inhabited. From Cape Cretin to Astrolabe

Gulf, a distance of 120 miles, the land trends nearly due east and

west, without a break ; the coast-line is backed up by the great

Finisterre Mountains, the two highest peaks of which, standing

facing each other, I have named Mount Gladstone and Mount
Disraeli. At Astrolabe Gulf our survey terininated; but off the

northern shores of Kew Guinea we took a series of deep-sea sound-

ings, finding from 1500 to 2000 fathoms 25 miles from the shore,

a depth probably unequalled in any part of the world in such close

proximity to the land.

The Basilisk passed from Astrolabe Gulf toward Lesson Island,

an active cone-shaped volcano discharging large volumes of steam

and smoke. It is densely populated, and the cultivation at its base

appears very rich. The natives, a fine-looking race, crowded along-

side the ship, eager to barter all they possessed for scrap-iron. Their

hair is worn in a preposterous manner, confined behind in a conical

case projecting 12 or 14 inches, as a horn from the back of the

head. Off Garnet Island the Basilisk passed through a large

body of brackish water, forcing itself seaward and bringing

with it vast numbers of gigantic uprooted trees. From this fact I

conclude that a river of large dimensions must exht in the neigh-

bourhood of Cape Della Torre.

Time will not permit me to say more. On June 2nd we reached

the Dutch Spice Island of Amboyna, having thus successfully com-

pleted the survey of the last unknown coast of the habitable world.

The meteorology of Eastern New Guinea appears to be diflerent

from that previously supposed. The north-west monsoon blows

from November till March, accompanied by occasional westerly

gales, with fine-weather intervals. The south-east monsoon, which
foEows, we never found to blow continuously up to the time of our

leaving the coast in May, for we experienced light variable winds
and calms; whilst on the northern shores of Eastern New Guinea
the south-east monsoon appears to be altogether arrested by the lofty
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Owen Stanley Eange, the summits of which, during the month of

May, were observed with heavy clouds, leading us to believe that

the monsoon was blowing strongly on the southern shores of the

peninsula, whilst we on its northern side were sailing in calm and

waveless waters.

The barometer showed little or no fluctuation, remaining steady

between 29’80’ and 29-90^; the thermometer in the shade varying

from 83^ to 86'^. The tides varied in rise and fall from 8 to

12 feet.

The Natives .—Having now, as far as time would permit, treated

the geographical part of my subject, I will speak of the native

race which inhabits the newly-discovered portion of Xew Guinea.

You are already aware that varieties of race exist in this great

island. You know of the black Papuan who inhabits the south

coast of Xew Guinea, apparently from Cape Valsch to Cape Pos-

session in the Gulf of Papua. A recent Italian explorer has lately

informed you of the existence of a hitherto unknown race, named
Arfaks, inhabiting the mountainous parts of north-western Hew
Guinea; and to these we must add the pure Malay race, which,

coming from the isles of the Malaj-an Archipelago, has driven

inland the aborigines of the north-west coast, and settled in their

stead, as a third type of man. This last is, as you are aware,

a semi-civilised Mahometan race, professing Dutch allegiance.

Leaving these people, I will introduce to you a fourth—our now
first visited race of Malays.

This race is distinctly Malayan; but differs from the pure Malay,

being smaller in stature, coarser in feature, thicker lipped, with
less hair on the face, being, in fact, almost beardless. The hair of

the head is also more frizzled, though this may result from a dif-

ferent dressing. These men have high cheek-bones like the pure
Malay ; their noses are inclined to be aquiline, and sometimes very
well formed

;
their eyes are dark and beautiful, with good eye-

brows. Amongst them we met many men with light hair, and
what struck us as a particularly Jewish cast of feature. They rise

to a height of from 5 feet 4 to 5 feet 8 inches, are sinewy, though
not muscular, slight, graceful, and eel-like in the pliability of their

bodies. This race abuts on the black Papuan, somewhere in the
vicinity of Cape Possession ; but I do not believe that a fixed fine

of demarcation exists, for in Eobert Hall Sound both types of race

were present, and the natives varied here amongst themselves in

colour, stature, and cast of feature. -4 mixture of habits also

obtained at this point, which confirmed the idea of a fusion of

race here. Some chewed the betel-nut Malay-wise, whilst others
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rejected it
;
some wore the Papuan adornment of the great bill of

the bombeak as boms on tbe bead. All weie destitute of tbe

ornaments made of human bone generally worn by our newly-found

Malay race, whilst they one and all decked themselves with

flowers and betries as this race does, but the Papuan never, to our

knowledge.

This new race, which presents some slight varieties in itself,

appears to inhabit the whole of the eastern peninsula of Kew
Guinea in its northern and southern shores, from about 148° of

longitude, to East Cape, which is in 150° 53' East longitude, and

also the newly-discovered archipelago of islands adjacent. I

approached these people with crntion, knowing that no seaman

had ever willingly v'entured near their shores, and kept prepared

for attack; hut veiled my precautions, showed no di.stiust, and went
freely amongst them. Had I been so unhappy as to have needed

firearms, I .should have used them with full effect, believing this

to be the truest mercy ; fortunately these kindly people were soon

won, and greeted us everywhere with a wondering welcome.

IS’earing shore I always caused a seaman to stand upright in the

hows of the boat, with both anus extended in sign of peace
; and we

landed two or three only at first, with no arms but the revolvers

hid in our breasts, making gestures of friend.^hip. Soon they

smiled, and made responses to our signs ; drew nearer and touched

our white skin.s, turning up our sleeves and trousers to see if this

amazing white colour held all through; and we gave them gifts

and soon got to bartering, in which they showed great honesty.

Tbe young women, some of whom were really pretty and graceful,

were particularly curious about us ; hut if we ventured to touch

their daik shapely limbs, they fled away with a start and a

scream, and seldom returned. These natives are not devoid of

principle, I am sure. I once attempted to barter an axe with a boy
for a handsome shell-necklace he wore. He made signs that the

necklace was not his. and refused to trade ; his companions urged

him vehemently, even trying to force it off his neck, and at last

so far prevailed that he took the axe from my hand and half-

nnfastened the necklace. Conscience pricked him, and he hurriedly
thrust hack the axe, and making signs that he would go and get
leave from the owner to sell it, he paddled off’ in spite of the jeers
of his friends.

^^hen the Basilisli: first discovered Moresby Island, and cast
anchor in Hoop-Iron Bay, we could see the natives on shore
rushing frantically about : finally a fleet of canoes, containing
men only, came off and hovered about us, showing no arms, but
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wearing bird-of-Paradise plumes, and Landbome shell-disks on the

.side of the head. These disks they shifted to their hips when once

convinced of our pacific intentions. I have a heartfelt pleasure

in stating that all our subsequent intercourse with these people

was marked -with good feeling and kindliness on both sides. Their

single evil propensity seems to be a love of pilfering; and it was
amusing to see their skill in hiding small articles in the large

orifice they make in the lobe of the ear, or between the tight

ligatures they wear as belts and armlets, and their skin. They
steal skilfully also. Having adroitly knocked some nails, or an
instrument otf the carpenter’s bench, or secretly unscrewed a nut,

they would walk over the side, concealing it under the hollow of
the foot. I thought it wise to overlook these small delinquencies ;

but on one occasion they went a step too far. H.M.S. Sandfly
(under my orders), when lying in Possession Bay, had sent a boat
on shore with four men for water, and the natives had stolen their

water-barricoes and boat’s crutches, and all the iron-hoop they had
about them. I directed Lieutenant Xowell to lay an ambush and
seize some natives; and two were secured accoidingly, after a long
struggle, in which their smooth skin and supple limbs_ eluded the
attempts of our strong seamen. They were taken on board the

Sandfly and kindly treated, but evidently expected instant death.
Their wives and friends came ofif weeping, and offeiing presents to
buy them off. The natives deserted the ship, and kept close to the
shore in their canoes ready for flight into the bush; however, I
went amongst them in a dingy, and succeeded in making them
understand that our prisoners should be liberated on the restoration

of the stolen property. On the second day the articles were brought
back, and we released the men, to the intense delight of their

friends, -who then sent a large hog on board the Sandfly to show
their gratitude. A few days afterwards otir carpenters, working
over the ship’s side, missed a saw, but before we could take any
step, we beheld a large canoe coming off in which an old man
stood holding up the saw, and on reaching us he returned it, and
expressed his anger at the theft.

I incline to the belief that these people have not any religious

feelings. They certainly have no external form of showing such,
or we should have observed it; for with the same limited oppor-
tunities of observation we distinguished many observances a.s dis^

tinctly religious at all the other South Sea Islands visited by us.

For instance, at the New Hebrides there was an organised .system

of devil-worship, with duly appointed priests and rites : idols also

were everywhere to be found. Here, however, no idols were to be
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seen. Occasionally grotesque nude figures Tvere painted in red

and white ochre on the ends of the houses, hut for ornament only.

One action only seemed to have a religious tendency, namely, their

universal custom of bringing a village dog and dashing its brains

out in our presence, after which ceremony they showed perfect

friendliness. We noticed, also, that in every village an old woman,

much bedizened with ornaments and ropes of shell necklaces,

seemed to hold a certain sort of authority.

They hury their dead in a respectful manner in the ground, and

build small thatched huts over them, on which coco-nuts were

hung. These coco-nuts, hung plentifully in the villages and even

far out on the reefs, may have been votive-offerings. In some few

cases these burial-huts are rudely carved and fenced in with a

bamboo palisade, as if the resting-places of chiefs
;
but we saw no

sign of chieftainship amongst the living.

These Malays must be considered a more civilised race than

the Papuan
; they possess the art of pottery, still unknown to the

Papuans. In every village women may be seen moulding the clay,

whilst others tend the wood-fires in which the globed jars are baking.

They are also better cooks ; for they boil their food, as well as roast

and bake it like the Papuans
;
and I have frequently enjoyed the

vegetable porridge they make of yams, taro, and mangrove-fruit

stewed in these bowls, with coco-nut shred finely over.

As fishers they far exceed the Papuans in art : the latter fish only

with hook and line and the barbed spear, whilst our new friends

make fishing-nets of various sorts with great skill
;
one, like the

English sein, made with the fibre of a small nettle-like plant, I

have before mentioned; another is what I will call a “ trap-net,”

and consists of a netted bag, with the mouth kept open by a bamboo-

spring. It is let down with the bait in the bottom, the mouth open.

The fisher, on feeling a fish, pulls a string which closes the bag, and

draws it up with his prey.

The Papuans have but one kind of canoe, dug out of a single tree

and balanced by heavy out-riggers ; but these people have several

kinds of canoes, of which the trading-canoe is best, having topsides

laced on with split bamboo, strengthened hy strong knees inside,

supporting a sort of half-deck, under which they stow their goods.

They are most ingenious basket-makers, and make strong good-

looking baskets to fit one inside the other in a nest : they also make
capital woven-bags for carrying their property in ;

and they make
light rope and strong cord from various vegetable fibres, that would
not disgrace an English rope-yard.

Their weapons consist of stone tomahawks, clubs, and axes, and
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of spears, and heavy wooden swords and hair-slings ; and that these

weapons are not very effectively used, Lieutenant Deeds, of the

Basilislc, had ocular proof, as he witnessed a fight between the Slade

islanders and those of East Cape and Moresby Island, whilst de-

tached on a surveying cruise. The combined warriors of East Cape
and Moresby Island approached Slade Island in some twenty canoes,

containing about thirty men each, but remained thirty yards off

shore, throwing spears and slinging stones at the Slade islanders,

who waded out to meet them, and returned the complimeut. They
maintained this respectful distance for two hours, when they drew
off and nobodj’ seemed wounded, such was their skill in dodging
these missiles. lEe rarely saw a wounded man amongst these

people, and but few enemies’ skulls ornamented the outsides of

their houses.

Their houses and those of the Papuans do not differ materially.

They are built on poles, sometimes 12 or 14 feet from the ground,

and consist of one large tunnel-shaped room, well thatched over.

A pole, with notched steps, leads from the ground to a small landing-

place or verandah, behind which is the small opening leading into

the interior. This verandah is the favourite lounging-place of the

family
; and their implements of war, fi-hing, and labour, are carefully

hung round on the inside walls.

They are rude hut successful cultivators of the ground, using stone
mattocks for turning up the soil to a small depth, preparatory to

planting their yams and taro. Their food is very plentiful, and
consists of fish, yams, taro, fruits, and pork on great occasions, with
abundance of the delicious crabs which abound here, and they do
not make any kind of intoxicating drink. This plenitude of food

may have some influence in checking a desire for cannibalism, which
certainly does not prevail largely amongst them

; though from the
.fact that we saw some of them wearing bracelets of human jaw-
bones, and necklaces made of the spinal vertebrcU, which had evi-

dently been subjected to the action of heat, coupled with some
signs they made us, we suspected that cannibalism was not wholly
unknown to them.

These people are affectionate to their children ; they make toys,

especially models of canoes and small spiears, to amuse them and
encourage them to have pets. The little ones were constantly to be
seen petting little pigs, with which they ran off" at our approach,
lest we should barter for them. They had also multitudes of tame
parrots, lories, cassowaries, and kept several varieties of the mar-
supial cuscus in cages. In some cases the parents were willing to

barter their children for our iron axes.

They did not (like most savages) keep their wives in the hack-
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grouiid, but allowed them to meet us freely and have a voice in the

trading. On one occasion a husband was heartily belaboured by his

wife with a paddle on the head and shoulders, because ho did not

barter satisfactorily, and his friends, instead of interfering for his

relief, only shouted with merriment. He did not retaliate, but

looked foolish. Nevertheless, the lot of the women here is to do all

the heavy labour, whilst the men fight or fish, as in all other savage

communities.

The men are but slightly tattooed, but the women tattoo all over,

sometimes in graceful patterns. The men paint grotesquely with

ochres, and sometimes shave the head, and paint it, and the whole

body to match, of a shining black, with charcoal and coco nut oil.

The women crop their hair short, the men wear theirs long and

frizzed, and all disfigure their mouths with chewing the betel-nut,

except the younger women. The men wear a waistcloth only, the

women the usual South Sea garment, the short grass petticoat or

“ ti-ti.”

A New Gtiinea exquisite, lithe, dark, and graceful, with shell-

anklets, making his small feet seem still smaller, is not an un-

picturesque object. His waist is braced in with many turns of black

cord, the outside of which is plaited in with gold-coloured straw

;

his neck is bright with a red shell-necklace, from which a boar’s

tusk depends, and from the tight ligatures and bracelets on his arms
the graceful pandanus-leaf flows far behind, curiously embroidered.

Bright red flowers and berries adorn his hair, and his face is fre-

quently painted red at one side and black and white at the other.

The only maladies we perceived amongst them were elephantiasis,

ulcers, leprosy, and other skin-diseases ;
otherwise they were vigorous

and healthy.

In conclusion, I am anxious to take this opportunity of expressing

my grateful sense of the exertions made by the Officers of H.M.S.

Basilisk during both our New Guinea Surveys. Their work was
continuous, arduous, and frequently exhausting, from circumstances

of climate, exposure, dejirivation of comforts, and physical efforts of

all sorts. No one thought of rest ; all felt that a really stiipendous

task had to be accomplished within the limits of a comparatively

short time, and laboured heartily to achieve it.

I think we all felt that English hands onl}- ought to finish the
work of Cook and Dampier in this quarter of the globe, and that it

was well to establish for England a right on these shores, knowing'
that such a right will become of importance in the future.

Having been long in Australia, w'e naturally felt a growing
interest in the future of the great Australian Colonies, and were
struck with the importance of keeping them unhampered by any
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eomplications that might result from the establishment of fureig'ii

settlements within so short a distance of Cape Yoik.

To this end we desired to ascertain if harbours existed on the

coast easy of access and possessing strategic advantages. Our
secondary desire was to throw the riches of Xew Guinea open to

Australian effort, and so lead to the mutually helpful union which

Nature intends between the sister islands of Australia and New
Cruinea. Providence has crowned our eiforts with success, and time,

which tests all things, will, I know, prove our wort to be good and

useful. In this thought we must find our reward.

[The above will be published, with a Map, in the next Volume of

the ‘ Journal.’]

Captain Evaxs, b.x. (Hydrographer to the Admiralty), said he could
scarcely' give so favourable an account of the character of the natives as

Captain Moresby had done. He did not think our present knowledge of New
Guinea was sufficient to warrant the belief that it was becoming a well-known
land, for, literally, nothing was yet known about its inteiior. He himself was
engaged, some thirty years ago, for two or three seasons in Torres Strait.=. At
that time the Gulf of Papua was not laid down upon the charts. The coast he
visited in H.il.’s surveying-ship Fly was for 100 miles evidently the delta of
some great river, with many fresh-water openings from 2 to Smiles wide. The
fresh water at one opening was observable 12 nules from the land. On several
occasions the boats attempted to penetrate some little distance up these
channels

;
but the natives were so numerous and hostile that it was difficult to

get past them. One of the native houses was measured, and found to be 300
feet long, and 70 feet wide. Such houses were numerous, and the population
must, therefore, have been great, and the country very fertile to feed such
numbers. They were entirely different in character and appearance from those
whom Caj tain Moresby had described. They were the true Papuans ; black,
fierce in appeal ance, still fiercer in manners, and all efforts to conciliate them
were perfectly useless. The large body of Iresh water which he saw must
be the drainage of a great part of New Guinea, and there was room enough
in the interior for a river 350 miles in length in a straight line to the north-
west. It must drain all that immense mass of mountains, some 10,000 I'eet

high, on the north-west; and tlie only uay to leam anything about the
country would be to ascend that great water-highway'. It was of no use
merely touching the shores, because the furest (•revented any exploration more
than a few miles inland. This wa.s a case in which the several colonies of
Australia might well unite in a cominun effort to send a small expedition to
ascertain what New Guinea really' is l.ke. It would, never be known from the
attempts of Eussian, Italian, and general travelleis, although these had done
wonders. A couple of small, light-draught, well-armed steam-boats could readily-

venture into the interior, and really ascertain something about the country.
Dr. Mullexs (at the invitation of the President) said that, five years ago,

the Directors of the London Missionary Society had their attention drawn to
the shores of New Guinea

;
and since then various missionaries, who had had

long experience in the South Seas, had visited different parts of the coast.
About two y'ears ago they were enabled to commence systematic operations
there, and established their head-quarters at Somerset, Ca|)e York. It was an
interesting fact that, in the great projecting eastern point of the island, the
two races of Papuans and Malays were both found

;
and iMr. Murray, one of

the missionaries, was of the same opinion as Captain Moresby—that in the
neighbourhood of Yule Island the fusion of the races took place. In a letter
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which he had recently sent home, Mr. Murray had, however, stated that near

Port Moresby the population was unmixed, and were exactly similar to the

inhabitants of the Xavigators’ Islands. Though but little was yet known of

Xew Guinea, what had been done was by no means to be despised. During
the past five years, by constant visits to the different islands, the objects of

travellers, and merchants, and missionaries, had been so explained to the
people, that the whole of the islands might now be visited in perfect safety.

When Mr. Murray was in the neighbourhood of York Island, some time ago,

he found a ship loaded with coal which had gone on shore. He looked for the
crew, but they had disappeared, evidently fearing to land because of the stories

that had been current in all the Australian papers and in the old navigating

books. The directory of travel in the Pairaan Gulf ought, however, he con-

sidered, to be entirely rewritten
;

for, if accidents occurred, seamen might now
land with perfect fearlessness. In one case the natives relieved an English
crew, fed them, helped them to repair their boats, and finally saw them start

safely towards the mainland of Australia. It was true that the Malays on the

east coast were addicted to pilfering, but the3' were amenable to kindness and
argument, and, when well treated, were anxious to learn, and to hold inter-

course with their visitors on fair and equal terms. The missionaries had
entered the Katau fiiver immediately’ opposite Cornwallis Island. It runs far

into the interior, and is at least two miles wide, while a station of Christian

teachers had been formed in a laige village on the mainland. Another station

had been founded at Port Moresby, and he hoped that hereafter the mis-
sionaries would be able to enter freely into the D’Entrecasteaux Islands. With
the little steam-launch which they possessed he hoped that they would be
able to add to the geographical knowledge of the country.

The Rev. Mr. Gould asked in what way communication had been carried

on between the natives and the missionaries; and how far any acquaintance
had been obtained with the Papuan language ?

Dr. JIuLLENS replied, that when Mr. Murray and Mr. MacFarlane first went
there, they’ took with them natives of the Loyalty Islands, who belonged to a

branch of the Papuan race, and who therefore knew the roots of the Papuan
language pretty well. "When they first held intercourse with the natives at

Darnley Island and Murray Island, they at once discerned a similarity between
their own tongue and that of the natives of those islands, though at the same
time there were considerable differences. They also had one or two interpreters

who had come from the Loyalty Islands and Xew Caledonia, but who had been
living among the Papuans of the Gulf Since then the native teachers had
been living for two years on the islands in the Papuan Gulf, and were beginning

fairly to master the local tongues
;
and from the education they had received

they’ were quite aware of the alphabet by which these new tongues could be
expressed.

Mr. P. L. ScLATEB said that Xew Guinea was of special interest to natu-
ralists, on account of the many wonderful forms of animal life that prevailed

there, and particularly because, so far as was at present known, the Birds-of-

paradise were confined to that and the neighbouring islands. Previous ex-
plorers had directed their attention only to that part of the island lying to the
west of Geelvink Bay. The Dutch had dominion over the whole of the
Molucca Islands, and they were the first who explored that end of Xetv Guinea.
Their earliest settlements were in Geelvink Bay, and they also partly’ explored
M'Clure’s Inlet. Then one of the great French expeditions passed some time
at Port Dorey, and made some collections in natural history. Mr. Wallace also

spent a considerable time there, and within the last two or three years, such
were the obvious advantages to be derived from an expedition to Xew Guinea,
that naturalists from three different parts of the world had gone there to collect—M. D’Albertis and Dr. Beccari, two Italian gentlemen. Dr. Meyer, a Ger-
man, and M. Miklucho Maclay, a Russian

; but they had all gone to the
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northern end. M. D’Albertis, however, on his voyage back to Sydney, did

touch at a place near Port Moresby, and got the skin of a very fine new Para-

dise-bird (Paradisea raggiana'). At Sydney also he purchased from one of the

officers of the Basilisk a small kangaroo, which he brought home and 'de-

posited in the Zoological Society’s Gardens. The surgeon of the Basilisk

brought back a cassowary from the southern part of Xew Guinea, and that

also was now in the Zoological Society’s Gardens. Both these animals were
new, and of very great interest. It was much to be regretted that Captain

Moresby had not a naturalist with him, because there could be no doubt
that splendid discoveries might have been made. M. D’Albertis, as soon as

he heard that there was a chance of penetrating into the southern part of Xew
Guinea, had started again from Europe, and at the date of his last letters was
at Port Somerset, preparing to go across to Port Moresby, and hoping to make
as fine a collection as he had already made in the northern part of the island.

If any other expedition for the survey of Xew Guinea were sent out from this

country, he trusted it would be accompanied by a naturalist.

Sir Charles Xicholsox said there seemed to be very little doubt as to the

existence of gold in Xew Guinea. That was a most unfortunate circumstance,

because it would be the means of attracting a great number of lawless, reckless

people from the Australian colonies, who, instead of carrying civilization and
religion, and humanising influences to the natives, would entail upon them a
great deal of misery, and commit acts of violence upon those with whom they
came in contact. It was, therefore, most important that the British Govern-
ment should he alive to tins fact, and should take some measures with a view
of preventing lawless inroads into the island. Would it not he a proper thing
for the Imperial Government to occupy some such position as Yule Island?
The idea of taking possession of the whole of Xew Guinea and treating it as a
colony was simply preposterous, for England had no shadow of a right to do
any such thing, and the climate would be adverse to any European community
attempting to settle there. It was, however, quite a difl'erent thing to endea-
vour to establish commercial relations with the natives

;
and if they could be

taught the value of money, the means of extracting the gold from the rocks in
which it abounds, the benefits to he derived from the development of the
products of the island and the jiearl-fishery, and if, moreover, humanising and
Chi'istianising influences could be brought to bear upon them, under the pro-
tection of the Imperial Government, England would do honour to herself, and
achieve all that could be desired with respiect to those interesting races. He
suggested that steps should be taken to draw the attention of the Government
to the desirability of occupying some small point for protecting the traflic

which would he sure to spring up by the new route between the Australian
colonies and China. He agreed with Mr. Sclater in recommending that a natu-
ralist should accompany any future expedition to the country. It was a
singular fact that Xew Guinea might he regarded as an outlying portion of
the great Australian continent, the fauna and flora being the same in general
character.

The Pbesidest asked Captain Moresby if he considered there was any
connection between the languages of the two races, the Papuans and the
Malays ?

Captain Moresby said, if Dr. Mullens’ observations as to the friendliness of
the natives had any weight with seamen, the result would probably he most
unfortunate. The inhabitants of the islands in Torres Straits were not to he
depended upon, and, as a proof of this, four missionaries had been massacred
by them within the last eighteen months or two years. It was quite true in
one sense, that those natives were to a certain extent habituated to the si^ht
of white men, and civilised; hut that could not be ascribed to the efforts of
a few Christian teachers scattered here and there amongst a race really
superior iu intelligence to themselves. That the Torres Straits islanders
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were somewhat civilized was due to the pearl-shellers, who had brought
natives from other islands there, but had treated the islanders themselves with
kindness in order that they might safely caiTj on their trade. This was the
reason why seamen wrecked in that paid might be treated kindlv, but cer-

tainly they must not expect it as a matter of course. As regards the River
Katau, the entrance had been trigonometrically surveyed by the olEcers of
the Basilisk, and laid down upon the charts. The tribe at Traitors’ Bav, on
the northern shores of New Guinea, who so ignominiously fled from him,
did not allow him any opportunity of communicating with them

;
but they

were apparently of the Malay race, differing, however, from the other Malays
to the east in their mode of dress and their disposition. In fact, as he left

the southern and eastern shores, and advanced northward and westward, the
natives became gradually more and more fierce. Their colour was the same as

that of those he had first met with, but their manner of wearing the hair

different. He did not profess to be any authority as to the languages, hut he
did not think there was any such analogy as Dr. Mullens had spoken of. The
native teachers of the London Missionary Society were quite unable to hold
any communication with the inhabitants of New Guinea, even after a residence

of some months among them. The language of the copper-coloured race was
entirely different from that of the black Papuans, and, in fact, tribes within
100 miles of each other differed in their languages.

The President, in conclusion, said the lateness of the hour would not permit
the reading of the second paper that had been announced, on the Yang-tsze-
kiang, by Mr. Oxenham, but it would be printed in txtenso, with a map, in the
* Journal.’ He was quite aware that a great part of New Guinea had not been
explored, but it had been tapped in so many places that it could no longer be
regarded as a fe/va incoijnita. Mr. Meyer had actually crossed it from one
side to the other, and 3Ir. D'Albcrtis intended to go as far inland as he
possibly could. The Russian savant, Mr. Maclay, had also gone back to the
island, so that considerable progress was being made. No doubt Sir Charles
Nicholson’s suggestion as to the desirability of establishing some protection

there deserved great attention, and perhaps the present was a most favourable
time for bringing the subject befoie the Government. The Protectorate of the

Fiji Isles had only recently been assumed, and it would not be a very great

step further to occupy some point so as to guard the line of traffic between
Australia and Eastern Asia. Rumours were occasionally heard of a scheme
for forming a great confederation of Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand,
but it would be long before snob an idea would be realised. In the mean time
all that England could do was to endeavour to spread humanising and Chris-

tianising influence by means of her officers, her travellers, and her missionaries.

No one could question that missionaries had been successful, to a certain extent,

in civilising the races with whom they came in contact, and the Royal Geo-
graphical Society w-as very much indebted to them for the information which
the}' had occasionally given of the general geography of the countries they had
visited.

2. On the Inundations of the Yang-tsze-Kiang. By E. L. Oxesham,
r.E.G.S.

[This Paper will be published entire, with a Map, in the next
volume of the ‘ Journal.’]
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The Peesidext, in introducing the subject of the evening, reminded the
Society that at the meeting of December 14th, a letter had been read from
Lieut. Cameron, announcing that he had circumnavigated Lake Tanganyika,
and had discovered its outlet. Until the present meeting, however, the

Council had not been able to bring the full result of his labours before the
Society. Whenever Lake Tanganyika was mentioned, it should he re-

membered that its first discovery was due to the perseverance and energy of

that pioneer of African Equatorial civilisation, Captain Burton. It was in the
year 1858 that Captain Burton and Captain Speke first reached its shores.

Eleven years after that it was visited by Dr. Livingstone, who wa.s subse-

quently joined by Mr. Stanley ;
and in February, 1874, Lieut. Cameron

reached its shores. It was gratifying to see the parents of that meritorious

young officer present that evening to receive the tribute due to their son's

energy and perseverance. Jlr. Markham, who had always taken great interest

in African exploration, hadextiacted thec'nief passages from Cameron’s diaries,

the entries in which were necessarily somewhat disjointed, and had formed
them into a connected narrative. Tanganyika was one of the largest fresh-

water lakes in the world, being 350 miles in length, and extending over a
superficies of above 10,000 square miles. Hitherto it had been laid down on
the maps generally in a northern and southern direction

;
but Lieut. Cameron'.-,

observations, which to a certain extent were anticipated by Dr. Livingstone,

showed that its real direction was n.n.w. by s.s.e.

The following paper was read :

—

Examination of the Southern Half of Lahe Tanganyika. By Lieut.

V. L. Cameron, e.n. ; compiled chiefly from Lieut. Cameron’s
Diary, by C. E. Markham, Esq., c.b., f.e.s., Secretary e.g.s.*

The geographical work perfonned by Lieutenant Cameron during
his voyage round the southern half of Lake Tanganyika will form
the principal part of the present paper. The explorer has trans-

mitted his journals to this country in the form of diaries, entered
day by day. This is quite right, and it is the form most valuable
to our map compilers, and to those whose business it is to examine
and scrutinize the work. It is not, of course, a form which is

Vide Map, in present volume of the - Proceedings,’ No. ii. p. 73.
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adapted for reading, and it has consequently been necessary to re-

cast the portions of Cameron’s notes which are to be brought to your

notice, into the shape of a consecutive narrative, at the same time

using his own words as closely as possible. I have undertaken this

task with some difSdence
;
but I hope to be able to bring before you

the principal points, and to do justice to our absent countryman.

Lieutenant Cameron’s discoveries did not commence with his sur-

vey of the lake. Even when travelling over trodden ground, from

Bagamoj’o to Unyanyembe, he took regular astronomical and hypso-

metrical observations, and has sent home careful route-maps and

journals. After leaving TJn3-anyembe, he selected a route to the

south of that of Captain Burton, and to the north of Mr. Stanlej'’s

route, which enabled him to explore a previouslj' unknown tract,

and to make discoveries connected with the drainage-sj-stem of the

southern part of the basin of the Eiver Malagarazi, the most

important eastern tiibutary of Lake Tanganyika. He crossed the

Eiver Xgombe, which flows through a lovelt’, though perfectly flat

country, with open glades of bright green grass, interspersed with

numerous clumps of trees and shrubs. Water-lilies were abundant,

and the views of the reaches, with green turf down to the water’s

edge, were enchanting. The clumps of fine trees were disposed as

if planted by a landscape-gardener, most of them gi-owing on little

eminences, and some on the water’s edge with their branches

dipping in the stream. The Ngombe falls into the Malagarazi.

Westward of the Ngombe, in the country- of Ugara, the dead level

continues for manj- miles, and then graduallj" rises towards a high

range of hills. Here the Eiver Mtumbo, rising in the southern part

ofUtendi, drains the eastern slopes, receiving many smaller streams

and brawling torrents [of beautifully clear water, and uniting with

the Sinde close to its junction with the Malagarazi. The two

rivers, Mtumbo and Sinde, discovered and explored l.iy Lieutenant

Cameron, are thus, with the Ngombe, the principal southern feeders of

the Malagarazi, and west of the Mtumbo the countiy is more broken,

but fertile and well wooded. This is the country of L'venda. The
marches were through a mountainous region with precipitous slopes

of granite rock, and hills clothed with trees to their summits. Cam-
eron ascended to the summit-ridge of this range, whence there was a

splendid view stretching over rockj* hills, expanses of emerald plain,

and masses of sombre forest. The villages are built on the tops of

jirecipices, or among rocks, as some defence against the slave-dealing

Arabs. The travellers crossed the Eiver Sinde on a natural grass-

bridge, so firm as to appear solid ground, the river being a hundi ed

yards wide,and the growth forming a natural briilge about half-a-mile
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long. The Mll-coiintry ends on the left bank of the Sinde, forming

bluffs and capes that rise out of the plain. On reaching the ilala-

garazi at Ugaga, which he found to be 3048 feet above the sea,

Cameron came upon the route traversed by Burton and Speke in

1858, which he followed to Lake Tanganyika. His latitudes, here,

and again at Mpeti, a little further on, agree to a few seconds with
those observed at the same places by Speke. This is very satis-

factory, as establishing the correctness of both observers. Thus
Lieutenant Cameron discovered and explored, in this first part of

his journey, the principal southern feeders of the Eiver Malagarazi,

and an important range of mountains along the left bank of the
Eiver Sinde. His work completes the examination of this part of the

Malagarazi basin, and is an important contribution to our know-
ledge of African geography.

Cameron got liis first sight of Lake Tanganyika on the very

same day in February that Burton discovered it, just sixteen years

before. He reached Kawele (Fjiji) the next day, being the 22nd of

February, 1874.

Before entering upon the details of the service that Lieutenant

Cameron has done to geography, by the examination of the southern
half of the lake, it will probably be acceptable if I recapitulate,

very briefly, the extent to which this most interesting sheet of
water had previously been examined by Burton and Speke in

1858, and by Livingstone and Stanley in 1871, and the conclu-

sions respecting the hydrograph}' of the Tanganyika which were
arrived at by those explorers. The exact scope and nature of the

work which remained for Cameron to do will then be more clearly

evident.

Captain Speke crossed from Ujiji to the island of Kasenge, near
the western shore, in 3Iarch; and Captains Burton and Speke
explored the portion of the lake north of Ujiji, in two open canoes,

in AprE and May. Burton also collected an extraordinary amount
of information from the Arabs. As the result of his exploration

and inquiries, he states his general views respecting the lake. He
describes it as giving him the impression that it was a volcano of

depression rather than a reservoir formed by the drainage of moun-
tains. As regards the northern half, the walls of the Tanganyika
basin rise in an almost continuous curtain to a height of 2000 or
3000 feet. Burton found the water of Tanganyika to be deliciously

sweet
;
yet a careful investigation led him to the belief that the

lake receives and absorbs the whole river-system of that portion
of the Central African depression, whose watershed converges
towards the great reservoir. Burton and Speke, owing to failure
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of provisions, were unable to reach the northern extremity, hut

they were informed that the Eusizi flowed into the lake at its

northern, and the Marungu at its southern end. Burton had him-

self descended the incline for 240 miles, on the eastern side, until

he came to the shores of the lake, and had seen that the Malagarazi

and other rivers flowed into it. He therefore conjectured that Lake

Tanganyika had no outlet, suggesting that it maintains its level

by an exact balance of supply and evaporation. He accounted for

the freshness of the water by the saline particles deposited in it

being wanting in some constituent which renders the salt evident

to the taste. This view was always supported by our late medallist,

Dr. Beke.

Dr. Livingstone and Mr. Stanley, following in the track of Cap-

tains Burton and Speke, explored the northern half of the lake in

Xovember, 1871, and succeeded in reaching the mouth of the

Eusizi, which was filled with large, reedy, sedgy islets. There

was a current of two miles an hour flowing into the lake. The
latitude was 3° 18' 3" s. On leaving t’jiji a second time, Living-

stone and Stanley coasted along the east shore to the south, from

December 27th, 1871, to January 2nd, 1872, as far as Urimba,

where they landed.

Thus the northern half of the lake had been well explored from
L’rimba on the east side, and Kasenge Island on the west, to the

northern extremity. But, when Cameron reached Ujiji, the southern

half had never been explored, and was unknown except at a few
points where it had been touched by Livingstone in his various

journeys.

In 18(38 Dr. Livingstone reached the southern extremity of the

lake, which he describes as a deep basin, with sides perpendicular and
covered with trees ; the rocks a red argillaceous schist, dovn which
flow several cascades. He was at the village of Pambete on the shore,

and fixed the latitude at 8’ 46' 54" s. This latitude is very im-
portant, as will presently be seen, because it furnishes independent

•evidence of the accuracy of Cameron’s work. On February 14th,

1869, when very ill, Livingstone again reached Lake Tanganyika
at a point on the west coa.st, under the escort of his Arab friend Mu-
hammad Bugharib. The place was called Parra, at the confluence

of the Eiver Lofiiko. He embarked on the 2Gth, but his illness

was so severe that there was no attempt at an examination of the
coast

;
and the voyage is described in half a page. Dr. Livingstone

makes one remark of interest relating to the lake in this part of

his Journal. He saj-s ;
—“ Tanganyika has many deep bays running

in four or five miles
; they are choked up with aquatic vegetation,
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througli "(vHcli canoes can scarcely be propelled. "When tbe bay

has a small rivulet at its bead, the water in the bay is decidedly

brackish, though the rivulet be fresh ; but as soon as we get out of

the shut-in bay or lagoon into the lake proper the water is quite

sweet, and shows that a current flows through the middle of the

lake lengthways.”

During his stay at Ujiji, Dr. Livingstone attentively observed

the phenomena of the lake. He found that the water was encroach-

ing on the eastern side, and that there was a current from south to

north. The Ljiji Arabs were of opinion that all the water, both in

the south and north, flowed into the lake, but where it then goes

they have no conception. The current flows north from February

to November. Evaporation is at its strongest in the south part in

November, and there is a southerly current from November to

Febrirary. The flow and reflow are the effect of the rains and

evaporation. The floods of the great rains in February again drive

the water north. But for the current, Dr. Livingstone believes that

the lake would be covered with Uka-tiJ:a or aquatic vegetation.

He crossed the lake again to Kasenge Island in July, 18C9. On
his last journey Dr. Livingstone skirted parts of the south-eastern

shore of the lake. He first sighted it on October 8th, 1872
;
and

saw it at a distance again on the 11th. On the 13th he travelled

along the tup of a range of hills Ij’ing parallel to the lake, and
1000 feet above it, and he continued to skirt the shores until the

end of November. In latitude 7’ 52' s. he gives the width of

the lake at 12 or 15 miles.

Dr. Livingstone, in July, 18C9, seems to have held the opinion

that Tanganyika has no outlet ; for he says, were it not for the

current, the water would be salt. In November, 1871, he had
not the slightest doubt that the lake discharged somewhere,

and says that the outlet of the lake is probably by the Bogumba
Eiver into the Lualaba. But the Eogumba, or Logumba, certainly

falls info the lake.

Such was the state of knowledge when Lieut. Cameron reached

Ujiji. Excepting that Dr. Livingstone had visited Pambete on the

southern coast, and had skirted along a portion of the south-eastern

side, often at some distance, the southern half of the lake from Urimba
on the east side, round the south end, to Kasenge Island, near the
western shore, was unknown, and required to be explored. Moi e-

over, if there was an outlet at all, it must be somewhere along this

unexplored coast-line of nearly 600 miles, for the northern half of
the lake had been twice examined. There was a geographical dis-

covery of the first importance to be made which was involved in
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the careful examination of the southern half of the lake, and Lieu-

tenant Cameron has now achieved this discovery.

His first duty was to establish a good point of departure, by fixing-

the position of Ujiji ;
and, in the instructions given to him by Sir

Bartle Frere, he was also specially enjoined to ascertain accurately

the height of Lake Tanganyika above the level of the sea.

Lieutenant Cameron found the latitude of Ljiji, by meridian alti-

tudes, to be 4" 58' 3" s., and by dead reckoning 4’ 55' 30" s. His

longitude of IJjiji, by lunar observations, is 30' 4' 30" e., by dead

reckoning 29" 59' 30" e. The point of departure for the dead

reckoning was at a distance of 200 miles, checked only by meridian

altitudes, so that the results establish confidence in all the inter-

mediate work. His observations for ascertaining the height of Lake

Tanganyika above the level of the sea are by far the most complete

that have ever been made either on or near any of those inter-tropical

African lakes. On February 27th Cameron observed, with seven

of Casella's boiling-point thermometers, which gave the mean result

as 207° 54', and recorded the barometric height and temperature

simultaneously. Next day he observed with two of the mercurial

barometers invented by our Map-Curator, Captain George, which he

filled on the spot. He also observed with four aneroids, the results

of which cannot yet be computed ; but there was almost an exact

agi'eement between the thermometer and barometer observations.

The height of the lake proved to be 2710 feet.

Cameron’s result is more satisfactory than any that had previously

been obtained, because it was got by several methods ;
and this was

the first time that a mercurial barometer had ever been used here.

But it corroborates the general accuracy of l)r. Livingstone’s former

observation ; and in this instance, as well as in his survey of the

lake. Lieutenant Cameron has done a service to the memory of his

great predecessor, in having established the correctness of his work
by independent evidence : for Cameron was entirely unacquainted

with Livingstone’s results. This consequence of his labours will

give the young Lieutenant, who suffered so much with the object

of succouring Livingstone, even more pleasure than can be produced

by the feeling that he has achieved a distinguished place as an
African explorer.

Having thus carefully established a fixed point of departure,

Cameron made preparations for his great work—the thorough
examination of the southern half of Lake Tanganyika.

After much difficulty he secured two suitable canoes, and fitted

one with mast and sail. He marked a lead line up to 65 fathoms,

and contrived a waggon-roof awning fur the stem sheets of the boat.
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The larger canoe received the name of the Betsy

;

the smaller one,

serving as a tender, was christened the Pickle. Two guides were
hired, who had a knowledge of the lake and of the names of the

dilferent points and bays, and the little expedition started in the

afternoon of the 13th of March, 1874.

He shaped his course to the southward, along the east coast of the

lake, and describes the portion between Tjiji and the Cape of Kabogo
as very beautiful. The red cliffs and hanging woods reminded him
of Mount Edgecombe. The gorges and ravines were full of trees,

with red shingly beaches at intervals.

The canoe-men could not be induced to leave the shore, nor even

to cross a bay from point to point, through fear of the waves ; so

that they coasted along round every indentation, and, while causing

much delay, at the same time enabled a most complete and detailed

survey to be made.

Dr. Livingstone and Mr. Stanley had coasted along this side of

the lake as far as Urimba, where there is a great bay; and the

completely new work of Cameron commenced at the Cape of Kungwe,
which he rounded on the 23rd of March. It was off Kungwe that

he was first informed that a river, called the Lukuga, on the oppo-

side side, flowed out of the lake.

Owing to the two shores overlapping to the south, it appeared

like the extremity of the lake. Torrents flowed down the sides of

the hills, looking like silver threads dividing the dark-green slopes

;

and the opposite shore was much nearer, the width not being more
than 15 miles. The lake is frequented by numerous birds, such as

fish-hawks, kingfishers, divers, darters, cormorants, and gulls, besides

swallows and martins.

Here, as in other places throughout the journal, there is inci-

dental evidence of the sufierings and hardships which were gallantlj'

faced and overcome by the solitary young explorer, in the peiform-

ance of this arduous service. He was several times attacked hj'

fever, was even delirious at one time, constantly in pain from boils

and other ailments, and in great discomfort. At Kinyori he says

:

“ Very heavy rain in the night, and very miserable, as everything

got wet. I got on a waterproof and surveyed the dismal ruins—bed,

books, chait, gams, and all flooded. I put my head between my
knees after having gathered what I could under the cover of the

waterproof, and sat like an old hen on a brood of chickens.’’ These
serious hardships and difficulties enhance the value of the work done,

some portion of the results of which are now displayed on the wall

before you. After the miserable night just described, Cameron
quietly observes ;

“ I suppose it is good for me to have these little
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bothers, as if everything went smooth there would be little to

do.” Xext day the canoes rounded Cape Kalewyi, about the nar-

rowest part of the lake.

The results of his observations up to this point impressed Cameron

very strongly with the opinion that there must be an outlet to the

lake. He had seen .such an amount of water flowing into it, that

it seemed to him impossible to disjtose of all the surplus water by

evaporation. Besides which, so many streams flow through salt

soils that, if the water were disposed of by evaporation, the lake

would be as salt as biine.

On the 2Sth the canoes passed through the strait between the

island of Katogo and the mainland, across the entrance of which a

bar had formed. Tlie island is well cultivated, and fan-palms are

numerous, the fruit of which is eaten; but the people do not make
toddy. On the opposite shore, at Eas Kafeesa, the village is

approached by a long canal in the rushes, and is populous and ex-

tensive. The coast-line still trends to the eastward into a deep bay.

This place seems to be a centre of some trade with the Arabs in

ivory and slaves, and the people have cattle and plenty of pro-

visions. The name of the village is Karvan-gwina.

On April 3rd Cameron encamped at the mouth of a river called

the ^lusamwira, which he found to be the drain of the Likwa into

the Tanganyika. His obseivations agree with those of Dr. Living-

stone, that the lake is encroaching along the eastern shore. The
sp)it and shoal at the mouth of the Husamwira occupy a spot where,

a few years ago, there was a large village, and a group of islands

further south was said to have been part of the mainland within

living memory. The discovery of the Musamwira, and that it is

the drain of the lake of Likwa (called by Burton, Eukwa or Ikwa)

is noteworthy. Burton’s information was that, after heavy rains,

this lake was connected with Tanganyika; but the point had since

been doubted, and the discovery of the connecting channel is an

important link in the chain of evidence relating to Tanganyika

hydrography.

On the 7th of April Cameron reached the Cape of M’pimbwe,

the point where Dr. Livingstone first sighted this part of the lake

during his last journey. This promontory is formed of enormous
blocks of granite, overgrown with trees in the cracks and crevices.

A few days afterwards, on the 14th, the southern extremity

of the lake came in sight. Here the islands are numerous off"

the shore, and the scenery increased in beaut}'. Cameron thus

describes it ;
“ On the outer side of Pulungu Island the rocks

are in enormou-s masses, scattered and piled in the most fantastic
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manner, the whole overgrown with trees jutting out from every

crevice, whence hang green creepers, 50 or 60 feet long. Through

the festooning fringe thus formed, glimpses are caught of dark

hollows and caves. The scene appeared either as if designed for

testing the capabilities of a stereoscope, or else for some grsind trans-

formation scene in a pantomime, and one almost expects the rocks

to open, and sprites and fairies to come out. As one pauses to look

at the wondrous sight, all is still, not a sign of life. Suddenly the

long creepers begin to move, a flash of brown, another and another,

and there is a troop of monkeys swinging themselves along. They

stop and hang by one paw to chatter and gibber at the strange sight

of a boat—a shout and they are gone. The glorious lake, with its

heaving bosom, lies bathed in tropical sunshine, or darkened by
some passing squall.” On the 17th of April the southern extremity

of the lake was reached. The shore was lined with high cliffs,

having all the appearance of ruined ramparts.

Cameron, in several parts of his journal, furnishes interesting

notes respecting the floating islands and aquatic vegetation.

“ Tingy-iingy ” is the name for the grassy obstructions at the mouths

of rivers, too thick for boats to pass but not strong enough for men
to walk upon, and Siiuly is the name when it will bear men. Thus

the Keriembwe liiver (Kalambo of Livingstone) at the south-east

comer of the lake, is said to, be all tlngy-tingy, with a little slndy.

The floating islands of Lake Tanganyika are formed of the long

cane-grass called uatele. It gTOWs very thick and gets other vege-

tation matted in at the water-line, forming a sort of floating peaty

soil in which the young matele takes root. The old grass in time

dies and is set free, and when a favourable wind or current occurs,

the island thus formed starts on its cruise. It is somewhat in this

way, also, that the grass-bridges are formed over rivers. The
Musamwira, for a great part of its course, is covered with them.

On April 21st the explorer reached Akahenga, one of the largest

villages he had seen in Africa, and, shaping his course to the

northward, he commenced the examination of the western side of

the lake. On the 23rd he passed the mouth of the Eiver Eunangwa,

between very high rocky hills, covered with trees to their summits ;

and hero a couple of soJco, the ape also seen by Livingstone in the

Manyuema country, were observed among the trees and rocks.

They are described by Cameron as looking bigger than men, and
are said to build a fresh house every day. The Eunangwa Eiver
is the Marnngu of Burton, which, according to his Arab informa-
tion, flowed into the lake at its southern extremity. It, however,
proved to be about 80 miles from the southern end, and on the
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western shore. At the same time the most southern ferry

nsecl hy the Ai-abs appears to he at this point, and the Marnngn

was doubtless the furthest point to the south with which, they were

acquainted. Hence the information supplied to Captain Burton.

On the 26th the canoes sailed along a coast where there was

much cultivation and small villages without stockades, showing

that the country enjoyed more quiet than that on the eastern side.

It came on to blow, and Cameron took in a reef in his sail by

twisting the tack into a rope for a couple of feet and lashing it.

A second reef was effected by a lashing round the after yard-arm.

A good sea was running, -with the wind aft; and Cameron calcu-

lated the waves to be sometimes 12 feet from trough to ridge.

After rounding Eas Tembwe the hills began to disappear, and

the land became low, the points being inconspicuous, so that the

bearings were of little use. On the 2nd of May a river called the

Lukuga was approached, which the chief, named Luluki, described

as flowing out of the lake, but as being much obstructed by grass.

On this part of the coast the hills turn right back, both on the

Kasenge side and on the south side of the Lukuga ; and no high

land is in sight in the distance.

At 11.40 A.ir. on the 3rd of May, Cameron entered the Lukuga,
and the chief came to visit him, stating that the navigation -ivas

difficult, that there -was much *• tingy-tiiigij ” and ‘‘ aindy,” but that

the river flowed from the lake into the Lualaba, and that his people

travel for a month by it on their way to Xyangwe to trade. Xo
Arab had ever been down it, which explains their ignorance on the-

subject.

On the 4th of May Cameron descended the Eiver Lukuga for fivo

miles, and found it to be from 3 to 5 fathoms deep, and 500 to 600

yards -wide. Here he was stopped by grass, but the chief, who
accompanied him, said that a way for small canoes could be cut

through it. The Lukuga is 1^ mile wide at the entrance. Grassy

sandbanks, extending from the north side, leave only a clear

entrance at the south end, where there is a bar, or more properly a

sill of 9 feet, on which the surf beats pretty heavily at times.

Over the sill the “water immediately deepens to 4 or 5 fathoms.

Five miles do-wn the river, and close to the obstructing grass, the

depth wus 3 fathoms. The canoe was anchored inside the sill out

of the wind, and she swung round qitickly to a current flowing

out of the lake. Bits of wood thrown into the water showed that

the current was flo-sffing out at a rate a little over a knot an hour.

There had, however, been hea'vj- breezes for some time up the lake

from the south, and for part of the time the wind was blowing
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right up the Lukiiga. But he did not believe that the wind could

set the current back to such an extent ; for he saw great pieces of

drift-wood, 20 to 30 feet long, floating from the lake down the

river until they disappeared in the obstructing grass. Another

remarkable circumstance was that, whereas in all other rivers flow-

ing into the lake the water was perfectly sweet, in the Lukuga the

water had exactly the same taste as that of the lake, which Cameron

describes as not salt, but peculiar. After leaving the Lukuga the

breeze freshened, and they put into a convenient inlet a short

distance to the north, which they found to be a part of the Lukuga.

The coast consists of marsh and low flat plains, with some small

openings with deep water in places, shoals, sandbanks, and long

grass inside. Cameron formed the opinion that this low swampy
bit of coast was formed of all the drift- matter of the lake gravi-

tating towards its outlet, and then, there not being a fair passage

for it, forming the bank and morass. This small inlet is merely a

break in the hank, and the water works a way through the grass

into the Lukuga.

Half-way to the Lualaha, the Lukuga was reported to recei^o

another river called the Luriimbuji.

The Eiver Logumba of Livingstone, which he mentions as the

probable outlet, flows into the lake near the island of Kasenge, after

a course neailj’ parallel to the shore.

On the 6th, Cameron arrived at Kaseuge, and the group of other

islands first visited by Speke in 1858, and three times hy Dr.

Livingstone. They are onlj* about 10 miles from the Lukuga Eiver.

Cameron made a survey of them; on the 7th he crossed the lake

where the width was 24 miles, and arrived at Kawele (Djiji), on

the 9th, after an absence of 88 days. The resulting chart is on a

scale of 5 miles to the inch ; constant bearings and cross-hearings,

corrected for variation, were taken, and the work was plotted on the

chart at the end of each day. The fixed point of departure was at

Ljiji, and two other meridian altitudes serve to check the dead

reckoning. But independent evidence is furnished of its accuracy

by Dr. Livingstone's latitude of the southern end, and by his

general map of the lake, of which Cameron was ignorant, hut which
agrees remarkably well with his chart.

The most interesting part of this survey is the discovery of the

Lukuga outlet. Lieutenant Cameron himself is inclined to doubt

the outflow being constant, and to think that, in the dry season, or

when the lake is at its lowest level, little or no water leaves it.

He, therefore, resolved to make a further and more extended
examination of the Lukuga on his waj' to the Lualaha

;
and hy this
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time liis intention no doubt has been carried out, although we may
not receive the results for a long time, ileanwhile the various

facts already recorded respecting the width and depth of the

Lukuga, its current, the nature of the bars and sand-banks, the

taste of the water, &c., will supply material for speculation and for

interesting discussion, especially if they are considered in relation

to the size and shape of Lake Tanganyika, and to its general

hj'drography. The difference of latitude between the northern and

southern extremities of the lake is 5° 29', or 329 miles, and the

whole length something greater, while the width varies from 10 to

25 miles. The level of the lake is said to vary from 8 to 10 feet

between the end of the rainy and the end of the dry season, and

the rivers become much diminished in size. The current flows

fi'om north to south during two-thirds of the year, from February to

November, and to the south from November to February, when
evaporation is at its strongest at the southern end. Thus the

general flow of the cun-ent is due to causes connected with the

course of the seasons and with the winds, and is not influenced

by the position of the outlet.

"With these facts before us, it will be interesting to consider the

phenomena described by Cameron in connection with the Lukuga.

That it is an outlet is beyond dispute, for the current was observed

to be flowing out, huge pieces ofwood were being drifted down, and
the rate was actually measured in a position clear of the wrind.

The rpiestion is, therefore, whether the outflow is permanent or

temporary; and the first point is its sluggish character. The
current was only flowing out at a rate of about a mile an hour, but

this is no reason for doubting the permanency of the outflows

One of our most distinguished medallists recently pointed out that

rivers flowing from lakes do not, as a rule, issue with strong cur-

rents, even though these rivers have, lower down, a very strong

cuirent with rapids or falls. The Niagara Eiver, in the words of

Sir Charles Lyell, glides along at first with a clear, smooth, and

tranquil current,"’ The St. Lawrence, too, issues calmly from

Lake Ontario. The Eiver Kirkaig, on the west coast of Sutherland-

shire, when “ in spate,” issues from Lake Kirkaig with a trivial

current, though afterwards it has a fall of 30 or -10 feet, and is a

torrent nearly all the way to the sea. Its neighbour, the Inver, is

another example of the same thing.

The fixct of the existence ofan accumulation, analogous to a delta,

and of a bar at the entiance to the Lukuga, is another point for

discussion. Ordinary bars are, of course, formed by the water of

rivers flowing into a lake or sea, meeting the opposing force of the
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•waves. But the accumulations at the entrance of an outlet from a

lake might, perhaps, have a different origin. At the season when
the streams flowing into the lake bring down most grass, and when
the outlet causes a set towards itself from the greatest distance, then

the outlet would di'aw in the largest quantity of floating matter.

When the waters of the lake subside, much of this accumulation

•would remain in the baj’ round the outlet, and give rise to the

formation of such a morass as is described by Cameron. The
authority whom I have already quoted mentions that the Amazon
valley channels often get thus choked up in the season of floods.

The sill or bar would be caused by the existence of a band of hard

clay or rock.

There is the further evidence of the Lukuga being a permanent

outlet in the fact that, while there are steep cliffs and mountains

round almost every other part of the lake, here the mountains sink

down into a plain, on the north side very abruptly, and there is

no high land visible in the distance in the direction of the Lukuga’s

apparent course. On the other hand, it may be that the outflow

only takes place during a portion of the year. Instances are not

infrequent of lakes which formerly had outlets, from which the

water has ceased to flow, owing to the level having sunk in conse-

quence of the lake receiving a much smaller quantity of water than

formerly. There are also lakes whose outlets were once rivers, but

are now mere swamps, such as Lake Balaton in Hungary. Tan-

ganyika may possibly be another instance. All these are subjects

for discussion.

But the cpuestion whether Lukuga is a permanent or an intermit-

tent outlet, can in no way affect the credit of its discovery. Lieu-

tenant Cameron was himself doubtful on the subject, and is by no

means committed to any theory. He has made a careful survey of

the previously unexamined portion of the lake, and found 96 rivers

flowing in, besides torrents and springs, and one, the Lukuga,
flowing out. And he sends home his results, which he has zealously

and carefully collected.

Those results are by no means confined to the geographical

discoveries which have now been briefly submitted to you. His
ethnological materials are also valuable, and his journal is full of

notes descriptive of the people he encountered, of their personal

appearance, dress, ornaments and habits, arms, agricultural imple-
ments, method of spinning cotton and making pottery, and of their
huts and granaries.

He also made an extensive botanical collection, which unfortu-
nately got wet on the way down to the coast. However, it has
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been submitted to Dr. Hooker, the President of the Eoyal Society,

Avho finds that 101 specimens are fit for preservation, of which

about a dozen are clearly new to science. These are all in a state

which will admit of their being so described that they can be

identified. About 35 were common African plants, and as such

identifiable as they lay, and the names were catalogued. Dr.

Hooker intends to send a notice of the collection to the Linnean

Society for publication ; and he has expressed surprise that Cameron
could have done so much. “ Had the collection escaped soaking,”

he adds, “ it would have been a very fine one : as it is, it is very

interesting, independently of the flora to which it belongs being

otherwise utterly unknown.”

Lieutenant Cameron has also sent home a small geological col-

lection, which has been placed in the hands of Mr. Prestwich.

As regards our explorer’s strictly geographical work, it may be
summed up as follows

1st. He has discovered and exploi'ed two of the chief southern
tributaries of the Malagarazi, and the chain of mountains on
the right bank of the Sindy.

2nd. He has finally fixed the height of Lake Tanganyika above
the sea, by observation of the mercurial barometer.

3rd. He has explored and made a careful compass survey, checked
by meridian altitudes, of 560 miles of coast-line round the
southern half of Lake Tanganyika.

4th, He has discovered the drain which connects the Likwa
with the Tanganyika, and has fixed its position.

5th. He has discovered the outlet to Lake Tanganyika.
Lieutenant Cameron has thus done most valuable and distin-

guished service to geographical science, and the results are in your
hands. In my opinion, he has proved himself to be an able, a
diligent, and a careful explorer

; undaunted by dangers, not to be
deterred by illness or hardships, and admirably adapted, by his tact

and kindliness, for the management of natives. I hope for vour
concurrence in this Anew. He has already rendered good service.
He is now gallantly attempting to achieve one of the most hazard-
ous and difficult exploits ever undertaken by an English traveller.
1 hat he may succeed, and that he may be restored to his country
and his friends, must, I think, be the sincere and hearty wish of
every geographer.

Sir Bartle Feere said all the Fellows of the Eoyal Geographical Society
might Icel proud of the young ofScer to whom they had entrusted so oreat a
charge, and quite satisfied with what he had already done. It was worthy of
note how closely he had complied with the instructions which were c^iven to
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him. He wastoid to do all he could to complete and extend Dr. Livingstone’s

discoveries
;
and, instead of starting otf upon any new AVill-o’-the-wisp of his

own, he had steadily set himself to work to fill up the gaps in the work of his

great predecessor. If he carried out what he had now undertaken, namely,
the following up of the apparent outlet of the lake, whether he ultimately

reached Colonel Gordon by way of Albert Xyanza, or the Portuguese posses-

sions on the TTest Coast, he would do a work which had very few parallels

even in the great discoveries of African travellers. The Society might now
hope, any day, to hear what he had been doing during the twelve months
which had elapsed since his voyage around the southern half of Tanganyika.

Mr. Markham had not in the least overstated the importance of his discoveries

so far. Captain Burton had inclined to the opinion that this great lake was a
volcanic depression ;

and no one who looked at its outline, as now for the first

time presented, could fail to he struck by its extraordinary resemblance to

the great American caiions, or the great rifts which Livungstone discovered

further south. It seemed as if, in the raising of the continent, the upper
strata had been torn asunder, and the edges left some 15 or 20 miles apart.

The character of the sides, with the exception of the one apparent outlet,

favoured that supposition
;
and he asked the members to recollect what Sir

Frederick Goldsmid and his companions had stated with regard to those
valleys in Mekran and Southern Persia, where a river after entering a valley,

running at right angles across its pirevious course, flowed a short distance along
in its new direction, and found an outlet very much in the same direction as its

original course. If they suppxised one of those great valleys in Mekran or

Southern Persia uplifted on its seaward side, it would produce just such a lake

as Tanganyika, with perhaps an outlet overa depression towards the sea. This
view might or might not be confirmed by further observation, but it was very
curious that the facts ascertained by Lieut. Cameron so far bore out what Captain
Burton only suspected. Hardly sufiicient weight had, he thought, been given

to the possible eflects of the continuous monsoon wind acting upon a long
trough of such a character as Tanganyika. The great American engineer,

Mr. Fllett, in his work on the Missisippi and Missouri, calculated the amount of

elevation which might be given to the water in a reach of a river 5 or 6 miles in

length, by a continuous wind, and estimated it at as much as 8 inches on some
of the reaches of the Missouri. Those reaches, of course, were very short

when compared with the length of an immense trough like Tanganyika
; and

a monsoon, blowing almost directly either up or dot™ such a trough, would
produce such an elevation at either end as to reconcile tlie apparently con-
tradictory statements of jieople who had observed it at different times of the

year. Only a few months ago Sir Pamuel Baker, at one of the meetings of

the Society, stated his belief, founded on what the Arabs had told him, that

occasionally, if not annually, there was a communication between the north
of Tanganyika and the Albert Xyanza

;
and Air. Major had more than once

said that he could not helpi thinking that there might have been some foun-
dation for the statements of old geographers 200 years ago, apipiarently on the
evidence of the Arab and Xegro traders of that day, that there was such a
communication by a low morass, not always covered with water, but at times
giving access from Tanganyika to the great lakes to the north. The facts
stated by Lieut. Cameron would, at any rate, enable geograi'hers to suspend
their judgment as to the theories ot the old Portuguese discoverers, and prevent
their being too dogmatic on the subject

;
for it was evident that, even without

supiposing any great variation in the rainfall, there might be a great difference
in the height of the lake at the two ends at different times of the year. Mr.
Alai'kham had called attention to the various bars at the mouths of the rivers ;

hut they must not he too sure that those bars either proved or disproved an inlet
or an outlet, because all naval officers and harbour engineers would agree that
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ii "bar formed wherever there was a change in the direction or in the rate of

progress of water laden with sand and silt. If, during the prevalence of the wind,

which had such an effect that the surfheat up the sand in the shallow waters near

the coast, and carrieil it in a semi-suspended state along the bottom, the flow

came to an outlet such as that in which Lieut. Cameron had sheltered in still

water, the sand would be deposited and a bar would be formed, whether the

water was flowing out or in. Here again was another reason for suspending

Judgment until further information was received, as the bar might imply

either an inlet or an outlet. The facts that had been mentioned with regard

to the heavy drift-wood were very much in favour of a great outlet, and the

conditions appeared to be very similar to those described by Sir Samuel Baker

and Colonel Gordon as existing on the northern outlets of the Albert Xyanza.

All these things showed how much yet remained to be ascertained before it

could be said with certainty that the trae theory of tlie Tanganyika had been

ascertained
;
hut there could be no doubt as to the great amount of information

which had been obtained by Lieut. Cameron, who well deserved all the praise

which had been given to him.

Colonel Graxt stated that the western sliore.s of the Victoria Xyanza were

very different from those of the southern half of the Tangau} ika as described

by Lieut. Cameron. The shores of the latter lake seemed to be abrupt and

rooky, while those on the western side of the Victoria Xyanza were flat, with

hills declining gradually to the lake. The floating bridges which Lieut.

Cameron had described were seen while crossing swamps near the Equator.

They could scarcely, however, be called bridges, as they only partially support

the body and must be waded through. They are extensive swamps choked
with submerged grass. In Karagwelie had found an antelope whose feet were
so formed as to enable it to walk upon this floating grass. Its hoofs were
widely forked and remarkably long, allowing it to siqiport itself on the grass

while crossing and feeding in those swamps.
The Eev. Horace Waller said that some two months ago he had, on

behalf of Dr. Livingstone’s family, received from the Foreign OfBce a map
and fourteen pocket-books, which Lieut. Cameron had found at Ujiji among
Dr. Livingstone’s effects, and forwarded to England. He wished to express

his cordial thanks for the map, which was a missing section of Livingstone's

work and of much importance. The pocket-books were, of course, in a great

measure duplicates of the Journal which had been published. To make doubly
sure, and fearing, perhaps, that IMr. Stanley might meet with some accident,

llr. Livingstone had left these pocket-books at Ujiji, as well as some seedt,

and geological specimens which Lieut. Cameron had sent home. With
regard to Lieutenant Cameron’s survey, it was now established beyond doubt
that Tanganyika was 2710 feet above the sea. Lake Moero, more to the
south, was 3546 feet, and it was difficult to understand how the Lukuga,
if its course was to the south-west, could get over that diff'erence of elevation.

Xyangwe, however, which was far to the north on the Lualaba, was stated by'

Livingstone to be about 2000 feet ; so that there was a very considerable fall

in that direction, and, without expressing an opinion as to whether or not the
Lukuga was the actual outlet of the lake, he would rather suggest that it took
a turn to the north instead of to the south. Dr. Livingstone believed that
there was an outlet somewhere in that direction. The lake shore for some dis-
tance to the north of the Kasenge islands had not yet been explored, and itwas
just there that Dr. Livingstone supposed the outlet might be found. Whether
this view was correct or not, he could not accept the theorv that the
Lukuga was a jierpetual outlet from the Tanganyika, and Lieutenant
Cameron by' no means pressed his opinion so far as that. Gn the op|xasite
side there was a large lagoon, and, as it became empty' in the dry sea-on by
the evaporation of the water, there mu-t inevitahly be a flow and refiow in

VOL. XIX. rn
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the channel which led to it. He suggested that there might be something

of the same kind on the west coast, and that the Lnkuga might possibly

flow inland and form a lagoon. Dr. Livingstone was at one time within

5 or 6 miles of the Lnkuga, and staved for two or three days in the vicinity

;

and it seemed very extraordinary that he did not hear of the outlet if it really

was there. He could only hope that Lieutenant Cameiou might be spared to

continue his examination of Tanganyika in that portion which had not yet

been explored. Probably, in talking the matter over with the Arabs, they

would explain that they did not mean that they could go by water in a
south-west direction to reach Ayangwe, because such a journey would have
been c^uite out of their way. He could not help thinking that the outlet,

wherever it broke away from the lake, joined the Lualaba after a north-west

course, and not south-west. This, however, was only theory, and, whatever

view was taken, injustice must not be done to Lieutenant Cameron by
insisting that he had discovered more than he really had.

Mr. Fhaxcis Galtox asked if Lieutenant Cameron had given any soundings

of the lake.

Mr. Clemexts Mabkham replied that he had not. The only depths ho
had given were in the entrance to the Lukuga.

Mr. Feaxcis G.altox said that, some twenty years ago, the well-known phe-
nomenon known as the ii'che, in Switzerland, attracted considerable attention.

When a violent wind was blowing, a difierence of level between the two ends,

of no less than 2^ feet, might he produced in the little Lake of Geneva. In a
lake of such magnitude a.s Tanaanyika, theiefore, the difference miaht be very

considerable. All who hail watched Lieutenant Cameron's exiiedition must
extremely rejoice that, alter all the misfoitunes and delays that occurred in

the early part of it, it should have been reserved for Lieutenant Cameron to

discover what appeared to he the outlet of the lake, and to establish implicitly

that the head-wateis of the Congo were those of the Alalagarazi lliver. At the

same time, we must all symi .uhi.-e with the disappointment Captain Burton
must leel, owing to a singular piece of ill fortune, that his own expedition

which discovered the kike w.is deprived the further honour of discovering

its outlet. A\'e now See th.u the Liikuca lies on the western shores of the

lake, just beyond the most southern station that his companion, Captain

tipeke, vi>ited, and sueh has been the course of succe.ssive explorations that

the entire lake Las Lad to be circumnavigated before the Lukuga could he

found, situated as it is just behind what may be considered the starting-point

of the circumnavigation.

Dr. Badger said that Lieutenant Camerou had called upon him before he
set out upon his expeilition, and asked him regarding the best way of getting

on with the Arabs. The advice w hich he (Dr. Badger) gave was :
“ Keep

your temper.” At Zanzibar he inquired frequently of the Arabs what they

thought of Cameron, and the reply invariably was that he was the most
kindly-dispositioned and generous man they had ever met with. Later

reports, received from the most trustworthy soairces, had confirmed this

opinion of Cameron's popularity with the Arabs in Eastern Africa.

The Pp.EsiDEXT remarked that Lieutenant Cameron himself had never puit

forward a positive claim to having discovered the outlet of Tanganyika. In
his journal he gave the j-oes and cons with the most perfect sincerity and
impartiality. He would willingly have convinced himself that the Lukuga
was the outlet, hut he constantly heaid adverse rumours, and in the journal
which had been sent home he really left the question doubtful. By the last

accounts, he was piroceeding to satisfy liimself whether it really was an outlet

into the Lualaba, or merely into some lagoon which interposed between Tan-
ganyika and the Lualaba. He (the President) could hardly admit the po.=si-

bility of the existence of an outlet running, as Mr. AValler had suggested, in a
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north-west direction; because, if such had been the case, Dr. Livingstone

would have crossed it in passing from Tanganyika to Manytiema. He not

only did not cross any such elBuent, but he never heard of it
;
and he was,

consequently, led to supixise that if the outlet was on the west coast, it must

be to the south of the point at which he left the late, i. e. at Kasenge. The
only place south of Kasenge where such an outlet could be, was just where

Lieutenant Cameron Lad found the Lutuga, where the coast was depressed,

and where there was apparently a natural opening in a south-west direction,

leading, as the Arabs said, to the Lnalaba, between the lakes iloero anu
Kamolondo. The natives, too, told Lieutenant Cameron that they passed by
that outlet, i. e. along the bants, to the Lnalaba and Xyangwe. It was, how-
ever, still a douhtful point, and could not he settled until fm-ther information

was received from Lieutenant Cameron. It could hardly be expected tliat he

had followed the west shore of the lake from Kasenge to the north
;
for by

the last accounts his intention was to proceed to ^Manvuema. and thence to

follow the Lnalaba to its outlet—whether north to the Albert Kyanza, or west

to the AV est Coast of Africa. It was now ten months since he started on his

journey from Ujiji, and if he bad Ibtind that the Lualaha was the Congo, he
ought by this time to have reached the YellaLt Falls. At any moment,
therefore, definite intelligence of his whereabouts miuht be expected. It was
satisfactory to know that both the Foreign Office and the Admiralty had sent

out instructions to all the naval and consular officers on the West Coast of

Africa to look out for him, and to endeavour to obtain news of him from the

traders who came to the coast from the interior. If they met him they were
diiectcil to give him every possible assistance, an'i to send him with all speed

and despatch to his native land.

'Sinth Meeting, 22nd March, 1875.

Major-Gexekal Sie HEXEY C. EAWLIYSOY, k.c.b., PEESIDE^-T,

in the Chair.

Peesextatioxs.

—

J. S. Noldicritl, Esq. ; TTiTZiaw F. Scluifer, Esq.

;

J. W. Ooodinge, Esq.

Electioxs.—Henry 3rL. BacJder, Esq. ; Edicard Eras. Beesly,

Esq. ; John Duncan, Esq. ; John Ferguson, Esq . ; Admiral the Hon.

Sir F. W. Grey, g.c.b.; Edwin Hodder, Esq. ; Walter F. Hooper, Esq. ;

Richard Jeffs, Esq.; Samuel Jennings. juii.. Esq. ; Bobert Edwin Lyne,

Esq. ; Edward E. MeaMn, Esq. ; Bobert Hicholsoa, Esq. ; Thomas
Clarlc Sharp, ll .d . ; Joseph Alfred Shertchhj, Esq.; James Weeha

Szlaraper, Esq.; Arthur White, Esq.; Clement L. Wragge, Esq.

Doxatioxs to the Libeaea’ feoji Stii to 22xDiM.tECH, 1375.—Notes

on the lost river of the Indian Desert; by C. F. Oldham, 1871:

(^Author'). The armed strength of Sweden and Norway ; by Captain

AV. S. Cooke, 1874 (The Topographical Department.) Oiiental Zigzag'

;

by Charles Hamilton, 1875 (Messrs. Chaqman and Hall). Arizona;

by C. D. Poston (Author). Journal of the Shanghai I.iterary and
Scientific Society, No. 2, 1858 (Dr. S. W. Bushell). Eeport of Pro-

T 2
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ceedings of Conference of Maritime Meteorology, 1874 {The Meteor-

ological Committee'). Eeprodnction in pliotolitiiograpliy of letter

from Godinlio de Oredia {The Secretary of the Portuguese Legation).

Italy: Handbook for Travellers; by K. Baedeker, 3rd part, 1875

{Editor). Eesults of Observations made at the Eadcliffe Observatory

in 1872, vol. xvxii. {The Eadcliffe Trustees). J. B. Biot's Tafeln neii

berechnet von H. Kiefer, and Inhaltsverzeichniss zum Bibliotheks

Katalog des Tiflisschen physikaliseben Observatoriums, von H.

Kiefer, 1874 {The Tijlis Obserratory). Discnrsos, &o., del Senor Don
Francisco Coello y Quesada, 1874, and Xoticias sobre las vias, &c., de

la epoca romana en la Provincia de Alava; porF. Coello y Quesada,

1874 {Senor Quesada). Meteorologie nautique, Xo. 532 {Depot des

cartes et plans de la Marine)

;

and the cnrreut issues of corresponding

Socities, &c.

Dovatioxs to the Map-Eoom sixce the last Meeting of March
8th, 1875.—Season chart of the World, with the dilferences of Time
East and IVest of Greenwich, and the approximate monthly rain-

fall of either hemisphere, showing also the Chief Ports and Eoutes

of Commerce throughout the Globe. Map of Australia and Xew
Zealand, with the Fiji Islands. The British Colonies and adjacent

territories in South Africa {S. W. Silver, Esq.). A map of the

Xorth-eastem Frontiers of Persia, embracing also Khiva and the

intervening Deserts. Published for the ‘ Journal of the Eoyal

United Service Institution’ {Council of the Eoyal United Service

Institution). Hypsometrical map of the Oberlechthaler Alps, Eha-

tikon Chain, and Silvretta Group. 3Iap of the Central part of the

system of the Thian-shan Mountains. Map of the highest region

of the Himalaya Mountains. Map of the Argentine Eepublic,

Chile, Uruguay, and Paraguay. Kerguelen Island {Dr. A. Peter-

mann).

The following paper was read by the author :

—

Trade Eoutes heticeen British Burraah and. Western China. By
•J. CoEYTOX.

Ever since the opening of the Canal at Suez the question of a

direct road from the Bay of Bengal to Western China has been

receiving increased attention. The revolution achieved by the use

of steam, now in general use in Eastern waters, has rendered us

impatient of dela}- in ti avel ; the merchants of India and Indo-

China declare their ports to lie suitable emporia for China trade,

and merchants at home listen willingly to any schemes by which
the dangers of the China seas are to be eliminated from their calcu-
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lations. Although the subject in this form has but recently attracted

the attention of the public at home, the Government of India has,

for the last half century, omitted no opportunity of gaining an

insight, through actual inspection by competent officers, into the

disposition and resources of neighbouring States, and the facilities

afforded by the formation of the country for the establishment of

routes which should “ tap ” Western China.

In the absence of regular surveys of the country it is proposed to

cross, Tve must still rely on history for our conviction that no

obstacles arising out of the phj-sical conformation of the country

exist. For five centuries, if we can credit the Chronicles of Ava,

trade was maintained between Burmah and China by wa}' of Bhamo,

and enormous armies have from time to time swept, in their career

of devastation, along the very tracks we are hoping to see tra-

versed by caravans of traders. Our ignorance of the physical

character of the broad belt of country we are de&iroirs of traversing

is therefore of small moment, and our maps give us, no doubt

with sufficient accuracy, the position of the leading mountains,

rivers, and towns. It is our ignorance of the political status of the

population we have to deal with that constitutes our real hindrance,

and has hitherto caused the failure of our attempts. Those who
know the care with which official returns are prepared by the

Indian Government will understand how utter that ignorance is,

when they learn that until last year the form containing the

particulars of our political relations with neighbouring States was
sent by the Local Government in blank, fur the simple reason that

the British authorities were unable to say who their neighbours

were. An article in to-day’s ‘ Times,’ showing how, under one of the

ablest administrators of our day. Sir Aithur Phayre, “some 1000

square miles ” were excluded from British sovereignty “ by some
error "’ in a map compiled by officers of great Indian experience,

will do more to suggest the origin and extent of this chaos in our

geographical knowledge than anything I could say.

Now it so happened that it was my duty fur some years to speak
with authority—I will not say with confidence—on this very subject

of the geographical boundaries of States adjacent to Biitish Burmah.
In the Court of the Eecorder of Moulmein, suits were continuallv

before me involving rights to timber felled on the banks of the

Salween, far above British jurisdiction. Each party claimed to

have acquired his rights by jiurchase from the Forest Chief.

Finding the difficulty in which I was left from all official recog-

nition of neighbouring states embarrassing. I stated a case for the

opinion of the High Court of Calcutta; and the opinion of that
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Coiu't was that I was bound to determine, as a fact, who was
sovereign in the locality in which the timber had grown. The
result of having to take judicial cognizance, for this pui-pose, of the

petty skirmishes constantly occurring in the forest districts where

the rudest state of society prevails, was, as may be supposed,

occasionally absurd. In one case, a forest chief, to make his

sovereignty (which I think I had declared established) the more

unquestionable, sent to Iloulmein, and had a hand-stamp manu-
factured with his titular honours; and this he was in the habit

of afBxing, after the fashion of a sign-manual, to documents evi-

dencing the purchase of timber felled within his territory. As a rule,

it would be difficult to define these petty sovereignities more exactly

than by saying that the chiefs admit in every case some sort of

allegiance either to China, Burmah, or Siam, and, as was evident

from the careful records of the exploration on the Mekong in 1S68,

not unfrequently to more than one at the same time.

There is one characteristic of the people inhabiting the belt of

country we are considering, which tells either in favour of or against

our scheme in precise proportion as the country is tranquil or

disturbed. I refer to their love of a wandering life, which makes

of the Shan an admirable trader when law and order are prevalent,

hut a very unpleasant neighbour in cases where the country is un-

quiet. One of the great objects of our Clovemment in Burmah
has been to counteract this restless spirit

;
and in his last Eeport,

the Chief Commissioner of British Burmah notices with satisfac-

tion the fact that the hill-tribes of Xorthem Aracan had been un-

disturbed by the raids of trans-frontier tribes during the year, and

that the condition of the tribes within our territories had con-

tinued to improve, in consequence of the comparative 'quiet there

exi.sting.

“ Our relations with the tribes beyond our administrative

frontier,” the Eeport says, “improve year by year. The Koons,

formerly the most troublesome tribe in our neighbourhood,

are now engaged in friendly intercourse and trade with our

people. Messengers arrive during June from the Shindoos, who
inhabit a tract of land considerably to the north of the Aracan
tracts, and they express a desire to enter into friendly relations

with the Superintendent. There is, in fact, every reason to think
that the principles laid down three years ago for the adminstration
of these hill-tracts are proving very successful in their practical
results. Our own subjects are devoting themselves to agriculture,
and they obtain a ready market for their tobacco, cotton, and garden
produce, while we holdout every inducement to the tiibes beyond
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our boundaiy to abandon tbeir present restless life, and turn to

trade and barter.”

Mingled -witli tbe motley population of Shans, in the belt of

country south-west of Yunan, is one element of which we
may regard the increase in the neighbourhood of Bhamo and

Mandalay with great satisfaction. I refer to the Chinese, who,

having left their country as emigrants from the Eastern ports,

have gradually established themselves as coolies, cultivators, and
traders along the coast of the Malay Peninsula from Singapore to

Eangoon, and so up the Irrawaddy to the very spot to which we
are hoping their brethren will come overland to meet and trade

with them.

To the obstacles arising out of this political chaos existing out-

side Western China, we may add tbe utter disniption of society

within it, the consequence of Civil war. In 1855 the Province of

Ytinan rose in rebellion, and sustained its independence under a

Mussulman governor until 1873. During the period of this rule,

hands of marauders, under petty chiefs, devastated the country

on the frontier, and harried the few unfortunate traders that crossed

their path to an extent which threatened to annihilate all trade.

If Tali, the citadel capital of IVestern Yunnan, to which almost

all the routes converge, he, as has been supjtosed, the Y’achi of

Marco Polo, the character and religious belief of its inhabitants

have been for centuries in opposition to that of the rest of China.
Writing in 1595, he describes them as a mixture of "idolatrous

natives, Yestorian Christians, and Turks.” During the last few
years of Sultan Soliman’s independence. Tali was the centre and
key of the rebel power. Soon after the outbreak of the rebellion,

the Mussulman troopis attempted to push their successes south-

wards, hut met with a repulse from the Tsaubwa of Kiang-tong, and
retreated, laying waste the towns of Esmok and Yunan Sen. For
ten years the rebel power was confined to the northern portion of

Y’unan. 'It was at this time, just as fresh exertions were being
made to extend it southwards, and we ourselves were pirepiared to

believe that the rule was permanently established, that it suddenly
collapsed. Mr. Margary, writing from Talifoo, on the 18th December,
announced his entry into that town, with the sanction of the autho-
rities of Imperial China. “ I am elated,” he writes, “ at my
success ; I have opened Talifoo, and vanquished the dragon which
guaided its gates.” In a former letter he had given a sad picture

of the desolation produced by the long-protracted war.

M e come now to the natural features of the country we are to

croas. The plateau of Yjnnan, which is between 5000 and 6000 feet
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above the sea-level, is intersected by streams which, in their course,

acquire the names of the Irrawaddy, the Salween, the Menam,
the Mekong, and the Sonkoi. To the north are the huge bariiers

of “ terrific snow'-clad mountains ” (as they are termed by the only

Englishman who has probably ever crossed them), which preclude^

all ordinary intercourse between China and Thibet.

Having thus noticed the general condition of the country and the

people we have to deal with, I will mention, in an order from w'est

to east, the routes that have been attempted or proposed. These

routes are very numerous, but may be divided into thirteen

groups :

—

1. Cooper’s project for enteiing Thibet from the Brahmaputra.

2. From Sudiya on the Brahmaptttra to Bhamo.

3. Eoute from Calcutta to Bhamo via Munipoor.

4. Akyab route to Mandalay.

5. The Irrawaddy route to Rangoon.

6. Sprye’s route from Rangoon to Kiang Hung.
7. Route through Tonngoo to Rangoon by canal and rail.

8. Various routes starting from Moulmein.

9. The valley of the Menam.
10. The Mekong.

11. The Sonkoi.

12. The Sikiang.

13. The attempts from Shanghae to march directly westward on

Talifoo and Bhamo.

First in this order wo come upon the track of a very indefatigable

labourer in the establishment of trade-routes. In 1870 Mr. T. T.

Cooper, who had been struck on a previous visit to Thibet with the

opening that countrj’ offered to the tea-planters of Assam, deter-

mined to proceed by the way of the Brahmaputra to the southern

borders of Thibet, at the extreme east of which he hoped to find

means of turning south and getting through Tali to Burmah.

Passing up the Brahmaputra as far as Debroogur, Mr. Coopei-

skirted the river among the Mishmee Hills until, prostrated by
fever at Puna, he was compelled to retrace his steps and abandon
his design.

Other projects have been formed, and attempts actually made, to

reach China from Assam by the more southerly routes from Sudiya,

on the Brahmaputra. Those desirous of following in detail the

steps taken by order of Government for this purpose, will find

much that will interest them in a selection of papers regarding the
‘ Hill Tracts between Assam and Burmah,’ printed at the Bengal
Secretariat Press in 1873. In the year 1826, Messrs. Milcox
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and Boiilton, starting from Sndiya, passed along the valley of

the Xam Lang to the town of Manche, the head-waters of the

Irrawaddj-. They were unable to reach any point eastward of

Manche, and though within twenty miles of the meridian at which

the survey of the Jesuit missionaries of Yunan had just terminated,

were compelled by the jealous vigilance of the Burmese authorities

to return without having been able to traverse the intermediate

space. The subsequent researches of these officers, together with

those of Captains Bedford and hTeufoille, have done much, however,

to dispel the mist that had previously rested on that locality.

The route said to be most in favour with the Calcutta merchants

is that which it has been proposed to make in a direct line from

Dacca through Sylhet and Munipoor to Bhamo. Of all these routes

having Calcutta for their base, we may safelj* say that they are

premature, and can only be usefully surveyed when Bhamo, the

point for which they all make, has become the end of a road which

is clear of obstructions into China.

The same remark applies to Chittagong, which, although favour-

ably situated in other respects, has too little water to play an

effective part as a terminal port.

The pretensions of Akyab have been strongdy ui'ged, and the

Society is indebted this evening to a public-.'pirited member of the

mercantile community of that port for the map before it. IMr. J. 0.

Hay thus sums up, in a letter recently addressed to the Associated

Chambers of Commerce of the United Kingdom, the advantages of

his route. That the line from Akyab to 3Iandalay is the shortest ;

that Akyab is the finest port in the Bay of Bengal ; that the line

w'ill pass through a country rich with coal and iron, and producing

cotton, tobacco, tea, indigo, &c., in abundance. Admitting the

excellence of the port, I fear that for the present, and until the

route by way of Bangoon is brought into successful ojjeration,

the great range of the Yomadoung Hills, the lowest pass of which

is over 4000 feet in height, will cause the consideration and the

claims of Akyab to be postponed.

tYe come next to the Irrawaddy with its ports of Bassein and Ean-

goon. The adoption of either of these ports is a mere detail in the

Bhamo scheme, and I shall consider it therefore with reference to

Eangcon. The route by the Iiuawaddy follows the course of that

river from Eangoon to Bhamo, a distance of between 600 and 700

miles, and passes thence by way ofManwyne and Mumein or Tengye-
chow to Talifoo. The following extracts from tlie last Administia-

tive Eeport issued by the Local Government of Biirmab, set out the

reasons for which this route has been selected for its support.
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“ Since the suppression of the Panthay rebellion, the commercial

intercourse between the province of Yunan and Bhamo is steadily

increasing, and the Chinese firms in Eangoon are establishing

branches at the last-named mart. The Burmese Government seem

inclined to run their steamers between Mandalay and Bhamo
;
and,

indeed, from all sides it is apparent that this route, the traditional

western enti'ance into China, is destined to develope far beyond its

condition at any previous point in history. The Eangoon and

Irrawaddy State Eailway, for the construction of which sanction has

been accorded by her Majesty’s Secretary of State, comes most

opportunely as the most fitting exhibition of the determination of

Government fairly to take in hand the thorough establishment

of rapid and direct communication between the coast and the great

inland markets.”

The town of Bhamo, which serves as the starting-point of the

route, is on the left bank of the Irrawaddy. If tradition is to be

trusted, the place has before now been the scene of busy English

trade. From inquiries on the spot, Mr. Bayfield was induced to

consider there might be ti-uth in the popular tradition which

identifies an old ruin a day’s march to the north-east with a

factory established by the English somewhere in this neighbour-

hood, as early as the seventeenth century.

This route, as far as Bhamo, may he said to he all that can he

desired. The steamers of the Irrawaddy Flotilla Company make
the journey from Eangoon in nine days and return in four. The

difficulties of the route consist, as we have learned by experience,

in the liability to attack by the tribes bordering on it between

Bhamo and Momein. If Major Sladen, who had good opportunities

of judging, is to be relied on, “110 miles of railway between

Bliamo and MOmein would effectually tap the resources of Yiinan.”

The direct distance between Bhamo and Momein is given at 122

miles, so that the railway spoken of, if feasible, could not he said

to be one of uncommon deviation. Beyond Momein we need

hardly trouble ourselves with the c^uestion of communication, that

town being connected with the principal towns of China by paved

roads.

The history of the two expeditions rve have despatched by this

route is well known. Major Sladen’s expedition in 1808 was for a

long time detained by the hostility of a Kachyen chief in Ponsee,

a viUage 10 miles westward of Manwyne. In Manwjme itself he
was hospitably received, and was welcomed by the Mussulman
Governor in Momein, at that time in rebellion against China. From
that point he retraced his steps, and no further action was taken
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until the expedition of the present rear, organised under Colonel

Browne. The history of this expedition, after its starting, is at

present hut imperfectly known. It was attacked at Manwyne by
Chinese and Kachj-ens. iMr. Margary, a member of it, was killed.

The rest of the party returned immediately afterwards to Eangoon.

The next route is that which leaves the Irawaddy at Man-
dalay, the present capital of Burmah Proper, and passing easterly

along the valley of the Myit-gne, goes through Theebo and Thein-

nee to the Salween, which it crosses at Konglong, thence along the

valley of the Nanting to Shunning and Talifoo. It was by this route

that Colonel Browne was originally intended to have proceeded

on his mission to Talifoo. It is traversed by numbers of traders

every year, and being further from the dreaded Kachj'ens, has the

reputation of being safer than either of the routes north or south of

it. The eastern bank of the Salween through which this route

runs, enjoyed during the existence of the Panthay kingdom an

excellent reputation for order. A party of Panthays, who visited

Moulmein in 1870, enlarged much on the tranquillity of this route.

One of them, in speaking to me of it, threw down his wallet, and
said, “There, I would leave it so in any part from Eiangma to

Mounting.”

Of the Sprye route, from Eangoon to Kiang Hung, no one who
reads the records of the Mekong expedition can doubt that its

terminal point in China is admirably selected. The obstacles

offered by the character of the countr}’ ai'e, howevei’, very great.

In his repiort to the Glasgow Chamber of Commerce, Mr. Findlay,

who has been a great traveller in Burmah, expresses himself as

decidedly adverse to it on the score of difficulties of construction.

“ I have seen,” he says, “ something of the country through which
this (viz., the railway from Eangoon to Esmok) would have to pass,

and can say, with full assurance, that a less promising field for rail-

way enterprise it would be difficult to imagine.

“The line proposed would have to cross four great rivers, the

Sittang, the Salween, the Menam, and the Mekong, or Great Cam-
bodia, and no one can say how many tributary streams. Besides

this, the valleys of these rivers are separated from each other by
numerous ranges of hills which, in some places, might be more
properly called mountains—frequently remarkable for their steep-

ness—covered with jungle to their summits and utterly uninhabited,

or, if at all, most sparingly so.

“ I have no hesitation in saying, from what I have heard and seen

of the country in question, that the scheme is in every point of view
impracticable, even if the valleys were much more thickly inhabited
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than they are. I would further observe, that if a railway ever

enters China from Burmah or Bengal, it will he hy following, as far

as possible, one of the valleys of the great rivers, and that it is in

vain to think of doing so by repudiating the facilities offered by

these, and attempting to drive a railway across them in spite of

every natural difficulty and obstacle.”

I should pass over the Sittang altogether as a trade outlet, were it

not for the measures now in contemplation by the Local Govern-

ment to draw off the very considerable trade of Tongoo on the

north-east frontier of British Burmah, by a canal and railway to

Eangoon. The river itself can never be utilized for our putpose,

since, owing to the peculiar formation of the head of the Gulf of

Martaban, it is subject to a tidal bore which renders the Sittang

unapproachable from the sea. The tidal creek, moreover, which

connects the Pegu Eiver with the Sittang being open only at spring

tide, the Shan trader at Tongoo, only 160 miles from Eangoon, finds

himself as distant from his market as the Chinaman at Bhamo,
which is TOO miles from Eangoon.

I come next to Moulmein on the Salween (or, as it is caEed in

China, the Loo-kiaug). This river, as you will see by the map,

runs precisely in the direction of the traffic we are desirous of

attracting. If the river were navigable throughout, or if its defi-

ciencies could be supplemented by canals, or if a railway could be

run along its banks, tlie question of the best route from Tali to the

sea would soon be decided. It is unfoitunately navigable only for

about 120 miles from the poit of Amherst, where the navigation

is interrupted by the falls of the Kyodan, the height of which is

about 30 feet in the cold weather, the river rising to this level

in the rains. Beyond this point but little of this river is known
to Europeans. It is marked in the maps as full of rocks and rapids,

but these obstacles have been put in mostly from hearsay and by
conjecture, since, notwithstanding the despatch of several parties

with a view to its exploration, the upper part of the Salween has

not been visited bj- anyone competent to survey it. I have been

assured by natives from the neighbourhood of Mone, that it is

navigable many days’ journey between that town and Dahgwin-
zeik. The routes of the exploration parties of O’Eiley, 1855-6;
Barker, 1856-7

; Watson, Sconce, and O'Eiley, 1863—1; and AVatson

and Fedden, 186-1-5, will be found on the map annexed to the

papers relating to M'Leod and Eichardson’s famou.s missions, which
I shall notice directly.

The notice by tlie Local Government in it.s lieport of the trade-

route leading from the Siamese Provinces on the Upper Cambodia
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through the tributary state of Zimmay, to the Tenasserim (livision

of British Buimah, runs thus :
—“ Even from the lower provinces of

China, produce finds its way by this route, and it i.s hoped that the

commercial treat}' lately entered into between the King of Siam and

the Government of India, to develope and regulate the trade passing

through Zimmay, may be attended with good results.’’

I have spoken already of the well-established trade, which it is

a matter of history was formerly carried on between China and the

ports of Burmah. In the first years of our occupation of the eastern

part of what is now British Bunnah, it seemed as if all we are now
hoping for was actually made to our hands. Caravans of Chinese

traders were at Zimmay, waiting only for an assurance of safe-

conduct to visit our newly-acquired port. On our part, the

authorities at Moulmein were using every exertion to secure, by
diplomatic negociations with Siam, the quiet of the district through

which the traders had to pass.

A writer in the ‘Moulmein Advertiser’ says:—‘‘We believe

that one of the objects of the mission is to remove the obstacles

which appear still to exist to the free passage of the Chinese over-

land-caravans to IMoulraein. This is indeed a most important

object, and one that should not be lost sight of. The failure

of the attempt to reach Moulmein last year must have tended

greatly to discourage all future endeavour's, and if, as is sup)posed,

there exists a jealousy of this intercourse on the part of the neigh-

bouring Shan States, it can only be overcome by the presence of a

British officer furnished with a royal order for a free and unmolested

passage to the Chinese. lYe can scarce expect, after what has

happened, to see the Chinese down this season, but we trust all

impediments will be removed from future journeys.”

After stating that Dr. Eichardson had been selected for the

Mission, the writer proceeds :

—

“ Dr. Eichardson is so well knowm among the Shan States that

we feel convinced, should he sircceed in reaching them direct from

the capital of Siam, firmished with orders for the removal of all

impediments to the journey of the Chinese, we shall have them here

at the close of the next year in considerable numbers, and it

riray be eventually that Moulmein will become an emporium for the

export of tea. Captain M‘Leod found it extensively cultivated

between Kyain-Tung and Kyain-Hung, whence it is carried into

the Chinese Provinces ...”
In the interesting ‘ Papers relating to the route of Captain

IV. C. M‘Leod from Moulmein to the frontiers of China, and the

route of Dr. Eichardson on his fourth Mission to the Shan
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ProTiDces of Burmali,’ printed by order of tlie House of Commons,
in 1869, we find records of jonrnej's by tbe officers of British

Burmah, wbich, neither for extent nor importance of results, have

been since ever ec|ualled.

“ I found,” says Dr. Eiebardson, describing what he saw at

Zimmay, in 1S29, ‘‘ the caravan of Chinese traders consisting of

200 mules and horses. Three hundred more were said to be at

3Ioung-Xan, where cotton is abundant. They had arrived in the

country a considerable time before me, and were preparing shortly

to return home. I had a good deal of conversation with two heads

of caravans, who seemed to be intelligent, enterprising characters.

They said they had long entertained the idea of visiting lloulmein,

and now that they were invited to do so, and were assured of pro-

tection. they would undoubtedly do so next season, the present

one being too fur advanced to allow of their increasing their

distance from home. They requested that an interpreter should

meet them at Zimmay
;
and from their repeated recpests that

he should he at Zimmay in Xovember, in order to accompany them
down, I feel convinced that this people will be at Houlmein before

the end of the year.”

The disposition of tho chiefs through whose territory the

caravans wonLl have to pass. Dr. Bichardson speaks of as most

favonrahle. “ I found,” he says, ‘‘ no difficulty whatever in obtaining

their consent to their passing through the country. Xo objection

was ever hinted, nor have I reason to expect that any will hereafter

arise.”

As to the conditions under which, if we are successful, our first

trade in this direction, will probably he carried on, the remarks made
by Eichardson on the caravans he fell in with on this occasion have

much interest for ns.

“ The imports by these caravans consist of copper and iron

vessels, silk (raw and manufactured), stains, gold and silver thread

and lace, musk, walnuts, carpets, and vermilion. They export from

the Shan country, cotton, ivory, skins, and horns. From the

information which I could collect, the caravans assembled at 3Ioung

Koo, distant from Zimmay about two months’ joiuney. Their goods

are conveyed by mules, and they would appear to travel rapidly, as

they asseited they would not he more than twelve days from
Zimmay to Monlmein. They allow nothing to detain them on
their journeys. If a man fall sick, or is disabled, he is left behind ;

and if one die.^, they do not even stop to bury him, but cover

his body with a cloth and continue their route.”

The most important of these official journeys, however, so far as
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our present purpose is concerned, was that of Captain ^CLeod, who,

crossing the Thoug-yeen in Decemher, 1336, actually reached the

frontier of China at Kiang-Hung, on the western banks of the

Mekong. Beyond this point all attempts to progress were un-

availing. He was told, if he insisted upon going on, the subject

must be referred to the King through the customarj’ channels, and

an answer might be expected in about a year. Though within five

inarches of China, Captain M-Leod, knowing he would apply to the

Court of Pekin in vain, determined on returning to Moulmein, and

left Kiang-Hung on the 21st March. His return was far more

expeditiously performed than his joumej- outwards. He reached

Kiang-tung on the 31st, and found that orders had arrived from

3Ione, not to permit him to proceed until instructions had arrived

from Ava. Quitting Kiang-tung on the 4th April, he arrived at

Zimmay on the 19th. The authoiities at Zimmay ultimately lefused

to ponnit our merchants to proceed by the road travelled by Captain

31'Leod ; for such was their hatred of the Burmese that they would
hold no communication with them. The Chinese even, who weie

on terms of amitj’ with both nations, found them.selves compelled to

travel on the eastern hank of the 3Icdtong. over high mountains,

where the territories of Kiang-IIung adjoined those of 3Ioung-Kan.

one of the 31ian States tributary to Siam.

Fiom Zimmay, which he left on 3Iay 11th, 3I'Leod deviated from

hi.s former route, travelling seven days in a southerly direction,

which brought him to within two stages of the town of Labong,

where he cros.«ed the 3Iepiu, and, striking off to the westward,

reached the Thong-yeen in five days, and 3Ioulmein by six further

stages. The load he took, though circuitous, ran generally over

low hills, and was in every way preferable to the route by which he

had gone up, villages from which supplies were procurable being met
with every second or third day. 3I'Leod describes the tribes, from

the Xoith of Zimmay to the fiontier of China, as differing in their

stages of civilization and in language, having no written character,

no ideas of a Supreme Being. The mountains he saw were all

thickly wooded, and abounded with wild animals and game of every

sort.

The extent of the trade that now actually exists between the

seaports of British Burmali and the interior will, I think, surprise

those who are not acquainted with the subject by personal in-

spection. I was assured by Aga Syud, one of the leading native

merchants of 3Ionlmein, that the value of the piece-goods, with

which our hardy visitors, the Shan pedlars, trudge hack to their

homes yearly, is not less than a lac (10,000/.), while respectable
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Surattee mercliants had ass'ored me that it rarely falls beloTr

30,000Z., or two-thirds onr entire imports of this class. The amount

varies, no douht, within large limits. Tinder favourable conditions,

that is to say, when tranquillity prevails upon our frontiers, it

attains considerable dimensions, while disturbances have an equally

powerful effect in the opposite direction.

It is extremely difficult to obtain anything lilce trustworthy

.statistics with reference to the piimitive trade thus carried on,

the traders being apprehensive that if their profits were known to

the Government, they would be subjected to taxation. The number

of Shan residents, both in Eangoon and Moulmein, is very large,

augmenting and decreasing in proportion to the tranquillity of the

times. The numbers stood for Moulmein as high as 4859 in 1865.

Owing to the troubled state of the adjacent territory of Karennee, it

fell shortly after to 96G.

Thinking it might be of interest, I have brought with me some

silk and copper, which were brought into Moulmein, some four

years ago, by a party of twenty-eight men, who had journeyed

thither for a period of ninety days. I sent some of the silk to Cal-

cutta, and mentioned the price at which it had been sold in the

Moulmein bazaar. The quality was unknown in the Calcutta

market, but the price wa.s said to be very low. I may mention, as

giving some key to the question of price, that the piece of copper

before you. which is I believe of greater intrinsic value, was the

exchange among these primitive people for an anna (l^d.). The
hardy habits of the party of tradeis I am speaking of, were such as,

oven in a country where great simplicity of life prevails, to excite

.surprise. They slept dtiring their stay with us in the open air

;

their large, pear-shajied baskets stacked round in a circle, after

the style in which, as they informed u.s, they bivouacked nightly

during their long wanderings. One of the officers of the British

India Steamers, who accompanied me to visit them, said he felt

confident from their general appearance that they were natives of

Tonquin, and thi.s opinion was sub.sequently confirmed to me at home
by Mr. Cooper, who said he was familiar with the kind of silk they

brought. As I was known to take much interest in such matters,

the arrival of Shan traders that had come from extraordinary dis-

tances was usually announced to me hy the Burmese
; when possible

I paid the people a visit, and endeavoured to get what information I

eonld from them as to their routes. On the occasion of the traders

I am speaking of coming in, I was called to see “ Chopstick Shans,”
and found that half of them disposed of their food in this fashion,

and the other in the manner usual with Burmese. On inquiry, it
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turned out that the little company Was composed of two parties,

who had come from different quarters, and met at about a month’s

march distant from 3Ioulmein. Their routes are shown on a

map made by themselves, which I have brought with me this

evening.

Speaking of this and other similar maps, I am reminded of a

peculiarity of the Shans which has not, I think, hitherto received

attention. It is their almost instinctive recognition of time, direc-

tion, and distance—the result, no doubt, of a wandering life. The
maps exhibited, and which I have much pleasure in presenting to

this Society, have almost all been drawn by these pedlars them-

selves, usually in the verandah of my own house
;
the only assistance

they received being that of the interpreters and lookers-on of their

own parties. Those on canvas are copies kindly made for me by
the Surveyor-General of India, Colonel Thuillier, in return for the

originals, which, together with a set of valuable and elaborate maps
which Mr. MacCall, of Todd Findlay’s, was good enough to give me
soon after my arrival in Moulmein, I had presented to the Govern-

ment of India.

As an instance of the great distance traversed by Shan traders, I

may mention the party of 54 men who were visiting Monlmein at

the time that the late I’iceroy, Lord Mayo, was making his tour of

inspection in 1872. His Lordship spent nearly an hour before em-
barking in examining these men, who proved to be Panthays, who,
starting from Maingshai in China, had reached Monlmein after a
journey of 100 days, by way of Tbein-nee, Tonngoo, and Martaban.

They had traded in silk and gold-thread to Thein-nee, where they
bought 100 horses, which they brought on to Moulmein for sale.

They had, according to their account, pa.ssed through towns of con-

siderable size. One great step will have been taken for the security

of the traders, and the accommodation of the trade by this route,

when we have bridged the Attaran. The scheme has often been
contemplated

; and the bridge proposed, as you may see from the
accompanj'ing map, is of very modest dimensions.

The next route in order, as we move eastward, is that of the
3Ienam. This river is exceedingly difficult of navigation

; and
Bangkok, the capital of Siam, its port, has not water enough to
satisfy the conditions of a great oversea trade. I shall not stay,

therefore, to consider the prospects of this route, but content
myself with recording the fact that on the 4th January, 1873,
a treaty was concluded between the Government of Siam and
the Government of India for the protection of life and property
within the State of the Chief of Zimmay, through which the traffic
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of Moulmein from China has to pass. The treaty provides for

the repression and punishment of robbers and marauders.

The route next in order eastward—a very promising one, if we
judge of it by the map—is that of the Lan San Kiang, or Mekong.

The merits of this route were recently tested by an expedition, the

most memorable and instnictive in the annals of exploration. The

exploring party, headed hyDeLagiee, the commander of a French

gunboat, left Saigon in June, 1866, and after a visit to Fnom-peng,

the new capital of Cambodia, began their arduous journey towards

China. On the second day after leaving Pnom-peng the navigation

became impracticable for the gunboat, and the party had to pro-

ceed in canoes. Had the object of this expedition been only to

test the navigability of the river, it might have ended its labouis

here, for the river was full of rocks, dangerous even for canoes.

They persevered, however, with the greatest gallantry. Days and

weeks went by, as they continued their slow and perilous passage.

Provisions began to fail. Several of the party were ill. The guards

became mutinous, and, in addition to all this, the floods, against

which the}’ had to struggle, were at times so violent that the boat-

men found no other means of progress possible except that ofclinging

to the bank and pulling themselves along by the trees and bushes.

“ Our hold on the bank once lost,” says De Carne, “ the boat would

be swept away by the current like a straw.”

The observations of the writer of the interesting narrative of

this exploration are so valuable with reference to the very points

we are desirous of determining, that I regret to be unable to give

even the shortest summary of them. They include careful notes

of the degrees by which the language, character, and political

proclivities varied as they went on, until at Ham-gu they arrive

at veritable China, find well-constructed bridges, and see women
with crumpled toes. Before they reached that spot they had
terrible sufierings to encounter, and at times must have almost

despaired of their undertaking. At Barsae M. de Came com-

pares the relations of the potentate of that district with Bangkok
to those of the Shan States of Burmah with Mandalay, and comes
to the conclusion that the real politics of “ the King,” as he
is called, is to profess allegiance to Siam, and do exactly as he
pleases

; a description which would suit, more or less accurately, a
vast number out of the innumerable tribes scattered over this

unknown country. The work is written with patriotic fer\’our, and
records the dismay that came over the party when, wearied w’ith

a long day’s work, they heard near Vien-Chan that before them was
another exploring party, and that an English one. The next report
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announces the party as coming down the river, and the wearied

Frenchmen prepare a hospitable welcome. When the “ English

flotilla” heaves in sight, they find that their laurels are in no

danger. It turns out to be the equipage of a Batavo-Dutchman,

land-surveyor and architect to his Majesty the King of Siam. Above

Paclar, in 18" n. lat., the party passed over the boundary of old

Dutch explorations, and found themselves literally in terra incognita.

The river at this spot, M. de Came says, takes a bend for nearly

200 miles due west, a direction altogether contrary to that repre-

sented on the best maps. At Luang Prabang they discharged the

pious office of erecting a monument over the remains of the famous

and much lamented traveller Henri Mouhot.

Shortly after leaving Luang Prabang the party had an oppor-

tunity of settling a point on which geographers had disagreed. The

Menam and the Mekong, namely, w'ere known to approach each

other very closely in this region, and it was supposed that they

actually coalesced. A point of observation was soon attained from

which it was seen that where they were nearest they were separated

by a lofty mountain-range, on which a small crater of a volcano was

active. At Kiantung the language had undergone a change, but

the Laotian interpreter was still able to perform his functions. At
a later stage the party had to depend for their communication with

the authorities on the written character of the country, with which
these Annamite attendants were familiar. This mention of written

character reminds me of a circumstance that occurred when, in

1870, a party of Panthays were paying a visit to us at Moulmein.

Being asked to write their names, some of them wrote them in

Chinese and some in Burmese characters, using the latter not for the

same sounds as they represent in Burmah—in fact, with so little

resemblance to them as to induce me to believe that^they had adopted

them arbitrarily. Besides langrrage and physical conformation,

there were other than outward signs by which the party were able to

gauge the extent of Brrrmese intlrrence in these regions. At Luang
Prabang the travellers noticed the prevalence of the Burmese habit

of tatooing from the waist downwards—a practice which procured

for the inhabitants of this province from the old Dirtch geographers

the title of “ black-bellied Laos.”

At Pales M. de Lagree was “ invited ” by a letter from the

Tsaubwa to continue his journey through Sien-tong. Keglecting

this invitation, tvhich was intended as a command, M. de Lagree

passed on to Samleap, in the State of Muong-You, and here difiS-

culties thickened on him. The rains were at their height, and
carriage transport was not to be had except at most inordinate
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rates. The party, however, gallantly struggled on, thciugli each

memlaer of it was weakened hy fever, dizzy with copious doses of

quinine, and faint from the constant bleeding by the leeches,

which form so terrible a scourge in Indo-China. Shoeless and

ragged, the party arrived at last, across muddy plains and raging-

torrents, at Samleap.

At 3Iuong-yong M. de Lagree experienced the consequences of

having refused the “invitation” of the Tsauhwa of Kiang-tung.

The Governor of 3Iuong-yong declared it impossible that persons

guilty of such ill-breeding could be allowed to pass, and M. cle

Lagree had to retrace bis steps to Kiang-tung, leaving his party

at Muong-yong. His reception by the Tsauhwa was jtolite and

courteous. Ko further obstacles were interposed to the continu-

ance of his journey, and the whole party re-assembled at Muong-
yong. Here [they were provided with boats, in which they con-

tinued their journey down the Namloi. Crossing a range of hilL

into the valley of the Kam-ga, they then came next to the town

of Mtiong-tong, in the Kiang-hung State. The paity were con-

gratulating themselves on their improved prospects, when a letter

arrived from Sien-hong with orders that, if the Europeans arrived,

they were to return at once by the way they bad come. For this

unexpected and apiDareutly arbitiary interruption to their progress

it turned out that they were indebted to an excess of zeal fur their

.'-afety on the part of their own countryman, the Vicar Apostolic of

Yuiian. Thinking it highly dangerous for them to prosecute their

journey, that functionary had addressed a letter to the Viceroy of

Yunaii and induced that official to send a similar letter to Kiang

Hung, and this had been construed by the latter as a proliibition to

the pa7 ty to enter China, The mistake having been explained, the

Mekong was crossed for the last time 120() miles fi’om its nioutb.

and the precipitous bills wbicb separate the plains of Yunan from

tbe river having teen suimonnted, the party found themselves,

on the 13th of October, 1867, sixteen months after they had left

Saigon, in sight of the long-looked-for Esmok in 'Yunan. The
suburbs were in ruins, the re.sult of tbe civil war then raging.

From the accounts which he received here of the state of Ujtpei

Yunan, M. de Lagree judged further advance in the basin of tbe

Mekong (here called tbe Kiong-lnng Kiang, or “ River of the Vine

Dragons ’’j impracticable. Tbe condition of bis party was now
almost desperate. Their exchequer was all but empty. They were

shoeless and in rags, and tbe health of all seriously impaired by tbe

privations they bad undergone. They had no interpreter, and

had to communicate with the authorities through their Amiamite
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attendants, who still understood the written characters though not

the language of the countiy. On leaving the basin of the Mekong the

expedition directed its steps towards the Sonkoi. which it struck

at the toivn of Yueng-Kiang. Here better days awaited them.

Through Southern Tunan the passport of Prince Rung insured

for them everywhere a hospitable reception, and guards and car-

riage were placed without payment at their disposal. The country

is described as fully meriting all the eulogies it has received, and the

weary wayfarers declared the scenery reminded them of Provence.

The cultivation was everywhere admirable ;
while pine-fore&ts, and

mines of salt, coal, iron, and other metals, gave everywhere tokens

of national wealth.

For upwards of a month M. de Lagree traversed the southern

portion of Yunan, visiting the large cities on his way to the pro-

vincial capital, YYinan-Sen. The ofiScials everywhere received the

party courteously, and the worst they had to sutler was from the

intense and inconvenient curiosity of the populace as to the habits

and customs of the “ foreign devils,” who were now for the first

time seen in Yunan in their national costume. At Yunan-Sen the

party was sumptuously lodged and entertained, and here they had

the jdeasure of meeting with their own countrymen in the persons

of French Jesuit Missionaries of YMnan. The Governor violently

t)p)posed M. de Lagree’s project of visiting Talifoo before embarking
!in the Yangtse for Shanghai. He could not believe that anyone

Could wish to visit the head-quarters of rebellion without being in

league with the rebels. The address of M. de LagTee triumphed at

last over this opposition, and, furnished with a letter from the

Grand Mufti of Yuuaii-Sen to the Sultan of Talifoo. the party started

once more on their adventurous journey. The route it was thought

best to adopt was a somewhat circuitous one through the southern

part of Sze-cliuen. They would thus approach Talifoo through a

tract which, by the common consent of the rebels and Imperialists,

had been left neutral ground, in order that the commerce of the

Yangtze-kiang should not he intciTUpted. The party at length

reached the valley of the Yangtse, where they were hospitably

received at Tong-tcbouen. Here M. de Lagree became so ill as to

be unable to proceed. Leaving one of the doctors with him, the

lest of the ofBcers, viz., Messrs. Gamier, Delaporte, Thorel, and

De Came, started on the 30th January. 1S6S, for Talifoo. Their

way was through Hweli, from which town they advanced boldlj-

intu the rebel states under the guidance of a Chinese Catholic priest,

Pere Lu, who conversed with them in Latin, but a Latin, as De
Came cannot help saying, (« faire fnrnir,) “ enough to make your
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flesli creep.” The bands of robbers against whom they bad been

warned were not to be seen. At eveiy place where Mussulman

authority prevailed the letter of the Grand Mufti of Yunan-Seu

procured them a cordial reception. At Pien-ho their progress was

further assisted by another Chinese Catholic priest, whose Latin is

declared to have been “ absolutely unintelligible.” In the same neigh-

bourhood, however, they found a third (a French) Catholic priest

who was most useful to them. Father Leguilcher had been living-

in complete retirement, concealing his whereabouts as much as

possible from the Mussulman authorities, whom he described as

sanguinary and cruel tyrants, who, during the last ten years, had

reduced the population of Yunan by one-half. At the sight of his

countrymen he courageously resolved to emerge from his retreat

and accompany them to Tali as their interpreter. The party

had now to lament the absence of their politic leader, whose

admirable tact and savoir faire had carried them safely through

so many perils. An unfortunate fracas in the streets of Talifoo

brought their stay to an end. They had to retrace their steps

to Hweli-chouen without exploring the city or the magnificent

vallej' on which it is situated. To the French, therefore, belong

the honours of having been the first to reach the goal we have all

along been aiming at.

The expedition returning to Tong-chuen found that their gallant

leader had succumbed to a disorder produced by the toils and

exposure he had undergone in the course of his long and painful

journey, and the party descending the Yangtze-kiang, arrived with

his remains, after an absence of two years, at Saigon.

The merits of the Sonkoi, which forms the next route, had, as

we have seen, attracted the attention of De Lagree on his journey

of exploration of the Mekong, and it is to this liver that the French
have since the date of that exploration been chiefly directing their

attention. M. de Came speaks of the capabilities of this river-

route in the highest terms. The Civil war in Yunan, he says, “ has
in effect obstructed the ancient channel through which the pro-

ducts of Yunan flowed into the valley of the Irrawaddy, and
opposes new obstacles to the re-opening of that road between China
and India which is being sought for by the English with more
obstinacy than good fortune. When one reflects that what is now
required is to direct towards a French possession the products of
that vast region, which, without including northern Laos, embraces
four of the richest provinces of China, and to open out to us
markets where the consumers are counted by millions, it must be
admitted that a war of conquest and the opening of Tonquin is a
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necessaiy result of our establishing ourselves in the six provinces

of Lower Cochin China.”

The remarks of M. de Came are endorsed in a very admirable

article contributed by another traveller, Herr von Eichthofen, to

' The GeogTaphical Magazine ’ of January, 1874. In an admirably

concise and lucid resume of the whole question of trade-routes into

South-western China, that gentlemen decides unhesitatingly in

favour of the Sonkoi, with Mang-hau as the depot on its head-waters.

On the 25th of October, 1872, the expedition of the Sonkoi

started from Hong Kong under the command of M. Dupuis, a

merchant of Hankow, and M. Millot, a merchant of Shanghai. It

consisted of two French gunboats and a steam launch, freighted by
the Titai Mah of Yunan with the materials of war. The expedi-

tion arrived off the mouth of the Sonkoi on the 9th of Kovember,
and moved up the river to Kechs or Hannoi, the capital of Tonquin,

where it arrived on the 22nd of December, 1872. Tonquin was
found to be in a state of political confusion, for the settlement of

which M. Dupuis’ good offices were put in requisition, and peace

eventually lestored. M. Dupuis left Hannoi on the 18th of January,

and reached Laou Kai, the last city in Tonquin, on the 20th of

February. The Hong Kong papers, which reported the progress of

the expedition, state that during the whole time the expedition was
in Tonquin the Europeans experienced the best reception from the

population, “ who have the greatest desire to see the foreigners

arrive to open their country and relieve them from the oppression
”

of the mandarins, who are regarded “with the bitterest contempt,

and the deepest hatred.”

Eastward again of all these routes is that by the valley of the

Sikiang, with its seaport of Canton. This, as a saving of time or

avoidance of perilous navigation, we need hardly consider.

With Shanghai we close the list of the ports of South-Eastern

Asia in any way suited for the reception of the produce of South-

Western China. From this busy centre of commerce the attempts

have not been few to ascend the Yang-tse in its upper branches,

and add to our kuowledge of the country in that direction. I have
time only to speak of two. Of him that has done the most, who
has actuaUy performed the feat, while others were nerving them-
selves for the attempt or recovering from the discouragement of

failure, I say the least. Mr. Margary, attended only by his

servants, left Shanghai last September and reached Bhamo in

January of the present year. I will not attempt the panegyric

or the lament of this accomplished traveller, in whom tena-

city of purpose seems to have been so happily blended with
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afialiility of manners as to conciliate a notoriously suspicious and

jealous population, and render his journey (with exceptions that

only gave the zest of variety to his enjoyment—to use his own
words)—a “ triumphal progress.” I have read in the papers

many eloquent tributes to the memory of Mr. Margary ; but I

hardly know whether any have impressed me as conveying the

sentiment we should entertain on such an occasion as forcibly as

the simple remark of the Secretary of this Society, Mr. Major,

when I informed him of the sad occurrence, “ He has left us a noble

legacy in his example.”

The last traveller I shall mention is the gentleman whose exer-

tions at the opposite point of the compass first engaged our atten-

tion, Mr. T. T. Cooper. Leaving Shanghai in 1868, Mr. Cooper on

arriving at Ching-tu, the capital of Sze-chuen, assumed the native

dress for the purpose of avoiding observation, and struck into the

only route now in use out of the three foimerly travelled from

China into Mongolia, terminating at Lhassa, the capital of Thibet.

His course was by way of Ta-tsian-too and Batang Atensee and
Weeseefoo. At the latter place he was imprisoned, and on his

release returned to Shanghai, whence he started for Calcutta on his

tour I have already described.

AYhile at Tai-tsiau Loo, Mr. Cooper, writing to the editor of the

‘North China Daily New's,’thus expressed himself as to the project

in which Bhamo is considered the natural outlet for trade from the

districts of the L'pper Yang-tse. The present trade,” he observes,

“ between Chunking and Yunan and Kweichau is only temporary

on account of the closure of the Bhamo and Tah loute, and as

sure as this route is opened so surely will Burmah take to herself

the trade of these two provinces ; and if, as is probable, British

merchants establish themselves at Ava, a rivalship for the trade of

Sze-chuen betw'een China and Burmah seems almost certain, the

result telling probably in favoru of the latter both in exports and
imports. Trade by this route has flourished before without Euro-

pean enteryirise, and as soon as it is re-opened the trade between
Hankow and Chunking will he lessened one-third.”

One can hardly conclude the subject without noticing, in a few'

words, the grandest of all the schemes for a direct route, viz., rail-

roads such as Sir Macdonald Stephenson and others have proposed,
either dhectly across Yunan by Talifoo or following the route
proposed to himself by Captain Blakiston in hi.s gallant attempt to

reach Thibet in 1860, viz., by leaving the Yang-tse at the point
at which it ceases to he navigable, and taking a course as nearly
west as the nature of the coimtrj’ would admit of, by Likiang in
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Xortheni Tunan to Siidiva on the Brahmaputra. The missionaries

report a veiy superior coal-formation as covering in little disturbed

positions the northern half ofYunan,and spreading probably through

the extent of the plateau of that province to its southern descent on

the Sonkoi, on which M. Dupuis has reported the discovery of coal.

I have now stated, to the best of niy ability, the nature of the

various routes, the incidents connected with their exploration, and

the various opinions entertained of their merits. I shall be happy

if the observations I have made have simplified the subject for those

who are interested in geog'ra2ihieal inquiry, and happier still, if they

should he the means of inducing men of influence to visit Burmah.

If any should find themselves so disjiosed, I would recommend them

to visit the provinces in November and keep a watch on the

Attaran. It will need only a morning's drive from Mottlmeiii

town to bring them face to face at the ferry of Nyoung-ben-zeik with

troops of hardy Shan p)edlur.s by whom Kong-long, Shunning,

Kiengma, Moungting. and Tali, have in all p)rohability been visited

within the year. Seeing them, it is difficult not to look forward

hopefully to the time when the petty rill of commerce, now filtering-

through every obstacle that a disorganised and lawless country

can |tresent. will Lt- the restoration of order swell into a broad

stream of international trade.

As will he readily understood, the task of com^n-essing within the

limits of a short paper a subject so widespreading as trade-routes

from Western China has been no easy one, and I would ask your
indulgence on this ground fur the necessary incompleteness of the

ptaper I have written on it.

The Pbesidext, in iaviting a discussion on the stihject of the paper, said
the Geographical Society had always taken great interest in the subject of the
routes between Burmah and China, and had done its best to awaken a similar
interest in the irublic. Such an interest he thought did exist, but the whole
question was still very far from beina well understood.

Mr. T. T. Cooper said that from Burmah to China via Bhamo, the trader
has to cross three large watei-sheds, those of the Salween and the Cambodia. The
country is extremely mountainou.s, and but sparsely inhabited by semi-barbarous
tribes, who have not a very keen apipreciation of the blessings of civilisation fol-

lowing on traile, but are nevertheless somewhat given to a little peddling.
Air. Coryton had omitted one pioint of great imjjortance in dealing with the
question of the trade-routes. To warrant any exjiectation of a large trade, a
numerous population is necessary; but although the province of Yunan is

undoubtedly rich in minerals, the soil fertile, and the people industrious,
internecine warlare has so diminished their numbers, that at the present
time grass and ruins may be said to cover the luxuriant soil of the countrv.
Hereafter, when the great vitality, which is characteristic of the Chinese,
shall have had time to assert itself, and emigiations shall have taken place
from the north-eastern provinces to the more fertile west, trade mav be
expected to arise between Burmah and Yffinan. He did not, however, believe
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that this 'would happen during the present generation. The geography of the

country hefween Manwj’ne and Bhamo is very interesting. The mighty

rivers which flow through the 'wall-like mountains, and the hills which aflord

a habitation to the semi-barbarous tribe.s, are very beautiful. The flora ot

those hills is purely tropical, the bamboo being most conspicuous. In the

higher altitudes, ho'wever, many English shrubs and trees are found, such as

the goosebeny, the strawberry, and the oak. The fauna is peculiar to those

hills. There are animals there which are to he found in no other part of the

world, the most conspicuous being the Takin, belonging to the deer family,

and the Mhitton, a sort of wild cattle, somewhat resembling a cross between

the buffalo and the hull. ilr. Coryton, most likely inadvertently, referred

to the Shans as a barbarous people ; but they have a literature probably as

ancient as that of the Chinese themselves. They were the people u ho first

forged the link of trade between China and Burmah. They, however, were

to blame for having introduced the poppy from Burmah into China. Until

they introduced it to the Chinese merchants who -visited Yunan annually,

poppy cultivation and consumption was unknown in the west of China.

Sir George Campbell said the country had sustained a great misfortune in

the loss of that enterprising and excellent young man, Mr. Margary, while he
himself had publicly to deplore the death of Lieut. Holcombe, who had
fallen, with eighty other British subjects, whilst engaged in the exploration of

the country between Assam and Burmah. As Mr. Coryton had said, the

routes from Assam to Burmah were of only secondary interest until free com-
munication was established between Bhamo and China, What Mr. Cooper
had said of the depopulated state of Yunan, showed how advisable it was to

direct attention at present chiefly to the more northerly route, by which direct

communication might be obtained with the large and important province of

Szo-chuen by way of Batang. The late Duffla Expedition liad obtained con-

siderable information rvith regard to the hill-country to the north of Assam,
but the tribes there were very barbarous. The route by the Mishmee country
was so far well known, that only political obstacles now intervened to prevent

direct communication between Assam and Batang, and through Batang with
China. Of late years a very much greater intimacy than formerly existed,

had sprung up between the English and the fiontier tribes, and the Mishmees
had become amenable to British authority to a great extent, so that there

Would be no serious difficulty to encounter in sending travellers through their

country, if the Chinese would only let them pass on the other side. The
policy of the Chinese was that of exclusion

;
hut if through the influence

of the British Eesident at Pekin, or in any other way, permission could be
obtained from the Chinese for travellers to enter by the Mishmee route, a
communication could be established with the province of Sze-chuen.

Sir PiUTHEBFORD Alcock thought there weremany cases in which it was im-
possible to separate geographical from political considerations, and the question
of a trade-route between India and China was just such a case. Sir George
Campliell had justly said that, as regards access to the richest and wealthiest

part ofChina, Sze-chuen, through the Mishmee country, the difficulties presented
by the physical character of the country were as nothing compared with
those caused by the exclusive policy of the Chinese, and their determination,
so far as England was concerned, to prevent entry into their country except by
the seaboard. There could be no doubt that, quite consistently with inter-
national rights and law, England could say to the Chinese Government, “ YVe
have a treaty of amity ami commerce with you, by which we have free access
to the interior of your country from the seaboard

;
and it is an act of liostilitv’

on your part to peremptorily forbid us access from everv- other direction.’’
This was a ^ound of complaint which might be very fairly taken whenever
Her Majesty’s Government thought the time was come to press their rights.
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The late tragic incident only showed with greater certainty, if such proof were

needed, that both on the part of Burmah and of China there was a decidedly

hostile animus, and a detenninatiou per fas ant nefas, by force or diplomacy,

to prevent England from gaining any fresh access into the interior of China,

or opening any trade-routes in that direction. Mr. Margary was personally

known to him (Sir K. Alcock), and there was no more promising oflicer in

the Consular service. Everyone who knew him must lament that he should

have fallen in what was a perfectly hojreless eflbu, under present circum-

stances, to penetrate through the hill-tnbes occupying the border lands

between Burmah and China. Those tribes recognised the authority of China,

Burmah, or Siam, whenever they were in danger of punishrrrent, hut at other

trmes they were independent of all control; and it would he as difficult to hold

Pekin responsible for anything they did, as to show that Burmah had any
direct action in the unfortunate events that had taken place. During the last

twenty years a great deal had been said about the importance of oprening trade-

routes between Burmah and China; but the tragic incidents which had
occurred showed that the British Government, as an Asiatic power, should
be very careful how they entered upon such expeditions. In other countries

it might be advisable to risk valuable lives for an adequate object, if failure

luerelp' meant the failure of that particular enteiqrrise
;
but England could

not atford to risk a failure among Asiatics. Our empire there was an emprire

of pirestige, and it was absolutelj' essential that we should not accept defeat,

or permit a rebuff. He could therefore well understand the reticence that had
been shown by successive Governments in India on these matters. If the
merchants and pamphleteers who were so eager to urge on the Government
to these risky explorations, would regard the difEculties in the proper light,

they would not be so ready always to blame those who hesitated before
undertaking such expeditions.

The Pbesidext agreed in the main with Sir Rutherford Alcock’s remarks,
but not entirely. England must risk something, and, on the whole, both
from feeling and expoerience, he would rather be over-risky than over-cautious.
Xo doubt there were serious considerations to he taken into account, and it

behoved a Government to feel its way as much as possible ; but he could not
feel at all dispirited or discouraged by what had taken place recently. No
doubt the loss of Mr. Jlargary was a very melancholy affair

;
hut the Chinese

Government had accepjted the mission, and given even,' facility in their
power for its pja.-sage through the country. Mr. Margarv- had actuallj'

P'assed through the length and breadth of China by the very same route which
the mission was to follow subsequently. Some of his letters written by him
alter his arrival at Bhamo had already been published in ‘ The Times,’ and in
the last letter, dated January ITth, after he had apipiarently passed through
all his dangers, and had joined Colonel Brown’s party at Bhamo, he expressed
the greatest joy at the happy result of his journey. It was very sad to reflect

that within a week of that time he was no more, and everyone must sympa-
thise with his bereav'ed family, and deplore the irreparable loss which not
only they, hut the public service had sustained. With regard to the trade-
routes, although those to the east might be the easiest available for commerce,
still they could never complete with those to the west, because these latter
avoid all the dangers of the Chinese seas to which the eastern routes are
exposed. At present the French had two routes at their dispxisal, one from
the north of Tonquin up the Songka River, and the other from Saigon upi the
Cambodia River

; but after arriving at the embouchure of either of those
rivers, the trade would have to encounter the danger of the Chinese .seas.

The essential object must be to start from the Bay of Bengal, and therefore
the great question was whether the route should he by the Irrawady or the
Salween. Mr. Coryton had stated that the Salween is not navigable

; con-
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setXHently, until a railroad was formed in that direction, that route was out of

the qirestion. At present the Iirarvaddy, however, could be ascended by steam-

boats without any difficulty as far as Bhamo, and from there to MOmeiu, the

key of A'unan, the distance was only 120 miles, Major Sladen calculated

that it could not be mote than 130 miles by a circuitous railway. That

rout
’ ' ’ ' to he the most practicable

;
but, ou the other hand,

the Kachyen Hills were exceedingly troublesome and

difficult to manage. Major Sladen had sufficient experience of them formerly,

and probably the death of Mr. Margaiy would be traced to the same source.

In the mean time aU that could be done was “ to labour and to wait.’’ It

would of course he injudicious to press matteis to an undue limit, but a

certain pressure ought to he kept up by public opinion, without which all

Governments were apt to go to sleep.

Extracts of Letters from Mb. Margaev.*

“ Teng Tueh Chow, J.anaaiy 5, 1875.

“ Here I am at the very end of China, and at the goal I sought. But I am
going further. I had not anived half-an-hour the night before last when a

packet wa.s put into my hanils, from the Political Agent at Bhamo, announcing
that the ox

2
'edition was not yet started, and I was to join it at Bhamo, if pos-

sible, soon after January 1. As there are seven stages between, and a savage

teiTitory, I wa.s obliged to well considermy plans, and it was 3 a.m. of the same
night before I had resolved, written, sealed, and directed my answer, and pre-

pared my messenger. The latter, after receiving my instructions, had three

liours' nap, and called me at 4 o’clock to receive my final blessing ere he started

off with my packet
;

for I determined to see him depart with my own eyes—and
I was asleep again in five minutes. Yesterday 1 arranged business with the Man-
darins, to-day I write letters and engage baggage-animals, and to-morrow I

start again for the savage borders four stages off, to await my return mes-
senger. If, as I hope, they have not started from that end, I go on

;
if other-

wise, I dro]! back to await their arrival at the conjunction point of the three

main routes, tor the expedition are to follow a wide Oetuo.r. I suppose they
wish to survev' a railway route. This letter will, I hope, go via Burmah, and
outstrip the last three I sent you from Yun-nan, Ta-Li, and Yung-Chang, on
Ifovembcr 29, Hecember 18 and 29, which will drag their slow length along

over many broad provinces before they reach the mail steamer at Shanghai. I

am at the ancient city of Ulomein or Teng-Yiieh-Chow. It is in ruins. For
only last year this remaining stronghold of the Mahomedan rebels became a

scene of slaughter, and by falling into Imperial hands again put an end to the

fifteen years’ kingdom of Tu-^Ven Hsin, I visited the Tartar General at

Ta-li-fu, in the palace of this late worthy and much-to-be-respected rebel. I

have no time, I am sorry to say, for a good long letter
;
hut it is a great com-

fort to be able to gladden your anxious hearts with even a scrap from these

buried wilds, and to be able to avail myself of the short cut through Butmah.
You have done the same for me with three delightful letters, which reached
me in a large packet from Hankow almost immediately alter the one from
Bhamo. Dates July 28 and two of August 11. ... I might have got through
two sheets by this time but for interruptions. The Biigadier commanding the
centre division of the Army paid me a long visit, and bioiight his little boy
with him. It ia customary in China to give presents to children in such cases,

* These letters were addressed to General Margaiy, father of the traveller, and
the extracts were communicated by him to ‘ The Times ’ newspaper, in which they
appeared on M.iich 17th and ISth.
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and a.s I am all but cleared out of everything, I was obliged to give the little

fellow a pair of tortoise-shell sleeve-links, which seemed to delight him much.
I like these military men. They are devoid of that stuck-up pride of the

literary Mandarins. 1 called on the General yesterday, and had a very civil

reception. His name is Chiang, and he is much famed for a daring military

feat which brought about the fall of Ta-li-fu. I was very curious to see the

intrepid man who scaled the rocky heights behind the great city and dropped
down in its rear. He has a calm, sphiux-hke countenance and a charming-

smile. Tet this man slew thousands of Mahomedans on that day without
quarter. It was his birthday, and he was giving a fete to the people. A sing-

song was progressing in front of the audience dais, and I had my interview in

the presence of 200 or 300 citizens who thronged the courtyard.

*• Terntoi-r of X'an-Tien, J.in. 11,

Town of Man-wyne.

“
I have travelled four stages further since I -wrote the first sheet, through a

beautiful valley inhabited by a people called Pa-yi, who are a mixture of
Chinese settled here 500 years ago, and the Shans or Laotians, who cover the
whole country between Burmah, Siam, Cambodia, and China. Their dress and
habits have afibrded me intense interest and curiosity. Divided into little

principalities, three of which we have visited on our way, they are governed
l>y native Chiefs, under Chinese supervision. In every case I have, of course,

been the guest of the Chief, and, owing to their sociable dispositions, enjoyed
a good deal of intimacy with their families. The women are not shy, like the
Chinese, nor fear to talk with a stranger. Their dress is maiwellons. I could
not keep my eyes off the strange, picturesque figures that met me at every
turn. The marvel consists mainly in their turbans, which outrival the busby
of a Grenadier. They rise in concentric folds, backwards from the forehead,

and attain a diameter of fully a foot at some height above the head. The head
can he seen in the hollow behind, where large silver buttons attach the hair,

which is plaited into folds. A neat little dark-blue jacket, fastened at the
throat with a broad silver buckle, and short petticoats, tightly folded to the
figure, of the same dark material and relieved by a phylactery of red, blue,

white, and embroidered panels, give them a neat, homely look. They wear
also embroidered shoes, and wrap their ankles and shins in blue embroidered
cloth. I spent a v\bole afternoon surrounded by the male members of the
family. They examined all my things, and I learned a good many sentences

of their language, which they wrote down for me. They write, like us, from
left to right, and the characters have almost a Roman look. The men are light,

active, well-made fellows. They wear blue cloth round their shins, and expose
the knee in a fashion which at a little distance looks uncommonly like the
Highland dress. Sometimes dressed in pure white, with a red girdle, covered
with a straw hat like a Leghorn, and airrying a long sword in the belt, they'

enliven the road with their picturesque attire.
“ The eariiiiCTs of the women are made of silver in profuse variety, and other

ornaments of silver adorn both sexes.

January VI .—I am still waiting my messenger, who ought to arrive to-
night. I was quite tired out yesterday, and felt in no mood for -writing a good
letter. The above hurried account of these interesting peopile is very unsatis-
factory, but you will understand how much I have to do. I was only able to
snatch an hour in the afternoon for a stroll through the market. It was fre-
quented by a number of queer little semi-savages from;the mountains

; most of
them were women, and they certainly had a most repulsive sconl on their
faces. Colour, cowries, silver ornaments distinguished their attire, and they
moved about with a shuffling trot, thro-wing hurried glances right and lelt.

The men carrieil javelins, but dressed much like Chinamen. These curious
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creatures inhabit the country lying between this and Bbamo, and the two

stages ahead of us are infested by their dangerous presence. I am protected

by"the Chinese Government and so have nothing to fear. A famous ex-brigand,

called Li-Hsieh Tai, who attacked our last expedition in 1867, has been

rewarded lately for his services against the rebels with a military command
over all this country. He is here, and I felt much curiosity to see how he

would receive me. To my surprise he prostrated himself, and paid me the

highest honours. I had a most successful interview. He sent for a few
notable townsmen and the chieftain of the savages, and introduced me with

the greatest respect. AVe sat in a small room, badly lighted—quite a conclave

—and carried on a regular battery of mutual buttering. Li told them I had
come protected by an imperial edict and that they' had better take care of me.

This morning I went out with my gun to get some exercise, and having

bagged half-a-dozen wild ducks, I have just sent a brace to the commander as

a present. I took two of my .servants, and we had great sport. The river

was half a mile wide and full of sandbanks, on which duck rested. The first

difficulty was to find a boat, and after searching up and down stream we were
fortunate enough to find a diminutive punt under the hank without an owner,

and calmly took possession of it
; hut we could cot manage it against the

stream with the slender paddle which was attached to it. A native, however,

offered to paddle us over, and so, with the present of a little cash, we soon,

found means to be landed on a sandbank. Kicking off gaiters and boots, I

waded about after the duck, and managed to hag a good many. We returned

through the motley market with our spoil, and excited quite a sensation.

Cries of ‘ Ah-a-ah !
’ in the peculiar high-pitched tones of these people greeted

me, and they held up their thumbs to express their admiration of such prowess.

I have bought one of the jackets worn by the little wild women, but 'cannot

find a petticoat to complete the attire. The villages on this lovely plain are

all embowered in groves of feathery bamboos and plantains. The latter are

ripe even now, and I can buy any quantity for a couple of copper cash apiece.

The weather is as temperate as we could wish. On the third stage to Teng-
Yueh we rested at a little village nestled high up in a forest-clad mountain.
It had been a long stage and full of magnificent scenery. After threading the

long gorge, with a toirent dashing below, we entered a wide plain covered with
a two-years’ jungle growth, and crossed the Mekong River by an elegant suspen-

sion bridge. Darkness overtook us just as we began to mount up the steep, paved
path which scaled the opposite mountain. Hastily procuring rough torches of

straw, hound in sheaves of upwards of 10 ft. long, we found our weary way up
the interminable staircase for fully two hours, not daring to stop for fear of our
lamps not lasting. The latest spark expired as we woke up the village with
our shouts. The valley below, as we zigzagged up the slope, presented a

lovely illumination. The returning peasants were burning away the jungle

from their long neglected fields. One of my men carelessly set light to the

parched-up grass alongside our path, and immediately it blazed away down the

hill, involving, I fear, many a young tree in ruin. Our Eyrie Rest could only
boast of two or three simple huts, and we had missed the way to the Temple
where they told us quarters could he found. It was fortunate we had, as on
visiting it next day I found an open ruin. Chinese officials, however, had to
put up in its dilapidated sheds. A fearful raugling ensued, which I put a
stop to by taking piossesoion of a hut, which turned out to he a newly-erected
one. ATe slept very comfortably, although the walls were only bamboo laths.
Xext day being Xcw Year's Day, and, curiously enough, our not being able to
procure carriers, caused us to stay in this lovely slot, and I resolved to rummage
the forest for the game.

“ Taking Bomhagine (bis faithful servant) and a boy to carry the provision-
basket, I plunged into a wood-cutter’s path, which soon came to an end, and we
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forced our way tlirougli jambrake breast bigh. All of a sudden an infernal

noise woke the primeval echoes, and came nearer and nearer. Bonibagine

thought it might be a tiger, though it was as much like a feline roar as a

trumpet to a whole brass band. It was more of a howl. I was not vert' well,

and consequently nervous. I could hear my heart beating in the stillness, and
felt quite annoyed at it. Eagerly watching for the coming beast, we stood on
the qiii five. A heavy tread, as of some animal angrily striking the ground,

was clearly audible. Just as I was preparing for a shot, however, the heast

moved off, and, though we followed, none of us caught a glimpse of the mystery.

I have not time to record any more of the numerous incidents that occurred.

You must kindly wait until the journal is complete. It has already attained

to three volumes of foolscap. I don’t remember whether 1 have mentioned
our goat before. Miles away back, at a now distant city, a Mandarin gave me
a goat for food, but I saved it from the butcher’s ’Knite, and it has trotted

along ever since, repaying us with much diversion. If I take a stroll it likes

to accompany me. One day he ate up several orchids I had gathered with
some trouble out of the forest, and the poor beast suffered two whole days for

his folly. It was amusing to see roy men petting it
;
they put it in a basket

and made two coolies caiTy it. I mean to buv a monkev for it to carrv on its

back.”

•• Bhamo, Jan. 17, 1875.

“ You will, no doubt, be surprised to find me in so advanced a position.

But here I am safe and sound, and the first European who has travelled through
the trade-route of the future. They sent me a Burmese guard of forty men,
who conducted mo through the savage Kachyen hills, and when we debouched
on to wide, flat Burmese plains, covered with jungle and forest, on the I5th,
just as the setting sim was bathing the wide expanse in colours, and the new
life and semi-Indian manners and customs of the Burmese burst upon us as we
rapidly trotted through their picturesque and homely villages, a delightful
sense of relief and pleasure came over me and my Chinese eompanions^alike.
AVe slept in a Burmese bamboo cabin perched on hills, and next day floated
down the river to Bhamo. It was one of the most delightful periods of my
life to come in sight of the British flag again, and soon to be congratulated by
a distinguished group of Indian officers on my ‘ splendid journey.’ Colonel
Horace Brown is a fine-looking man, nith a heavy moustache and imperial.
Dr. Anderson has the kindly manners of a savant, and I look forward with
intense pleasure to spending hours in such intelligent company. AA'e have an
officer with a guard of five Sikhs, and a host of baggage animals and countless
stores. The steamers are going soon and I am iiressed for time, so can only
add a sort of ‘ latest intelligence.’ AVe shall follow a long round, I expect, and
very much doubt if Alay will nearly put an end to my long travels. I am the
picture of health, as people tell me, and you may imagine how full of delight
I am at the happy result of my journey and the glowing prospect ahead.”
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ADDITIONAL NOTICES.

(Printed by order of CouncO.)

1. The Modoc Region, California. By Wxlliaji Snipsox, f.e.g.s.

The late savage contest wbicb took place xvitb the Modoc Indians may give

some interest to the present account of the region where the events occurred ;

and as almost every mail from America is bringing news of risings and rumours
of disturbances among the Indians in various parts of the Far IVest, a slight

sketch of the bloodthirsty struggle, which was dignified with the name of war,
will at least explain one cause of this unburying of the hatchet, and show why
the red-skins are manifesting so strong a tendency to enter upon the war-path.

In the case of the Modoc?, the subject of dispute may be correctly tenned
rjeogcaiihical. Ever since the arrival of the white man in America he has been
extending his occupation of the soil, and pushing the original proprietor into

the outlying regions. At least, the few who have not been pushed out of

existence altogether can only find shelter in far away districts, and on the

poorest kinds of land. Every day sees the area of cultivation enlarged, and the

hunting-grounds of the Indians reduced in extent. Considered from a philo-

sophical point of view, the displacement of a race by another of a higher type

is no cause of regret
;
and yet there is a sentiment in the human heart which

cannot look upon such vast tribes becoming extinct without some touch of

sympatliy; and it is most creditable to the American people that they have
this feeling, and have attempted to give expression to it through their Govern-
ment.

A department, known as the Indian Bureau, was appiointed, money was granted

to procure necessaries for the Indians, and lands were reserved for them in some
of the lYestem States. Tliis Indian Bureau and its agents have not made for

themselves a very high character. In fact, they seem to have earned no other

repute than that of malversation in every branch of their department
;
and to this

fact may he traced the troubles with the Modocs. The reservation lands in

this section ofthe States, selected by the Bureau, are in Oregon, east of the great

Klamath Lake, and they are so high, cold, and poor, that nothing hut sage-

brush is to be found
; and it is a current saying, that where you find sage-brush

nothing else will grow : even the poorest crops of rye are produced with diffi-

culty from such a soil. A number of the Modocs had been sent to these
reservation lands

; but they returned to their old haunts, for they said they
could not live in a region so barren, and that they would rather die than go
hack again. It was from an attempit with troops to force the tribe to these lands
that the war began. The Modoc Indians were long noted for their dogged
determination

;
they were the most warlike of all the Indians in that region.

Before the white settlers came there, they had thrashed all their neighbours,
and since the white man has come their relations to him have been marked by
the most bloodthirsty struggles—the late war being {lerhaps the most sangui-
nary of all.

^

I heard of another tribe, somewhere about the upiper sources of
the Missouri, who were sent to the reservation lands, and being of a more
peaceful character than the Modocs, went quietly away -nith the military, and
after a march of a good many days, were deposited safely. The soldiers having
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ferfoi'med tlieir duty, in tliis instance returned ;
Lut guess their astonisliment

to find tliat the Indians had passed by another trail, and were all back again

before them. This will inilicate the antipiathy these p'eople have to live on the

miserable locations which have been reserved for them, and will explain one

cause of the late movement among them: and the geographical nature of the

question will also be understood now from what has been stared.

I chanced to anive in. San IVancisco at the moment when there was an
intense excitement resulting from the treacherous massacre of General Canby,
and others of the Peace Commission, by the Alodocs, and I determined to visit

the scene of events. The distance to be travelled was nearly TOO miles away
nc -th to the boandarv between California and Oregon. General Kelton, of the

head-quarters of the army of the Pacific, kindly gave me letters of introduction

to facilitate my movements, and to insure my reception at the camp of the

United States troops ; and I must express my gratitude for the manner in which
I was received by all I came in contact with during my expedition. The rail-

way is in working order to the northern end of the Great Sacramento Talley,

which is terminated by the Sierra Xevada Chain, and what is known as the

Coast Range of Mountains, coming together, and forming a mass of hills and
valleys, amongst which are the sources and streams which supply the Sacra-
mento and Klamath rivers with their waters. The expense of constructing

a railway in such a country '.'ould be too great for the limited population
who have as yet settled in it. So the “stage,’’ as it is called in California,

which means stage-coach, is the usual conveyance. The.se are to be found
all over the countin', and if the roads were good they would be a tolerable kind
of conveyance. They are large vehicles, painted red, and hung upon a mass
of strong leather strajis, which serve the pui'iX)se of springs. From the con-
dition of the roads, travelling in them is ratlier rough. By imagining yourself
rolled down a hill inside a barrel, you may form some idea of the amoiini: of

comfort to be enjoyed in this mode of conveyance
;
the chances which a traveller

and the baiTel would have from rocks and precipices are precisely similar to
the risks to be encountered in this piquant kind of travelling in California.

I copied an account from a local paper of one of the frequent ccourrence.s

which take place by this mode of conveyance. It bad an interest to me
from the fact that I had made a journey in the same vehicle, and made
the acquaintance of the owner, who was a noted character, named Fi ss,

He is described as “ the famous dare-devil otage-driver of California.’’ The
account states, that “on the 29th June, Foss was driving his waggon, with
three or four gentlemen, a lady and four children, as passengers, in his usual
dare-devil style, when somehow it c.ipsized, dragged along, tearing off everr
seat. The four leaders then became detached and ran away

;
the waggon was

left bottom upwards, the lady was found with her children all bruised, and lier

skull fractured
;
the four gentlemen have not since been beard of, and the

dare-devil driver himself w.is discovered against a fence, senseless and raving,
being injured internalhV A farther statement puts it, “that Fqss is pretty
badly bunged up, the coach is a perfect wreck, and what became of the horses
no one is able to say. Altogether the dare-devil driver of California seems to
have demolished himself, his waggon, his horses, and bis passengers, and to

have added fresh laurels to those which already encircled his brow.” Foss bad
sis horses in bis coach, and I must speak of the great kindness with which he—and the same will apply to all the drivers I met with—treated his animals.
I bad nearly thirty-six hours, continuously, in one of these stages to get to
Yreka, the base of supplies to the Modoc Expedition. I could have wished to
have done it on foot, so as to have seen and enjoyed the attractions of the
scenery. At first it seemed much of it like an English park, beautifullv
wooded; and whoever remembers the discovery of the auriferous deposits in

California, and also remembers the numbers who rushed to that country—gold
VOL. XIX. x"
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being the lodeitone of attraction—would bave felt, I am sure, tlie same in-

terest wbicb I did on seeing the spots still Irearing evidence of the hard and
laborious work which had been expended. The red earth was still bare, and
one could trace for miles the channels, with wooden aqueducts over hollows,

by which the water was brought to wash out the precious deposit. Here and
there a Chinaman might be seen toiling away at the all-hut-exhausted diggings.

These incisions and abrasions on the criginal surface are so many, and so deep

and marked, that I believe, no matter how Jlature may endeavour to cover

them, they will he visible in the future, and the gold-digger's operations in

that part of the world will have to be included as one of the geological

or geographical features to be considered as influencing the strata of this

period.

Our route lay up the main stream of the Sacramento to its source at the

base of Mount Shasta. All along were splendid pine forests
;
each tree was

tail and straight enough to he the mast of a ship. Mount Shasta is, according

to the best American authorities, 14,440 feet high, and it is said to be, with the

exception of Mount Whitney, which is in the south of California, the highest

point of land in the United States. Mount Shasta is an old volcano, and is

important because it is expressive of the past character of the region. It is the

father of a large family of volcanoes, all now extinct, which have produced the

lava, in whose curious labj-rinths the Modocs fought so well. It is still evident

that the underground fires are not yet quenched. Hear the summit of Shasta
is a hot spring, with sulphurous gas ; I drank soda-water from a fountain

flowing plentifully at its base. Hot springs are common
; and the tribe of

“Warm-spring Indians,'’ by their name, express the character of the region.

At Calistoga, to the west of the Sacramento, the ground for some distance

steams with vapour
; and there is an establishment, with hot sulphur baths,

which is now being largely frequented. The Geysers, to the north of Calistoga,

are in a canon, extending for about a quarter of a mile, all steaming and boiling

:

in one place the vapour comes out with such force that it whistles like a rail-

way engine. Sulphur, alum, cinnabar, and many other chemical compounds,
are ejected at this spot. Earthquakes are still so frequent in California, that

the people of San Francisco do not care to risk building their dwelling-houses

of stone. Away to the east of the Modoc country is the lately-discovered

region, known as the Yellow Stone River, which is noted for its splendid

specimens of Geysers and hot springs. Such is the present condition of the

locality, and it all helps to tell us what the past must have been ; but only a
personal inspection of the numberless craters around Mount Shasta, and of the

quantities of lava which they have sent forth, can enable one to realise tbe
terrible forces which must have been in action in former times.

Mount Shasta has much about it to recall Puji-Yama in Japan. The alti-

tude of both is something similar, but Shasta has a slight advantage in this

respect. On the north-west side of Shasta there is an old crater, not much
lower than the highest peak ; this forms a huge shoulder on that side, hut
seen from the other directions it is almost a perfect cone. Fuji-Yama is a
sacred mountain, and Shasta appears to have had a similar character with the
Indians. It seems to have been their Mount Olympus

;
but there is a dash

of the Inferno in their notion, for their god or gods existed within the fiery

mountain, and they derive their otvn origin from the crater. The Great
Spirit dwelt in it

;
and, many thousand snows ago, he sent up his daughter to

the mouth of the hole, bidding her tell the storm, which blew from the sea,
to he mote gentle, or it would blow over the mountain. In doing this she
was carried by the force of the wind down the steep sides, and fell into the
hands of a family of hears, who seem, according to the tradition, to have been
the highest development of life at the time. These bears kept the girl, and
married her to their eldest son, and from that pair the Indians originated.
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The girl was red, and from her they inherit their “ Eed Skins," by which title

the Indians are still known.
As the icy waters of Shasta on the south form the highest sources of the

Sacramento, so the Klamath receives the drainage on the north. It flows in

a considerable stream through Shasta Valley, which is an undulating plain,

extending about ten or twelve miles : at least, I take it to be about this from
west to east, which was the line of my route. I passed it early in April, so

it was still green and bright with flowers of all colours, for which the whole
of California is celebrated. It is surrounded by mountains, well wooded
towards their bases ; and the snowy summit of ilount Shasta towering h''gh

away in the south, gives a grandeur to this point which will make it a noted
scene in times to come, when tourists are more plentiful in that out-of-the-

way quarter. The region of past volcanic eruption begins to aiipear as the
traveller enters Shasta Valley

; and from that point it looks as if the prin-
cipal crop of craters had been produced to the eastward of Mount Shasta.
The ridge of mountains which lay before me, and which separates Shasta and
Butte vaUeys, was well marked with volcanic cones

;
and away to the south,

round the ampler base of Mount Shasta itself, was an innuraerable mass of
brown mounds, having in the distance much the appearance as if a shower
of plum-puddings had come down, each having been in its day a som-ce of
burning matter.

The boundary between California and Oregon is drawn along the line of the
42nd degree of north latitude, and is close to the north of Shas'ta Valley. Sis-
kiyou is the name of the county, within which is Mount Shasta and the Modoc
country. Yreka is the name of the county town, situated on the north-east
of Shasta Valley. It is a straggling town of a few streets, with wooden
houses. It began with the mining, and is still a centre of importance for gold
operations. Being the nearest town to the Lava Beds, it was the base of s^up-
plies during the Slodoc campaign. The stage-road goes on north into Oregon,
so that had to be left at Yreka, and the rest of the journey, which was esti-
mated at about 80 or 90 miles, had to be done over what was httle better
than a trail,

I
Just on leaving Shasta Valley on the east we passed a mineral spring, the

water leaving an incrustation of white all round. As we began to ascend,
the rocks bore evident marks of volcanic action

;
in many places they had

more the appearance of cinders than of stone. Higher up the ravine this
burned appearance ceased, and large mounds and ridges of stones and rocks
came into view, which I took to be glacial moraines

;
if this is the case, it

indicates that the fiery and the freezing-powers must have been in very close
contact all over this district at some long past date. It was a long pull up
this glen

; at last, “ Bull's Meadow,” by which the top is known, was reached,
and we descended to Butte Valley.
At the base of the hills here I made my acquaintance for the first time with

the European settler who lives on the boundary, where our civilisation ends
and the condition of the primitive race begins. The Spanish word “ ranch ”

is still retained, and in this quarter it means a great many miles of land with
thousands of cattle on it. The dwelling was a rude log-hut, whose floor was
not much different in cleanliness from the ground outside. My bed for the
night was on this, with a blanket I had luckily brought with me. The
morning ablutions, for those who cared to perform them, were done in a
small stream near the door

; a dirty towel hung at the entrance, near to
which was nailed, by means of a string, a comb with two or three teeth still left
in it, and a small empty frame which had once contained a lookin<T-vlass
In none of the ranches in this out-of-the-way quarter did I see a European
woman. The proprietors, I was told, were very wealthy, and the number of
dollars they were worth was often mentioned to me. Still if a sort of Mis-

X 2
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sionary Society were to be formed to send out soap, bmshes, combs, needles and
thread, and similar articles -which we consider to be essential as the first

necessaries of civilisation, with some person to p:ive instructions as to their

use, I should at once subscribe to it as one having the most charitable

of purposes. I think I never saw such dirty, uncombed, and ragged

specimens of humanity. In one of these ranches I was thoughtless enough
to go into the place where the breakfast was being cooked ; I will not

describe the cuisine to you
;

it will be enough to say it was quite in keeping

with the surroundings. It will complete this poicture of the condition of these

advanced settlem to state that their morality presented a similar tendency to

backwardation, for there was generally at these ranches a a-ikieiip, or rude

tent of mats and branches, inhabited by Modoc women
;
and a mixture of

races, which would, no doubt, be of the highest importance to the ethnologist,

was rapidly taking place.

I was very anxious to get on to the Lava Beds, for information had reached

me that General Gillem had attacked the Modocs, and that fighting was going

on. A courier had arrived -with news that after three days of a hard struggle

the Alodocs had managed to escape with their wives and children, and it was
supposed that they would now be loose, and all over the country, and it was
known th.at, as they had unhiiried the hatchet, no quarter would he given
to any white man ; along with this came intelligence of their having shot,

scalped, and mutilated in various ways, one of the teamsters empjloyed by the

Government. Ball’s Ranch was the first place of the kind I had reached in Butte
Valley. It was full of teamsters en route -with commissariat supplies, and the

courier, who had just come in, was recounting the events of the fighting.

"When he told that the Modocs had escaped, and were most pirobably scattered

about with the object of murdering every person they came across, it piioduced a
complete scare among the teamsters. They all declared, in language seventy-

five per cent, of which had reference to a hot region far beyond the limits of

our geographical knowledge, that they would not go on to the front. The mau
who had brought me from Treka also refused to go on. This was very
awkward for me

;
I was only about 50 miles from the scene of operations, and

yet I could not move a step. I could do nothina: but submit
;
and it was sitting

round a blazing log-fire that night listening to these men that I learned some-
thing of the piast history of the Modoc tribe.

The most of the men I found myself among belonged to the region
;
some

of them were from Oregon. They all knew' the Modoc.s, so that they could

speak from piersonal knowledge. One of the routes by which the early settlers

first came, in that weart' journey across the Rocky Mountains and over the

sage-brush deserts of the higher plateaux, passed through the Modoc hunting-
grounds. As this tvarlike tribe had vanquished all the other Indians about
the district, they claimed some kind of toll, or blackmail, from all who piasscd

through. This led to fighting, and many a train of emigrants perished.

When the settlers got more plentiful the war of races went on. The Modoc's
hand was against every man, and the hand of every man was against this

Ishmael of the West. The prraent war was only the continuation of a strife

which had lasted for about a quarter of a century
;
and events of twenty years

hack were curiously linked to the murderous deeds wliicli were going on. About
that number of years past public feeling had been very strong against them,
and their extermination was even proposed, and plans were laid to accomplish
it. I beard it said that a “ Big Talk,” or council, had been suggested, and the
plan to be carried out was to make a “ muck-a-nuick,” or a dinner, a part of
it, and pxiison them all. The Big Talk was certainly carried out, where evei-y
nhite man came heavily armed, and at a given signal the slaughter began.
About w or oO^Modocs were present, and only about half-a-dozen escaped.A certain Ben Wright hears the reputation of having been the leader in this
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act of atrocity. Tiie tribe never forgave nor forgot. Some of them vatclied

Ben Wright for years, and he was found one morning murdered in his bed.

When the Washington Government appointed General Canby, Dr. Thomas,

and others, as Peace Commissioners, to anange with the Modocs about the

reservation lands, or some suitable grounds for them to dwell upon, it was
the memory of Ben Wright’s massacre which rendered it so difficult to arrange

a big talk with Captain Jack and the Modoc chiefs. Each suspected the other

from past experience, and months had been wasted before either would risk the

danger of a meeting. At last a council was agreed upon, to meet at a point

halfway between the two camps, and each was supposed to come unarmed,

and without escort. The Modocs, either from a feeling of revenge for past

injuries, or from thinking that their opponents would not act up to the terms,

or perhaps impelled by their own traditions that while the hatchet was
unburied blood must flow, or perhaps foolishly imagining that if the chiefs

of the White Skins were numbered with the dead, victory would he certain

to follow—came with concealed arms, and, at a signal from Captain Jack, they

all drew their weapons, and General Canby and the Eev. Dr. Thomas were
instantly shot down; all the others of the party escaped, one only being

wounded. This foul assassination naturally roused the indignation of the

whole people of the United States. The misfortune for the Modocs themselves,

was, that they had murdered their best friends, for both General Canby and
Dr. Thomas were men of the highest character, and were really anxious to

carry out the wishes of the Government, and make an arrangement which
would he for the advantage of the tribe.

Eotind the log-fire that night in this wild region I was a good listener,

for I was hearing tales related from personal experience of those who had been
engaged in them, which would have made novels or dramas. I heard stories

of the diggers who came there when the discovery of the gold brought men
from all quarters of the globe. Much of what I heard had reference to the
Indian tribes of that region, and many deeds of murder and lawlessness were
told. The men I found myself among were a rough lot

;
their quaint idioms

and the overwhelming proportion of profane words were quite new to me, yet

differences of character soon appeared, and I could see that some of them,
in spite of the rough manners and rude phrases, were very good fellows,

and my experience of them during the next two days confirmed this im-
pression.

No news had come in during the night, and next morning the teamsters

were in the same state of mind as before. There was the usual amount of

wild oaths in explanation of what they would do. No one would venture a
step towards the front. The certainty of being killed and scalped by the
Modocs, should any of them he encountered on the way, acted as a strong

motive to remain where we were. At last one said he would go if anyone
else would go. I had dismissed my driver, so I at once volunteered

; and
this led to other three teamsters coming on, one of them giving me a place

with my small bundle of luggage.

The first part of our day’s journey was along Butte Talley. The word
Butte I take to be from the French, meaning a height.* This valley is the
old bed of a lake, part of whose waters are not dried up, and are yet to be
seen on the north. The level surface of the ground was covered with small
plaiit.s and hushes. Among them the well-known sage-biush predominated.
Another feature of this part of the world here presento I itself to me for the
first time, that is alkali ; this with the sage-brush ai-e the striking characteristics

of the higher regions of this part of America. Patches of the ground between

* In the middle of the Sacramento Valley there stand up a number of hi<^li

rocky peaks, and they are known as the Buttes Alountaius.
°
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the sage-hrush are white from the alkali, as if hoar frost or snow had fallen.

It is as if there were leprous spots on the ground. No vegetation grows

where the alkali is seen. Bret Harte describes such a place as an “ Alkali

desert,” and the description is true ; they are perfect deserts, not quite so hare

as the sandy Sahara, but they are bleak enough, and sometimes of sufBcient

extent to be considered as the deserts of the Far West. Some good specimens

of these deserts are passed on the Pacific Eailway
;
one near the sink of the

Humboldt Piiver may he instanced. Butte Talley may be about 15 miles

across
;
we left it towards the north-west extremity, and passed some small

lakes, and after getting over what was considered to he about 25 miles, we
reached Doris’s Ranch in the evening, with our scalps all safe. After supper,

four of our party ascended to a hay-loft, which was a most comfortable bed-

room after the hard, dirty floor of the previous night. Before turning in we
looked to our defences, for we had now reduced our distance from the Lava
Beds to one day’s march, and as the Modocs had escaped two or three days
before, they might he upon us at 305’ moment. We had a rifle and a revolver,

which were placed ready, and the logs of the building were quite bullet proof,

so we could have made some defence
;
but a lucifer-match would soon have

dislodged ns, for the ground aU round was littered with hay and straw.

Luckily we were not disturbed during the night.

As nothing had thus far occurred, the confidence of the teamsters was
restored, and next morning there was no thought of fear as to going on

;
and

luckily when we reached Fairchild’s Ranch we found a cavalry escort coming
out with some teams, and they returned back with us. One part of our route

lay along the margin of the lower Klamath Lake. Away to the north we
could see a volcanic-looking cone, white with snow, known as Maclachlin’s

Peak. When we got to about 5 or 6 miles from the camp, we met a team
with the body of the teamster who had been killed by the Modocs

;
his name

was Eugene Hovey. The mutilated corpse was in a rough deal oofiin. It

produced a considerable impression on our teamsters, and a man belonging to

Yreka, of the name of Glen, came up at the same time, looking wild and
frightened. He pointed to a spot about half a miie behind, and stated that a
rifle had been fired at him as he passed. The two incidents combined to

produce a feeling of great terror, and a corresponding amount of profane oaths.

The sergeant in command of our escort made the teams keep close together,

and he and one or two of his men went cautiously forward to reconnoitre the

spot where Glen heard the shot, but no Modocs were to be seen, and we all

went along undisturbed. The conclusion I came to was that, owing to the

fear which the Modocs had produced by the determined way in which they
had fought, and from the merciless manner in which they had murdered
and mutilated all who had come in their path, the heated imagination of

this man, or perhaps the clink of his horse’s foot on a stone, had made him
believe he had been shot at. The rest of the way to the camp our road had
a high rocky bluff on the right, from which two or three Modocs might have
shot dov\-n the whole of our party with the greatest ease

;
the state of terror

every man was in would have paralysed them at once had an attack been
made. When we were only about a mile from the camp an advanced cavalry
piquet gave us the information that the Modocs were just then making an
attack on the camp. The effect of this news on my friends was great, they
all wished themselves hack again safe at Yreka

;
but in making this, and

similar statements, there was even more than the usual seventy-five per cent,
of terrible oaths put into requisition. It turned out that the Modocs had come
down to the lake for water, and while doing so, they fired one or two shots
into the camp merely to distract attention.
At last we reached the bluff overlooking the Lava Beds and the lake.

The camp of the United States’ troops lay below us, at the south-west comer
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of the lake. About 3 miles to the east was the main line of the great lava

stream which had run from the old craters, still visible about 7 or 8 miles

away to the south, and it was in this now rocky mass at a point close to the

lake that about 40 or 50 Modocs, for that was the estimated number of the

fighting men, had kept ten times as many at bay for about six months.
The sheet of water is known as Tule Lake, the word Tule being the name of

a high reed which grows plentifully along the margin. It is hkewise known
as the ilodoc Lake, and also as Ehett Lake, being named like many other

places in America from the officer who first surveyed it. It forms one of a

group of lakes, of which the Great and Lower Klamath Lakes, Goose Lake,

and Clear Lake are the most important. A considerable stream runs from

Clear Lake into the Modoc Lake, which is called “ Lost Elver,’' because no
stream is seen to flow from the latter.

“ Pit Eiver ” rises a number of miles away to the south, and as its name
implies, its source is from a hollow or pit, from which it issues a full-grown

stream, and the supposition is that it is the water of the Modoc Lake which
finds its way through hy some underground passage produced by one of the

volcanic convulsions of times long gone hy.

The Modoc Lake may he about 10 or 12 miles in extent. It is .=aid to he
about 600 feet above the sea, and its waters are very slightly salt, but there

are plenty of fish, which was one of the attractions to the Modoc tribe. The
hanks of this lake and the Lower Klamath were their favourite hunting and
fishing-grounds.

They were encamped on both sides of Clear River, in wikieups, or wigwam
tents, just where it eaters the Modoc Lake at its north-west corner, when it

was first tried to force them back to the Reservation Land. About 30
mounted troops came to execute this duty, the Modocs resisted, and a skirmish
ensued, in which the troops had to retire with some killed and wounded on
their side. This was the first victory gained by the Modocs. The Indians
then fell hack with their squaws and papooses on the Lava Beds

;
those on the

one side of Clear Lake came hy the west margin of the lake, and those on the
other went round hy the east. There were some settlers living on that side of

the lake, whom the Modocs murdered as they went along. In this out-of-the-way
region, far away from railways, and where there are only handfuls of troops

scattered about in distant parts, it was some time before a sufficient force

could be brought together hy the United States authorities. At last about
450 men were collected

;
and as it was known that there not over 50 bucks, or

fighting men, among the Indians, it was assumed that they would not he
able to resist. In this the soldiers found themselves entirely mistaken. They
had not as yet discovered the strength of the position taken up by the
Modocs in the Lava Beds, and the result was that they were beaten back
with a loss of 10 men killed and 29 wounded.

It was after this engagement that the Government at Washington appointed
General Canhy and others, as a Peace Commission, and made the effort to get
the matter arranged -without further bloodshed, and which was frustrated by
the Modocs assassinating the Commissioners at the first Big Talk which took
place. General Gillem, on whom the chief command devolved after Canhy's

death, had over 500 men, and he got ready to make another attack on the
redoubted Lava Beds. Taught by former experience, the attack this time was
made in the form of a siege. The Indians had good weapons, and the rifles

and ammunition of all the sohhers who fell in former engagements came into
their hands, so that the}- were well armed, and deadly in their aim. Accord-
ingly the soldiers made cover with the loose blocks of lava, and advanced
slowly and in safety. Instead of fighting a battle as before, the attack was
more in the character of a siege. The Indians were surprised at the new tactics,

for they exjiected that the soldiers would have retiral to their tents again in the
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evening. There was another feature of this attack which very much astonished

the 3I(xioes, and that was four small mortars, or cohorns, the .shells of which

were quite a new sensation to them. These Indians never had seen or even

heard of shells before. It was reported afterwards that the fiist which was

fired was lifted hy a Modoc, who held it in his hands to look at the fuze

Durning
;
his conclusions regarding the novel phenomena are not recorded, hut

his fate was most instructive to the rest of the tribe. They had very decided

objections to these projectiles, and expressed themselves afterwards that it was
unfair to fire cans of powder at them.

For three days and nights these Indians fought valiantly
;
but seeing that

their opponents were .slowly advancing, and that they might he hemmed in,

thev evacuated the place, and managed to get clear off with their squaws,

children, and baggage. This retreat was cpuite as masterly as that of the

Eussians when they left Sebastopxil. The Modocs only retired a few miles

to the south, and took up another stronghold in the same stream of lava.

From the experiences of the past it was lelt that more troops were required

to follow up and attack the Indians on such ground.

While waiting for reinforcements, a scouting party, on a reconnaissance, was
'ent out, under the command of Major Thomas, a young brave officer, who
had been all through the war with the South. Its object was to get some
knowledge of the locality, and to see the sort of piosition occupied by the

Jlodocs. They went some miles over the lava, but could see no trace of the

Indians. There were about 60 men and 6 ofiicers of the party. Before

returning, they sat down to rest and to eat some lunch, and while doing so,

a volley from the Modocs was fired into them. Although they had seen no
Indians, the Indians had seen them. Surprised and taken at a disadvantage,

and no doubt under the influence of that loar which all had for the Modocs, it

became a sinive qui pevt. The officers did all they could to rally the men,
but to no purpose ; 17 were killed, including all the oflficers, 12 wounded,
and 5 were missing, being more than half the whole number of the scouting

party.

This war had now lasted about six months, and this mere handful of

Indians were entitled to claim every battle—if battle such skirmishes may bo
called—which had taken place. It formed a strange contrast to the Franco-
German War which had just preceded it. Had the 3Iodoc3 not committed
the crime of assassination they would have earned the sympathy of everyone.

After the engagement last described, dissension seems to have grown among
the tribe, and at last a numlaer of them gave themselves up to the United
States troops

; reinforcements also arrived, and after a hunt of a few weeks all

the Modocs were at last captured. A military commission was appointed to

try them; and Captain Jack, Sehonchin, Boston Charley, and Black Jim,
being the principals connected with the assassination of General Cauby and
Dr. Thomas, were sentenced to death, and executed at Fort Klamath.

Accoimts one used to read of the American Indians represented them a.-'

braver, or more stoical, when undergoing pimishment than when fighting

with their enemies. If the 3Iodocs are to be taken as types they seem to

have altered much. These men who fought so pluckily became abject cowards
when the gallows was before them. Captain Jack begged for his life, and
even proposed that Scaur-faced Charlie, who was a relative of his, should be
hanged in his stead. Boston Charlie was the only one among them who died
game, and he called the other.s “ women.”
As my visit to the seat of war took place a d.ay or so after the evacuation

of the stronghold in the Lava Beds, I was able to visit the spot. Seen from a
distance nn one could imagine the existence of such a place as it turned out
to be. On the first attack, those in command had no idea of the sort of
position they were going into. It was not till the Indians bolted and the
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strongliold was entered that its true ch.aracter was seen and understood.

Bret Harte's description of “ Alkali Station ” will so far describe the first look

of the region :

—

'• Alkali, rock, and sage

:

Sage-brush, rook, and alkali.”

Standing at the camp there lay before one many miles of this sage-hritsh

and hard lava rock, a perfect wilderness. Seen from the distance anyone
would suppose that walking across it would be easy, but this notion is soon

destroyed. The lava seems in cooling to have cracked, and opened up into

fissures of every shape and size. In some places there are deep valleys with

steep precipices
;
in others there are round crater-like caverns ; a piece of

sponge would be a miniature model of parts ;
a rabbit warren on a gigantic

scale, or an ant colony with Indians for insects, may convey some notion of

this petrified stronghold. Anyone accustomed to fortifications might well

fancy that a military engineer had planned it. Long cracks and fissures did

duty as trenches
;
there were places like zigzags, others like bastions, redoubts,

redans, epaiilments, curtains, sally-ports—m fact, every feature to be found in

a fortified jilace—all constructed ot solid rock, as hard as adamant. As this

intricacy of form has been all produced do^vnward3 into the original bed of

lava, these works were thoroughly on the Vauban principle, and hence it was
that they could not be seen by the attacking party. The Indians had supple-
mented the original construction by thiowing in rocks to fill up gaps, thus
completely covering themselves. On commanding points tliey had erected

small rifle-pits with blocks of lava, exactly like those wliich j laved so important
a part in the siege of Sebastopol. Low dwarf walls of the same material had
been thrown up where ^Nature had forgot to leave a ridge of lava, and from
behind these the Indians could lie and use their rifles. Every line of approach
or point of attack was a-; completely covered as if a Todleben had been the
engineer in command. This will now explain how it was possible for such a
mere handful of men to hold out, and it will be understood that the first

attack on it must have been as hopeless as if an army had been marched up
in the open before the guns of Metz or Strasburg.

I visited the much-talked-of cave where Captain Jack and his family lived

in the Lava Beds. It had the appearance of being a crater, or it suggested that
an air-bell had made its way out in the process of cooling, and left a hollow-

space in the lava. It indicated the primitive condition of civilisation reached
by the Indian tribes of this region. Whilst .sketching its details I could see

the relics scattered about which were left, and which differed but little from
what are found as vestiges of the ancient cave people. Not a stone seemed to

have been removed to make the place Comfortable. In the centre were the
a.shes of the fire

;
around it were bones, some of them picked, others with bits

of meat in a putrid state. I may mention that the Indians lay past meat

—

cache is the word they use for this—and that they rather prefer it in a high
condition, much as Highlanders love hraxie, or as some people like game. There
were horns of cattle and hoofs

;
skins, some with hair on and others without,

such as they make mocassins from. Fish and fish-bones were scattered about.
Nothing seemed to have been thrown out

;
the kitchen midden-heap did not

seem to have been invented, for all these articles were littered around in the
cave, some in comers and some in ledges of the rock

;
and it onh- wanted time

to get them imbedded into debris to form such remains as are being now found
of the ancient cave-people.

The Indians, as I saw them in this part of the world, and while coming cast

by the railway, have all, more or less, adopted parts of the European clothing.

'This statement applies to both men and women
; and I may add that it is the

cast-utf clothing of the whites that they use. General Canby’s body was found
after the massacre in quite a nude state, and Captain Jack had donned the
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uniform. They still manifest the primitive love of feathers and a liking for

bright bits of cloth, and the women rub a red colour on their faces, which
shines like a concealed fire. Although they have breech-loading rifles of the

latest pattern, bows and arrows were found in the Lava Beds. I managed to

get one of these bows and two arrows, which I sent home to Mr. Franks for

the British Museum. Flint-headed arrows are still used, and one of those I

sent home had a piece of obsidian tor the head. They still poison their arrows
;

the poison is made from a coyote's liver, which is kept till it becomes putrid,

and a rattle-snake is made to bite it, so that it is injected with the deadly

poison. M'ith this the arrows are touched, not on the points, but on the shaft

close to the arrow-head. I need scarcely say that even with the Indians these

primitive weapons are become things of the past ; I was told that only old

men and boys use them now.
Cremation is a custom with the Indians ; and during the three days' attack

on the Lava Beds large fires were seen, which were supposed to be the burning
of the dead with the larger roots of sage-brush. Only four dead bodies were
found after the stronghold was evacuated

;
and from some ashes and teeth being

discovered, it was supposed that they had burned those who were killed in the

earlier part of the fighting.

2. Notes on Arizona. By the Hon. Chahles D. Poston, U.S.

Akizona is a territory of the United States of America. It is formed out of

that part of the State of Sonora which was acquired by theL'nitcd States from
Mexico—the portion north of the Gila River having been ceded by the Treaty
of Guadaloupe Hidalgo in 1848, and the portion south of the Gila River
having been purchased by the Gadsden Treaty in 1853, tor the consideration

of ten million dollars.

A civil government was organised for the recently-acquired territory, by an
Act of the United States Congress, approved by President Lincoln, on the

24th February, 1803. This Act of Congress first defined the name of the new
territory as “ Arizona,” the Spaniards having formerly called it Arizuma, after

the Aztecs; the name probably meaning rocky country, from ari—rock, ziana

—country. The territory contains 77,383,680 acres of land, and is divided

into five counties. The civil government of the territory is under control of a

governor and executive staff, appointed by the President of the United States,

assisted by a legislature composed of a council of nine, and a House of Repre-
sentatives of eighteen members, elected by the people. This legislature, with
the approval of the executive, enacts the local laws

;
but all their acts are

subject to the approbation of the Federal Congress at Washington.
The first account given to the European world of this part of the American

continent was the romantic story of Friar Marco de Xica, who made an expe-
dition among the Indians of this region in 1535. He reported a .semi-civilized

people, living in stone houses, dressing in clothes of their own manufacture,
tending floclrs and herds, cultivating the soil, and practising the arts of peace.
This account led to the celebrated expedition of Coronado, which was organised
and conducted under the patronage of the vice-royalty of New Spain in 1540.

The Indians described by the early Spanish explorers live in the north-
eastern part of the territory, about 6000 feet above the level of the sea, in
seven towns, which the Spaniards called the “ Seven Cities of Civola ” (the
Cities of the Buffalo). The Spaniards called every hamlet a “ city,” and every
stream^a_“ river.” These Indians are called “ Mmiiiis.'’ Their villages are in
lit. 3o oo

, long. 110° 42', contain some six thousand souls, and have excited
more than oi’dmary curiosity.
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WithoDt inquiiy into the origin of these interesting Moquis, we know that

they at present inhabit their mountain fastnesses, composed of seven federated

towns. Each town is built around a rectangular court, with stone walls,

without any gates or doors, the inhabitants ascending and descending by
ladders, which are taken in at night for safety against predatory incursions.

The successive storeys are set back, one behind another, in pyramidal form,

the lower rooms being reached through trapwioors. The arrangement is as

strong and compact as could well be devised ; but the strength of the position

does not protect the flocks and herds of these mountain pastorals from the

depredations of their nomadic neighbours, the Apaches and the Navajoes, who
make continual incursions, and carry off great numbers of their sheeji, cattle,

and horses.

The Moquis have small hands and feet, but ordinary figures
;
their hair is

fine and glossy. The men wear loose cotton trousers, and frequently a kind of

blouse for an upper garment, over which they throw a blanket. The dress of

the women is a loose woollen gown, with a gold-coloured strijie around the

waist and the bottom of the skirt, the stripe being of cotton, which they grow
in small quantities, the material of the dress being wool of their own weaving.

They are a harmless, well-meaning people, industrious, and honest for Indians.

They lack force of character, and the courageons quahties of their neighbours.

The Moquis are identical in race, manners, habits, and mode of hving
;
but,

singularly enough, although living within a circuit of ten miles, they do not

all speak the same language, as they have had petty feuds, and abandoned
the habit of visiting each other, until the languages have gradually become
dissimilar.

The Pima Indians, who have a row of villages on the Gila River, 180 miles

above its mouth, are verj’ interesting aborigines. They have inhabited their

present location from time immemorial, and have preserved no tradition of

their migration. Their government is conducted by an hereditary chieftain,

assisted by a council of sages, and their laws are administered tvith wisdom
and justice.

The Pima Indians have for ages cultivated the soil for subsistence. They
produce wheat, corn, pulse, melons, pumpkins, tobacco, cotton, grapes, and
vegetables, and rear horses, cattle, sheep, poultry, &c. Ac. They were weaving
cotton for their own clothes when the Spaniards first discovered them, and
samples of their manufacture were sent to Spain by the Conquistadores.

If they practise any religion, it is the worship of the sun. At sunset a
preacher mounts the ruins of a former temple and delivers an oration to the

parting luminary, and at sunrise the coming of the source of all life is bailed

by some devotee with a like ceremony. The Pimas, as all North American
Indians, believe in a Great Spirit, and a future state of rewards and punish-

ments. They are very superstitious about “ Cuetes,” or spirits of the departed,

and believe that they are yet hovering about them for good or for evil.

The \illage numbers some seven thousand inhabitants, and a more orderly,

contented, and happy community can scarcely be found. They bury their

dead, and can never be induced to mention their names afterwards. The
Pimas have kept up a desultory warfare or defence of their plantations against

the inroads of the nomadic Apaches, who have always been enemies of their

peaceable and industrious neighbours. They make frequent campaigns against

the Apaches, and often diminish the number of their savage enemies. Upon
returning to their villages, if the Pima warriors have -shed the blood of their

enemies, they paint their faces black and fast until the next new moon. If

they have not shed blood, they return to their homes with their faces painted

white, and, without doing penance, enter into the enjoyments of domestic life.

The chastity of the Pima women is remarkable, and hut few well-founded

charges can be brought .against their virtue. The old men attribute the chastity
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of their women to early mariiage^, and the facility given by custom for the

exchange of an unsatisfactory companion—the young being allowed to “ swap
or exchange partners if the union proves unhappy or unfruitful.

Avarice, or the accumulation of wealth amongst the Pimas, is reduced to a

minimum by a custom which may be practicable in primitive communities.

All property accumulated during life reverts to the community after death of
the owner

;
the domicile of the deceased and his personal efl'ects are burned

for purification. A Pima Indian, therefore, has no inducement to acquire

property beyond the wants of this life, as it cannot descend to his posterity.

In several parts of the territory are to he found the ruins of a pre-historio

race. Is ear the Pima villages are the “ Casas Grandes,” or grand houses of

the Aztecs, or Toltecs, or whoever inhabited tliis region thousands of years

ago. They have left no history, but the relics of a civilisation which puzzle

the antiquary.

The debris, and remains of broken pottery, would indicate that this city

covered an area of about ten miles, but of all the houses which formed the

city the shadow of but one remains. It seems to have been a citadel or
granary, as it is situated near the centre of the city. It was built of mud
pressed in moulds and dried in the siin, and was composed of many small

apartments, none of them very high. Five rows of joists may yet be counted,

indicating five storeys
;
and Irom the lact that they are all burnt off to the

wall, this house seems to have been destroyed by fire. About ten years ago 1

extricated one of the joists from the wall, and placed it in the Smithsonian
Institution .at IVashington

;
it bears evidence of having been cut with a

stone axe.

The city which formerly existed here was furnished with water by a canal

from the Gila Kiver, which also irrigated a valley of land now desolate.

The remains of the canal indicate a width of 10 yards and a depth of 4.

As to the former inhabitants and their history, all is left to conjecture. We
know nothing of their origin, their manner of life, their politics or religion,

of their loves or hate, of their morality or their immorality. The only
monument of their existence left upon earth stands there, in the solitude

of the desert, as mysterious, as silent, as unreadable, as the Egyptian
Sphynx.
One hundred miles .south of this monument of a perished race stands

another monument of another civilisation. It is the Mission Church of San
Xavier del Bao, erected by the Jesuits a.d. IGfiS. In the dim mirage of the
desert these architectural sentinels stand confronting each other. The first

represents the shadowy past, the second the epoch of Christian civilisation.

The latter would be an ornament to any city in Europe or America.
The weary emigrant, who has made his perilous journey across the North

American continent in search of the land of gold, is surprised as he emerge.s

from the forest to behold a specimen of tiaracenic architecture, with dome and
tower, and faucifiilly decorated facade. It appeared to me a magical creation,

as it stood in bold relief against the western sun ; and, marvel of architecture
as it is, in this remote place, the impression is heightened when you enter
the sanctuary, and hear the same vespers chanted which follow the setting
sun from Piome around the world. The mission is .surrounded by Indians of
the Pima tribe, called, on account of their baptism, Papagos. They number
some 6000, and inhabit the arid region between the Sauta Cruz river and the
Colorado of the West.

In the archives of the Society of .lesu.s may bo found an interesting account
of the wanderings of Father Kino in this mysterious country. The Jesuits
followed up these explorations by establishing missions among the natives,
many of which remain to the present day m a somewhat Jil.ipidated con-
uition. The avarice and tyranny of the Spaniards, who were engaged in
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mining in tlie vicinity of the missions, exasperated the Indians to revolt, and

in lost) the Apaches commenced a war of extermination. The wily Jesuits

cave it in charce to their neophytes to preserve the sacred buildings, and

assured their converts, with the sublime faith of their Order, that as sure as

the sun shone, water ran, and grass grew, they would one day return and

resume their sacred dunes.

It was one of the strange episodes of life, that during my service of Supr-
intendent of Indian Adairs for Arizona, under the Government of the United

States, it was my fortune to reinstall the Fathers of the 5ociet\- of Jesus in

their ancient mission of San Xavier del Bac. The Indians received them
with firing of rockets, ringing bells, strewing flowers, and every demonstration

of joy.

The Colorado of the AVest was explored by Captain Fernando Alarcon

about the middle of the sixteenth century. It was surveyed by Lieutenant

Ives, under orders of the United States Government, in ISoT. It is now
navicated by American steamboats 500 miles from its mouth, and many
thriving towns and villages are located upon its banks.

The principal Indian tribes inhabiting the Colorado are the Cocopas, the

Tumas, the llohaves, the Chemihuevis, the Hualapis, and the Yavapis. The
Indians on the banks of this river number about 10,000, are a stalwart race,

live upon fish, game, wild fruits, and simple productions cultivated by the

overflow of the river. They worship the Great Spirit, practise polygamy,

and cremate the dead. At the mouth of the Colorado Eiver the “bore”

caused by the spring tides makes a rise and fall of some SO feet. Five

hundred miles above the mouth of the Colorado occurs a phenomenon niiique

upon earth—it is the great gorge or canon of the Colorado. This eafion is

217 miles long, and the walls vary in height from 4000 to 6233 feet. At the

greatest elevation the width of the chasm is from 5 to 10 miles. For ages

the great river has been cutting its bed down through the limestone, down
through the sandstone, down into the granite. How long has it taken the

attrition of the sand-bearing stream to cut its way 200 miles long and 6000
feet deep?
The bottom lands of the Colorado are very rich, and admirably adapted to

the production of sugar, cotton, rice, corn, melons, and vegetables
;
hut as the

rains are not sufiicieut for cultivation, irrigating canals must be opened

befoie these lands can be made productive, and then, with the fertilising

waters of the Coloiado, they may become as prolific as the valley of the Nile.

The Apache Indians inhabit the north-eastern ixirtion of the territory of

Arizona, roaming over portions of Colorado, Texas, New Mexico, and the

adjoining Mexican States of Sonora and Chihuahua. They are e.stimated at

about 15,000 souls. These savages have been the scourge of civilisation for

more than three centuries of our history
;
and for ages before, from the indi-

cations of remaining fortifications, the strife existed between these robbers of

the mountains and the more peaceable and industrious aborigines inhabiting

the valleys. The Afiaches defied the Spaniards, the Mexicans, and the

Americans. bVith the latter they maintained a quasi pieace, until the breaking

out of the civil war in 1861, when they added the horrors of Indian outrage

to the distress of internecine strife. The country lying between the Eio
Grande and the Colorado was desolated by these savages. They are excellent

horsemen, well skilled in the use of arms, inured to hardship and endurance.

Tliew homes were in the mountain fastnesses, from which they sallied forth

to rob and plunder the valleys. Their carnival is now over, and they are

confined to reservations under charge of United States troops, and are being

taught the hard lesson to work for subsistence.

The territory, generally supixised to be arid, is watered by several im-
portant streams. The Colorado has akeady been alluded to as being navi-
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gable 500 miles on tbe 'trestem boundary of tbe territury, and empties iutu

the Gulf of California, called formerly the Sea of Cortez. Tbe Gila Eiver

rises in iSlew Mexico, and, running westerly through the territory, empties
into the Colorado, opposite Fort Yuma. Salt River rises in the northern part

of the territory, and empties into the Gila, near the Pima villages. The San
Pedro Piiver rises in Sonora, and empties into the Gila. The Santa Crnz
Eiver rises near the Mexican boundary, and runs in a north-westerly direction

towards the Gila
;
hut its waters are consumed in irrigation. There are

many small streams, all contributing finally to the Colorado, and flowing into

the Pacific waters.

The mountains are the most prominent natural features of Arizona. In
the northern part of the territory the San Francisco Mountain rises to an
altitude of 12,000 feet above the level of the sea. Its snowy summit is

visible for a radius of 100 miles. In the southern part of the territory the

Santa Bita Mountains are the most conspicuous, being about 7000 feet high.

The whole country is composed of vast plains, crossed from north to south
by broken ranges of mountains. The plains are covered with nutritious

grasses, and the mountains are supposed to contain minerals.

The Spaniards found near the boundary line the largest masses of pure

silver which have been found in the New World, and ores of gold, silver,

copper, lead, and iron have been discovered in many localities. Eock salt of

a pure quality is found in the mountains, and the lagoons bordering the Gulf
of California furnish an inexhaustible supply of this necessary, thrown up by
the tides and purified by the sun.

The indigenous trees of Arizona differ materially from the American forest

growth. The Mesquite-tree, an acacia, grows in the lower altitudes, and pro-

duces an annual crop of beans, which are very nutritious for animals, and used
by the Indians for making bread, and also for making whisky. A prolific

mesquite-tree will yield 10 bushels of beans annually. The Cereus giganteus

is the most singular of the forest growth. This tree sometimes rises to a
height of 50 feet without limb or leaf. It has a columnar, fluted body,

covered with thorns, and hears a fruit at the crown, which the Indians gather

when ripe, expressing the juice for molasses, and making the pulp into a cake
of bread for the winter. The river-bottoms are lined with cotton woods, and
the mountains hear an abundant growth of live oak and yellow pine. Wild
hemp, the sunflower, and the poppy, attest the generosity of the soil and the

geniality of the climate.

The American aloe, or maguey plant, grow.s in great abundance on the

hill-sides and mountains, and is an important natural production. The head
is formed in leaves like the artichoke, anti grows to the size of a cabbage,

being pirotected by sharp bayonet-like shoots 8 to 10 feet high. These being

cut away with long knives, the Indians and Mexicans gather the head and
utilise it in various ways. If roasted it makes excellent food, something like

a roasted pumpikin, hut more astringent. It may he boiled down to a syrup
and form a saccharine feast

;
hut the highest delight of the natives is to manu-

facture this mountain luxuiy into an intoxicating drink calletl “ mescal.”
This is done in a primitive way, by fermenting the mashed head of the
maguey la a raw hide, stretched on poles in the sun, and distilling the juice
in a rude alembic. The extract has very much the appearance and flavour of
Scotch whisky, and has consoled many a weary traveller in that region
besides myself. The fibre is manufactured into ropes, mats, carpets, and
saddle blankets. A green tree, producing a pleasant and nutritious pea, grows
in the low lands.

The indigenous potato, or “ comote,” is found on the mountain sides in its

native coarseness. Even in the desert a food is produced from a parasite
classed as “ Ammahroma Sonorea,” or the sand-food of Sonora, which re-
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sembles the sweet-potato in shape and flavour. Amole, the native soap-

plant, is a curious natmal production, and is used by the natives for the

laundry ; it washes flannels without causing shrinking, and is considered a

great preservative of the hair, making it as glossy as if oiled. The cactus in

many varieties is found in all parts of the territory, and botanists will discover

in this remote region many rare and unknown productions.

The fruits grown in the territory are apples, peaches, apricots, oranges, figs,

grapes, pomegranates, pears, lemons, and quinces. On account of the open

plains, and absence of dense forests, wild game is not so abundant in Arizona

as other territories of Ti'estem America, and the rivers furnish a very small

quantity or variety of fish. The hufialo does not roam so far west as Arizona.

The piincipal game is bear, deer, antelopes, hares, wild turkeys, and the

peculiar top-knot quail. The Mesican paysano, or road-runner, flits con-

tinually before the hunter, and furnishes stories for the ignorant by his sup-

posed aptitude in killing snakes. The reptile family are abimdant, and grow
to a large size, the rattlesnake furnishing the greatest variety. The esciipion,

or Mexican spitter, is regarded by the superstitious natives as poisonous, but

an examination of its fangs h.is proved it entirely harmless. Tarantulas of

the largest size are found in Arizona, and the centipede is frequently a more
familiar than welcome bed-fellow. Lizards, scorpions, alicrans, horned frogs,

and such diminutive reptiles, may be found m interesting variety.

The first exploration of the territory of Arizona, after its acquisition by the

United States, was made by a company, under my command, in 1856. After

a weary march of 1500 miles, through hostde Indian tribes, we established

head-quarters at Tubac, on the Santa Cruz Kiver, and planted in this far-off

wilderness the germs of ’Western civilisation. The nearest military post was
a hundred leagues, and a mail from Washington did not reach this remote
outpost in less than 60 days. At the present day we are in telegraphic com-
munication with the iirincipal towns in the territory, and L^nited States mails

are distributed with celerity and safety to all prominent points. Daily and
weekly newspapers are published in the principal towns.

A railway is projected and in course of construction across the continent,

on the 32nd parallel, which will pass through the territory, and bring it into

more intimate relations with the rest of the world.

The tenitorial capital and seat of the supreme court is Tucson, a town
south of the Gila, containing a population of 3500. The most important town
north of the Gila is Prescott, named after the historian of Mexico. This town
is beautifully located in the lap of the mountains, is the head-quarters of the
military department, and contains a population of 1200 souls.

The population of the territory may be estimated at 50,000 Indians and
25,000 whites. The latter are principally engaged in agricultural, mining,
grazing, and commercial pursuits.

The valleys, so far as thej’ have been cultivated, have proved wonderfully
productive, and with the assistance of irrigation, two crops annually can be
gathered from the same soil. The agricultural productions are cotton, sugar,

corn, wheat, barley, and vegetables.

In the area of 120,000 square miles of land comprised in the territorial limits,

it may be safely stated that a moiety produces the most nutritious grasses all

the year round, capable of sustaining millions of cattle without expense.
From the level of the sea, in latitude 31° 20', to an altitude of 1200 feet in

latitude 37° north, any desirable temperature may be obtained.
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SESSION' 1374-75.

Tenth 2Ieeiing, April 12t7t, 1875.

3Iajoe-Ge.\eral Sir HEXEY C. EAWLIXSOX, k.c.b., President,

in the Chair.

Prese-S TATioxs .—Arthur ilf. hRuhlnson, Esq.; George Wray, Esq.

Eleltions.— William P. Clircltiijh, Esq.; Per. William Coriaqton,

M.A.
;

Hamilton Grant Dunlop, Esq. ; John Linclesay Eeir, Esq.

;

C. Henry Lloyd, Esq. ; George AT. JLaule. Esq. ; James JIcJTastei; Esq. ;

Joseph Taylor, Esq.; George F. White, Esq.

Dosatioxs to the Library fkooi March 22x1) to April 12 fh,

1875.—Oiigin of the name “America;” by Jnles Marcou, 1875

(Author). Jahrcsl'evicht dor Commission zur ivissenschaftlichen

Enter&iichimg dor doutschen Meere in Kiel, 2nd and 3id Jahrgang,

1st Ahth., 1875; Ergehnisso der Beobachtimgsstationeni an den

dentschen Kiisten, ls74, A'o. 3 t The Commission). A Military Eeport

on the Country of Bhutan; by C. M. MacGregor, 1873 (^Author).

Geological Survey of Canada ;
Eepoit of iu-ogress for 1873-74, with

Map showing the Townships surveyed in 31anitoba and X.W. Ter-

ritory, Canada, 1874, and Sketch Survey of the Saskatchewan Eiver

(E. Killara, Esq. and A. H. 0. Seheyn, Esq.). Vocabulary of Dialects

spoken in the Xicobar and Andaman Isles, Ac.; by F. A. de Edeps-

tortf, 1875 (Author). Fiji and the Fijians, by T. Williams; 3rd

edition, 1870 (/. S. Phene, Esq., ll.d.). Om de kulforende Dannelser

paa Oen Disko, Ac.
;
by K..J. V. Sreenstrnp, 1874 (Author). Iteport

of the Chief Engineer of Puhlic Works on the Xavigation of the Eiver

St. Lawrence hetw'een Lake (On'ario and 3Iontreal, 1875 (Foreign

VOL. AIX. Y-
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O^ce). The Book of Ser Marco Polo, 2n(l edition, 1875 ; by Colonel

Henry Yule (Author'). Letter de Jean Bernouilli a Jean Jacques

de Maiiun (Albert AEiiUer, Esq.) Selections from the Pecords of the

Madras Government, Xo. XL. (H.jlf. Sec. State for India.)

;

and the

current issues of Corresponding Societies, &c.

Doaatioss to the Map-eoom sisce the last Meeting of March
22ad, 1875.—A tracing of the Coast of Peru fiom a Spanish Chart,

extending from Eio Santa to Tombez, near Guayaquil (0. E. Marl-
ham, Secretary). 340 Sheets of the Ordnance Survey of the British

Isles, on -various Scales (throinjh Sir H. James, Eirector). 33 Sheets

of MS. Maps of Pegu and Burma, showing the proposed route from
Moulmeiu to lYestem China (J. Coryton, Esq). 13 Sheets of Admi-
ralty Charts (^Cajjtain F. J. Erans, Hydroyrafher). Geological Map
of Cape Colony; by E. J. Dunn, E^q. (E. Stanford, f.e.g.s.) The
Scripture Atlas, on 16 Sheets (TP. and A. E. Johnston).

The following Papers were read :

—

1 .
—Journey across the Western Interior of Australia, from Murchison

Eiuer to Peake Station. By Joh>' Forrest, f.e.g.s.

I HAVE the honour to i eport the safe arrival, at the Peake Telegraph

Station, of the Exploring Expedition entrusted to my guidance, and
will, as briefly as possible, give an account of our journey and route.

IVe left Champion Bay on tlie 1st April, 1874, and the farthest sheep
stations on the 18th; travelled north, and reached the Murchison,

in lat. 20' 52', Mount Murchison bearing north-east; followed up
the river, which was well grassed, and water not very scarce, to

Mount Hale, which we reached on the 2nd May ; on the 4th

cuntinued np the river, which spreads out over the plains, and
forms several branches

;
followed up first a salt-water branch, but

meeting natives, were warned not to follow it, but to strike nearer

north to a fresh-water river, and doing so, found the branch, which
had pools of fresh water in it ; and we followed it up to its source,

which was extensive, well grassed, and flat.s lightly wooded, in lat.

25' 50', long. 119' e. Being disappiointed that the river ended so

quickly, I determined to bear south-east, in order, if possible, to

find a more southerly branch ; -we therefore turned south-east for

70 miles, passing over some very fine grassy flats, studded
with very large white gums, and in some places strips of most
wretched spinifex sandhill; reached lat. 26’ 30', long. 119’ 40' e.,

without finding any river, although all the wateis lun over the
flats, and find their way into the Murchison. I did not care to
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contimie further south-east, as we were getting too close to my
route of 1869 ; and not seeing- anything to make me believe that

any branch was more south, determined to turn to the north-east,

and try and continue in that directi^in to the tropic of Cajjrieorn.

On the 19th May turned north-east, and had not travelled more
than 20 miles when we reached the watershed of the Mur-
chison, which at this spot was only a low rise, with only a few
gullies of water running from it. I believe the salt branch of the

Mm cliison must turn round sharp to the south after passing Mount
Hale, and probablj- drains Lake Austin or the marshes knov^-n to

exist in that direction. On the 21st we crossed over the low

watershed, and continued on north-east ; and had only travelled a

few miles when we entered a spinifex desert, which continued

without a break woith mentioning for 60 miles, and until we
reached lat. 25' 55', long. 120' 30'. On the 2nd June we were in

gieat want of water, and were fortunate enough to discover a most

beautiful spring—an oasis in the desert—where game was very

abundant, and a few thousand acres were beautifully grassed.

After resting a few days, we started ahead, but after tiavelling 50

miles over spinifex sandhills of the woist description, without

fiuding any water, were obliged to return to the spring, and again

recruit. On the 12th my Liotlier and M'indich went to look for

water, keeping to the south of east, and returned on the 13th,

having been over 50 miles out, and not had a drop of water for

them.selves or horses duiing their absence. M’e were attacked by
fifty armed natives, and weie compelled to fire on them, and
wounded at least two. On the 16rh 1 went with "Windich again,

keeping still further south; and after travelling about SO miles,

without seeing any, on the third day were fortunate enough to find

some small clay-holes, with sufficient water for four days, and
retui-ned to the spiing and brought on the jtarty. On June 22nd
went with Perril, and found abundance of water in clay gnlleys

30 miles off on some grassy flats, and found a small salt lake, on
which there were ducks and swans ; and further on found a brook
running into salt marshes, in lat. 25’ 41', long. 122’ 45'. On the

31st started with ]Vindieh, instructing the party to follow on our
tracks on the 1st July, aud continued ou fur four days, over most
misciahle country, without a blade of glass—nothing but spinifex

and a little scrub. Our horses knocked up. Found a little water
in short gullies running out of sinnifex lises; and were overtaken
by my biotber and jiarty on the oth, in lat. 25’ 32’, long. 124’,

wheie we had only enough water to give all the horses one drink,

aud the only tvater known was 70 miles back. The view to north
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and north-east was most wretched, nothing but spinifex, not a hill

visible
;

horizon being as uniform and well-defined as the sea,

presenting an awful prospect. Two horses had been abandoneil,

being unable to travel. Failing to find any water in the neigh-

bourhood, on the 6th returned 18 miles, and found enough water

in a gully to last nearly a day, which enabled us to search the

country before we retreated further. On the 7th myself and

brother, with a native apiece, searched in different directions, and

were fortunate enough to find sufficient water at a rocky gully to

last a fortnight
;
on the 9th my brother and Perril went ahead in

search of water; we followed: on the 11th they were successful

enough to find a small spring in a springy gully with plenty of

water in it, in lat. 26’ 6', long. 124’ 42'. This was very fortunate,

and good old feed was plentiful, in a grassy plat, the first seen for

over 1-30 miles. The spring was sunounded by the worst descrip-

tion of red sandhills, covered with spinifex, which appeals to

extend for a great distance in every diiection. We rested here on

the 14th and loth, and on the 16th I started with Windich to look

for water. Country of the most wretched desciiption to travel

over ; our horses knocked up ;
left one, and continued to search on

foot. On the I8th found a pool ir a rocky gully, which ran out of

some rocky cliffs in the spinife.x undulations, sufficient to last the

party a month, in lat. 26’ 2', and long, 125’ 27'. On the 19th we
met the party coming on our tracks, and on the 20th reached the

water with all the horses ; recovered the horse I had abandoned,

and brought him to eanip. From this .spot we coidd make no head-

way for three weeks ; five times we tried in different directions,

oi'er the most fearful spinifex sandhills and plains
;

all the rock

waterholes were dry ; and we nearly killed many of our hoises

with the long tiips i\'ithout water. At last a thunderstorm came,

and although it scarcely rained whete we were, we thought it

might have done to the north-east. Left camp with Windich on

the 1st, instructing the party to follow on the 7th, and, before

leaving, to bury flour and everything we could possibly do without,

so as to lighten the loads for the horses. Found a little rain had
fallen for the first 60 mile.s, but afteiwards it appeared to end.

On the 7th we sighted hilly country ahead, and, although our

horses were nearly done up for want of avater, made towards it.

It avas the first hilly country we had seen for many hundreds of
miles. Twenty miles oa'er high .spinifex sandhills brought ns to

the ranges, which were beautifully grtissed in the flats, but no
water. Found rock-holes diy

;
continued on till night, and

camped without aa-ater for ourselves or horses. On the 8th searched
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in every direction for water; liorses nearly dead ;
fuund salt-water,

but could not diink it. In the afternoon found granite rocks, and

water in them, in several xilace.s; and towaids evening found

enough to last the whole party one day. Eeturned towards the

party ; met them on the 1 0th, and brought them to the water on

the 1 1th, which is in lat. 25” 55', long. 120” 50'. On the 12th went

again with ll’indich, the party to follow on the 13th, and found a

spring in the Barrow Range, which the party reached on the 14th,

in lat. 26” 3', long. 127' 23', near which we saw Mr. Giles’s horse-

tracks, hut he had not found or visited the spring. M e were now
in safety and in a good position. The country was much improved

;

fine ranges were visible ^to the east; and although spinifex was
apparently without end to the north and south, still to the east,

the direction we wished to go, looked veiy promising, and many
ranges ran in that direction. On the 15th left spring with

M’indich, party to follow on 16th. Found water in granite rock-

holes the first day. The Cavanagh Ranges looked very remarkable

to the east; on the 16th reached them, and found where 3Ir.

Giles had been camped for a long time at a most splendid spring,

in lat. 26^ 11', and long. 123' E. ; 3Ir, Gosses track was also

crossed. On the 17th the party arrived, and on the 18th we rested

at the spring. On the 20th we reached Skirmish Hill of 31r.

Gosse, having been obliged to abandon another horse. All the

water was diied up, hut we found a little by digging in the sand
about a mile from his camp. On the 21st again left with M’indich,

the party to follow on the 22nd. Reached Tomkinson Ranges; no
water at night. On the 22nd continued on ; horses knocked up

;

left them, and went on foot : tried south, and returned to where we
left our horses, late in the afternoon, without finding a drop of

water. Started again on foot to the north, and had not travelled

more than two miles when we discovered a fine running spring of

good water ; walked back, and brought our horses to it. J7ext

day (August 23rd) party arrived ; horses all knocked up, and two
left behind, with 1 50 lbs. of flour. M’indich and I started back on
foot, and brought the horses to camp, which we reached by sun-

down. Spring is in lat. 26^^ 15', long. 129” 20'. Rested here four

days. On the 27th left camp again with Windich, party to follow

oil 28th. The first day found a sj'ring, and another on the 2Sth.

Returned and met the partv, and took them to the water, in. lat.

26” 7'. On the olst we all moved forward together, and found
water in the 3Iann Ranges, in lat. 20 3’, long. 130^. From this

jioint we followed nearly along the homeward route of 3Ir. Gosse,

having, however, to search for water until wo got to the Musgrave
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Eanges, which we reached on September 4th. After this we ob-

tained water at many of his (Mr. Gosse’s) camps. Before l eaehing

the MnsgraNe Eanges we were short of water, and were obliged to

abandon another horse and 150 lbs. of flour. From the Mnsgrave

Eanges we struck the head of the Alberga, and followed it down to

the telegraph line, Avhich we reached on September 27th. On our

way down the river we abandoned another horse, and had consider-

able diiiiculty in procuring water. On the 28th we travelled down
the line towards the Peake Telegraph Station. On the 29th one of

our horses dropped down dead, just after we had saddled him. On
the 80th September we reached the Peake, where we leceived the

greatest kindness and attention. I reported our arrival to His

Excellency Governor Mnsgrave, and sent him a shoit account of

our join ney. The Chief Secretary has offered to assist us in any way,

and we are going to avail ourselves of some assistance in the way
of horses, as curs are all knocked up and scarcely able to travel.

After we reached long. 127^ we entered a much better country
;
and

all through the Tomkinson and Mnsgrave Eanges there is a large

extent of good countri-, hut it is not veiy wide, and spinifex appears

to extend far to the north and south. Although we haA^e I'een very

fortunate in being able to reach the telegraph line, I fear we have

not done so much reconnais.sanco woik as we might have done

had the season teen favouiable. Mo rain worth mentioning has

fallen; nor any feed, except a little of the oldest and driest descrip-

tion, that it is a mari-el how our horses kept alii-e at all. IVe have

had to walk in turns the Avholo way, even to the Peake
;

only

three of the horses were able to carry a man, and they were only

just able
;
to get them out of a slow walk was never thought of

latterly. If the season had been ditferent, even with the wretched

spinifex desert through n hich we passed, I believe we might have

been able to get farther north, hut all our attempts were ttnavailing,

and at last we were only too glad to be able to make in to Mr,

Gosse’s and Mr. Giles’s tracks. MThile we stuck in lat. 26' 11'

long. 128’ E., many hundreds of natives were seen, and they are

very numerous even in the woist spinifex country, in tvhieh much
game exists, d'hree times they attacked us, and we were obliged

tc fire on them. The first time fifty attacked us, and the third time
over one hundred, but we managed to drive them off, and some weie
wounded

; but, as far as we know, none wore killed. In the hist

instance M indich and I weie alone, and a spear came very cluse
between us. M e were out of meat, tea, and sugar, before reaching
the Peake, and bad been living over a month on damper and
water. Hoaltli of party has been very good, and everi'one conducted
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himself in an exemplary manner. I sincerely trust our endeavours

may meet with the approval of His Excellency the Governor.

Peake Station, Oct. 3rd ; and

Adelaide, Oct. 5th, 1S74.

The President explained that the paper just read was only a very brief

summary of Air. Forrest's aceotint of his ioumey. The detailed journal and
map would be published in the ‘ Journal ’ ot the Society. A letter had recently

been received from Air. Forrest, stating that he was on his way to England
and would arrive in the month of Alay, bringing his journal and map with
him. He had performed a very extraordinary journey under great difuculties,

and, although he had not succeeded in finding any land available for sheep-

runs, or other colonial purposes, he still deserv^ very well of the Geographical

Society and of all lovers of geography, for having been the first to traverse that

part 01 the Australian Continent. It was something, at least, to discover that

the country was not available for agiicultural or pastoral purposes, because
that would save further attempts at explorations in quite an impracticable

tract.

Sir GeobCtE Bowen (Governor of Tictoria) said, as an old Fellow of the

Society, he was very much gratified at finding himself once more at one of

the Aleetings. He had been sixteen years absent from England as Governor,
first of Queensland, then of Xew Zealand, and now of A'ictoria. A'ictoria was
the smallest in size, but the most important and richest of all the Australian
colonies, having a revenue of 4,o00,0l0?., which was much larger than that of

the kingdom of Portugal, twice as large as that of Denmark, three times as

large as that of Saxony ; a revenue, moreover, which was raised only in a
small degree by taxation. It was derived chieliy from the public l.tiids, and
from the State railways and waterwoiks. The taxation was only about the
same sum per head as in England, namely, about 2J. os . ;

and of the money
actualh' raised by taxation one-third was spent on public education, including
not only primary and secondary schools, but the University of Alelbourne,
and schools of mines, schools of design, schools of art, and other literary and
scientific institutions. AVhen he last had the honour of dining at the Geographical
Club, and attending a meeting of the Society sixteen years ago, just before he
went to Queensland, liis late lamenteil friend, Sir Eoderiek Alurcliison, was in

the Chair. He congratulated the Society on seeing the Chair now filled so

ably by a statesman as well as a geographer. In the words of A'ifgil,

“ Uno avulso non eleficit alter

Aureus, et sivuili froudescit virga metallo.’'

He had never been in AVestern Australia, except when he touched at King
George’s Sound in the steamer in passing to and fro from England, but the
two Alessrs. Forrest dined with him at Alelbourne just before he left. They
were in perfect health and condition, in spite of all the hardships which they
had undergone, and they were both in earnest hope of the recognition which
they were now receiving from the Iloyal Geograp'hical Society. Tlie fainting
heart of many an explorer in the wtids of Australia and in the deserts of
Africa had been cheered by the prospect of future recognition by this Society.
He had had no personal experience of the interior of AVestern Australia, but he
was for eight years Governor of Queensland; the position of which, on the
East Coast of Australia, corre.sjended with the piosition of AA’estern Australia on
the M e=t Coa.st. Ho wiiit to Queensland as the first Governor of the colony in
1S59, and Fir Ch.arles Xicholson (whom he was glad to see there that evening)
went with him as first President of the Council. Ou his arrival he found the
large and munificent sum of 7JJ. in the public chest; and some thief, sup-
I'osing, j

erhaps, that he had brought with him a sum of money to the colony.
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I'l'oke into the chest, and stole the Tic?, the first night he was there. During

his eight years’ administration in Queensland, that sum of Ti<,?. swelled into

an annual public revenue of 800,000?. hen Sir Charies Nicliolson and

himself first went to Brisbane, the only settlement between Brisbane and the

Gulf of Carpentatia was llockliampiton, about 500 miles to the north of Bris-

bane
; but, at file present time, there were settleineuts the whole way to Cape

York, 1200 miles further to the north ; and be hoped that M estern Australia

would similarly pirogress. Of courseM estem Australia had not the same great

resources in arable land, in land fit for suuar and for cotton, and in gold-field.-,

which Queensland possessed; but still YYesterii Aiistialia might follow the

csamjile of Queensland, and he hoped that, fiiteen years hence, some Governor

of M’estern Australia would be able to give as good an account of the ])rogress ot

that colony as he himself was able to give of the jirogress of Queensland. People

must not be deterred by the unpromising appearance which the interior of Aus-

tralia sometimes presented to a first explorer. There was a time W'hen every-

body said that Queensland was too hot for sheep, and now there were 11,000, C OO

of sheep in the colon}-. They must not, therefore, pimp to the conclusion that,

because a country ap'peared unpromising, .sheep would not flourish there. In

Queensland the flow of pastoral occupiatiou had gone on almost like the flow of

the tide. At the end of every year some 200 miles had been added to the

domains of Christianity and civilization ;
and in the course of five or six years

pastoial occupation had spread over the whole of that vast territory, three times

the size of the French empiie. Such were the triumphs of peaceful progress.

They were triumphs in which Englishmen might well rejoice, for they were

victories without pain or bloodshed. Their conquests were not over men,

but over nature : not for England only, but for all the world
;
not for this

generation simply, but for all posterity.

Jlr. Leake (Speaker of tlie Legislative Council of Western Australia) said

lie Lad on the pieviotis 8aturday receivcil a letter from Jlr. John Forrest,

dated from “ the high seas oft' Bombay,’’ in which he said, “To-morrow I Iiope

to land there, and I am on my way to England. I shall, therefore, tiavel

through Egypt, staying there about a week, but I hope to be in England very

nearly as soon as this letter.’’ Mr. John Forrest was a native of Western
Australia, and when he arrived in this country he (3Ir. Leake) lioped to be able

to give him the benefit of his own three weeks' experience in England. When he

heard that Mr. Forrest was so near this country, he called upon the Geographical

Society to inform them of the fact, and he had hoped that it would have been his

jirivikge and honour to introduce Mr. Fon cst to tiie Society. The late Guvei nor

of Western Australia, his Excelleucy Governor Weld, now Governor of Tas-

mania, was a man of liberal views. It was he who had sent hir. Forrest across

South -Australia from King George’s Sound
;
and it was Governor M'eld who,

with the approval of the Government of "Western Australia, seut this expe-

rienced explorer on his late expedition. The party started from Perth over-

land to Champion Bay, Mr. F'oirest himself going by Sea. Hi.s instructions

Were to examine the heads of the Murchison and the Gascoigne, and mure jiar-

ticularly to try and discover any territory which might tend to the good of

YVestei u Australia. Forrest had done all he could to carry out his orders
;

but he was not able to get far north, though he had gone through nearly the very
Centre of Australia to the Peake Station m South Au.stralia. He (Mr. Leake)
was one of those who had the honour to receive Colonel Wai burton on his
return after his adventurous journey acroi^s the continent, ami he had heard
Colonel A\ avburton say that he doubted very much indeed if Forrest would ever
be able to get through -nitii boises, and that be himself would never have
succeeded it it bad not been for Lis camels. Mr. Jolm Forrest’s party con-
si.-teii of himself, his brother, a tarriei, a pioliceiuan, and two natives, and
ho made his journey through with horses, accomplishing that which Colonel
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Warburtoji looked upon as an impossibility. He (Mr. Leake) had had toe

pleasure of knowing most of the explorers in Australia. He had known
the Gregorys, Mr. Austin, Colonel dVarburton, Sir George Grej', and otliLT^;.

dVhen John Forrest arrived in South Australia he received an ovation that had
scarcely been equalled even by that which was gi^'en in that loyal colony to

loyalty. He was met by more than 20,000 peopde. He was feted in every way.

Tiieatres were under the distinguished patronage of Mr. John Forrest, and
foundation stones were laid by Mr. John Forrest; but John Forrest remained

John FoiTest still. He returned to M'estern Australia the same kindly,

humble-minded man that he left it. The Geograiihical Society would find

that John Forrest was a cool, practical adventurer, whom tiny would do
themselves good to honour. The Society had given Colonel M'aihurton its

gold medal
;
and before he left England he trusted that John Forrest would

also receive the gold medal.
A Fellow asked how the natives managed to live in the country through

which Mr. Forrest had travelled ?

The Peesibext said that the natives exi.sted in exactly the same way
as Mr. Forrest and Colonel 'Warbuiton existed, but they were acquainted
with the water which European travellers had to discover by accident. Un-
doubtedly there was water m the country in small quantities, and at consider-

able intervals, and in secluded spots. The natives were acquainted with those

spots, but such travelleis as Mr. Forrest and Colonel M'aiburton had to find

them out for themselves. Colonel UVarburton had stated that by following

the tracks of the natives he was frequently enabled to find water, and there

could be no doubt that Mr. Forrest had adopted the same plan. The southern
part of Western Australia was being sporaiiicaliy colonised as there were
found certain portions available for colonisation. It was not known whether
similar spots existed larther to the north. He hoped that during the pre.scnt

session the Society would have the advantage of seeing Mr. Forrest, and heal-

ing from him personally the results of his own observations in the country.

2 .—Journeij f-ou the Pangani, via Wadigo, to Monihasa.

By the Hev. Charles Mew.
Jlornbasa, Ea^t Africa,

3, 1S74.

Since my return to Eastern Africa I have accomplished a journey

from the Eiver Pangani through LAamhaia onwaids, by way of

the ll’asegeju and Wadigo, to Mombasa, and I have a few notes

thereon which I think it may ho worth while to comimmicate.

Tuga has been visited before by Krapf, Erhardt, and, more
lately, by Allingtim ; Hurtou and Speke made their way in com-
pany to the outskirts of the Usambara country, diust of these

gentlemen having 5yritten something upon the subject, I may not

have am-thing very new to say ; hut I think it may, nevertheless,

be worth while to remind you, jiarticulurlj- at this time, that there

is such a country in existence. If East Africa is to become a

free country, every foot of land, especially near the coast, will

acquire a value hitherto unknown, hut Usambara possesses many
characteristics which will make it particularly important.
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The Pangani is a large bocp' of "(vater. The bants are loiv, but,

judging from the abundant vegetation, very fertile. The Aiabs and
IVasuahili are cultivating them on both sides, and, of course, bj'

slave-labour. P^pon these productive districts I fear the Arabs,

finding they cannot get slaves at Zanzibar, Pemba, Ac., vill come
and establish themselves. Here there is nothing to prevent them
getting any number of slaves ; so that the effect of the late treaty

with the Sultan of Zanzibar will be just to remove slavery from
one place to another, from the islands to the mainland. I cannot

help thinking that if slavery itself be not rooted out, the above

•result, with very disastrous consequences, will take place very

largely.

The Pangani cannot be ascended above Tongue on account of falls,

which are reported as being very fine and the roar of whose waters

at the distance of a couple of miles, I can testify, falls like low
thunder upon the ear.

Two marches from Tongue brought us to the south-western foot

of the Usambara bills ; the Euvu, as I must now call the river,

being very near on the left. Beyond this the river splits up into

many parts, foiming a kind of irregular chain-work, a number of
small islands being the result. Upon these islands the '\Yasegua

have built their ^illages, thus sccuiing themselves against the
attacks of the Hasai, who, hold as they are, hesitate to pursue their

Itrey across deep water
;
and numerous as the divisions in the river

are about here, they, nevertheless, form deep moats, or rush by in
broad, strong, and really dangerous torrents, sometimes surrounding
the villages two and three-fold.

The Y asegua are a numerous, interesting, and well-to-do people,
following both pastoral and agricultural pursuits. The semi-civili-

zation of the coast has had much more influence upon them than
upon the Y anika, for instance, and their original garb and arms
have been thrown aside for the dress and musket of the AVasuahili.

1 he pre.sence, tuo, of an abundant supply of water seems to have
suggested to them the iwopiiety of washing themselves and clothes,
.so that, for East Afiica, they are clean people. But we must not
be hard upon the less clean, for it frequently happens that in such
cases there is a scarcity of water, and the people therefore use oil
as a substitute.

The AVasegua occupy the district lying between the coast people
and the Euvu on the one hand, and the AA'asagara and AA’anuo-u on
the other.

°

On our sixth stage (they were short ones) from Tongue w'e reached
- akuyuni (Among the Sycamores). Here we halted, in order to
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send niessen2:ers to tlie cliiefs Samboja and Kimweri, and to inform

them of our desire to visit them.

On the third day after ve heard from Samhoja, to the effect that

he would meet us at IMomho, a village about midway between Vuga
and his own residence, for maneno (palaver).

Complying with this arrangement, we proceeded to llombo, and

found Samhoja seated outside a pooily stockaded village, beneath a

large tamarind-tree, and surrounded by about 300 of the wildest-

loobing fellows I ever saw ;
every man armed with a flint-musket,

and most with a sword of some sort.

I was surprised to find Samhoja in appearance and dress an Arab :

with white kanzu, IJack surtout braided over the shoulders with

tinsel, coloured girdle and turban, swoid and dagger mounted in

silver, an oblong case of silver like a large snuff-box, and stuffed

with charms, at his breast, he presented a great contrast to his

poorly-clad brigand-like followers. I expected to have met a tall,

fine, black, shaggy, fierce, lion-like sort of man
;
yet here was a

short, stooping, yellow, haggard, tame-looking fellow, not at all im-

posing or impressive at first sight. But I soon found that, with a

high nervous temperament, he was sharp, short, active, energetic,

and resolute. I told him my errand, whereupon he said in sub-

stance :
—“Yery well. But you can’t go to Yuga

;
you can't see

Kimweri, my son ; you may follow me to Masinde. Give me any
present j'ou have for the King, and I will then see you safe out of the

country.” This was .'aid with a cool decision which I could not

mistake. I saw he was afraid that, having come to him through

one portion of his foes, I might have some secret understanding

with them. I yielded to him for the time, and went to Masinde,

situate upon the north-west slopes of the mountains. The end of

this was that I was enabled to disabuse Samboja of all suspicion, and

be consented to do my utmost wish.

The way to Yuga from 3Iisinde was in a backward course S.E.,

and the march between tlie two places turned out to be a very hard

day’s work. Midway between the places we faced the mountain’s

side and began the ascent. It was extremely stift' climbing, and
for the men and their loads it was cruel work. Up. up, up, then

down and up, for three hours, we at length a
2
‘>proached Yuga

; hut,

instead of being led into the town, were taken round to a small

Irani on the other side of it, and told that tJtaf was to be our place

of a’uode.

I uga is built u^ton the veiA- topi of a rounded peak, some 4700 feet,

by aneroid barometer, above the level of the sea. It compirises be-

tween two and three hundred, .small cone-shaped huts, plastered
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with mud within and thatched without, hut room for them all is

only found by hewing out ledges from the sides of the peak. The

town 3s entirely without defences, except those of a natural kind.

Valleys di op to great depths on all sides of it, and it can only be

reached by the steepest acclivities. The prospect it commands is

verv fine. There are mountain peaks, the loftiest of which cannot

be less than 700d feet above the sea-level; these present every

variety of shape ;
there are ridges upon ridges, rising one above

another till lost in the clouds; there are rocks and crags and

“ threatening steeps ” ad infinitum

;

there are enormous valleys,

gloomv ravines, and glens as romantic as Glencoe ; there are daik

majestic forests, compact woods, wildernesses of brown jungle, ex-

panses of tall, waving grass, beautiful slopes of short, green turf,

and eveiywhere patches of cultivated land, fresh and veulant as

an Eden
;
brooks, and streams, and torrents trickle and murmur,

tumble and splash and roar on all sides. The morning-dawns are often

gloomy, hut are sometimes very fine, particularly from the elevated

spots when the clouds and mists are below you, lit up hy the sun,

and rolled by the w’ind in all manner of fantastic shapes ;
the sun-

sets are often gorgeous, and the play of colour, light, and shade upon

clouds, mountains, and valleys, such as no pen could describe or

brush depict. Such is the kind of scenery which passes before the

eye, as in a grand panorama, during the course of a single day’s

ramble among the mountains of L’sambara, Justice has not boon

done to this south-eastern Abyssinia, and I cannot hope to do more

thin just call attention to some of i:s leading features and really

remaikable beauty.

Among the picturesque beauties of the neighbourhood of

Esambara perhaps I ought to mention the presence of a lake at a

short day's march north-west of Masinde, From the accounts of

the natives it is about nine miles iu length and one-third, or less

than one-third of that in breadth, I saw it both from Masinde and

fiom the heights of Vuga. I had never heard of this lake before.

It is called Mangu, It derives its water.s from the north-western

portion of Usambara Mountains, and sends olf its siirjilus by the

Mkoinazi into the Kuiu.

The soil in the neighbourhood of Vuga, and indeed almost

everywheie, is a deep red; and the rocks—ciojiping out of the

mountain sides, crowning the highest peaks, and lying iu the beds

of most torrents—are granitic and quartzoso. But the stream,
taking its course round the north side of Vuga, flows over beds of

sandstone. Coal is said to have been sent frem Usambara to Zan-
zibar, but, though I tried hard, I did not succeed in obtaining a
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specimen. Tlie natives bronglit me charcoal, bearing evidence,

however, of its having been dug from beneath the sui face. 1 hey

insisted, however, that bond fide steam-ship coal, as they called it,

from the assurances of the Wasuahili, did exist in their country.

The soil is evidently very fertile, and from the constant accumu-

lation of clouds and frequent rains never suffers from drought.

Almost anything might be raised here. A basket of fine ginger was

sent me by the king- : it grows wild, and the natives cultivate it

for their own use. At present plantains and Indian curn are the

staple articles cultivated and consumed hy the IVasamhara. The

coco-nut palm they will not cultivate, on account of a .superstitious

belief that wherever that useful tree is planted their enemies will

prevail.

The climate during my stay at Vnga, with the exception now and

then of a few hours at midday, was delightfully cool, the tem-

j-ierature being below the malai'ia-genei ating point : so that I

should say the country presents all the advantages of a .“anatarium

to the future civilisers of East Africa. Sometimes we had the

bright, clear, cool, early spring weather of home; but sometimes it

was more like our September.

I'he population of U-sambara is not large, and appears to he

becoming less and le.^^s. Tlio country is in a far le.ss flourishing

state in this re.'pect than it was at the time of Dr. Krapfs visit.

Thi.s is owing to the intestine feuds which have rent the people

into factions ever since the death of Kimweri the Great. Almo.st

every son of the old man—and he had many—seems to have

thought his claim to succeed his father equally good ; each managed

to secure some friends and supporter.s, so, throwing themselves

headlong at each other, they have dashed themselves to pieces.

Evidences of more flourishing days, larger population and con-

siderable possessions in herds and flock.s, meet you everywhere—in

vacant villages, in wi!derne^^es that once were jdantations, and

in broad, well-made paths, judiciously cariied round instead of over

the mountains, now wholly neglected and altogether impassable.

The people of former days, as compared with those of the present

time, were not only more numerous and well-to-do, hut they were

much more clever, enterprising, and energetic. ar has had not a

little to do in producing this result. But, to go further, the sup230sed

advantages of war have been its jtei jietuution. Xo doubt love

of victory and love of jtower are elements in this case; but love of

money—greed of gain— has not been a minor consideration. A\ ell,

in almo.st every battle some will he taken prisoners, and the

existence of slaverij itjton the coast makes these a valuable acqui-
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sition. They cun he sold—turned into ready money—whateyer the

people care for most ; so that slavery has not a little to do, even

from this standpoint, with the continuance of these q^narrels which

have so long torn Africa to pieces.

The present people of Usamhara may he said to comprise three

clLtinct tribes or i aces. The ’\Ysihilinde, who are the ruling section ;

the TVamhtigti, who look more like naturalised subjects from other

part^
;
and the dVasambara themselves, who are the aborigines.

The dVakilincle appear to me to be of Arab origin, their forefathers

having obiained supremacy at an early period. The ITambugu

look not unlike degenerate IVakitavi, who, driven to I'sambara for

refuge by their foes, have, in the course oftime, lost their language,

and become assimilated to the people with whom they are living,

in everything but an unalterable phj'sique and a few incorrigible

manners and customs. The dVasamhara are just what you would

exjoect to find the aborigines of sttch a countiy to be. Kimweri
claimed relationship with the people of Chaga, and this would

rather support than militate against my theoiy. The two peoples

are in manj' respects very similar ; for instance, in their love of

hills, in their form of government, and in their physical con-

formation. I’hese, however, are only suggestions rather than

authoritative data upon the subject.

After a stay of more than a week at Tuga, during which time I

was treated with the most generous hospitality hy the young king

Kimweri, whose chief request in return was that I would obtain for

him about a scoie of cannon and a number of men to make gun-

powder for him, I took ray leave of the place. I cut across the

mountains in a north-easterly direction, passed up fi.ne valleys more

than -1000 feet above the level of the sea, ascended ridges and peaks

more than 6000 feet in height, and descended to the plain on the

uorthern side of the block. dVe were five days in doing this, and

though we did not travel all day, such was the severity of the task

that my men, who were not novices in African travel, said they

were never so worn out in their lives.

Onr way now ran in a somewhat ont-of-the-way course, at first

towards Buiti, in the country of the IVasegeju, then in a direct line

through the low hinds of theWadigo to Mombasa, which we reached

in forty-five days after our departure from Zanzibar.

Colonel Geaxt said he knew Mr. Kew personally, and was sure the Society
would miss very rnucli the aJmiiable remarks that he was accustomed to

send home. He was the only person who had ever ascended as far as the per-
petual snows on Kiliina->>'iaio, and his recent journey was a very interesting
one, as it showed that theie ttas a very fertile region in that part of Africa,
and also that there was a great field for missionaries. He hoped that some
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one would be found to succeed Mni wlio would be able do as mucli as Mr. New
bad in tbe way of extending; geograibical knowledge. Mr. WakefiL-ld, avbo

was still at Mombas, was also a great geograyber. He had been longer in tbe

country than Mr. New, and was equally well acquainted with tbe languages.

He, too, bad on several occa.sions sent home accounts of routes that he bad
learned from natives who bad been far to tbe westward

;
and these routes bad

been published in tbe ‘ Journal’ of tbe Society, forming very valuable addi-

tions to tbe geographical knowledge of that part of the world.

The Peesidext read tbe following letter that bad been received from tbo
Eev. Mr. dVakefield on tbe subject Mr. New's death ;

—

“ Mr DEAB Me. Bates, Elbe, East Africa, Marcii 1 1th, 1S75.

“ I have very sad news : i:oor Mr. New is dead ! He died in Durfima,

only a short distance from here, on the lltli of la^t mouth, on bis way from
Chaga to tbe coast. He seems to have bad a very severe and prolonged

attack of dysentery. The journey, too, was evidently veiy harassing and
fatiguing. I was quite shocked when I first beard the news of bis illness,

for he wrote me a note only a few hours before be died
;
and I did not know

that be was anywhere in the neighbourhood. I hastened at once to his relief,

with medicine, wine, provisions, iSrc., but only in time to biing the corpse to

the station for burial.
“ His notes, instruments, and other property, have all come safely to hand.
“ I wish I could write you more largely, but it is midnight, and I am wearied

out with writing letters on this s.id subject.

“ In haste, believe me very sincerely yours,
“ Thomas M'akei-'eld.”

The Pbesidext added that tbe route that Mr. New followed from the coast
to A^nga, the chief town of Usambara, was very much the same as that fol-

lowed by Burton and Speke in ItiST ; but the continuation of the route to
Mombas was through an eutircly new country.

Mr. Hctchixson, after remarking that the route from A’uga to Mombasa had,

he thought, been traversed by Dr. Krapf, said that the Church Missionary

Society, with which he was connected, had a mission at Kisulidini, and on Sun-
day, tbe lith of February, a letter was brought in to the misoioiiaiy, Mr. Price,

from Mr. New, stating that he was returning from the Chaga country,

and was in a very weak state, suffering from fever, diarrhcea, and dysentery,

and asking for help. Provisions and a palanquiu were instantly sent to him,
but he was dead before they rc.iched him. The Mission was established by
Dr. Krapf, on bis return to Africa in 1S05, and very much had been looked
for from the explorations of Mr. New, who had been endeavouring to penetrate
to Kilima-Njaro

;
one of his objects being to ascertain if there were in tbe

uplands of the Chaga country any places that might be used as sanataria.

His effects were being brougbt home to England by two missionaries, one of
whom was Mr. Piebmanii, who, with Dr. Krapf, had discovered Kilima-Njaro.
The President expressed tbe decqi sympathy of the meeting with Mr.

New's family, with the Missionary Society to which he belonged, and with
the Geogiaphical world at large, in the great loss that had been sustained by
Mr. New's untimely death. He piromised to be a most useful member of the
Missionary Society and an ornament to the Geographical Society, of which
he had lately been made an honuraiy member.

The President then read the following communication from Colonel Gor-
don, of the Egyptian Expedition in Central Africa :

—
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3.—Report on the Nile above Gondohoro beticeen Regiaf and Biijli. By
J. Kemi', of tlie Egyptian Expedition under Colonel Goupon.

1. Regiaf to Kija River, 42 miles.—Country open, rocky and

undulating, intersected by many mountain-streams. Many large

trees.

It is tliickly populated by tbe Bari tribe, tvlio cultivate it to a

large extent, and otvn large herds of cattle, whicli they object to

sell.

The 1st cataract is 12 miles from Begiaf.

The 2nd one ive saiv at the mouth of the Kya Eiver.

2. Kya River .—The Kya is a good-sized river flotving from the

west. The Arabs and natives say it rises in the Kuku Moun-
tains. IVidth about 70 to 80 yards; depth in dry season, 3 to 4

feet ; in rainy season, 10 to 12 in parts. Five miles from where it

joins the Kile is a fall 50 or 60 feet high. Up to this the bed is

veiy rocky, and the banks are steep and covered with large rocks.

Beyond that the count! y gets flat, but the river is still rocky as far

as we were able to see.

3. Kya to Dnfli, 02 miles.—After leaving the Kya Eiver the

ootmtiy is much the same as on the north of it, but more undu-

lating and rocky, and with fewer streams.

forty miles from the Kya we came to Mount Lahore on the east

liank.

Twenty miles further on, another range of hills shelved down to

the Kile on the east Itank. On the west side the Kuku hills, which
had heen drawing nearer to the river, were now parallel with and

only a few miles distant from it. From this point the mountains

on both sides of the river run parallel with it to the head of the

cataracts, a distance of about o't miles.

The range on the east bank runs right dou-n to the river, that on

the west is separated from it by a narrow strip of land covered with
high grass and pricklj- trees, very rocky, uninhabited, and unculti-

vated. The natives say theie is only one path.

4. Diifli.—-At Dufli the hills on both hanks drop abruptly. From
the first view of the Kile, on coming out of the high grass, there is

little doubt that the cataracts are passed. As far as one can see,

theie extends a fiat barren-looking country, covered with palms and
a few other larger trees.
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The Phesidext added that Mr. Kemii had heen engaged in superintending

the conveyance of sections of two vessels past these obstructions, and in

putting them together at Duffi, whence it was supposed the river would be

navigable up to its outlet from Albert Xyanza. The latest intelligence from

Colonel Grordon was, unfortunately, not so encouraging as that received in

January last. Air. Kemp had fallen ill, and was preparing to leave for Cairo.

Air. Linant, who had been preparing to visit King Alteea, by way of the

Somerset Nile, in a steamer, was* also invalided. The young engineer ofncers,

Alessrs. AVatson and Chippendale, were also both ill, and had heen obliged to

descend from Eegiaf to Colonel Gordon’s head-quai ters at Lardo ;
happily, at

the latest dates, they were both reported better. These untoward events had

delayed the piojected expedition to Albert Nyanza, and Colonel Gordon con-

sidered that there would be a risk of further illness to the young ofncers in

such a journey, as he believed the country between Ibrahimeya and the lake

was marshy. But the Society might be quite sure, fiom what it knew of

Colonel Gordon's character, tli.it he would not give in unless he was absolutely

compelled to do so ;
and it appeared, from a letter from his brother to Colonel

Grant, that if other means failed, he was determined to go himself and launch

his boat upon the lake. He had been joined by Air. Alamo, of the A'leuna

Geographical Society, who knows the country well, and was going to the

western side of Lake Albert Nyanza. Air. Alamo was an experienced African

traveller, so that his co-operation with Colonel Gordon would be very valu-

able. -An African exploring expedition was on the jxiint of starting from

Italy, intending to proceed to Shoa, thence thiough the Galla country, and
past Alount Kenia, towards the A'ictoria Nyanza. It was an exceedingly

difScult line of country, but the promoters of the expedition were very con-

fident of success. AA'ithin the last week an offer h.ad been received fiom a

gentleman attached to one of the Egyptian expeditions to Dafur, to com-
municate to the lloyal Geographical Society' such iufoimation as he could

obtain on the route. The prospects of geogiapLy in Africa were, therefore,

very encouraadng, so many difl'erent exploratory pat ties all converging upon the

great Lake region.

Colonel Giiaxt sai'l no previous traveller had been up the side of the river

which Air. Kcnip had visited
;
and the discovery of a new river upon the left

bank was a fresh addition to the geographical knowledge of the country.

Colonel Gordon, in his last letter to him, mentioned that he had met with

great difficulty in getting the sections of his boat up to the west of the river

above the cataracts. The natives would not sell any of their cattle, nor asdst

ill conveying the boat up the river. He had, however, organised a corps of

coolies for the purpose, and, with their assistance, hoped that Air. CLipiendale
would be exploring the Albert Nyanza vitbiti the next six months. Several

deaths had occurred in bis camp ;
and he himself, with his assistants. Air,

AVatson and Air. Chippendale, h.ad all suffered severely from affection of the

liver, fever and dysentery'. It was reported that Air. AA’atson was coming
Lome invalided, and that Cliipiendale bad quite recovered. He had the

utmost confidence in Colonel Guidon, and had no doubt that he would succeed,

in his undertaking if Lis health was spared.

In answer to a question.

The PresIDExt said the latest news from Cameron was dated Alay 19th,
1874. The Sultan of Zanzibar had withdrawn his protection of Unyanyenibe,
and the native chiefs, Alirambo and his friends, were now paramount.
AA hether that would facilitate or obstruct the traffic between the coast and
Tanganyika remained to be seen. Some people were of opinion that the
change would be rather advantageous than otherwise.
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Eleventh Meeting, Agjrll 26th, 1875.

Majoe-Gexeeal Sir HEXET C. EAWLIXSOX, e.c.b., Peesidest,

in the Chair.

Elections.—A. S. de Beaumont, Esq.; N. B. Dennys, Esq. ; Oscar

Dich-son, Esq. ; Charles Ebden, Esq., b.a.
;

Charles Walter Everard,

Es;.; James Grignon, Esq. (H.il. Consul at Eiga) ;
Josejjh Hoicard,

Esq.; Lord Inverurie; Bdbert Jardlne, Esq.

;

Al. Johnston, Esq.; J. S,

Lister, Esq. ; Bev. P. F. Swann, ii.A.

Peesentations.—A. W. Sadgrove, Esvq. ; J. A. Shertcldy, Esq.

;

Cajjt. J. G. Shanks.

Donations to the Libeaey, April 13th to 26th, 1875.—The
Thermal Paths to the Pole, &e. ; hy Silas Bent, 1872 (Jl. S. Fife,

Esq). Eejang Manuscripts on Bamboo; by J. Park Harrison, 1875

'IAuthor). Eeport of the Permanent Committee of the first Meteoro-

logical Congress at Vienna for the year 1874 (The Meteorological

Committee). Selections from the EecorJs of the Bombay Govem-
ment

; Xo. CXLVI., new series (The India Office). Eotomahana,

and the Boiling Springs of Xew Zealand
:
photographic views, by

D. L. Mundj-, with notes by F. vou Hochstetter, 1875 (D, L.

Mtindy, Esq. ). Publications of the Cracow Physiographical Society,

vols. 2-S (1868-74), and ‘ W'ykaz zdrojowisk Lekaiskich Galicyi i

Bukowiny ’

; by T. Zehrawski, 1802 (The Society). The Armed
Strength of Denmark ; by Captain IV. S. Cooke, 1874 (27ie Tojjo-

jraqjhical Branch, Quarter-Master General's Dejiartment). Statistics

of Fiiendly Societies for 1873; Victoria, 1874 (T/<e Australian

Government). And the current issues of corresponding Societies, &c.

Donations to the Maf-room .since the last Council Melting of

Ait’.il 12th, 1875.—47 sheets of the Survey of India [Her Majesty's

Secretary of State fur India, in Council). 24 sheets of the Ordnance

Survey, on v.rrious scales (through Sir Henrg James, r,.i;.. Director).

10 sheets of the Topographical Atlas of Denmark (through the Danish

Minister, General J. de Buloic).

The following paper was read ;

—

Travels in Great Tibet, and Trade between Tibet and Bengal. By
C. E. Markiiaai, c.e., F.K.S., Secretary e.g.s.

(JF all the regions which remain to he explored, and fully brought

to the knowledge of geographers, that of Great Tibet is among
the least known and the most important. Until to-night no

2 2
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account of this region, derived from the personal observation of an

actual traveller, has been submitted to a Meeting of this Society,

with the siTigle exception of that of the Pundit who was sent by

Colonel Montgomerie to Lhasa in 1865. It is indeed to that dis-

tinguished officer that we owe all our recent knowledge of Great

Tibet ; and one of the main objects of the present paper is to

furnish some account of two more recent journeys which have been

made in Tibet by Colonel Montgomerie’s emissaries. But I am also

able to bring to your notice the work of two Englishmen who
explored portions of Great Tibet manj' years ago. The results of

their labours have remained hidden in forgotten manuscripts until

now
; and as no European has since followed exactly in their foot-

steps, and they are consequenth^ still the most recent European

explorers of this region, their narratives continue to be as valuable

and as interesting as if they had been written this year. The first

of these forgotten explorers is Mr. George Bogle, who was sent by
WaiTen Hastings to the Court of the Teshu Lama just a century

ago. The second is Mr. Thomas Manning, a private traveller, who
reached Tibet in 1812, and is the only Englishman who has ever

visited its capital—Lhasa. Bogle and Manning are the only two
Englishmen who have ever crossed the Tsampu.

It is nece.ssary that I should first define the limits of the region

to which the name of Great or Central Tibet applies. Our general

knowledge of that country is still derived from the work of

Du Halde and from the old maps of D’Anville, published 130 years

ago, and based upon the famous survej' of the Chinese Empire
undertaken in the reign of Kang-hi, and commenced in 170S.

Tibet was surveyed by two Lamas, who had been instructed and

trained by Fere Piegis and other Jesuits at Peking. Their map
extended from Sining to the source of the Ganges, and, when it

was delivered into the hands of the Jesuit missionaries at Peking

in 1717, it was found sufficiently accurate and consistent to enable

them to construct from it a map of Tibet, from which D’Anville

compiled those which still form the basis of modem delineations of

the country.

But although the survey of Tibet was executed by native Lamas,
the country was visited by Jesuit missionaries in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries. In 1661 Fathers Giuebei' and Dorville

set out from Peking, and reached Lhasa after a perilous journey of
six months, and they eventually crossed a formidable pass into

Nepal, and arrived safely at Agra. It is said also, that two other

missionaries, named Hippolito Desideri and Manoel Freyre, set out
fiom Goa in 1714, and reached Lhasa two years afterwards. But
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their narrative, after leaving- Ladak, breaks off abruptly. Father

Hoiazio cle la Penna, vith eleven companions, has, however, a

stronger claim to be remembered. He went from Peking to Lhasa

in about 1717, at the very time when the Lama suivejors were at

woik
;
and, after remaining 30 years in Tibet, he died at Patan in

Xepal, in 1747. The results of his labours, including much his-

torical information, were published at Pome by Father Georgi, in

1762, including a Tibetan grammar; and this is the only source

from which we derive some knowledge of the succession of the early

Kings of Tibet.

It is from these, and less accessible Chinese sources, that Klap-

roth, Csoma de Kbros, Hodson, and Henrj- Strachey, were enabled to

define the limits and political divisions, and to give us a general

idea of the topography of Tibet.

This most interesting region consists of the elevated plateau in

rear of the first great chain of the Himalayas, which overhang the

the Gaugetic Yalley ; and Central or Great’ Tibet is that portion

which is watered by the Tsampu, or the Brahmaputra in its upper

course, and its tributaries. Tibet is divided into four great pro-

vinces ; namely Kam, or Eastern Tibet, of which we know little or

nothing, but which is believed to be cut up into deej) gorges by the

upper courses of the Yang-tse, the Cambodia, the Salwcn, and the

Irrawadi ; Ari, or Western Tibet, which has been pretty thoroughly

e.xplored by our surveying parties ; and tlie two provinces of U and
Tsanrj, called Ufsang, which form Great Tibet. The latter region

is bounded on the west by the diarian-la, and the mighty Kailas or

Gaugdisri Mountain overlooking the sources of the Ganges and the

Sutlej; on the south by the outer lange of the Himalayas facing

the Gangetic Valley, and containing the loftiest peaks in the world ;

and on the north by another lofty range, called by Hodgson the

Nijenclilien-tlidngla chain, which separates the country of villages

and cultivation from the nomadic hordes on the still loftier plateau

of lacustrine drainage between that chain and the Kuen-lun. The
eastern boundary of Utsang, or Great Tibet, is not so clear. It can be

ascertained by a scrutiny of the lists of towns given by Klaproth

and D’Anville as situated in the provinces of Tsang and U, and of

Kam or Eastern Tibet respectively, and by drawing a line of sepa-

ration between them. Such a line places the eastern boundary of

Cireat Tibet along the Eiver Kenpu or Dihong, and includes the

whole course of the Tsampu or Brahmaputra above the outer Hima-
layas within it. Great Tibet, or the two provinces of Hand Tsang,

thus has an extent of about 750 by 250 miles, and is a region the

inhabited parts of which are from 10,000 to 14,()00 feet above the
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sea, bounded by lofty ranges to tlie north and south, 'U'ith an inner

range traversing it, and separating the n-atershed of the Ganges

from that of the Sainpn. It thus has two systems of drainage.

The Sampu, or Brahmaputra, traverses the whole region from west

to east, and receives tributaries from the Xj-enchhen-thangla Eange

on the north, and the northern slopes of the Himalayan outer and

inner chains on the south. The rivers which rise between the

inner and outer ranges of the Himalayas either flow, like the Arun

(Kosi) and the Lopra-cachu^ of D’Anville, through gorges in the

outer chain to Bengal into the Tsampu, or into lakes between the

two chains.

This grand plateau may in some respects he likened to the Collao

of Peru Ij'ing between the maritime and eastern cordilleras of

the Andes. Both sustain great flocks and herds ;
and in both a

similar ruminant is used as the beasts of burden, the llama in Pera,

and the sheep in Tibet. In Peni the Lake Titicaca, at 12,000 feet

above the sea, is used as a means of communication by a line of

steamers ;
in Tibet the Tsampu is a fluvial highway for merchants

and their goods, also at a height of 12,000 feet above the sea; Tibet

and the Collao of Peru alike abound in the precious metals, in salt

and boras, hut Tibet is more difficult of access. On one side the

Collao has the maritime cordillera with passes leading to the Pacific

coast, on the other the auriferous range of the Eastern Andes ovei -

looking the rich alluvial plains of the Amazon. Great Tibet is

more isolated. To the south the mighty range of the outer

Himalaya can only be traversed by passes of extreme difficulty,

and which are closed by snow during part of the year ; while to

the north a still more formidable journey over snow-clad plateaux

and through fearful mountain gorges, which occupies several months,

awaits the traveller who would pass from Tibet to Chin.a.

The people of Great Tibet, and their priestly rulers, have a

strong claim upon the attention of European incjuircrs. It is to

Chinese c.xclusive policy, and not to the Tibetans, that our igno-

rance of their ci untry is due. In former days the intercourse

between Bengal and Tibet was fref[nent and unchecked. The
Tibetans are of Chinese race, and their language is allied to

Burmese : hut their Buddhist religion, their extensive literature,

their written character, and their prevailing modes of thought, are

all derived from India, and prove that for centuries there must
have been an uninterrupted ebb and flow of commerce tlirough the
now closed pas.ses of the outer Himalayan range. The monasteiies

* Sliubanslii, in Assam.
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in every part of Tibet, even the most inaccessible, vitb tbeir

armies of monks, the innumerable banners and monuments on

every pass, all point to ideas 'u'bicb bad tbeir origin and long-

prevailed in tbe valley of tbe Ganges. Tbe belief -wbicb forms

the basis of Tibetan polity is of Indian origin too, and tbe Dalai

Lama himself is an incarnation, in a certain sense, of a Hindu

prince, the holy and sinless Sabyamuni. More strictly be is tbe

incarnate Bodbisattva Padmapani, or Avalokitesvara, tbe heavenly

representative of Sakyamuni. Tbe Dalai Lama is tbe ruler of tbe

province of LI, ivitb bis capital at Lhasa ; but an equally sacred

incarnation rules over tbe Province of Tsang, namely, tbe Tesbu

Lama, -n-hose capital is at Sbigafze, and -v^'bo resides in tbe adjacent

palace of Tesbu-lumpo. Tbe Tesbu Lama is an incarnation of tbe

great Tibetan reformer Tsonbbapa, who flourished in tbe four-

teenth century. Tbe Tsampu River has been described as tbe

boundary between tbe two pro-rinces of tbe Dalai and the Tesbu

Lamas, L* being to the north and Tsang to tbe south. But this is

not exactly correct. Bogle mentions Cban-nam-ling and other to-wns

north of tbe Tsampu as part of Tsang, -while an examination of tbe

lists of towns given by Klaproth and D'Anville shows that several

towns reckoned as being within tbe province of I' are south of tbe

great river.

Tbe Lamas say that the intercourse bet-iveen Bengal and Tibet

fell off after the Muhammadan conquests in India, and it was still

further interrupted by Chinese interference, and by tbe turbulent

ebiefships of Kepal and Bhutan on tbe outer slojres of the Himalayas.

But there was nothing in tbe state of affairs to prevent a renewal

of tbe old intercourse between Bengal and Tibet, and tbe establish-

ment of friendly commercial relations, and this was perceived by

tbe great statesman who established and consolidated our Indian

Empire. IVarren Hastings, tbe first Governor-General, and tbe

only one whose name is a household -n'ord among tbe natives of

India, lost no opportunity of extending tbe influence of tbe East

India Company, and improving the condition of tbe people under

bis rule. Kot tbe least important of bis measures was tbe re-

establishment of direct intercourse with Tibet, on occasion of tbe

mediation of tbe Tesbu Lama after tbe Bhutan Mar. He resolved

to despatch an envoy across tbe Himalaya, one on whose abilities

and discretion he could rely. The groat statesman bad trained a

school of rising administrators, such as Kynynmond Elliot, whose

early death in Orissa be so deeply mouined : Clevland of Bagulpur,

tbe first to tame tbe wild Sontbals, and whose name is still

remembered among them ; George Bogle, and others of equal mark.
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The choice of ’Warren Hastings fell upon the young secretary of

the Board of Eevenue, George Bogle, who set out for Tibet in

company with Dr. Hamilton, an assistant-surgeon on the establish-

ment, and an officer of the Teshu Lama named Paima
;
and after

some detention in Bhutan, the travellers reached Pari-jong. This

is at the pass at the head of the Chumbi Talley, which divides

Bhutan from Tibet, separating the deep and wild gorges, well

wooded and fertile, which slope down to the Bengal plains from

the bleak plateau of the Tibetan side. In front were the grassy

uplands patched with snow on which no Englishman had ever

before set eyes, and on his right towered the sacred peak of

Chumulari, 22,944 feet above the sea. 3Ir. Bogle, accompanied by
Dr. Hamilton, and their Tibetan companion Paima, set out from

Pari-jong, and entered Tibet on the 24th of October, 1774. This

mission was politically important, and its results were of great

geographical value. I think, therefore, that a brief reference to

Mr. Bogle’s discoveries, and to some of the incidents of his journey
(time will not allow of more), can scarcely fail to be interesting to

the Meeting.

Four days after leaving Pari, Mr. Bogle discovered two large

Alpine lakes, called Shamtzo and Calutzo (the first is called Eamt-
chieu by Turner, the second is not named bj- him), connected with
each other by a stream. He also traced the river flowing out of

the Calutzo Lake, and found that to be a tributary of the Brahma-
putra, and identical with the Penanang-chu. The name of the second

lake and the direction of the outlet are entirely new geographical

facts. The lakes were half frozen over, and well stocked with
ducks and other wild fowl. Antelopes, Jct/an^, and hares were also

seen ; and it was observed that animal life of all kinds was much
more abundant on the bleak uplands of Tibet than in the wooded
gorges of Bhutan.

But here a slight difference occurred between 3Ir. Bogle and his

Tibetan friend Paima. The British Envoy was naturally anxious
to have some sport, while the Tibetan looked with horror on acts

of bloodshed, especially when actually within sight of the sacred

peak of Chumulari. Paima strongly objected to shooting, insisting

that it was a great crime, that it would give much scandal to the

natives, and that it was particular!}- unlawful within the liberties

of Chumulari. 31r. Bogle had many long discussions with him on
the subject, and tells us that they were suppoited on the side of
the Buddhist by plain common-sense reasons, diawn from his religion
and customs

; on the side of the Briti.'-h Envoy by those fine-spun
European arguments which serve rather to perplex than to con-
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vince.” Tlie latter gained nothing in argument ;
but at length a

compromise was arranged. 3Ir. Bogle agreed not to shoot until they

were fairly out of sight of the holy mountain, and Paima consented

to suspend his prohibition in solitary and sequestered places.

The march down the Talley of the Penanang-chu and across the

inner chain of the Himalayas to the Tibetan towns of Giantze and

Painom has been described by Turner, who followed along the

same road a few years afterwards. But Turner never went beyond

Teshu-lumpo, while Hr. Bogle crossed the great river Tsampu, near

Shigatze, at a point where it is about the width of the Thames at

Putney. Having drunk some of its water, washed his hands and

feet, and thrown a rupee into it, he embarked in the feiry-boat, ot

which there were several at this place—well-built, flat-bottomed

barges, about 25 feet long, consisting of a flooring of thick planks

and perpendicular sides, about 4 feet high, with an opening at either

end, cut down to 2 feet, the whole bound together with bars of

iron, and painted white. There was a large oar on each side, pulled

by two men and pushed by another facing them, while a woman
helped, hy hauling on a line made fast to the end of the blade. The
steering is managed by a large oar from the stern. The boat carried

over twenty-three persons, seven horses, and fourteen asses, besides

baggage. The river is not rapid at this place, and great herds of

bullocks and flocks of sheep were waiting on each side for a passage.

In the summer a lighter kind of boat is used for transporting goods,

made of hides, with ribs of willow-poles, about 8 feet long by
4 broad. Mr. Bogle sav/ many of them on the bank, keel up, and

some, with an end raised, serving as habitations for the boatmen.

The flocks of sheep are used as beasts of burden. Some wmre

coming from the wild and desolate country to the north, laden with

salt : others were returning from Giantze with cargoes of barley.

Mr. Bogle describes them as large animals, with horns extending

horizontally. He met flocks of 1200 sheep, each cairying two bags

of grain weighing 20 to 25 lbs. They were very obedient to the

shepherd’s call, and if any of them happened to stray they were
easily brought back bj- the shepherd’s dog.

After crossing the Tsampo. 3Ir. Bogle marched up the valley of

the Shiang-chu to Xamling, and went thence to a small iialace, called

Desheripgay, in a gorge a few miles beyond Xamling, where the

Teshu Lama had resided for two years, owing to the prevalence of

small-pox at Shigatze.

The Envoy describes the palace, the retinue, and the ceremonies

and receptions with graphic minuteness; and ho formed a deep and
lasting friendship for the sacred person of the Teshu Lama himself
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which had a temporarily important influence on British interests,

and, if the two men had lived, might have led to permanently good

results. The Lama was then about forty years of age. Although

endowed with a portion of omniscience and many other divine

attributes, his Holiness accommodated himself to the weakness of

mortals, and endeavoured to make himself loved rather than feared.

The expression of his countenance was smiling and good-humoured,

his disposition open, candid, and generous. He was extremely

merry and enteitaining in conversation, and told a pleasant story

with much humour and appropiiate action. Mr. Bogle describes

the ceremonies of blessing the people, the religious services, and

the grand procession from Deshrijigay across the Tsampu to Teshu-

lumpo, when the Lama returned to his capital. He was on most
intimate terms of friendship, not only with his Holiness, but with
his young nephews, the Pyn Kushus, and his nieces, the nuns, with

whom he had a great deal of laughing and merriment. During a

week in March Mr. Bogle and Dr. Hamilton went to a country seat

of the Pyn Kushus, on the northern bank of the Tsampu, whence
they obtained a magnificent view of the windings of the river and
adjacent mountains, and where their hosts exerted themselves to

amuse them by hunting-excursions, and to idease them by the most

cordial hospitality
;

for the Pyn Kushus made no scruple about

shooting when by themselves, and showed Mr. Bogle some good
sport with greyhounds, got up matches with bows and matchlocks,

and a grand hunt after musk-deer. But they had some fear lest they

should get into a scrape with the Teshu Lama if these transgres-

sions were mentioned to him. On the whole, nothing could exceed

the cordial friendship which sprang np between Mr. Bogle and the

Teshu Lama’s famil}-.

M hen the Envoy finally left Teshu-lumpo on his return to Bengal,

on the 8th of April, 1775, he tells us that lie took “ his last farewell

of the Lama with an aching heart, having heoome strongly attached

to him for his civilities, his betwitcliing manners, and his amiable

character.’’ Xor was thi.s friendship of a fleeting kind. A corre-

spondence was kept np between tbe two, after Mr. Bogle had returned

and was appointed Collector of Eangpiur. The letters from the

Teshu Lama (one of which is on the table) were written in tbe

curious Tibetan character, on paper made from a species of Daphne,
which gi'ows in Xepal and Blnituin. At Pangpur, 3Ir. Bogle estab-

lished a fair, with special immunities and advantages for the
1 ibetan and Bhutanese merchant-s, and encouiaged the intercouise
between Tibet and Bengal by every mean.s that his official position
gave him, and with the warm support of the CTOvernor-General.
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XTiifortrinately the good Tesliu Lama -was induced by the Emperor

of China to yisit Peking, -nhere he died of small-pox ; and in the

same year, 1872, Mr. Bogle died at Eangpur. There can be no

doubt that the waj- had been paved for opening the passes into

Tibet for trafSc and free intercourse. But the premature loss of

the negotiators -was a death-blow to the bright hopes that were

justified by their friendship. Beside.s his journal and letters, Mr.

Bogle drew up valuable reports on the trade of Tibet, on its

religion and politics, and on the people. On his death all his

papers were packed u]i and sent to his friends in Scotland, and they

have remained untouched and unutilized, in a house in A;\-rshire,

until the present j'ear. It is true that TVarren Hastings did not

lose sight of his plans respecting Tibet ; he sent a second embassy

under Captain Turner in 17S3, which reached Teshu-lumpo,

following Mr. Bogle’s route exactly, but not going beycind that

point. The good Lama was then dead, his successor was an infant,

and the only result of the mission was the publication of Captain

Turner’s interesting narrative in 1800.

The death of the Teshu Lama and of Mr. Bogle, and the retire-

ment of the gi-eat and enlightened statesman who placed them in

communication with each other, -were the unfortunate events -which

put an end to the fiiendly, commercial, and diplomatic intercourse

between the two countries. And theie were evil influences of

another kind at work. In Mr. Bogle's convei sations with the

Te^hu Lama there is frequent allusion to the turbulent and aggres-

sive policy of the Gorkha Baja of Nepal, and to the hindrances he
-was placing in the way of commercial transactions between India

and Tibet. At last the Nepale.-^e army invaded the province of

Tsang, and plundered the monastery of Teshu Lumpo. This led to

intervention on the 'part of China, and in 1702 a great Chinese

army marched into Tibet, utterly defeated the Nepalese at Tengri-

maiJan, drove them across the Himalaya, and dictated a humi-
liating peace within 20 miles of Kathmandu. Eroni that time

the political influence of China in Great Tibet has been paramount

;

and although the internal administration is not interfered with,

Chinese troops remain in occupation, and the exclusion of foreigners

is enforced by ofBcially watching the Bhutan, Sikkim, Nepal, and

Ladak passes.

It has been said that the watch is so strict as to render it iiu-

po'sible fur anj- Englishman to have passed into Tibet since 1792.

But this is not the case, as is proved by the fact, that iii 1811,

Thomas Manning actually reached the city of Lhasa, although it is

true that he is the only Englishman -who ever succeeded.
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The journey of this adventurous traveller has never been

described, and his manuscript nairative has remained unused in

the hands of his family ever since. This is the second English

traveller to whose labours I desire to call the attention of the

Meeting'.

Thomas Manning -was a mathematical tutor at Cambridge, who,

after leaving the University, brooded over the mysterious empire of

China, until at last he resolved to undertake a voyage to Canton

to study the language, and then to attempt the exploration of the

unknown interior. Manning was the friend and correspondent of

Charles Lamb, who, during 1803, fi-equentlj" urged his friend to

give up the^intended visit to Independent Tartary, as he called it.

“ The reading of Chaucer has misled you,” writes Lamb. “ Do not

credit his foolish stories about Cambuscan and the ring, and the

horse of brass. Believe me, there are no such things. ’Tis all the

poet’s invention. A horse of brass never flew, and a king’s daughter

never talked with birds. These are all tales. Pray try and cure

yourself. Take hellebore. Pray to avoid the fiend. Bead no

books of voyages, they are nothing but lies, and 0, do not go to

Independent Tartary!” But all remonstrances were in vain, and
aimed with a letter of introduction from bir Joseph Banks, he

sailed for Canton in 1800. After remaining theie for some years,

studj-ing the language, he jiroceeded to Calcutta, whence in

'

September 1811, he set out on his adventurous e.xpedition to Tibet.

It would appear that he applied to be employed officially as an

Envoy, for when the Chinese authorities at Pari hinted at overtures

for opening commerce between Tibet and India, he exclaims, “ I

cannot help feeling what Uols the Company are to give me no

commission, no authority, no instructions. Pools to neglect an

opportunity they may never have again.” JJanning was obliged

to go as a doctor, and in difguise, and of course his difficulties -u'ere

thus multijilied tenfold. Fortunately he encountered a Chinese

Ueneral on the frontier at Pari-jong, who was civil to him, and

with whom he travelled to Lhasa. From Pari to Giangtze he

followed the route taken by Bogle and Turner, but there, instead

of turning west to Teshu-lumpo, he crossed the inner range of the

Himalaya, and reached the famous ring-shaped lake of Palti or

Yamdok-chu.

Manning’s journal is a j^ersonal narrative, containing many
incidents of the road, and is especially valuable for its account of

Lhasa and of the Dalai Lama : but it contains little geographical

information
; and if it had not been for the accounts of Bogle,

iurnor, and the Pundit of 1865, it would not be easy to make out
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his route. He skirted along the Yamdok Lake for several days, and
gives the Chinese name for it as Haitu flittle sea). But he does not

appear to have known the map of D’Anville, or the peculiar fonn
of the lake with its large island as there delineated. He merely

says, “from the opposite margin of the lake rose diminutive

mountains in a continued chain.” He fuither says that the water
of the lake is said to he very unwholesome, and that it is not used
for drinking. Hanning crossed the Tsampo in a large and good
ferry-hoat, and reached Lhasa without further adventures. The
Dalai Lama was then ahout seven years old, and the traveller was
much impressed by the refined beauty of his Holiness. He had the

simple and unaffected manners of a well-educated princely child.

His face was poetically, even afl'ectingly, beautiful, and he was of

a gay and cheerful disposition
;
his mouth perpetually unbending

into a gTaceful smile, which illuminated his whole countenance.

Mr. Manning's narrative of his stay at Lhasa is full of interest.

He intended to have pres.sed on to China by way either of Sining-

or Bhatang, but eventually he was obliged to return to India by
the road he came, finally leaving Lhasa on the 19th of April, 1812.
Thomas Manning was the last Englishman who ever entered

Great Tibet ; and only two Europeans have since been at Lhasa,
namely, the Abbe Hue and Gabet in 1840. Manning’s journey
shows that, even after the Chinese campaign of 1792, Europeans
could pass from Bengal, through Bhutan, to Lhasa ; and that the
difficulty of recovering the ground gained by Marren Hastings and
Bogle is not insuperable. But since 1812 the work has been con-
fined to enquiries and to visiting the heads of passes—so far as
Englishmen are concerned. Csoma de Koios did much valuable
service in this way. Mr. Hodgson, during his long residence at

Kathmandu, collected a mass of information respecting the geo-
graphy, ethnology, trades, languages, and literature of Tibet. Cap-
tain Pemberton, during his mission to Bhutan in 1838, and Mr. Eden,
in 1864, made further additions to our knowledge, which has been
still more recently extended by the investigations of Mr. Edgar.
But the list of those who have actually reached the head of the
passes leading to that forbidden land, which was formerly explored
by Bogle, Turner, and Manning, is very brief. First among them
are Dr. Hooker, the President of the Royal Society, and the late

Dr. Campbell, who reached the Donkia and Kongra-lama passes

(18,500 feet above the sea), leading from the head of the Tista Valley
in Sikkim, to Tibet, in 1849. Dr. Hooker also visited two passes
leading from Nepal. In 1870 Captain Chamer went as far as tbe
Donkia Pass; and in 1871 our associate, Mr. dV. J. Blanford,
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accompanied by Captain Elwes, explored the passes leading from

Sikkim to the Chumbi Tallej', and visited those of Donkia and

Kongra-lama, leading to Tibet. But no one, since the return of

^Manning in 1812, has ever reached' Pari-jong, at the head of the

Chumbi Talley, the pass most used and most practicable, and by
which all the three English explorers entered Tibet.

This total cessation of intercourse, either diplomatic or through

English travellers, gives the arrangements of Colonel Montgomerie

for exploring Tibet, by the agency of natives, an importance which

can scarcely be over-estimated. Three journeys of Colonel Mont-

gomerie’s Tibetan emissaiies have been completed, and the results

worked out
;
and one, that of the Pundit of 1805, has already been

discussed at one of our Meeting.s. This explorer traversed the

Xepal pass of Kirong, hrst sighted the Tsampu at Tadum Gumpa,

and travelled down its valle)- to Lhasa. At Talla Lobrong the

Pundit found the height of the Tsampu Talley to be 14,187 feet

above the sea ; at Shigatze, 11,822, so that there is a rapid descent.

From Janglache, an important place on the Tsampu [or Xarichu)

mentioned by Bogle, to Shigatze, a distance of 85 miles, merchants

and their goods are conveyed down the river in boats. The Pundit

also describes the Tamdokchu (I’altij Lake, visited by 3Ianning, as

being 45 miles round, but only 2 or 3 wide, because it encircles a

large island with hills rising 2000 or 3000 feet above its surface,

as delineated on D’Anville’s map. But the Pundit, in contra-

diction to ^Manning, says that the water is sweet. The Pundit was
at Lhasa from January to April, 1860, and fixed its height at

11,500 feet above the sea. On his return he traversed the whole

length of the valley of the Tsampu from Chusuljong (11,300 feet)

to Tadum [14,187 feet), aud thence 140 miles higher up to the

3Iarian-la I’ass, which sepaiates Tsang fiom Ari, or Great Tibet

from Little Tibet.

Colonel Montgomerie’s second Tibetan explorer set out in 1871.

He cro!3sed a pass in eastern Xejial, called Tipta-la (Wallangchoon ),

which had been visited by Dr. Hooker in 1843, reached the Arim
river, a tributary of the Kosi, and after traversing two other

passes, discovered a large lake, 20 mile.s long by 16, called Chunto-

dong, 14,700 feet above the sea: which he mentions as part of the

boundary between Sikkim and Tibet. He then crossed the Lagti-

lung Pass (16,200 feet) over the inner Himalayan range, and
reached Shigatze. All this was new work; but the most inteiest-

ing [jart of the journey was that from Shigatze back into Xepal,
v.'hen ho crossed the great jfiain of Tengri-niaidan (13,860 feet),

where the Xepalese were defeated hy the Chinese army in 1792.
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Thence ho followed a trade-route down the Butia Kosi, through a

fearful gorge. The road cros.ses the river no less than 15 times, 3

hj iron suspension bridges and 11 by wooden biiJges, 21 to 60

paces long. At one place the sides of the gigantic chasm were so

close that a bridge of 21 paces would span it. Along the perpen-

dicular wall of rock a path is supported on iron pegs let into the

face of the rock. The path is of stone slabs covered with earth,

only 18 inches wide, a third of a mile long, and 1500 feet above the

roaring torrent. Such are the stupendous difficulties which have

been overcome in establishing communications between Nepal and

Tibet.

The third explorer, a yoxmg Tibetan, who had been thoroughly

trained for the work, was dispatched hj' Colonel Montgomerie, in

1871, to explore the unknown regions north of the Tibetan water-

shed of the upiper Brahmaputra or Tsampu. He reached Shigatze in

November, and having purchased 50 sheep to cany the baggage,

he crossed the Tsampu at the point where Mr. Bogle had been fended

over in 1774, and followed Mr. Bogle's route to Namliug. on the

right hank of the Shiang-chu river. It is interesting to find that,

on more than one point, the long-forgotten journal of Mr. Bogle

furnishes evidence of the accuracy of Colonel Montgomerie’s ex-

plorer. Thus the Chom-gompa, where, according to the explorer,

there are 100 nuns, is in the very spot where Bogle stopped with

the Teshu Lama, and was visited by nuns.

The explorer advanced north from Nam-ling with the intention

of crossing the range, called by Hodgson the Nijenchhen-tliangla, and
of exploring the great Namcho Lake—the Tengri-nor of D’Anville

and the Chinese surveyors. The range was crossed by the Kha-
lamba-la Pass, 17.200 feet above the sea, on the 8th of January,

1872. In this mountain-range there are numerous hot springs, and
two Geysers, which throw up jets of water to heights exceeding

60 feet. The water, in falling again, freezes and forms pillars of

ice up to the full height of the jet. These pillars are 30 feet in

circumference, and the water within them, which is thrown up with
gTeat noise and violence, stood at a temperature of 183', the boiling-

point at that elevation being only 183'75a

The great lake to the north of the mountain-range is called

Namcho, or the “’shy lake” (Tengri-nor of our maps), and was
found to he 50 miles in length by from 10 to 35 miles broad. To
the south it is hounded by the IsijencIJiin-tliangla Eauge, consisting

of snowy peaks flanked by large glaciers, and culminating in the
magnificent peak of Jiiinj Xi/encliJten-tlmngla, which is probably more
than 25,000 feet above the level of the sea. The range was traced
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for more tLan 150 miles, mnning in a nortli-easferly direction. To
tile north of the lake the mountains are not so high. Betn-een the

Xyenchhen-thangla and the Knen-lun Eanges the lofty plateaux

are inhabited by nomadic tribes and bands of robbers
; there is no

cultivation, and the monasteries are the only fixed habitations.

The drainage is into the salt lakes at the lowest levels of this

region, the chief of which is the Xameho or Tengri-nor.

The Xamcho Lake is considered sacred ; and although at such a

very great distance from inhabited districts, and at so great an

elevation above the sea, there are several permanent Buddhist

monasteries on its banks and on islands which are visited by large

numbers of pilgrims. The lake is 15,500 feet above the level of

the sea.

The explorer, making the monastery of Dorkia, on the western

shore, bis bead-quarters, made the complete circuit of the lake, and

found that it had no outlet. The largest influent is the Kai-chu, a

very large stream coming from the east, about 40 paces across near

the mouth.

After returning to Dorkia, the explorer once more set out on the

11th of Fehruaiy, 1872, and a few days afterwards he made a short

excursion to tlie northward, and discovered another smaller lake,

called Bul-eho.* But on the I8th, as the travellers were about to

start, a baud of sixty armed robbeis arrived on horseback, and, in

spite of their entreaties, took away all their clothes and provisions,

leaving them nothing but the instruments. After much begging,

the robbers gave them back a piece of cloth each, with two sheep

and two bags of food, hut added, that if thej' gave any more trouble

they would he killed. The explorer had intended to have made his

w'ay from the Kamcho Lake to China ;
hut after the robbery he was

obliged to march as cjuickly as possible in the direction of Lhasa,

where they were likely to get into inhabited ground soonest. After

suffering many privations, the explorer reciossed the mountains by

the Dbok-la Pass, and reached Lhasa on the 9th of March, whence,

after a long and ditficult journey, he returned to the head-quarters

of the Great Trigonometrical Survey. His route-survey e.xtends

over 320 miles of a hitherto entirely unknown country
; the chief

discoveries being the position, size, and elevation of the great

Namcho Lake, and the height and direction of the iN'yenchhen-

thangla Eange.

Thus, through the labours of these three brave and intelligent

native explorers, Colonel Montgomerie has furnished us with exact

Bui means borax. It is tbe chief somce of supply for Lhasa.
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geographical knowledge respecting three of the passes between

Xepal and Tibet—of Kirong, the Xilam-la, and Tipta-la
;
respecting

the whole valley of the Tsampti from the Marian-la Pass to Ohasul-

jong; the famous lake of Palti or Yamdok-chu
; the position of

Lhasa ; the great chain forming the northern boundary of the basin

of the Upper Brahmaputra ; the Xamchu Labe, and the interior

drainage of Xorthem Tibet.

This information, combined with the investigations of Hodgson
and otheis, and the personal observations of Bogle, Turner, and

Manning, enable us to form a sufficiently accurate idea of the trade-

route.s leading from India to Great Tibet, up the gorges of Bhutan,

Sikkim, and Xepal
; and of the physical features of the great plateau

in rear of the Himalayan ranges.

Commencing from the east, the first trade-route i.s through the

country of the Towang Bhuteas, who are directly subject to Lhasa,

down to Ldalgori in Assam. X'ext we are told by Captain Pem-
berton, who traversed nearly the whole of Bhutan from east to w'est

in 1838, that there are several passes leading from Tibet into the

valley of the Manass, the traders finding their way to Dewangiri at

the foot of the hills, and afterwards repairing to a great annual fair

at Hazu, opposite Gowhatiy in Assam. Then comes the pass of

Pari-jong, by which Bogle, Turner, and Manning found their way
trom Bhutan into Tibet, and whence Tibetan traders proceeded by
Paro and the Baxa Dicar to the fair established by Mr. Bogle at

Bangpur. At Eangpur duties were abolished, and buildings were
erected for the convenience of the merchants, as well as of their

animals and goods, the annual cost to Government being only 70?.

The Bhutan caravans anlved in Fehniary and March at Eangpur,

returning in May and June ;
merchants were thus attracted to

Eangpur in great numbers, and the excellent arrangements for the

benefit of trade, wliich were made by Mr. Bogle, continued for half

a century after his untimely death. But Bogle's arrangements were
neglected; and since 1834, when the GoveiTimeut aid was discon-

tinued, the Eangpur trade has almost entirely ceased. At the

Assam fair-s, gold-dust, salt, musk, cow-tails, woollens, and horses

are exchanged for lac, madder, silk, cloth, and dried fish.

The eastern Sikkim Passes leading into the Chumhi Valley,

called Jelep-la, Guatin-la, Yak-la, and Cho-la, have recently been
examined by Mr. Blanfoid and Mr. Edgar. They are rarely inter-

iiipted by snow for many days, and form an alternative route to

that through Bhutan, up the Chumhi Valley to Para-jong. Further

north is the Tankrala Pass, 16,083 feet above the sea, which is the

most snowy pass in Sikkim, and the most difficult of access. The
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Donkia-la, at the head of the eastern branch of the Tista, is

18,466 feet above the sea, and the Kongralama Pass at the head of

the vestern branch is loAvex (15,745 feet). They are nsed by
Tibetan herdsmen, who bring their cattle to graze in Sikkim, and

by the people in the npper valley of the Tista branches, the Lachiu

and Lachung, who twice a year cany wood into Tibet, and bring

back loads of salt in retuiii.

The passes from Nepal into Great Tibet follow the tributaries of

the Kosi Eiver. The two easternmo.st were visited by Dr. Hooker,

and one, the Tipta-la, was crossed by Colonel llontgomerie’s second

explorer. The more westerlj- pass, by the Butia Kosi, was nsed by
the same explorer on his return to India through Nepal. Its

appalling difficulties have already been alluded to, and this is not

the route adopted by the Chinese army in 1702, when it advanced

upon Kathmandu. The easier military pass to the westward is

closed to commerce by the Chinese officials. It leads by Jongh-a-

jong to Kirong.

Once the intercourse between Bengal and Tibet by means of

these passes was frequent, and it should certainly be the aim of

our rulers to restore it. The Tibetans have always shown them-

selves desirous to promote such intercourse, and there is certainly

no reason why the policy of permitting the passes to be closed

through the jealous and selfish exclusiveness of the Chinese Govern-
ment should he continued. Bogle enumerated the products of

Great Tibet as consisting of gold, musk, cow-tails, wool, and salt.

He said that the genius of the Tibetan Government was favourable

to commerce, and that no duties were levied on goods, so that, in

his time, many foreign merchants had settled in Tibet. Cash-

mirian traders had establishments at Lhasa and all the principal

towns of the country, and the Gosains, or trading pilgrims of

India, resorted to Tibet in large ntmibers. Their trade was con-

fined to articles of great value and small hulk, and thej^ travelled

without ostentation, and often by paths unfrequented by other

merchants. The Ivalmuks annually cams to pay their devotions

to the Lamas, bringing camels laden with the furs and hides of

Siberia. The Bhuteas brought the products of Bengal and Assam,
while the Chinese had established themselves in great numbers at

Lhasa, and carried on a lucrative trade in the teas, porcelains, and
brocades of their native country. The merchants of Bengal and
Bahar sent their goods by the passes of Nepal and Bhutan. They
consisted of broadcloth, indigo, pearls, coral, chauk, spices, tobacco,
sugar, white cloths, satins, and the returns were in gold, cow-tails,
and musk. It was this trade which Warren Ha.stings did so much
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to foster, and wliicli Bogle, as collector of Eangpur, encouraged ty

the establishment of a fair, and the grant of privileges and

immunities.

But all the ground gained by these able administrators in the

last century has since been lost. Mr. Edgar, the Deputy Commis-

sioner of Darjiling, tells us a very different storj- in 1874. Owing

to the inseourity of the roads, the trade between China and Tibet

is now much less considerable than was formerly the case. The
chief article is tea of a coarse description and unpleasant flavour,

which sells at Lhasa for eight annas the pound ; and so totally have

the English neglected the Tibetan markets, that actually Chinese

tea is imported through Tibet into the British district of Sikkim

for the use of the inhabitants, although tea is grown on the spot.

European and Indian goods mainly reach Tibet through Xepal
and Ladak, and consist of broadcloth, cottons, corals, pearls,

tobacco, opium, and some rich stuffs. The exports from Tibet by
these channels are blankets, musk, cow-tails, borax, ponies, gold

and silver, but no wool. There is also some local trade with

Sikkim and Bhutan. The great wealth of Tibet lies in its flocks

and herds, and enormous quantities of wool and ghee might he

imported into Bengal at cheap rates, if good practicable passes

were once opened. The route proposed by Mr. Edgar is by a

bridge across the Tista in Sikkim, and a road thence to the Cho-la

Eange.

In the present paper I have endeavoured to bring to j'our notice

the valuable results of the journeys of Mr. Bogle and Mr. Manning,
which have only now been brought to light, and to give a brief

account of the recent labours and discoveries of Colonel Mont-

gomerie’s explorers in Great Tibet. These accounts embrace part

of a very important subject, namely, that of the re-establishment

of friendly commercial intercourse between Tibet and Bengal, a
subject which will most assuredly receive attention in the near
future. One thing is certain, that any steps that may be taken to

open diplomatic intercourse with the Teshu and the Dalai Lamas,
or to promote trade through the Himalayan Passes, cannot fail to

add to our stock of geographical knowledge.

Colonel T. G. Moxtgojieeie said that fca- some time the officers of the
rngonometrical Survey in India were employed in the Xorth surveying the
frontier, and naturally the great regions beyond attracted their attention" but
the Government of India were anxioii-, that nothing should be done to
endanger those connected with the Survey. The officers, however, endeavoured
to_ acquire as much knowledge as possible of the countries hejmnd the moun-
tains, and it became known to him personally that the longitude of Yarkand
was not what it had been represented by Kuniboldt, and in the great surveys
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connected wit'n China. Consequently, when the survey on the frontiers

approached completion, arranuements were made for carryinc; on explorations

heyond. One man was sent to Yarkand. He made a route survey, and
succeeded in fixm;^ the position of that pilace. His figuies had since been
tested by European explorers and skilled observers, and were found to be
correct. The next step was carried out by Mr. Johnson, who was employed
on a survey close up to the frontier at various heights, from 15,000 feet to

22,000 feet above the sea. He crossed the Kiien Liui range, and was the

first European who had succeeded in passing from the plains of the Punjaul'

to the basin of Eastern Turkistan. He found the Himalayas to be 100 miles

in width at apparently their narrowest part. It was then found impossible to

employ Europeans to make the explor.ations that were desired, and a number
of natives were therefore trained to do the work. AVhen he (Colonel Mont-
gomerie) required some one to make a journey into Tibet, he selected a man
who was either a semi-Tibetan, or had friends who were in the habit of

travelling in that difficult country. Such a man was regularly trained to

observe the stars and to make route surveys, and he was then sent out upon
a trial trip over ground of which the maps had not been published, but existed

in manuscript, so that his work could be tested. After several such trials, if

his results were correct, he was sent into unknown territory, starting from one
known point and clo.sing upon another known point. If he performed that
journey satisfactorily he was given charge of a longer expiedition. The chief

Pundit, who had been referred to in the papier, carried a route survey down
the whole length of the Sangpo (Tsampu) or Brahmaputra Piiver. Up to the
yeir 1863 the upper waters of many of the large ru'crs of India were still

unknown. A considerable p'ortion of the Indus was tmkuown. It vas sup-
posed that the main branch ran past Garo or Gartok, but it was not known
whether there was a second branch or not. Xeither was it known liow the

Brahmaputra, or the Upper Kurnali or the Kosi lliver ran. A great deal had
.since been done, but much still lemaiiis undone. The upper course of the

Indus was now known, but a portion, about 180 miles, between the Astor
Valley and Torbeia near Attok, had not yet been traced. Still greater ignor-

ance prevailed about the last 350 miles of the Brahmaputra, for it was not
certainly known whether the Sangpo was really the Brahmaputra or not.

Although the head waters rose not tar from British territory, and the lower
part of the river flowed through British territory, there was still an unknown
portion of about 350 miles. Explorations had now been carried on throughout
eveiy part of the frontier of India, irom Kelat to Cabiil, then across the

Hindu Kush, clown to Fyz,ab.ad, up the Oxtis, across the Pamir Steppe to

Kashgar, from Kashgar to Affirkand, round to Patdok, and down to Lhasa.
Only a few dav-s ago he heard of the return of the chief Pundit, who had
been lately in Eastern Turkistan. He had crossed over from Ladak by a
northerly route, passed through a succession of gold-fields, came down upon
the Br.ahmaputra near Lhasa, travelled down the river for some distance, and
came out at Udalgiri in Aasam, passing through Towang. Now that the
Geographical Society threatened to make an end of Africa, and the Arctic
regions were likely to be thoroughly explored before long, there was nothing
left for them but the happy hunting-ground to the north of India. If any
enterprising gentleman wished for a trip in a Rob Roy canoe, he might put
himself on the Brahmaputra at the Mariamla, near the Jlansarowar Lake, and
pass down throiiglr the length of Middle Tibet. He would thus have an oppor-
tunity of exploring the unknown 350 miles. Another trip might be taken troni
Little Tibet, down the Indus, to Tobela and Attok. The large district ex-
tending from Lhasa to Kashgar, and from Kashgar across the desert of Gobi,
right away to China, was still an unknown land, and offered a large field for
future geograpjhical enterprise.
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Tiie President reminded the meeting that geographers were very much
indebted to Colonel Montgomerie for having originated the institution of

native explorers, which was one of the most valuable agencies for the acquisi-

tion of geographical knowledge that had ever been established in India. With
reference to the suggestion that some one should descend from Lhasa to

Sudi^'a in a Piob Eoy canoe, it must he remembered that in a short space of

300 miles the liver falls 10,000 feet. Xo doubt there were some tremendous
rapids and cataracts in that interval, so that it was hy no means certain that
a canoe would reach Sudiya in safety. He, however, echoed Colonel Mont-
gomerie's hope that the routes would he explored. But there were other
questions than those of mere geography connected with this subject of Tibet,

such as that of the trade railways between India and the countries contermi-
nous with it on the north-east ; and the Society was fortunate in having
present two ex-Governors of Bengal, Sir George Campbell and Sir Cecil

Beadon, who had care full}' studied the question of trade routes.

Sip. George Caupbell said although Mr. Markham had not travelled in
Tibet, his enquiries at home had been as effectual as the work of many
travellers. It was a remarkable instance of what might be done by energy
and zeal, for he had succeeded in unearthing narratives of travel which had
remained unknown for nearly a hundred yeai-s. Something was previouslv
known of Captain Turner's journey to Tibet

; but of Mr. Bogle's journey, all

that we knew was that it had been made. It was supposed that the record
of it had been entirely lost, but it now appeared that it had been kept, and
would be given to the world. At the same time Mr. Markham had ob-
tained the history of a journey hy another traveller. Manning, in 1812, of
whose very existence most Asiatic geographers were absolutely ignorant.
He thought hardly sufficient attention had been jiaid to the very minute and
particular account of routes between Lhasa and China, which was furnished
by the French missionaries. Hue and Gabet. It was sometimes the fashion
to discredit their statements, because they were, no doubt, a little credulous
about the stories that were told to them'

; but be had read not merely the
short English abstract of their travels, but a much fuller French edition, and
compared it with the information which liad since been obtained, and the
impression left upon his mind was that, as regards the facts that came within
their own observation, their accounts were most reliable in every way. They
were not scientific men, but they gave correct descriptions of the routes they
travelled from the north of China to Lhasa, and from Lhasa to southern China.
Considering the precise information which those missionaries afforded, and
the results which had been obtained from the journeys of Colonel Alont-
gomerie's natives, it might he saiil tliat a very good knowledge was now
possessed of the geography of the* routes between India anel China by way of
Tibet. He had taken great interest m the .'•ubject of trade between India and
Tibet, and believed that the Tilietans themselves had really very little

objection to trading with the English, the difficulties that were placed in the
way arising solely from political considerations on the part of the Chinese.
Englishmen knew something of protection and monopoly, and it, therefore,

was not very unnatural that Chinese protectionists siiould insist on protecting
their trade in tea. It had been said the want of enterprise on the part of
British tea-growers was so great, that the Chinese tea was brought down for
sale over the hills to the British dominions, but that was a mistake. In
Bhotan, Sikkim, and Kashmere, hrick-tea was still sold in small quantities,
but that arose simply from the habits and customs of the people. For certain
ceremonies brick-tea was regarded as necessary, and must be had, whatever
price was paid for it. Assam tea had, for most purposes, superseded Chinese
tea in all the countries to which it had access, but the Tibetans had placed an
embargo upon it, and until that embargo was leraoved, Assam tea could not
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find its way across the hills. It appeared to him that however much might
be learnt of the Towang route, there could be little doubt that the route by
way of Darjeeling was clearly the best to Tibet. A road might be made, as

he hoped it would, into Sikkim, and so into the frontiers of the Choombee
Valley, which was the outlying post of the Tibetans, running between Bhotan
and Sikkim

;
but Europeans, and even Hindoo and Mahometan merchants, were

not allowed to enter by that route, being compelled to go round by way of INepaul.

He could not greatly wonder at the exclusiveness of the Chinese, for they had
got into trouble on many occasions when they had admitted Europeans into their

country
;
but that repugnance must be overcome by great consideration being

shown towards them, and by not attempting to back up, in all quarrels and
all demands, every European adventurer, whoever he might be, who tried to

penetrate into the country. Full and equal justice should be done to the

inhabitants, so that when a man went among them and behaved in a
manner that was creditable to the British nation, they might receive him
without fearing that another who might be violent and unjust would be sup-

ported in his violence and injustice. The Tibetans and Bhotaeas were active

and good traders, and the only difficulty in the way of facilitating intercourse

was the political one. As long as the British in India were a distant power
the Tibetans were not afraid, and permitted free intercourse to take place

;

but since so many states had been absorbed, and the British power had come
close to them, they were naturally a [little afraid, and pursued the policy of

keeping the English at arm's length. They would not even carry on any corre-

spondence with the English, and returned unopened any letters that were
sent to them. AVhen the softening influence of a just and considerate policy

liad reached the Tibetans, and diplomacy had produced an effect upon the

Chinese, no doubt a very considerable trade would be establi.slKd, and
residents in India would be able to take pleasant and healthy trips beyond
the Himalayas. !Now that so many difficulties had been interjxiseJ m the

way of communication with China in another direction, it was very important
that every eflbrt should be made to open the route between the eastern

extremity of the Assam Talley and Batang upon the frontiers of China and
Tibet. During his administration of Bengal he had occasion to draw a good
deal closer than formerly the intercourse with the tribes occupying the bills,

who bad become much moie amenable than they used to be. So tar as those

tribes were concerned, he believed there would be no real difficulty in estab-

lishing a communication with Batang. There again the only difficulty was
the political one. If that could be overcome, the communication might follow

the course of the Brahmaputra proper, and so reach the great province of

Szechuen, and perhaps open a way for Chinese emigration into the tea-distriots

of Assam, which were perhaps the best in the world.

Sir Cecil Beadox entirely concurred with Sir George Campbell in the
praise he had given to Mr. Markham, for the extremely interesting paper
which he had read. IVhen he (Sir Cecil Beadon) was in Bengal, one or
two attempts were made to explore the Brahmaputra, so far as it was practic-
able, by means of steamers and boats, and on one or two occasions considerable
progress was made in going up that branch of the river called the Diing; but
at no great distance alxive Sudiya it was found to be so exceedingly rapid, and
the course so much contracted, that the steamers were unable to stem the
current, and the attempt was given up. Between that point and the Towang
route the countries bordering upon the valley of Assam were entirely in the
possession of semi-savage tribes, with whom our relations are not of a very
satisfactory nature, and through whose territories he was not aware that any
pass had ever been explored by any European. Through the Towang Pass
there vas a considerable trade direct from Tibet, and that trade, he believed,
had never been interrupted. It was not, however, open to Europeans, being
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entirely confined to the Tibetans and the Indian traders who went np the

valley of Assam. By the treaty which was concluded with the Bhotaese

after the campaign of 1864, a small portion of the Hill territory- was
transferred from Bhotan to British India, and a military station was
formed there. From that point there was a road leading directly up, and

some little trade found its way by that route. The natural route, how-
ever, was that to which Sir George Camphell had referred, np the valley

of the Tista, below the Great Darjiling spur, to the pass which led into the

valley of the Chumhi, That was the route which commerce had followed

for ages, hut Europeans were not allowed to penetrate into Tibet by that

route. When he was in Benaal an attempt was made to carry a road np
the valley of the Tista as far as rhe pass which separated Tibet from the newly-

acquired territory of Bhotan, hut very little progress was made. Whatever
was done it was not probable that the trade between Bengal and Lhasa would
ever assume very large dimensions, for the heights of the passes, probably not

less than 18,000 feet, and the extremely steep ascent on the south side, would
require a very large expenditure in'leed to make the route practicable for any-

thing but pack-animals. When he was at Darjeeling an effort was made to

establish a fair in the neighbourhood of the station, and some little traffic

between the traders from the plains and from Tibet took place; but although

apparently there was no objection on the part of the Tibetans to resort to the

fair, the tuide did not prosper.

Sir UrTHERFOED Alcock agreed cutiiely with Sir George Campbell as to

the best route by which b) communicate with China by Bataiig. X'o

geographical difficulty was interposed by that route, and it was only political

jealousy that prevented a considerable trade springing up in that direction

between the plains of India and Szechucu. Wherever Europeans penetrated

III the Ea.st trouble almost invariably followed, more especially in connection

with China, which had already had three wars with Engl.ind. It was cot

therefore to he wondered at that groat difficulties should he placed in the way
of our further advance. Patience and lorhear.iuee must ho exercised, and no
doubt in the end a communication would be established that would le

beneficial to both places.

Mr. W. H. JoHxsox, the traveller who crossed the Kuen Luii into Khotan
ill IMifi, was then introduced to the Meeting ly the President. He thanked
the President and Colonel Montgomerie for tl'e honourable mention they had
made of iiis services in connection with the Great Trigonometrical Survey of

India, and hoped that many explorers would ere long be found to visit the

great country which Mr. Alarkham had so ably described.

The Pkesidext said that for many years past Air. Johnson had been
Commissioner for the JIaliarajah of Kashmere in Ladak

;
and in fact, was the

Governor of that district. In that capacity he had rendered most important
services to the British Government in facilitating the transit of Air. Forsyth’s
mission, and later still Air. Bhaw's mission. Hi.s services had been very
highly spoken of both by the officers concerned and by the Government. He
was at ptresent in England on leave, and was about to return to Ladak, where
it was to he hoped he would continue his geographical labours, and occasion-

ally send home such information as he wa.s tible to collect with regard to that

very interesting country to the east of Ladak, where the gold-fields existed,

but regarding which very little w-as at present known.

Award of AIedals.

In conclusion, the Presidext annoimced that the Iloyal Gold Aledals of

the year had been aw'arded to Lieuts. AVeypreclit and Julius Payer, for their

explorations and discoveries in the Arctic Bca, between Spitzbergen and Nova
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Zembla. It was an unusual thing to give two medals for one expedition, but

Weyprecht and Payer were imt ndbile fmtrviii, and it was impossible to

dissociate one from the other, both being commanders, the one of the nautical,

and the other of the land operations. He hoped that they would be able to be

present at the Annual Meeting in person, but if they should be unable to

attend no doubt the Au.strian Ambassador would take charge of the medals iu

their name. The Public School Examinations had also been concluded, and

Eton had again been victorious in both departments. The following were the

successful competitors :

—

Phtsical GEOGE.tPHY (Exiiiuiner, Major-General 11. S-rnACHEV, e.e., c.s.i.,

F.E.S.).

Gold Medal.—Henry Alexander Miers, Eton College.

Bronze Medal.—Archibald Edward Garrod, Marlborough College.

Honourably Mentioned.— C. A. Spring Piice, Eton College
;
H. Perrin,

Clifton Colleee; H. H. Hancock, Bristol Grammar School; IV. H.

Thomson, Clifton College ; H. M. Platnauer, City of London School.

Political Geography (Examiner, Sir Rutherfoed Alcock, k.c.b., d.c.l.).

Gold Medal .—Sidney H. B. Saunders, Dulwich College.

Bronze Medal.—IVilliam C. Graham, Eton College.

Honourably Mentioned.—J. Vans Agnew, Marlborough College
;
IV. M. H.

Milner, Marlborough College
; J. E. Heyes, Liverpool College

,
D. G.

Crawford, Cheltenham College
;
T. Knox, Haileybury College

;
A. S.

Moriarty, Brighton College.
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ADDITIONAL NOTICE.
(Piimed Ly order of C-Juncil.)

The following Teport gives the results of the deliberations of the Arctic

Committee which was appointed by the Admiralty to organize the Arctic

Exp-edinon of ISTo. It is here published in continuation of the record of

events leading up) to the dispatch of the Exp'edition which has been given

from time to tiino in our ‘ Proceedings.'*

KEPORT OF THE APX'TIC COMMITTEE OF THE AD5IIEALTY.

ADMtr..vLrv, tVhitehall, 4tli Februaiy, lS7b.

Tx piursiuncG of the instructions of the Lords Commissioners of the

Admhalty, conveyed to ns in tlu-ir Secretary’s letter dated 24ih Xovtnibcr,

I SI-ijt the Committee have held nineteen meetings between the 1st December,

* Vide ‘Proceedings.’ vol. xix. p. 39; vol. xviii. p. 553, kc.

f SiK, .\DMIR.4LTY, L’dth Xovember, 1874.

My Lords Comniiisioners of the Admiralty consider it necessary to
appoint a committee of experienctd officers who have served in the Polar
Regions, to aid them in the consideration of the following points, in connection
with the proposed expedition to the Xorth Pole :

—

I. The scope of the proposed Expedition.
If. The orders which should be given for organizing and carrying it into

effect.

III. The description of the ships to be employed.
IV. The most suitable place for winter quarters.

V. The various kinds of stores, provisions and clothing which will be
required.

VI. The preparation of boats, sledges, fittings, &c.
VH. Whether dogs should be employed.
VIII. The selection of Ice Masters, Quartermasters, &c.
IX. The sanitary arransi-ments best caleulateel to preserve the health of

officers and men of the Expeditiou.
X. A general consideration of all details in regard to the Expedition itself.

‘2. My Lords being desirous of availing themselves of yoirr Arctic experience,
have directed me to request that you will serve on the proposed Committee, in
conjunction with the under-mentioned officers, viz. :

—

Rear-Admiral Sir L. McClintock.
Rear-Admiral Sherard Osborn, c.B.

3. The Hydrographer of the Xavy will be placed in communication with the
Committee, and will be directed to afford all information in his power in regard
to hydrographical questions, and the provision of the necessary scientific instru-
ments.

i. The Controller of the Xavy, the Director-General of the Medical Depart-
ment, and other heads of Departments, will he also directed to afford the
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1874, and the 4tli of February, 1875, and have the honour to report a?

follows on the several points submitted for their consideration ;

—

I. The scope of the proposed Expedition.

II. The orders which should be given for organizing and carrying it into

effect.

III. The description of the ships to be employed.
IV. The most suitable place for winter quarters.

The foregoing points L, II., III., IV., are so intimately connected that the

Committee propose to deal with them collectively, and without adhering to the

order in which they occur.

Description of ShijK.

1. The ships to be employed for the main Expedition should be two screw
steam vessels, strengthened and fitted for Arctic service, and callable of

carrying coal for fuel, provisions, stores, &c., for at least three years, for a

complement of about sixty to each ship, and as much coal for steaming pur-
poses as circumstances will arlmit ot, without being too deeply immersed.
The two vessels releeted by the Admiralty on the recommendation of the

Committee, viz., H.il.8. A/ert, and the sealing ship Bloodhound, appear to be
in all respects suitable for the service.

2. It appears desirable, as a measure of jirecaution, that 60 or 60 tons of

coal should he sent to I'isco, for the use oi the Expedition, either in one of

the whaling vessels wh'cli stait earlier than the Polar ships, or in a hired

transport.

o. Should the E.xpcdition not have returned to England Vy November, 1876,

a third ship should bo ]ire[aicd and strengthened, to leave Englainl in the

spring of 1877, to be placed as a deiot and iclicl slop at .some jiositiun to be

decided upon near the entiancc ot Snuth Sumd, probably inside Lyttelton

Island
; her special duties, and the instructions to be given her Commander,

will be reterred to herealter.

>C0p': of the Bj'picditlon,

4. The scope and primaiT object of the Expedition should be to attain the

highest northern latitude, and, if piossible, to reach the North Pole
;
and from

winter quarters to explore the adjacent coasts within the reach of travelling

parties. The limits of ship navigation should be confined within about the

meridians of 20' and 90'’ of west longitude.

The Bovte.

5. The route by Smith Sound appear.s by far the preferable one to adopt,
for the following leasons;

—

a. Its southern ennance, in the latitude of 78’, has been found free from

Committee all the information and a-sistance in tlieir power, with reference to

the subjects relating to tbeir respective departments,
5. Jly Lords are desirous that the Committee should commence their consul-

tations at once, and propose that they shoukl assemble at this office on Tuetclav
next, the Ist December, at 11 a.m.

Bear-Admiral

I

G. H. Bit hards, C.B.

am. Sir, your obedient Servant,
(signed) Eoblrt Hall.

fjie.'oing were also addressed to Eear-Admiral Sir
J-. McClintock, Kt.. and Eear-Admiral Sherard Osboiii, c.n.
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ice by the several vessels which have visited it since 1852
;
of late years the

sound has been penetrated for a considerable distance by American exploring

expeditions, notably by Hall, who reached and wintered beyond the 81st

parallel without much difficulty, and the vessels comprising these expeditions

were far inferior in power and equipment to those which will compose the

present.

5.

Smith Sound is known to have a continuous coast-line on either side up
to the parallel of about 82’, the highest point yet reached, with comparatively
well determined points, where records of the progress of the expedition could

be deposited and depots of provisions placed, if necessary. There are likewise

the Danish settlements on the west side of Greenland to fall back upon by boats

should the Expedition be hard pushed, and the steam whalers frequent a high
altitude in Baffin's Bay every summer.

c. This route, moreover, oilers the best—indeed the only—promise of a

continuous coast-line stretching far northwards, and upon this lact the

prospect of reaching the Pole by travelling parties niaiiily depends. It is the

only route, so far as our knowledge extends, where the operations of an expe-
dition can be confined within such limits that succour would be reasonably
certain of reaching: it.

(1. Finally, animal life has been found to exist- to a considerable extent iu

the highest latitude yet leached up Smith Sound,—an advantage which cannot
be over-estimated as regards the health and comfort of the crews

;
and, as a

matter of fact, Esquimaux are found up to tiie entrance of Smith Sound, who
appear to have a knowledge of regions to the northward

;
and it is possible

that some of their race may be found to exist in a higher latitude than has yet
been attained.

Orrfo to 5ey/'-,

6. It appears, from exiierience hitherto gained, tliat the final departure of

the Expedition from England may be deferred until the middle of June,
though an earlier date, if the equipment of the ships can be hastened, may be
desirable in the interests of scientific research.

The ships should proceed to Disco, in Greenland, where they would touch,
as well as at the settlements of Proven and Upernivik for dogs, Esquimaux
drivers, &c,, and then pass up to Smith Sound in the prosecution of the
enterprise.

7. Both shores in the vicinity of Capes Isabella and Alexander should be
examined, in order to select a suitable position for the depot or relief ship to

be despatched in 1-877
;
but as such a position cannot be absolutely determined

on beforeliand, and it is neces.sary to ilccide wliere infonnation will be found
by any ship which may be subsequently sent out from En-rland, Lyttelton
Island, in our opinion, meets all tlie requirements of a fixed point for rendez-
vous. Here a conspicuous cairn should be erected

;
one record placed in the

cairn, another laid beside it, and a third buried 20 feet due iiortli of it. These
records should contain i-roceedings of the voyage and such inforniatioa as mav
be necessary for the commander of the snip to bo <lespatclied in 1877.

8. The ships should then proceed up Smith Souiici with all speed, so long
as its navigation is not seriously obstructed by ice, carefully scrutiaiziDg it.s

shores for places of security for the ships, and stopping only to erect cairns on
such conspicuous points a.s may be conveniently landed on. Similar infor-
mation should be placed at these cairns, and after the same method as
described for the cairn on Lyttelton Island. The comm.tnder will not fail to
bear in mind, that these records of his progress and of any change of plans
he may have found necessary to make, torm an important feature in his
instructions.
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It is desirable that these cairns stould not be more than 60 miles apart.

By way of illustration, we would name Capes Frazer, Back, and Beechey on
the western shore, and Capes Jackson and Bryan on the eastern shore ;

to

these prominent headlands the attention of any searching party would
naturall}’ be directed. A small depot of provisions and a boat might also be

advantageously left at one or more of these points, to serve either for

exploring parties or to aid in the event of an abandonment of the ships.

9. The general design of the voyage should be, that while both ships would
share as far as possible in the objects of discovery and exploration, one must be

so placed that she would not only serve for the crew of the other to fall back
upon, but also, that the united crews could, without doubt, escape from her to

the relief ship at the entrance of Smith Sound, by means of their sledges and
boats over the ice.

Consequently, the second ship must not he carried northward of the 82nd
parallel

;
such a position would secure this most important object, and also

afford every prospect of exploration into very high latitudes.

10. The eastern or the western shore may be selected for her winter

quarters according to circumstances
;
the advantages of the former are, that

animal life has been found to exist there throughout the winter, and that the

ship would be favourably placed for exploiing the northern coast of Greenland
or adjacent land in the spring of 1876; on the other hand, if continuous land

on the western shore is found, it may, in the judgment of the officer in com-
mand, afford a counterhahincing advantage, in the greater facility and security

ofcommunication between the ships, and their co-operation in subsequent opera-

tions
; this point must, therefore, be left to him to decide : if he should select

the western shore, then he would bo caieful to leave a record on the eastern

side of the probable position of the second ship; and in the absence of any
conspicuous cairn, a ship or party visiting the bay wintered in by the Polurii,

in about 81^35' north, would naturally seek the position of Hall’s grave,

where, and at 20 feet due north of it, lecords would be expected to be

found.

11. The commander of the second ship, wherever placed, would follow-

such instructions as he received on parting company, or subsequently, from

the officer commanding the Expedition.

12. It should be a matter for consideration, whether, before parting, the

leader would leave a depot of some six months’ provisions with the second

ship, in the event of bis own crew having to retreat, but time and circum-

stances must govern his decision on this point.

13. Having assured himself of the safety of his second ship, and increased

his own crew by such portion of hers as he may deem necessary to enable

him to accomplish a sledgmg attempt to reach the Pole, this being the mam
feature of his voyage, and also the exploration of his share of the coast-lines

extending northwards, the leader of the expedition should then push on north-

ward, and explore by ship, as much of the unknown area as the season and
the state of the ice ivoiild permit. But it is not contemplated that the two
ships should winter at a greater distance apart than about 200 miles

;
and

the officer in command, if he advance with his ship beyond that point in 1875,
should use his best eneleavours to return witbin the 200 miles distance, or the

case may arise in which it may be even wise to rejoin his consort, and unite

their forces for exploration in the spring and summer of 1876,

14. Should the advance ship, after leaving her consort, carry continuous, or

nearly continuous land up to a high northern latitude, the officer in command
should avail liimself of opportunities to land small depots of provisions at

iiiterv.ds, with cairns and records as already described ; and also to deposit at

the most northern station a depot of pirovisions and a boat, for his spring
travelling parties.
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15. In tlie absence of continuous kind, it must not be lost sight of that

sledge travelling has never yet been found practicable over any considerable

extent of unenclosed frozen sea, although conditions may be found to exist

which would enable parties to travel for limited distances by sledge and boat

operations combined, and for this purpose the best boats and sledges that can
be devised have been supplied. Tire leader having increased his own crew by
such portions of the crew of the second, ship as he may deem necessary, it is

expected that he will have at least six strong sledge parties and four dog
sledges.

In early spring his sledge exploration will commence, and all these parties

should he employed in the first instance to push out the North Pole party
(which should be provided with at least one boat), and upon return from this

work, some weeks later, the piarties for the exploration of the cuast-lines should
be sent out.

Id. It must be left to the officer in command to furnish ample instructions

to his second, especially in regard to the explorations to be undertaken by him
during the spiring and summer of 1S7G. should the ship's winter apart; and in

this event, the first consideration should be, in the autumn of 1875 or early

spring of 1S76, to ascertain their respective positions ; this, unless under very
unfavuurable conditions, would be pirobably accomplished by dog parties,

witho'dt interfering much with the objects of exploration.

In connection with this subject the leader should be-ar in mind the necessity
of giving such instructions as would govern his proceedings in the event of
this proving to be a final separation.

17. It will be inip ossible to give any piositivc or detailed instructions for the
guidance of the ofiicer in command of the Expiedition after quitting his con-
sort, further than that he should use his best endeavours to rejoin der in the
navigable season of 187(>, and in company with her return to England, pro-
vided his spring exploration has been reasonably successful. But lii the event
of another season being absolutely required to compilete a reasonable amount
of exploration, still it uill be a matter for his careful consideration, whether it

would not he advisable that the advanced ship should fall back towards her
consort from any advanced position she may have wintered at

;
and should it

still remain doubtful whether a fiual retreat could be effected, the second ship)

might not be moved southward to such a piosition as would secure it.

18. In 1877 the leader should be at full liberty to abandon his ship as earlv
as convenient, if, in his opinion, the explorations of the preceilmg year had
been final, or, if from his expicrience of the navigable seasons of 1875-76 that
her escape in 1877 would bo doubtful

;
and he should so time this abandon-

ment as to reach the relief ship at the eiitraiice of Smith Sound not later than
the first week in September, 1877.

In the event of bis remaining out in the hopie of extricating his own, or it

may be both ships, during the summer of 1877, ho should consider the pjro-

piriety of reducing his own or both crews to a minimum, sending away all that
can be spared to the relief shipi at Lyttelton Island.

In this case one or both shipis would remain out for the winter of 1877, if

unable to extricate themselves in the summer of that year, a contingency
which is hardly possible.

It is not desirable, tmder any circumstances, that a single ship should be
left to winter in tlie Arctic regions. If one sliipi remains up Smith Sound, a
second ship should remain at the rendezvous at us emrauce.

Itl It does not appear that anj- more definite instructions, than are em-
braced in the foregoing remarks, can he furmshed to an officer already familiar
with Arctic service, although there are many important pelnts and details to
which it might be desirable hereaiter to direct his attention, "With the ample
means at his command, he may vary the detail according to circumstances.
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but the main points laid down by the Admiralty for his guidance can always
be kept in view’, and all other objects should be subordinate to them.

20. He will be aw’are that in the summer of 1877, a relief or depot ship
will be despatched to Smith Sound, and that she wih take up, if possible, a
position to be agreed upon with him before his departure from England,
subordinate to any suggestions which may be deposited in the cairn at Lyttel-
ton Island. The instructions to this ship, so far as they need be decided on at

present, should be to be found at the rendezvous agreed upon not later than the
last week in August 1877. She should be equipped and fitted for wintering in
the Polar Seas, and, in the event of there being no tidings of the expedition

nor instractiuiis to the contrary, in the records to be found at the rendezvous,
she should be ordered to winter at the position agreed upon.

21. If, under the circumstances alluded to in paragraph IS, the retreating

pai'ties should arrive at Lyttelton Island in 1878 and find no relief ship there,

or no intelligence of her, it will be taken for granted that some untoreseen
accident has prevented her reaching Lyttelton Island, and in that case the
retreating parties must rely on their own resources for reaching Upernivik,
looking out, of course, for the whalers on their fishing-grounds "between the
months of Slay and August. The Expedition will, in any case, on its retm-n
revisit the caiin on Lyttelton Island and leave records.

22. There is one other point which it may not be out of place briefly to
refer to, notwithstanding that the officer in command is an experienced nautical
stirveyor, and it is this, that no minute surveys are necessary, nor, on an
expedition of this character are they possible. As a rule, the requirements
of hydrography and geography will be amply provided for, if the principal

points discovered are determined with all the accuracy attainable, and the
prominent features and general outline of the shores sketched in as faithfully

as time and circumstances will admit, soundings being obtained when
practicable.

23. The scientific memoranda furnished by the Societies at the request of
the Admiralty should be supplied to the commanding officers, with instruc-

tions that the various suggestions therein contained should be carried out as

far as circumstances will admit.

24. Should the season of 1875 be so unfavourable as to prevent the Expedi-
tion from penetrating beyond the 79th parallel, it is for their Lordships to

decide whether the ships should winter there or return to England and renew
the attempt the following year.

V. The various kinds of stores, pirovisions, and clothing which will be
required.

With the assistance of the two officers placed at their disposal by their

Lordships, viz.. Dr. David Lyall, Deputy Inspector-General oi Hospitals and
Fleets, and Air. James Lewis, Paymaster K.x., both of whom have had con-
siderable experience in Arctic service, the Committee have caiefullv considered
all points connected with the pirovisions and clothing, and have" decided on
the species and quantities of each to he supplied to the Expedition, together
with scales of daily issue of the former, subject of course to any modification
which the officer in command may from time to time feel it desirable or
necessary to make. Lists also of the various kinds of stores requisite for
the equipment ol the Alert and Mloodhound fur Arctic service have been
drawn up.

VI. The preparation of boats, sledges, fittings, &c.
The construction of the boats has been considered with a view to their

employment on ordinary service, to their adaptability for navigating among
ice and to their jiortability for carrying on sledge.s, and their numbers have
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1)6611 determined on the principle, that they should conveniently carry the

whole of the crews, with ample provisions, under any contingencies which

can be provided against. In regard to sledges, the numbers have been deter-

mined on, viz., about twenty-six for both ship.s, and their construction is left

to Sir Leopold McClintock, under whose superintendence the Expedition i.s

being fitted at Portsmouth.

YII. Whether dogs should be employed.

The Committee are of opinion that dogs could he employed with advantage

for auxiliary travelling and other purposes, and that with this view arrange-

ments should be made with the Danish Government for providing a certain

number of those animals, together with Esquimaux drivers, interpreters, &c.,

at the settlements on the Western Coast of Greenland, where the ships would
call for them.

VIII. The selection of ice-masters, quartermasters, &c.

The Committee recommend that the practice adopted in former expeditions

be adhered to, viz., that three ice-quartermasters be attached to each ship,

and that they be selected from the crews of the whaling vessels at the northern

ports of the United Kingdom.

IX. The sanitary arrangements best calculated to preserve the health of

officers and men of the Expedition.

The Committee are of opinion that the precautions most conducive to health

and comfort on an expedition of this character are, first, that the officers and
crew should be selected with a duo regard to their age and physical fitness

;

and, secondly, that they should be liberally supplied with the best provisions

which can be procured, antiscorbutics and medical comforts, as well as suit-

able clothing.

Upon these points, especially as regards the provisions, the Committee have
been guided by their own experience with expeditious under the late Captain
Austin and Sir Edward Belcher, in the years 1851-2-3-1-, as well as the

evidence of several of the seamen who served in these expeditions, and whom
they have called before them.

The equipment of ships for Arctic service is now so well understood, that

the Committee hare not thought it necessary to offer any special sanitary

suagestions on this point (the more especially as the ships of the present

Expedition are being fitted and equipped under the personal superintendence

of their experienced Arctic colleague. Hear-Admiral Sir Leopold iIcClintock),

further than that all possible measures should be taken to secure warmth,
ventilation, and the absence of condensed vapour from between decks.

X. A general consideration of all details in regard to the Expedition
itself.

Many of the details connected with the Expedition have necessarily been
mixed up and considered with the main points submitted to the Committee
by their Lordships, and will bo found recorded in the daily minutes of pro-
ceedings, but the most important of toe detailed arrangements will be con-
nected with the travelling and sledge equipments, which must be carried out
at the jxirt where the ships are being fitted out, under the superintendence of

Sir Leopold MoClmtock, aided by the officers of the Expedition.

The Committee now believe that they have fully considered and reported

on all the important points submitted to them, and as much of the detail as

can be decided on at this early period of tlie outfit of the Expedition
; but

they would desire to point out, that their labours have been carried on, for

the most part, during the absence of the leader of the Expedition on foreign
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service
;
now tliat Captain Xares Las returned to England, and during the

progress of the equipment, some modifications of the Committee’s views on
minor, or even material points, may be found desirable as circumstances

develop themselves
;
and in the event of any such moditicaticns being found

necessary, they would suggest that they should form a supplement to tins

Ileport, in older that a concise and comprehensive record should he preseived

of all matters connected with the equipment of the Expedition, up to the

date of its departure ,from England. Such a record, if further supplemented
by a precis of the correspondence which may arise during the fitting out of

the Expedition, would he of great service should it become necessary to equip
a relief ship in the winter of 1876-77.

Though the Committee believe their own labours are ended, they would,

suggest that the services of the two officers who have been associated with
them—Dr. Lyall and Air. Lewis—should be letained for the piesent, ami
until the different articles of provisions, clothing, Ac., which have heen oidered

to be prepared, are delivered over into the store, m order that they may
examine .and certiiy as to their fitness lor the service.

Finally, the Committee would desire to acknowledge the ready assist.ance

and courtesy they have received from the heads of Departments and the

officers vith whom their Lordships have placed them in communication.
With the heads of the Contract and Yictualling Departments, the Committee
have heen in daily communication, and nothing could exceed the readiness

with which these gentlemen and their staff' have met their vieuts and wishes

in every respect.

Geo. Hext.t PiICHAEDs, lieu i'~

A

dmiral.

r. L. jIcCi.ixtock, Ilear-Ad/iii,al.

SnF.ii.tUD Osiioux, Jltnr-Adinind.

War. Blakeset, Fa;imastcr, n.x..

Hferetary to Arctic Coimailtee.
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SESSION 1874-75.

Twelfth Meeting, May 10th, 1875.

TThe paper announceJ for this evenin'.; wa' “ On Arctic Sledge Travelling,"

by Rear-Admiral Sir Leopold M‘Clintock
;
but in consequence of the sudde:

death of Admiral Sheraul Osborn, on Thursday, May Otli, the Sleeting va.-

not held.]

Thirteenth Meeting (.AN'>’ivi.E5AEY), May 2it7i, 1875.

Majoe-Gexeeal Sie HEXEY C. EAWLIXSOX, k.c.b., Presidext,

in the Chair.

Elections.—M. Albert Benehe, Esq., ai.A.; M. Pierre Savorgnan de

Brazza; James Francin Cobh, Esq.; Eccleston Du Eaur, Esq. ; James

Hart, Esq. ; Louis Arthur Lucas, Esq. ; The Buie of Manchester

;

George Nerrton, Esq. ; Myles Patterson, Esq. ; Bev. TFi7?(n?n James

Woods, B.A.
; Alfred B. Wyou, Esq.

The Secretary, Mr. C. E. Maekuaji, read Section I., Chapter Y.,

of the Eegulations, relating to the Anniversaiy Meetings of the

Society.

The Minutes of the last Annual Meeting having been read, the

President appointed Captain Felix Joxhs and the Eev. E. J. Gol'ei'

as Scrutineers of the Ballot about to take place.

After which, the Seceefaly read the Eeport of the Council fur

the year. The adoption of the Eeport was moved by A iseondo'

yoL. XIX. 2 b'
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D-jpeat, seconded Ly Captain Griffith Jenkins, and carried witli-

ont dissent.

Tlie President then pioposed the addition of the following sen-

tence to Par. 2, Sect. 3, Chap. T., of the Eegulations :

—

“• But the Council is empowered to restrict the privilege of admission to

me f.iend for each ilemher, whenever such restrictijn semis to them abso-

lutely necessary."'

This alteration in the Pules governing the admission of visitors

to the Evening Meetings, he said, was proposed in the interest of

the Society generally, hecanse, on certain special occasions, Fellows

had been unable to obtain seats, owing to the large number of

visitors
2
U'esent. He hojied that the rule would meet with general

approbation.

The proposal was agreed to without dissent.

The presentation of the Eoyal Medals and other Awards nest

f.dlowed.

ITiESEXTATlOX OF THE EOYAL AND OTHEK
A^YAEDS.

II O Y A L 31 B I> .\ I. S.

TiiE Gold Medals entrusted to the Society for the encouragement

(,'f Geographical science and discovery were awarded this year as

follows :

—

The Founder's Medal to Lieutenant Meyjirecht, of the Austrian

Yavy, for the enterprise and ability he has displayed in the com-
mand of two expeditions to the sea between Spitzbergen and Yova
Zembla

;
for his discovery of new lands in the same sea

; and for

the numerous and valuable scientific observations made during his

voyages.

The Patron's Medal to M. Julius Payer, for the great service he
has rendered to Geography by his explorations and discoveries in

the Arctic regions
; first, as member of the Yorth German Expedi-

tion of 1809-70, in East Greenland, and afterwards, as second in

command to Lieutenant M eyprecht, in the two Austrian Expe;
ditious to the Xova Zemhla Sea of 1871 and 1872—4:, during the latter

of which he led the sledge-party in exploring the coasts of the
newly-discovered Franz-Josef Land.
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Ilis Excellency tlie Count von Beust, Austro-Hungarian Ambas-

sador, attended to receive the 3IeJal3 in the absence of Lieutenant

’Wevprecht and 31. Payer.

The Peesident addressed Count von Beust as folIoxTS :

—

“ Excellexcy,

“ In the unavoidable absence of the ofiieers to whom the

Eoyal Geographical Society has this year awarded its 3Iedals, I am
proud to be permitted to deliver tbem into the hands of a statesman

so well known and so universallj' respected throughout Etirope as

yourself. And I will venture to obseiwe that the occasion is one

which, from its very exceptional char-aeter, is the more worthily

associated with your Excellency’s name, since it is the first time

during a long series of years that the Council of the Eoyal Geo-

graphical Society, weighing the claims of travellers in all parts of

the world, has decided to award both its 3Iedals to members of the

same Expedition, that Expedition moreover led by Austrian officers

and supported by the piivate munificence of Austrian subjects, not

only bearing honourable testimony to the maiitimo enterprise of

the nation which you so ably repiesent, but having also achieved

the most important Geographical discovery of modem times. Lieu-

tenant 31'eypreoht, of the Austrian Navy, and Lieutenant Payer, of

the Austiian 3Iilitary service, have been associated for seveial years

joast in Aictic exploration. Their first joint entei prise was in the

year 1871, when, embarked in a small sailing-vessel of only 40 tons

measurement, they extensively explored the sea between Spitz-

bergen and Aova Zembla, and actually reached the very high lati-

tude of 79' X., bringing back to Europe such a favourahle account

of the navigability of this part of the Arctic Ocean, that the screw-

steamer Tejethoff was fitted out in 1872 and sent to continue the

exploration. It is this last Expedition—in which Lieutenant TS'ey-

j>recht commanded and Lieutenant Payer led the sledge-parties on
shore—that has mainly earned the 31edals of our Society, granted
for important services rendered to Geographical science

; for not
only was a new and extensive land discovered to the north-east of

Spitzbergen, to v.'hich the name has been given of Franz-Josef Land,
but under circumstances of extreme difficulty, o^ving to the immi-
nent danger which threatened their ice-bound vessel, a seiies of

scientific observations were made and recorded by the officers of the

Tctjtiloff as valuable as any ever before obtained in an Arctic vovage.

The greatest credit also is due to Lieutenant AVeyprecht for his able

2 B 2
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and tiioiiglitful management of the crew committed to his charge,

for his maintenance of discipline, and his attention to the health

and comfort of his men, during the two winters that his vessel

remained imbedded in the ice ; and, finally, for the resolution and

skill with which, when the extrication of the Tegetlioff from the ice

was manifestly impossible, he abandoned the ship and succeeded,

by means of boats and sledges, in conveying his party in safety to

iSova Zembla.
“ Lieutenant Payer was distinguished as an Alpine explorer

before he joined the North German Expedition to East Greenland

in 1869. On that occasion, however, he gained fresh laurels, having

led the sledge-parties from the Germania in the spring of 1870 beyond

the 77’ of north latitude, and having contributed two excellent

chapters and portions of others to the account of the voyage which

was published on the return of the Expedition to Europe. In

1871 he was again employed in the first Austrian E.xpedition to

the Nova Zembla Sea, and ably seconded Lieutenant Weyprecht

in that navigation, when they reached 79’ x. before they were

obstructed by the ice. Lieutenant Payer’s great and crowning

services, however, as an Arctic explorer have been rendered in

connection with the recent voyage of the Tegetlioff. During that

voyage, in the early spring of 1874, and after being imprisoned for

two winters in the ice. Lieutenant Payer landed on Franz-Josef

Land, and commenced a sledge-journey of 17 days to the north,

during which he not only laid down the outline of a large extent

of hitherto unknomi land, but he ultimately reached Cape Fligely,

in 82’ o', and from that elevated point, about 1500 feet high, he

traced the coast-line as far as 83° x., where a remarkable head-

land, named Cape Vienna, formed the western extremity of a

country which he called Petermann Laud, after the famous geo-

grapher of Berlin. Lieutenant Payer subsequently rejoined his

vessel 160 miles to the south in safety, and accompanied his com-

mander on their return route to Europe.

“ By general consent, this expedition conducted by Lieutenants

Weyprecht and Payer is one of the most remarkable that has ever

been made in the Arctic regions. It has especially attracted our

admiration in this country as a noble instance of combined daring,

skill, and endurance. IVe are further indebted in some degree tf>

its successful termination for having stimulated our own Govern-
ment to send forth the Discovery and Alert.

“ TV e sincerely congratulate Austria on the achievements of her
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gallant children, and I request your Excellency, in presenting

the Founder’s Medal to Lieutenant Weyprecht and the Patron’s Medal
to Lieutenant Payer, to assure them that their English brethren

hail them with cordiality and joy as worthy fellow-labourers in

our common field of geographical discovery and research.”

Count von Beust, in accepting the medals, said he fully appre-

ciated the great honour which had been conferred upon him. He
was most sensible of the kind and flattering terms which the

President had used, and his countrymen would be proud of such

testimonials from so eminent a Society. He was equally grateful

to the Society and to his countrymen : to the latter first, on account

of the lustre they had added by their deeds to Austro-Hungaiy,
and next, because it was to them he was indebted for the kind and
friendly reception he had met with in this distinguished assembly.
The medals were a substantial pledge of the appreciation which
was felt in this country for the labours of his countrymen ; and he
was acting in accordance with the wishes of both his Government
and his countrymen when he tendered their sincerest good wishes
for the success of the brilliant and gallant Expedition which was so

soon to set sail from these shores, to carry England’s “ Union Jack ”

and her brave sailors to the far north.

OTHEK AWARDS.
A Gold M ATCH was presented to Mr. M . H. Johnson, in acknow-

ledgment of the services rendered to Geography hj’ his survey-

journey in 1865 across the Kiten-Luen to Ilchi in Khotan, and for

the aid subseqxrently rendered to Sir D. Forsyth’s Expedition xvhilst

resident at Ladak.

Colonel T. G. Montgomerie, of the Trigonometrical Suiwey of

India, attended to receive the watch on behalf of Mr. Johnson.

The Peesident addressed Colonel Montgomerie as follows ;

—

“ Sir, I have the honour to hand to you, as representing the

Great Trigonometrical Survej' of India, a Gold Watch, which has
been awarded by the Council to Mr. "W. H. Johnson, who was
formerlj’ attached to the Survey, for the great services which he has
rendered to Geography

—

“ Istly. By his visit to Khotan in I860
,
when he approximately

fixed the position of that important city, and was the first English-

man who ever crossed the Kuen-Luen into the plains of Tartary.
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“ 2ndly. By tis constant efforts, in Lis position as Commissionei

of Ladfik tinder the Maharaja of Cashmere, to promote inde-

pendent exploration, and especially by the aid he affoided Sir D.

Forsyth in the recent passage of his Mission via Leh to Yarkand

and Kashgar.

“ As Mr. Johnson began life as one of j’onr otvn employes it will

be gratifying to the Council if you will undertake to present him

with this watch, as a mark of our appieciation of his seivices, and

if you will assiu'e him of the lively interest we shall take in his

future caieer on that extreme frontier of our Indian empire wheie

his lot is cast.”

Colonel Moxn.rOiiuuK replied :

—

“ Sir Henry Eawlinson, Ladies, and Gentlemen:—I have much
pleasure in receiving this watch for Mr. Johnson, knowing, as I

do, how well he has deserved such an honour fiom this learned

Society.

“ I am proud to think that one of my assistants on the Survey of

the Northern Frontier of India has been selected for such a testi-

monial, looking c.n it, as I do, as the meet rewaid fur much hind

work in purelj- geographical research among the upper valleys, peaks,

and glaciers of the Himalayas. Such a recognition of bis services

is, at the same time, a compliment to the Trigonometrical Survey

of India, to which he had formerly the honour to belong.

“ I regret Mr. Johnson is not here in person, for I feel sure that

he would have expressed his grateful thanks much better than I

can for him. He is, how'ever, unavoidably absent, having had to

return to India.

“ I know he will greatly vuilue this recognition of his services,

this token of his having done good work in the cause of Geography ;

he will thoroughly appreciate it, and will, I know, treasure it as an

heir-loom.

“ A surveyor and explorer from boyhood, nothing can gratify him
more than such a maik of approval from this Society, which io

chartered to decide ujton all geographical questions.

“As a mountaineer, Mr. Johmson wa.s always conspienuus : no
height, no amount of .snow or ice, weie sufficient to deter him if au
ascent was necessary ; and the number of trigonometrical statiuii.-.

which he established at over 2O,000 feet was quite extraordinary.
“ Those who vi^it Laduk—now a po.ssible summer-trip fn-m

London would he able to see one of the masuiny [datfornis f;om
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Leli, tlie capital, which was erected by Mr. Johnson's survey party

on. a peak of the range opposite, anil west of that town, at a height

of 21,500 feet ahoTe the sea. IrYith a telescope there is no diffieulty

i:i tracing the artificial ariangement of the stones, and until quite

recently a flag-staff, which was erected over it, was also visible, but

has since, I beheve, been destroyed by lightning. Those who like

to try the effects of such an altitude will find the regular Trigono-

metrical mark engraved on the centre stone of the pillar.

“ The occasion of Mr. Johnson's ascending to 22,300 feet, was

owing to his inability to get at a valley in any other waj* except

by crossing a ridge which reached this altitude. He actually

forced his way over, and was obliged to spiend the night at

neaily 22,000 feet above the sea, darkness having come on before

he got any lower.

“ I know this award ivill be an incentive to Mr. Johnson’s farther

exertions in all geographical matters, and as this watch is one that

will keep good time, I trust that with it Mr. Johnson may himself

have an opportunity of determining some further geographical

problems for this Society.

“Again thanking you most heartily on behalf of Mr. Johnson for

the honour you have conferred on him, I have only to add that I

will do my best to see that it is conveyed to him as safely as

possible, though it will be no very easy matter, as it cannot reach

him till he has again crossed the Himalayas, and reached his

distant residence in Ladak, some 20 marches beyond that great

range of mountains.’’

PUBLIC SCHOOLS’ PRIZE MEDALS.

The Hon. G. C. Brourick, at the invitation of the Tresideiit,

addressed the Meeting on the subject of the Public Schools Prize.-'"

Examination of the present year. He said the Special Subject

for the year 1874-5 was China; General P. Strachey being Examiner
in Physical, and Sir Eutherford Alcock Examiner in Political

Geography. The award of the Examiners was as follows :

—

PiiY.st AL Geography. Gold Medal.— Ilemy Alexander 31ieis,

Eton College. Bronze Medal .—Archibald Edward Garrod, Marl-

borough College. Hononrabhj Meitlioncd.—C. A. Spring Eice, Eton
College

;
H. Perrin, Clifion College; II. H. Hancock, Biistol Gram-

mar tchool
; W. D. Thomson, Clifton College ; II. M. ITaturuer,

City of London School.
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Political GnoGRArHY. Guld Medal.—Sidney H. B. Saunders,

Dulwich College. Bronze Medal.—^AVilliani C. Graham, Eton Col-

lege. Hcnourahhj Mentioned.—.J. Vans Agnew, Marlborough College ;

W. M. H. Milner, Marlborough College ; J. F. Heyes, Liverpool

College; D. G. Crawford, Cheltenham College; T. Knox, Hailey-

bury College
; A. S. Moriai-ty, Brighton College.

This was the seventh year in which these examinations had been

held, and it was a most gratifying fact that, although the average

standard of attainment had not always been as high as could hare

been wished, there never had been wanting candidates worthy, in

the opinion of the Examiners, to receive both the Gold and the

Bronze medals in both divisions. At first sight, the total number

of candidate.s fnineteen in each subject) might appear rather small

;

but he thought it was as great as could be expected, for boj's at

public schools were now almost distracted with the multiplicity of

examinations, and nineteen would be considered a very respectable

number of competitors for a college scholarship at either of the

Lmiversities. A'or should it be forgotten that the Special Subject

chosen for the year required a good deal of preparation outside the

groove of the ordinary school studies. It was very satisfactory to

learn, as the Council had done, that so many of the successful can-

didates in previous examinations had distinguished themselves in

other studies at the Universities and elsewhere ; and he had always

maintained that jireparation for the general Geographical papers was

as good an investment of time as a boy at a public school could make,

whether for the Universities, the Army, or the Civil Service. So

much could scarcely be said for the Special Subject each year, which,

however, was the characteristic feature of the examinations, and

he ventured to doubt whether any Geographer present, however

eminent, would stand much chance in the competition, without

devoting a great deal of time to special prej'aration, against the

successful candidates of the year.

The Special Subject for next year was the Arctic Eegions. The
physical geography of the Arctic Eegions had a great interest of its

own, and Mr. Major had shown how much was to be said on the

political geography in connection with the various migrations and
settlements along the coast of Greenland. But this was nut the
only reason wUich had influenced the Council in the selection of
the subject

; for it was felt to be a natural and a wholesome thing
for the young geographers of our pmblic schools to be associated
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witli the whole country in sj'mpathetic interest in that expedition

which was just about to leave our shores, so that they might

follow the movements of Captain Xares and his comrades on their

perilous voyage across the Polar Seas, and stand with them, in

imagination at least, on that central point, 90" x. latitude and no

longitude at all, where it was hoped and believed the new expedi-

tion would succeed in planting the British, flag.

In presenting the Gold Medal for Physical Geogiupliy to Mr.

H. A. Miers, the Peesiiient said : I am very happy to present you

with the Gold Medal for Physical Geography. You have had one

of the first physical geographers in the world for your examiner.

General Strachey, and having attained the Gold Medal under his

inspection is a very great honour indeed. I am happy to find that

you have an hereditary connection with science :
your grandfather’s

reputation as a Botanist is known all over the world, and I tmst

this will be an incentive to you to emulate that reputation.”

Addressing Mr. Garrod, the Pkesidext spoke these words :

—

“ Allow me to present you with the Bronze Medal for Physical

Geography which you have earned this year. I believe you also

are connected with science, your brother being well known as a

physiologist. I trust that that will be an incentive to you to

further exertion in scientific studies in future.”

Xext addressing Mr. S. H. B. Saunders, the President said :
“ I

4im very glad to present you with this Gold Medal for Political

Geography. Sir Eutherford Alcock, one of our Vice-Presidents,

whose past official connection with China rendered him master of

the Special Subject of the year, as far as Political Geogiaphy was

conceined, was your Examiner, and it is a great honour for you that

he 1 eport.s nio.st favourably of your v c>rk. I think that on a previous

occasion also you were honourably mentioned, and it is very satis-

factoiy now to find that you have obtained the Gold Medal as a

reward of persevering in the same course.”

Addressing Mr. Graham, the Pkesidest said :
“ I present you with

this Bronze Medal for Political Geography. I congratulate you on
having obtained it. I congiatulate Eton College also on again

having come to the fiont, and sent to us a prizeman for both

Political and Physical Geography. I say nothing in disparagement

of the other schools, but it mu»t be very satisfactory’ to all Etonians

to find their old college coming to the front in this manner, and
Sending prizemen for the Geographical Medals.”
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The Ballot for the Conncil was then taken, and the result

declared as follows (the names in Italics being those of the Xew
Conncillors, and those who change oiifice) ;—

•

President

:

Major-General Sir H. C. Eawlinson, k.c.b., &c. Tke-

Presideiits : Sir Eutherford Alcock, k.c.b., drc. ;
Admiral Sir George

Back, j '.c.L.; Yice-Admiral Sir E. Collinson, c.b. ;
Lord Cotteslue.

Trustees: Lord Houg-hton, i>.c.L., f.b.s.
;
Sir Walter C. Trevelyan,

Bart. Secretaries : Clements E. Markham, Esq., c.b., f.e.s. ; E. H.

Major, Esq., f.s.a. Foreign Secretary : Lord Aithiir Eussell, m.p. Coua-

cillors : John Ball, Fsq., f.e.s. ; Sir T. Foicell Buedon, Bart.

;

Sir Georg’e

Campbell, K.c.s.i., m.p.
; Captain F. J. 0. Evans, e.x., c.b.; James

Fergusson, Esq., f.e.s. ;
Bight Hon. Sir H. Bartle Frere, k.c.b. ; ^ ice-

Admiral Sir Y’illiam H.^Uall, k.c.b.; Major-Geneial Sir Frederic J.

Goldsmid, k.c.s.i.; Francis Gallon, Esq., f.e.s.; M. E. Grant-Duff’,

Esq., M.P. ; The Buhe of Manchester ; .John Murray, Esq.
;
Sir Charles

Micholson, Bait., n.c.i.. ; Yice-Admiral E. Ommanney, c.b., f.e.s.:

Geneial C. F. Eigby
;
Adniircd G. H. Bichards. c.b., f.e.s.

;
H. Danby

Seymour, Esq. ; S. JY. Silver, Esq.
;
General B. Strachey, f.e.s. ;

Sir Hairy C. Yemey, Bait.; Major C. JV. AVilson, e.k. Treasurer:

Eeginald T. Cocks, Esq.

The FeesIDEXt announced, further, that the Council had that day

elected His Eoyal [Highness the Duke of Edinburgh as Honorary

President of the Society, His Eoyal Highness having expressed his

willing-ness to accept that office, and stated that he should he very

happy to attend the meetings of the Society from time to time, and

take the chair, on occasions when subjects were discussed which

concerned the profession with wliich he was connected. His Eoyal

Highness would not, as Ilonoraiy President, belong to the Council,

hut would occupj' a position next to Her Majesty, the Patron, and

the Prince of Y’ales, the A'ice-Patron, of the Society.

The Annual Address on the progress of Geography was then

read by the President, after which

Sir G. Boivex rose to propose a vote of thanks to the Piesident

for his exceedingly able and lucid address. It was, he said, per-

sonally a great sati.sfaction to him to return to England after

sixteen yeav.s’ absence, and find the chair which was then so ably

filled by Sir Eoderick Murchison now occupied by Sir H. Eawlinson.

He was qnite sure that the meeting would join with him in ex-

pressing a hope that Sir Henry wuuld permit his Address to bo

printed and circulated among the members of the Society.
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Lord CoTTESLOE, ia seconding the resolution, said lie had had

more experience than manj- members present of the services ren-

dered to the Society hj the President, having been himself for some

years a member of the Council, and the meeting having that day

elected him one of the Tice-Pi esidents. He Tvas able, therefoie,

to assure the members of tbe zeal, ability, and wisdom with which

Sir Henry Eawlinson transacted the business of the Society.

The llesoliition "(vas agreed to.

The Peesiiiext in returning thanks for the vote, said he should

do his best during the coming year to conduct the hu.siness of the

Society as it had hitherto been coudncted ; hut he trusted that at

the next annivemary, as he should then have filled the chair for

five 3'ears, he would he allowed to resign his position into the

hands of some younger and more active officer. He had expressed

a hope last year that Sir Baitle Fiere would resume the chair on

the present occa.sion, and ho should still have expressed the same

hope, hut that in a short time Sir Battle would leave England for

some months, as ho had arranged to accompany the Prince of Wales

to India, so that it was impossible for him to perform the duties

of President this year. He had mciely retired from the office of

Vice-President in consequence of that engagement, but on his

return from India it was to he hoped that he would again ressume

the high office in the Society which ho had feainorly held.



ADDRESS
TO

THE ROYAL GEOGRAPHIC IL SOCIETY.

Delivered at the Annirersary Meeting on the 'lith May, 1875 .

Bt IMajoe-General Sir H. C. Eawtlixsox, k.c.b., f.e.s.,

D.f'.L.. Ll.D., ETC., PrESIDEXT.

Gextlfmes-,

Is meeting you again on tliiji, the 45th anniversary of the

Eoyal Geographical Society, I am happy to be able to congratulate

you on our increased and ever-increasing prosperity. You will

have leamt from the Eeport of the Council, which has just been

read, that during the past twelve months there has been a net

increase of 200 Members, which is the largest addition that has

been ever made to our r anks within the limits of the same period

;

for although last year there were 342 new paying Membeis, against

205 of tile present year, there were al>o ITT withdrawals, as against

05, so that the balance is 23 in fivour of the year now reported on.

Our Eegister now exhibits the imposing total of 3035 Fellows, of

whom 2960 are Ordinary and 75 are Honorary, and Honorary

Corresponding, Members. Our income has al-o steadily advanced

until it now exceeds 7000L per annum, and if we may judge from

the repeated I'eferences that are made to us on Geographical subjects

from all parts of the world, our reputation and influence have cer-

tainly not diminished. It must indeed be a gratifying reflection to

the Fellows of this Society that it is mainly owing to the urgent

and persistent arguments impressed by your successive Presidents

on Her Majesty’s Government, and supjported by the full weight of

your unanimous approval, that the great national undertaking of a
Polar Expedition has been at length accomplished. The Council
do not take anj' especial credit to themselves for the success which
has thus attended their efforts ; but they do feel proud, as your
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representatives, in having contributed to launch an enterprise

which, as they believe, 'will not only yield the most valuable

scientific re.siilfs, but -will redound to the honour of England, and

will raise still higher the professional character of British sailors.

There are two other points to which I am desirous of calling your

attention before proceeding to our regular Eeport on the progress of

Geography. The one relates to our Evening Meetings, which we are

still enabled, through the indulgent consideration of the Senate of

the University of London, to hold in this handsome and commo-

dious Hall. On all ordinary occasions the accommodation which is

here furnished, is ample for our requirements, and the Council would

not therefore propose to cancel the rule which permits each Fellow

to introduce one gentleman or two lady friends to our Evening

Meetings
;
but on extraordinary occasions the demand for places is

so great, that in the interests of the Fellows generally we are

obliged to ask for authority to limit, at our discretion, the privilege

of admission to such meetings to one visitor to each Member.

The Council will not impose this restriction unless they have

reason to apprehend excessive crowding ; but it is manifestly unfair

that the Hall should be filled with visitors to the exclusion of the

Fellows, and we trust, therefore, that the compromise now suggested

will meet with general approval.

The other point to which I desire to call your attention, and which
has, I am sure, given much satisfaction to the Fellows, is the im-

provement in the publication of our ‘ Proceedings.’ By great assi-

duity on the part of our Stafl', and especialU’ through the activity of

our Secretary, Mr. Bate.s, we have been able before the Anniversary

to present the Fellows with five numbers of our ‘ Proceedings ’ for

the current Session, instead of three numbers, as in former years ;

not only a larger amount of matter, in an improved form, being

thus submitted for perusal, but the further advantage being gained

of circulating detailed information of new discoveries among the

Fellows while the interest of the subject is still fresh in their

memories. The 4.5th volume of the ‘ Journal ’ is also in active

preparation, and will probably be finished before the end of the j'ear,

the material being of a very valued character, and amply .sustain-

ing the reputation which our ])ublications have long enjoj-ed of

furnishing the most complete recoid of the present state and pro-

gress of Geographical knowledge that is to be found in Europe.
Our losses by death during the period under review have been

exceedingly heavy, the obituary list commencing with the honoured
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names of Sir C. Lyell, D'Avezac, and Sir H. Kellett, and closing

\yithin these few days with the names of 3Ir. Findlay and Admiral

Sherard Oshom, who, beloyed and respected in this Society, were

also among the foremost Geographers of the age.

EEAH-AmiiEAL Sheeaed OsBoes, c.b.

—

In Slierai’d Oshom the

Society has lost one of its most actiye and yaliied members. De-

yoted to his profession, an ardent geographer, an open-handed

yet judicious eneourager of enterprise, his bright and genial face

will long be missed, and his place among us will not easily be

filled. In the half-century that Osborn liyed he did his full share

of yaluahle work ; and although he turned his hand to many
things, yet there was a thoroughness and completeness in all he

did which is rarely found combined with that yersatilitj' of geniu.s

which distinguished our lamented friend. Gifted with mre
abilities, capable alike of conceiving great projects and of close and

searching attention to minute details, endowed with warm sym-

pathies and with an unusual power of attracting the devoted affec-

tion of those with whom he worked, he, through life, brought all

the powers of hi.s mind to hear (jn one object, which ho sought in

many ways. He loved his profession with a pure and unselfish

devotion, and he saw how clo>e’.y the best interests of the Aavy
were connected with the object-, of this Society. Hence it was his

perception of what was most conducive to the good of the Navy
that led him to become an ardent geographer. He .saw that in time

of peace, exploration and discovery were the legitimate substitutes

for warlike enterprises
;
and it was in his succe-ssful enforcement of

this truth that his greatest service to his coTintry lies. The story

of Osborn’s life thus furnishes a bright e.xumplo of devotion to a

noble profession, and of zealous and succe-sful efforts to advance its

true interests
;
on the one hand, by improving every branch of the

XavY' as a power in time of war, on the other by furthering geo-

graphical re.search, and advancing those great geograjjhical and
commercial enterprises which Osborn looked upon as the legitimate

battles and victories of the Xavy in time of peace.

Sherard Osborn was the son of a Colonel in the Madras Armv,
and was horn on the 25th of April, 1822. In September 1837, at

the age of fifteen, he entered the Xavy as a first-class volunteer on
hoard H.M.S. Hyacinth, an 18-gun corvette, commanded by Captain
M arren, who gave him the nomination. After visiting Eomhaj'
and iiincomalee, the Hiiaciath arrived at Singapore in May 1838,
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and was employed to drive the insurgent Malays out of Quedah, a

port on the Malacca peninsula, which it was the British loolicy to

restore to the King of Siam. She left Penang in September 1838,

in order to bloctade Quedah and the Eiver Parlis. For this pur-

pose Captain Warren, besides his own ship, had three lugger-rigged

gunboats, manned by Malays ;
and the command of one of these,

called the Emerald, was entrusted to young Osborn. Thus, as a

midshipman, and when only sixteen, Sherard Osborn took com-

mand of his first ship on December 8th, 1838. ‘‘ All was blight

and beautiful to me,” lie says. Placed, young as I was, in a

po.sition of trust and responsibility, enjoying all the sweets of com-

mand and still too j'oung to feel its anxieties, it was indeed the

«unny side of the world that I was then enjoying, and as, with a

throbbing pulse and zealous heait, I walked my own quarter-deck,

how earnest, in all the honesty of youth, were my resolutions to

deserve well of my profession.” Then followed an exciting time,

chasing and capturing piratical jjrahus, service on shore and up

rivers, and some hard fighting, until Quedah was evacuated in the

following March. At last the time came for giving up his indepen-

dent command and returning to the Hijadatli. “ It was not with-

out regret,” Osborn tells us, “ that I bid my crew good-bye ; for my
first essay as a captain had been a very very happy one ; and if ever

a set of poor fellows tried to show that the feeling was mutual, it

was exhibited in the warm good-bye of Jadee and his swarthy

crew.” Osborn kept a careful journal, noting down all he saw,

read, or felt, and in 1857 the portion of it relating to the Quedah

campaign was published, with a dedication to his beloved old com-

mander, Captain W. M'arren, c.b. It is one of the most charming

naval stories of this century, full of tales of adventure and of in-

formation conveyed in a pleasant and genial form, and has been the

delight of many a j’oung oflicer who has learnt from ‘ Quedah ' the

importance of keeping a journal. Osborn always said that to a

steady habit of journalising, noting down all he saw, and educating

himself with his journal, he was mainly indebted for being able to

fight his way up an arduous profession.

After the Quedah service the Hyacinth went to China, and Osborn

was in her at the reduction of Canton in 1841. In 1842 he joined

the Clio, commanded by Captain Troubridge, with whom he served

on shore at the capture of the batteries of IVoosung on the 16 th of

June. He was afterwards in the Yolage, and returned home in the

Coltriiibiiie in 1843.
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On the 6 th of December, 1843, he passed his examination for Lieu-

tenant, and was appointed to the Excellent, at Tortsmouth, where he

was a messmate of several of the gallant young otEcers who after-

wards joined Sir John Franklin’s Expedition, and whom he had

previously known in China. After studying gunnery for a year, he

passed out early in 1814 with a first-class certificate as gnnnery

ofEcer, and was specially selected as Gunnery Mate of H.M.S.

CollingiDood, an SO-gun line-of-battle ship, which was commissioned

as Flag-ship in the Pacific on May 4th, 1844.

The ColUngicood bore the flag of Admiral Sir George Seymour,

and was, in her day, the smartest as well as the happiest ship in the

service. Her Captain was the late Admiral Sir Eobert Smart, her

Commander was the present Admiral H. Broadhead ; and it is a

remarkable fact that no less than five naval squadrons are at this

moment commanded by old Collingicoods, namely, the Channel, the

East Indian, the Pacific, the Australian, and the Flying Squadrons.

Sherard Osborn brought the gunnery-drill of the Collingicood, both

as regards general quarters and small-arm practice on shore, to a

very high degree of efficiency, seiving as Mate until his promotion

on May 4th. 1846, and afterwards as Gunnery Lieutenant until the

ship was paid off on July 20th, 1848. In the Collingicood Osborn

visited most of the ports on the west coasts of South America,

Mexico, and California, and the Society and Sandwich Islands ; and

he was especially fascinated by the grandeur of the river systems of

South America, as future fluvial highways of commerce. He col-

lected and wrote much on this subject ; and it is very interesting,

as instancing the completeness of all his life-work, that in after

years, as one of the Directors of the Amazon Steam Xavigation

Company, he should have been able to realise one of the dreams uf

his youth.

After the Collingicood was paid off, Osborn was appointed to com-

mand the small screw-steamer Dicavf, for service on the coast of

Ireland during the Smith O’Brien riots, and received great praise

for his gallantry and seamanship in saving her when in a sinking-

state, after a heavy gale of wind. But on the return of Sir James

Boss in the autumn of 1840, the fate of Sir John Franklin's Expe-

dition, in which were many of his own friends and messmates,

absorbed all his attention, and moused his enthusiasm to the utmost.

For it was proposed, and in very influential quarters, that the search

for the Erehus and Terror should be abandoned, it being suggested

that these ships had never entered Lancaster Sound, but had gone
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down in Baffin Bay. Osbom hotly opposed this advice wdth all

the energy of his character, repelling the arguments of those who
wished to abandon Franklin to his fate wdth scornful indignation.

He aroused the country, and before the close of 1849 the Govern-

ment had resolved to renew the search.

The Arctic Expedition of 1S50-51, under Captain H. T. Austin,

C.C., consisted of two sailing-vessels, the Hesohde and Assistance, and

two steam-tenders ; and Osborn received the command of the steamer

Pioneer, as tender to Captain Austin’s ship, the Besohite. This

Expedition, taken as a whole, and considering its various results,

was the most succes.sful and important that ever entered the Arctic

regions. Captain Austin’s arrangements fur winter-quarters, and
the system he introduced, secured not only the health but the cheer-

fulness and happiness of officers and men. There was no sickness,

and the only death was due to an accident. dl’Clintock, who had
the experience of Sir James Boss’s Expedition to aid him, developed

the system of sledge-travelling under Austin, and brought it to

great perfection, so that many hundreds of miles were explored.

Osborn shoived the importance of steam-power in the ice, and his

exploits in Melville Bay led diiectly to the adoption of powerful

•screw-steamers for the whaling fleet. This was his special part of

the work
;
but he was one of the leading spirits of the expedition,

and accompanied Captain Ommanney in the journey across the

frozen sea to Cape M'alker, and onwards, in independent command,
to the western extreme of Prince of Wales Land. Fifteen sledges,

manned by 105 officers and men, were equipped for the search, and
nobly did they all do their work. But Osbom gives the chief credit

to the men. “ On them fell the hard labour, to us fell the honours
of the enterprise

;
yet none excelled the men in cheerfulness and

sanguine hopefulness.” Of the officers, “ M‘Cliutock,”, says Osborn,
had fairly won the palm ; in eighty days he had travelled 800

miles, and heartily did all congratulate him on his success.”

On the return of Captain .Austin’s Expedition in the autumn of

1851, Osborn again pleaded earnestlj- for a renewal of the search,

b ntil the fate of Franklin and his people was discovered, and the
records brought home, and not till then, Osborn again and again
declared, would England have done her duty towards the captains,

<tfficers, and ciews of II.M.S. Erehtis and Terror. The publication of

his ‘ Stray Leaves from an Arctic Journal,’ in February 1852, which
contains an admirable account of ice-navigation in Melville Bay, of
Arctic winter-quarter.s, and of Arctic sledge-travelling, stimulated

VCL. XIX. 2 c
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public interest, and early in 1852 tbe dispatch of another expedition

was decided upon. Osborn again commanded the Pioneer, having

been promoted to the rank of Commander ; and, owing to his previous

experience, his presence in the expedition was invaluable. He
passed two most trying winters up Wellington Channel, and made
long sledge-journeys, one of which, exceeding a thousand miles, on

foot. Eeturning home in the autumn of 1855, he for a few months

was Commander of the Xorfolk District Coast Guard, an appoint-

ment he accepted to recruit his health. He had been for five sum-

mers and three winters in the Arctic regions, a service which he

ever looked upon as an invaluable training for a naval ofiicer, and

from the day of his return he contemplated the renewal of scientific

Arctic research at some future day. During the brief interval of

rest he undertook the difficult task of editing the journals of Sir

Eobert M'Clure, and in April 1856 was published, ‘ The Discovery

of a Horth-West Passage by H.M.S. Investigator, Captain E. M‘Clure,

edited by Captain Sherard Osborn,’ which has since passed through

four editions.

The Crimean war had broken out before the return of the Arctic

Expedition, and Sherard Osborn was soon called from his brief

rest to active service. He was appointed to H.M.S. Vesuvius in

the Black Sea, and assisted Admiral Boxer in restoring order in

Balaklava Harbour. He was present at the capture of Kertch, and

in the spring of 1855 he succeeded Captain Lyons in command of

a light squadron, of fourteen to eighteen gunboats and dispatch
' vessels in the Sea of Azov

;
the shores of which were lined with

extensive depots of provisions for the supply of Sebastopol. With
extraordinary dash and celerity Osborn attacked position after-

position, and destroyed the accumulated stores at Berdiansk, Tagan-

rog, Gheisk, and Arabat. During the campaign of 1855 he was
promoted to post-rank, and, at the special request of Sir Edmond
Lyons, was appointed to the Medusa, in which vessel he continued

to command the Sea of Azov squadron until the signature of the

treaty of peace. In this remarkable service Sherard Osborn dis-

played great powers of organization, combined with dash and
rapidity of action. In recognition of its value he was created a

Companion of the Order of the Bath, an officer of the Legion of

Honour, and of the Medjidje.

It was at this time, in 1856, that Sherard Osborn became a
Eellow of the Eoyal Geographical Society, just nineteen years ago,

and in 1857 he contributed a paper ‘ On the Geography of the-
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Sea of Azov, the Putrid Sea, and the adjacent Coasts, with Eemarks

on their Commercial Future,’ which was published in the twenty-

seventh volume of our ‘ Journal.’

In the spring of 1857 Captain Osborn was appointed to H.IT.S.

Furious, on the breaking out of the war with China, and he was

entrusted with the responsible duty of escorting fifteen gunboats

to China, some of them of the lightest draught that had ever passed

the Cape. Sir William Palmer, the Commander-in-Chief at Devon-

port, was so much struck with the arduous nature of the task

that, in giving Captain Osborn his parting orders, he said, in the

presence of his Secretary, Mr. Charles Eichards, “ If you ever.

Sir, deliver all that squadron safe to j-our Admiral in China, you

deseiwe to be made a Commodore.” By carrying the squadron on a

great circle to the south of the Cape the passage was made without

a single disaster ; the gunboats arrived safely at Hong-Kong, and

their presence changed the character of the war, and brought our

negociations to a successful issue. Captain Osborn took a pro-

minent part in all the operations of the war, from the escalade of

Canton to the capture of the Taku Forts in 1858, and he was the

first to reach the citj’ of Tien-tsin. lie afterwards took Lord Elgin

to Japan, and led the squadron beyond the surveyed portion of

Tedo Bay, until the ships were anchored within gunshot of the

capital
;
which secured the signature of a satisfactory treaty between

Great Britain and Japan.

In September 1858 the question arose as to how far it was pos-

sible to declare the Eiver Yang-tsze navigable for Europeans, and

Captain Osborn undertook to test it by taking the Furious, accom-

panied by the Cruiser and two gunboats, up the river as far as she

would go. The river was falling, and the navigation was most

intricate and difiicult. Several times the Furious had to be cleared

to her keel, in order to float her off unknown reefs and shoals
; but

he succeeded in reaching Hankow, 600 miles from the sea. The
service was a most important one, for it enabled Lord Elgin to

insist on the river being opened to foreign commerce ; and at this

moment there is a line of steamers on it carrying a valuable Euro-

pean trade. The Ambassador spoke of the transport of the Furious

to Hankow as a feat unparalleled in naval history, and added that

the successful issue of the undertaking was due “ to the energy, pro-

fessional skill, courage, and judgment, of Captain Osborn and his able

Master,” Mr. Stephen Court, another old Arctic officer, who had

served with distinction in the Investiijator Under Sir Eobert M‘Clure.

2 c 2
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In 1859 Sherard Osborn returned to i England in shattered

health, and Avorked hard to support his family by literary labours.

He published his ‘ Cruise in Japanese Waters,’ ‘ The Eight on the

Peiho,’ ‘ On Allied Operations in China,’ ‘ Our Position with China,’

‘ ATar and Progress in China,’ and ‘ A Cruise in the Yangtsze,’ as

articles in ‘Blackwood’s Magazine’ in 1859 and 1860. In the

same periodical he also published ‘ The Tojnge of the Fox in the

Ai'ctic Seas,’ in January 1860; ‘Iron Clad Ship! of War,’ in Yo-

vember and December 1860, and March 1861 ;
‘ The Trans-

atlantic Telegraph Iceland Eoute,’ in February 1861 ;
and • The

Physical Geographj’ of the Sea,’ in March 1861. It was in De-

cember 1859, also, that he published his charming memoir of the

illustrious Arctic navigator fur whose succour he had devoted the

best years of his own life. ‘ The Career, Last Toyage, and Fate of

Sir John Franklin,’ was one of Sherard Osborn’s noblest literary

effoit.s. At this period, also, Osborn contributed two papers to our
‘ Proceedings,’ namely, ‘ Eemarks upon the Amount of Light experi-

enced in High Northern Latitudes duiing the Absence of the Sun,’

and ‘ Notes Geographical and Commercial made during the Pa.ssage

of H.M.S. Furious in 1858 from Shanghai to the Gulf of Pecheli

and back.’

In 1861 Captain Osborn was appointed to II.M.S. D:ne(jal, and

served on the coast of Mexico until the following year, when the

Donegal w'as paid off. In June 1862 a proposal was made to Sherard

Osborn by Mr. Lay, as agent to the Chinese Government, that he

should take command of a large squadion of armed vessels to be

equipped by him in England for the suppression of piracy on the

coast of China, on the understanding that he would not be placed

under any native authorities, but receive his orders direct from the

Emperor. A squadron of six vessels was constructed, equipped, and

cariied to the neighbourhood of Peking in 1863, with Osborn in

supreme command, and Charles Forbes, Burgoyne, Allen Young,

and Spencer Chapman under him. But, on reportiug himself,

Osborn found that the Chinese Government repudiated the engage-

ments of its agent, and wished to place a mandarin as a superior

otScer over him ; and he found also that the altered conditions

were likely to cause embariassment to his own Government.
On the one hand, he still had the opportunity of making a large
fortune in a perfectly legitimate way ; on the other, he saw that
bis continuance in command might prove compromising to British
interests in China. He took a truly patriotic course,—sacrificed
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private considerations to tlie interests of his country, and witlidiew

the whole force. For this unselfish decision he received the

warmest ofiicial commendation, and the cordial personal thanks of

Lord Palmerston. But anyone who knew Osborn could have no

doubt of his course of action under such circumstances. Devotion

to his profession and love of country were the ruling passions of

his life.

At this time Captain Cowper Coles was urging his turret sj'stem,

which he had first conceived while serving under Sherard Osborn

in the Sea of Azov, on the attention of the Admiralty. In deve-

loping his ideas Captain Coles had alwaj's received cordial encou-

ragement from Osborn; and in 1864 Captain Oshoni was appointed

to H.M.S. Moyal Sovereign, an old line-of-battle ship which had been

cut down and specially adapted to test the new turret system

invented by Cowper Coles. Osborn held this command until the

end of 1864, and reported on the perfect success with which 12-ton

guns were for the first time used at sea, and generally on the

excellence of the turret system.

It was duiing this period of home service that Osborn at length

found time to turn his attention to a renewal of Arctic discovery. He
was perfect master of his subject, and had read and carefully weighed

all that had been done atid written on Arctic matters, both before

and since his own return from the far north in l8o4. He knew
that if the unknown region round the Pole was to be discovered and

explored, it must be by that sy.stem of sledge-travelling -which was
developed in Captain Austin’s Expedition by Sir Leopold M'Clin-

tock. Consequently the route to be selected must be that which,

while ofi'ering the greatest facilities for retreat, also furnished the

means of travelling along a continuous coast-line running north-

wards. In his memorable paper, read before the Geographical

Society on January 23rd, 1865, Sherard Osborn eloquently advo-

cated the dispatch of a naval Arctic Expedition to explore the

unknown Polar region by the route of Smith Sound, and consist-

ing of two vessels. Isever was there so large and enthusiastic a

gathering of Arctic officers and men of science
;
and it was felt

that, in spite of delays and sneers and divided counsels, Osborn’s

proposal would eventually be adopted. He had on his side com-
plete knowledge, judgment, tact, untiring energy, and perseve) ance.

In his youth Osboin was impetuous, and was occasionallj- hurried

by his zeal into -nu-iting or saying things which created opposition.

But in his mature years this impetuosity was kept well in hand.
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and 'became a useful servant to aid in the achievement of great

ends. The subject vas thoroughly ventilated in 1865 ;
articles

were written in leading periodicals, and the public became accus-

tomed to its discussion ; Osborn was satisfied -with this result for

the moment, and bided his time.

His great talent for organisation led to his being offered and to

his accepting the appointment of Agent to the Great Indian Penin-

sula Eailway, and he sailed for Bombay in March 1865. During

the folio-wing year he devoted his whole energies to the improve-

ment of arrangements for the traffic, and especially for the transport

and shipment of cotton bales, and he effected great and extensive

reforms. 'When, in April 1866, he was obliged to resign his appoint-

ment and return to England, owing to ill health, the Government

of Bombay expressed “ very sincere regret at the prospect of the

loss of his services, which have been most valuable to the Govern-

ment and to the public.” In 1867 he became Managing Director

of the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company, for the

purpose of giving his professional knowledge to the work of

establishing submarine telegraph communication between Great

Britain and her Eastern and Australian possessions. In four years

this undertaking was completed by a series of submarine cables from

Falmouth, the Mediterranean and Bed Sea, to India, China, and

Australia. Sherard Osborn, in completing this great work, served

the commercial as well as the naval and militarj* interests of his

country; and when he read his paper at our Meeting on Xovem-
ber 29th, 1870, ‘ On the Geography of the Bed of the Atlantic,

Indian Ocean, and Meditenanean Sea,’ he announced that during

the two previous years his Company had laid 17,000 miles of

cable, worth 6,000,000?. He continued to preside over the work
of the Telegraph Maintenance Company from 1867 to 1873.

In 1868 Sherard Osborn contested Birkenhead in the Liberal

interest, and fought a gallant battle against the overpowering local

influence of Messrs. Laud. His failure was an undoubted loss to

the House of Commons and to the country. He had a most agi'eeable

voice, great powers of diction, and a ready fluency, which, added
to his extensive and varied knowledge, and his aptitude as an
administrator and organiser of work, would have ensured to him
Parliamentary and official success. In 1871 he had command of
H.M.S. Hercules in the Channel squadron for some months, and on
the 29th of May, 1873, he was promoted to the rank of Rear-Admiral.
In 1867 he published two articles in ‘Blackwood’s Magazine’ on
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‘Our Xaval Defences’ and on ‘ The Turret-ships of England and

America;’ and in 1873 he brought out a thoughtful and most

valuable pamphlet on coast defences.

Ever zealous for the advancement of the objects of this Society,

and desirous of giving some lasting mark of his sense of the use that

our library had often been to him in his researches, he quite recently

presented the Council ivith the sum of 200Z., to be laid out in the

purchase of valuable works. He did not intend that the name of

the giver should become known, but his death removes all necessity

for concealment, and it is right that the Fellows should know to

whom we are indebted for this munificent gift.

After preparing the way by repeated recurrence to the subject in

periodicals, Sherard Osborn read his second paper, ‘ On the Eenewal

of Arctic Exploration,’ at a meeting of our Society in January 1872.

He maintained the same views as he had propounded in 1865, and

again urged the value and importance of such expeditions as a school

for training naval officers, and as a noble and useful occupation in

time of peace. The interval had been well spent, and it was found

that all Arctic authorities were now unanimously in favour of Sherard

Osborn’s route by Smith Sound. It was clear that the public mind

was moved, and that it only lemained to convince the Government

that such was the case. During 1872 an exhaustive Memorandum
on the scientific results to be obtained by Arctic exploration was
prepared, the greater part of whicli was written by Osborn ; and in

December he accompanied our deputation to Mr. Lowe and Mr.

Goschen, and took a leading pait in the representations that were

made. But the result was unsatisfactory.

Sherard Osborn found that the obstacle was the official objection,

based on the alleged difficulties and danger of ice-navigation. He
therefore became convinced that this objection must be removed,

and that the only practical way of getting rid of it was to dispatch

a naval officer to the Arctic regions to give a lively and fresh report

on ice-navigation and on the modern system of overcoming obstacles

to progress in the ice. He .selected for this service Commander
A. H. Markham, who, under Admiral Osborn’s auspices, visited

Baffin Bay, Barrow Strait, and the Gulf of Boothia in a whaler,

acquired a thorough knowledge of ice-navigation with the aid of

steam, and returned in perfect safety. The results of his observa-

tions were published in a work, entitled ‘ A "Whaling Cruise to

Baffin Bay, in 1873,’ to -svhich Sherard Osborn wrote an introduc-

tion. Strengthened with this additional evidence, I and the Presi-
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dent of the Eoyal Society, accompanied hy Admiral Sherard Osboin,

had an interview with the Prime Minister on Angu&t 1st, 1874, the

result of which is well known. An Arctic Expedition was decided

upon, and in Deoember of last year a Committee, consisting of

Admirals Eichards, M‘Clintock, and Sherard Osborn, was appointed

by the Admiralty to arrange all the details, and to recommend the

instructions that should be given to the leader of the Expedition,

Their arduous labours were completed last March
;
and thus, after

ten years, the efforts of Sherard Osborn to secure the dispatch of an

Expedition to discover and explore the unknown region round the

Pole were at length crowned with success.

The loss of our lamented Associate at such a moment is peculiavly

sad. Oil Monday, the 3rd of May, he went to Portsmouth, and was

constantly on board the Alert and Discovery during the two fol-

lowing days, making the acquaintance of the younger officers,

offering useful suggestions, and doing many acts of thoughtful

kindness. On the 5th, he returned to London ; and he died very

suddenly, and without any warning of illness, on the evening of the

Cth of May. His remains were inteired in the Ilighgate Cemeteiy

on Monday the 10th, the very day on which we all looked forward

to hearing his cheery voice in this room. I and the Secretary of

our Society were among the numerous old fiiends who followed

him to his last resting-place. Many comrades in the Arctic regions

stood round his grave ;—Sir Leopold M‘Clintock, Admiral Eichards,

Captain Allen, Mr. Clements Markham, Dr. Lyall, Dr. Pickthorn,

Mr. Allen Young, and Mr. John Barrow, the long-tried friend of all

Arctic voyagers. The Expedition which is about to sail was repre-

sented by Captain Xares, Captain Stephenson, Commander A. H.

Markham, and Lieutenants Giffard, Parr, Eawson, and Egerton. Of

old Collingivoods there were Admiral Eowley Lambert, and Mr.

Clements Markham; and of other old fiiends and mes.smates—

-

Sir John Hay, Captains Mayne, Seymour, Davidson, Forbes, Mr.

Spencer Chapman, and Colonel Jenkin Jones, were present.

Sherard Osborn had just reached the age of fifty-three. Few men
have completed so much work of lasting and permanent value in so

short a space of time. His loss will be long and deeply felt in the

public service, by the Fellows and Council of this Society, and by a
wide circle of friends. It is a sad commencement for the Arctic
Expedition. But it should not and will not cast gloom over it.

Sherard Osborn has been called away after having done his work
bravely and manfully in this world. A truer sailor, a braver
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oiScer, a kinder and more warm-hearted friend, never breathed.

He leaves behind him a bright example to follow, and that example

will strengthen the resolves of the young Arctic officers to deserve

the praise which he would have given them with no spai ing hand,

and to do honour to that noble profession which Sherard Osborn

loved so well.

Alexander George Findlay.—A name known wherever the flag

of the British Marine has floated, is placed in the list of our losses

during the Session just drawing to a close. Mr. Findlay’s con-

nection with this Society dates from the year 1811:, and during the

last nineteen years, with two shoit intervals, he bad been an active

and much-esteemed Member of its Council and Committees. ' He
was born in London, January 6th, 1812; his physique during his

life, which was never equal to his mental powers, became gradually

impaired as the latter ripened, and he died at Dover on the 3rd

of the present month, in his 61th year, the event being precipitated

by the loss of his wife a few weeks previously.

Mr. Findlay’s younger days M'ere occupied in the compilation

of Geographical and Hydrographical works, of which his Atlases

of Ancient and Comparative Geography are best known to the

public. But he did not confine himself to one department of

geographical work, his talents soon finding scope in supplying the

wants of a class whose literature is to the landsman a sealed book

;

and by the death of John Purdy, the Hydrographer, in 1813, he

was placed in the po.'-ition of successor to this branch of nautical re-

search and authoi ship. One of his first works of real importance to

the maritime world was the exhaustive ‘ Directory for the Xaviga-

tion of the Pacific Ocean,’ comprising 1100 pages. This was pub-

lished in 1851, and for its production ho was highly complimented

in different quarters, and especially by our former President, Sir

Eoderick Murchison. A'ears of intense labour and application

were devoted to this work, which stood as the foundation and
model for all his later productions.

By the death of 31r. Laurie in 1858, who had previously been the

medium of making public Mr. Findlay’s works, an opportunity was
offered for an enlarged field of enterprise and usefulness, of which
he took advantage, resuscitating a business which boasts of being

the oldest of its class in Europe but one, and that the respected

house of Van Eeulen, of Amsterdam, which has existed nearly two
and a half centuries. Since that date he has been patiently and
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thorouglily 4vorkiiig out tlie designs "svliich. he^had formed, and which

he lived to accomplish, the greatest of them being his series of ‘ Six

Isautical Directories for the whole World,’ comprising 6000 pages.

These constitute a monument of industry and perseverance, and are

accepted as standard authorities in every quarter of the globe. His

books, including the above with the minor but equally valuable

‘ Sailing Directions,’ amount altogether to the enormous total of

nearly 10,000 pages, and all are now in constant and daily use.

As a Cartographer Mr. Findlay showed a practical knowledge

of the sailor’s requirements which the Hydrographic Department of

the Admiralty were not able to surpass, and his series of Charts

are well known and appreciated by the Mercantile Marine.

Notwithstanding that his own occupations demanded all his

energy, he contrived to study numerous branches of science, the

results of which, from time to time, were communicated to this and
other Societies for the public benefit, and for one of these, on ‘ The
English Lighthouse System,’ the Society of Arts awarded him a

Medal.

Mr. Findlay was endowed with a wonderfully retentive memory,
which stored up information from all sources, and readily yielded

itself for use, when called upon, to the most minute detail. The
multitude of subjects with which he was conversant was always

a matter of surprise to his numerous scientific and other fiiends. The
subject of Ocean Currents was one to which he gave great thought

and attention, and ho endeavoured, by the digestion of all available

information, to reduce to order and usefulness the system of Nature’s

laws for the advantage of the seaman. On several occasions this

Society has received valuable additions to its ‘Journal’ from his

fertile brain and ready pen, one of w'hich, on the Gulf-stream

controversy, will be fresh in the minds of many.

In Arctic discoveries he always took a deep interest. At the

time of Sir John Franklin’s catastrophe he sifted the uncertainty of

his route in an able paper contained in the 26 th volume of the

‘Journal,’ and he served as a member of the Arctic Committee of

our Society which prepared the arguments that have at length led

to our Government undertaking the Expedition now on foot.

Although Mr. Findlay’s works are principallj- Hydrographical,
yet he was ever competent to take part in Geographical discussions,

and devoted much time to his friend Dr. Livingstone’s labours, for

whose determined character he had much admiration
;

indeed
the question of the Sources of the Nile was the last subject of
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his careful investigations, as it was that of his lamented friend.

The 29th volume of the Society’s ‘ Journal,’ which is occupied

entirely by Captain Burton’s detailed account of his researches, in

company with Captain Speke, in the Lake Eegions of Central

Equatorial Africa during the years 1857-9, is illustrated by a Map

of their routes, constructed by Mr. Findlay from the observations

of Captain Speke. This Map has since been extensively used as a

foundation for numerous delineations of the successive explora-

tions of Livingstone, Grant, and Baker. The question of the

connection of the Lake Tanganyika with the Xile formed the sub-

ject of a paper contained in the 27th volume of the ‘ Journal,’

accompanied by a comparative series of Maps relating to the

northei n end of the lake.

He was elected an Honorarj' Jlember of the Societa Geografica

Italiana in 1870, under the Presidency of that able Geographer, the

Chevalier Cristoforo Xegri.

Mr. Findlay’s private life is known to few, but those who are

acquainted with it held in the greatest respect his noble and un-

selfish spirit. Leaving no children to continue his good name,

he has entrusted this duty to his nephews, who, uniting their

efibrts, will doubtless endeavour to maintain the reputation of his

works, and in so doing perpetuate his memory.

M. d’Avezac.—During the past year we have lost our oldest and

one of the most distinguished of our Honorary Corresponding Mem-
bers, M. d’Avezac. The death of this eminent French geographer

has been cleepH felt by his owm countrymen ; but his labours

during more than half a century have been too valuable to geo-

graphers of all nations not to have called forth a feeling of general

regret at his loss.

Marie-Amand-Pascal d’Avezac de Cctstera Macaya was born at

Tarbes on the iSth April, 1800, of an old family of excellent posi-

tion in Bigorre, on which country he ptiblished, in 1823, a work in

two volumes, entitled ‘Essais historiques sur le Bigorre.’

In 1830 he read before the Academy of Sciences in Paris a

memoir, entitled • Examen et rectification des positions deter-

minees astronomiquement en Afrique par Mungo Park ;’ and from this

period till his death we find him producing a multiplicity of

valuable geographical works, from the number of which I can

onlj’ alibrd space to quote such as most prominently indicate the

extent and variety of his attainments, and of his ajiplieation of them.
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In his ‘Esqiiisse generale de I’Afrique, et I’Afriqiie ancienne,’ pub-

lished in 1844, and in his ‘ lies d’Afrique,’ published in 1848, we find

combined in him the historian, the descriptive geographer, the man

of science, and the antiquary. Of the interest he took in technical

geography, we have evidence in his ‘Apercu historique sur la

Boussole et ses Applications a I’Etude des Pht-nomenes du Mag-

netisme Terrestre,’ published in 1860; and in his ‘Coup d’ceil his-

torique sur la Projection des Cartes de Geogiaphie,’ published in

1863. The predilections of 31. d’Avezac, however, mainly leaned

to the antiquarian side of geography’. In 18-52 he published a

valuable memoir on the ancient Istriot geographer, ‘ Ethicus.’ In

1845 he had brought out a little work on ‘Les lies fantastiques de

rOcean occidental du moyen age ;
’ and it was about this time

(1845-6) that his researches into the history of Atlantic discovery

led him to dispute the claims to priority on behalf of the Poitii-

guese, which had been put forth in 1842 by the 3'iscomte de San-

tarem. 33’hile it is impossible to doubt that each of these learned

men was actuated by the most honourable motives, it is, perhaps,

equally to be feared that the love of country carried each some-

what beyond the limits of impartial criticism. But not the le'S

have the learned researches of the two supplied us with a vaiiety

of facts of much value in the history of geography. In later dar .s

31. d'Avezac has occupied himself with ‘Considerations gcogiaphi-

ques sur le Bix-sil, a propos de I’Listoire de cet empire par 31. do

Varnbagen,’ and with dissertations on the date of the birth of

Columbus, and the authenticity of the narrative of the life of the

great discoverer bj- his son Ferdinand.

M. d’Avezac was admitted into the Socicte de Gt-ographie in

Paris in IS.'ll, and from 1833 to 1835 occupieel the post of “ Secre-

taire General ” to the Society^. Thirteen times he was elected 3'iee-

President, and six different times he had the honour of occupying

the chair of President of the Society. In 1873 he received, as an

entirely exceptional honour, the title of honorary President of the

Central Commission of the Society. 31. d’Avezac was a member of

the Institute of France, and one of the founders of the Ethnological

Society of Paris. He was elected an Honorary Corresponding

3Iember of our Society in 1836, and took pleasure, when his health

permitted, in visiting the meetings of the Geographical Section of

the British -Association. He was also an honorary member of tbe

Asiatic Society, and of many other literary societies in Europe,
Asia, and America, and was decorated with many foreign orders.
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These are some of the facts by which M. d’ATezac was known to

the world at large. Those who had the honour and priTilege of

knowing him personally, can never forget that unvarying kindli-

ness of manner ivhich was the natural expression of his frank and

generous character. His zeal in controversy never betrayed him into

the slightest deviation from courtesy, and he begrudged no amount

of labour that might give proof of the loyalty of his friendship.

He was sincerely beloved and honoured by the elite of the Trench

literary world, and when, after six months of exhausting suffering,

passed unremittingly in the pifison of his arm-chair, his worn-out

body was carried to the grave, that love aud that respect were

testified by the presence of all the members of the Institute of

France, and by such of the members of the Societe de Geogiaphie

as were at the time present in Paris. An allocution was then pro-

nounced in his honour by H. Alfred 3Iaury on the part of the

Institute, and another by M. Delocbe on the part of the Sociere

de Geographie. M. d’Avezae’s death took place on the 14th of

January last.

Hexry Geixxell.—The name of Henry Grinnell, of Xew York,

will ever be held iit the liighest esteem by English geographers for the

prominent part lie took in promoting the search of the lost Sir John
Franklin, and for having equipped at his own cost the vessel which
sailed with that object under the command of De Haven in 1850.

He was born at Xew Bedford, in Massachusetts, but he removed at

an early age to Xew York, where, in course of time, he became a

shipowner and merchant, and arrived at great wealth and reputa-

tion. He was the founder aud first President of the American

Geographical Jiocioty, and was elected in 1862 one of the Honorary

Corresponding Members of our own body. Bart of the exjjense of

the celebrated expedition of Dr. Kane, aud the later voyages of Hayes
and Hall, was defiayed by thi.s enlightened and munificent patron

of geographical enterpri.se. He died at X'ew York on the 30th of

June, 1874, at the age of seventj'-five.

Sir Charles Lyell, Bart.—Although knoum to the world almost

exclusively as a geologist, this distinguished writer and worker

may he claimed also as a geographer, on account not only of the

numerous journeys he undertook to distant countries for scientific

investigation, but because Geology, in his hands, especially in his

greatest work, ‘ The Principles,’ embraced, to a great extent, the
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same class of phenomena as Physical Geography. It is claimed for

him, with justice, that he was the first to seek, with complete insight

and definiteness of aim, in physical agencies now in operation, the

causes of those great changes which the earth and its inhabitants-

have undergone in past times ; and such inquiries necessarily

included an explanation of the latest changes which brought about

the present configuration of the earth’s surface. In fact, to the

Physical Geographer, ‘ The Principles of Geology,’ particularly the

10th and 11th editions, and his ‘ Antiquity of Man,’ are rich store-

houses of facts and reasonings in this department of science, which

he would search for in vain elsewhere. This great philosophical

geologist, from the first, took an interest in the aims of our Society,

having joined it in the year of its foundation, and paid frequent

visits to its collections for the purposes of inquiry and reference up
to within a few months of his death.

He was bom at Kinnordy, in Forfarshire, the residence of his

father, a landed proprietor of the county, on the 14th of November,

1797. His early education was received at a private school at

Midhurst, and in due time he entered at Exeter College, Oxford,

where in 1819 he took his Bachelor’s degree and obtained a second

class in Classical Honours in the Easter Tenn. He was first led tO'

the study of Geology by attending Dr. Buekland’s lectures on that

science after leaving the University, and henceforward he devoted

all his time and energies to the fascinating pursuit. The first

portion of his ‘ Principles of Geology ’ appeared in 1830 ;
but before

that date he had contributed numerous papers to the Geological

Society, which gave indications of those powers of accurate observa-

tion and philosophical generalisation which subsequently procured

for him the reputation of the greatest geologist of the day.

It is not our purpose, nor is this the place, to pass in review the

numerous subsequent works he published on geological subjects.

A few details may, however, be given regarding the many journeys-

he undertook for the purpose of geological investigation of distant

localities. In the earlier part of his career he visited, with this

object, Uorway, Sweden, the Danish Islands, Switzerland, Southern
Italy, and Spain

;
and the successive editions of * The Principles

’’

were enriched by the observations made during these tours. In 1841

he undertook a longer journey to the United States of America,

remaining for a year, and travelling over the Uorthem and Middle
States as far southward as Carolina. The general results of this

important journey was given to the world in his narrative, in two
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volumes, entitled, ‘ Travels in Xorth America, witli Geological Ob-

servations on the United States, Canada, and Xova Scotia,’ published

in 1845. Besides its special interest in relation to Geology, this

work proved attractive as containing the observations of a thoughtful

mind on the social, oeconomic, and general aspects of the country,

and justifies us in placing our deceased colleague in the foremost

rank of travellers. In 1845 he paid another visit to Xorth America,

devoting himself more especially to the Southern States and the

shores of the Gulf of Mexico. An account of this joui-ney was

given in his Second Visit to the United States of Xoitli America,’

published in 1849.

Sir Charles Lyell received the honour of Knighthood in 1848,

and was raised to a Baronetcy in 1864, on the recommendation of

Lord Palmerston, the then Prime Minister. The title becomes

extinct by his decease.

The Piev. Chari.es Xew.

—

This distinguished African traveller

and Honorary Corresponding Member of our Society, whose recent

loss near Mombasa we have to deplore, was born at Fulham in

January, 1840. His parents were of humble station in life, but,

like those of Dr. Livingstone, endowed with sterling moral qualities,

which influenced the character and career of their children. From
his father he inherited a spirit of indomitable courage and perse-

verance, and to his mother he owed the training which gave a pious

direction to his mind. The only education he received was obtained

at the St. John’s Xational School, supplemented by attendance at

the Sunday Schools of the United Methodist Free Church Chapel at

IValham Green, during the time when his week-da^-s were occupied

in earning the means wherewith to assist his parents. AYhen a
little older he learnt the mechanical trade of boot-making, at which
he worked until he resolved to choose the profession of minister in

the church of his adoption.

About this time he became acquainted with the Eev. John Steele,

who took deep interest in him, gave him a home, furnished him
with fcooks for study, and encouraged him in the use of his talent

as an occasional preacher. His deep piety and consistent character

led that gentleman, when on a visit to London, to recommend him
to the notice of the Eev. E. Eckett, ex-President of the U^nited Metho-
dist Free Churches. He followed the profession of minister for about
three years, and the esteem he gained was shown by his being sent to

Bristol as a representative at theAnnual Assembly in July, 1862 a
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tnrning-point in his life, as it was there that he was requested to

accept the post of missionary in East Africa as the colleague of the

Eev. Thomas Wakefield. He left England on the 12th December of

the same year
;
on his way out making the acquaintance of Colonel

Playfair, who had been appointed to the Consulate of Zanzibar, and

was proceeding thither by the same route.

Beaching Bombay on the 11th January, 1863, he was kindly

entertained by Dr. Wilson, of the Scottish Free Church, and by the

Piey. D. Williamson, of the United Presbyterian Society, whose

generosity made a deep impression on his mind during his two

months’ stay. Haying a recommendation from Sir Charles Wood,

then Indian Secretary, the document was presented; and Sir Baitle

Frere, with his usual courtesy, granted him a passage on board the

Pleiad to Zanzibar, where he arrived on the 7th of April, and in

another fortnight at Mombasa.

After grappling with fever and acquiring the language, he com-

menced work among the Wanika in September, 1863. During the

nine years he was thus engaged his love of travel led him to make

various important journeys in the interior. In 1866 he penetrated

among the Gallas, calling at Damn and Patte, returning by the Ozi,

and traversing a portion of the Gulla laud to Malinde
;
whence he

returned overland by Takaunga to Mombasa. In October of the

.same year, in company with 3Ir. "Wakefield, he left Mombasa again

on another visit to the Gallas, visiting many new districts, the

journey occupying about four months.

In July, 1871. he started on his remarkable expedition to Kilima-

njaro, taking Lake Jipe by tbe way. As already recorded in our

‘ Proceedings,’ he was the first traveller who had succeeded in

actually reaching the snows of this wonderful mountain. On Mon-

day, the nth August, he made his first ascent of Kilima-Xjaro, and

oil the 2iith succeeded in his object of reaching the snowy cap. On
liis return he visited the previously unknown Lake Chala, and

arrived at Piibe, the Jlission Village near Momhasa, on the 10th of

October. Kot the least important of his services to science on this

hazardous but successful journey was the making a collection of the

plants growing near the snow-line on Kilima-Kjaro, which was
found to possess peculiar interest.

After this last undertaking Mr. Xew obtained leave of absence for

the purpo.se of visiting his native country, and on the 15th March,
18 r 2, arrived at Zanzibar. Here his journey to England was
interrupted by his being invited by our Council to join the
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Livingstone Search Expedition, under Lieutenant Dawson ; but

3Ir. Stanley arriving in the mean time from his successful succour

of the great traveller, the Expedition was broken up, and he

came home. While in England during this temporary visit,

he was actively employed in the work of the Missionary Society

to which he belonged, attending the meetings, besides lecturing

in most of the principal toivns of the kingdom for the British and

Foreign Anti-Slavery Society. He found time, however, to write

an account of his ten years’ labours and travels, which he pub-

lished under the title of ‘ Life, Wanderings, and Labours in

Eastern Africa.’ Previous to his departure for Africa the second

time, he was received, on the recommendation of Sir Bartle Frere,

as a Corresponding Member of the Koyal Geographical Society, an

honour which seemed to inspire him with a stronger desire to do

the work on which his heart was set.

He left England again on the 7th of 3Iay, 1874, arriving in

Zanzibar after a quick passage of twenty-six days. In less than a

fortnight he had organised a party for a trip to L'sambara ;
and in

less than two months after his departure from England he was again

in the heart of the African jungle, visiting Yuga, the capital of

Usambara, and travelling thence across the picturesque and little

known country which lies betwen Yuga and 31ombasa. An account

of this journey was transmitted by him to us, and read at our

3Ieeting of the 12th April last. After a short period of rest at the

3Iission Yillage of Elbe, on November 30th, 1874, he wrote to his

family :
“ I am ready to start for Chagga, my men cross for the main-

land to-day
;
I shall be away for three months or longer, but you

shall hear from me as soon as possible.” The promised communica-

tion was never made, for he died on his return joumej*. It appears

from a statement made by the Kev. 3Ir. 3Villiams, of the Church

Missionary Society, that he made his way to Chagga, but formd the

Chief very exacting, so that, after staying some time, he started

back for the coast. On Saturday, February 13tb, 1875, he sent a
letter to his colleague, stating he was very ill, and begging some

assistance. This was promptly attended to, but the succour arrived

too late ; he had expired when the messengers returned. Mr.
Wakefield was soon by his corpse, which was carried to Elbe, and
buried by the side of former colleagues, equally victims of this

treacherous climate.

Augustus Eaymoxd M.irg.xey, who was barbarously and treache-

VOL. XIX. 2 D
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ronsly mnrdered at jManwyne on the south-M-est frontier of China
,

on the 21st or 22nd of February last, was the third son of Major-

General Margary, E.E., and was horn at Belgaum, Bombay, on the

26th May, 1846.

As a child he was remarkable for his sweetness of disposition,

courage, and intelligence. His natural perseverance and apti-

tude were such that, although he had no instructor but his

mother in the tropical climate in which his first years were

spent, when sent home to school in France, at the age of nine

years, he took his place with ease amongst English boys of his

own age. After a time spent under the care of the Eector of

Swafield in Norfolk, and at the North "Walsham Grammar School,

he was for seven or eight years at Brighton College
;
and having

further pursued his studies for two years at the London University

he obtained a nomination to compete for a student interpretership-

in China. He succeeded in passing a successful examination, and

was sent out in that capacity on the 20th March, 1867. His strict

attention to duty and study at Pekin again secured his success,

and he obtained the reward for rapid proficiency in the Chinese

language.

In 1870 he was sent as interpreter to Tam-suy in Formosa, and

made during his residence several excursions into the northern

part of the island. When at Ke-lung he had, with his friend ilr.

John Dodd, a British merchant there, the happiness of rescuing

about forty-two lives from shipwreck at the risk of his own, during

the raging ot a violent typhoon on the 9th August, 1817, for which

deed of bravery they both received the Eoyal Humane Sooiety’s-

medal, and were honoured by the Queen with the decoration of the

Albert Medal of the First Class. In 1872 he visited his native

land for sixteen months, and took part in a discussion on Formo.^a

at one of our evening meetings during that time. Eeturning to

Shanghai, rid the trans-continental railway through North America,

and touching at Japan, he received instructions in xlugust 1874 from

H.B.M.’s minister at Pekin, to proceed at once through the vast

south-western provinces of China to await at one of the passes on

the frontier of Yun-nan the arrival of Colonel Browne’s exploring

party from Calcutta, which was to proceed via Burmah and up the

Irrawaddy.

In a letter dated August ICth, 1874, he wrote ;
“ My mission i-

a very arduous one for me to undertake single handed but he
called it a splendid mission, and said, I have only to pray fci
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health and strength to cairy me through, and there is no doubt I

shall have had the privilege of doing some service to the Avorld at

large.” Afterwards, in a series of long and most interesting letters,

he gave an account of the whole journey, with a touching descrip-

tion of the manner in which he had to steal awaj- from Shanghai

under cover of the darkness, without bidding any of his friends

adieu, secrecy having been strictly enjoined by the authorities lest

any obstacle might be placed in his way by the Chinese local man-

darins. He voyaged up the Tangfsze in the steam-ship Hirado,

" stepping across a pontoon on to one of those American river-palaces,

which plough up and down the huge livers.” He describes his great

interest in gazing on the wonderful old city of Xankin—the theatre

of so many atrocities during the Taeping rebellion
; its grim, dirty

walls, built into the sides of hills which skirted one face of the city.

For some miles nothing could be seen but these grim battlement.?.

At Chung-Ching he expected his difficulties would commence, having

thence to enter a portion of China, where a foreigner had never

been seen. Leaving the great steamer at Han-kow, he took a

“house-boat,” and his route followed the bend of the great Yang-
tsze-kiang to the entrance of the Tung-Ting Lake, which he

crossed. The boat then entered a river (the Yuen), which flo5v.''

in at the south-western extremity of the lake, and after passing

Chang-teh, continued up the stream to the borders of the province

of Kwei-chow. There his navigation came to an end, and the land

journey commenced in chairs over the magnificent passes that

abound in that mountainous province, the beauty and grandeur of

which he could not find words to describe. He was seized with

very serious illness while in the “house-boat.” Fever, pleurisy,

and at last dysentery attacked him, reducing him to a skeleton:

but he recovered, and gained strength when the effects of a

voracious appetite began to tell. At Chin-yuen, where the boat

journey ended, he with difficulty escaped the violence of the mob.
He slept in the town, but was off by daylight, and they actually

destroyed the boat which he had hired at Han-kow.
At Kwei-Chow he visited the Governor, and called privately on

the French Bishop, who conversed in Chinese, and seemed to have
forgotten his own tongue! He found him living in a yamen, and
insisting on styling himself a “ Ta-Jen” (great man). During this

part of his journey Mr. Margary was greatly annoyed by the curious

prying eyes of the natives.

At the city of Yun-nan and beyond, at each place where hc

2 D 2
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stopped his wants were attended to, and food comfortably provided.

Two military officers were sent to accompany him to Ta-li Pu.

According to his letters home, these officials showed him all

sorts of kindness and honour. From Yun-nan he went to Chow-

Chow, 10 miles from Ta-li, which place he made his headquarters,

returning there to his servants and baggage, after having paid his

visit to the wonderful old citj-, in spite of most earnest entreaties

and warnings against the danger of doing so. His successful inter-

view with the Tartar General, the Taotai, the Prefect, and the

ilagistrate, giatitied him much. “ All these meetings,” he wrote

“ effect an infinity of good, in establishing an amicable footing

between us and the Chinese ; and I am proud to think that I have

drawn a successful trail across a large extent of countiy. I am
not boasting, and really don't care twopence about myself in the

matter; but the good sound impressions I have laboured to pro-

duce make me zealous for my country’s advantage, and fill me
with elation.”

On the 5th January he reached Teng-yueh-Chow, or ilomein.

This,” he -mrote, “ is the very end of China, and the goal I sought.

But I am going further.” He received a despatch from the Political

Agent at Bhamo, saying that the Expedition had not yet started,

and he was to join it at Bhamo soon after January 1st. A journey

of seven stages had to be performed before reaching the well-armed

English party. A Burmese guard of forty men was sent to conduct

him through the wild Kakhyen hills, and he reached Bhamo on

the 15th Jauuarj", where he had the great pleasure of meeting again

with fellow-eountiymen, after liis wonderful journey of 2000 miles

across a region which no Englishman had previously succeeded in

traversing.

He had but few days to rest, for on the 23rd Colonel Browne

decided to start the Expedition. The intention of the leader had

been to go by the lower mountain-passes from Sawuddy; but

meeting with various hindrances and preposterous demands on the

part of the natives, this route had to be abandoned, and unhappily

for the brave subject of this sketch, the upper, dangerous, and difiS-

cult track was determined on. A fresh start was made via Tsikaw
and Serai, to the town of JIanwyne, where Mr. Margary went
forward to reconnoitre, and fell in the execution of his duty.

In the death of this enthusiastic j'oung traveller the Society has
lost a Member whose future career was full of promise, and his

family mourn one of whom an affectionate parent writes :
“ None
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can replace him in the circle where only he was truly known ; so

triTe, so faithful, so unselfish was he.”

Vice-Admiral Sir Hen'rt Kellett, k.c.b.

—

After passing the

first three years of probation in the Navy in the West Indies,

young Kellett joined the Eden, under the command of that able

and scientific officer, Captain W. F. Owen, and by him was initiated

into, and learned to like, that surveying service which he stuck to

throughout the greater part of his career with so much benefit, not

only to his own country, but to the world at large. Few officers

of H.M. Navj’ have gone through such a career of public utility.

Out of 41 years of active service, two-thirds were spent in advancing

our knowledge of the globe. The coast of Africa, the Mediter-

ranean, the coast of Portugal, all bear testimony to the result of

his early labours : but it is in the Pacific Ocean, and upon the

coast of China, that he has especially left a record which will

establish his name as one of the ablest and best contiibutors to the

correct delineation of the shores of those countries. On the coa.st

of China, after taking so important a part in the first war there

that he received in the course of two years his promotion from

lieutenant to captain and the honour of the Companionship of the

Bath, he remained in the country until a sufficient suiwey of that

hitherto unknown coast was produced to enable the merchants

to avail themselves of the Treaty Poit.s which had been opened. On
the west coast of America no one else ever had so complete a know-

ledge as he had of it from lat. 72' k. to 33’ s. In the voyages of

the Sulphur and the Herald the delineation of the coast was laid

down with great accuracy from the Eiver Guayaquil to Vancouver

Island
; and he may be said to have taken a personal part in the

survey of every harbour of importance from lat. 8’ s. to 60’ n.

Called upon to take part in the search for Sir John Franklin, he

saw Lieutenant Pullen safely on his way round Point Barrow in

his boat expedition to the Mackenzie, and subsequently di.scovered

that land to the north of Siberia which had hitherto only been

known by report from the natives. The following year, having pre-

viously, by his survey of the Anioukta Channel, provided Captain

3IcClure with the means of safely passing through the Aleutian

chain of islands, and thus making the rapid passage which

enabled him to round Point Barrow that season, he accom-

panied him up to the edge of the ice ; little imagining where

they would next meet. That meeting, as is well knovY-n, took
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I'lace two years and nine months afterwards on board the Resolute, at

Dealy Island.

Eeturning to England in the Herald in 1851, he was appointed

to the command of the Resolute in 1852 ;
and, in the two years fol-

lowing, the north face of the Parry group was completely explored

by expeditions from that ship and the Intrepid; the crew of the

Investigator were rescued from their perilous po.sition in Mercy Bay,

and tidings of the safety of the Enterprise obtained. Being caught in

the pack in attempting to return to the eastward in 1852, he was
ordered to abandon the sliip in the spring of 1853, and returned to

England in the Phoenix. A couit-martial was held upon the officers

and crew at Chatham for the loss of the ship, when the president

observed that he experienced much pleasure in returning Captain

Kellett his sword, which he had worn with so much satisfaction and
advantage to his country. In 1854 he was appointed Commodore
in the West Indies

;
a position which he worthily occupied for the

long period of five years, indicating the confidence of Government

in the many important questions he had to settle
;
and, upon his

vacating the command, receiving from the merchants of Jamaica a

handsome service of plate, in recognition of their estimation of his

character. From 1864 to 1867, as Admiral-Superintendent of Malta

Ilockyard, he had an opportunity for the exercise of that geniality

and energy which distinguished him, in the troublesome business

of the extension of the dockyard which was then in progress.

The final service of his long, active career was as Commander-in-

Chief on that Chinese station on wffiich 30 years before he had left

an enduring mark. Eeturning in 1872 to England, much enfeebled

by long and arduous service in every climate, he retired to his

country seat at Clanooody, near Clonmel, with the hope that rest

and quiet might restore him to health. In this hope, however, his

friends and relatives were disappointed, and on the evening of

Jlarch 1st he passed quietly aw'a}' to his rest.

In Hem y Kellett we have an admirable example of the scientific

officer of our Naval service : a man who combined skill, indomit-

able energy and seamanship, with frank boldness. It is by such
men, working for years laboriously and unostentatiously, and, it

is to be feared, but little appreciated beyond the walls of this

Society, that the great additions have been made to our nautical
knowledge of the world, by which geographical science has been
advanced, and ocean navigation made more secure. And it is by
the proper uoe of such men on our Naval and Military expeditions
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that advantages are reaped, in some respects more lasting and bene-

ficial than many of those obtained by the direct force of arms.

Charles F. TYEtVHixr Drake.

—

This accomplished Eastern tra-

-veller was the youngest son of Lieut.-Colonel William Tyrwhitt

Drake, e.h.g., and was born at Amersham, on the 2nd January,

1846. He began his education at Eugby, and was, after a short time,

removed to Wellington College, where, to use Dr. Benson’s (the

head master’s) words, “ He was our chief naturalist
;
he found out

the great varietj- of birds which inhabited the fir woods and

the heaths, the Finchampstoad Eidges, and the rich Blackwater

Talley. He knew, I believe, the flight and note of every species.

He was also a good botanist.” When he left Wellington College

he proceeded to Trinity College, Cambridge, but, owing to ill-health

(chronic asthma), he was obliged to go abroad for the winters, and

so never took a degree. He spent the winters of 1866 and 1867 in

Jlorucco, making expeditions from Tangier to Mogador, and even

as far as the city of Morocco. During the.^e excursions he acquired

that knowledge of Eastern language and character which was after-

wards turned to such good account in his subsequent explorations

of Palestine and Syria. The winter of 1868 he spent in Egypt,

improving his knowledge of Arabic; and in the spring of the

following year he made an expedition to Sinai, where he made
the acquaintance of the ofiicers of the Sinai Survey E.xpedition,

who had just completed their labours, and were on the point

of leaving. In the autumn of the same year he returned to the

East in company with Mr. (now Professor) E. H. Palmer, and,

starting for Suez on foot, the two travellers thoroughly explored,

for the first time, the Badiet el lih, or the IVildemess of the

Wandeiings
;
the Ileyeb, or south counlnj of Scripture; the moun-

tains of the Azazemeh, and parts of Edom and Moab. It may
here be mentioned that the map made by the two travellers, though

they were previously totally unused to surveying, was only IJ mile

in error in the whole distance from Xakel to Hebron, a total distance

of over 600 miles ; and less than a mile wrong in Moab. The
accounts of these journey's, and the maps made by Drake and
Palmer, will be found in the ‘ Desert of the Exodus,’ and the ‘ Pales-

tine Exploration Fund's Quarterly Journal.’

In 1870 Mr. Drake again started for the East, his object being

to obtain copies of the celebrated inscribed stones at Hamath,
-which have since been removed to the museum at Constantinople.
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On his return from this expedition he joined Captain Burton, then

Consul at Damascus, on a most adventurous expedition to the

volcanic regions east of Damascus, and to the “Alah,” or highlands of

Syria. The results of these journeys have been published by him

and Captain Burton jointly in two volumes, entitled ‘ Unexplored

Syria,’ in which the maps and sketches were entirely his work. A
paper relating to a portion of the same journeys was published in

vol. xlii. of the ‘ Journal ’ of our Society, as the joint production of

Captain Burton and Mr. C. Tyrwhitt Drake.

From that time to his death he was employed by the Palestine

Exploration Fund on the Survey of Palestine, and his papers in

their Quarterly Journals bear lecord to the earnestness and lin-

guistic skill and knowledge which he bi ought to the task.

While encamped at Ain Sultan, in the Jordan Valley, he had a

bad attack of fever, at Christmas, 1873 ; and this had so weakened

him that, when again struck down in May, he was unable to rally,

and expired on 23rd June, 1874. He was buried the same day in

the English Cemetery at Jeiusalem.

At the time of his death, he had gone to Jerusalem to make his

final preparations for a holiday excursion into the mountains of

Syria ; and he had long looked forward to another expedition to

Morocco for the purpose of exploring the Atlas chain when his

work in Palestine should be finished.

3Ir. Drake was elected one of our Fellows in January. 1872.

Dr. C. T. Beee, the well-known tr aveller and geographical critic,

died on the 31st of July last, in the 74th year of his age. He was

descended, as we are informed, from a good old Kentish family,

which had given its name to, or taken it from, Bekesbounie, near

Canterbur}', at which place our deceased Associate resided during

many of the later j-ears of his life. Originally engaged in com-

mercial pursuits in England, and for a time also in Italy, he subse-

quently studied law, and in 1837-8 he was Acting-Consul for

England in Saxony. Shortly previous to this he made his appear-

ance as an author by the publication of his ‘ Origines Biblicffi, or-

Eesearohes in Primeval History,’ a treatise which brought him into

prominent notice, through the controversies which his views on
some points of his subject gave rise to. In 1835 he published a
paper ‘ On the Geological Evidence of the Advance of the Land at
the Head of the Persian Gulf,’ which was followed in 1836 by
another, ‘ On the former Extent of the Persian Gulf, and on the
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Kon-identity of Babylon and Babel.’ Tbe bent of bis mind at this

time, and it may be said throughout his life, was towards Historical

Geography and Ethnoldgj’, particularly in reference to the countries

of Isorth-Eastern Africa and South-Western Asia, which have always

excited so large an amount of popular interest ; and whenever the

public mind was excited by some discovery or remarkable event in

these regions, the pen of our talented Associate was called into-

activity. In 1836 appeared his treatise ‘ On the Complexion of the

Ancient Egyptians,’ and in 1838 his ‘ Passage of the Bed Sea by the

Israelites, and its locality; and on the situation of ITount Sinai.’

This last-mentioned was a subject which he re-agitated towards the

close of his life, when he undertook in the winter of 1873—4, being

then seventy-three years old, a journey to the head of the Gulf of

Akaha, in order to establish the proof of his conjecture that the true

ilount Sinai was situated to the east of the gulf, instead of to tbe

west in the peninsula to which it has given its name.

In 1340 he undertook a journey to Abyssinia for the purpose

of opening up commercial relations between that country and the

adjoining dependencies of Egypt. During this expedition he ren-

dered considerable service to geographical science by the numerous

obseiwations for the latitude and altitude of the places he visited,

and especially by his exploration of the southern borders and tribu-

taries of Lake Tsana. He entered Abyssinia from the south, having

landed at Tajurrah on the loth of November in the above-mentioned

year, and proceeded by way of Shoa to Gojam, where he remained

until February 1843, when he returned by Lasta and Tigrc to

Massowa. A narrative of his proceedings was contributed to our

Society, and published in the 12th, 13th, and 14th volumes of our

‘ Journal.’ For this important service he received the Founder’s

Gold Medal for the promotion of Geographical Science and Discovery

in 1845. The information obtained on a variety of special subjects

during this journey was given to the public in a series of memoirs,

published from time to time in subsequent years. Such were his

‘ Origin of the Gallas,’ 1848 ;
‘ On the Geographical Distribution of

the Languages of Abyssinia and the neighbouring Countries,’ 1849 ;

‘ On the Korarima or Cardamom of Abyssinia,’ 1847 : ‘Eemarks on
the Mats’hafa Tomar, or the Book of the Letter, an EthiojDic MS. in

the University of Tlibingen,’ 1848; and many others. He after-

wards edited the work of Gerrit de Vere on Dutch Voyages to

Spitzbeigen and Vova Zembla in 1594-6, which was republished

by the Hakluyt Sociert in 1853.
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Dr. Beke’ti attention was next turned towards the subject of the

sources of the lilile, and to him, I believe, belongs the honour of

having first suggested the east coast of Africa at Zanzibar as a

suitable starting-point for an expedition to solve the great geo-

graphical problem. “When he attempted in 1818 to give practical

effect to his views, he was not successful : but he had the satisfac-

tion, ten years later, of seeing them carried out by Captains Burton

and Speke, and of pointing to the great discoveries achieved by this

and other subsequent expeditions as proving the truth of bis sur-

mises. Henceforward he came frequently before the public as a

writer and lecturer on the subject of the Nile, and his lucubra

tions were always remarkable for the boldness of the hypo-

theses he hazarded on points of geographical fact, as well as

for the extensive knowledge he displayed of the literature of the

subject.

During the period immediately preceding the Abyssinian war.

Dr. Beke took a prominent part in the discussion which arose with

regard to the best mode of obtaining the release of the English

captives, and oven made a journey himself to Massowa on behalf

of the friends of the missionaries who were incarcerated with the

British Consul and officers, for the purpose of trying his influence

on King Theodore. He was not permitted, however, to make the

journey to ilagdala, and returned to England without having

effected their release. The services he rendered to Her Majesty’s

Govei'nment by supplying information regarding Abj'ssinia, on

-which he was so competent an authority, were substantially rewarded

on the completion of the campaign.

The last undertaking in which Dr. Beke was engaged was that

to which I have already alluded, namely, the attempt to verify, by

personal examination, his conjecture regarding the true Mount

Sinai. He left England in December 1873, accompanied by Mr.

.John Milne, as Geologist and Surveyor, and was conveyed, by
the liberality of the Khedive of Egypt, in one of the Government
steamers to Akaba, whence he proceeded to the Harra Kadjla, in

Arabia Petrtea ; and after taking observations for the altitude of

the mountain, and examining the surrounding country, returned to

Europe, claiming that all the necessary conditions of the Mount
Sinai of Scripture were fulfilled by Jebel en-Xar. He was detained

for some weeks on his -way home by a severe attack of illness, and
died, not long after his return, as already stated, on the Slst of Jidv
last.
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William Winwood Ee.ade, the well-known African traveller

and writer, was the eldest son of William Barrington Eeade, of

Ipsden, Oxfordshire, and of Elizabeth, the Lady of Ardhenn}-, N.B.,

the only child of Captain J. Murraj', e.x., many years employed in

command of H.M.S. Sortings, surveying in Australia. He was horn

at ilurrayfield, near Crieff, ?s.B., on the 26th December, 1838.

Primarily he was under the tutorage of the Eev. Dr. Godby, Head-

master of the Eoyal Grammar School at Henley-upon-Thames

:

afterwards under that of Dr. Behr, at Winchester, from whom he

was transferred to Magdalen Hall, in the University of Oxford.

He very early in life displa^-ed a taste for literature and scien-

tific studies. Fired by perusing M. Du Chaillu’s adventures in the

Gaboon region of Western Africa, he started off to the same

country, ambitious to secure live gorillas. He hunted those

animals with great patience, but finding them, so far fiom being

pugnacious, too difficult of access, he expanded his trip into one of

research and exploration. On his return, lie published his ‘ Savage

Africa.’ After some time devoted to science, literature, and the

study of medicine, he revisited Africa under the auspices of Mr. A.

Swanzy, principally with a view to observe the vegetable produc-

tions of various interior districts near the Gold Coast, to visit

various tribes, and to endeavour to extend facilities for trade.

Here, all alone, he showed his natural courage and perseverance
;

he penetrated to unvisited regions, and completed his tour by-

leading an expedition fiom Sierra Leone to the upper waters of

the Niger. The latter important journey was undertaken at the

request of the Colonial Government of Sierra Leone. He started

in January 1869, and succeeded in reaching Farabana, a town of

10,000 inhabitants, on the upper waters of the Niger. The results

of the journey went to show that the Niger flowed within a dis-

tance of 250 miles from Sierra Leone, and was nav-igahle from a

point only 350 miles dLstant fiom the colony. An account of the

Expedition was communicated to our Society by the Secretary for

the Colonies, and published in our ‘Proceedings,’ vol. xiv. p. 185.

He has given a full account of this his second period of West African

travel, lasting two years, in his work entitled ‘ The African Sketch

Book.’ In the Ashantee campaign Mr. W. \\ inwood Eeade acted as

special correspondent of ‘ The Times.’ Here, as usual, he did not

spare himself. Always with the front, personally- engaged in the

ranks of the 42nd in the great battle of Amoaful, where he was
liit three times, though not wounded, he pushed on with that
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gallant regiment, and was tlie only civilian who with it marched

into and captured Comassie. But this last visit to Africa ruined

his health. He returned ill ; disease, both in the lungs and heart,

declared itself. He gradually wasted away, writing his last book,

‘The Otitcast,’ as it were, in the throes of death; and having

been removed, under a forlorn hope, to the house of his frieml

Dr. Sandwith (of Kar.s), he died there on the 24th April, and was

buried at Ipsden on the 29th, in the 37th year of his age.

As a youth, he published a novelette, ‘ Charlotte and Myra

;

afterwards, an archaeological volume, ‘ The Veil of Isis,’ indicating

great research ; and a novel called ‘ See-saw.’ His subsequent

works appeared in the following order :—
‘ Savage Africa,’ ‘ The

Jlartyrdom of Man,’ ‘ The African Sketch Book,’ ‘ Comassie,’ and

lastly, ‘ The Outcast.’

Dr. JoH.N" Edward Gray, f.e.s.—This well-known naturalist,

who occupied for many years the important post of Keeper of the

Zoological Collections of the British Museum, took a deep interest

in Geography, as he did in most other branches of science related to

his own special pursuit. He was one of the original members of

our Society ; and although I am not aware of his ever having con-

tributed to our Transactions, he was occasionally a speaker at our

meetings, especially at the time—now nearly 30 years ago—wherr

there was much discussion with regard to the general management
of our aft’airs. In more recent times, he showed his zeal in geo-

graphical questions chiefly by his criticisms of the narratives of

tiavellers, in which his love of controversy and impatience of all

departure from scrupulous accuracy of statement were very con-

spicuous. It is not the place here to enter into the question of

his merits as a zoologist, or do more than allude to the vast

amount of published work he has left as a record of his laborious

life. It may be mentioned, however, in justice to his sagacity as a

naturalist, that throughout the long period during which thc-

national collections of zoology were under his charge he never lost

sight, as was previously, and is still elsewhere too frequently done,

of the gieat scientific impoitance of affixing locality tickets to ever}’

one of the thousands of specimens which were annually added by
travellers to the Museum stores ; thus laying a solid foundation for

the future elaboration of the law of Geographical distribution. Hc
contributed the zoological appendices to the narratives of some cT

the chief expeditions of discovery ; such as the Voyages of tin-
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Erehus and Terror, the Sulphur and the Sainarang. After 50 years

seiA’ice, altogether, in the British Musenm, he retired in Decem-

ber last, to enjoj’ the repose to which he was so well entitled, hut

which he did not long enjoy. He died on the 7th of March, at the

age of To years.

Feask Oates, a young Xaturalist traveller of great promise.

Hied on the 5th of February last, in the interior of Southern Africa,

whilst on his way back from the Victoria Falls of the Zambesi.

He was the eldest surviving son of the late Mr. Edward Oates, of

Meanwood Side, near Leeds, and was born on the 6th of April,

1S40. After the completion of his education at Christ Church.

Oxford, he sought to gratifj' his strong taste for foreign travel ami

the practical study of natural history, by a voyage to Xorth and

Central America ; and on his return from this, his first expedition, in

1872, became a Fellow of our Societ}’. Soon afterwards he planned,

with his brother, a journey from Xatal into the interior of South

Africa, and, in addition to his zoological outfit, provided himself

with the necessary instrrrments for fi.xing and plotting his route,

should ho be able to carry out his earnest desire to explore new
districts. His journey to the banks of the Zambesi was successfully

carried out, and he succeeded in amassing large collections of objects

of natural history ; but unha2)pily he delayed his stay until the

unhealthy season came on, and contracted a fever, which proved

fatal when some days advanced on his homeward march. He died in

the Matabele country, at a place about 80 miles north of the Tati

river. His family have taken steps to recover his collections and

journals which remained in the hands of the Rev. John Mackenzie,

of Shoshong, Bamangwato : and as he was known to be an accurate

arrd intelligeirt observer, it is to be hoped his notes may hereafter

be published for the benefit of science.

Sir Joiix Eex.vie.

—

By the lamented death of the eminent civil

•-ngineer. Sir John Rennie, we have lost the oldest English repre-

!5entative of that science which during the last century has reflected

-such distinction on our country, not only in the magnitude of the

works constructed, but in the originality of invention which has

been brought to bear on them. Sir John, who was bom on August

iOth, 1794, had, conjointly with his father, the late Mr. John
Rennie, built both Southwark and Waterloo bridges, and after his

father’s death in 1821 completed several important works on which
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they had been unitedly engaged, viz., London Biidge, Plymouth

Break-water, Sheerness Dockyard, and the completion of Eamsgate

Harbour. On the opening of Xew London Bridge, in 1831, he

received the honour of Knighthood. For ten years previously he

had held the post of Engineer to the Admiralty, in which he had

succeeded his father. It -was he -who, conjointly with his late

brother, Mr. George Bennie, mainlj' contributed to introduce the

screw propeller into the navy, and he was the first to utilise the

diving-bell in engineering works. He constructed the machinery-

for the mints of Calcutta, Bombay, and Mexico, and also elected

the Eoyal Clarence Victualling Yard at Plymouth. In all matters

connected with drainage and hj-draulic engineering, harbours,

canals, and the management of rivers, Sir John was a high authority.

He xvas engaged for a number of years in caiuying out the great

system of drainage and land-reclamation in the Lincolnshire Fens.

Nor were his labours nor his reputation confined to his own country,

for he received great distinction from foreign Sovereigns in recog-

nition of his exceptional talent. He constructed the harbour of Ponte

Delgada, in the Azores, and received the honour of Knighthood of

the Tower and Sword of Portugal. His work on ‘The Drainage

of Lombardy ’ attracted so much attention even in Italy, a land so-

famous for its hj'draulic engineering, that the King of Itdy con-

ferred on him the order of St. Maurice and St. Lazaro. He was also a

Knight of the Wasa of Sweden and Member of the Academy- of Science

of Stockholm and of the Austrian Society of Civil Engineers. For his

beautiful work on Harbours, dedicated to Her Majesty, he received

marks of distinction both from the Emperor of Eussia and the

Emperor of Austria. We have also from his pen a ‘ Monograph on

Plymouth Breakwater,’ and a short ‘ History of Engineering,’ in

the shape of an address fi om him, as President to the Institution of

Civil Engineers. Sir John w’as a Fellow of the Eoyal Society, and

of many of the learned and scientific Societies of London. He was
also Chairman of the Juries at the Exhibition of 1862. His exten-

,sive information, kindly nature, and bright genial expression, both

in face and manners, made Sir John a great favourite in society

;

but of late the infirmity incident to his advanced age necessitated

compaiative seclusion, and he died, after just completing his SOth

year, on the 3rd of September, 1874.

Sir WiLLiAJt Faiebaibn, Bart., f.e.s., the eminent engineer, -who

had been Fellow of our Society since 1861, died on the 18th of
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August List, at tLe ripe age of 84. He was bom at Kelso, id

Eoxburgbsbire, in 1789, and received his early education and his

training as a mechanical engineer at Aewcastle-on-Tyne. Xone

of the work in which he was engaged throughout his long and

active life had any close connection with our own special pursuit,

and it need only be mentioned here that he was the author of

several important papers on the applications of science, published

from time to time in the ‘ Transactions ’ of the Eoyal Society and

the British Association ; of which latter body he was one of the

founders, and President in 1861.

Sir William Fleet, who died at Venice on the 24th of August

last, had been a Fellow of our Society for the past fifteen yeai's.

He was the eldest son of the late James Perry, proprietor of the

‘ Morning Chronicle ’ newspaper, and brother of our distinguished

Associate, Sir T. Erskiue I’eriy. Sir William wa-s born at Merton,

in Surrey, in 1801, and was educated at the Charter House School,

whence he proceeded to Caius College, Cambridge, where he took

his B.A. degree in 1822. He subsequently entered the Diplomatic

Service—first as Consul at Panama in 1841, and afterwards as

Consul-General for the Austrian Coasts of the Adriatic, having his

headquarters at Venice. After his retirement in April 1872, he

was knighted bj' letters patent in June of the same year, but con-

tinued to reside at Venice until his death.

Frederick Ketelbet Steoag resided for twelve years, from 1843

to 1845, at Athens, where he held tlie two appointments of Consul-

General for Hanover and Consul for Bavaria at the Hellenic Court.

During his residence there he pnhlislied a work, entitled ‘ Greece

as a Kingdom ’ (London, 1842), being a statistical description of that

country, from the arrival of King Otho, in 1833, down to the year

of publication. He resigned his posts in 1845. and then removed to

Hamburg, where he died on the 18th of Ajiril last. He was in

frequent correspondence with the distinguished geographer. Dr.

Petermann, who named one of the headlands discovered by the late

German Arctic Expedition “ Kap Strong,” in his honour. He was
Commander of the (now defunct) Guelphic Order, and Knight of the

Bavarian Order of Merit and of the Saviour Cross of Greece.

Besides the above named, we have to record the loss of the fol-

lowing gentlemen, many of whom had distinguished themselves in
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other spheres outside the domain of geography :—James Allan,

E. C. Bowra (a Chinese scholar who accompanied the Chinese

Customs Commissioners on their visit to England in 1868), E. Ben-

son, W. E. Blair, Admiral P. A. Campbell, C. E. Cope, B. B. Cabbell,

J. Dentry, C. JV. Eddy, Eev. J. Graves, Commander J. T. Gowlland,

the Bishop of Gibraltar, D. Haysman, A. Lang, TV. Blake Lambert,

E. S. Levinge, the Hon. Sir J. Lindsay, P. H. Leaf, C. C. Macdonald,

J. J. MacKenzie, I. T. Pritchard, B. E. Boss, Sir Joshua Eowe,

L). Smith, H. B'. Simpson, Hon. E. Twisleton, T. P. Tindale,

E. TVatson, 1. Watkins, Eev. A. Is. TVest, J. Young, Colonel

P. J. Yorke, W. Henderson, J. Botterill, S. Brown, W. Dell,

J. C. Fletcher, F. Hindmarsb, G. E. W3-thes, E. Webster, Captain

T. P. Wood, T. Porshaw, T. Muir, T. Platt, General J. Drummond,
Commander Isoel Osborn, and E. Sercombe.

ADiiiEALTV ScEVEYS.*—The Admiralty Surveys in progress on

our own shores are rendered necessary from j-ear to j-ear either bj'

changes of feature from natural causes, improvements in com-

mercial ports by dredging, and the addition of docks, piers, and

other engineering works, or from tbe more exacting demands of

steam navigation and the increased draught of ships. Those in

progress in our several colonies are not less essential
;
and, indeed,

more pressing from their rapidlj- expanding commerce, and from

the marine survej-s of earlier years failing—not from general

accuracj- but from insufficiencj- of detail—to meet tbe require-

ments of modem navigation.

Surve3ing parties for tbe past A’ear have aocordingl}' been

steadi]3' engaged on those parts of tbe east coast of Ireland
; and

tbe west, south, and east coasts of England, where marked changes

of off-lying shoals or banks have been observed. Also in Jamaica,

Barbuda, Gulf of St. Lawrence, Newfoundland, and Labrador

coast
;
in Western Australia, South Australia, Yictoria, and Queens-

land.

On foreign naval stations, three surve3'ing ships (men-of-war)

have been employed ; two on the east coast of Africa, and one on
tbe eastern shores of Japan. In Africa tbe urgent requirements of

our cruisers engaged in the suppression of the extensive slave

traffic on either side of Zanzibar, gave fall employment to the
Shearicater and Aassaii

; both ships and boats being actively at work

By Captain F. J. O. Evans, C.B., f.b.s., Hj-drographer.
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amongst the countless reefs fringing the shores, and which hitherto

have so well sheltered from pursuit the coasting-vessels engaged

in the nefaiious slave-trade. Commerce eventually will douhtless

benefit by this opening up of the ports and anchorages of an im-

perfectly known coast ; at present, however, a valuable surveying

force is absorbed mainly in the cause of humanity, and at some risk

;

for the coast during several months of the year is unhealthy, and

the climate in general debilitating.

In the sole interests of commerce the Sylvia has been engaged

in Japan, receiving from the Japanese Government and local

authorities many courteous and kindly actions for facilitating the

work. This appreciation by a people who have so recently joined

the comity of nations, of the value of the coast survey undertaken

by the Admiralty is deserving of special record.

In the Mediterranean, and also in Is ew Guinea, detached survej-ors

have performed good work : an uncharted part of the coast of Xew
Guinea having been examined in H.M.S. Basilisk whilst on her
homeward voyage to England, and laid down in sufficient detail for

the requirements of a region so remote from civilisation and com-
mercial routes.

The voyage of the Challenger, in addition to the deep-sea explora-

tions, still furnishes valuable hydrographic knowledge, by revising

errors, adjusting inadequately-reported details, and clearing away
fitbulous dangers in the several tracks passed over in her extended
routes.

Entering more into detail a.s to the year’s additions to hydro-
graphy, we have the folldr.mg :

—

Ireland .—Staff Commander Kerr and party, in a hired steam-
vessel, have completed the examination of the off-lying shoal-banks
between Greenore point and the Hill of Howth. By comparing
this survey with that made by Captain Frazer, n.x., 1839-44, it

appears that though the main forms of these banks remain un-
changed, the loose surface material is constantly shifting, and that
the swatchways through them are not to be permanently depended
irpon for navigation. Consequent on changes resulting from im-
provements made in the navigation of the Lifl’ey river, Dublin bay
has been re-sounded. Owing to the increasing importance of the
trade with England, Lough Carlingford entrance and the approaches
to Greenore have been re-examined, and some spots of shoal ground

VOL. XIX. 2 E
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missed in former surveys closely examined. Fifteen feet is notv

considered ttie ruling depth of the engineering cut at the entrance.

England.—The constant movement of the sands in the neigh-

bourhood of that great coast thoroughfare, Yarmouth roads, rendered

an examination of the Cockle and -Hetvett channels necessary, more

especially as our heavy draught iron-clad Channel squadron, in their

periodical coast-tour, visited this locality. Staff-Commander Parsons

and staff, in xhe Porcu;pine, skilfully executed this service; the party

then working southward from ^Yalton Xaze, closely sounded the

several channels and approaches of the Colne and Blackwater

rivers. Following up the close examination from the shores of the

South Foreland to Dungeness in 1873, the survey from Dungeness

to Hastings with the outlying shoals was then completed.

Staff-Commander D. Hall, in addition to the survey of South-

ampton Water and its approaches, has sounded ottt minutely

Portsmouth harbour ; considerable additions to the mooring-space

having been effected by dredging-operations in the last few years.

JLediterranean.—A partial blank in the recent surveys of the coast

of Sicily, arising from the withdrawal of the surveying-ship, Shear-

water, to the Zanzibar coast, has been filled up. This blank was on the

north coast, and extended from Castelamare bay, in the west, to

Hilazza, in the east. Aided in the topogiaphy by the Italian maps

(equivalent to our own Ordnance Surveys), courteously afforded by

the Sicilian authorities, and sounding off to the depth of 100 fathoms,

Navigating-Lieutenant Millard, in a small hired yacht from Malta,

completed this nautical examination of the Sicilian shores ; a duty

he had been engaged on as an assistant for several past yeais.

East Coast of Africa.—Lieutenant-Commanding Gray and ofiicors

in the Nassau have completed the coast-survey from Owvou bay

in lat. 9’ .18', to Cape Delgado in lat. 10' 43' s., including detailed

plans of Kiswere, Mikindani, and 3Ito Jltwara harbours, Mchinga

and Mikindani bays, with the Lindi and Mgau rivers. Coupled

with the Shearwater's survey of 1873 and work now in progress, the

shores of this di.strict (comprising, as it were, the focus of the coast

slave-trade) are on the eve of being well chatted.

The sister surveying-ship. Shearwater, being compelled, from the

sickne.'-s of the crew and the necessity of repairing damages, to visit

the Cape of Good Hope, was subsequently diverted to carry the

Rodriguez Transit of Tenus party from 3Iauritius to that remote

and little-visited island. Good service to this national scientific

undertaking, in addition to aiding the disembarkation and arrange-
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merits for the observing parties, was rendered by Commander

"Wharton and his officers. "With a large number of chronometers,

meridian distances were run in the Shearwater between Eodriguez

and ilauritius
;
Captain "Wharton further taking part in the Transit

observations.

Our hydrographical knowledge of Eodriguez island, prior to the

Shearwater’s visit, was limited
;
and doubts existed in late years as

to the extent seaward of the outlying, or rather fringing reefs. An
excellent survey of the island, with its port, Maturin, and also of the

.surrounding dangers and the bank of moderate soundings encircling

the i.sland, was completed during the attachment of the ship to the

astronomical party. After transferring the Transit of Tenus ob-

servers and their stores to Mauritius, the Shearwater proceeded to

resume her old work; examining the outlying islets Coetivy and

Platte of the Seychelles group, as also the dangerous but little-known

reef, La Perle, situated 1 1 miles seaward, or to the s.w. of Isle Platte.

These useful examinations, and their reliable connection in longi-

tude with Mauritius, together with a few well-placed deep sound-

ings, made on the voyage to Zanzibar, form a useful addition to the

Indian Ocean chart.

Ja^an .—Captain St. John, in the Sylvia, reached his surveying

ground in July last; examining in the first place Sendai bay on
the east coast of Aipon, in the hope of finding a harbour

;
according,

however, to his report, “ even an anchorage, except during north-

easterly winds, is not to be obtained.” Commencing the closer

work at Itsiye Misaki, in the Kii Channel, the survey was advanced

to Owasi bay, and in tliis spring will be continued to Matoya, and

thence to Omae Saki. The weather on this part of the coast is

generally boisterous and, a.s the main route between Yokohama and

the Inland Sea here skirts the coast, good harbours are valuable.

Portunately, as Captain St. John remarks, ‘‘they are met with

frequently.”

Newfoundland.—Labrador Coast.—Navigating-Lieutenant William

Maxwell and party, in a hired steam-vessel, steadily continue the

examination in the early and late parts of the season, of the south

coast of Newfoundland, advancing up the Labrador coast north-

ward of Belleisle strait in the two available months of summer.

The east side of Placentia bay, chiefly undertaken this year to

find a safe route for telegraphic cables, has been completed for a

distance of 20 miles
;
and a detached examination of the followino-

frequented harbours and anchorages, during the fishing-season, on
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the Labrador coast, made :—Yenison Tickle, Fishing-ship, Curlew,,

and Independent harbours.

In the river St. Lawrence, the channel south of Crane island

was also thoroughly sounded by this surveying-party, at the request

of the Government of Canada.

Jamaica .—This survey, carried on in a hired schooner, under
Staff-Commander George Stanley, is making steady progress. The
coast between Morant and Helshire points, including Port Eoyal

and Kingston harbours, with the off-lj-ing soundings, have been

finished in close detail and are now in the hands of the engravers.

Portland bight, with Old Harbour and approaches, are far advanced

towards completion.

Barhiida .—In consequence of several official reports made by
Lloyd’s agent at Antigua as to the defective survey—by the present

Admiral Barnett—of the fringing reefs of this island, and the out-

lying shoal-ground (it being assumed that the dangers extended con-

siderably seaward of those published in the Admiralty chart, and that

several wrecks had in consequence ensued), Kavigating-Lieutenant

Hoskyn was detached from the Jamaica survey to Antigua, to

examine from that island the details complained of. Mr. Hoskyn’s

report confirms the accuracy of Admiral Barnett’s survey in all

particulars, and states that the exaggerated distances from the

shore of these reported dangers have no foundation. It is to be

regretted that these ill-considered reports, impugning the fidelity of

charts that carry on their face the stamp of authenticity, should be
made. Similar reports, especially in cases of wreck, have prevailed

of late 3'ears
;
and considering the mischiefwhich results by weaken-

ing the confidence of seamen, together with the labour, time, and
expense bestowed to test these reports—in some cases requiring a

ship to be specially detached from her regular duties— the time

would appear to have arrived for legal action being taken against

proved offenders in this particular.

Western Australia .—In the face of many diffietdties, scarcity and
unwholesomeness of water being added to the track passing over

extensive barren tracks of sand, Xavigating-Lieutenant Archdeacon
and party have succeeded in surveying the coast-line between
Swan Kiver and Jurien bay, a distance of 120 miles. lie has also

completed a survey of Champion bay ; this bay is one of the im-
portant ports of the colony, being the outlet of a great mineral
district (lead, copper, and iron), and situated in the “ middle of the
granary of the colony.”
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South Australia .—This survey, under Staff-Commander Howard

and one assistant, in a hired schooner, is progressing to the north

and west
;

the examination of the coast and outlying soundings

being now extended to Streaky hay from Cape Catastrophe. Port

Adelaide has been re-surveyed on a large scale, and the Investigator

group off Anxious bay undergone examination.

Victoria.—Staff-Commander H. J. Stanley and party have been

chiefly engaged in re-sounding the various channels into Port

Phillip : owing to increasing trade and reported natural changes,

this special work was performed at the request of the Colonial

Government ;
the results justified this fresh examination, though

only ten years have elapsed since the elaborate survey by the late

Commander Cox was made.

Staff-Commander Stanley has also commenced a survey of Banks

strait ; this strait has become a largely used highway, and requires

close examination. Tasmania, within whose jurisdiction this survey

lies, shares with Tictoria the expense falling on the colonies. It

may be here re-stated that the expenses of the marine suivevs of

the four Australian colonies are shared by Imperial and the several

Colonial governments.

Queensland.—Staff-Commander Bedwell and assistant have now
completed the coast northward of Cape Palmerston, in latitude

CO' 20' s., including Broad sound ; the soundings extending to

the Aorthumbeiland islands are in course of completion. The
great range of tide, and the rapidity with which it runs, render

the examination of this particular district both tedious and

arduous. Increasing colonial traffic, however, repays the labour

bestowed.

Neio Guinea .—Captain Moresby, in the homeward route in H.M.S.

Sasilislc from the Australian station, having been reinforced from

the Admiralty by Lieutenant Dawson, a well-trained and active

surveying officer, has, as notified in the last year’s address, followed

up the exploration of Goschen strait, and also the northern shores

of Xew Guinea from thence to Cape Eigny, near Astrolabe bay.

Pausing for a few weeks in the neighbourhood of the eastern

extreme of Xew Guinea, the scene of last year’s labour, Captain

Moresby commenced a close examination of the channels leading

through the numerous islands and reefs forming the western part

of the chain of the Louisiade Archipelago.

This excellent survey, conducted by Lieutenant Dawson, leaves

nothing to be desired in point of accuracy ; continuing from the
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sontli between Suckling reef of Stanley and Teste island of

D’Urville, a navigable but tortuous channel exists, emerging into-

the deep water of Goschen and "Ward Hunt straits. This channel,

by the recommended tract, is about 80 miles long
;
in some parts it

is contracted by coral reefs to a width of 2 miles. Steam, daylight,

and conning from aloft, would appear to be essential to its

navigation.

Making a cursory but sufficient examination of the western

shores of D’Entrecasteaux islands. Captain Moresby, ably seconded

by Lieutenant Dawson and the officers of H.M.S. BasilisTi, then

commenced a suiwey of that uncharted, and so far unknown line of

coast, extending thence to Cape Sud Est and Eiche island of

D’Entrecasteaux : and then continued the coast examination to

Cape Eigny of Astrolabe bay. Eiche island of D’Entrecasteaux

was found to be a part of the mainland, the low flat country adjacent

to it not having been in sight from the ship of that distinguished

navigator ; a line of barrier reefs situated 7 leagues eastward of the

assumed island, it will be recollected, here baffled his efibrts to

reach the mainland.

The results of this exploration of the Xew Guinea north-eastern

shores, following up those on the south-east coast (extending to the

142nd meridian) made by Blackwood, Yule, and Stanley in H.M.

ships. Fly, Bramble, and Batilesnalce, 1844-51, and recorded by the

able naturalists, Jukes and McGillivray in the published voyages of

Fly and of Battleanake, London, 1847-52, have naturally foi-med

subjects of interest to geographers, and will enrich the ‘ Proceed-

ings ’ and ‘ Journal ’ of the Society. It is desirable here to state

that the survey made of this coast in the Basilisk, although onlj-

what is termed a “ running” one and on a small scale, depicts all

useful features, and is creditable to the perseverance and professional

skill of all concerned.

Beep-sea Exploring Expedition.—In further record of the proceed-

ings of the Challenger :

—

Prom Melbourne, in Australia, where we left her in March, 1874,

after arrival from the sounding cruise to the margin of the pack-ice

within the Antarctic circle, the ship visited Sydney, Yew South
'Wales, to be docked and refitted

;
proceeding in June through Cook

Strait to Wellington, Yew Zealand, and thence by way of East Cape
to Tongatabu, in the South Pacific, sighting the Kermadec group.

Vi.-'iting Ovalau. in the Fiji group, and making a survey of Kan-
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davu, tlie tlien port of call for the mail-steamers between Australia,

Xew Zealand, and San Francisco, the Challenger passed on through

the New Hebrides cluster, briefly ealling at Api, and proceeded to

the settlement of Somerset, in Torres Strait, steering through the

dreaded Great Barrier reefs by the Eaine island passage.

Clearing Torres Strait in the early part of September, the ship

touched successively at the Airu and Ki islands, Banda, Amboina,

and Temate in the Malacca sea. Quitting Ternate in the middle

of October, and entering the Celebes sea by the passage between

Bejaren island and the north-east point of Celebes, Samboangan was

visited ; thence through the Sulu sea to Ilo Ho and Manila, in the

Philippine group, aniving at Hong Kong on the 16th November.

At Hong Kong the Challenger imderwent a thorough refit before

quitting the port. In the early part of January of the present year

the Arctic experiences of her captain, added to enlarged scientific

and professional knowledge, pointed to the desirability of his taking

command of the North Polar Expedition, now aboutto leave our

shores. Captain Nares was thus superseded in the command of the

Challenger by Captain Frank Thomson, parting with regret from an

undertaking to the success of which he had largely contributed,

and from associates whose esteem and good-will followed him to his

present more onerous, and if possible, more responsible command.

From information subsequently received, the Challenge)-, on

quitting Hong Kong, again proceeded south, passing through the

Philippines, and visiting the island of Camiguin. in order to ascer-

tain the temperature and depth of water under its volcano. This

volcano lies on the western end of the island ; the first eruption

began on the 1st 31ay, 1871, at about 500 yards from the water’s

edge, and on the same level ; it has now attained the height of 1950

feet, with a proportionate base. Soundings in 190 fathoms with the

usual average bottom temperature were obtained within a mile of

the volcano : after some exploration in the neighbourhood of Sam-
boangan, the ship passed into thelVestem Pacific. By telegram we
have also received intelligence of the remarkable depth of 4575

fathoms having been obtained, assumedly off the north coast of New
Guinea; Humboldt bay, in that island, being refer red to as visited,

as also Admiralty island. The Challenge)- is now engaged in Japan.

The results of this second portion of the voyage, ranging over

60 degrees of latitude, and embracing so many equatorial confined

seas, continue to prove of special interest to physical and natural

history science. On a trawling made amongst the Kermadec group
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at a depth of 630 fathoms, Professor 'Wyville Thomson remarks that

they were greatly struck with the general resemblance between the

assemblage of animal forms brought up in the net and the results

of a good haul in about the same depth off the coast of Portugal or

Xorth Africa ; again, on the dredgings generally between Aew Zealand

and the Fiji group, which, with the exception of one near the Xew
Zealand coast, were all made at depths varying from 300 to 600

fathoms
;
he further observes “ they tend to confirm the impres-

sion that even at these comparatively moderate depths, while species

vary in different localities, and different generic types are from time

to time introduced, the general character of the fauna is everywhere

very much the same.”

In the Arafura Sea no greater depth was found than 50 fathoms,

and indeed generally little more than half that depth ; the bottom

a greenish mud, due apparently in a great degree to the deposit

from the great rivers of Xew Guinea and those falling into the Gulf

of Carpentaria. Animal life was not abundant, and many seemed

dwarfed, the fauna having somewhat the character of that of a

harbour or estuary : the specific gravity of the surface-water was

also unusually low. The dredgings in the moderate depths of the

Banda and Celebes seas were especially successful, and many new

additions to science gained.

The serial tempei'atures observed in the course of this voyage

between Australia and China were of great interest as developing

the basin-like character of the several seas passed over. In the in-

cluded space, Australia on the west, and from Sandy cape to New
Caledonia, thence to the New Hebrides, Solomon, Louisiade archi-

pelagos, and New Guinea on the south, east, and north, an encircling

barrier, complete to a depth of 1300 fathoms, prevents free com-

munication with the outer ocean. Several soundings, ranging from

2300 to 2650 fathoms, were obtained in this enclosed sea, the tem-

perature in each instance, from a depth of 1300 fathoms to the sea

bottom, being uniformly 35^ Fahr.

Similarly, the Banda, Celebes, Sulu, and China seas, are en-

closed basins, and their waters cut off from the general oceanic

circulation. In each of these seas soundings e.vceeding 2000

fathoms were obtained, but after a certain depth was reached, the

temperature below that depth remained the same. In the Banda
and China seas the uniform temperature continued from 900
fathoms to the bottom, in the Celebes sea from 700 fathoms, and
in the Sulu sea from 400 fathoms to the bottom

;
these uniform
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temperatures in tlie four seas being respectively 37', 36'2°, 38-5',

and 50'5' F.

Ia’DIAn SrEYEYs.—It is satisfactory to state that the resumption

of tbe coast suiyeys of British India has, during the past year,

been taken in hand by the Indian Government, and cordially

supported by the Lords of the Admiralty. A detached party of naval

surveying officers, consisting of Staff-Commander J, H. Ellis, Xavi-

gating Lieutenants Coghlan, Jarrad, Hammond, and Xavigating

Sub-Lieutenants George and E. W. Petley, have been placed at

the disposal of the India Office, and under the immediate direction

of the Superintendent of Marine Surveys, Commander A. D. Taylor,

an experienced surveying officer of the former Indian Xavy, and

who has for some time past been maturing plans for this much-

needed -work. The surveys to be undertaken will embrace the sea-

board of British India from the Pakchan Eiver (in Tenasserim) on

the east, to Karachi (on the coast of Sindh), on the west, including

the various groups of islands in the Bay of Bengal, and the

Maldivh and Lakadivh Archipelagos.

Staff-Commander Ellis has been appointed as senior deputy to

Captain Taylor. He is an officer of great experience.

The headquarters of the Survey have been establi.-hed at Calcutta,

and the woik of equipping the necessary vessels is, it is understood,

being proceeded with—one party has already broken ground at the

Lakadivh Islands.

Summary .—In addition to the current work of the Admiralty

Hydrographic department in issuing nautical notices, tide-tables

and lists of lights, a new catalogue of the 2620 Admiralty charts

has been published. During the year thirtv-nine charts have been

cancelled and replaced by more perfected works. Among the new
charts issued may be more specially mentioned a series of four, em-
bracing that part of the Pacific Ocean between the parallels of
37'' N. and 37^ s., and extending from the Philippine islands. Celebes,

Xew Guinea, and Australia, on the west, to San Francisco and
Easter island on the east. In the compilation of this seiies the

authority for and verification in position of each islet and danger

have again been carefully tested, and every reliable source of in-

fiirniation, to the most recent date, collated. Xavigators are greatly

indebted to the painstaking hydrographic labours of the officers

of the Lmited States navy in this special field of research, as shown
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in the successive editions of ‘Eeported Dangers to Navigation in

the Pacific.’

Of the charts published, two sheets on the east coast of Africa,

extending from Panjani hay to Eas Kimhiji, including Zanzibar

island and its approaches, with several plans of anchorages thence to

Cape Delgado, are deserving the attention of geographers
; as does

also a chart of the Maln an coast (Maskat to Earachi) ; and on our

own shores, plans of the Menai Strait ; and the coast with its navi-

gable channels, from Orfordness to Cromer. In the south Indian

Ocean the requirements of the observing parties for the Transit

of Venus at Kerguelen Island and the ships-of-war detailed for the

service, demanded special charts of that region and also of the

neighbouring islands Prince Edward, Crozet, Heard, and M'Donald.

The American and German government ships deputed for the same

service profited by these timely pubEcations.

Charts of Davis Strait, Baflin Bay, Smith Sound, with Kennedy
and Eoheson channels, together with several plans of ports on the

west coast of Greenland, from the latest authorities, have also been

prepared for the Arctic Expedition.

In all fifty-six new charts and plans have been published during'

the year, and 190,500 printed for the Eoyal Navy and general

public.

Eevised editions of the ‘ Channel Pilot,' part ii., ‘ South American

Pilot,’ part ii., and -New Zealand Pilot,’ have been published,

together with the following new works :—
‘ China Sea Directory.'

vol. iii., comprising the coasts of China from Hong Kong to Korea,

with Formosa and the other outlying islands ;
‘ Pei sian Gulf Pilot,’

a supplement embracing the Makian coa.st; also ‘Hydrographic

Directions for Davis Strait and the West Coast of Greenland.’

Aectic Exploratiox.—Unquestionably the most important sub-

ject on which I have to addre.ss the Society on the present occasion

is that of Arctic Exploration, especially with regard to the

pi ogress made in the great question of the resumption of Arctic

Eesearch by England since the Anniversary Meeting last year.

When my predecessor. Sir Bartle Frere, reviewed the position of
Arctic matters last .June, as you all remember, the question of

Government action, owing to a change of Ministry, remained in
ahej'ance, and it was .stated that the Council proposed to bring the
matter again before the present Ministers. Accordingly, in July,
accompanied by Dr. Hooker and Admiral Sherard Oshom, I hml
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tlie honour of waiting on Mr. Disraeli, and explaining our views to

him in detail ;
and on this occasion I received his assurance that

the question should he fully reconsidered during the Eecess.

Later in the year I addressed to him the following letter ;

—

“Deae AIk. Disraeli, October 12th, 1874.

“ The late announcement of the success of the Austrian Exploring

Expedition under Lieuts. Weyprecht and Payer in discovering land to the

north-west of Spitzbergen as high up as 83% which i.s the point nearest to the

Pole yet sighted on the face of the earth, has excited an intense interest

throughout Europe, and especially amongst our own Arctic Geograpihers, who
have in consequence besieged me on all sides with enquiries as to the late of

the application which I had the honour to make to you in last July, relative

to a proposed Government Expedition which should leave our shores for the

Arctic Seas in the course of next spring, and should endeavour to reach the

Pole by way of Baffin Bay and Smith Sound. You were good enough to say

at the time that you should take the matter into consideration, and would
consult those depaitments of the Government which were interested in the

question, and it is with reference to this promise that I no-w again venture to

address you. Alay I announce to the Council of the Eoyal Geographical

Society, whom I shall have to meet in a very short time, at the opening of

our Autumn Session, that the papers relating to the proposed Expedition,

which were handed over by Air. Gladstone's Secretary to Air. AI. Cony, have
heen laid by you before the present Board of Admiralty for consideration and
Eeport ? or may I, at any rate, state that tins preliminaiy step will shortly be
taken ? Pray excuse any appearance of impatience

;
but the Kaval Authorities

on my Council, who have urged me again to write to you, assert that the

whalers are now returning from tlie Polar Seas, and that if there is any
prospect of an Expedition such as is proposed in the papers above alluded to

being sent out m the course of next spring, it is full time that local

enquiries were made, and measures taken to obtain one or mure of these

ves.sels, and to secure the services of seasoned crews and officers. I have only
further to mention that the Council of the British Association, on tlie recom-
mendation of a Committee of Section E, are about to pass a resolution which
will in due course be laid before you, strongly supporting our prayer for a new
Arctic Expedition in 1875 as an almost indispensable sequel to the cruise of

the Chalhmjvr.
“
I remain, dear Air. Disraeli,

“ Yours most i'aitlifully,

(Signeil) “ H. C. Pawlixsox,

Pieadeut of the Royal Geographical 8cciety,

•• The Et. Hon. B. Disraeli.”

All the papers submitted by ns to tbe Government, were soon

afterwards referred by Air. Disraeli to tbo Board of Admiralty for

examination and repiort, accompanied by an important new chart of

the Polar Eegions, by Captain Evans, tbe Ilydrographer, on which

the portions discovered by the various nationalities were marked

by distinctive colours ; the result was, that I was favoured on the

17th of Xoveniber hy the receipt of the following letter :

—
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“Dear Sir IlnxEi" Rawlissox,
“ Her ilajesty’s Ciovernmcnt have had under consideration the re2irc-

sentatiuiis uiade hy you on behalf of the Council of the Royal Geographical

Society, the Council of the Royal Society, the British Association, and other

eminent scientific bodies, in favour of a lenewed Expedition, under the conduct

of Got ernrneiit, to explore the region of the Xorth Pole
;
aud I have the

honour to iniorm you that, having carefully weighed the reasons set forth in

support of such an Expedition, the scientific advantages to he derived from it,

its chances of success, as well as the importance ot encoui aging that spirit of

mariiime enterprise which has ever distinguished the English people, Her
3Iajestv’s Government have determined to lose no time in organising a suitable

Expedition lor the piurpioscs in view.
“ I remain yours faithfully,

C. DIsHAELI,
" JJuJui'-Giiiii'al Sh' Heiu-ij C. Haidinson, K.C'.B.

&c. &c. A-cr

The decision of Her Majesty’s Government was no sooner com-

municated to the Admiralty than energetic steps were immediately

taken to hasten the preparation of a Polar Expedition, so that it

should be in a position to leave this country at the proper season

in 1875.

Officers were dispatched to examine tlie men-of-war in reserve, as

well as our mercantile whaling fleet, for two vessels strong and

fit for navigation in Polar Seas; and on the 24th November, 1874,

the Admiralty appointed three expeiienced Arctic officers"^ to form a

Committee to report on the following points :

—

The scojie of the proposed Expedition and what instructions should

be given to its leaders. The description of ships to be employed,

and the various kinds of boats, sledges, fittings, stores, provisions,

and clothing with which it was to be equipped. And, lastly, to

recommend such airangements as were advisable for preserving the

health of the officers and men to bo employed.

That Committee by the 14th February, 1876, had completed its

labours, and made a lucid Ileport emhodjiiig its recommendations

on all the points referred to, a Eeport which has been subsequently

presented to both House.s of Parliament
;
but within a few days

of its assembling the important question of the selection of the

ships was decided, and the Admiralty authorized the immediate

strengthening of H.M.S. Alert, 1045 tons, 381 H.P., and the pur-

chase of the whaler BIoo(lhouml,j abuut the same size, which was
likewise immediately prepared for Atclic service. At the same

* E®i*t-Admiriil George H. Richards, c.B., f.r.s. ; Rear-Admiral Sir Leopold
alcCUntoek. K.c.u., r.K.s.

; Rear-Admiral Sherard Osborn, c.B., f.k.s.

t Re-named VU-.orenj.
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time the Admiralty decided on appointing to the command of the

Expedition, Captain George Xares, n.x., f.e.s., the distinguished

officer then commanding the Challenger, and he was immediately

ordered home from Hong-Kong.

Acting on the recommendations of the Committee, it was decided

that the two ships should he manned and officered with comple-

ments, all told, of 121 souls; and it is calculated that the ship.s

could stow on leaving England three years’ provisions for the entire

cruise, and a fair amount of fuel for their engines.

In February 1875, Captain Nares arrived, and had no difficulty

in selecting his officers, as of lieutenants alone there were more

than sufficient volunteers to have manned the Expedition. Through-

out the past spring the Expedition has been most carefully equipped,

travelling-gear, and provisions prepared in the most elaborate

manner ; and it is not too much to say that never has an Arctic

Expedition been equipped in so methodical and liberal a manner,

and, so far as the Admiralty is concerned, no expense or care has

been spared to ensure the most perfect safety and sttccess.

The scientific objects for which this Expedition has been so

especially dispatched to the Polar Seas have been kept steadily in

view. Every officer has been carefull}- trained to labour in some

branch of science, and the Royal Society have been allowed to name
two persons whom they deem especially qualified as naturalists,

one of them being embarked in each of the ships. The Expedition

leaves England a few days hence, accompanied by an extra ship

(the Valorous) as far as Disco, in Greenland, so as to complete

the two vessels with fuel and stores at the very threshold of their

labours.

The instructions given to Captain Xares are not j-et officiall}'

public ; but it may be considered prett}' certain tliey will not

deviate from the recommendations of the Arctic Committee, and

I assume, therefore, that we may consider the following as the

programme ;

—

The Alert and Discovery leaving Disco some time in July, will

proceed leisurely up Baffin Bay, following the East Coast up
towards the entrance of Smith Sound in 7S’ x. They need not

hurry, for previous navigators have never found the ice cleared out

of that strait before the first week in August. On reaching its

entrance they will make for Littleton Island, and there place

records of their progress, and Captain Kares will then decide

whether that island, with its adjacent shelter of Port Eoulke, is to
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fee the real base of his operations, or whether some better spot on

the west side of the entrance can be selected
;
and his decision is

to be recorded in the dispatch to he there left.

To this point, if nothing is heard of the Expedition in 1876, a

ship will be dispatched by the Admiralty in the summer of 1877,

to act as a depot for the Expedition to fall back upon in case of any

untoward accident to the vessels composing the Expedition.

According to the state of the ice in Smith Sound, Captain

Xares will then push up north for a headland named Cape Eraser,

avoiding the great elbow on the east side about Humboldt Glacier

;

but experience tells us that it is not likely he will find open water

within Smith Sound much before the middle or end of August

;

and Arctic experts assure us that much of the success of this Ex-

pedition depends upon the patience and judgment of the leader at

this crucial point of the A’oyage.

The ice of Smith Sound must be allowed time, according to

the season, to clear out into BaEBn Bay, and an impatient dash

into this outflowing-pack may lead to the regretahle accident of

the ships being caught in it, and swept either on shore, or down
with the ice-stream throughout the following winter into the

Arctic Ocean. Happily, Captain Mares’ past Arctic experience

will keep him fully alive to this danger. On the other hand,

winter will now be fast approaching; and it will be a race

against time, in which we can only hope Providence will so far

favour our seamen, that what the Americans, in Hall's Expe-

dition, were fortunate enough to accomplish, may be granted to

H.H.S.’s Alert and H/seoiwy, and that in lat. 81’ 80' or 82’ x., about

Hall’s farthest point, good winter-quarters may be secured for

one ship on the Greenland shore. The Alert now alone will tackle

to her work, and in whatever daj’s of mild weather or open water

may remain in September, struggle to reach a position well to the

north of, but not exceeding 200 miles from her consort. By this

means, and with intermediate depots of provisions, it is calculated

that the safety of the crews in their retreat, should it be necessary,

to Bdifin Bay will have been secured.

The advance-ship it is expected, with its crew strengthened by
a portion of that of the depot-ship, will have at least six strong

sledge parties and four dog-sledges, with which to attempt the

accomplishment of the main object of the Expedition, that is,

reaching the North Pole. But it must he home in mind that

sledge-travelling has nev’er yet been found practicable over any
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considerable extent of open frozen sea, and that everything depends

upon the conditions of land and water that may be found in the

progress northward. The sledge-operations will commence from

the advance-ship, should it have attained the high northern lati-

tude here indicated, in early spring
;
and all the sledge companies

will be employed in the first instance in pushing forward the

North Pole party, which will be provided with at least one boat,

before attending to any other exploration. Meantime communica-
tions will be kept up, if possible, by means of dog-sledges between
the two ships, and Captain Nares will rejoin his consort towards

the end of the summer of 1876, if his parties have returned with
reasonable success from their spring journeys towards the Pole.

In the latter eventualit}’, and if no serious accident happens to

either ship, both vessels will return to England in that year ; but
if another season should be absolutely necessary in order to com-
plete a reasonable amount of exploration, it may be necessary for the
advanced ship to fall back towards her consort, or for the latter to

retreat to a more southerly position whence a final withdrawal
might be more certainly eS'ected. Regarding these and other points,

the instructions furnished to Captain Nares leaves him a free

choice of action according to the circumstances that may arise.

Our own Expedition naturally occupies the largest share of our
attention as far as Arctic matters are concerned, but I must not
neglect to notice the increased attention now shown by civilized

nations generally to Arctic enterprise. The pages of the well-

known periodical, the ‘ Geograprhische Mittheilungen ’ of Dr.
Petermann, have been again this year largely occupied by articles,

illustrated as usual by excellent maps, on the results of recent

Expeditions and on projects of new Expeditions. Thus Professor

Hofer, the geologist of Count M'ilczek's voyage, contributes a paper-

on the Structure and Glaciers of Spitzbergen and Xova Zembla, and
Dr. Chavanne two papers on Currents, Minds, State of the Ice,

&c., as bearing upon the choice of a route for reaching the Pole.

Since our last Anniversary the return of the Austrian Polar Expedi-
tion from the Nova Zembla Sea, bringing news of its narrow escape
from the drift-ice, in which the crew was obliged to abandon their
ship, and the discovery of new Polar lands, thoroughly roused
public feeling throughout Europe. It is scarcely necessary to
review here the incidents of this voyage, which you heard, on the
fir.st night of orrr Session, from M. Jitlius Payer, the second in
command. Sufiice it to say that the Expedition was determined
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on in consequence of the success of Messrs. Weyprecht and Payer in

the previous summer of 1871, in reaching, in a small hired vessel,

a very high latitude in the h'ova Zembla Sea, and finding there

open water to the eastward, which led to the hope that, in spite of

the adverse experience of centuries of enterprise in this direction,

a passage towards Behring Straits might be found by the north of

Xova Zemhla. A national subscription was started in Hungary
and Austria in the succeeding winter and spring, and the new
Expedition, under the same officers, set sail from Tromso in the

schooner Terjethoff, in July, 1872, hound, not for the Polar area,

hut for the supposed open route past the shores of Siberia. The
season proved much less favourable than in the previous year.

The Tegethoff was caught in the drift-ice not far from the shores of

Xova Zembla, and carried with it throughout the winter and the

following summer, first north-east and then north-west, until it

grounded on the threshold of a tract of new land or islands, in

80’ S', lat. The exploration of the shores of this new Polar land

by a sledge-party, under the command of M. Payer, in the spring-

of 1874, was the geographical result which attracted the most

attention at the time. But the observations in all branches of

phj’sical science made by Lieutenant ^Yeyprecht, and which he is

now preparing for publication, will also stamp this Expedition a*

one of the most fruitful in important results. A summary of his

work has already been published in Heft 2 of Petermann’s ‘ Geo-

graphische Mittheilungen’ of the present year, and the track of the

Tegethoff has been elaborately wotked out by Admiral Wiillerstorf-

Urhair, in the ‘ Denkschriften der Kais.-Acad. d. Wissenschaften,’

Meeting of the 10th December, 1874. Translations of both these

Jlemoirs will he published in the next volume of our ‘ Journal.’

M'hilst our Xational Expedition has been cumpleting its final

preparations, another English Arctic Expedition has been quietly

equipping, with the intention of following a westerly roiite from

BafSn Bay, and, if possible, of recovering some of the lost records

of Franklin. Little at present is publicly known of this spirited

undei taking, and I must limit myself here to mentioning that the

name of the vessel is the Pandora, and that its commander is our

Associate, Captain Allen Young, who distinguished himself in

Arctic travelling when sailing-master under McClintock in the

Fox, in 1857-0.

An E.xpedition of great interest is about to leave the shores of

Sweden next month for the Kara Sea and the mouths of the Ohi
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and Yenissei. It will be under tbe command of that experienced

Arctic traveller and eminent savant. Professor Nordenskiuld, and has

been equipped chieflj' through the munificence of dl. Oscar Dickson,

of Stockholm. It is Professor Nordenskiold’s intention to quit his

vessel near the mouth of the Yenissei, and to return home by land.

Our associate, Mr. Joseph Wiggins, of Sunderland, is also abotit

to make another v’oyage this year to the Kara Sea and the embou-

chure of the Obi, and hopes to be able to discover a practicable

commercial route to the Eussian settlements on the lower course of

that river.

Before quitting the subject of Arctic Geography it is necessary

to record that, in order to place the best existing information re-

garding the regions to be visited in the hands of the ofScers of our

Expedition, the Council determined on the publication of a volume

of papers on the Physical Geography and Ethnology of Greenland

and the neighbouring Lands. This volume is now nearlj' ready,

and a number of copies will be sent to Captain Xares shortly before

he sails from Portsmouth. It consists chiefly of reprints of a

number of papers which have appeared at various times in the

Transactions of Societies: but one of the most important is an
original work from the pen of Admiral Collinson. Our Secretary,

Mr. Markham, who has so materially contributed by his writings

and activity to the revi\-al which we now witness, of public interest

in Arctic Discovert’, and to whom the suggestion of this publication

is due, has arranged its contents. It was originally intended to

embrace information in other branches of science; but the Eoyal

Society, when invited by us to co-oporate, considered very justly,

and with our entiie consent, that the physical and biological

portions of the work might be better treated separately and under-

taken b}' them. The result is, therefore, two volumes of repiinted

and original papers and memoranda, both of which it is hoped
will be found useful bj- Captain Xares and the officers under his

command.

El’roi i:.

—

According to the list given in Dr. E. Behm's excellent

GeogTaphical Annual (Geographisches Jahrbuch) for 1874, there

were towards the end ot last year no fewer than 23 Societies

in Eiirnpe exclusively devoted to Geography. The most recent of

tbe^e, the Sucn-te de Geographie de Lyon, was founded in

January 187:!, and under the presidency of its founder. M. Louis

De>gianJ, has already become an active and important institution,

VOL. X[\. 2 F
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numbering 317 members. The Italian Geographical Society con-

tinues its career of prosperity ;
its muster-roll now reaching the

large total of nearly 1400 member.?. Although the veteran geo-

grapher, the Commendatore Cristoforo Kegii, no longer presides at

its councils, an active spirit prevails in its management
; and I

shall have, in another portion of this Address, to record the project

of an expedition into Central Africa, from the southern borders of

Shoa through the Galla country, which it has originated, and for

which it is now endeavouring to procure the necessary funds by

national subscription. 3Ieantime it contifbutes annually various-

grants in aid of other expeditions, including the important one of

Dr. Beccari to Celebes and New Guinea, to which my predecessor

alluded in the Address of last year. In the north of Italy the

zealous young geographer. Signor Guido Cora, has been elected

President of the Turin Society, the Circolo Geografico ItaVmw, which

numbers 140 members. Signor Cora himself has occupied hi.?

summer holiday in practical geography, having exchanged his pen

for the sextant and barometer ; and having crossed the Adriatic to

Albania, where ho has carried on a survey on a scale of 1 : 100,000

in the almost unknown interior of the country, ascending the

previously untrodden summit of Mount Kudusi (6465 feet high),

and tracing the liver of Berat to its hitherto unknown sources-

in the province of Kolonia.

IiCSsiAit Exploeatioa' IX Central Asia.—The Imperial Russian

Geographical Societj’ continues to increase in numbers and effi-

ciency. On the 8th Januarj', 1875, it numbered 1185 on its list,

comjiosed of 30 honorary members, 3 foreign honorary members,

37 foreign corre-'-pondlng members, and 447 members of the affiliated

.societies of Siberia, the Caucasus, the Aortli-western Provinces, and

the South-west. On examining the balance-sheet of this society,

we find that in 1874 it received a subsidy of 15,000 roubles

(about 2000Z.) from the State treasury, and that the subscriptions

of its members amounted, in the same year, to 2050 roubles {'about

400Z.). Besides these ordinary sources of revenue, its extraordinary

revenue was augmented by grants from the State treasury and
from private individuals for special objects. Thus in 1874 a sum
of 20,0 ij 0 roubles (2800Z.) was given by the Government to defray

the cost of the Amu-daria Expedition, of which about ball was
devoted to meteorological investigations on the Lower Oxus.
lo,200 roubles (2000/.J were given by Golubkofl' for the pnblica-
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tion of a Eussian edition of Bitter's ‘Asia;’ and 10,000 roubles

ri400/.) by the State for the levelling of the Ust Urt between the

Aral and Caspian seas.

During the past year no less than 6 important expeditions were

under consideration, viz. :

—

1. The Amu-daria expedition.

2. The expedition to level the Ust Urt, between the Aral and

Caspian seas.

0. To investigate the Usboi, or dry bed of the Oxus.

4. The Olonek expedition.

5. Mikluko Maklay’s exploration of New Guinea, and

6. Ogorodnikoff’s journey in Xorth-eastern Persia.

1. The first of these expeditions, an account of which will be

found below, was organised by a special committee, with the co-

operation of General Kaufniann, and received the Imperial sanction.

2. The second successfully accomplished its work, with the aid

of a staff of trained surveyors, under the command of Colonel

Tillo. They ascertained the height of the Aral Sea * to be con-

siderably gi-eater than previous observations had reported it to be

:

and thus claimed to have established the possibility of diverting

the Amu-daria into its former channel, -uhich debouched in the

Caspian ; and, lastly, they described the configuration of the Ust

Urt plateau, which is not so flat as was supposed, between the Aral

and the Caspian. Its greatest height is about 15 miles west of the

Aral, where it attains an elevation of 519 feet above that sea, or

about 677 feet above the level of the ocean. Hence it gradually

slopes towards Lake Kerbulak ; that part which includes Lakes

Asmantai and Sam is only about 1()0 feet above the level of the

Aral (343 above the Caspian), and forms a hollow which opens out

at Alertwi Kultuk Bay ;
while the belt of higher ground near the

Aral, about 35 to 40 miles wide, unites the northern Chink with the

Cst Urt proper.

3. The expedition to investigate the Usboi, or desiccated bed of

the Oxus, was indefinitely postponed for political reasons.

4. The Olonek expedition during the course of last year sur-

veyed the lower Tungu^ska ; reporting on the hydrography and
topography of that region, and making some important changes in

* Thf mean of two .•!eries of levellings across the Ust LTt from the Aral to the
Ca.spian gives 74 metres, or 243 ft. Eng., as the thfi'ertnce between the lieiijht of
these seas. According to Berg’s mi asun men t. in 1820. the height of the Aral
above the Caspian was estimated to he only 117 it.

2 F 2
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its cartograpliy. Muller, avIio was attaclied to this expedition, con-

ducted a series of magnetic observations, which lefute the theory of

the Swedish professor, Gauss, as to the position of the Siberian mag-

netic pole, which was placed bj' him in about 71' x. lat. and 119^

20' E. long, from Greenwich, i e., according to the map, very near

the Eiver Olonek. Miiller discovered that, as he travelled in a

north-easterly direction from the Eiver Moniero. towards the Olonek,

the magnetic intensity diminished. His observations coincide with

those of M. Dove, Hansteen’s companion, and he assigns, therefore,

as the probable position of the magnetic pole some point between

Yilnisk and Olonek, approximately between 64’ and 65’ x. lat. and

about 112’ 20' long. e. of Greenwich, or nearly 7’ s. and 7’ \v. of

the position assigned by Gauss.

The Olonek expedition will be continued this year, duiing which

explorations will be made in the basins of the rivers Hatanga and

Anabara.

6. Mikluko IMaklay’s explorations on the Papuan Koviai coast of

iXew Guinea have been mentioned before.

6. Lastly, Ogorodnikoif was compelled to return home after pro-

ceeding as far as Me.shed, whither he travelled by the well-known

high road, which passes through Astrabad, Shahrud, Sebzevar,

and Kishapiir. The reason assigned for the abandonment of his

meditated journey eastward was the dhturbed state of Afghanistan.

The ethnogiaphical map of Eussia, edited by Eittich, was

completed last .Maj’, and, together with the same author’s ethno-

graphical map of the Caucasus, is the most important and best-

executed work of the kind ever produced in Eii.^sia. One of the

first engraved copies will be exhibited at the Paris Exhibition this

year.

Another important work has been the publication of Preji-

valsky’s travels,* the first volume of which, containing the general

narrative and particulars regarding the geography, ethnology, and

botany of the countiies visited, appeared at the commencement of

this year ;
and will be followed next year, and the year after, by

two more volumes, comprising the more strictly scientific results of

the expedition. The Council of the Eus.-iian Geographical Society

hav-e Voted 10,000 roubles (14007.) towaids the expense of pnhlish-

ing these travels, which, it will be remembered, were prosecuted

into Xoithern Thibet, almo.st to the foot of the great mountains.

* MoDgijlia find the Country of the Tanguts,.’
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into regions unvisited by Europeans since tbe journey of tbe Abbe

Hue and Gabet, and of which our knowledge is very insufSeient.

A work of a similar nature, viz. the Travels and Eesearches of

the late 31. Fedchenko in Turki&tan, is being publi.shed by iladame

Olga Fedchenko, the widow of the traveller. The 3rd Part of

vol. ii. was published in 1874, and Part 4 in the present year.

These parts, each of them foiming considerable volumes in quarto,

and richly illustrated with coloured plates, form the scientific

Appendices to the narrative, and the work will constitute, when com-

pleted, a lasting monument to the memory of a promising young

traveller too early lost to science and his country.

Another important publication during the past year was the

translation into Eussian of Ritter’s • Iran,’ annotated by the well-

known geographer, 31. de Khanikof, and supplemented by some

important articles by Professor Spiegel on the cuneiform inscrip-

tions of Persia.

In my opening Address at the beginning of this Session, I alluded

to the Amu-daria Expedition, some further details of which may be

found interesting.

It will be remembered that in the end of 3Iay, last year, all the

members of the Expedition were assembled at Kazala, on the Syr-

daria, whence they proceeded in two steamers (the Peroffshy and

Samarkand

)

by the Aral Sea to the delta of the Amu-daria, which

they entered hj- the Kitchkineh-daria mouth, and ascended the Edkun-

daria for a distance of 55 miles from the bar without any great diffi-

culty, finding the depth of channel to vary from 3i to 8 fathoms.

Above this i^oint the river divides into numerous channels, which

cause a great waste of its waters and increase the difficulties of

navigation. Ascending hy one of these channels as far as 31ount

Koshkana-tau, the passengers landed, as further progress was impos-

sible, owing to the shallowness of the stream and the thick growth

of reeds which fill the bed of the river.

Here it was decided to divide the surveyors into three parties,*

* The first party took an easterly direction, descending the Purhan Channel to

the mouth of the Yani-su, and thence along the sea-sljore past the fort of Ak-Kala
to the moutli of the Taldyk ; the second also proceeded east to the Purhan,
then up this stream and the Kuvan Djarma to Xnkns, tiience descending to

Ab-Kala, and tlienee by the tiouma Channel towards Knngiad, and past that town
to the mouth of the T.ddyk ; tlie tliird went to Kushkana-tau. and by the liank of
the Ulkim-daria toAk-Kala, letnrniugto Kushkana-tau and by Xukus to Meshekli,
on the Bokliariau frontier.
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to eacli of wliieli was assigned a certain task wkich, it was stii raised,

would take from 105 to 120 days to fulfil. In the mean time, as it

was of the utmost importance to find a navigable channel from the

embouchure of the river to its upper course, the steamer PeroffaJnj

was directed to descend the river, coast along the shore to Tustchi-

bas Bay to the east of the delta, and endeavour to make her passage

up the Yani-su and Kuvan-Djarma to the main channel of the river

near Nukus. In this she was perfectl3' successful. Ontheg^^Julv

the PeroffsTcy crossed the bar of the Yani-su, and on the

arrived at Nukus, after meeting Colonel Stoletoff and Major

Wood, R.E., at Lake Dau-kara. From Nukus to Petro-Alexandrofifsk.

and from thenoe to Meshekli, on the Bokharian frontier, the navi-

gation was comparative!}- easy.

Thus was inaugurated a work, the importance of which it is im-

possible to overrate, promising, as it does, to make the Oxus once

again a great commercial highway, and thus to open a new era of

civilization and progress, under the auspices of Eussian rule, for

ancient Kharesm, after so many centuries of slumber and decay.

The work of surveying was actively prosecuted in the whole delta

defined by the Chartam-bai and Ulkun-daria on the one side, the sea-

coast on the other, and the Yani-su and Euvan-Djarma on the third.

Levellings were further continued along the Y’ani-daria to Perofisky,

on the Syr, and up the Amu-daria to Meshekli.

IVe must now briefly notice some of the labours of the other

members of the expedition. Before leaving Kazala, MM. Severtseff

and Smirnoff had the misfortune to lose, by death, the topographer-

attached to their party, and after vainly trying to replace him, they

.sot out on the
12th

24th
Jline for the west shore of the Aral Sea. Their

chief object was to correct and supplement Severtsefif’s previous

observations in 1857 on the de.siccation of that sea. They have now
established beyond doubt the fact of the continuous decrease of the

Aral Sea, as its waters recede from the west shore. Large bays,

marked on previous maps as full of water, are now dried up, and in

some places overgrown with brushwood. Old shore-lines are dis-

tinctly traceable by the different belts of vegetation which mark the

more or less recent period at which they were left uncovered by the

sea. A curious circumstance may here be noticed with regard to

these explorations which may interest physicists, viz. that the wells
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nearest tLe sea-sliore, in some cases so near as almost to be within

the wash of the waves, contained fresher and purer water than those

at a little distance inland. This apparent anomaly is thus explained

by Severtseff ;—These wells are supplied from two sources ; 1. The

sea-water filtering horizontally through the sand. 2. The aqueous

atmospheric deposits (e. g. rain and snow) on the land. These two

elements of supply, freed from salt by a natural process of filtration,

combine to produce excellent drinkable water; but as soon as the

.sea has receded a little distance from the wells, and sandbanks are

formed which obstruct the drainage of the land, the well-strata

(which are at an inconsiderable depth) become saturated with salt

and do not admit of the filtration of the water, which then becomes

hitter and unpalatable to the nomads, who desert these wells for

others nearer the sea. With reference to that vast expanse of

hiUocky sand marked on our maps as the Kizil-Kum (comprising

the region bounded on the north and north-east by the Syr-daria,

on the east and south-east by the hills in the north of the Khanat

of Bokhara to the right of the valle}" of the Zarafshan, on the south

by the lower Amu-daria, and on the west by the Aral), forming, in

pre-historic times, part of the bed of a great sea, which has since

been gi-adually transformed into dry land by a similar process to

that which is now in operation on the east shore of the Aral sea,

the Eussian savant Severtseff assigns three successive periods :—(1.)

The formation of the dunes or sandbanks by the action of the waves

;

(2.) The growth of brushwood, clumps of tamarisk being the first

to appear
; (3.) The gradual covering of the whole with sand-

drift, which is continually encroaching westwaids as the sea

recedes.

Tor a critical study of the whole question of the Aralo-Caspian

plains, I can refer the reader to Baer's ‘ Kaspische Studien,’ where

the subject is exhaustively treated. I will only add that it is

greatly to be desired, in the interests of science, that the Eussian

Government should cause an accurate topographical survey to be

made, with as little delay a.s po.-^sible, of the east shore of the Aral,

.so as to enable future explorers to conduct their observations on a

.'ure basis.

M. Soboleff, another member of the Amu-daria Expedition, has

communicated some interesting particulars of the results of his

ethnological and hi.storical enquiries. On arriving in the Delta hi.s

first visit was to Chimbai, 30 miles overland fiom Kushkana-tau,

the central gathering place of the Karakalpak tribe, and one of the
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most important market-toAvns on the Lower Amii-daria. ranking’

next in importance after Lrgendj, in the Khanat of Khiva, and

visited by as many as 7000 people. Soholetf directed his researches-

to the east and west of Chimhai; he noticed that all the rnins to

the west of Kushkana-tau were of comparatively recent construc-

tion, and had been destroyed within the last few years, while

those to the east of Chimbai seemed to be of high historical interest.

Such, for instance, are the rnins of the town of Ak-kala (7 mile.^

east of Chimhai), formerly the seat of the Uzbek tribe of Masyd, and

destroyed hy Nadir Shah in the first half of the eighteenth century ;

and, secondly, the town of Bagdad, 20 miles to the east of Chimhai,.

also demolished hy the Persian invaders. Soholetf confiims the

opinion entertained by some geographers before the late explora-

tions that the Yani-daria (i.e. new river) is of most ancient origin,

and .served at one time to unite the Jaxartes with the Oxus.

Whether it will be possible in the future to re-unite these great

rivers and utilize their combined streams (still fuither swelled by

an economical system of irrigation in the Khanat of Khiva) in

diverting the Oxus into its old channel, so as to establish uninter-

rupted communication between the heart of Central Asia and

European Eussia by the Volga and Caspian, is one of those questions

not only of the highest interest to all geographers, but one which,

allied with a great many others, closely touches the supiemacy of

Eussia in her lately acquired possessions, and indirectly affects the

future prosperity of the whole continent of Asia.

It may be remembered that some years ago I was engaged in a

sort of amicable controversy with my predecessor in this chair on

the subject of the hydrography of the Aralo-Caspian basin, and

that Sir Eoderick devoted no less than 14 pages of his Anniversary

Address for the year 1867 to an elaborate refutation of my views

regarding the former desiccation of the Aral Sea. It is unnecessary

at the present time to restate the arguments, drawn from a very

extensive examination of contemporary recoids, which led me to

believe that, at different periods of history, the C>xus and Jaxartes

having been drained off into the Caspian, the bed of the Sea of

Aral had been dried up by evaporation; but I may say generally,

that the result of the Eussian topographical surveys, and especialU'

of the levelling operations undertaken about the delta of the Oxus^
has been to confirm my previous views. I now see very good
ground for believing that the original course of the Oxus having
passed in a westerly direction to the Caspian, between the 39th and
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40tli pai-allels of latitude, and the Jaxartes having flowed into the

same sea along what is now called the Usboi, the Greet geographers,

who navigated the Caspian, were right in laying down independent

mouths for the two rivers and in measuring the distance between

them. The whole subject, however, of the Aralo-Caspian hi'drc-

graphy will very shortly be brought before this Society in an

exhaustive paper which Major Herbert "Wood, Colonel Stoletofi’*

companion in the recent Russian survey, has submitted to the

Council for publication in our ‘Journal,’ to which. I propose to

append a series of extracts from the Oriental geographers that

have never been before translated. As the fullest information

on all details of the physical, as well as the comparative geo-

graphy of these regions will thus be very shortly in the hands

of the Fellows, it seems unnecessary to anticipate the interest

of Major Wood’s paper by a further reference to the Russian dis-

coveries.

Palestine.

—

Major Wilson (Director of the Topographical De-

partment of the War Office) informs me that the survey of Palestine

has made satisfactoiy progress during the past season, notwith-

standing constant interruption from the state of the weather during

a season of unusual sevei itv, and tlie illness of several members of

the suiweying party. The tiiangulation has been extended south-

wards from Hebron to Beersheba, and the position of the wells at

the latter place has been accurately determined, giving a fixed

point of departure for the route surveys of travellers in the Xegeb

and desert, and affording satisfactory proof of the general accuracy

of Messrs. Palmer and Drake’s survey, which was based on the

Ordnance Survey of Sinai.

The district covered by the triang-ulation, which includes the

wilderness of Judah and the hill country between Hebron and

Beersheba, has been surveyed and plotted on a scale of one inch to

a mile. The examination of this section of the countiy, which has

rarely been visited by travellers, has yielded very valuable results

;

numerous ancient sites have been recovered, and great light has

been thrown on several difficult questions connected with Biblical

topogi'apby. Some of these results have already been published in

the quarterly statements of the Palestine Exploration Fund, whilst

others await publication. The survey is now in progress in the

plain of Philistia, and Lieutenant Conder, e.e., who has entire

charge of the suiwey operations, hopes to complete the .survej- of
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tbe whole of Palestine lying west of the Jordan during the spring

of next year.

At the last meeting of the British Association at Belfast a sum
of lOOZ. was granted for the special object of ascertaining accurately

the depression of the Sea of Galilee, by a line of levels from the

Mediterranean, and the actual fall of the Jordan from the lake to

the Dead Sea. Instruments have been lent for this purpose by
Lieutenant-General Sir Henry James, E.E., and the work will

probably be commenced in June.

The Palestine Exploration Eund have to deplore the loss of

Mr. C. F. Tyrwhitt Drake, who died in harness at Jerusalem in

June last, from fever contracted during the progress of the survey,

and it is hardly possible to over-estimate the services which he

rendered to the fund. Amongst the obituary notices will be found

a record of Mr. Drake’s contributions to geography. The survey

has also lost the services of Sergeant Black, e.e., invalided from

ill-health, who has from the commencement taken a prominent part

in the triangulation of the country, and who for some time was in

sole chaige of the survey. On the death of Mr. Drake, Lieutenant

Kitchener, e.e., was appointed to the survey, and he has already

rendered Lieutenant Conder valuable assistance in the prosecution of

the survey in spite of a severe attack of Syrian fever.

During the past season the Palestine Exploration Fund were

able to avail themselves of the services of Mons. Clennont Gan-
neau, whose name is well known in connexion with the Moabite

Stone. Mons. Ganneau has, since his return to this country, com-

municated an original and verj- suggestive paper on the origin of

the native population or fellaJiin of Palestine, and the results of his

mission are to be published during the course of the year.

The American survey of the country east of Jordan has been in

abeyance for some months, and with the exception of a paper by
Profe.ssor Paine, no notice has yet been published of the results

obtained by the first expedition under Lieutenant Steever, U.S.

Engineers. A sum of 12,0<'i0Z. has recently been raised, and
operations are to be recommenced at an early date.

A German party under Professor Dr. Sepp is at present engaged
in an exploration of some portions of Phoenicia,

Persi.v.

—

In Persia and the adjoining countries the interests of
Geography have been well supported during the past year. While
Laptain Felix Jones, on the one side, has been working steadily at
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his gi-eat map of the countries between the Persian Gulf and the

mediterranean—a work which is now approaching completion, and

the publication of which will form an epoch in our knowledge of

the geography of Western Asia—Major St. John, on the other,

has finished, and sent to the engraver, his not less comprehensive

map of the regions intervening between the Turkish frontier to the

west, and Afghanistan to the east. There have been other labourers

also in the same interesting field. Sir Frederick Goldsmid, who is

himself a Persian traveller of a large and varied experience, has done

good service to Geography in collecting the scattered notes of the

journeys which were performed thirty-five years ago between

Khiva, Merv, and Herat, by Taylour Thomson, James Abbott, and

Eiehmond Shakespeare, and in embodying these notes in a lecture

which he delivered before the United Service Institution early in

the year, and which he further illustrated with a map presenting,

for the first time, in a coirect and intelligible form, an outline of the

geography of the “ Debatable Land ” on the Ferso--A.fghan and

Turcoman frontier. Colonel Valentine Baker again, whose journey

between Asterahad and Meshed, in company with Lieutenant Gill,

E.E., was duly notified in my predecessor’s address of last year, has

recently submitted to the public the results of bis personal obser-

vations, as compared with the Russian surveys and all other avail-

able documents, in an elaborate map of the 'N'orth-eastern frontier

of Persia, constructed by Messrs. Stanford and Co., which exhibits

the entirely new feature of a north- easterly prolongation of the

Elburz mountains, with peaks ranging from 8000 to 11,000 feet,

and running in an unbroken chain from Kelat i-Xadiri, almost as

high as Kizel Arvat on the 39th j)arallel of north latitude. But

by far the most complete and trustworthy guide for the geography

of the Atreek river and the valleys and passes which indent this

Elburz chain between the Atreek river and the Turcoman steppe,

along the watershed which is claimed by Persia as her northern

border, is to be found in the exhaustive report which has just been

sent home of Captain Napier’sjourney through the hills from Meshed
to the Caspian, a document of extreme importance, and which I hope

to obtain permission to publish in the next volume of our Journal.

<laptain Napier's report, I may notice, furnishes additional evi-

dence that the Oxus river originally flowed easterly along the 39th

parallel (approximately) fiom the neighbourhood of the modern

Chargiii to the point where Arthur Conolly discovered and ex-

amined the old bed between Mesbed-i-3Iiriam and Kizil Arvat ; the
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great river thus cutting off and absorbing in its course the Mar-

gbus and Ocbiis of antiquity, now represented by the Murghab

and the Tejend, both of which are lost in the desert.

A further accession to our knowledge of the geography of Persia,

especially in regard to the almost inacessible mountain chains of

the interior, is to be expected from the mission of Dr. Andreas, a

young Orientalist of great promise, who has been sent out by the

Berlin Government to investigate ibe antiquities of the country

generally, and wbo, having abundant time and means at bis dis-

posal. as well as the requisite knowledge for conducting researches,

is prepared to visit eveij' nook and corner through the length and

breadth of the land in search of sculptures and inscriptions which

may have escaped the notice of former travellers.

Great Trigonometrical Surrey of India .—This Suiwey has, under

Colonel J. T. "NValker, r.e., f.e.s., &c., been even more than

ordinarily busy during the last year, and the record of its work,

which he bus drawn up, embraces a very large number of in-

teresting and useful operations for geodetical, geographical, and

general purposes.

The Trigonometrical Survey has always been essentially a pioneer

and guide to all tbe military, civil, and survey operations of the

Indian empire. During tbe last year it bas pre-erved the same

character, its almost iibiquitotis activity invading the desert in tbe

west, the Oxus and Eastern Turkistan in the far north, and Great

Tibet and Assam in the extreme east
;

wliile at the same time

it has sought to pass still farther south by crossing the Stiaits

of Maiiar between Cape Comoiin and Ceylon on the one hand,

and by advancing from British Buniiab on tbe other, so as to

pass down tbe whole of tbe ilalayan Peninsula as far as our

flourishing empoiium at Singapore.

During tbe la.st year the great triangulation lias been extended

over 7190 square miles, with 8862 squate wiles of minor triangula-

tion for topogi apbical and other purpo.ses, whde over a fuither

area of about 12,000 square miles exterior to the above a number

of peaks and points have been fixed, tbns making a grand total

area of 28,052 square miles, over which a great number of points

have been accuiately fixed, and wliicb are now available for

general survey and geographical purposes, maps, &o. Already

many of those fixed in the ranges to the north of the Assam
4 alley (which are inhabited by independent tribes), have been
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found Tery serviceaMe botli in tlie military and in the geographical

operations which were carried on in connection with the expedition

against the Duffla tiibe
;
other points to the south of Assam have

no doubt also proved useful to the iSaga Expedition, which has

since been carried out.

In addition to the triangulation, topographical surveys for maps
were made of an area of 3053 square miles on various scales in the

Himalayas and in the Bombay Presidency, and extensive geo-

graphical explorations were made in Eastern Turkistan or Kasb-

garia, on the Pamir Steppes, and also in great Tibet and h'epaul.

An important feature in tlie triangulation has been the resump-

tion of operations in Buimah, wbieb will afibrd a basis for the Topo-

graphical and Eevenue Survey operations in that counfrj-, and
which will connect Eangoon and Prome with the friangulation of

India, and thereby remove the doubt wbicli has hitherto existed

as to the longitude of those important places. Eventuallv the

triangulation will he carried down the whole of the Malayan
Peninsula.

The completion of the revision of the southern section of the

Great Indian Arc is another important feature
;
thus putting the

whole of that great chain of triangles (which now extends from
Cape Comorin to the Himalayan Mountains) on a jrar with, if not,

as is probable, on a superior footing to, that of any other triaugula-

tion in the world.

The pendulum observations which were so unfortunately inter-

rupted by the death of Captain Basevi have been completed, and
the final results are now being computed for publication.

Assistance was rendered in connection with the observations

for the Transit of Ycnn.s, which was independently observed by
Mr. Hennessey of the Trigonometrical Survey with very successful

results.

Another most interejting operation L.a.s been in progress, viz.,

that for observing the tidal constituents at certain points in the

Gulf of Kuteh (North of Bombay), so as to determine whether the

supposed variations in the relative levels of the land and sea are

now actually taking place or not. In some ca=es the variation

has been stated to he very considerable, points formerly near the

sea being now a long way from it, and in other cases the sea

having encroached upon the land
;
while all this variation i.s sup-

posed to have happened within very recent times.

Some progress has also been made with the spirit-levelling
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operations
;
the work carried out in the present year haring more

especially in view the connection of the various lines of levels

in Madras on canals, railroads, d'c., so as to reduce them to one

common datum, and thereby to make them available for general

purposes, and for new projects ; which has hitheito been impossible,

owing to each line having started with a different origin.

The triangulation, of the southern section of the Great Arc was
carried on under Major Branfill. He encountered very gTeat

difficulties, and it was only hy using very long sides that he was

able to advance across the dense jungle-clad mountains of Southern

India, which had baffled Colonel Lambton at the beginning of this

centur3’. One of the stations for junction with the Cape Comorin

Base Line (which was measured in 1S6S-69J was found to have

been carried awaj' bj’ the movement of the sandhills on which it

was built, though its foundations had been placed ten feet below tbe

surface.

By his skilful arrangements and energy*, Jlajor Bianfill succeeded

in connecting his work with the Cape Comorin Base Line, thus

completing the Great Arc down to latitude 8’. The general out-

turn of work was e.vcellent; and, in addition to the stations of the

great triangulation, a number of high and important hiU-peaks

were fixed in the almost irnknown portions of the southern end of

the Western Ghats.

The error of the triangulation on closing at the measured base

near Cape Comorin was found to be barely appreciable, though the

computed value was brought down all the way from Calcutta, via

Madras and Bangalore, a distance of about 1400 miles. The erjor

indeed amounted to no more than a quarter of an inch in 1-jt-mile,

a most satisfactorj- result, on which Colonel Walker may bo justly

congi-atulated, since it shows with what wonderful accuracy modern
instruments and the scientific methods adopted on the Indian

survey enable geodetic operations to be carried out. The error

generated at the end of 1400 miles was thus found to be onlj- two
and a quarter millionths of the length measured.

A plan for connecting the great triangulatiun of India with that

of Ceylon has been also matured in communication with Colonel
Fyers, E.E., the Surveyor-General of Ceylon. Carij'ing the triangii-

lation across the Straits of 3Ianaar is of course the great difficulf}’

in compileting tbe connection, owing to the configuration of the

coasts and islands.

The tiiangulation in Assam has at the same time proceeded
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satisfactorily micler Mr. M. G. Beverley, having been advanced

through the forest-clad plains on the south hank of the Brahma-

putra Eiver to within a few miles of the civil station of Sihsagar,

which has brought the tiiangulation within 80 miles of Sudya, the

most easterly station of Assam. Great difSeulties were experienced

OTving to the heavy jungle-trees and gigantic grrass, and also in a

great measure owing to the paucity of population, labourers for

all purposes requiring to be generally imported from a distance,

together with their food and materials for the construction of

stations. In order to avoid the great difSeulties arising from having

to cut paths through the jungle and grass. Colonel Walker devised

a very ingenious modification in the construction of the stations

of observation, utilising the wood which is so abundant in Assam
by making lofty tripod-stands for the theodolites with an isolated

platform for the observer, by means of which he was able to see

over the high jungle and grass, the stalks of the latter being 12 to

15 feet in height, and more than 3 inches in diameter, requiring to-

be cut stalk by stalk, as if they were saplings. 3Ir. Beverley

reports that these stands, from the rapidity with which they can be

constructed, have helped materially to advance the Sim-ey. Next
season a further improvement is contemplated by an arrangement

for raising the signals to a considerable height above these stands,

by which no doubt the mutual visibility of the stations will be

greatly facilitated.

Mr. Beverley fixed the points in the Duffla Hills to the north of

Assam, and also in the Naga Hills to the south-east, both of which

operations, as already stated, have proved to bo exceedingly useful.

Altogether, considering the obstacles, great progress Avas made.

The Brahmaputra series of triangle.'^, which has been in progress

latterly under Captain Carter, n.E., has been brought to a success-

ful termination by that ofBcer. This series, on the meridian of
'Jiri, runs mostl}' along the last southern bend of the Brahmaputra

liiver between the point where it leaves Assam and the point

where it is joined by the Ganges. Lying for the most part in

alluvial plains covered with trees and jungles, it has only been
carried out bj’ a very large amount of hard work and exposure.

Lofty towers had to be erected, and the intermediate lines had to

be cleared of trees and jungle, which necessarily made the progress

slow.

Tcdeing the field at an eail}' date, Captain Carter succeeded in

doing a very large amount of work during the last season, and
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lie bad tlie furtber satisfaction of biinging the work to a close by

joining on to the triangnlation on the north. He also arranged so

as to fix the positions of all points of importance in the vicinity of

the triangnlation, hnt owing to the want of boundary pillars, or other

permanent marks in that part of Bengal, he had to content himself

with fixing the temples, and also those remarkable banyan-trees,

under which the villagers hold their markets. These deteiminations

may he hereafter utilised when the Government of Lower Bengal

succeeds in erecting permanent pillars at the points of junction of

three or more villages, as is the good custom in Bombay, tbe IS^ortb-

West Provinces, in the Punjab, and other parts of India, to the

manifest benefit of the population, since boundary disputes are

thereby reduced to a minimum, and there is always something

fixed to start with if any such dispute arises. Under the numerous

difficulties noted above, as well as of those arising from a tropical

climate and an atmo-sphere pervaded for months with smoke and

haze, it is highly creditable to Captain Carter that he brought the

work to a successful conclusion in such a short time.

Another chain of triangles has been in progress in the West, viz.,

the Jodhpur series, under Captain J. Hill, r.e., which is to be carried

across the Bikaneer Desert, in order to join into a side of the Sutlej

series. The operations of the year lay in the districts of Marwar
and Jesalmir, through the desert tract which has been called “ the

Eegion of Death.” Happily the Survey party found, during their

sojourn in it, that the tract was not deserving of so grim an epithet

when proper precautions were taken to provide food and wholesome

water—objects which the party secured by a judicious use of camels,

which fortunately abound throughout tbe country. This region

is, however, much dreaded by the people of the more favoured dis-

tricts near it on account of its desolate appearance, the frequency

of famines, combined with the distress and disease that are gene-

rally prevalent among the poorest classes of its inhabitants, owing

to the miserable food and unwholesome water on which they are

compelled to subsist. The de.sert in the tract between the Sutlej

aud the Aravulli 3Iountain.s, comprising the Bikaneer and neigh-

bouring deserts, has always been a curious geographical feature of

fjpper India; and though it has been partially explored earlier in

this century, and more recently has been traversed both in its

eastern and southern margins by the great triangnlation, there are

still many interesting points with reference to its physical features

which it is hoped the series now under notice will go a long way
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towards solving. One of the most important, viz., as to how the

drainage of that great tract was formerly eflected, will no doubt he

elucidated from the heights of the various trigonometrical stations

as determined by the operations ; and we may possibly learn a good

deal as to the old course of the Saraswati and the Gagur rivers,

which are now lost in the sands of the desert, as well of the other

larger rivers, which are supposed to have also flowed through

portions of the desert.* Some further information will no doubt

be gained as to the desert proper, and as to whether it is increasing

or diminishing.

As far as the triangulation has gone, the desert was found to be

covered with sandhills, which are generally flat-topped and low,

and of ahont equal altitude, whereby the triangulator lost the

advantage of a hilly country
; though, on the other hand, he gained

not a little from the absence of vegetation, and thereby escaped

the tedious necessity of cutting lines through the jungles, as is

necessary in Assam, &c. Occasionally observations were delayed

when the atmosphere was pervaded with dust and sand, though

not to any great extent. Arrangements are being made to extend

the triangulution by longitudinal chains of minor triangles to be

carried across to the Indus, so that all parts of the desert will be

touched upon, anel our knowledge of this extraordinary tract will,

it is hoped, he as complete as can be expected, considering its

physical nature and sparse population. The out-turn of work in

this tract by Captain Hill and his assistants was highly creditable.

The Trigonometrical Survey Eeport next carries us from this

extreme IVestern District, in longitude 72^, to the extreme Eastern

ground of the Survey, viz., that of Burmah, to the east of longi-

tude 96^
; here the Eastern frontier series of triangles, which in

former years was carried through the Kossiah and Tipperah Hills

and down the east coast of the Bay of Bengal, skirting the Loshai

Mountains, passing through the districts of Chittagong, Akyab,

and Arracan, and stopping just short of Pegu and Eangoon,

—

has been resumed, and is now being energetically advanced by
Mr. Eossenrude.

Starting with a new set of elephants, the only carriage available

* A curious .'ind important Fapt-r has recently been published in India upon
this subject, under the title of • The Lost River of the Indian Desert,’ in wh ch
good grounds are shown for believing that the Sutlej formerly left its present In d
near Luiiiiinah and flowed through the deseit to the Indus at Arore. absorbing in

its course the Saraswati, Gagur, and other minor streams, and spreading fertility

through the rich and holy district of Kurukshetra.

VOL. XIX. 2 G
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in Bnrmali, the parh’ had not a little preliminary difficulty in

training these animals.

Some idea of the vigour of vegetation in Burmah may he gained

from, the fact that, during the four years which had elapsed since

the operations were abandoned, the roads to the forward stations,

which at that time had been cut so as to be perfectly clear, were so

completely overgrown by jungle again that a stranger might have

thought no clearance had ever been made.

As usual in the winter, in densely forest-clad countries, the

atmosphere was obscured by thick haze and smoke, owing to the

annual burning of the jungles. Hills even, which were only five

miles distant, were obscured for weeks at a time ; the observers

having thus to remain at one station for nearly two months,

watching in vain by night and day for glimpses of signals which,

though luminous

—

i.e., either heliotropes or lamps—were never

visible until a shower of rain cleared the atmosphere.

Arrangements have been also made for determining the positions

of Eangoon and Pegu ; the longitude of the former being more

especially a matter of importance, as it now is the poit for a very

large amount of shipping.

The topographical surveys in Guzerat and Kattiwar, under

Major Haig, r.e., and Captain Pullan, have made good progress.

Colonel Walker, who has from the very commencement of the

new topographical operations in Guzerat attempted to combine

the work with that of the very detailed survey of the Eevenue

surveyors which had been previously made, is at last able to report

that his endeavours have met with the success they deserved. He
has, in conjunction with Major Haig, r.e., devised a practicable

plan for utilising all that was done before, though unfortunately

the previous work, in a utilitarian spirit, had been confined to

the Eevenue-paying portions of the country only, and the separate

pieces had not been so connected together as to form a map avail-

able for reference.

The system adopted is a most ingenious one, and meets all the

difficulties of the case. Major Haig is, fortunately, well supported,

and it is gratifying to see that one of the latest added officers to the

Great Trigonometrical Survey, viz., Lieutenant Gibbs, r.e., already

shows that he has taken up his work in the same spirit as his

seniors
;
his report on a portion of the deadly Dang forests being

more especially interesting, as it refers to an almost unknowm
portion of the Ghats which is inhabited by a wild race still
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using bows and arrows, and who, spite of the temperature, which

for most months of the year is over 100'^ in the shade, drink strong

liquor from morning to night.

The next subject reported on is the survey of the various Hima'

layan Provinces
;
and in order to appreciate the magnitude and

importance of this gigantic undertaking and its present position,

it will be as well to quote Colonel "Walker’s own words, which are

as follows, viz. ; “ The Himalayan Mountain Eanges may, for geo-

graphical purposes, be broadly divided into two portions, one lying

to the east, the other to the west of meridian 81’. The eastern

'portion includes the Xepaulese territories, Sikkim, Bhootan, and

the ranges to the north of the Assam Valley, which are occupied

by independent hill-tribes
;
in this (eastern) portion most of the

prominent peaks have long since been fixed by' the operations of

this Survey, but only a very small area has been regularly sur-

veyed, and under existing political conditions any considerable

extension of survey operations is impossible. The western portion,

on the other hand, has long been freely accessible to Europeans,

and regular surveys of the entire area included between the plains

of Hindostan on the south, the frontiers of Eastern Turkistan and

China on the north, and the tracts occupied by independent bill-

tribes in the Valley of the Indus, on the west, have now been all but

completed. These surveys have been executed on various scales,

and at various times, by members of the Trigonometrical Survey.
“ First the districts of Kangra, Lahaul, and Spiti, and the native

States of Chumba, Tiri, Gurhwal, &c., which. embraced an area of

56,700 square miles, were surveyed during the years 1849-54, under

the direction of Sir Andrew Waugh, in order to produce maps in the

;}-inch scale. .......
Then the survey of the territories of the Maha Eaja of Kashmir was

commenced, and an area of about 21.800 square miles was completed

in Kashmir and Jammu on the ^-inch scale, hut with much more

topographical detail than had been given in the preceding snrvey

;

-and after this the operations were extended over the remainder of

the Maha Eajah’s territories, but on the smaller scale of j-ineh to

the mile, which was adopted for an area of about 52,000 square

miles, comprising the whole of Ladak, Little Tibet, and the regions

up to the Northern boundary line, and a portion of Chinese Tibet

beyond. These operations were carried on during 1854-64, and

were initiated by Sir Andrew Waugh and carried out by Major

Jlontgomerie.
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“ Lastly, a survey of the British districts of Kumaon and Gturh-

4\’al was commenced in 1865 on the scale of 1 inch = 1 mile, and it

is now nearly completed ; the Western frontiers of Xepaul have been

reached and surveyed to the farthest points visible from our own
side of the frontier ; the area completed amounts to 9520 square

miles, and 270 outside the districts; the area remaining, amounting
to 3200, is situated in the higher ranges and regions of perpetual

snow which lie to the north towards the frontier of Chinese Tibet,

and much of it may be surveyed on a smaller scale.”

The Kumaon and Gurhwal survey was carried out by Major
ilontgomerie, Captain Carter, and Lieutenant Hill.

All the Western Himalayas having in this way been provided

with maps on various scales, and with a various amount of detail,

the next point which has been pressing is to supply the purel}'

British districts, which were surveyed in the earlier days on a small

scale, with a modern detailed survey on a scale suitable for local

requirements ; a point which, by the orders of Government, could

not be attended to as long as there was any portion of the moun-
tains unprovided with at least a preliminary small-scale survey.

This desideiatum having now been attained, the Government has

directed a large-scale survey to be made of the British districts

of Jaunsar-Bawar, Kangra, Kulu, Spiti, &c., and operations have
already been begun in Dehra Doom We may hope to get much
valuable and interesting information from these surveys, which are

the first which have ever been undertaken in such lofty mountains
on such a large scale.

Besides the various operations referred to above, others of a purely

geodetical character have been in progress, by means of that native

agency which the Trigonometrical Survey has always encouraged.

Exploration has thus been carried on in various directions by
means of Asiatic explorers. A narrative and memorandum are given

in the Deport of an exploration of the Xamcho or Tengrinoor Lake,
drawn up by Lieut.- Colonel 3Iontgomerie, r.e.

; and some extracts

are also furnished from the narrative, by another native explorer, of
his journey through Western Nepaul from Pitoragurh, in Kumaon.
via Jumla across the Himalayan ridge to Tadum, on the Sangpo or
Upper Brahmaputia Diver, and then down through Xepaul along
the Gundak Diver, and back to British teiritory.

Of these papers the fir'-t two, which are illustrated by a map, were
prepared by Colonel 3Iontgomerie, in England, from the original
journals. They describe an exploration tbrougb an almost unknown
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portion of Great Tibet from Sbigatze, across the Brahmapnti-a Eiver,

to the northern shores of the great Namcho Lake, the farthest point

-of which lies about 100 miles to the north of Lhasa. The above

papers were briefly referred to at the last meeting of this Society.

The exploration is especially remarkable as the first which has

advanced to the north of the watershed of the Sangpo, or Brahma-

putra, making some impression on the vast “ terra incognita ” of

Central Tibet which lies between Lhasa and the desert of Gobi.

Though the explorer was at a great height above the sea,

generally over 15,000 feet, he met with numerous hot springs,

somewhat like the Geysers, from which the water was ejected with

great noise and violence to a height of 50 to 60 feet, and in falling

was frozen so as to form what looked like artificial towers. At
the farthest point reached, though about 400 miles north of the base

of the Himalayas in Bengal, there were no signs of any diminution

of the height of the mountains, the peaks near the Tengrinoor Lake
being probably more than 25,000 feet above the sea. The ordinary

heights still farther north in the district of Jamiata De are most

probably higher than those of the Tengrinoor, as that district is said

to have a severer climate, and it is impossible to say how much
farther north these lofty mountains, which may be presumed to be

an eastern prolongation of the Kuen-lun, extend.

The Tengrinoor is a splendid sheet of water, oO miles in length

by 25 miles in breadth, and though over 15,000 feet above the sea,

it is a favourite place of pilgrimage, and boasts of several monas-

teries, which are permanently occupied by Lamas, in spite of the

•climate, which is sufficiently severe in winter to convert the surface

of this lake into a sheet of thick ice.

The third paper, which is also illustrated by a map, is a very

useful contribution to our knowledge of the geography of the

Nepaulese territoiies. By it the whole cour.se of the Gundak
Eiver has been determined, this being the third great tributary of

the Ganges, whose upper course has been surveyed by these Asiatic

explorers within the last few years; for the Kurnali and the Amn-
Kosi. which form the upper courses of the Gugra and Kosi, were
equally unknown as that of tire Gunduk before the visit of the

native surveyors. The rivers which conre through Blrootan and
the lower portion of the Sangqio are now the onl}- drainage lines

of which we are entirely ignorant, but already Colonel Montgomerie

ha.s told ns that one of bis explorers is penetrating even part of

this “ terra incognita.”
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In addition to tte above, most extensive and valuable geogra-

phical explorations have been made during the last year in

Kashgaria and the western portions of Eastern Turkistan, in the

Pamir Steppes, and in the regions of the Upper Oxus.

Captain Trotter, k.e., of the Trigonometrical Survey, was selected

by Colonel Walker, E.E., to accompany the mission to Yarkund

and Kashgar : he was supplied with all the requisite instruments,

and accompanied by four of the trained Pundit explorers. The

result has been that considerable additions to and rectification.s

of the geography of Eastern Turkistan have been obtained, and

Colonel Walker says that Captain Trotter may well be con-

gratulated on the success with which his labours have been

crowned.

To the north of Kashgar Captain Trotter carried a survey

through the Artysh Valley up to the Eussian frontier near the

Ohadyr-kul Lake, and has connected his work with that of the

Eussian geographers. He subsequently made a survey of a con-

siderable portion of the road towards Ush-Turfan to the north-east,

and reached the Belowti Pa.ss, which is 150 miles from Kashgar,

and only about 90 miles from Ush-Turfan. Captain Biddulph

surveyed the road from Kashgar eastwards to 3Iaralbashi. But no

further information was gained as to the Yarkund Eiver, nor as to

the long belt of unknown country at present ruled by the Amir of

Kashgar (which latter probably extends 700 miles farther east than

the points reached by Captains Trotter and Biddulph), nor of the

road to the west leading into Khokan viii the Terek Pass.

Captain Trotter afterwards made a route-survey from Y'angi

Hissar south of Kashgar to Sirikul, and then westwards via Aktash

over the Little Pamir by the llirza's Pamir-kul Lake, and ascer-

tained that the said lake is one of the sources of a river which is

here called the Aksu, and afterwards the Murghabi, and which

joins the Oxus near Wamar, being probably, as conjectured, the

main source of the Oxus. Captain Trotter reached Kila Punja

in due course, and fiom thence was able to send one of his native

surveyors down the Punja Eiver for a considerable distance, viz.,

to Kila Wamar in Eoshan. lie was unfortunately unable to go
farther down the river ; but an exploration has since been made ujr

the river from the Badakhshan road via Kolab to a point near
Kila V amar by Colonel Montgomerie’s havildar, so that there is

now hut a very small portion of this great river remaining to he
explored.
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From Puaja Captaiu Trotter returned via the Great Pamir to

Aktash, and thence back to A’arkund by much the same route that

he had advanced bj'.

While Captain Trotter was absent in Wakhan, one of the native

explorers was sent from Yarkund by Sanju to Khotan with instruc-

tions to penetrate as far eastwards as possible. He traversed the

ancient road to China as far as the Sorghak gold-fields, and then

returning to Keria crossed the Kuen-luen Eange and the great

table-lands of the higher Himalayas of Chinese Tibet, reaching the

village of lioh, on the Pangkong Lake, 20 miles north of Eudok,

and thence returned to Leh.

Captain Trotter has prepared a geogi-apbical memoir, which

contains full details of the explorations made by the part}-, and

which is likely to prove highly interesting
;
and it is hoped that

the Society may before very long have a full account from Captain

Trotter in person of what he and his companions have seen and

done. I must also here refer to the examination made by Captain

Biddulph, one of Captain Trotter’s companions, of the passes lead-

ing from the valley of the Oxus across the hills to Chitral, Yassin,

and Gilgit, a brief account of which I communicated in my Novem-
ber address. In a political point of view Captain Biddulph’s survey

was probably the most valuable result of Sir D. Forsyth’s mission,

and we are accordingly very anxious to learn details.

In cartography very great progress has been made in the

Trigonometrical Suivey Office ; a new edition of the map of

Turkistan has been actually issued, and a third edition is nearly

ready, which will include all the later additions and corrections.

Two more sheets of Colonel Montgomerie’s Trans-Frontier maps
have been also published, viz.. Nos. 8 and P, besides all the usual

charts and maps that are annually executed. The Eeport is liberally

illustrated, commencing with an admirably clear chart of the Great

Triangulation of India, from which its present state can be gathered

almost at a glance.

The Topographical Eeports are each illustrated by index charts,

from which every information likely to be wanted can be gained.

The Trans-Himalayan Exploration Eeports are also illustrated

by maps, which thoroughlj- explain where and what work has been

done.

And, finally, an abstract is given of the monthly meteorological

results, taken from the register kept at the office of the Super-

intendent Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, Dehra Boon;
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and when it is stated that, in addition to the above, 9207 maps

and 2027 cliarts were issued from the office, besides 3557 diagrams

and 28,125 forms, it is easy to understand how veiy bus}^ the

members of the Great Trigonometrical Surrey of India under

Colonel Walker hare been during the year.

This is not the place, perhaps, to enter on any elaborate notice of

the public services of the officers of the Great Trigonometrical

Survey of India ; but, as the President of this great Society, I trust

I may be permitted to say that the Geographers of England have

always regarded the Department in question as the most valuable

and efficient coadjutors which the}’ possess in extending our

geographical knowledge of the East. To Colonel Walker, who, as

the head of the department, has issued the exhaustive Survey Keport

of the present year, and to his able assistant, Lieut.-Col. Mont-

gomerie, who has enabled me, by his careful arrangement of the

materials, to include the above summary of the Report in my
piresent Address, the thanks of this Society are especially due ; and
we trust they will be lung spared to pursue and carry through the

honourable and important labours which have already occupied so

many years of their brilliant professional career.

China .—In my Anniversary Address of 1873 I alluded to the

extensive journeys in the interior of China that had been performed

by Baron Richthofen, and to the important additions to our know-
ledge of the physical geography of that great Empire made by that

accomplished savant. l\’e now learn through a recent Bulletin of

the French Geographical Society that a French savant, the Abbe
Armand David, has also been occupied for a series of years in making
journeys of similar extent thiough the various provinces of China

and Mongolia, and in amassing information regarding the produc-

tions, climate, and people. M. David is a member of the Lazarist

Mission at Pekin, and was sent there so far back as the year 1862

;

but having a strong taste for the natural sciences, he devoted much
of his time in making zoological collections in various parts of

^Northern China and in Manchuria, so that in 1865 the authorities

of the .Jardin des Plantes obtained from the Superior of the Lazarists

permission for the Abbe to devote himself entirely to this pursuit.

Under the auspices of the Museum he afterwards, in 1866, pene-
trated to Sartchy and Baron taba-jao, in Mongolia, and in 1868-70
ascended the Yang-tsze to beyond the Chinese frontier. The ob-
ser\ations of various kinds made during this and other longjourneys
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liave been published in the ‘ Archives du Museum,’ a publication

more e.speoiallv devoted to Zoology and Botany ; but the geo-

graphical poitions of the narrative are being extracted by M. Jules

Gros, and published, as already mentioned, in the Bulletin of the

Trench Geographical Society. A map of M. David’s important

journey in Mongolia, compiled bj' M. Hansen from data supplied

by the traveller’s journals, accompanies the first instalment of the

work.

An interesting paper ‘ On the Inundations of the Yang-tsze-Kiang,’

by Mr. E. L. Oxenham, of the Consular Service of China, has been

communicated to us during the present Session, and will be pub-

lished in our next ‘Journal.’ It forms a decided addition to our

knowledge of the Physical Geography^ of China. The author, during

a three years’ residence at Hankow, had opportunities of observing

that these wide-extending floods were of very different character as

to colour of water, months of occurrence, &c. ;
and concluding that

they could not all be attributed to the same source, he found on
investigation that each kind of flood was derived from heavy

rainfalls or the melting of snow near the upper part of a separate

river-basin, though all the basins debouch in the valley of the

Yang-tsze. Mr. Oxenham discusses the subject with much ability;

and we must all hope that he will continue his observations on this

and kindred subjects, now that he has returned to China to resume
his diplomatic duties.

Acsxeai.ia.

—

Last year our chief topic in regard to Australian Ex-
ploration was the remarkable journey of Colonel Egerton IVarburton

across the interior of the western portion of the continent, for which

feat we awai ded him our Gold Medal. Since then we have had the gal-

lant officer among us, and heard an account of his expedition from his

own lips. At the time when news ariived in the capital of Western

Australia of the long-delayed arrival of Warburton at a point within

hail of the coast settlements, a still more remarkable traverse of the

same desert, blank region was preparing. This was the expedition

of our Associate, Mr. John Eorrest, who hud previously distinguished

himself by the skill and success with which he had carried out

numerous surveys over vast expanses of country' uhich had defeated

the efforts of many previous explorers. Mr. Forrest’s expedition

started from Champion Bay, on the west coast, on the 1st of April,

1874, and crossing the unexplored region at apart where it is much
broader than where trax’ersed by IVarburton, reached the Peake
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Station on the line of Overland Telegraph on the 30th September.

The expedition was planned and suggested by Mr. Forrest himself

in a letter to the Governor of Western Australia, written in July

1872 ; and the project then being approved, it was laid before the

Legislative Council, who voted 400Z. towards the expenses. It was

not till after this that the three expeditions from South Australia

(viz., those of Warburton, Gosse, and Giles) left the Telegraph Line

on their march westward. As stated in his letter of instructions, the

chief object of Mr. Forrest’s expedition was to obtain information con-

cerning the immense tract of country from which flow the 3Iurohison,

Gascoigne, Ashburton, De Gre}-, Fitzroy, and other rivers falling into

the sea on the western and northern shores of theWestem Australian

colon}-, as there were reasonable grounds for believing that those

rivers flowed from districts neither barren nor badly watered. The
line of country to be traversed, therefore, lay far to the south of the

route of Colonel Warburton. The party, consisting of Mr. Forrest

and his brother (Mr. Alexander Foriest), two other Europeans, and

two natives, had not the advantage of camels with which the suc-

cessful South Australian Expedition had been supplied through the

enterprise of its supporters, Messrs. Elder and Hughes. They took

with them twenty horses, and a supply of provisions for eight

months. The expectations that were formed in the colony of the

discovery of fertile tracts of country beyond the head of the

Murchison Eiver were not fulfilled
;
but arid and desolate regions,

over which the party under its skilful leader was safely led, were

found stretching 600 miles from that point as far as the eastern

boundary of the colony on the 129 th meridian. Mr. Forrest reports

of this vast area, that he thinks it will never be settled by colonists ;

its general character is that of a gently undulating desert, clothed with

that plant of evil augury to Australian settlers, the spinifex grass. It

is not, however, wholly destitute of other vegetation, being lightly

wooded with acacia and other small trees, and having even some

larger timber in a few of the creeks. Aatives were numerous even

in the worst parts of the region, and they attacked the party three

times. Fifteen out of the twenty horses survived the passage of the

desert, but only three of them had sufficient strength left to carry a

man, and the members of the party had to walk in turns the whole
way, a distance of 2000 miles. A full report of Mr. Forrest’s journey
has recently been presented to the Society, and will be published,
together with a reduction of the magnificent map of the route, in our
next year’s Journal. As geographers, we cannot speak too highly
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of the scientific completeness ofthe information supplied to us by this

report and map ; for not only was the entire route accurately sur-

veyed, but copious notes were made of the geology and natural

history of the country. Mr. Forrest, whom we all rejoice to see in

person amongst us on the present occasion, has well-earned his

place in the very foremost rank of Australian explorers.

A shorter journey, made about the same time as that of Mr. Forrest

into the same desert interior, deserves a few words of mention,

inasmuch as it diverged into a more southerly' latitude than any of

those which preceded it. I allude to the expedition of Mr. John

Boss, of South Australia, which was equipped bj' Messrs. Elder and

Hughes, originally with the intention of proceeding in search of

Colonel Warburton, but, on news arriving of his safety, was directed

to try a south-westerly course into the unexplored area from the

line of the Overland Telegraph. Mr. Boss left the Peake Station

about the 20th of March, 1874, and after a few days’ march, fell in

with dense thickets of mulga (a kind of acacia) which appeared of

boundless extent, and was quite impenetrable by camels. He
reached s. lat. 30' 25', and e. long. 131" 10', whence he was com-

pelled to retrace his stejis to the Telegraph Line.

The persevering traveller Giles, who was equipped by public

subscription in Melbourne (chiefly promoted by Baron von Muller,

the celebrated botanist), and was the first to traverse a consider-

able extent of the western interior from the Line of Telegraph,

has since made a second long journey westward. Like Forrest, he
was unprovided with camels, but he succeeded in reaching the 125th

meridian, at which point he was forced to return back by the death

of one of his companions, who lost his waj' and peri.shed in the

desert. Mr. Giles’ aim was to reach the watershed of the Murchison,

Gascoigne, and Ashburton rivers, from the eastern slopes of which

his advisers, like the IVest Australian authorities, vainly thought a

well-watered country might be found.'^

New Guinea.—In the earlier part of this Address a detailed

account of the second visit of Captain Moresby to Aew Guinea is

given, as part of the Beport of Xaval Survey operations of the year,

furnished by the Adiuiraltj- Ilydiographer. You have heard, also,

* A later telegram aimoanees that Hr. Giles ha? succeeded in reaching
Strangways Springs on the Telegraph Line (lat. 'ly' s ) from Fowler’s Bay on
the great Australian Bight. He had passed over " a stretch of 220 miles without
obtainiiig a drop of water."
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during the Session, a graphic description of the same visit from

the lips of Captain Moresby himself ; it i.s unnecessary, therefore,

for me to repeat the incidents in this place. The discoveries

of Moresby are likely to prove a turning-point in the destinies of

Xew Guinea, for they have given rise to movements, both in this

country and in Australia, in favour of extending British authority

over portions of the island, which will probably not end until

their aim is attained. Meantime our geographical knowledge of

the country is increasing but slowly. Since Moresby’s voyage we
hear only of a visit made by Mi'. MacFarlane, of the Missionaiy

party mentioned in the Address of my predecessor, to Port Moresby,

on the south coast, which he described as a magnificent harbour,

hut surrounded by a stony and barren country which would render

it unavailable for settlement. Yule Island has been found more
suitable for a Mission station than Port Moresby. The Eussian

traveller, M. X. Mikluko-Maclay, who since his Papuan joumey
has been exploring the unfrequented interior of Malacca, has, I am
happy to announce, written for us an account of some portion of his

travels in Xew Guinea, which has been translated and brought

home by Colonel the Hon. M'illiam Feilding. Signor D’Albertis,

the Italian naturalist, has been heard of as having reached Cape

York on his way to Xew Guinea.

XoETH America.

—

The most important contribution to the geo-

graphy of Xorth America which has come to our knowledge during

the past year is contained in Professor Hayden’s Eeport of the

Fnited States Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories

for 1873, which was published by the Washington Government in

the latter part of 1874. This exhaustive account of the year’s

survey opeiations forms an octavo volume of 700 pages of close

print, copiously illustrated with views, sections, and maps
; besides

a number of exquisite photographs of scenery mounted separately.

The Survey under Professor Hayden had been for the two previous

years occupied with the mountainous country around the sources

of the Missouri and Yellowstone rivers, regarding which some
details were given in my Addresses of 1872 and 1873 ; but the
operations have been since transferred to the eastern portion of the
Eocky Mountain r'ange in Colorado and Xew Mexico, to which
the Eeport now before us relates. The area to be surveyed was
separated into three districts, and a separate partj’, completely
equipped, despatched to each ; the result has been the accumulation
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of a vast amount of new information in the various branches of

science. The purely topographical part of the Eeport forms only

about one-eighth of the volume ; hut the ofBcers in charge of that

Department have issued, separately, a Map of part of Colorado.

The horizontal measurements of the Survey were made hy a con-

nected triangulation developed from a measured base near Denver.

A large number of tables of altitudes of peaks, towns, and remark-

able points in the Eocky Mountains is given in this portion of the

volume.

Madagascar .—One of the most original and interesting papers

read before us during the Session now drawing to a close, was that

of Dr. Mullens, in January last, ‘ On the Central Provinces of

Madagascar.’ This gentleman, the Foreign Secretaiy of the London

Missionary Society, during a brief visit of only a 3-ear to the island,

contrived, by making an intelligent use of his opportunities of

observation, to bring back a surprising amount of new informa-

tion regarding the topography, physical geography, geology, and

ethnolog}- of this wonderful island. The relative positions of all

the prominent physical features as well as of the chief towns were

ascertained b}- him and another member of the Jlission with great

care and evident accuracy, and depicted on maps which did credit

to Dr. Mullens’ skill in cartograph}-. M'e now know how limited

our knowledge had previously been of the interior of Madagascar,

for, with the exception of the rough map published b}- Grandidier,

the French traveller and naturalist, about four 3-ears ago, all

attempts to portia3- the interior geographA- of the island have been

mere guess-work. Dr. Mullens has had opportunities of surveying

large portions of the island unvisited b3- Grandidier, and of cor-

recting and supplementing his information regarding man3- parts

visited by both. Some of the main features of the i.'land were

graphically described b3' Dr. Mullens in the paper to which I refer,

espeeiall3- the successive terrace-like ascents hr- which the plateau-

land of the interior is reached from the coast ; the singular way in

which the fertilit3- of the rich plateaux is due to the natural dams of

basaltic rock which keep back the drainage of the livers, and so

forth. As the paper will be publi.shed entire, with the map, in the

next volume of our Journal, I need not enter here into further

detail ; but I will not quit the subject before mentioning that

other members of the Missionary body, w-hich Dr. Mullens so

worthily represents, are now engaged on the spot in adding to our
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knowledge of the geography of Madagascar, and that we may hope

hereafter to receive further contributions of similar character.

South America.

—

The Eepnblic of Chili has always been honour-

ably distinguished by the attention paid by its successive Govern-

ments to the scientific requirements of the nation. In former

Addresses mention has been made from time to time of the progress

of the official surveys of that country, and of the excellent maps

which have been issued by the Department. A further step has

now been made by the commencement of an annual publication,

issued by the Hydrographic Office of Santiago, the first volume of

which has just reached us. This important work is occupied chiefly

with the Eeports and Maps of the Xaval Surveyors who are

occupied in exploring the almost endless fjords and channels which

diversify the southern coast of Chili, from Valparaiso to the Straits

of Magellan. Under the direction of the present Head of the Depart-

ment, Captain Tidal Gormaz, himself an accomplished geographer,

this volume is sure to furnish, from year to year, a rich store of

information. The first volume, published at the commencement

of the present year, contains nearly 500 large octavo pages, 360 of

which are devoted to Eepoits of original exploration: it is illus-

trated by twelve well-executed maps, drawn and engraved in Chili,

two of which relate to rivers and passes over the Andes, the

operations of the Surveys not being confined to the coast-line, but

extending also to the interior, where the country required explora-

tion. In a region which has been so much explored by our own
Xaval Surveyors, and which is becoming yearly of more commercial

importance, through the increased use of the sheltered channels

conducting northwards out of the Straits of Magellan, these Chilian

surveys cannot fail of attracting the notice of Geographers, besides

proving of much practical utility'.

An excellent general map of the provinces belonging to the

Argentine Confederation has recently been published in Petermann's
‘ Mittheilungen,’ under the direction and according to the materials

supplied by our Associate, Major F. J. Eickard, who was long resi-

dent in tho.se countries, and has well availed himself of the unusual
opportunities he enjoyed of accumulating Geographical information.
In other parts of South America we do not hear of much geographical
progress. The Hydrographic Commission for the Exploration of
the Peruvian Amazons had terminated its labours for the present,
and Captain Tucker, the chief of the Commission, proceeded in May
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last to Washington for the purpose of working out the results and

preparing the maps that will, it is hoped, do justice to the import-

ance of the subject. Mr. Keith Johnston, I may add in conclusion,

has just returned from his scientific mission to Paraguay, during

which he has made two journeys of exploration on his own account,

the results of which, it is hoped, he will communicate to this

Society.

Afeica.—The continent of Africa still continues to attract a large

share of the attention of the public, presenting as it does an inex-

haustible field for geographical enquiry, and being also closely

connected with those large questions of civilization and progress

which powerfully appeal to the sympathies of thoughtful men, and

thus excite universal interest. The appearance of ‘ Livingstone’s

Last Journals,’ which in my Address of November last I announced

to be on the eve of publication, has since created a profound

impression. On one side it has aroused the friends of humanity

to fresh exertions for the suppression of the slave trade, and has

thtis led them to assist or set on foot various exploratory expedi-

tions into the interior of Africa, which I shall notice presently.

On the other side, geographers have acknowledged with gratitude

the large accessions to their knowledge supplied by the Map
which the Eev. Horace Waller, Livingstone’s indefatigable and con-

scientious Editor, has compiled from the great traveller’s journals

and note-books. The route from the sea-coast to Lake Nyassa, laid

down in the first instance from rough entries in the ‘ Journal,’ has

been since verified by the recoveiy of a Map, in Livingstone’s hand-

writing, which was found hy Cameron at Ujiji. The contour of the

southern portion of the lake is also a good deal altered from what
was previously known ;

while if we compare the great valley of the

Lualaba from the mountains to the Equator, as conjecturally sketched

in former years by Keith Johnston, Eavenstein, and Stanley, with

the elaborate Map now copied from Livingstone’s drawings, and
partially corrected by his observations, we shall become sensible of

the great improvement already acquired in our knowledge of this

part of Africa. At the same time, with characteristic and most
commendable caution, Livingstone left special instructions that no
positions gathered from his observatioms of latitude and longitude

should be considered to be determinately fixed until his friend Sir

Thomas Maclear, Astronomer at the Cape, had duly examined them
;

and it is thus possible that when Sir Thomas’s Eeport shall be
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received, some alterations may still require to be made in futuie

editions of the Map.

In connection -with Livingstone’s journeys along tbe Lualaba,

which, although not, as he believed, relating to the Nile, will still

always remain one of the proudest memorials of African discovery,

the proceedings of Lieutenant Cameron are of the greatest interest

and importance. It may be remembered that at the last Anniversaiy

Meeting Lieutenant Cameron was reported to be at Ljiji, whither

he had proceeded in order to rescue the remainder of the Living-

stone papers ; and that our late President, Sir Bartle Frere, relying

on his friend’s determined character, predicted that, if he preserved

his health, he would still achieve distinction in the exploration of

the lake regions. 'Ihis prediction has been since amply verified ;

Lieutenant Cameron having not only made a full examination of the

southern shores of Lake Tanganyika, and having sent home a Map
of the lake, which has been published in our ‘ Proceedings,’ and is

one of the most complete bits of African Survey upon record, but

having also discovered a river on the western shore, which he

believes to be the long-sought outlet of the lake, and along which

he has accordingly determined to travel in the hopes of tracing its

source to the Lualaba, and being thus able to descend by that stream,

presumed to be the same as the Congo, to the western sea-coast of

-Ifrica. Lieutenant Cameron left Fjiji on his perilous errand about

this time last year, and nothing has been since heard of him, though,

according to the distances reported by the natives, he did not expect

to consume more than six months on his journey. It was his inten-

tion to follow Livingstone’s track through Manyema as far as

Xj'angwe.in 4’ 5' s. latitude, and from that point to push boldly on

into an unknown region, verifying, in the first place, the native

reports of a vast equatorial lake, and determining afterwards

whether the Congo or the Ogowe, or both of these rivers, drained

off the waters of tbe lake to the sea. There is no concealing the

fact that this projected journey of Lieutenant Cameron’s, on which

he has entered with little preparation, impelled by an ardent

desire for geographical discovers', is one of extreme danger.

If he should indeed succeed, single-handed as he is, in crossing the

African continent from the forests of Manyema to the mouth of the

Congo, through a country unknown and be.set wirh wild and hostile

tribes, he will have achieved a feat unpaialleled in the annals of

geographical discovery, and will take his place in the very first

rank of African explorers. In the mean time the Royal Geogra-
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phical Society lias opened a sub.scription, with a view of providing

the nece.ssary funds for hi.s adventurous journey, and has headed the

list with a donation of 500Z.

'While discussing the Congo, it may be convenient to state that

Lieutenant Grandy, whose return to England was announced in

niy November Address, has since submitted to the Society a full

Eeport on the Livingstone Congo Expedition, which has been duly

published in our ‘ Proceedings.’ Lieutenant Grandy’s experience

is not favourable to renewed exploration in this quarter. He found

the native tribes of the interior intensely jealous on the subject of

European exjdoration, believing that the object of all so-called

travellers was, firstly, to appropriate the mineral resources of

the country, and, secondly, to transfer to their own hands the

carrying-trade betw een the Upper country and the sea-coast
;
and

he thus augured unfavourably for the success, in penetrating the

interior, of the German Ex2)edition, which has hitherto been

usefully einjiloyed in minor investigations between the Congo and

the Ogowe. The latter liver, falling into the sea a little .south of

the Gabocn, was first rendered familiar by the travels of Dn Chaillu,

who, however, saw only its lower course. It has since been

tiaced a long distance in the interior, first by our Associate, Mr. R.

B. N. Walker, iu 1803, and afterwards, in 1874, by a French party

under the Marquis de Compiegne, who reached a point 300 miles

above its mouth. It is now about to he subjected to a still more

extensive and elaborate investigation. This expedition, indeed,

which has been organized by Messrs, de Brazza and Marche (one of

the Marquis de Coiupiegiie’s jiarty) on a scale of extraordinary mag-

nitude aud couqiletciicss, and which has been further assisted and

supported hr the French Government, is announced to leave Paris

in Sejitemher, with the avowed object of ascending the Ogowe,

and crossing the interior of Africa to the basin of tlie IVhite Isile,

the preparations being on such a scale that the travellers -will be

able, it is said, if neces.sary, to overcome the opposition of the

native tribes and thus prosecute their journey by force of arms

across the whole breadth of the continent. "We hear that Herr

Lenz, the Geologist, is on his way also to the Ogowe, with the

intention of striking across and joining the main body of the

Geiman Expedition, on the march which it is about to undertake

from some jioint near the Congo, into tlie interior.

At a more northern point of the AVestern Coast of Africa a pro-

ject is also on foot which, although hardly as yet sufficiently
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matured to claim the attention of geographers, may pos.'^ibly in

the fuhire exercise a very important influence on the moral and

physical condition of the continent. The project is simply to cut a

canal through a ridge of high ground near Cape Bojador, and thus

allow the Atlantic to flood the great basin of the IrTestern Sahara,

changing this vast desert into an inland sea. Until it has been

determined by careful measurement that the present level of the

Sahara is below that of the ocean, and that the hills through which

the Eiver Belta now flows westward to the sea can be cut through

or tunnelled, so as to admit the inflow of the Atlantic in an opposite

direction, it is hardly worth while to consider, from a scientific

point of view, the effects that would he produced hy such an im-

portant change in the physical features of Korthern Africa
;
but

there can he no doubt of the great benefits that would accrue to

civilization and commerce if a waterway could he thus opened for

many hundred miles into the interior of the continent.

The spirit of geographical enterprise is being developed in

Eastern Africa with not less activity than on the Western Coast.

The indefatigable Mr. Stanley has been sent by his English and

American patrons to explore the lake regions at the head of the

basin of the Nile, and is believed to be now examining the country

between the Victoria Nyanza and the hill-ranges to the eastward.

Owing to the withdrawal of the Zanzibar Sultan’s authority over

Unyanyembe, and the consequent inteiTuption of all communication

between the interior and the sea-coast, nothing has been heard of

Mr. Stanley since last autumn ; but we may rely with confidence

on his indomitable energy, and his singular aptitude for African

travel, to solve the question, which still remains undecided, as to

the Victoria jVyanza being a single lake or a series of independent

lagoons. The Victoria Nyanza has been also visited during the

past year by Colonel Long, who was despatched on a mission to

M’tesa, King of Uganda, by Colonel Gordon, the able Commander
of the Khedive’s forces on the Upper Nile. A letter from Colonel

Long on the subject of his journey has been published in our
‘ Proceedings ;’ and although his account of the geography of his

route is somewhat difficult to unravel, so much, at any rate, can
be made out, that he made an excursion on the \ ictoria Nyanza,
and embarked on what he believed to he it.s outlet at UronJogani,
and sailed down it to Foweira, near the Karuma Falls, disco-
vering on his way a considerable lake, through which the river
passes, in about 1' 30' s. A map of Colonel Long’s route, drawn
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up from his notes in the “ Bureau de I’Etat Major,” at Cairo, has

been recently presented to the Society through Sir Bartle Frere,

It appears that the new lake has been named after Ibrahim Pacha.

Colonel Gordon’s omi operations have been hitherto greatly

impeded by the sickness of his subordinates, as well as by the

difficulty of procuring means of transport. He was joined at

Gondokoro by the young engineer officers. Lieutenant Watson and

Chippendale in last Xo-rember, and at once began to make prepara-

tions for narigating the Albert X3'anza, but, as far as we know,

up to the present date, no great progress has been made in attain-

ing that object. A preliminary survey has, it is true, been accom-

2
)lished bj- Mr. Kemp of 130 miles of the Xile from Eegiaf, south of

Gondokoro, to Dufle, the river during the whole of this interval

being so broken up by rapids and cataracts as to be entirely unna-

vigable, and arrangements have been made for transporting by hand
from Gondokoro the sections of a steel boat to he put together at

this upper station, from whence the passage to the lake is believed

to be perfectl v open
;
but in order to move the boilers and machinery

of the .steamer, far more effective means of transport are required,*

and there is no immediate prospect of such means being procurable.

In the mean time Lieutenant Watson has been obliged to return to

England invalided, bringing with him, however, a detailed and
very excellent Survey of the Xile from Khartoum to Gondokoro,
and Lieutenant Chippendale is therefore left to puisue his en-

gineering labours single-handed.

|

I .am happy ti3 )ip able to unnomice that. =iuce this was tM-itc. n. tlie Cmvein-
iiient uf ludi.'i lias dtcid. d to jiK-seiit the Khedive aitli six well-tuiiueJ and t'ully-

cipuppc-d 1 leplv.aits, to be tisid Odotiel ttnrdoii’s Exjieditioti, m iieknowledg-
meiit of tile many si nioes i-mdered by Ids Higliiie.-s to the Britk-h (lovermueut.
Tlie elephants tviil be l.inJed at ISuakim, whence they will proceed to Khartoum,
and so on to Gomh'koro.

T Lieutenant M'at-on, since Ids arriy.il in England has furnished us with the
following abstract of Colonel Goidon's recent piioceedings, which will be perused
with interest ;

—

" As the Cieographical Society has already been informed, Lieutenants tfat-son
and Chippendale, k.e., and AI. Linant reached Rica at the end of last Aovember

;

the two former with orders to proceed to the Alliert Xyanza, and the latter to
Fatiko. so soon as a suflicient nniuber of porteia could be obtain, -d. Xoiie,
however, could be iirocnred until the middle of .January, w'hen M. Linant suc-
ceeded in oiitaiiiiiig the services of souie Bari imn, and started for Fatiko
inteiidnisr afterwards to go on toF'owaira, a Government .-tation oil the Victoria
Mile, aiiil to follow tile course of tliat river to Ltganda, on tlie Victoria Xvanza.

•• Ahiiut the same time an ivory carav.in, coimiiaiidi il by Alohanmnd' Wat-el-
Alek. .iir ved .it tloiiilokoro tnun Eatiko. and, on the 28th of J.iimarv. Lieutenant
( liiplieiidale, necniii],aided by Wat-el-AIek and about KMJ bearers,' started from
R, iri.if lor linrtc. t.ikinir with lain a iiuantity of stoles .ind parts of the small screw
steamer, wiiich it is mteueled to place eii tilt Albert Xy.iuz.i. Lieutenant AVatson

2 H 2
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Auxiliaries to Colonel Gordon are, however, prepaiing for woik

in many quarters. An Austrian subject, of the name of Marno,

who has already some experience on the Upper Xile, is desirous

of exploring the naountains to the west of the Albert Xyanza, and

is understood to have already started in that direction from Gondo-

koro ;
while other exploring parties attached to the Khedive’s forces

in the Darfur occupation have been directed by bis Highness to

examine the country to the sonth-west of that province, and appli-

cation has been duly made to permit tbe Europeans employed upon

the duty to communicate tbe results of tbeir examination to this

Society.

In my November Address I alluded to the successful journey of

Dr. Nachtigal in tte Eastern Sahara, but we had not then re-

ceived any details of his explorations. The accounts, however,

which have since reached us show that the Doctor is entitled to

the highest rank among African travellers. He is the first European

who has ever penetrated the eastern half of the Sahara in his peril-

ous journeys to j-ti. He has elucidated the hydrography of

Lake Cha<], having traced the water to an ancient bed now in the

midst of the deseit. He has further explored Wadai as far ms the

territories of the independent negroes to the south
; and tinally, he

has crossed fiom Lake Chad through Darzaleh and Darfiir to the

Nile basin, thus succeeding in an attempt which cost Vogel and

did nr-t accompany him, having been ordered to return toLaido in CGnsetpience ot'

ill hedtii.
“ Means of transit imt being readily obtainable for the heavier pieces of the

steamer. CoIorit-1 tTordori ordered Lieutenar't Ciiippciidale not to wait for them

;

bur, on reaching Duhu'. to march f^r tlie Lake, ^nd there to obtain canoes frnui

the natives, and to return to Diill»-t'y the nver, in order to a&eeriain by actual

C/baervo.uon whether it was navigable tor the steamer. Lieutenant Chipjicndaie

decided to travel by the west bank, as two iMadi chiefs, who ha<i coii,e down with
"Wat-el-Mek’s pAiity. said that the Koshi tribe, who live on the west title of tho

hill between Dufle and the Lake, were fiiendly and possessed Urue cau-'es. Xo
intelligence has been received from either Lieutenant Chippen<lale or 31. Linant
since their departure from Keudaf.

“ At the end of January Colonel CTordou left Lanlo, the pros^-nt h'.ad-quaiters
station,, which is a few miles north of Gonth >koro. ami proceedetl by atcaincr to

the River Saul at, .-topping at Kabat-Shambe, the Goveinnihnt stati' n laaong tli*'

Kytoh tribe. ,On account of tue unliealthinesa of the ph-o.-, and the ooiisei[U< nt
mortality amoncr the troop-, CtJoiitd Gordon ordc-rnl it t" be e\a'-u.ittd and ti e
^airUon to march to a point about .-ix day-’ joiunev to the wt&tw.iid, and there
to tbrm a new sration.

'• Alter inspebting tlie stations on the River Sauhut, Colojud {'mikIoh n tnnir-d
to Tiiirdo. whei-f lie ainved on the 4th ifarch. fie th* u proof, d. d t.-» K. hi, if to
m.ike arran;;einenr- tor )*ringinir up the reni.iindor of tiio sh.niifi to Uiuio: and
on the litU 3r:u-oh. the date of tUf last letter winch h.u- b, mh rt ceiv. d Ib'm jam,
ho was jiiat about to >tait for the boiith. ho]ping that hef<*rf \>ry lou^'- lie woiud
get tue -t iv.i er f. iupl.ded and ready to ua\ig.ite tlte I.ake Albeit X\:ujz u’’
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Beiirmann their lives. Dr. Xachtigal has been for some time

past residing at a sulphur bath at Helwan, in Upper Egypt,

recruiting his health and preparing a narrative of his travels, the

publication of which is looked for by all geographers with intense

interest.*

It is further of importance to notice the forthcoming Italian Ex-

pedition to Eastern Africa under the Marchese Antinori. The

area to be examined by this Expedition is that included between

Southern Abyssinia, the Tictoria Xyanza, and the line of the White

Xile. The party will proceed in the first instance to the Court of the

King of Shoa at Ancobar; from thence they will pass thiough the

Galla country to Bonga, being assisted in this paitof their explora-

tion by an Italian Missionary Bishop who has resided for 30 years

in Southern Abyssinia, and possesses the greatest influence over the

Galla tribes. In their explorations beyond Bonga they will be

guided by circumstances ; but they hope to be able to connect this

position with the Kile above Gondokoro, and thus complete our

knowledge of this portion of Xorth-Eastern Africa. The funds

required for the expedition amounting, as it is estimated, to 4000?.,

are being raised by' piivate snhseiiption, and it is gratifying to

find that English aid has been liberally promised. We shall

naturally follow the step.s of our fellow-geigraphers, in the perilous

and almost unknown region which they are about to penetrate,

with the livelie.'t interest, and cordially wish them success.

With not les.s inteie.st shall we legard an expedition which has

just left England for the .shores of Luke Xya.ssa, i-id the Zambesi

and the Shire, which althongh not Geographical in its chief aims,

cannot fail, if it succeed.s in its main object, to add much to

our Geogia]'hical knowledge. I allude to tlie missionary party'

under the guidance of Mr. Edward Young, tl.e same skilful leader

who so successfully' conducted oiir Livingstone boat-search to

Xyassa in 18(57. The Mission had its origin in Scotland, equally

&it[iported Ly the Free and Reforined Presbyterian Chinches, and is

planned and managed by a Committee with Dr. Stewai t at its head.

Their object is to found a Mi.ssion Station, to be named Livingstonia,

for the industrial and educational as well a.s religiott.s instruction

of the suaniiiiig population of that region, on Maclear Bromontury

at the sonthein end of the I.uke. IVe hear that no les.s than

* Pr. Xai litic il. siui’i- tlii- A.Mn'— ili livm .1. li.as ainvolat ntrlin.and
liifu II ('( ivid anil co .it tinlni-ui-iu la tiro Uermau Uccgiaiilucal Sucatv, at a

L' al III i f '"c o’l till 2'.-! .Iliac.
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16,OOOZ. have been, already subscribed in. Scotland towards the

expenses of this great undertaking. Mr. Young, who has accepted

a set of astronomical and surveying instruments from us, intends to

complete the survey of the Lake by circumnavigating its northern

part, and has the ready consent of the Mission Committee to com-

municate his report of the survey to our Society.*

Among the other African subjects which have been brought

under onr notice during the past year are—1. A journey by Cap-

tain Elton on the Eastern Coast south of Zanzibar from Dar-es-

Salam to Kilwa, which is of much importance for the light

which it throws on the present state of the African slave trade ;

2ndly. Mr. St. Vincent Erskine’s account of his jonrney to the

Court of Umzila, King of Gosa, who rules from King George’s

Eiver to the Zambesi, also of particular interest in connection

with the African gold-fields and the pending arbitration of our

disputes with Portugal regarding the frontier in Delagoa Bay ; and

Srdly. The Eev. !Mr. New's description of his visit to Usamhara,

which, althongh of no particular geographical value, possesses a

melancholy interest as the last production of this earnest and most

efficient missionary traveller from whom so much was expected in

the future exploiation of Afiioa.

Conclusion .—And now, Gentlemen, having rapidly sketched the

present state and prospects of Geography in the various quarters of

the globe, as far as they are at present known to me. I venture to

ofl’er a few general remarks on the view and objects of our own
Society. I am hardly prepared to accept in its entirety the pleasing

doctrine of Sir Bartle Frere. that our own pro.^perity is a gauge of

the prosperity of the nation; but I am prepared to show that,

according as we labour more or less actively in our vocation, so do

we contribute, in a greater or less degree, to the fulfilment of the

national wants and the advancement of the national interests. In
encouraging the eaiij- study of Geography, in fu.stering merit by

* I ourtt to mentiin Lre tliat withiu tUe p:;bt few Rays the ^ilver medals
dfsigntd by Mr A. B, Wycm, wliicli the Couueil oijered to be rtruck for pusen-
tatiiin to all the foliosverb of LiviiiyAoiie -wlin weie with liiin at his dcatli, have
been despatched to the Butish Political llesidelit at Zanzibar for distribution to
the men. Tlie mc-iial.s are sixty in number, and on tlie liiii of each is eii'nMveil
the name of the recipient, with tlie words " Faithful to the end.” Tlie oto'er.'p
ot the med.il jireseuts an excellent p.rtrait of Livino»tonu. with the legend
^Uavid I.iviim-tone, horn l.siH, died, Hal,., iSTo; and the reveise, •PresentedOy the Koxal feeograplucul Society ut London, ls74,”
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honorary reward, in assisting travellers, in supporting expeditious,

we do not merely aim at the accumulation of dry details of Geo-

graphical science, but there are always practical views of sound

public benefit underlying our efforts. Exploration indeed is the

pioneer of progress. Travels in unknown regions lead to the intro-

duction of civilisation, the spread of commerce, the friendly inter-

course of man with man. Among recent important works, tending

to improve the condition of mankind, which owe their origin more

or less directly to Geographical enterprise, we may point to the

establishment of telegraphic communication across the continent of

Australia ; to the serious efforts being now made for the suppression

of the West African slave-trade, which are the direct results of

Livingstone’s ti-avels in Equatorial Africa
;
to the extension of trade

in Central Asia
;
the colonisation of Southern Africa ; the opening

out of lines of railway communication generally throughout the

world. Even in the Arctic Expedition, which is about to leave our

shores, the high objects of national honour and professional efSciency

have been as much considered by us as the acquisition of technical

geographical knowledge. And it is, I believe, owing to this conviction

that we are not a dilettante Society, formed for mere amusement,

nor yet a learned body occupied exclusively with abstract science,

but that we strive to utilise knowledge and to combine the practical

and scientific—it is owing to this conviction, I say, on the part of

the public that we owe much of our popularity and much of our

power. At any rate tliere can be no question but that we do stand

very high in public favour. The crowded state of our meetings,

the continued influx of new members, the deference which is

shown by the Government to our recommendations and appeals,

the gracious acceptance by H.E.H. the Duke of Edinburgh of the

post of Honorary President, are all so many indications of public

confidence and so many incentives to sustained exertion in the

laborious hut honourable path which lies before us.

Desiring earnestly the prosperity of the Society, and prepared to

devote whatever time and abilities I can command to the furtherance

of your interests, I have cheerfully accepted the responsibility which

has been imposed on me by the Council, and which you have since

confirmed by your vote, of continuing for another year to direct

your affairs as I’resident. Having served a noviciate of many years

under Sir Eoderick Murchison, and having observed the nice judg-

ment, the sound sense, and knowledge of the world, which he

brought to bear in regulating the business of the Society, I have
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usually been able, whenever any difficult que.stion arose, to steer

iny way suecessfully by considei'ing what he would have done in

similar circumstances
;
and I have further had the long experience

and tried discretion of our Council and permanent Staff to fall back

on, if my recollection of Sir Roderick’s example failed me. I rely

with confidence on such infallible guides in the future as in the

past, and with this tribute to the memoiy of one who has been

justly called the Father of the Royal Geographical Society, I now
take mj- leave of you, nierelj’ asking you, in conclusion, to remember

the deep obligation that we owe to the Senate of the University of

London for our continued meetings in their noble Hall, and to join

with me in expressing our cordial acknowledgments for the most

important aid which is thus afl’orded us.
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Fourteenth Meeting, 14fA June, 1875.

Majoe-Geneeal Sie HE>’EY C. EAWLINSON, e.c.b., Peesidext,

in the Chair.

Elections.—Antonins Amexmey, Esq. ; Andrew Buchanan, Esq., m.d. ;

John Ferguson, Esq., j.p. ; Rev. Herbert Kynaston, m.a.
; Luke S. Leake,

Esq. ; James Macdonald, Esq. ; Alfred John Pound, Esq,

Pbesentations.—Allan Wyon, Esq. ; Alfred B. Wym, Esq. ; L. A.
Lucas, Esq. ; Thomas Kincaid, Esq.

Donations to the Libeaet, Apeil 26th to June 14th, 1875.

—

Selections from the Eecords of the Bomhay Government, No. CXLY.,
new series; Selections from the Eecords of the Madras Govern-

ment, No. XLIV. ;
Selections from Eecords of the Government of

India, No. CIV. ; General Eeport on the operations of the Great

Trigonometrical Survey of India during 1873-74, and Synopsis of

the results of the same Survey, vol. ii., by Col. J. T. Walker, 1874

;

Eeport on Census of Madras Presidency, 1871, vols. i. and ii. ; and
Census of Bombay Presidency, 1872, parts 1 and 2 (H.M. Secretary

of State for India). Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India,

vol. X. pt. 2, and vol. xi. pt. 1 ; Eecords of the same Survey, vol. vii.

pts. 1—4; Palaeontologia Indica, vol. i. 1, ser. x. 1 (The Office of
the Geological Survey). A Narrative of the recent events in Tong-
king; by H. Cordier, 1875 (Author). Ergebnisse der BeobacL
tungsstationen an der deutschen Kusten uber die physikalischen

Eigenschaften der Ostsee und Nordsee und die Fischerei, vi. and
xrii., 1875 (The Commission). Handleiding tot het statistisch Onder-

TOL, XIX. 2 I
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zoek; by S. Yissering, 1S75 {Avihar). Die meteoTologischen Be-
obacbtungeTi und die Analyse des Scbiffcurses wabrend der Polar-

expedition nnter lYeyprecbt nnd Payer, 1872-1874; by B. von
Wiillerstorf-Urbair, 1875 {Author). Proces-verbal des Seances de

la Commission Geod&ique Suisse, 1874 {Dr. Ziegler), Yictorian

Year-book for 1873; by H. H. Hayter, 1874 {Author). Journal

of Proceedings of tbe 'Western Australian Exploring Expedition

from Champion Bay to the Overland Telegraph Line, commanded
by John Forrest, 1875 (J. Forrest, Esq.). Steppe Campaigns, trans-

lated from the Eussian; by Capt. F. C. H. Clarke, 1874 {Topo-

graphical Branch, Q.M.G.'s Department). The East India Company;
by W. Fidler, vrith additions, &c., by 6. M. Craufurd, 1875 {G. M.
Graufurd, Esq.). Isinth Annual Eeport of Colonial Museum and
La'boratory, New Zealand (Dr. Hector). La Yegetation du Globe;

translated from the German of A. Grisebach by P. de Tchihatchef,

voL i. pt. 1, 1875 {M. de Tchihatchef). Yacht-Eeise in den Syrten,

1374 ; and Einige IVorte uber die Kaymenen, 1875 {Anon.). Lahore

to Yarkand
;
by G. Henderson and A. 0. Hume, 1873 {E. Bibby,

Esq.). Yorlaufiger Bericht uber eine Eeise im sudwestlichen

Kleinasien ; by Dr. G. Hirschfeld, 1874 and 1875 {Author). Yiagens,

Hespanha e Franga, 1874; and, Franga, Baviera, Austria e Italia,

1875; by Luciano Cordeiro {Author). Census of Victoria, 1871,

pts. 1—9 (b) {H.M. Secretary of State for Colonies). Belies of the-

Great Auk; by John Milne, 1875 {Author). Saskatchewan and
the Eocky Mountains; by the Earl of Southesk, 1875 {Author)..

Miniature Models of the Aztec Sacrificial and Calendar Stones

;

and, Apuntes para un Catalogo razonado de las palabras Mexi-

canas introducidas al Castellano; by Eufemio Mendoza, 1872’

{0. H. Wallroih, Esq.). Eight bound 8vo. volumes of pamphlets,

newspaper cuttings, &c., with reference to the search for Sir

John Franklin, and Expedition to the Arctic Eegions in search

of Franklin {John Barroir, Esq.). Catalogue of the London Library,

4th edition {The Committee). Topography and Physical Eesources

of the State of New York; by Egbert L. Yiele, 1875 {Authorf

Die Kreide-Flora der Arctischen Zone; and, Nachtrage zur

Miocenen Flora Gronlands; by Oswald Heer, 1874 {Dr. E. A.
Nordenshiold). Two Photographs of Sir John Hawkins {Bev. B. D.
Hawkins). Hydrographic Proceedings; H.M.S. Challenger, No. 3
{Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty). Department of the Interior,

U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories,

BuEetin, 2nd series. Nos. 1 and 3 ; Eeport of Survey embracing

Colorado, 1874; Geological Survey, 25 photographic views; Mis-

cellaneous publications, Nos. 1 and 6 ; Catalogue of the Survey
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publications ;
and Eeport, Ko. 612, of Geograpbical and Geological

Surveys west of the Mississippi (Dr. F. V. Hayden). Meteoro-

logical Observations made at Windsor, New South ll'ales ; by John

Tebbutt, 1874 (/. Tehhutt, Fsq.). Sul Giacimento di Carbon fossile

antracito di Demonte; by G. Jervis, 1875 (Author). TJeber die

Natnrgesetze der ausseren Formen der Dnebenheiten der Erdober-

flache
; by Bitter von Hauslab, 1874 (Author). Eegistrande der

geographisch-statistischen Abtheilung des Grossen Generalstabes,

Eiiiifter Jahrgang, 1875 (The B. General Staff Office). Modem
Jerusalem

;
by the late C. F. Tyrwhitt Drake, 1875 (Her. Mr. Brake).

EeEcjuife Aqidtanicae, part xvi. (Executors of the late H. Christy,

Esq.). II Yiaggio di Giovanni Miani al Monbutto, 187 5 (The Italian

Geographical Society). Bibliotheque de Linguistique et d’Ethno-

graphie Americaines, vol. i., 1875 ;
Voyages a la Cote nord-ouest

de I’Amerique, vol. i. pt. 1, 1875; La Caverne d’Aknanh, He
d’Ounga, 1875; Sur les Atnahs, 1875; Notes sur les Koloches,

1873; Voyage a la Cute nord-ouest d’Amerique d’Ounalashka a

Kadiak, 1874; La Chasse aux animaux marins, nord-ouest d’Ame-
rique, 1875; Eskimaux et Koloches, 1873; Les Aleoutes et leur

engine, 1872 ; and Catalogue des coEections rapportees de I’Ame-

rique Eusse, 1872 ; by Alphonse L. Pinart (Author). Twelve
Months in Madagascar; by Joseph Mullens, d.d., 1875 (Author).

And the current issue of Corresponding Societies, &c.

Doxatioxs to the Map-eoom from April 27th to Jhxe 14th,

1875.—26 Sheets of various Maps of the European Kingdoms
(Lord A. Bussell, ii.p.). Map of the Argentine Eepublic, Chili,

Paraguay, and Uruguay, from various authorities
;
by Dr. A. Peter-

mann (Major F. I. Bichard). MS. Map, showing the route of

J. Forrest, f.e.g.s., from Champion Bay to the Overland Telegraph

line, Australia (Author). Map of the district of San Juan, Colorado,

U.S., in outline; by A. D. Wilson (F. Y. Hayden, Esq., E.S.,

Geologist). 20 Sheets of the Ordnance Survey, on various Scales

(Sir H. James, B. E., Director). Map of the Central Provinces of

Madagascar; by J. Mullens, d.d. Map of the southern

portion of the Province of Southland, New Zealand ; by T. Heale,

Chief Surveyor (James Harvey, Esq.). 4 Sheets of the Geological

3Iap of Sweden, each accompanied by an explanatory hand-book

(Otto Torell, Chief of the Geological Survey of Sweden). Map of Asia

Minor
;
Map of G. Eohlfs Expedition in the Lybian Desert ; Map

of Cape Colony ; Map of the ice-drift of the Austrian Expedition

under Weyprecht and Payer (Dr. Pelermann). Portraits of Dr. Kane
and Captain Fitzjames, in frames (J. Barrow, Esq.). Coloured Photo-

2 I 2
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graph of H.M.S. Terror, Captain G. Back, in Frozen Strait; the

crew saving the boats and provisions (Sir G. Bade, d.c.l,, f.k.s.)

Before the commencement of the ordinary business of the evening, the
Pbesident announced that the Council had decided on holding a meeting of
the Society on the 28th instant, in order to make up for that which was
deferred in the month of May in consequence of the sudden death of Admiral
Sherard Osborn. At the meeting on the 28th the Sultan of Zanzibar would
be present. His Highness, as members were aware, was one of the few foreign

Honorary Members of the Society, and had deserved well of all geographers,

inasmuch as it was mainly owing to his encouragement and support that the
recent expeditions for the Exploration of the Interior have been able to

succeed so well in making Zanzibar their starting point. It was therefore

incumbent upon them to give him a cordial welcome.
Eeferring to the special business of the evening, the Peesident said the

paper to be read by Sir Leopold M'Clintock would he of interest at any time,
but was peculiarly so now that a New Arctic Expedition had just left

England. Sir Leopold M'Clintock had been a most suecessful explorer him-
self, and had brought the system of sledge-traveUing to such a degree of
perfection that it had become the most effective means of Polar exploration.

On Arctic Sledge-travelling. By Bear-Admiral Sir F. Leopold

M'ClINTOCK, F.E.S.

So widespread an interest in the subject of Arctic geographical

research has been evinced, that I am encouraged to believe that

some details of the means by which that research is chiefly effected

may not be uninteresting to those who are here present. And
in this belief I have undertaken to give an outline of sledging

exploration.

My subject has one feature peculiarly its own—it is this : whereas

all other geographical discoveries are performed either by land or

by water, modem Arctic exploration into the higher regions of the

Frigid zone, is prosecuted independently of either, and the ice,

which arrests the progress of the ship, forms the highway for the

sledge.

In early Arctic voyaging, the ship alone was relied upon for pene-

trating into unknown seas.

In the second and third voyages of Parry, and the second voyage
of Sir John Boss, between 1821 and 1834, sledging was commenced,
and a number of short journeys were made, mainly by the assistance

of the Esquimaux, whose methods were closely observed and more
or less imitated.

But OUT seamen had not yet familiarised themselves with the idea,

that it was quite possible for well-equipped Europeans not only to
exist, but to travel in an Arctic climate, as well as the Esquimaux
themselves; and it was not until the Franklin Searching Expedi-
tions were sent out, between 1848—54, and thus a motive far stronger
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than, that of geographical discovery was supplied, that men seriously

reflected upon the possibility of any extensive exploration on foot.

And no more powerful incentive could have been imagined to rouse

the utmost energies of the searchers, than the protracted absence of

the missing Expedition.

The endurance of the hardiest was called forth, and the talent of

invention evoked and stimulated, until at length a system of sledging

was elaborated, such as I will now proceed to describe.

It may be as well here to explain, that sledge-travelling is limited

to the spring months. It cannot be commenced until there is

sufficient daylight ; it cannot be continued after the summer thaw
has denuded the land of snow, or rendered the sea-ice unsafe : there-

fore it can seldom be prosecuted with advantage before the month
of April, or later than June.

The late Admiral Sir James Ross, the distinguished Commander
of the Antarctic Expedition, who had served with very great credit

in all the six voyages of Parry and John Ross, from 1818 to 1834,
formed the connecting link between them and the Searching Expe-
ditions, which commenced in 1848, and the first of which he com-
manded. He was acquainted with the flat sledges of the Hudson’s
Bay territory, which alone can be used in deep snow, gliding as
they do over its surface

;
he was also acquainted with the Green-

land dog-sledge, with its high narrow runners shod with ivory or
bone, and which cut down through the usually thin layer of snow,
and run upon the ice beneath ; he was familiar with the various
modifications of these typical forms, which had been used in the
Arctic Expeditions of Parry and John Ross.

He had, moreover, made several journeys with the natives of
Boothia Felix, culminating in his discovery of the Magnetic Pole;
and, on one of these journeys, he was absent from his ship for the
then unprecedented period of twenty--nine days.

It was under his directions that our sledges and tents were made
in 1848 ; and these designs, with comparatively slight modifications,

have continued in favour in all subsequent expeditions.

The tent requires but little description. It is merely a pent-roof,
about 7 feet high along the ridge, supported on boarding-pikes or
poles, crossed at each end, and covering an oblong space sufficient

to enclose the party when lying down, and closely packed together.

Its duty is merely to afford shelter from the wind and snow-
drift, and its weight, when completely fitted, is, for a party of
eight men, only about 40 lbs. It is made of light closely-woven
duck.

The sledge is a much more important article of equipment. That
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which otir experience has pro'ved to he the most S'uitahle is a large

runner-sledge.

It must he home in mind that I am speaking of latitudes heyond

the 70th parallel, where, unlike regions which lie somewhat less

remote, the fall of snow is less considerable and never deep
;
and,

moreover, that our sledges often have to he drawn over the sea-ice

when flooded with water a foot in depth.

’ The runners are rather hroad, that is, 3 inches, and they stand

high, carrying the lading about a foot above the ice. An average-

sized sledge is .3 feet -wide and 10 feet long, and is drawn by seven

men. It is constructed with only just so much strength as is abso-

lutely necessary, since every pound of weight saved in wood and

iron enables so much more provisions to be carried. All our sledges

have been drawn bj’ the seamen, and the labour of doing so is most

excessive.

The first sledge expedition in the search for Franklin was led by
Sir James Ross in person. By very great efforts a distance out and

home of 500 statute miles, was accomplished in forty days ;
hut out

of the twelve picked men by whom the two sledges were drawn,

five were completely knocked up, and every man required a con-

siderable time under medical care to recruit his strength, after this

lengthened period of intense labour, constant exposure, and insufS-

cient food.

Throughout this paper, the distances will he in English statute

miles, as being most generally understood.

It is necessary to apprehend clearly the nature of the surface

over which our sledges have to travel.

People unacquainted with the subject, commonly fall into one or

other extreme, and suppose that we either skate over glassy ice, or

walk on snow-shoes over snow of any conceivable depth.

Salt-water ice is not so smooth as to be slippery ; to skate upon
it is very possible, though very fatiguing. But hardly is the sea

frozen over, when the snow falls, and remains upon it all the

winter. When it first falls, the snow is soft, and perhaps a foot or

fifteen inches deep ;
but it is blown about by every -wind, until

having become like the finest sand, and hardened under a severe

temperature, it consolidates into a covering of a few inches in

depth, and becomes so compact, that the sledge-runner does not

sink more than an inch or so : its specific gravity is then about half
that of water.

This expanse of snow is rarely smooth ; its surface is broken into
ridges or furrows by every strong wind. These ridges are the
‘Sastrugi” of Admiral Wrangell; and although the inequalities
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are seldom more than a foot high, they add greatly to the labour of

travellmg, especially -when obliged to cross them at right angles.

As the spring season advances, the old 'winter snow becomes

softened, fresh snow falls, and sledging is made more laborious

stm.

At length the thaw arrives ; the snow becomes a sludgy mixture,

with wet snow on top and water beneath, thi’ough which men and

sledges sink down to the ice below. It is now almost impossible

to get along at all ; but in a few days the snow dissolves, and we

make fair progress again over the now flooded ice.

Our dry provisions and clothing are so packed upon the sledges,

as to be protected from the wet, but eveiyone is of course drenched,

and remains so during the march through this ice-cold water. This

is cold-water cure in real earnest, hut I would not recommend any

one with the slightest suspicion of a rheumatic tendency to try it

!

Later still, the water drains off the sea-ice through cracks or

holes decayed in it, and only tortuous pools of water remain

upon it.

Later than this, sledge-traveUing, without the accompaniment of

a boat, becomes unsafe.

Such is the nature of the travelling, when the sea-ice has not

been crushed up into hummocks, or masses of various sizes and
shapes.

We seldom find either unbroken ice, or ice so crushed up into

ridges that we cannot get over it at all ; but, as a rule, crushed up
or hummocky ice, three or four feet in height, is of very frequent

occurrence, and of course adds much to the labour of sledging.

Having accompanied Sir James Boss on his sledge-joumey in

1849, I was entrusted with the preparations for sledge-travelling in

the second and third searching expeditions, under Austin and
Belcher ; and this method of exploration now became recognised as

an important feature of these voj'ages.

The utmost attention was devoted to the travelling equipments,

and to the methods adopted by Wrangell and other distinguished

Arctic travellers ; and the spring parties of the second expedition

set out in 1851 on the loth April, instead of the loth of May, as in

1849 ; and the sledges, carrying forty days’ provisions, were dragged
with less labour than thirty days’ rations had previously occasioned

:

moreover, the allowance tvas a much more liberal one. The result

was a corresponding increase of "work done : one party remaining
absent for eighty days, and making a journey of 900 miles.

But in 1853 and 1854, the sledge parties of the third searching

expedition did still better service : one party accomplished about
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1400 miles in 105 days. Another party, having several depots

along its line of route and favourable circumstances generally,

travelled nearly 1350 miles in seventj' days.

These two journeys, which have not yet been surpassed, are

deserving of our special notice.

The first was purely an exploring journey. Melville Island, which

is some 50 miles broad, and is of moderate elevation, had to be

crossed and recrossed. At the outset, very heavy loads had to be

dragged ; and ignorance of the direction in which the unknown

coast-line might trend, interfered with the deposit of provisions t©

serve for the return journey ; nevertheless, the daily average march

was 12 miles. The second was a despatchjonmey, and it shows how
rapidly ground can be got over with a tolerably light sledge, under

somewhat favourable circumstances; and it is a feat which the

sailor, who is not generally credited with good marching powers,

may justly point to with pride : throughout this journey the daily

march averaged the astonishing distance of 20 miles.

These facts afford the strongest proof of the suitability of our

travelling equipments.

In any comparisons which we may make between these and any

other marches, we should bear in mind, that this Arctic work is not

merely marching, but that a sledge, often heavily laden, has to be

dragged the entire distance.

The provisions and the clothing found to be most suitable may
now be briefly described.

Tea, chocolate, biscuit, preserved meat, and pemmican are

commonly used. Pemmican is a description of preserved meat

used by the Indians of Korth America, from whom it has been

copied. It is a preparation of beef, whereby all that is fluid is

evaporated over a wood fire ; the fibre is then pounded up, and

mixed with an equal weight of melted beef fat ; no salt or pre-

servative of any kind is used ; and no more concentrated food for

working-men in a cold climate is known.

With chocolate, biscuit, and a little warmed-up pemmican, the

traveller makes a good breakfast ; a few ounces of specially-pre-

pared bacon, almost free from salt, some biscuit, and a mouthful of

grog, forms his hasty luncheon on the march ; and on encamping,

he has his supper of warmed pemmican, or other preserved meat,

and tea.

Rum is the spirit used in the Xavy, and therefore in our Arctic

ships. If the men were not accustomed to the use of spirits, I

think that, except on special occasions when a stimulant is desir-

able, they would be even better without it, as an equal weight of
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some mitritions food might then he carried instead of it ; however,

the ration ofmm is very small.

This simple dietary is invariable, except when the party is so

fortunate as to procure game ; and then the awkward question

crops Tip, of fuel wherewith to cook it. We are at a disadvantage

with those hardy men who are content to cook their meat with

frost ; although a sandwich of frozen bear’s blubber and biscuit is

palatable enough, and I think most of the gentlemen in this room

would agree with me, if they were fairly educated up to it, by a few

days’ sledging in the month of March.

All our cooking is done with lamps, the fuel being either spirits

of wine, or some fatty substance such as stearine of cocoa-nut oil,

tallow, or blubber. The latter alone is used by the Esquimaux

;

we prefer the stearine, as it cooks more rapidly and makes less

smoke, and the stearine-lamp suits equally well for blubber, or any

animal fat procurable on the march.

The clothing of the men is a subject of equal difficulty and im-

portance ; it must be suited to the temperature under which they

travel, and this often ranges over 100 degrees, that is, from

-f-50° to —50°; it must not suffer by frequent wettings, and should

dry quickly ; and, as only the outer wrappings of the feet are

ever taken off while the frost lasts, it should also be suitable for

sleeping in.

Our S3"Stem of dressing is this : soft, warm woollen articles imder

a cloth which is impenetrable to the wind, and is commonlj' known
as box-cloth ; and this again under a suit of closely-textured duck

overalls, as snow repellers.

The feet are wrapped in squares of blanketing, and covered with

leather moccasins during extreme cold ; or with duck boots, having

leather soles, for moderate Arctic cold or for wet.

The entire suit of clothing in wear weighs from 16 lbs. to

21 lbs.

The tent furniture consists of a Macintosh floor-cloth spread

upon the snow, over which is a thick duffle blanket, and upon this

the men lie down in their sleeping-bags, which are made of the

same material
; and another duffle blanket is then drawn over

the party, their knapsacks serving as pillows.

It will be noticed that furs are not used. Although they are

very warm and agreeable when in good condition, to sit in, to sleep

in, or even to work in where thej- can be dried each night before a
fire ; and although they have been generally used hitherto, yet
they have been deliberate!}' set aside for such dresses as I have
described

; because we have found that they check the escape of
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eTaporation, they more readily absorb moisture, are more difficult to

dry, aud shrink much -when wetted and frozen. I speak of such

furs as are commonly procurable in this country. Those which

have been dressed by the Esquimaux or North American Indians

are much better suited to our rough work.

Let us imagine the scene when spring travelling-parties set out

&om their ships, to explore the unknown expanse before them.

It was on the morning of the 4th of April that they started from

the Eesolute and Intrepid, commanded by the late Admiral Sir

Henry Kellett and myself, at Melville Island. Out of the 88 indi-

viduals composing the crews of both ve.ssels, 71 were away sledging

at one time ; each separate sledge party consisting of 1 officer and

6 or 7 men.

Each sledge hoists a gay silken banner, emblazoned with some

heraldic device, some pointed motto, perhaps the name given to

the sledge, or perhaps some mysterious initials, known only to the

leader of the small party—a little mystery, however, which only

awaits the return home of the Expedition for its satisfactory

solution.

After mutual cheers, they part upon their lonely and toilsome

mission. But, trying as is the work before them, it would be

difficult to over-rate the enthusiasm displa3'ed. They have just

passed through many months ofdarkness and confinement on board,

spent chiefly in preparation for this great spring effort
;
nor is the

keenest emulation wanting to complete a most impressive and

characteristic display. Strong sense of duty, and an equally strong

determination to accomplish it—dauntless resolution and indomi-

table will ; that useful compound of stubbornness and endurance

which is so eminently British, and to which we Islanders owe so

much—certainly our colonies and our commerce, possibly even our

existence as a nation.

These lonely little parties, daring and enduring so much, re-

semble sparks from that great fire which, I venture to say, is not

j’et extinct in this nation—the ardent love of the most adventurous

enterprise.

Each officer leads his party, selecting the route, jotting down
everything noteworthy in his diary, making a running survey as

they advance, and checking his estimated distances by astronomical

observations. He is also constantly on the look-out for game.
When he can leave these ordinary duties, he takes part in the
manual labour of dragging the sledge. Clothed and fed like his
men, he is housed, or rather tented, exactly as they are, sharing
in all things with them ; thus he becomes something more than the
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leader, or even the head of the party : he is its very pulse. These

relations fairly established, he receives, in return, the most implicit

confidence and devotion of his people. If he reserves anything for

his own private use, it is his spoon : there being, of course, no

washing up of mess-traps after meals in frosty weather.

In the extensive sledging operations of the third and last Govern-

ment Searching Expedition, our entire immunity from severe

frost-bites was in strong contrast with the second Expedition,

where there were some thirty cases of seriously frost-bitten feet

;

and this fact affords most satisfactory proof of the greater efficiency

of the men’s clothing.

Before taking leave of these spring parties, let us glance at them

on the march, and notice the amount ofwork accomplished by those

we have already alluded to.

During the month of April, the snow is hard, and favourable for

travelling, but the winds are, of course, still very cold ; and if at

all fresh, frost-bites are almost constantly playing about the men’s

faces. Thirst is also a good deal complained of. May differs in

being milder : the sun is now constantly up ; snow-blindness is

more frequent than frost-hites, and, to avoid it as much as possible,

the travellers sleep by day, and march by night. Some fresh snow

falls, and therefore, although the sledges are lighter, the labour of

dragging is scarcely diminished. Between the old frost-bites, the

keen winds, and strong sun, all faces are badly blistered ; most

noses are absolutely raw, and, finger-tips quite callous from frequent,

though slight, frost-bites. Early in June, a few Eider ducks, gulls,

and ptarmigan appear. As the month advances, the snow becomes

very soft. Soon the thaw bursts forth ; the land is rendered im-

passable by innumerable streamlets ; the sea-ice is flooded, and the

whole aspect of nature has suddenlj' changed.

Matters now look serious.] But frost-bites are things of the past

;

even snow-blindness is less troublesome, and the abundance of

water is an unspeakable relief. Those who have soap are now
tempted to use it! This, however, is the season for rheumatic

pains, consequent upon the daily march through ice-cold water.

It is well to avoid such late travelling as this.

The travellers return with prodigious appetites
;
they weigh

on an average 12 lbs. less than when they set out; they are

reduced in strength as well as in flesh, yet they can walk for

hours without fatigue ; their sight for distant objects is much
more keen, and their powers of observation of external objects,

such as traces of men or animals, &c., much sharpened by exer-
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cise ; in fact, they have advanced a stage towards the condition

of the North American Indian.

The nine sledge parties employed in the spring of 1853, from

the Resolute and Intrepid, accomplished in the aggregate 7000

miles, and discovered and explored ahont 1800 miles of coast-line.

This single spring season’s travelling may he taken as a suitable

basis for calculating what possible amormt of work may be per-

formed by the ont-going Arctic Expedition, provided that all the

circumstances prove to be somewhat similar.

In the spring operations alluded to. Captain Nares took a share,

and played his part well, giving proofs of those high qualities,

which have since home such good fruit, and which so amply

justify his translation from one very interesting and important

command, to another stOI more important, more difficult, perhaps

the most difficult to which a commander could aspire.

In the Government Searching Expeditions we gained no experience

of snow-houses, and but little of sledging with dogs, yet that little

was sufficient to convince us of their value. For instance, during

the spring of 1854, our only team of dogs was kept constantly at

work, and, without counting occasional short trips, they accom-

plished, in sixty days’ travelling, 1830 miles, affording an average

rate of 30 miles, their sledge on the whole being rather lightly

laden. On several occasions they performed the distance of 60

miles between the Assistance and North Star, in from twenty to

twenty-four hours.

The Government having finally abandoned the search. Lady
Franklin nobly determined to make one more effort, and in 1857

she sent out the little Fox under mj’ command.

As our entire crew numbered only twenty-four souls, the employ-

ment of dogs now became a necessity
;
accordingly twenty-four were

embarked. In the spring of 1859 we sent out from the Fox
three separate divisions of search, each consisting of six men and

six or seven dogs
;
each division accomplished about 1000 miles of

distance, and men and dogs worked harmoniously together for the

lengthened period of nearly eighty days.

Dog-driving is so well-knoum that but little need be said here
about it. Sometimes there was a little delay at starting, the
dogs not allowing themselves to be caught and harnessed. Their
harness consists of a few strips of canvas, and a single trace
of about 12 feet long, the leading dog having a longer trace
than the rest. Once started they are guided by the whip, which
the driver should be able to use effectively with either hand. As
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the dogs on each flank are most exposed to its influence, there is a

continual striving to get into the middle, by jumping over each

other’s backs, so that it is often necessary to halt, pull off one’s mitts,

and, at the risk of frozen fingers, disentangle the traces, which have

become quite plaited up together. When a dog feels the lash, he

usually bites his neighbour, who bites the next dog, and a general

fight and howling begin. The lash is no longer of any avail, and

the driver is compelled to restore order with the handle of his whip.

The journey is then more briskly continued for a little time, and

so on throughout the march, until at length camping time ariives.

The moment our weary dogs were allowed to cease dragging,

they fell asleep, and remained motionless, until the cook for the day

commenced chopping-up the pemmican, or the dog’s meat. At the

first sound of his axe they would spring up and surround him
like so many famished wolves, darting upon any splinters of meat

which flew off, or watching an opportunity to steal some pieces.

Besides this severe trial of the cook’s temper, more of his time

was spent in chopping at the dogs than in chopping up the

frozen supper. ^Ve were careful not to feed the dogs until an

hour after halting; when that time arrived, their food (com-

monly frozen seal’s or bear’s flesh) was strewed over the snow,

and trampled into it, before the rusA for supper, so as to enable

the weak ones to secure an equal share with the strong. I think

this was the only care we found it necessary to bestow upon
them. We were, of course, obliged to take numberless precautions

against them, removing out of their reach anything which they

could eat or gnaw.

Dogs are most useful when dispatch is required, or when the

temperature is so low that it is undesirable to expose more men
than is absolutely necessary. Two men, with a good team of a

dozen dogs, can travel with astonishing speed ; the men securing

themselves each night against frost-bite in a small snow-hut or

burrow, when they can find a sufiBcient depth of snow to do so, but

this is by no means always the case on sea-ice at a distance from

the land. In this manner I made a journey of twenty-five days,

with fifteen dogs, a driver, and an interpreter. We started on

the 17th of February, and accomplished 420 miles
;
the temperature,

which was sometimes as low as —48”, averaged —30° throughout.

Snow-huts were built each night, although we were very slow and
clumsy masons, requiring an hour and a half, instead of from one

half to three-quarters of an hour, to house ourselves. My dog-

driver, whose previous experience had taught him what luxuries

this mode of travelling was capable of, used to sleep warmly
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enougli, with, one dog at his hack and another at his feet ! An
Esquimaux dog is more remarkable for the thickness of his fur

than for anything else. He has a broad head and chest, keen

scent, and strong dislike to the water. Our largest and best dogs

measured 23 inches high at the shoulders, and weighed about

70 lbs. when in fair condition. Two dogs require the same weight

of food as one man, and they will draw a man’s full load for about

one-fourth a greater distance than the man would. If both man
and dogs are but lightly laden, the dogs will almost double the

distance which the man could do.

I have now completed my brief outline of Arctic sledging opera-

tions, down to the return of the Fox, the last of the English expe-

ditions.

All the experience gained in that memorable series of voyages

between 1818 and 1859 has been brought to bear upon the equip-

ment of the Expedition of 1875, and it is further intended that

.dogs and snow-huts should be used to a considerable extent.

As on former occasions, so now also, upon the persistency of

their efforts in sledging will mainly depend the amount of their

success.

To sledging we are indebted for almost aU our modem Arctic-

achievements.

To it we confidently look, as a means of escape where neither

ships nor boats would avail. And here, permit me to quote from a

paper which I wrote some years ago :

—

“ It is now a comparatively easy' matter to start with six or eight

men, and six or seven weeks’ provisions, and to travel some 600

miles across snowy wastes, and frozen seas, from which no suste-

nance can be obtained. There is now no known position, however

remote, that a well-equipped crew could not effect their escape

from, by their own unaided efforts.”

I had the great satisfaction of learning from Lieutenant Payer,

when he recently visited this country, that these words of mine

afforded very great encouragement to him and his companions,

when their ship became inextricably beset, and when she was

finally abandoned in the 80th parallel of latitude.

To sledging we owe many thousand miles of coast-line disco-

vered and explored. And, finally, the recovery of the sad, but
glorious, record of the heroic deeds of Franklin’s Expedition.

And to sledging we shall owe the principal share of whatever work
may be accomplished by the brave men who have now gone out.

What their measure of success may be, none dare predict.
The public mind, perhaps unaware of the formidable difficulties
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which surround it, points to the crowning glory of reaching the

Korth Pole—that goal of so much ambition and endeavour.

This consummation is possible, and may the high distinction be

theirs ! But it is only fair to state, that so little practical improve-

ment could he effected in the equipment of travelling parties, that

we cannot reasonably expect that the sledging exploits of 1853 and

1854 will he eclipsed by those of 1875.

However, what has been done will he done again, if the state of

the ice is at all similar ; but of this we are, of course, uncertain.

This is a grave uncertainty. We know that an open sea has been

found at no great distance off the Siberian coast ;
and that it rendered

nugatory all Wrangell’s attempts to sledge northwards. Yet it is

worthy of remark that Wrangell was one of the first, if not the very

first person, to suggest an attempt to reach the Pole &om Smith

Sound.

Ho reliable indications of a similar state of things to that which
he experienced off Siberia has been found anywhere northward of

the islands and shores of America. We have occasionally been

startled by announcements of open water; but a little further

exploration has proved these iceless spaces, or Polynias, to be verj"

limited in extent, and solely due to local and apparent causes, such

as currents or tides, and they have only been found in straits, and
not to seaward of an open coast-line.

Captain Hares has this advantage over Wrangell, that he is

provided with boats fit to navigate a partially iceless sea, should

his sledging be interrupted by water. How, we know that the

failure of Parry’s attempt to reach the Horth Pole in 1827, was
largely due to the great weight of his boats, and the consequent

difficulty of dragging them over the ice. This error we have

attempted to correct, by supplying boats of considerably less than

half the weight of Parry’s.

But Arctic explorers are well aware that there is one condition

which bars all progress: and that is—ice which is too thin to

sledge over.

Let us hope that our explorers may not meet with any such

insuperable difficulty.

We know full well that ordinary obstructions will but strengthen

their determination to solve the great geographical problem com-

mitted to them ; and we have the satisfaction of knowing that this

national undertaking could not be placed in abler hands. They
will carry with them the assurance that they have not only our

heartiest wishes for their success, but our entire confidence in their

resolute endeavours to deserve it.
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Admiral SicEichabd Collkson said, when the expedition in which he was
engaged left England in 1850 they had the advantage of the experience gained np
to 1849 ;

hut as they did not return until 1855 they could not profit by the im-

provements made in the intervening years, and were thrown upon their own re-

sources. They never enjoyed the pleasure of scudding under easy sail over the

ice, or the luxury of driving fourteen-in-hand. Three of the Eskimo dogs were

embarked as the ship passed through Behring Straits, and others were subse-

quently purchased from the Esquimaux. It was our habit to harness three

dogs next to the sleigh, and then to man the drag-ropes in front of them. StiU

they got through a great deal of work—in a great measure owing to the assist-

ance they had from dogs. They became so attached to the ship, that when
the ice broke up, and they could not get on board in any oftier way, they

would go round for miles so as to get on the pack on the opposite side, and

so reach the vessel. On one occasion, in travelling up the Victoria Strait, and

the thirteenth day of absence from the ship, they were aroused by the dogs

giving tongue. The disturbance was caused by the presence of a bear, and
the party set off in chase, hut were unable to overtake him. When they

returned to the sledge, they found that a favourite dog was missing. They
waited some time, but at last had to go on without him. In the middle of

the next night, however, the dog overtook them. In aU. probability he had
chased the bear, and brought him to hay, and stuck by him, hoping that the

party would come up
;
but eventually 1^ to abandon the bear, and had the

sagacity to follow the new track of the sledge instead of that which led hack
to the ship. When he returned, nothing would satisfy him hut to enter the

tent and salute every one. He believed great things would be accomplished

by the new Expedition
;
but still, as Sir Leopold M'Clintock had sai^ diffi-

culties might he encountered which would prevent the attainment of the grand
success which was hoped for. All that could he done, however, would be

done by Captain Hares and his men. As Captain Allen Young, who was
about to leave England on an independent private expedition, had left the

meeting, he would state, for the information of the Society, that it was the

intention of Captain Young first to follow (according to arrangement with
Captain Hares) the track of the Alert and Discovery as far as the Carey
Islands, where he would leave letters for the Expedition, and then endeavour

to penetrate westward. Whether he would follow his own former track when
serving with Sir Leopold M'Clintock in the Fox, or that of the Erehus and
Terrw, must depend upon the state of the ice. The Brehus and Terror got

from Beachy Island to Vict^a Strait in one season
;
but in attempting to pass

through that strait they were blocked by the ice, and remained there for 18
months, until the ships were abandoned. If Sir John Franklin had known
that King William’s Land was an island, instead of attempting to get through
Victoria Strait, he would have followed the Boothia shore-line, and so got

out. He hoped the Pandora would he able to do that
;
and when it is remem-

bered that Dr. Rae in his boat coming from the westward reached a point on
the opposite side of Victoria Strait, in the same latitude that the Erebus and
Terror were abandoned, and that the Enterprise wintered at Cambridge Bay, it

would be seen that there was but a very short distance more to accomplish
the whole passage. Ice-navigation was so uncertain that it would be an im-
propriety to hold out any very great hope, but he saw no reason why the
Pandora should not accomplish the Horth-West Passage in one season.

Dr. E.ve said he had listened with great pleasure to the admirable paper
that had been read. The wonderful way in which Sir Leopold M'Clintock
carried out the expedition in the Fox, showed an indomitable courage and
energy which must be the admiration of everyone. He, however, differ^ from
Sir Leopold as to the kind of sledge best adapted for Arctic work. He tried
the runner-sledges in 1847, and made a journey of more than 700 miles

;
hut
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on the second journey of 590 miles the ice was so rough that no sledges could be

used, and everything bad to he carried. He had brought with him to the meet-
ing a rough sketch of the sledge which he considered best adapted to the work.
Flat-bottomed sledges were used in the large lakes, such as Superior, Wiunipeo:,

and Bear Lake ; hut in the spring those lakes were covered with water, and
therefore, when a sledge had a load of fine furs, the eargo must he so raised

that the water could not reach it. Dr. Rae then described, with the aid of

diagrams which he exhibited, the formation of his tlat-bottomed sledge. It

could not sink, he said, more than an inch or two, for the moment the snow
got beyond the runners the whole of the flat body of the sledge rested on the

snow. The runners were shod with steel and rounded off, so that the friction

was extremely small. He was delighted to hear that the new Expedition
would have recourse to snow-houses, which would enable them to reduce the

weight on the sledges, there being no tents to carry, and less bedding. The
sailois might soon learn to build .snow-houses nearly as quickly as the Esqui-
maux. In crossing land the flat-hottomed sledge would he found of great

advantage. The long journey made by the late Lieutenant Mecham was
excellent, hut he had the advantage of four or five depots, tvith provisions, each
way homeward aud outward on the route. The great difficulty was the carry-

ing provisions for the whole journey. When Sir Leopold M‘Clintock was out
105 days, he also had some advantages, for he killed as many musk-oxen and
deer as he liked, the marrow of which would give fuel, whilst the flesh gave
food.

Admiral OirMAjrxET expressed his admiration at the able way in which Sir

Leopold had treated his subject
;
as they had served together in the Franklin

Search, he had nothing more to add on the subject of sledge-travelling, ^ fully

described in tlie paper. He (Sir Leopwld) had, however, omitted to mention
one of the great feats which he iierformed in 1S51, vhen he made a journey
of 900 miles in eighty days, aud settled the question as to whether or not
Sir John Franklin had wintered in Melville Island. He himself (Admiral
Ommanney) was at the same time away from the ship for sixty days, and
they both returned without any reduction in their size, and better in'health
than when they staited. Even if Captain iSares only equalled what had been
done before, during the search after Franklin, he would explore a great deal of
the hitherto unknown -Polar region. Xo fear was to be apprehended about the
safety of the Expedition; and even if the Pole were not reached, he should be
satisfied if Captain Xares came round the north of Greenland and returned to

England by the East co.ast. 2Co Expedition had ever left this country so jier-

fectly equipped, and no finer sailors had ever visiBd the Arctic regions.

Admiral RichaeDs said it would he much to be regretted if an impression
was allowed to go abroad that the Expiedition had not been pcrfectl}' equippied
as regards the sledging operations. Due credit must always be accorded to the
officers of the Hudson Bay Company for the extraordinary journey they had
performed, both in the ordinary routine of their duties and in the search for

Franklin
;
and, no doubt, they adopted the kind of sledge and other equip-

ment which their long experience taught them was best suited to their require-
ments

;
hut their mode of travelling differed in many respects frtm that in-

separable from Jsaval Expeditions. The former were mostly perfurmed over
laud-snow, while the latter were almost exclusively confined to the frozen sea,

and over every condition of ice—from smooth to rugged, and from rugged to
the heaped-up pack frequently over 20 feet high; and the strongest possible
discri[ition ol sledge frequently gave way over the heavy ground it had to

encounter. As to snuw-lioiiscs, it must be reniemhered that ont cf the maxi-
muru period when travelling w.is possible, about 120 days, nearly one-third of
the time the floe was hare of snow, and in its place a foot or 18 inches of water
frequently prevailed, under which circumstances it would be difficult to con-
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struct snow-liouses. Tents, therefore, which weighed something less than 40
pounds were invariably adopted by the Xaval Expeditions. Of course, many
present could not be expected to understand the detail of Arctic travelling, or

to be able to judge between the rival pirns of the Hudson Bay ofEcers and
the Navy. It was all the more necessary, therefore, that distinct and unmis-
takable opinions should he given by those who have had the benefit of experi-

ence. It must be borne in mind that Arctic travelling is not in its infancy,

but was brought to perfection more than 20 years ago. It was not to be ex-

pected, nor can it be hoped, that the present Expedition will perform greater

feats of travelling than their predecessors, nor is it necessary they should to

ensure entire success. In his opinion, everything connected with the equip-

ment of the present Expedition was as nearly perfect as it possibly could be,

and if any one part of it was more perfect than another, it was undoubtedly
the travelling equipment.

Sir Leopold M'Clixiock, in reply, said Dr. Eae and himself had talked

over the details to which Dr. Rae had alluded, twenty years ago, and they w ere

thoroughly acquainted with each other’s views. If Dr. Eae had really and
sincerely felt that he could have aided the Arctic Expedition by his diagrams
and jilans, he undoubtedly would have exhibited them before the vessels

started. The method of utilizing a fiat sledge for travelling over flooded ice,

by raising its cargo a foot or 14 inches in order to keep it dry, was a very
good makeshift, hut nothing more ; it would be topheavy, and upset the moment
it attempted to move over hummocks. No Government Expedition had ever

left this country ivithout being provided with flat sledges, and abundant oppor-
tunity had been afforded of testing them, hut they had been invariably discarded.

He had taken them with him, and had found that when the cargo was on them
they rolled over when they came tohummocky ice. Everyone could understand
that for ice of any kind it was better to have steel runners, after the fashion of

skates. If they trusted to Dr. Eae’s flat sledges, and when 300 or 400 miles from
the ships the provisions were upset, wetted, and spoiled, it would be unpleasant,

to say the least of it. He himself had travelled nearly 5000 miles with sledges,

and nearly 50,000 miles of sledging had been accomplished by the different

-kretic Expeditions
;
there had been great competition among the leaders, each

striving to invent something new, and it had been found that by grouping the
men together better work was done th.rn when small sledges, with only one or

two men, were used. The longer the sledge the more easily it travelled, on
the same principle that a large wheel would run more easily than a small one.

Formerly sledges were only 10 feet long, but now they were made 14 feet
; and

for one description of work, namely, attempting to cross fissures and glaciers,

they had IG-leet sledges. It would puzzle even Dr. Eae himself to cairv a
20-feet boat to the Bole on a flat sledge

;
it was necessary to have large and

wide sledges. The -Arctic Expedition which had just started had sledces of
different lengths : 16-feet

;
14-feet (in which he hoped the Pule would be

reached)
;
11-feet, to be drawn by seven men, and to do the great hulk of the

work; 8-feet, for carrying dispatches, to be drawn by dogs; and 6 -feet, or
satellite sledges. His object in building these small ones was to enable the
naturalists, with very little assistance, to drag their own specimens. He had
used snow-houses in the Fox Expedition, and made it a part of the exercise
during the winter to build them. He found that parties of four men each could
hut themselves in about thirty-five minutes, under favourable circumstances

;

but the further north the Exjiedition went, and the further from the shore a
piarty was, the less Irequeutly was snow met with suited for building these
houses. A tent to enclose eight men weighed only about 40 lbs., which was
a mere trifle. It was Cirptain Nares’ intention to make snow-huts wherever
he considered it advisable, and he had been provided with snow-knives and
saws, and everj’thing necessary lor the purpose. If a depot were formed, say
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ICO miles from tlie ship, a series of snow-huts would be built between the two,

so as to obviate the necessity, in such a case, of carrying tents.

Dr. I!ab asked permission to make a few further remarks. The sledge he

had described was nearly 2 feet broad, and would not turn over as Sir Leopold

asserted. If a man walked at the head of it he could prevent its turning over,

and could keep it as steady as was necessary. In 1851 he travelled in a flat

sledge only 14 inches wide, near the Coppermine River, where there was deep

water, and got along very comfortably. These sledges had iron runners on them,

which would work on hard snow or ice, but the moment they came to soft

snow the flat part or the sledge prevented it from sinking.

Air. Dallas asked what was the part of the Arctic Region in which the

greatest cold occurred ? He had spent several years in North America far to

the south of the Arctic Circle, but the extreme cold there was not much less

than the greatest he had heard of within the Polar Zone. Admiral Collinson

had expressed an opinion that the greatest cold would be found near the

Alagnetic Pole.

Admiral Sir R. Collinsox replied that the winter spent by the Enterprise

in Cambridge Bay was colder than the winter spent by Sir E, Belcher and
Captain Kellett, who were from 4° to 6^ further to the north. There could

he no doubt that an impression did prevail that the neighbourhood of the

Magnetic Pole had some influence upon the temperature, but that was the

result of only one year’s observation.

The Peesidext, in concluding the proceedings, said these discussions with
regard to sledge-travelling were of very great interest, because it was ujxm
sledge-travelbng that the success of the new Expedition mainly depended.

There was no very determinate scientific advantage to be gained by reaching

the Pole, though there was a certain popular sentiment with regard to that

object, and no doubt the nation would be very much disappointed if the Pole

were not leached. It was evident that if the expeditions which Sir Leopold
M'Clintock had described had been directed northwards, instead of east and
west, the Pole would have been reached. From the jxiint where Captain
Nares hoped to winter in 82’ x., it was only 480 geographical miles to the

Pole
;
and at the rate at which Lieutenant Alecham travelled, the journey

would only occupy from 25 to 30 days. The great object of the Expedition

was to run as far north as possible, and to establish depots along the route,

so that the intervals over which sledge parties would have to carry their own
provisions might he as small as possible. If such depots could be formed

halfway between 82’ x. and the Pole, there could be no doubt that the

remainder of the distance could re.adily be accomplished. At the same time

this was not the essential scientific object in view. All would be very much
delighted if the Pole were reached, but even if it were not, there could be but

little doubt that many valuable scientific results would be attained, which
would be intrinsically of much greater importance. Admiral Collinson, when
alluding to Captain Allen Young's Expedition, omitted to mention that along

the coast there was an inexhaustible supply of drift-wood for fuel. The
Pandora is a steamer

; and if she could once reach the coast, this drift-wood

would, no doubt, enable her to run to Behring Straits within the month. Of
course, it would be impossible for her to carry coal sufficient for the whole
voyage; hut availing himself of the natural supply of drift-wood, Captain
Allen Y'oimg might very possibly be the first officer to iieiform the entire

North-West Passage from Baffin Bay to Behring Straits. All present must
wish him success in his attempt.

2 K 2
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Electioiv's .—Edward Blount, Esq., c.b. ;
Henry Bond, Esq. ; Frank

BucMey, Esq.; Hon. Guy Ciifhhert Baicnay ; J. M. Bunn, Esq.;

Colonel Hon. W. Feilding ; Right Hon. Sir James Fergusson, Bart.;

Henry Jenhin Gctto, Esq. ; Captain J. Tyndale Greenfield, e.a. ; Staff-

Commander Thomas A. Hull, e.x.; John William Hughes, Esq. ; Rev. F.

Charles Jagg ; Lieut. F. George Innes Lillingston, e.x. ; Athol Maudslay,

Esq.; Earl of Mayo; John Edmund Middleton, Esq.; Baniel Louis

Mundy, Esq.; Charles Orred, Esq.; Yiee-Consid Phillips (Kertch);

John Charles A. Scott, Esq. ; Edncard M. Warden, Esq. ; Frederich

Youle, Esq.; Edmund Coates, Esq.; Captain H. H. Hamilton Walshe
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C. L. Welib, Esq. ; H. G. Tates, Esq. ; J. R. Madan, Esq.

Dosatioxs to the Library from Juati 14th to June 28th,

1875.—U. S. Hydrographic Office, Xo. 54. Deep-sea Soundings

in the Xorth Pacific Ocean, obtained in the Lnited States steamer

Tiiscarora, Commander G. E. Belknap. AVashington, 1874 (Com-

modore R. H. Wyman). Geographic TtaYcls in Central Australia,

from 1872-74; by Ernest Giles. Map, 8yo. Melbourne, 1875 (Author,

per Ferd. Yon Mueller). Sixth Supplement to the papers on the

Eastern and Xorthem extension of the Gulf Stream, published by

the F. S. Hydrographic Office. Map, April 1875 (Commodore R. H.

Wyman). Description de I’Egypte contenant plusieurs remarques

curieuses sur la Geographie ancienne et moderne de ce Pais, &c.,

composee sur les memoires de M. de Maillet
;
par M. I’Abbe Le

Alasciiel. Maps and plans. 4to. Paris, 1735 (S. M. Brach, Esq.).

Eaiubles in Istiia, Dalmatia, and Montenegro; by E. H. E. Svo.

1875 (E. H. de Ricci, Esq.). Queen Charlotte Islands, a narrative

of Discovery and Adventure in the X'orth Pacific
;
by Francis

Poole. Edited by J. H. Ljuidon. 8vo. Maps and plans. 1872

(Autlm-). Hiawatha, the story of the Iroquois Sage, in Prose and

Verse. 12mo. Xew York,1873 (Anon., per R. H. Major, Esq.). Xaeh
den A’ictoriafallen des Zambesi; von Edward Mohr. 8vo. Maps
and plans. 2 vols. Leipzig, 1875 (Aartor). Les Spheres terrestre

et celeste de Gerard Mercator (1541 et 1551), note publiee a I’occa-

siun de la reproduction de ces spheres a I’aide de fac-simile de

liurs fuseaux originaux, graves par Alercator et conserves a la

bibliotheqne royale a Bruxelles; par J. van Eaemdouck. 8vo.

St. Xicolas, 1875 (Author). Storia del Cristiauesimo nell’lmpero
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Bannano, preceduto dalle Xotizie del Paese ;
scritta dal P. Luigi

Gallo. 12mo. Milano, 1862 (3 vols, forming vols. xviii. xix. and

XX. of the Collezione di Yite dei piu distinti Eeligio&i della con-

gi'egazione dei chierici EE. di S. Paoli detti Barnabiti) (Colonel

H. Yule, C.B.). Missione al Gran Mogor del P. Eidolfo Aquaviva della

Compagnia di Gesii, Sua Tita e Morte ; dal P. Daniello Bartoli. 8vo.

Piacenza, 1819 (Colonel H. Yule, c.b.). Della Yita diMonsignor Gio

Maria Percoto, Missionario ne ‘ Eegni di Ava e di Pegu ;

’ dal P. D.

Michelangelo Gritfini. Plans. 4to, Udine, 1781 (Colonel Yule).

Department of the Interior Bulletin of the United States Geological

and Geographical Survey of the Territories, Xo. 4, 2nd series.

8vo. "Washington, 1875 (Dr. F. V. Hayden). And the eurient

issues of corresponding Societie.s, &c.

DoXATIOXS to the MaP-EOOJI sixes THE LAST Meetixg of 14 th

Jhxe, 1875.—A Sketch-Map of South Africa, showing the Seven

Electoral Provinces of the Cape Colony ; by C. E. Solomons (G. Street.

Esq.). Karte des Ober-Eugadin nnd des Bernina Gebirges, Ac.;

by J. M. Ziegler (Author).

At the commencement of the proceedings. Admiral Sir Pi. Collixsox, at

the invitation of the President, read the following extract of a letter from Sir

Leopold M'Clintock relating to the departure of the Pandora (under the

command of Captain Allen Young) for the Arctic Piegions :

—

“ The Pandora came alongside the dockyard on Friday evening [June 25j,

and we all went on board of her on Saturday. She sailed for Cowes the same
afternoon, and on leaving the wharf she was cheered by the spectators. The
cheer was taken up by the ships in the harbour—the For, the Duke of Wel-
lington, and the tit. Vincent. 1 am sure it w.ts a.s gratifying as it was
unexpected by Young. The Pandora appeared to be very well fitted, and
amply provided with everj'thing for 18 months.
“ Young brought Esi|uimaux Joe and a chart to my house, and put him

through a series of questions about his journey with Hall to King William's

Land. Admiral Pilchards and Mr. Leigh Smith were also present. I think

Joe is both intelligent and truthful.’’

The first Paper of the evening was

—

I. Journey across the Western Interior of Australia. By Johx Foerest.

Mr. Forrest spoke as follows :—
desire this evening will be to give you a shoz’t account of my

last exploration acro,is the avestern half of Australia, from Champion
Bay on the w-est coast to the Overland Telegraph Line between
Adelaide and Port Darwin,—a distance in a straight line of about

1400 inile.s, but in the avay we were obliged to go of about 2000

miles.
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Witli, however, &uch a fine map near me of Australia, I cannot

resist the temptation of pointing out to you my previous journeys

in Australia, which will occupy hut a few minutes.

In 1869 I was selected hy the Government of Western Australia

to command an expedition to the eastward, the main object being

to test the accuracy of the reports of natives that white men had

been murdered many years before, and that their remains were

still in existence. People naturally supposed they must have been

the remains of Dr. Leichhardt or some of his party, who left the

eastern coast of Australia in 1 848 and had never since been heard

of. We reached lat. 28^ 41' s. and long. 122^ 50' e., but were un-

able to find any trace of the reported remains, and set the public

mind at rest on the question. A considerable extent of good

country was discovered, but a larger portion was so densely

wooded with acacia and low scrub as to be of little use. Extensive

inland salt-marshes were met with ; the largest being Lake Barlee,

which you see on the map.

In the following year, 1870, the Governor of our colony, his

Excellency Governor Weld, conceived the idea of opening up an

overland route to South Australia, and I was requested to organise

and command an expedition for that purpose. Although Mr. Ejue

had travelled along the coast (round the great Bight) in 1841, very

little was known of the country inland, in fact nothing at all.

His map only showed Elinders’ coast-line, and the chief remarks

were such notes as these;—“Here the party were obliged to

abandon a horse.” “Here they were obliged to abandon every-

thing;.” “ Here thev had to kill a horse for food.” “ Here the overseer

was murdered,” Ac. So little, indeed, was known that it was not

believed that there were no rivers running into the great Australian

Bight ;
and it was even suggested that Mr. Eyre, having to travel

at night, might have crossed the sandy bars without seeing them.

All this was set at rest for ever by our expedition. We escaped most
of the difficulties experienced by Mr. Eyre, and benefited greatly

by the water marked on his chart, which we found in the positions

described by him. jAlthough there was little rain we were enabled

to examine the country a considerable distance inland, and in five

months reached Adelaide without losing a horse, a distance of 2000
miles. The result of this expedition has been that much of the
country about Eucla has been occupied, and a telegraph line now
is in course of construction, along our route and with my map fur

a guide, from King George’s Sound to Adelaide, thereby connecting
M estern Australia with the telegraph systems of the world.
Having said these few words in explanation of my previous
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experience in exploration, I will try and give you a sliort account

of my last and most arduous one. After considerable difficulty,

and chiefly again by the support of Governor Weld, I was enabled

to collect funds to equip this expedition ; and on the 1st April,

1874, left Champion Bay, -with my brother as second in command,

and t^wo -white and tt\'o black men, with twenty-one horses and

six months’ pro-visions. Our instructions were to follow up the

Murchison to its source, and to examine the counti-y along the

watershed of the rivers running to the north-we.^t coast, and

finally, if I thought it expedient, attempt to cross the unknown
interior to the Telegraph Line. Just before leaving we heard of

the success of the expedition under Colonel Warburton, whose route

appears on the plan before you. He had experienced great diffi-

culties and had been compelled to eat most of his camels. Before

leaving I received from the West Australian Government the

following short but graphic account of his expedition.

“ Surveyor-GeneraUs OtBce. Perth.
“ SiK, March, 27th. 1874.

“ The gist of all the information I have from Colonel Warburton
may be summed up in a few words.

“ Fjom the MacDonnell ranges in South Australia to the head of

the Oakover Eiver (which is about 150 miles from the coast), keeping
between the parallels of 20= and 22= south latitude, he traversed a

sterile country in which he states horses could not possibly- exist

;

they would starve, as they could not live on the stunted scrub and
herbage "which the camels managed to keep alive on.

The general character of the countiy seen was that of a high,

waterless, slightly undulating, sandy table-land, with, in some
parts, sand-dunes in ridges most harassing to traverse. There
was nothing visible in the way of watercourses in wliich water
could be retained; but they were successful in finding, at long
distances, sufficient to maintain themselves and their camels as they
fled, as it were, for their lives westward over the Sahara, which
appears to be in a great part a desolate wilderness, devoid of life or

of anything capable of sustaining life. Though this is a grim
picture put before you, I would not have you daunted

;
your task is

a different one, and one which all the colony is looking forward to

see successfully completed by you.

“ I have the honour to be, sir,

“ Your obedient servant,

“ 3I.4LC0LJI FR.iSEE, Surveyor-General.''

This report was not at all cheering, and I think most people.
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both in Western and South Australia, thought there was little

chance of our succeeding. Colonel Warhurton was the only one of

four explorers from South Australia that succeeded. Mr. Gosse,

Mr. Giles, and Mr. Eoss, having been defeated in attempting to

cross over to Perth. Two of the expeditions that failed were

supplied with camels, and therefore there was every reason for

supposing that we might fail, considering we only had a very

ordinary lot of horses.

When it is remembered that a horse in poor condition can

scarcely go more than a day without water, and when the sterility

of the spinifex desert is considered, the great advantage of the camel,

which can go from ten to fourteen days without water, can readily

be seen. Prom mj- experience of the Australian continent, and I

mate this statement carefully, I have no hesitation in saying that

with the camel there is little ditficulty in going anywhere.

On the Ist of April last year (perhaps not a very auspicious day

to start on) we left Champion Bay, as I said before. I was very

sanguine of being able to accomplish what 1 had undertaken, but

never expected to encounter such obstacles and difficulties as we
afterwards did. I had no idea of any such large extent of country

so utterly wretched. 'We reached Mount Hale, the farthest point

knovNTi on the Muichison Eiver, without mttch difficulty, and had a

very pleasant time until we reached the watershed of the river in

longitude 120’.

Travelling on, along grassy alluvial flats, with nice pools of

water here and there, with ducks numerous and kangaroos plen-

tiful, we thought we were going to have a splendid journey, and

little knew what was in store for us on the other side of the water-

shed. I had anticipated finding a river running to the east; but

when we arrived at the watershed, which I named the Kimberley

Eange, I found it was only a low- rise, with a few dry watercourses

leading from it, and, instead of a river running to the east, we had

not gone many miles before we entered a spinifex desert, which

lasted, without any break worth mentioning, for GOO miles.

Most of you present may have heard of the spinifex desert,

and I will try to explain what it is like. As far as you can see

in every direction stretch plain.s of apparently ripe com, which
is the grass or stalk growing out of the spinifex tufts. Sxtinife.x is

very sharp, and on that account is commonly called Porcupine
Grass : it is the Ftstuca irritans of botanists. The grass is very dis-

agreeable to w-alk through, and often makes the horses’ legs bleed ;

when dry, horses will not and cannot eat it
; the grass or stalk is

so dry, and entirely without nutriment. Day after day, week after
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week, and for montlis, we fought against it; and in this fearful

country, whichever way we turned, all was the same. A few grassy

valleys of very small extent were sometimes crossed. One of these,

in lat. 25°, long. 121° 21' e., in which we discovered a magnificent

spring, named by me the Weld Spring (after our Governor, who

has been such a great supporter of exploration), is a very delightful

spot. Abundance of water, game of every description, kangaroos

and emus numerous, and pigeons innumerable ; it certainly was a

delightful break in the feai-ful monotony of our journey, an oasis in

the desert. We were obliged to halt here three weeks, while we
searched for water ahead ; during the time we were attacked by fifty

or sixty armed natives, and were compelled to fire on them. There

were only four of us at camp when they attacked us. On two other

occasions during our joumej' we were attacked ; the first by about

twentj-, and the last by about a hundred natives. Each of the

three times we had to fire on them ;
and although some were

wounded, as far as we know, none were killed. We were now- in

the very heart of the desert
;
great care was necessary in moving

on, and our horses were getting very poor. Our course of pro-

cedure was as follows.

Myself and a native would leave camp where there was water,

and go ahead in search, lea'\-ing instrueiions for my bi'other to

follow with all the party, one, two, or thiee days after us, as we
thought expedient. Should we find water, we would rest until he

overtook us, as he would follow our horses’ tracks, and this would

save us the trouble and labour of returning to bring them on. On
the other hand, if we were unsuccessful, we had sutficient time to

return and meet them before they got into any serious difficulty.

On many occasi<ms we found enough for our own tw-o hoises, but

not sufficient fur the main body of the party.

Our daily life during the six months we were away from

civilization was as follows :—AVe had breakfast before daylight,

being awakened by the man on watch (one alwaj’s kept watch
regularly in turns, two hours each), tvho would have the tea made
if there was any water. At peep of day four of us went to collect

the horses, which were often a long way off, leaving two at camp
to pack up and get everything ready for saddling. As soon as the

horses weie all collected, we saddled up and continued on. M'e

had to walk in turns the whole 'way, as onr hoises were too poor to

carry us, the whole distance being nearly 20uU miles.

It ^vould serve no good purpose my giving you a more detailed

account of our troubles and labours in this miserable countrv

;

suffice it to say we got tbroiigh it by the middle of August, and
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sighted the hilly country ahead that had been formerly visited hy
3Ir. Gosse and Mr. Giles. Gp to this time we had only lost two of

our horses ; hut before we reached the Telegraph Line, owing to

heavy travelling and scarcely any food, our losses were six. One
poor old horse bore up wonderfully until within sight of the

Telegtaph Line, when he fell down and died in less than a minute :

he died in harness lihe a good soldier.

The season was one of such great drought that, as soon as I

got fairly on the tracks of the South Australian explorers, I deter-

mined to lose no time in reaching the settled districts. Iso rain

had fallen since Mr. Gosse was here the pi-evious year, and we had
considerable difficulty in manj- places, owing to the water being-

dried up, and our depending too much on expecting to be able to

stay where he had stayed. However, by continuallj- moving on,

we reached the Telegraph Line on the 27th September, and the

Peake Telegraph Station (which is 636 miles from Adelaide) on

the 30th.

IVe had about 60 lbs. of flour remaining, having finished every-

thing else, and had abandoned about 300 lbs. of flour besides all the

baggage we could possibly do without. "We had been living

chiefly on bread and water for about a month, except when we
were fortunate in shooting game.

All our troubles were now over: we travelled down slowly

towards Adelaide, and had quite a triumphal march all through

South Australia. At every town we were entertained at public

dinners and presented with congratulatory addresses
; and on our

arrival in Adelaide were honoured with a public reception, in

which more than 20,000 people took part.

On our return to M'estern Australia we were received with

much enthusiasm. Xo less than twenty addresses were presented

to us, and I can never forget the kindness and attention we
received.

Xatices .—I will now say a few words about the natives we met
with. They were very similar in habits and appearance to all

others I have seen in different parts of the interior of Australia.

They are entirely without clothing, and sleep with a tire on each

side of them, without any hut, unless in very wet weather, when
they make a very poor shelter with wood and thatched with grass.

There are a good many of them even in the worst spinifex country,
in which much wallaby exists. It may be thought by many that
there must be plenty of water where there are natives, but it is not
so. A native does not wash or cook with water : all he uses it for
is to drink

; therefore a small rock-cavitj', with say from 20 to IOC*
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gallons, will suffice a long while for a number of them, and they

cover it up to keep it from evaporating ; hut that quantity goes a

very little way with fifteen or twenty horses. The natives, again,

know every little waterhole and spring ; whereas we had to look for

it, and might sometimes pass it. I have no doubt, that there are no

parts of Australia, or scarcely any, that you could not travel over

easily if you knew every watering place ; but an explorer has to find

all these places, and hence the difficult}-. With us the guides to water

were the encampments of the natives, the tracks of emus and those

of the natives themselves ; the flight of birds, such as pigeons, espe-

cially in the evening, was also an indication. Emus, however, I

think, were our best guides, as they are birds which must have

water regularly. The natives sometimes go a long way away from

water, and get it from the roots of a species of Eucalyptus, called

dlallee Sciub. They choose the roots, break them in lengths of

about a foot, and stand them on end, when all the moisture drains

out into a wooden dish. The traveller meets with great heaps of

these roots, and it is a bad sign when in search of water.

I have made these few remarks to show that if the explorer does

not meet with water, it does not follow that there is none ; and also

that a native does not require much to satisfy him, and is very

unlike a horse in that respect.

Besulis of the Expedition.—I now beg to make a few remarks

regarding the character and capabilities of the country we tra-

velled over.

A great deal of the country from the west coast to the watershed

of the diurchison is admirably suited for pastoral settlement, and is

already being taken up and stocked
;
but after crossing the water-

shed as far as long. 128^ t., I do not think it will ever be of much
use. The whole of this immense tract is a slightly undulating

spinifex desert, and the prevailing ruck is the tertiary desert sand-

stone. From long. 128^ to the Telegraph Line the country is in

many places beautifully grassed, and most of it has been taken up
already by the South Australians. But, perhaps, the greatest

result of the expedition has been the addition to our geogra-

phical knowledge of the country. The western half of Australia

has now been traversed from east to west through the centre along

the 26 th parallel, and all theories as to the nature of the interior of

the vast continent are finally set at rest.

Future Exploration .—I will now venture a few words on the future

exploration of Australia. As you all see by the large map before

you, there is comparatively very little more to be done ; all the

geographical problems have now been finally solved, and the only
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remaining portion of interest is the small part in the north-west

comer from Eoehuck Bay to the Victoria Eiver. This would be a

very interesting expedition, as there are some fine rivers to be

examined, amongst them the ritzroy and the Glenelg. Ton would

be certain of having good country to travel through, and would most

probably accomplish all you would set out to do, viz., to examine

all the country to the west of the watershed of the rivers running

into the sea.

In my opinion, this is the only part of unexplored Australia

that is worth examining. I am soiry to see the energy of Mr.

Giles, under the auspices of Mr. Elder, of South Australia, almost

thrown away in examining the country between the explored

portions of South and Western Australia, keeping to the south

of lat. 30’.

As you can easily see by the map, there is scarcely any unknown
country there, and the character of it is tolerably well known ;

and

more especially when such a splendid and interesting field (though

of rather small limits) is to be found at the north-west.

Australian discovery has made very rapid strides within the last

few years, and I feel convinced the day is near at hand when the

whole of the available country of Australia will be occupied and

stocked.

Conclusion .—And now, Mr. President and Gentlemen, 1 must not

detain you longer. I have attempted to give you, in as short a

time as possible, a brief account of our journey, and I thank you

very much for giving me the opportunity. I can only add that, if

I have omitted anything, I shall be very glad to answer, as well

as 1 am able, any question that any of you wishes to put to me.

Sir G. IIowEX said that, bavin" been for eight years Governor of Qucc-ns-

hml, which occupies on the eastern co.ist of Australia a position similar to

that of Western Australia on the oppo->ite coast, no one could appreciate more
highly than lie did the service rendereil by Mr. Forrest to the colonies.

When he first went to Queensland some 500 miles of coast only were settled.

Le. from Brisbane to Ilockliampiton
;
but now a chain of flourishing settiemeiit.s

extended 1200 miles further, up to the Gulf of Carpentaria. Queensland evas

richer in coal, iron, and gold than Western Australia; but this latter colony
had also many advantages, and might ultimately attain the same success as

Queensland had ahead}" arrived at.

Mr. Leake (Speaker of the House of Kepreseutatives, Western Australia),

enumerating the important explorations in which Mr. Forrest had heeii

cugaeed, said that Ids first journey to Lake Bailee, in search of the remains
of white men reported to exist there, aiiil supposotl to ho those ot Leich-
hardt and ins paity, quite settled that question, and proved that Leichhardt
hael nut passed that neighbourhood. On his second exieditioii he accom-
plished the great feat of travelling from King George's Sound along the
coast of the Great Bight to South Australia. lu tliis, as in pievious
uudeitakings, he did Ins work well, and rendered gieat service to geography
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and to the colony. His discoveries had led to a large portion of the count ry

heiiig settled, and the neighbourhood of Eucla in the Bight tvas now largely

stocked, the only difficulty being the want of water
;
but no doubt, as in

other parts, permanent springs would be found when settlements were esta-

hli.sned. By his last expedition from Champion Bay to the Telegraph Line

at Peake Stffiion he had also done good and useful work. He had travelled

with his brother and four assistants, two of them being natives, and 21 horses,

right across the sandy desert, and thus accomplished a journey which had
scarcely ever been surpassed. The result of the expedition was to show that

nothing could be hoped for from the central districts. However, on the

boundary of the Telegraph Line of South Australia, and on the west coast

after leaving Champion Bay in a north-easterly direction, there was a large

quantity of good land, which was now being taken up, and afforded as fair a

held for settlement as any other in the colony, if people would only go'there

with energy and capital, and indeed lie believed West Australia might be
made to surpass both South Australia and Queensland. In the neighbourhood

of Champion Bay was the Murchison Eiver, and a little south of that the Irwin.

Tbs whole of that country was one mass of minerals, and sooner or later must
become very valuable. The district of Shark’s Bay abounded in pearls, many
thousand pounds’ worth being sent to England annually. The shell, however,
was not very valuable, the mother-of-pearl being so small; but further north,

near Exmouth Gulf and Micol Bay, the most magnificent pearls and pearl-

shells were found. These were collected principally by Malays employed by
colonists, the shell being worth upwards of 300/. a ton. The e.xports of West
-Australia had doubled duiing the last three years, and the imports had
increased proportionately. When Sir G. Bowen went to Queensland he found
only "Irf. ni the coffers of the Treasury there; but "West Australia, unlike

Queensland, had but a small debt, the total amounting to only 135,000/., and
there was money euoiiuh in the colonial chest at the present time to pay oft’

a very considerable portion of that sum if it was desirable to do so.

Mr. Toiikixsox said he had had the happiness on two occasions to assist in

receiving Mr. Forrest on his airival in South Australia after successfully

accomplishing his wonderful journeys. Mr. Forrest had not done justice to

his own merits, for he had not dilated upon the difficulties which he had to

face, and which he overcame. As a South Australian, he (Mr. Tomkinson)
Cuuld endorse all that Mr. Leake had .-tated with regard to the capabilities

of A’est Australia, and Mr. Forrest mented any distinction which tiie Royal
Geographical Society might think fit to confer upon him.

Mr. D.vixthee, refeiriiig to the desert sandstone which was so abunelaut in

tlie districts traversed by Air. Forrest, said he had seen tlie outliers of that

sandstone throughout a large part ot Queensland, aud he was satisfied that

during the Tertiary ei’och almost the whole ot that colony had been covered
with it. Had it not been fur the denudation caused by the rivers running
east and north, there could be no doubt that at the present time it wouki
still be a desert, similar to that passed over by Mr. Forrest.'*

* Mr. Daintree. having been interrupted by the entrance of the Sultan, has
communicated the following continuation of his remarks ;

—

‘‘ In my paper on the Geology of Queensland, published in vol. xxviii. No. Ill
of the Geological Society’s Joninal. at p. 275 X state that ‘all the available evi-
dence tends to show that this " Desert Sandstone’’ elid at one time cover nearly, if
not (juite, the whole of Australia.’ At p. 282. 1 again assert my belief that the
Uretaceous system, such as forms the jdains of the Flinders and Thompson in
Western Queensland, extends throughout the whole of Central Queensland to
’Western Australia, iirohahhj liiildcii. howteer, over lanje areas Inj desert sandstone.
'Hie explorations of Messrs. Forrest and Waibuiton have proved that these pro-
guostiLations weie correct, but that comparatively small oases of the underlying
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His Highness the Sultan of Zanzibar anil suite, accompanied Ly the
llev. Dr. George Percy Badger, Dr. .J. Kirk, H.B.H. Consul-Generai and
Political Agent, Zanzibar, and Clement HUl, Esq., entered the hall amid tiie

acclamations of the audience.

The visitors having taken their seats, the President spoke as follotvs :

—

“I have now the pleasure of introducing to the Society the Sultan of
Zanzibar. He has been an honoured guest everywhere in England, as vou
know, but in no place is he more welcome, I am sure, than in the Pioval

Geographical Society, he having been au Honorary Member of our Society for

several years, and having also on all occasions, whenever an opportunitv
I iccurred, conferred upon us very essential service in forwarding geographical
research. It was owing to his Highness’s assistance that we were able to send
our Belief and Search Expedition for Livingstone into the interior of Africa,

and on every occasion he has shown the utmost good will and energy in
assisting ns. I would only further remind you, ladies and gentlemen, that
the friendship of the Seyd's family with England i.s not a thing of j-esterdav.

It was in the first year of this century that Sir .John Alalcolm made his first

treaty with the grandfather of the present Sultan, and from that day to the
present, throughout the long fifty years of his father's reign, the' family

Alesozoic rocks are anywhere exposed along the tracks followed by them. Mr.
Forrest has examined the specimens of rock and photographic illustrations of the
desert sandstone in the Queensland Museum at South Kensington, and was struck
with the similarity of those passed over by him. I pointed out, in the geological
paper before alluded to, that it was simply a ma.tter of denudation as to w hat
aieas of rock other than desert sandstone would he found between Queensland
and Westem Australia, and therefore as to what areas would be found available
for pastoral settlement, or what mineral areas might be exposed. Tlie rich
Cretaceous plains of the Flinders, the valuable mining districts of the Gilbert,
Palmer, Charters, Towers, Eavenswood, and Cloncurry in Kortliern Queensland,
are only now available by reason of the removal of the desert sandstone by meteoric
influences. All are sharply bounded by cliffs of this inhospitable rock-system
and its accompanying spinifex. But what I would wish especially to call atten-
tion to, is the fact that extensive lava-flows have taken place in Queensland sub-
sequent to the desert-sandstone period; notably, the tract extending from the
Upper Burdekin to the Upper Flinders, a strip 200 miles long by SO broad,
afl'ording splendid pastoral country, well wuteied, and giving access to the Great
"Western Plains, which otherwise would have been almost inaccessible to the
East Coast, on account of the spinifex and poison-plant everywhere found on
the watershed between eastern and western waters. The hope of discovery of
any available country between Forrest and AVarburton’s tracks, and between AN'ar-

hiirton and the north-western cuast range, must therefore rest on the possibility
of the discovery of isolated tracts of volcanic country resting on the deseit sand-
stone, fur any extensive denud.ition seems out of the question

; and perhaps the
best clue to this would be examination of the native weapons which mav have
been collected on these expeditions, as the denser basalts are used for stone
tomahawks by natives where better material is not to be obtained. Even were
such tracts to be discovered, however, their isolation in such inhospitable couutrv
would be an insuperable bar to their profitable occupation

; and the-i-e seems
little doubt that Mr. Forrest’s opinion is the correct one, that the country
la-tween the west and north-west coast range of Australia and the Overland
Telegraph Line is useless for any purpose of settlement. Knowing the difficulties
attached to travelling over this miserable desert country, which JITviiilay savs
is fit only for ‘black fellows and wallalu,’ I can hc-artily endorse the opinion
.iust expressed by Mr. Tomkinson, that Mr. Forrest fully me; its any distinction
to which an explorer who, after enduring grc.it privations and hardships has
practically solved the problem of the phvsic.d character cf the interior of Aus-
tralia, is entitled.”
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has always hehared with the most unswerving loyalty to the British

Government. His Highness has shown the utmost desire not only to farther

the political interests of England, but also to protect trade ;
and latterly, as

you are aware, to facilitate the measures which we have thought it proper to

introduce for the suppression of the slave trade. On all these grounds his

Highness Seyd Burghash certainly deserves well of this country, and espe-

cially of the Society of which he is an Honorary Corresponding Member.
And let it be remembered that the Geographical Society is, I believe, the

only society in England which has the honour of having his Highness
enrolled amongst its members. I had hoped that Sir Battle Frere, who
was lately sent out by her Majesty as Envoy to his Highness, would have
been present

;
hut as he has been unavoidably detained, I will ask General

Eighy, who for many t’ears was Political Eesident at the Court of Zanzibar,

briefly to point out upon the map the bituation of that country and to

give you in a few words the result of his experiences.”

Genee-41, Eigby pointed out on the map the portion of East Africa ruled

over by the Sultan of Zanzibar. He said that it entirely depended upon the

good government of Zanzibar whether the interior of East Africa should be
civilised, and its trade opened or not. The Zanzibar dominions extended from
about N. to 10i° s. A number of large rivers flowed through it, such as

the Pangani, the Eufigi, the Juba, and others, and opened up communications
(vith the interior. Probably there was no part of the world that had a richer

soil or was better adapted for trade than the east coast of Africa, and it was
entirely owing to his Highness Seyd Burghash and his predecessors that this

coitntry was now settled and comparatively civilised. Its trade was increasing

and becoming of greater importance to Europe year by year. For many
staple articles of trade Europe now depended almost entirely on the Zanzibar
dominions. These dominions had the largest trade in ivory in the world

;

they supplied all the caniage-varnish gum-copal, of which there was an
inexhaustible supply, and almost the entire supply of cloves in the world came
from Zanzibar, although it was only recently that cloves had been grown
there. Before they were cultivated there, cloves cost from 2s. to 4s. per pound,
whereas now they could be bought lor id. or ad. Within the last ten or

fifteen years a vastly increasing trade has sprung up in gums, spices, sugar,

cotton, grain, and various other articles
;
in fact, there w.as no limit to the

production of the Zanzibar dominions. His Highness Seyd Burghash had
done all in his power to open up the country, and would still continue to do
so, to his own benefit and the benefit of the world.

Dr. Badges then read the following translation of the reply to the Pre-

sident’s greeting, which his Highness had placed in his hands :

—

“ Mr. President, my ladies, lords, and gentlemen,

—

“ Our gratification overflows at meeting this honourable assembly, and we
thank you heartily for the generous welcome which you have given us, and
which we ventured to anticipate from your famed coiu'tesy. We have heard
wonderful accounts of the proceedings of this Eoyal Society in all parts of
the world

;
hut we have also ourselves seen and known much, and learned

more, from our beloved friend, John Kirk, of its explorations of Eastern and
Central Africa, especially through their distinguished and indomitable
explorers. Burton, Speke, Grant, Livingstone, Stauley, and Cameron, who
braved many and great dangers in order to make known to the world «hat
was before unknown respecting the land of the Great Lakes, and who have
given us correct information of those parts which, albeit reckoned under our
rule, we knew little of except by untrustworthy report. There can be no
doubt that these researches will lead the way to many advantages, and v\ ill

result in the eventual civilisation of those large districts, and the extension of
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c'-.mmerce, to tlie "benefit of all concerned. In our little way we have cnfica-

voureil to forward these lesearches in th.e midst of ateat difficulties, which
I'.ave not always been appreciated. All we woiiid now say is, that we Lave
d'.ne what we could, and that by tin aid of tied in tiie first place, and next
ti.rough emulation of what we have seen in this country, stimulated thereto

also by what we see before us this evening, and particularly because we have
been honoured by having been made a member of this Eoyal Society, we
shall do our best, God helping us, to further its useful objects. Several

Arabian poets have dilated on the advantages of travel : and since our arrival

ill England we have been convinced of the truth of their statements. This
Society, by making generally known the peculiarities and productions of

different countries, together with the habits ami customs of their inhabitants,

mu.'t contribute largely to the instruction, the pleasure, and the benefit of

inaakind at large. AVe desire once more to reciprocate your kindly greeting,

ai.d to express towards you all whatsoever good will and happiness you have
expressed for us.’’

Dk. Kirk, addressing the jleeting at the invitation of the President, said he
could add hut little to General Rigby’s statement with repaid to Zanzibar,

but perhaps the ilceting might be anxious to know the latest accounts of the

travellers who had gone into the interior. Ko positive information had been
received for some time from cither Air. Stanley, or Lieutenant Cameron, but he
had no doubt they were advancing safely. Mr. Stanley, when his last letters,

were dispatched, bail reached Ugogo, and Lad gone to the north towards the
ATctoria Lalte. Lieutenant Cameron, when last he was heard of, had reached,

for the second time, the western shore of Tanganyika, whence he would follow

up Dr. Livingstone’s discoveries in the Alanyuema country, and if possible pass

down the Congo. From what was known ot his character and the admirable
way in which he had organised his expedition from Ujiji and conducted the
Liicnmnavigation of the lake, there was very little reason to doubt that he
Would accomplish his object. The Zanzibar mail had that day arrived, hut
iio mention was made of the exjilorers in his Highness's letters, and his

lliuhness therefore concluded that all was going well with them.
De. Badger said that his Hidmess desired him to say that all he had

heard about Lieutenant Cameron went to show that lie was received every-
uliCTe with great kindness by the pjeople, and was making his way famouMy.
Those who should hereafter be sent out by the Royal Geographical Society

f.'i- the exploration of Eastern Africa would always receive his Highness's best

assistance, for his wish was to consider England and. his own. dominions in

Africa as one anel the same country.

AIk. P. U. AIartix recomniendeil tliat an attempt should be made to open
up the internal cuminiinication of Eastern Africa by means of domesticated
elephants, which he thought would greatly contribute to the civilisation of

the country. That the Afiican elephant could be domesticated, was proved
by the fact that they had Ih-cii used by Hantnbal. He had Icaiut, upon the
;uitl ority of Professor Owen, that in some parts of Africa, in order to get the
ivory, the elephants were druen into the high grass, which was then set on
fire and the animals burnt to death. Ho was sure that, when the existence of
.such a practice was made known to him, his Plighness Would do all that lav
m his power to put an end to it.

Dr. Badger said he had translated the remarks of the last speaker to His
Highness, who said, “I should I'C extiemely thankful to anyboily w-hu will
come to Africa and show us the best way to catch and tame elephants."
The Pbesidext announced that, with a view to the utilization of the Indian

elephant in Central Africa, it hud just been decided by the Indian Government
lu present six thoroughly trained animals to his Higdiness the Khedive of
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Egypt, to be employed tvith. Coloael Gordoa’s Expedition. It was hoped that

by these means a way would be opened for the future domestication of the

more docile Indian elephant in Central Africa.

His Highness the Sultan being about to leave the meeting.

The President said : “ I now beg the Meeting by acclamation to allow me
to jjvesent their best wishes to his Highness, and to thank him very much for

liavdng done us the honour of attending our meeting on this occasion, and to

wish him God speed in his future journeys. He is about to leave London, and
very shortly he will leave England ; hut I am sure he will cany with him the
best wishes not only of the Eoyal Geographical Society, hut of the English
people, for his future success in the civilization of Eastern Africa.”

His Highness and suite then retired ; the audience all standing.

The following paper was then read by the author ;

—

2. Suramarij of Recent Ohservailons on Ocean Temperature made in

H.M.S. ‘ Challenger,’ and U.S.S. ‘ Tuscarora ; with their hearing

OH the Doctrine of a General Oceanic Circulation sustained hy

Difference of Temperature. By William B. Cap.pemtee, m.d., ll.d.,

Corresponding Member of the Institute of France.

IsTEODUtTlOX.

The Eeports on Deep Sea Temperatures sent home from Sydney
and Hong Kong by the ‘ Challenger ’ expedition, for copies of

which I am indebted to the kindness of the Hydrographer to the

Admiralty, afford additional data of much interest in their bearing

on the doctrine of a General Oceanic Circulation, which I have
been permitted on two previous occasions to bring before the Eoyal

Geographical Society. And as I find in these new facts a very

decided confirmation of that doctrine, I ventur e to believe that a

concise exposition of them wall not be unacceptable.

I have been further enabled, by the kindness of the Hydro-

grapher, to acquaint myself with the results of the Temperature-

observations recently taken in the Xorth Pacific by the U.S.S.

‘ Tuscarora.’ Of these results, obtained in an entirely new field of

enquiry, some, being in compilete and obvious accordance with the

doctrine, afford a further confirmation of it, whilst others appear

at first sight inconsistent wdth it. I propose, therefore, to present

a summary of the whole series, and then to enquire whether the

apparently antagonistic facts are not capable of being fairly ex-

plained in a manner quite consistent with the doctrine which the

others support. The correctness of the rationale I shall offer will

probably be tested by the more complete enquiries now being

carried on by the ‘ Challenger ’ in the Xorth Pacific, and by the

extension of its researches to the South Pacific.
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I. Voyage of the ‘ Ghallesgee.’

1. Southern Indian Ocean.—Leading the Cape of Good Hope on

the 17th December, 1873, the ‘Challenger’ proceeded S.E. towards

Marion Island, thence E. to the Crozets, and then E. by S. to

Kerguelen’s Land ; thus traversing, between the parallels of 36“

and 60’ S. Lat., an ocean which, like the South Atlantic, is in free

communication with the Antarctic area.

2. The first serial sounding, taken soon after leaving Cape Town,

in Lat. 36’ 48' S., Long. 19’ 24' E., showed in a very marked

degree the influence of the Agulhas current, which may be con-

sidered as an extension of the' Equatorial Curi’eiit of the Indian

Ocean, slanted to the S.W. by the coast-line of South Africa. This

current was found to be setting "W.S.W. at a rate of 14 mile per

hour
;
and the temperature of its surface-layer, down to 20 fathoms

was 73’, whilst as far down as 70 fathoms the water was warmer
than the surface-water in a corresponding latitude to the westward
of the Cape. Beneath this to 40(i fathoms, at which the temperature

was 40’’6, the thermal stratification (Table, Vo. 1.) was nearly the

Seki.cl Teuperatcees taken hy the ‘Challenger’ in the Southebx Oceak.

Long. E. .Surtat:'!.
50 100 2' 0 3(10 400 eio 1

Botfom.

fathoms, fathoms, faihums. fathoms, titbums. fathoms.
l»epih. Temp.

1
° 0 1

‘ 0 o c 0 Paths. 0

36 45 19 24 T3‘0 E9'5 52*2 46*1 42*9 40‘6 1900 34-5

11.

45 57 34 39 43*0 41*5 35*4 37*9 36’6 37-0 1570 35*0

111.

46 16 43 27 41-0 40'0 37*1 37*0 3C-1 35*9 1600 33-3

IV.
52 4 71 22 37-5 36*5 350 150 35’2

same as in the South Atlantic; and the bottom-temperature at 1900

fathoms was 34’'.j, which is about the same as that of the South
Atlantic at the like dejtth.

3.

The excess of surface-warmth was found to continue during a

run of 230 miles to the S.S.E., and then suddenly disappeared
; the

temperature of the surface falling rapidly, until at a distance of

120 miles to the west of Marion Island (Lat. 45’ 57' S., Long.
34’ 39' E.), on the 24th of December—the midsummer of the
Southern hemisphere— it was only 43’ (Table, Vo. II.), de.scending
to 41-'5 at 100 tathoius, to 38’‘4 at 200 fathoms, and to oG’-O at

400 fathoms. The temperature of the bottom at 1570 fathoms was
35 , agreeing with that of the South Atlantic at the same depth.
On the 30th December, at 86 miles west of the Crozets (Lat.
46 16 S., Long. 48' 27' E.), the temperature of the surface was
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only 41’, descending regularly to 37'1° at 100 fathoms, and thence

gradually to 33-3° on the bottom at 1600 fathoms (Table, Ko. III.).

4. The month of January was spent in an examination of

Kerguelen’s Land and Heard Island, with a view to their suitable-

ness as stations for Transit observations. Of the climate of

Kerguelen’s Land (Lat. 50’ S.) in the midsummer of the Southern

hemisphere, Captain Kares says :
“ The weather experienced during

“ our stay may be well compared with that of England in the

“ winter; but in the more favoured parts the sky is more fre-

“ quently clear than it is at that season,” ‘‘ The thermometer, stand-

“ ing generally at 42’ or 44’, ranged between 38° and 58°
; the

“ highest reading accompanies the strongest wind from the north,

“ the lowest, fine weather with westerly winds.” “ On the K.IV.

“ exposed side of Kerguelen, there is a glacier extending low down
“ the hiUs

;
but on the sheltered east side the continuous winter

“ snow-line is upwards of 1000 feet above the sea, and during the

“ summer the tops of all the hills are free from snow or ice, which
“ is only seen on the sides in sheltered situations. It seldom freezes

“ at the level of the sea, even in winter.” Heard Island, which

lies to the S.E. of Kerguelen’s Land, near the parallel of 53°, is

said by Captain Nares to consist of two enoimous glaciers, the

“ spurs of which even in summer extend down to the beach on
“ both sides of the island, while during the four winter months the
“ sealers have to obtain water by melting- the frozen snow. The
“ temperature during our short stay ranged between 39° and 36°,

“ which is the same as the temperature of the surface-water,

“ and therefore a correct indication of the mean for the time
“ of the year.” In a Temperature-sounding taken between Ker-

guelen’s Land and Heard Island (Table, Ko. IV.) on the 2nd of

Eebruary, the surface-temperature being o7°-5, the thermometer

sank to 36°-5 at 50 fathoms, and to 35° at 100 fathoms.

5. Thus the surface-temperature of the Southern Indian Ocean
in summer is 18° or 20° helow that of the Korth Atlantic under
the same parallels ; hut there is not by anj- means the same
difference in winter, the southern isotherm of 41° (5° Cent.) shift-

ing only about 3° nearer the Equator, while the corresponding

northern isotherm moves at least 10° to the south. On the other

hand, the surface-temperature of the Southern Indian Ocean seems
to correspond very closelj-, alike in summer and in winter, with
that of the South Atlantic under the same parallels.* I pointed

out in my last paper (‘ Further Inquiries,’ § 98) that the lower

* See ‘Onderzoettogcn niit den Zeetherinometer,’ published by the ‘ Koninkl.
Kederl. lleteorol. Instituut te U trecht,’ 1S61.

2l2
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temperature of tlie South Atlantic is not confined to the surface,

but extends through the sub-surface stratum; and in particular

that the isotherm of 40% -which near the Faroe Islands (Lat.

59° 30' X.)lies at a depth of about 700 fathoms, scarcely reaches half

that depth in any part of the South Atlantic. Now, -whilst arguing

(§ 115) that it is scarcely conceivable that the influence of the true

Gulf Stream or Florida Current can propel towards the North Pole

a stratum of this depth, and of a breadth of 1700 miles, I did not

offer the very simple explanation of this marked excess in the thick-

ness of the -warm sub-surface stratum in the North Atlantic, which

has since occurred to me.

6. Let us suppose the Arctic indraught to extend to a stratum of

water 300 fathoms deep under the tropic of Cancer, where the

breadth of the Atlantic basin is about 3600 miles
;
as this stratum

moves northwards, its channel is progressively narrowed, until

between the British Islands and Newfoundland it is reduced to

about 1700 miles
; and it must, therefore, have its thickness pro-

portionally increased, displacing colder water by its downward
pressure. On the other hand, the coiresponding stratum to which
the Antarctic indraught imparts motion from the Tropic of Capri-

corn towards the South Pole, will be continually -widening out as

it flows between the receding coasts of Southern Africa and South

America, and will therefore be constantly diminisJnng in thickness.

And the same will obviously be the case with the warm sub-surface

stratum of the Southern Indian Ocean, when no longer confined

between the boundaries formed by South Africa and Western
Australia.

7. Now, as I formerl}' showed (‘Further Inquiries,’ § 122), the

temperatru'e of the surface in high latitudes is far more influenced

by the thickness of the moderately-warm sub-surface stratum, than
it can be by any elevation in the temperature of a thin surface-

layer, which is liable to speedy reduction under the influence of a
low atmospheric temperature; and I am disposed, therefore, to

regard the low surface-temperature of the Southern Indian and
South Atlantic Oceans, with the depressing influence it exerts on
the climate of the small islands scattered through those oceans,

and on the position of the Antarctic ice-barrier, as mainly due to

the lateral extension, and consequent thinning-out, of the Poleward
upper-flow

; while the relatively high temperature of the North
Atlantic under the same parallels, -with the amelioration it produces
in the climate of the British Islands, the Faroes, the coast of Nor-
way, &c., seems to me mainly attributable to the lateral compres-
sion, and consequent increase in depth, of the Poleward upperflow,
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wiiich further carries with it an excess of temperature imparted by
the Gulf Stream to the Mid-Atlantic, in which it loses itself.

8. Antarctic Ocean .—From Kerguelen’s Land the ‘ Challenger
’

proceeded southwards, with the purpose of sounding and dredging

on the border of the Antarctic ice-barrier. After passing nume-
rous icebergs, she entered the pack in Lat. 65'’ 30' S. ;

and on the

I8th February a sounding was taken in Lat. 65° 42' S. and Long.
79° 49' E. The result of this sounding, and of others taken in the

immediate neighbourhood of the ice, showed that, as I had anti-

cipated, the superficial stratum was cooled down, by the melting

either of the paek-ice or of icebergs, several degrees below the

subjacent stratum, on which it floated in virtue of its reduced

salinity. At the edge of the paek-ice the temperature of the

surface-water was always between 28° and 29°, just sufficientlj'

warm to melt salt-water ice very slowly; while at a short distance

from the pack the temperature of the surfece water was found to

he 32°, coming down, however, to 29° at a depth of about 40

fathoms, and continuing at that point down to about 300 fathoms,

the depth in which most of the icebergs float. Below this there

is a stratum of water having a temperature of 33° or 34°
; and

beneath this, again, is a deep stratum of glacial water, the tem-

perature of which could not bo deteimined with the ordinary

minimum thermometers, as they had to pass through a colder

stratum above. Captain Mares is of opinion, from observations

taken in lower latitudes, that the bottom-temperature would be
31°; but as I have myself met with a bottom-temperature of 29°’o

in the Faroe Channel, I am inclined to think that 29° would be

nearer the mark.* The notion that in Polar seas the temperature

goes on increasing with depth until it reaches 39°, may now be

regarded as finally disposed of. It seems 'to have arisen from the

effect of pressure on the thermometers used in the observations of

D’Urville and Sir James Eoss.

9. Now it is clear that the wannth of the sub-surface stratum

cannot be derived from any local source. “ IMiile in the neigh-

“ bourhood of the ice,” says Captain Nare.s, “between the 13th and
“ 25th February, the temperature of the air ranged between oI 'S

“ and 21°‘5, the mean being 31°'5
; a slightly colder climate in an

“ average latitude of 64° IS. than is found in the month of August

* Tho new solf-re^istcrinc: tliormonictor rk-yised by jMessrs. Xegretti and
Zambr.i nill enable the temperature of any btratuin ot the Oceati yvater to bo
precisely iletei mined; and as the Arctic Expedition has been supplied witli

several of thesi' instruments, it may be hoped that an accurate determination

may be made of tlie winter tom[ieratnie of tlie' water iieneath the ioe, from tlie

surface to tlie bottom.
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“ in the Arctic seas in latitude 74' X.’’ Any excess of atmospheric

warmth must have been entirely expended in melting the ice on

the surface
; and this, as just shotrn, will tend to keep down the

surface-temperature of the sea. In winter the surfaee-tempera’ture

will he always undergoing reduction from the cooling influence of

the atmosphere above. Hence, the stratum having a temperature

between (say) 30' and 34', must have come from a lower latitude ;

and Captain Aares regards it as ‘-evidently the continuation

“ towards the cold regions of the main oceanic flow of water.’’ As
there is no question of any “ Gulf Stream ” in the Antarctic area,

I venture to think that the presence of this warm underlying

stratum affords conolusive evidence of that general Pule^ward

movement of the upper stratum of oceanic water, which I have

contended for as a necessary result of the indraught produced by
the downward movement maintained in the Polar area by the

effect of surface-cold. The interruption to this downward move-

ment under the conditions just described, is, of course, purely local

and temporary, being limited to the margin of the ice-region and

to the brief summer season.

10. From the border of the Antarctic ice-region, the ‘ Challenger's’

course was directed N.E., towards Melbourne ; and the Tempera-

ture-section (No. I.) obtained between a position in Lat. 53’ 55' S.,

Long. 108’ 35' E., and Cape Otway, Lat. 38’ 53' S., and Long.
143’ 37' E., is particularly instructive. In the sounding taken on
the 3rd March at the former position, from a surface-temperature of

37’-2, there was a gradational reduction to 36’-6 at 60 fathoms,

and then a sudden reduction to 33’ at 70 fathoms, from which
point to the bottom at 1950 fathoms there was only a further

reduction of 2’, the bottom-temperature being 31’. From this

position, however, the bathymetrical isotherms descend so rapidly,

that at the next sounding, taken ilarch 7th, in Lat. 50’ 1' S., Long.

123’ 4' E., the surface-temperature being 45’, the isotherm of 40’

was found to lie at the depth of about 250 fathoms, and the

isotherm of 35’ at about 1000
, the bottom-temperature at 1800

fathoms being 32’-5. In another sounding taken March 10th, in

Lat. 47’ 25' S., Long. 130’ 22' E., the surface-temperature having
risen to 51’-5, the isotheim of 45’ was found to have sunk to about
450 fathoms, the isotherm of 40’ to about 600, and the isotheim of

35° to about 1350, the bottom-temperature at 2150 fathoms being
33’-3. The same conditions, with an increase of surface-tempe-
rature obviously due to the superheating of the superficial stratum,
continued to present themselves as the Australian coast was
approached. Comparing this section with those of the Southern
Indian Ocean and the South Atlantic under nearly the same
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parallels, we notice the much greater thickness of the stratum

above the isotherm of 40"
; and this excess is particularly re-

markable in the stratum between 45" and 50’, which thus corre-

sponds with the stratum between 55’ and 60’ in the western

portion of the Korth Atlantic under corresponding parallels. I

am disposed to regard it as due to an extension of the East

Australian Current,” which is the southward prolongation of the

southern portion of the Pacific Equatorial.

11. South Pacific.—As the ‘Challenger’ proceeded northwards to

Sydney (Lat. 33’ 54' S.), while the surface-temperature rose to above

70’, the cold understratum was found to rise nearer to the surface ;

the isotherm of 40“ (as shown in Sect. II.) there lying at about

400 fathoms, and the descent of the thermometer to this point being

nearly uniform. But in the voyage from Sydney to Cook’s Strait,

Xew Zealand (Lat. 41’ 7' S. ), while the surface-temperature gradu-

ally fell with the increase of distance from the Equator, the iso-

therm of 40’ again deepened to more than 700 fathoms (Sect. IL),

the stratification above it being very uniform. Again, in pro-

ceeding thence nearly due north to the Fiji islands, which lie in

Lat. 15’ S., with the progressive elevation of the surface-temperature

to 70’, the i.sotherm of 40’ again rose to within 450 fathoms of

the surface. Taking these facts in connection with the marked
peculiarity of the thermal stratification of the Equatorial Atlantic,

to which I drew attention last year (•' Further Inquiries,’

§§ 94, 95), I think it may now be stated with some confidence,

that the lightening of the upper stratum hy elevation of its temperature

tends to favour the ascent of cold water from the bottom,—which is

precisely what theory would lead us to anticipate.

12. Pastern Archipelago.—The soundings subsequently taken by

the ‘ Challenger ’ in different parts of the Eastern Arcl)ipelago

afford a remarkable confirmation of the doctrine formerly advanced

(‘Further Inquiries,' §§ 74, 75), that wherever any area is cut off,

by a deep ridge, from the General Oceanic Circulation, the tem-

perature, instead of sinking further with that of the basin outside,

tvill remain constant at the 2>oint to which it sinks on the plane of

the ridge, whatever may be the depth of the bottom. Thus, in

proceeding from Xew Zealand to the Fiji islands, a sounding taken

in Lat. 25’ 5' S., Long. 172’ 56' W., gave 32’'9 as the bottom-tem-

perature at 2905 fathoms. But in proceeding westwards from the

Fiji islands through the Melanesian Sea (Sect. III.) towards Eaine

Island at the entrance of Torres Strait, it was found that although

the depth ranged from 1350 to 2650 fathoms, the temperature

never fell below the 35’T which was reached at 1300 fathoms,
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“which proves undoubtedly,” says Captain Nares, “that below

“ that depth this sea is cut off by a surrounding ridge, over which
“ the greatest depth of water of any channel through it is 1300

“ fathoms. As this is about the depth we found between the New
“ Hebrides and the Fiji islands, we may take it for granted that

“ from Sandy Cape, in Australia, to Xew Caledonia, the Xew
“ Hebrides, the Solomon Islands, and Xew Guinea, there is a

“ shallow bank with not more than 1300 fathoms’ depth of water.

“ Below this depth, in the hollow between the Xew Hebrides and
“ Torres Strait, the water is comparatively stagnant, as in the

“ Mediterranean and other cut-oft’ seas.”

13. In the Banda Sea, lying within 5’ of the Equator, the

thermometer fell progressiveh- to 37"‘5 at 900 fethoms, and re-

mained the same to the bottom at 2800 fathoms (Sect. IV.). This sea

communicates with the Pacific only by a series of narrow channels

;

and its temperature is probably governed by that of the Arafura

Sea to the south of it, which in its turn is dominated by that of

the Indian Ocean. It is clear that some barrier exists, preventing

the entrance of glacial water at a greater depth than about 900

fathoms ;
and the effect of this is marked in the depression of the

isotherm of 40’, which, rising in the Equatorial Atlantic to within

300 fathoms of the surface, here lies at 600—presumably because

the obstruction to the general oceanic circulation produced by the

partial enclosure of this sea interferes alike with the draughting-

off of the surface water, and with the uprising of glacial water

from beneath to replace it.

14. Similar conditions obtain in the Celebes and the China Seas,

which are cut off from communication with the Indian Ocean

by shallow straits, and whose communication with the Pacific

Ocean appears to be interrupted by deep ridges. For in the Celebes

Sea (Sect. V.) which lies stUl nearer the Equator than the Banda Sea,

the thermometer descends, in the first instance, at almost precisely

the same rate, reaching 38’'5 at a depth of 700 fathoms; whilst

from that plane down to the bottom at 2600 fathoms, it shows no
further reduction of temperature. And in the China Sea (Sect. YII.),

in which the mean latitude of the portion coimected with the Pacific

i.s 20° 30' N., although the surface-temperature falls with increased

distance from the Equator, the descent of the theimometer through
the sub-surface stratum follows the same rate, 45’ being reached in
both seas at 300 fathoms, 40’ in 500 fathoms, and 36’'2 at 900
fathoms, from which plane the temperature continues uniform to
the bottom at 1050 fathoms. Hence it may be concluded that the
ridge separating the Celebes Sea from the Pacific lies at the depth
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of about 700 fathoms ;
and that the China Sea is separated from

the Pacific by a ridge of about 900 fathoms’ depth.

15. The Sulu Sea, to which I formerly adverted as a very marked

case of this kind, has been again examined very carefully by

Captain Xares, in its relations both to the China and to the Celebes

Seas
;
and the contrast which its temperature-stratification (Sect.

TI.) presents to theirs is extremely curious and instructive. From
82” at the surface, the thermometer falls rapidly to 60° : but the

isotherm of 55° lies at about the same depth as the isotherm of

50° in the Celebes and China Seas ; and below this the reduction

of temperature is still slower, so that the minimum of 50°‘5 is only

reached at 400 fathoms, from which depth down to the bottom, at

2550 fathoms, the thermometer continues to show 50°'5. Hence
the condition of this sea closel3

’ resembles that of the Mediter-

ranean. Only its upper stratum can be in communication with the

outside ocean
;

for from both the Celebes and the China Seas it

would receive water below 50° at any depth exceeding 200 fathoms

;

and the absence of such water shows that it must be excluded on

either hand bj- a ridge of about that depth. The persistence of a

temperature above 50°-5 to a depth of 400 fathoms, the isotherm

of 50° lying both in the Celebes and the China Seas within

200 fathoms of the surface, may be fairly attributed to the want of

any uprising of cold water from beneath, antagonizing the down-
ward convection of heat from the surface by the descent of the

films concentrated by evaporation.

16. The most remarkable soundings taken by the ‘ Challenger’ in

these seas were those obtained in Lat. 11° 24' N., Long. 143° 16' E.,

not more than 850 miles from the coast of Xew Guinea. These gave

depths of 4475 and 4575 fathoms ; and the only one of the four ther-

mometers sent down, which withstood the tremendous pressure of

nearly six tons on the square inch, recorded a bottom-temperature

of 34°'5. As this temperature was also recorded at a depth of 1500

fathoms, there was here a stratum of 3000 fathoms in thickness

having a uniform temperature of 34°'5
;
which is obviously the

temperature of the coldest water that can find its way into this

extraordinary depression. Thus we see that the temperature of

anj' sea-bottom will depend upon the depth at which its area

communicates with some other, over which the glacial underflow

streams without interruption from one of the Polar basins. It

cannot be doubted that if the sub marine ridges which at present

cut off onlj' the deeper portions of the Banda, Celebes, and China

Seas, from the Pacific Ocean, were to be progressively raised from

900 to 200 fathoms, the temperature of the whole mass of included
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water would also rise, keeping pace with that of the oceanic stratum

on the plane of the ridge, until it should come to equal that of the

Sulu Sea.

IT. A'OYAOE of the ‘ TrSCAEOEA.’

17. The ‘ Tuscarora ’ was sent out by the Cnited States Govern-

ment, not with a view to scientific research, but for the purpose of

determining by deep-sea sounding the most practicable route for a

sub-marine cable between the Pacific sea-board of the United States

and Japan. In addition to ordinary bathymetrical determinations,

bottom-temperatures were everywhere taken with “ protected
”

thermometers ;
and the thermal stratification down to about 600

fathoms was also systematically determined by serial soundings.

A very important body of facts has been thus collected in regard to

the thermal condition of the North Pacific along the two lines

examined ;—viz., the Southern route, passing directly across be-

tween the parallels of 20’ and 00' X. Lat., from San Diego in

California, by way of the Sandwich Islands, to the Bonin Islands,

and thence north-ward to Yokohama; whilst the Northern route

followed a great-circle-course from Yokohama along the line of the

Kurile and Aleutian islands to Cape Flattery, the northernmost

point of the U.S. territory. Before discussing these results, it will

be desirable to call to mind the important difference which exists

between the North Pacific and the North Atlantic, in regard to

their respective communications with the Arctic basin.

18. The North Atlantic, it will be remembered, receives a glacial

undei-flow through the deep channel bet-5\'een the Shetlands and the

Faroes; and there can be no reasonable doubt that a much more

voluminous glacial flow comes down through the much wider and

deeper channel between Greenland and Iceland. A fuither con-

tribution -w'ill also be received from Batfin’s Bay ; but the channel

between Iceland and the Faroes is barred by a bank at less than

300 fiithoms' depth. This glacial underflow has as its complement

the upper-flow of warmer water that is drawn towards the Polar

basin by the continual descent of the water whose specific gravity

is augmented by the extreme reduction of temperature to which it

is there subjected. But whiUt the South Pacific is in perfectly

free communication with the Antarctic area, the North Pacific has

no other communication with the Arctic basin than that which is

afforded by Behring’s Strait, the gi'eatest depth of which is only
32 fathoms. Hence it is clear that it can receive no glacial water
from the Arctic basin ; and that the temperature of its sea-bed
must depend in part upon the action of atmospheric cold upon the
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most northerly portion of its own surface, and in part upon the

extension of the glacial underflow from the Antarctic area. Now,
as a very small part of the Pacific lies to the north of the parallel

of 50^, and as a considerable portion of this is cut off from free

communication with the general basin by the peninsula of Alaska

and the Aleutian Islands, and is, moreover, artificially warmed by
the Japan Current, the influence of surface-cold cannot be consider-

able, and may, I think, be disregarded. On the other hand, the

very great depth of the North Pacific basin specially favours the

extension of the Antarctic underflow over its bottom
;
and the tem-

perature-soundings taken by the ‘ Tuscarora ’ seem to me to leave

no doubt that this underflow extends as far as the Aleutian islands,

and probably passes between them into Behring’s Sea.

19. Temperature of the North Pacific Ocean .—The Temperature-

sections (Nos. YIII., IX., X.j, taken in different parts of the

Southern route, show a remarkable uniformity (1) in the position

of the isotherm of 40^, which almost everywhere lies at between 400
and 450 fathoms from the surface, and (2) in the bottom-temperature,

which on the ordinary bottom is everyw’here about S3’-5, and even
on the elevations (of which the highest lies at 1100 fathoms’ depth)
is below 35°. The surface-temperature rose, in passing from San
Diego, in Lat. 32° 30' N., to Honolulu, in Lat. 21° 30' N., from 58° to

74° (part of this elevation being due to the advance of the season)

;

and along the course from Honolulu to the Bonin Islands (Lat. 27°

40' N.), in which the lowest latitude was 20° 12' N., the surface-

temperatures recorded (in the early part of April) ranged between
70° and 76°, thus corresponding to the surface-temperature of the

North Atlantic in the same month, and between the same paral-

lels.* There is noticeable in the Table of Serial Soundings taken

along this line, a decided increase in the temperature of the sub-

surface stratum in passing from IV, to E. ;
for between Long.

158° .31' IV. and Long. 146° 10' E.—a distance of 55° 10’—the

thermometer rose at 150 fathoms from 55°’S to 62°-6, at 200 fathoms

from 49°‘l to G0°-3, at 250 fathoms from 45°-3 to 57°‘I, and at 300

fathoms from 42’-8 to 51°‘3. At 400 fathom.s, however, there was
only an elevation of 2°, and at 500 fathoms there was no perceptible

difierenoe, the isotherm of 40° keeping between these two planes.

The cause of this increase in the temperature of the upper stratum

appears to me to lie in the resistance afibrded by the western

boundary of the North Pacific basin to the onward movement of

the superficial stratum that is propelled westwards by the Equa-

*. See • Currents and Surface-Temperature of the North Atlantic Ocean.’ pub-
lished uniler the authorih- of the Meteorological Department.
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torial drift; by wbieh resistance the warm surface-stratum is made
to displace colder water below. We shall presently see that the

Japan Current, which is the northward continuation of the Pacific

Equatorial, is distinguished from the ordinary water of the Xorth

Pacific, not only by its higher surface-temperature, but by the

warmth of its sub-surface stratum.

20. As the ‘ Tuscarora ’ proceeded northwards from the Bonin

Islands to Yokohama (Lat. 35° 15' Y.) during the month of April,

the surface-temperature fell to between 69° and 63°
; but the tem-

peratures at 200 and 300 fathoms underwent very little reduction;

and it was in the part of the Section farthest from the Equator

—

that, namely (Sect. X.), which approaches Yokohama—that the iso-

therm of 40° lies at its greatest depth (about 500 fathoms) beneath

the surface ; the total thickness of the jfire strata of 5° each between
65° and 40° here considerabl}' exceeding that of the seven strata

between 75° and 40° encountered in Lat. 20° 12' (Sect. IX.).

21. The Temperature-soundings of the ‘Tuscarora’ in this part

of the Pacific thus accord with those taken by the ‘ Challenger ’ in

the Equatorial Atlantic and in the Eastern Seas, in showing that

•normal* elevation of snrface-tempei-ature produces a rise of the hathy-

metrical isotherm of 40°, that is to say, Irings the cold understratum

nearer the surface—which is precisely what the theory of a Thermal

Circulation would lead us to predict. And they further make it

clear that, as in the Tropical Atlantic, to which the Antarctic

underflow extends, the whole of the vast mass of water that lies

between the isotherm of 40° at from 400 to 500 fathoms, and a

bottom whose depth often exceeds 3000 fathoms, has a temperature

ranging downwards from 40° to 33°'2.

22. I stated in my last Paper (‘Further Inquiries,’ § 105), on the

authority of Captain St. John, that the warm Japan Current seems

to bo separated from the coast-line by a colder band, analogous to

that which intervenes between the Gulf Stream and the U.S. sea-

board. Of this we here find the first indication in a sudden fall of

surface-temperature from 68° to 60° as the ‘ Tuscarora ’ approached

Yokohama; and the first Temperature-section taken along the

northern route (Sect XI.) to the X.E. of Cape Xo Sima seems to in-

dicate that—as along the L^.S. sea-board—there is a surging-up of

the deeper and colder stratum on the western border of this oceanic
basin; the isotherm of 40° rapidly .sloping upwards from 500 to 350
fathoms, as the bottom shallows from 1833 fathoms to 871 . hen the
‘Tuscarora’ left the land, the warmth of the sub-surface stratum

By this term I mean on elevation proeUiced by direct insolation, and not bvwarm currents.
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was found again to increase; tlie temperatures in the 3427 fathoms’

sounding (Lat. 37° 54' N., Long. 143° 40' E.) being 68°-2 at the

surface, 62°'3 at 100 fathoms, 57°'9 at 200 fathoms, 50° at 300

fathoms, 42°‘5 at 400 fathoms, and 39°-5 at 500 fathoms, from which

plane to the bottom at 33°'4 the reduction was probably slowly gra-

dational, the isotherm of 35° appearing to lie at about 1000 fathoms.

23. 'The ‘ Tuscarora’s ’ course having been then directed north-

wards and slightly to the west, so as to approach the northern

extremity of Kiphon, the warmth of the sub-surface stratum again

diminished (Sect. XII.) ; so that in the 1358 fathoms’ sounding, with

a surface-temperature of 69°-l, the isotherm of 40° came up to within

300 fathoms of the surface; while in the 1017 fathoms’ sounding

(Lat. 39° 36', X. Long. 142° 41' E.), taken at not more than 40 miles’

distance from the shore, the surface-temperature fell to 55°'C, and

the isotheim of 40° rose to within 100 fathoms of the surface—thus

still more distinctly evidencing the existence of the ‘ cold band.’

24. Proceeding thence in a X.E. direction, the ‘ Tuscarora ’ seem.s

again to have entered the Japan Current
;
the surface-temperature

rising to CO'^'S, and the isotherm of 40° sinking in the 2856 fathoms’

sounding (Sect. XII.) to between 150 and 200 fathoms : but this

warm stratum was soon crossed ; and as the ‘ Tuscarora ’ kept

along the outer side of the chain of Kurile islands, passed the south

end of the peninsula of Kamschatka, and then proceeded eastwards

toward the Aleutian islands, she may be considered to have encoun-

tered the normal climate of the north-west Pacific. This climate

is a most extraordinary one, as will be seen by the following table

of temperatures taken between Lat. 43° 21' X., and Lat. 52° 14' X.,

during the months of June and July :

—

N. Lat. E. Long. Surface.
30 .>0 100 200 300 500

Bottom.

fathoin5.| fathoms fathoms, fathoms, fathoms.' fathuois.

1
1

i
Depth. Temp.

i.°
' O 1 0 o o 0 0 o Faths. ' °

43 21 149 12 43-0 33-6 33*3 33*0 33-2 33*6 4041
1

..

11.

46 00 150 45 37-1 .. 33-9 32-9 32-9 881
,

..

III.

48 40 156 07 41-9 32-1 32*5 32-2 32*6 2631 32*0

IV.
51 39

V.

164 30 45-0 34*8 34*1 35*3 34-6 34-6 34-7 2934
1

.

.

52 14

VI.

173 U 45-9 41*5 39*2 38*3 • . 37*1 2463

51 08 178 35 47*0 41*9 41‘0 39*4 37*8 •• 1779
,
34’3

1

25. In the first of these soundings, taken almost exactly in the

parallel of Bayonne, the summer temperature of the surfece being
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only 43“, "water below 35^ was met with at less than 20 fathoms’

depth, and water of 33'‘3 from 50 fathoms downwards ; the thermo-

meters sent to the bottom, which lay at the extraordinary depth of

4041 fathoms, were lost by the breaking of the sounding-wire. The
second sounding, taken nearer land, seems to show in its low surface-

temperature the influence of the “ cold band but the sub-surface

temperatures are nearly the same—as they are also in the third

sounding, taken in the parallel of Brest, in which the surface-tem-

perature had risen again to nearly 42", while the temperature of the

bottom at 2631 fathoms was 32°. In the fourth of these soundings,

taken on the border of Behring’s Sea, nearly in the parallel of Cork,

it is to be noted that, notwithstanding 3° of northing, not only the

temperature of the surface, but that of the sub-surface stratum, shows

a distinct elevation
;
and this elevation—shown yet more decidedly,

as regards the sub-surface stratum, in the fifth and sixth soundings

which were taken in nearly the same parallel much further east-

wards—is probably due in great part to the influence of the Japan

Current, which, like the Gulf Stream, must possess an excess of

easterly momentum that will carry it towards the north-eastern

recess of the Pacific. Even here, however, the isotherm of 40° lies

at a depth of scarcely more than 50 fathoms; but the reduction of

temperature beneath is much slower, a temperature exceeding 37°

being carried down to several hundred fathoms ; and this seems

related to a slight elevation of bottom temperature, which, along the

latter part of this line, never sinks below 34°.

26. Entering Behring’s Sea, and keeping to the north of the

Aleutian Islands between the parallels of 52° and 54° 23', the ‘ Tus-

carora ’ experienced a decided rise of surface-temperature, its range

being (with one exception) between 46°-2 and 49°-l ; and while the

bathymetrical isotherm of 40° nowhere approached within 40 fathoms

of the surface, the reduction of temperature below this was very

gradual, the thermometer at 100 and 200 fathoms showing an
average of 38°’5, at 300 fathoms 37°'5, at 400 fathoms 37°, at 500
fathoms 36°'7, and the bottom-temperatures ranging between 35°'5

at 1006 fathoms and 34’ at 1548 fathoms.

27. As the ‘ Tuscarora ’ passed out again into the Xorth Pacific

near the Alaskan Peninsula, the temperature of the surface-water

suddenly rose from 49°T to 54°'4
; and this elevation continued as

she kept her course nearly due east, close to the parallel of 54° X.,

during the early part of August, and increased to 58°-5 as her great-
circle-course carried her southwards into the latitude of 52°-36' X.
If this elevation was in any degree due to the extension of the Japan
Current along the southern side of the Aleutian Islands and the
Alaskan Peninsula, the influence of that current must have been
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very slight, for it did not extend to 40 fathoms’ depth, the isotherm

of 40° still lying at between 40 and 60 fathoms. And since a tem-

peratnre-sounding, taken in Lat. 53° 58' iS., Long. 153° W. on the

30th of September in the preceding year, gave only 50°‘5 as the tem-

perature of the surface, 38°-4at 30 fathoms, and 37° at from 50 to 200

fathoms, it seems probable that the elevation of surface-temperature

to 58°‘5 was due rather to the direct insolation of July and August.

28. The peculiar feature of the temperature-stratification of the

Aorth Pacific, therefore, is the general want of that sub-surface

stratum of above 40°, which, in the iSTorth Atlantic, under the same

or yet higher parallels has been shown to have a thickness of at

least 500 fathoms
;
the only part in which such a stratum presents

itself, being that which is influenced by the Japan Current derived

from the Pacific Equatorial. Xow, at first sight it might be sup-

posed that this would afford a powerful argument in favour of the

doctrine that the elevated temperature of this stratum in the Xorth

Atlantic is due to the Plorida Current or true Gulf Stream. But,

as I pointed out on a former occasion (‘ Further Inquiries,’ § 121),

the north-easterly movement of the whole breadth of the Atlantic

between the British Islands and Newfoundland is a phenomenon far

too large to be accounted for by the propulsive force of what is a

mere rivulet in comparison ; and if the gathering together of its

waters in the cul de sac of the Northern Atlantic, which is regarded

by Professor Wyville Thomson as producing their downward dis-

placement of colder water, were its vera causa, much more ought

that effect to be produced in the North Pacific by the Japan Current,

which has no northern outlet at all, save the narrow and shallow

Strait of Behring.

29. A vera causa for this peculiarity may be found, as it appears

to me, in the reversal of that tractive force, which, on the doctrine

of the General Oceanic Circulation sustained by difference of

Temperature, gives a Poleward movement to the superficial

portion of the contents of the great oceanic basins in communica-
tion with the Polar areas of their own hemispheres, and which
tints, alike in the North and in the South Atlantic, brings the
water of the tropical and warmer-temjteiate zones into higher
latitude.^. For since, as already pointed out (§§ 14, 15), the North
Pacific must derive the deep stratum of glacial water which nearly

fills its basin, from the Polar area of the eppcsi’A hemisphere, tlie

flow' of this stratum from the Equator northwards mitst have as its

complement a movement of the superficial stratum from the

northernmost limit of this flow towards the Equator, and thence

towards the Southern Pole. However paradoxical it may seem to

affirm that the want of communication between the North Pacific
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and the Arctic basin makes the upper stratum of the North Pacific

colder than that of the North Atlantic, I think I shall be able to

show by a simple diagrammatic illustration, that such must really

be the effect of this condition—free communication with the

Antarctic area being maintained through the South Pacific.

SJremperat£

I

-

i

t

1 i

i -

^ ^ ^

f
;

t 1

1

00. If a long narrow trough filled with water have cold applied

to its surface at the two ends representing the North and South

Poles respectively, and surface-heat be applied to an intermediate

portion representing the Equatorial zone, there will be a circula-

tion in each half of the trough resembling that formerly described;*

and while the cold water that is continually descending in the two

Polar areas, and flowing along the ocean bottoms, wiU rise towards

the surface under the Equator, the water there heated on the

surface by solar radiation will carry a portion of that heat first

into the temperate zones, and then towards the Poles. This illus-

tration represents the condition of the North and South Atlantic

basin
; the principal modifying influences being (1) the limitation

of the communication between the Arctic basin and the North

Atlantic, and (2) the transmis.sion of the larger proportion of the

Equatorial current into the North Atlantic as the Gulf Stream.

The eH'ects of these influences in giving to the North Atlantic a

higher tempeiature than that of the South Atlantic, have been

already considered (§ 7J.

01. The condition of the Pacific, on the other hand, may be

represented by the following diagram :

—

N.Taripcraie Equatin' S TmcfKrult S.EcU

The effect of extreme cold being here exerted at only one end

* ‘The Gibraltar Current, &c.,’ in 'Proceedings of the Eoval Geographical
Society,’ January 9, 1871, p. 00.
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(South Pole) of the trough, the water which it renders heavier will

flow along its bottom to the opposite extremity, tending to rise

towards the surface wherever the elevated temperature of the upper

stratum diminishes its downward pressure ; and this wiU, of course,

be chiefly (though not exclusively) in the part of the trough lying

under the Equator, where the strongest surface-heat is applied. But

as the South Polar indraught carries the upper stratum from the

Equator first towards the South Temjjerate, and then towards the

South Pole, so its extension to the other end of the trough will

draw the upper stratum from the Xoith Temperate towards the

Equator,—thus, by the reduction of level at the northern end of the

trough, causing the glacial water of the bottom to rise towards

the surface, so as to keep down the temperature of the upper

stratum that is being drawn towards the Equator.

32. This is precisely what happens in the North Pacific, in

which, as we have seen (Table, p. 505), the glacial water comes

up as near the surface between 43’ and 43’ N., as it does even

in the Southern Ocean in much higher latitudes; whilst a flow

of North Temperate surface-water towards the Equator would
account for the well-known moderation of the climate of the

Sandwich Islands, though lying within the Tropic of Cancer.—It

does not seem unlikely that the extraordinary coldness of the sub-

surface stratum of the North Pacific between the parallels of 30’

and 52’, may be the cause of the absence of Glohigerine deposit

on the bottom ;
the observations made during the ‘ Challenger

’

Expedition having shown that during part, at least, of their lives,

the Glohigerhue frequent the upper watens of the ocean.

33. Depth unJ Dottom-eontour of the North Padfic Dasin.—Besides

the Temperature-results, of which I have now given a .‘-ummary,

the information obtained by the ‘ Tmcarora ’ resjrecting the depth

and bottom-contour of the N ortli Pacific basin, and also as to the

nature of the bottom-deposit, appeals tome especially worthy of the

attention of Phj'&ical Geographers and Geologists.

34. Before commencing the survey of the lines marked out for

the ocean telegraph cable, the ‘ Tuscarora ’ made a preliminary

trip for the puipose of comparing the ordinary sounding-reel and

hempen-line with the .sounding-machine and piano-wire devised by

Sir William Thomson. The latter having been judged superior,

it was empliiyed tlu’oughout the cmhe, and the original souuding-

leel was leplaced by a duplicate Thomson’s machine for obtaining

serial teinpeiatures. The coirosive eftect of sea-water upon the

steel tvire was prevented by keeping the drum rmmeised, when not

in use, in a solution of caustic soda ;
this, however, acts on the

solder with which the lengths of wire are united, an occasional
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renewal of which conseqneiitl3
" necessary. After the pre-

liminary trials rerprireJ for the complete ma.stery of the new
method, the wire seems onl_v to have hroten twice (at 3043 and

2956 fathoms) ont of 135 casts on the Southern ronte, and three

times (at the enormous depths of 4643, 4411, and 4655 fathoms,

§42) out of 196 easts on the Northern.

35. Eight lines of soundings were rirn off and on shore, in the

first instance, between Cape Flatterj" (Lat. 48’ 20' X.) and San
Francisco (Lat. 37’ 40' X.), and eight more between San Francisco

and San Diego (Lat. 32’ 47' N.). The sections thus obtained

correspond with those which have been taken along the western

shore of the European Continent, in showing that within a small

distance from the p)resent shore-line there is a very rapid descent

of the bottom
;
the oceanic basin soon .showing a depth that ap-

proaches 2000 fathoms, with steep sides. In some of these sections

the rapid descent begins clo.se to the present shore-line, while in

others, the bottom slopes moi-e gradnallj’ for from 2 () to GO miles

(just as it does on the West Coast of Ireland), and then suddenly'

descends ; an interruption being made in three instances bj- a

terrace about 10 miles broad at a depth of about 50u fathoms,

while off San Diego a steep> lidge rises to within 2(10 fathom.s of

the surface at only about 40 miles from shore, though there is a

depth of 1053 fathoms between.

36. Southern Eoute.—At ahont loO miles from San Diego, which
was selected as the starting-point of the Southern route, the depth

proved to he 2117 fathoms; and from this point westwards, for

nearly 1000 miles, the range of depth lies between 2049 and 3604
fathoms. From a point about half-waj’ between San Diego and the

Sandwich Islands, however, at which the depth is 2159 fathoms

(Sect. YIII.), the basin deepens considerably to the westward, the

bottom sinking xapidlj- to 2650 fathoms, and then, with slight

undulation, to more than 3000 fathoms. At about 150 miles from
Honolulu the bottom rises to 2488 firthoms, onH to fall again,

however, to 3023 fathoms very near the Sandwich Islands, which
rise abiniptly ft'om this enormous depth.

37. Thus it is evident that this part of the Pacific is an enormous
area of very great depression

;
and that an elevation of its bottom

to an extent far exceeding the average elevation of the American
Continent above the sea-level, would produce very little effect ujjon
the present distribution of land and water in this part of the globe.

38. The declivitj' of the western slope of the Hawaiian elevation
IS scarcely less steep than that of the eastern. Within 50 miles the
wa,ter deepens from 206 fathoms to 1468 and 1580 fathoms, and
within lOo miles to 2418 miles; Imt the depth of the A.siatic half
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of the Xortli Pacific basin is by no means as uniform as that of tbe

American half. At rather less than 800 miles to the westward of

Honolulu the bottom rises to 1874 fathoms (A) from the surface,

then rapidly falls to 3045 fathoms, continues more than 3000

fathoms deep for about 300 miles, and then gradually shallows,

until, at about 1400 miles to the west of Honolulu, it rises to only

1108 fathoms (B) from the surface. Descending rapidly to 1817

fathoms, it again rises to 1613 fathoms, and in about 50 miles sinks

to 2813 fathoms. Farther eastwards the depth increases to 3262

fathoms and continues nearly the same, until, at about 2275 miles

from Honolulu, the bottom rises very abruptly from 3009 to 1400

fathoms (C), then falls again to 3023, and thence continues to

present a series of abrupt alternations, between depressions ex-

ceeding 3000 fathoms in depth, and elevations (D, E, F, G) that

approach within from 1500 to 2173 fathoms of the surface. The
Bonin Islands (Lat. 26’ 55' A., Long. 142'’ 14' E.), which lie

nearly in the same parallel as the Hawaiian, to the south-east of

Japan, rise almost as abruptly as they do from a great depth; while

between these and Cape No 8ima, Japan, a distance of about 450

miles, the bottom deepens again to 2435 fathoms.

3'9. Kature of Bottom.—The specimens of the bottom brought up
in the first Section between San Diego and Honolulu, are almost

invariably described as “ yellowish-brown mud or ooze,” with an

occasional mixture of “fine particles of sand;” but in the shallow

water around the Hawaiian islands, the bottom was found to consist

of “ whitish-grey sand,” apparently disintegrated coral. The deep

bottom to the westward again uniformly yielded “ yellow-brown

“ooze;” but at elevation A, the sounding apparatus brought up
“white coral with lumps of lava;” on elevation B, a sounding

at 1964 fathoms brought up “ whitish cream-coloured ooze,” at

1625 fathoms “coral mud,” at 1108 fathoms “white coral,” at

1817 fathoms again “white coral,” at 1613 fathoms “white coral

“and sand,” and at 2813 “light yellow-brown ooze;” on eleva-

tion C, the bottom was “ coral limestone and sand;” on elevation D,

at depths of 2042 and 2173 fathoms, the bottom consisted of “coral

“ lime.stone with sand ;
” on elevation E, at a depth of 1499 fathoms,

the bottom was “ coral limestone with specks of lava ;
” on eleva-

tion F (1712 fiithoms) the bottom was “coral limestone with par-

“ tides of sand;” on elevation G (1700 fathoms), it was “coral

“limestone with particles of lava;” and on hoth slopes of Peel

I.sland (Bonin group) the sounding apparatus brought up from

various depths “ coral limestone ” with “ specks ” or “ lumps of

“lava.”

40. Considering the-^e facts bj’ the light of the general doctrine

2 M 2
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of Coral growths propounded by Darwin and confirmed by Dana, it

seems scarcely to admit of question that the vast area of the IN^orth

Pacific between the Sandwich Islands and Japan has been one of

great and rapid subsidence within a very recent epoch. For it is

impossible to account for the uniformity with which indications of

coral presented themselves on every one of the elevations of this

profile, unless we admit that each of these elevations had been if

not above the surface—yet sufficiently near to it to allow the reef-

building corals to live ; the limit of their depth being fixed by the

two authorities just named at about 20 fathoms. And whilst in

the Bermuda group, as in the other well known cases referred to by

Mr. Darwin, the subsidence of the bottom has taken place so slowlj

that the growth of the corals has served to keep their living fabric

up to the surface, the cessation of their groudh on the series of

seven elevations, whose existence the sounding-apparatus has dis-

closed in one section of the Xorth Pacific, must be taken as indi-

cating that the subsidence of this area took place too rapidly for

their upward grow'th to keep pace with the downward depression.

jS^ow, if the summits of these elevations had been at or near the

same level, it might have been maintained that the cessation of the

growth of the coral which the}" supported might be accounted for

by a simll rapid subsidence, follow'ed by a larger slow subsidence.

But this would not be consistent with the fact that these elevations

at present lie at depths of from 1400 to nearly 2200 fathoms; so

that within this range, at any rate, the subsidence must have been

sufiiciently rapid to kill the coral borne by each elevation as it

became submerged ;
and the same condition would seem, from tlie

presence of dead coral at various depths on the slope of the Bonin

Islands, to have continued to prevail.

41. It is well known that the Sandwich Islands constitute a

focus of volcanic activity which is probably nowhere surpassed in

scale; and, as the Bonin Islands are also volcanic, it would seem

probable that the seven intermediate elevations—fiom some of

which the sounding apparatus brought up ' lumps or “ specks ” of

lava, along with coral—formerly constituted a chain of submarine

volcanoes. It may reasonably be surmised that other lines of

sounding would disclose the existence of a similar condition in

other parts of the Xorth Pacific ; in which case the absence of those

numerous coral islands which constitute so remarkable a feature

of the Tropical and Southern portions of that vast oceanic area,

may be attributed to the rapidity of its subsidence.

42. XoRTHEEX Eoute.

—

Commencing from A'okohama (Japan) the
survey of the alternative line for the projected submarine cable, the
‘Tuscarora’ in the first instance steered a X.E. coui.se, on which
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the met with a rapid increase of depth to 1425 fathoms, then

w'ith a terrace about 50 miles wide, and then with a steep

descent to 3427 fathoms; and in a sounding taken 50 miles further

(Lat. 38^ 11' X., Long. 144’ 33' E.), 4643 fathoms of wire were let

out without striking bottom, and the wire then parted. As this

extraordinary depth was considered unsuitable for cable-laying, the
‘ Tuscarora ’ was brought hack to a position nearer land, and kept

along a course nearly parallel to the shores of Xiphon, Yesso, and the

Kurile Islands. Here a similar terrace of much greater apparent

breadth (probably because it was crossed more obliquely) was
encountered, lying at between 1100 and 1425 fathoms’ depth, and
rising at its outer border to a sharp elevation of only 653 fathoms’

depth; while on the outside of this the bottom fell rapidly to 2266,

3587, 4356, and finally to 4655 fathoms, at which last depth (obtained

in Lat. 44’ 55' X., Long. 152° 26' E.) the wire again broke, as it

had previously done at a depth of 4411 fathoms. Tims it became

clear that the bottom of this part of the Pacific lies at such a vast

depth as to render it unsuitable for cable-laying, and that it would

he necessary to follow a line still nearer the land. The ship was,

therefore, again brought hack to a position opposite the north point

of Xiphon, and her cour.<=e .so laid as to keep her at no great distance

fiom the lino of the Kurile Islands and the .‘-onfheni extremity of

Kamschatka. Along this line, as might he ex])eeted, the dejith

proved very irregular, diminishing abruptly as islands were ap-

proached, and increasing rapidly at a short distance from the shore,

until, at about ItjO miles south of Capo Lopatka, the extreme point

of the Kamscliatkan peninsula, a depth of 3754 fathoms was struck.

Between this and the first of the Aleutian Islands, at about 300 miles

to the south of Behring's Island, the bottom rose gradually to within

1777 fathoms of the surface, and then sank again very rapidly to

4037 fathoms.

43. In consequence of this renewed indication of the extraordinary

depth of this part of the Xorth Pacific Basin, the course of the

‘Tuscarora’ was now laid still nearer the chain of the Aleutian

Islands ; in the first instance to the outside of it, and then, Behring’s

Sea being entered through the channel to the west of Tanaga

Island, along the inside of the chain as far as Ounimak Strait, near

the termination of the peninsula of Alaska, through which the

‘Tuscarora’ passed into the Pacific again. This chain of islands

I'ises up from a sea which is extremely deep on its southern flank,

and which, from the fact that depths of 1750 fathoms were obtained

at a short distance within it, seems aLo to he very deep on its

northern side.
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44. The Pacific Basin, to the south of the Alaskan Peninsula, in

Lat. 53^ 35' X., Long. 160^ W., was found to have a depth of

3664 fathoms ; hut from this the bottom rose, at first rapidly and

afterwards gradually, as the ‘ Tuscarora ’ kept her great-circle-course

towards Vancouver’s Island
;
more than 1000 miles of it sloping

upwards, with very little interruption, from about 2500 to about

1500 fathoms. A sudden elevation to within 1007 fathoms of the

surface (apparently a continuation of the ridge which forms Queen

Charlotte's Island) then presents itself : and within this the bottom

again deepens to more than 1300 fathoms, from which it rises

rapidly, as in the other sections taken along’ the Aorth American

Coast, to within 100 fathoms of the surface. The contrast already

shown in the southern section between the almost uniform basin-

shaped bottom of the eastern half of the Aorth Pacific, and the

irregularity of its western half, in which extreme depressions

alternate with elevations, is thus remarkably borne out by the

northern.

45. Nature of Bottom.—The specimens of the bottom brought ujj

by the sounding-apparatus are described as consisting of “ yellowish

“ mud,” ‘‘ yellowish ooze,” “ chiy-coloured mud,” “ clay-coloured

“ ooze,” tvith grey and black sand of various degrees of fineness.

At the greatest depths, mud or ooze generally predominated, but fine

sand was often diffused through it
;
and in one instance the bottom,

at 3439 tathoms, consisted of ‘‘ hard yellow sand, with black specks.”

Along the whole of this route, except between the peninsula of

Alaska and Cape Flattery, there was land at no great distance
;
and

there is, therefore, no difficulty in supposing that both the mud and

the sand were mainly derived from its disintegration. A'o indication

is given of organic constituents
; but I have reason to believe that

a microscopic examination of these soundings would yield abundance

of siliceous exuvue.

The Peesidest said that it was upon such papers as that which
Dr. Carpenter had prepared, that the scientific reputation of the Koyal
Geographical Society amongst Continental nations depended. If it was
merely a society to register personal adventures, or the ordinary run of
travellers, it might he a Geographical Society, but it would not be a
scientific Geographical Society. When, however, serious problems of physical
geography, such as Dr. Carjxinter bad solved, were considered, the Society
fulfilled those fiinction.s for which it was really constituted. He expressed
the hope that Dr. Carpenter would allow the paper to be printed in the
Society s ‘ .Journal,’ for he knew it would tend to confirm the very high
character which the Society had alwa3's held of its author.

^

The thanks of the Meeting were then voted to Mr. rorrest and to Dr.
Carpenter^ for their papers, and to the Senate of the University of London for
the use of the hall during the session now terminated.
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ADDITIONAL NOTICES.

(PrintoJ by order of Council.)

1. Juimicy ia the Interior of Formosc. By AaTErn Cor.NEU, Amoy.

Dur.ixG a recent visit to Formosa, rvitli a view of making; some notes and
bketclies of the country occui>ieil by the Aborigines, I landed at the Biiti.-h

settlement of Takao, lat. 37' v., Iona. 12fF 10' e., on the s.w. coast,

intending to ju'oceed eastwaid to the mountains extendme; (some 40 to 50
miie.s from the coast) in a northerly and southerly direction, and inhabited by
tlie savaue races.

The haibour of Takao is shallow, and the part where vessels lie is becoming
daily more contracted, as the drift-sand fills up the laaoon and is carried out
by the tide to the entrance. • 'n passing the bar we enter the harbour by two
heads, having a passage apparently not more than 30 yard.s wide. To the
northward is a rocky bluff composed of lime.stone masses rising towards Ape's
Hill, and the south point, called the Dr.vcon's Heitd, is a hiah cliff of fossili-

feruus limestone, the strata of which would apparently lead to the conclusion
that the.se beds have formed a coutuiu'ais line with Ape’s Hill. From a sketch
of the chtf which I made from the bar, it is seen that the strata indicate two
ditf'erent peiiods, if not more, of terrestiial change, and from a fossil mollusk
(ilonotus Hawm) I picked tip on the top of the cliff, it would appear
u[ion reference to the very limited resources to which I here have access, to

belong to the latter period or Permian pieviod of PaUeozoio times. Joining
the Dragon's Head with the mainland, a long narrow spit of sand runs
S' lUtherl}' fur some 7 miles, separating tlie lagoon from the sea, and covered
with banian and wild pine-ajiplc, and cultivated tvith sweet potatoes. This
bank is not, as one would imaaiue, of Coralline formation, but appears to

have been formed bv tlie action of the sea, as I fijund no traces of recent coral

giowtli oil it
;
the htcoon also may have formerly extended inland for a much

greatei dist.mce, perhaps to the loot of the range of slate hills to the east-

ward, some 40 miles, being gradually lilleil up by the diift-sand to its present
limits. Tlie saud of the iiver-beiis which I have traver.sed in journeying
t' 'w.ir.Ls the mountains, apjieared to be composeil of slate fragments, the stones

beiii'j: water-rvoru slate, lounded by iiiaiine action probably. A northerly

breeze fills the air with a dense quantity of fine sanii, so as on a clear day to

entirely obscure the distant country. Appc's HiU is a mass of ancient coral

limestone, and contains some curious caves and rifts, filled with shells and
bones of fishes. I explored one of these for some distance, and found the
vertebne of a fish and ot'ner bone.s not fossilized.

A journey of two days nearly due e.ist of Tak.ao, over a countrv’ highly
cultivated with r.ce and sugar, bioiiHit us to the village of Calijxt, about lour

hours’ w.alk from tvliieh, and alter asci-iidine: the mountains for some distance

bv a very narrow and precipitous J'ath, we re.uhed the savaze village of
* Kao Ifiah,'’ which my barometer showeil to be about 1700 feet above the
sea-level. The tnlie occupying this position is called the “ Ifoah ma hai

”

pieople, who are a fine type of the aboriginal race. Of middle height, broad-
che-ted and muscular, with remarkably large leet and hands, the eyes large,
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forehead round, and not narrow or receding in many instances, nose broad,

mouth large, and disfigured by betel. The women are pleasant-looking, and
their children pretty

;
but the teeth of all are spoiled by betel. Their appear-

ance and habits would lead one to imagine them to possess some connection

with the Malayan race, although the dress and arms bear no resemblance.

The men wear a kind of short cotton petticoat, aud some have jackets of

woollen material in stripes, red, green, and oiange, hut most have none
;
some

are tattooed on breast and arms. They carry a spear from childhood, and a

straight, short sword in a wooden scabbard open on one side
;
the sword is

used for mant’ pacific as well as warlike purposes, such as chopping wood, in

which they use it very dexterously, and it seems to be their only implement
tor that purpose. The women wear a short jacket just covering the breast,

with long, close sleeves, are bare round the waist to the band of the petticoat,

which reaches to the calf of the leg ; from knee to ankle cotton gaiters cover

the leg, and the feet are hare. Their cloths are made of cotton of various

shades of blue. The head-dress is generally a red turban twisted in with the

hair, and a wreath of wild flowers or leaves, which when fresh has rather a

picturesque effect. The men’s head-dress is a black turban, the ends of which
are spread out in a fanlike shape and embroidered. Some of the men wear a

kind of leather scull-cap with a curtain behind covering the neck
;
the front

of the cap is often ornamented with the teeth of wild animals arranged in a

star-like form. There is a race which is said to be identical in origin with
these mountaineers, who inhabit the plains, and are called the “ Pe pa whan ”

by the Chinese, while the hill savages are called “ Che whan,” or green

savages
;
the former have many characteristics of the hill people, but are under

the dominion of the Emperor of China.

The village of “ Kao Slab ’’
is built on the edge of a deep lavino facing the

east and opposite a mountain of some 9000 feet, with the dry Led of a torrent

in between, which in the rainy season must pour down a large body of ivater

on the plains. There is no water on the site ot the village, and supplies are

brought from a place at some distance, which we jassed in ascending, in large

bamboos about 5 feet long, carried by the women. The place seems to bo
almost inaccessible from any point but that by which we approached it.

There is a kind of stockade suirounding the village, and the houses are built

in terraces of slate, of which the surrounding country is composed. T'i;e

roofs are about 4 feet high, very low inclined, and the slates are kept in

position by large stones along the ridge. The door is a .slab of wood, about
o feet high, sliding in a groove; and each hoit.se Las one or two windows
closed by wooden shutters, and a fire-place. The outside court is paved with
slate, and slabs of the same, set up edgeways, scpaiate one liuu.se fium
another. In front of each house is an erection of bamboo, thatched, aud sup-
jxirted by wooden piiles, with round slabs of slate interposed to pievent the
access of rats and vermin to the grain stored within. The interior of the
houses presented much the s.arne fe.itures in eveiy ease, ftu ciiteiing the
door a wooden partition separated a platfonii raised about a foot from the
ground, on which the family slept ; a row of large bamboos full of water rest

against the wall, and a broad fire-place, with an iion cooking-pan of Chinese
manufacture, constitute the savage hntferie rje cuisine. There is a kind of
reed which, when diicd, is used as a means of illumination both iudoor.s

and out.

These people are said to have a certain form of leliaion, and we noticed a
curious custom before drinkmir, of pmttiiii; their foielinger into the cup and
throwing a few drop.s on the ground, but I have not been long enough aiiiuno
them to observe much on this subject. They are .said to jireserve the heatls
of their enemies, the Chinese, in certain houses in the village set apart for that
pnrjiose. I did not, however, see any. The jlace was lemarkabi)' clean and
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sweet, and, with the exception of the presence of the inevitable pie, bore

strong contrast to a Chinese village of the same dimensions. The people are

good-natured enough, although we were onlv two Europeans (myself and
Dr. Kratiel, German Consul at Amoy), our Chinese being too frightened to

accompany us. Erom certain proposals which were made to us, it would

appear that the social condition of the savages of Formosa is not encumbered

with those prejudices regarding the moral obligations of married liie which
belong to some European nations.

One cannot fail to feel interested in these people, whose manneis ami
appearance are so prepossessing

;
and it is distressing to contemplate that in

the course of a few years they may probably he extinct. It is possible that,

under different circumstances, these p'eople might become as useful members
of society as some of the African ract.s 1 have seen, of whom these people in

some particulars strangelv remiud me. The antipathy to the Chinese is so

strong that warfare between them is constant
; and the savage who fell into

their hands, from the (ilayful girl with laughing eyes, or boy who carries his

light spear so gracetuliy, to the old man, would assuredly be decapitated if

once in their power
;
and while this policy is pursued towards them the race

cannot but yield to so numerous an enemy.
From the appearance of the slate at Kao Slab, I judge that if properly cut

it would make capital building material, and the conveyance would not be

very diffioult, as country roads e.xist to the foot of the hills by which buffalo-

carts bring down sugar-cane, and the rivets ironi some pioints would be

available for boat navigation.

As to the bearing of travellers among savage people, there is little doubt
that a free and even jocular manner is the salest, if we wish to dis<trin

suspicion, always strong in the wild nian. Ilogarding the carriage of water,

I shiould think anything preferable to skin ; the Formosa savages sometimes
use bladdeis for this purpose, of which I had very disagreeable experience in

the flavour of the water. Nothing, iiowevor, could be better than the largo

bamboo, as the slight evaporation throiigli the pores would tend to keep the

water cool.

2. Incidents of Travel in Papua-Koriay (New Guinea).

By 31. 3I1KLUK0 31aklav.

[Translated and commimicatnJ by C'ulonel the lion. tV. Feh.dixg.]

The following c.xtraet from a letter addressed to a lanv in Ilussia by M.
NTcholas Mikluko 3Iaklay, has been translated by Colonel the lion. 3Villiam

Feilding, at the ropiest of that distinguished Kiissian ethnialogist and
traveller. The incidents therein narrated occurred during his stay m the

south-western portion of Xew Guinea in the spring of 1^73. 3Ir. NIaklay had
previously spent fifteen months on the eastern end of the island. More
complete account.s of this, as well as of Lis first travels in Xew Guinea, have

been published by the Imperial Geographical Society of Kussia.

“ Knowing the nomad habits ot the population of Papua-Koviay, I took

with me liom my starting-place in Ceram Laut (an island soutii of the

jMolucca group) nineteen men from that island, a.s well as iny Amboynese
servant Joseph.

“To facilitate the con.strurtion of a hut, .as a place of shelter for my bag-

gage, I took also three hundieil ‘ataiics' ('nro.id palm-leaves sown togetlier

With fibre, used in the formation of the loot and -sides).

“ After visiting several islands on the coast, I selected at List a most pic-

turesque s[iot on the mainland, called ‘Aiva,’ situated opposite an archipelago,
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called by the natives ‘IMavara.’ (This archipelago is not yet named or marked
on any map.)

“ My men built me a capital hut, around which a considerable number of

Papuans of dinerent tribes soon collected. Their prahus and mine, drawn
up on the neighbouring beach, and a few huts hastily built for slielcer,

gave it quite the appearance of a native vilkge, and thus oflered me favour-
able opportunities for the ]>ursuit of my ethnological studies, of the forms,
customs, and habits of life of the native iiopiulation. Almost daily I received

visits from the three chiefs of the neighhotiring tribes, and assurance.s of the;r

good will, and of the satisfaction they expierienced at my presence, which gave
them an immunity from the attacks of their enemies. These chiefs were the
rajahs of Aidouma, of Xaiuatoto, and of Mavara. Havinu made myself
acquainted with the greater part of the piopulatiou in the immediate vicinity

of mv' little colony, I determined on making an excursion to a distant part of

the coast.
“ Leaving seven of my men at Aiva to take charge of my hut and baggage,

I took the remainder in my ourembaie (a iiralui of Ceram), and cruised east-

wards along the coast. After an absence of a fortnight, 1 leturned to Aiva,
and, to my surprise, learnt that an attack had been made on the tribe of
Aidouma, who had established themselves near my hut, and that my baggage
had been pillaged.

“It apjiears that my allies, the Papuans of Aidouma, trusting in the pio-
tectiou atiouled them by my presence at Aiva, had neglected to take tlte usual
precautions again.st a surprise. One dark, lainy morning, during the tem-
porary absence of the chiefs and a part of the men, the remainder being asleep
either on board tlieir prahus or in their lints, a I'arty of their enemies of the
tribe ot Telok-Iiitcbaron attacked the little colony. Well-armed, and with
their laces painted black, they burst into the hut built for the Kajah Aidouma,
which during his absence was occupied only by his wife and little child, a
nice girl, ot about six years of age. Although pieiced by two spears, this

uniortunate woman managed to teach my hut, where she expected to find
protection. The other Papuans of Aiva following her example, my hut soon
became the central object of attack. As, liowever, they could otily muster
about a dogen men, indifl’erently armed and without chiefs, and were encum-
beied with the presence of the women and children, this forlorn little band soon
suffered defeat at the hands of their well-armed assailants, who exceeded one
hundred in number. These latter, not content with having wounded ten of
the tribe of Aidouma (men and women), first assured themselves that the
wounds received Iiy the rajah's wile were mortal, and then cut in jiieces the
little girl. Her head and one of her arms were afterwards fixed on a lance,
and carried in triumph. Afterwards I learnt that the motives of these mur-
ders and atrocities arose from a vengeance of long standing against the old
rajah.

^

After the slaughter the pillage of my eflects commenced, lasting till

three in the afternoon. This done, some of the mountaineeis retired towards
their lastnesses, taking with them as slaves a boy and two young girls,

together with as many of my things a.s they could carry,
“ During the attack, in which my men took no part, one of them, who

Seems to have retained his presence of mind, embarked with two others in one
of the prahus, and went on board a paiionakan (a large sailing prahu), which
had come from Macassar to engage in baiter with the natives. He succeedeil
in persuading the captain to send a boat with some aimed men to save some of
niv baggage. Arrited at Aiva towards eveiung, they found the natives of the
riibes ot Aainatoto and ilavara engaged in the distribution of the day’s work.
Iired, and seeing armed men, they retired, leaving my men and their escort
to gather together and to transport to the iiadonakan the leiiuuuit of mv
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“ Although it was uightfall when I learnt this terrible news, 1 lost no time

in shaping my course at once to the island of Xainatoto, near to which the

padonakan was lying at anchor. There I found my men, who, having fled

from the fight, had taken refuge on hoard. As the captain was afraid of an
attack, he only waited until my arrival and the transhipment to my ourembaie

of my hargage, to hoist his matting sails and he off to the islands of Key and
Arou. Personally, I h.td decided on retumins to Aiva. AIv men, howe\ er,

fearing a second attack on my return, wished to go hack to Ceram, and I

failed to induce them to ohey my orders to return with me. Although I

hacked my order with threats of shooting them with my revolver, the most
I could prevail on them to do was to land me and my haggage al ne on the

beach at Aiva. Arrived there, a new difficulty arose from the fact of the

spring at Aiva having been poisoned by the enemy. This I fortunately

discovered in time, by finding the fish in the little stream dead.
“ Determined, however, not to rptit this coast, I suggested to my men that

we should search for another spot where to build another hut. The promise

of a handsome remuneration tinned the scale in my favour. I therefore

stripped from my hut at Aiva the ‘atapes’ forming it, and, baniing the

remainder, I re-embarked with them and set sail. Aly course lay alom: the

coast, and between it and the archipelago of Alavara. This lovely strait I

iiave called ‘The tftrait of the Grainl Duchess Helena of llnssia,’ in rcmein-
huvnee of my visit to CUanienbaum in ItiTi.t. Hce 1 met the Ilajah Aidouma,
who had followed mo with a few of his men in bis praliii. Our meeting was a

sad one; the poor old man cried aloud, loproaching me at first with being the

cause of the death of his wife and child; but finally telling me tliat, having
now no family, lie wished to follow nic everyulnrc.

“ In Xew Guinea, as in many other parts of the Eastern Archipelago, it is

the custom, after a miiuier, that the relatives of the muriiered person should
kill either the mui-Jerer, some of his tribe, or failing either of the former, then
the first convenient person without anv diseriinination. This custom is

founded on the idea that the jieisou so killed will awake m their future state

as the .slave of their murdered friend or relative. Aly Ceram men, aware of

this custom, made tip their minds that this otter on the part of the rajah arose

from his intention to kill me at a favouiable opportimity if he should fail iu

killing some of the tribe who had murdered his family. They theretdve

begged me to beware
;
and I frequently remarked that they watched very

narrowly every movement of the obi man whenever he came near me. I was,

however, very piarticular to avoid all appearance of uneasiness, and in no wa\'

changed my manner towards him.
“ As I found no suitable pilacc for my but in or near the archipelago, which,

moveover, belonged to my enemy, I decided at last on a spot beyond it, wliere

was a hut formerly occupied by a rajah of Aidouma, to whom my present

compianiou had succeeded .as rajah. A'ear this hut was am ther. better built

and ornamented. This I learnt was the grave of the former rajah, and the

place teas c.alled ‘Ounibourineta.’ As there was a lovely vituv liism it, with
good water in some neighbouring tanks, and liealtby from being well exposed
to the sea breezes, I elecided on building my but here. On giving the orders

to my men to land the ‘atapes,’ they all decLireil that ne>t one of them would
stay on shore, for fear of another attack. ‘ Very web,' said I, I will live by
myself in the hut, and you may live on boarel the ouunibaie. or, if you like

better, return to Ceram.’ It eneied by their constrnctiug leir me on the top of

the cliff' a hilt of one small looni with a verane'iab, wliiNt they \\e.rked on shoie

during the day, returning each night to sleep on board the ourembaie. In a

short time, as before, men of the tribe of Aidouma settled themselves round

mv hut ; but the men of Alavara and Xainatoto, fearing my vengeance loi

their cowiudly behaviour, did uot show themselves.
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“ I soon found tLat the fears of my men were well founded
;

for I received

information that the men of Xainatoto were preparing a fresh expedition.

Hardly a night passed without some fresh alarm, anrd several Xainatoto men
were oir different occasions caught prowling at night round my new settle-

ment. Although I was assured that they were spies, and was hegged to kill

them, I always ordered their release, declaring that when they brought the

chiefs I would see jirstioe done. Although the bad season was coming on, and
my men were impatient to return to Cerant, I waited a whole month, intent

on exacting punishment for the outrage done to my house by the murder of

the wife and daughter of my ally under its very roof. This state of uncer-

tainty was, however, brought to a climax on the 24th of April.

“ It was daybreak, and my servant Joseph was getting ready my cup of

coffee, whilst 1 was enjoying the lovely view spread out before me, the beauty

of the varied outline.s and foliage of Lammansieri vying with that of the other

countless islands which closed in this grand tropical panorani.i. In the fore-

ground were some of my men preparing their breakfast, whilst others were
still asleep on the deck of the ourembaie. A good many Papuans, recently

arrived, were clustered in my more immediate neighbourhood. As Joseph
j'oured out my coffee, he whispered mysteriously in my ear that he fancied

that he had just espied the rajah of Jlavara hidden in one of the prahus which
had arrived during the night. I told him to go on hoard at once, and, on the

pretext of buying some cocoa-nuts, assure himself whether or not Capitan*
Mavara was there or not. After a short absence he returned with the informa-

tion that his suspicion wa.s correct.

“I determined at once to seize this traitor, and knowing well that I

could not trust to the courage of my men of Ceram, I said nothing to

them of the discovery I had made; but I took into my confidence one of

the Papuans, JIui Piirit by name, whom I had noticed as being more brave
than the rest, and on my asking him if he would accompaii}’ me whilst

making the arrest, he rejlied, ‘Yes, if you go first.’ Armed with my
levolver, and accompanied by iloi Birit, to whom I had given a piece of stiong

cord, I told Joseiili to rein.im in llie hut, atid to load my guns. Passing
quietly amongst the giouj's of Papu.ui.s and njon of Ceram scattered between
my hut and the sta-heach, I reached at l.i.st the place wheie was drawn up
the prahu in which Capital! Alavara uas said to be concealed. Having sum-
moned him three times by name to come out, but without any effect, 1 com-
menced to pull off the atapes witb whicb tbe living part of the prahu was
Covered. I then di.scovered the rajah sitting on the deck, grasping his lance,

evidently greatly astonished at seeing me. In an instant I was upon him,
and Seizing him by the throat with my lelt Land, placed the muzzle of my
levolvcr against his teeth. At fir.J he held cut his arms as if to resist, but
overcome by terror, his hands fell down along his side, and he trembled as if

in a fit of ague. Leading him into the o))en, I called aloud to the ciowd now
assembled round the prahu, ‘ This is the Pajah Alavaia, ivho caused murder to

be Committed in my litit at Aiva, and it i.s / now who take him as my
prisoner.’ The sight, however, of this man, now so abject and helpless in my
band.s, madle me licsitate to press the trigger, and so to launch him into

eternity. 1 contented my.self, therefore, by de.-iriiig Moi Birit to secuie him
with the cold. Seeing this, my own men from Ceram rushed towards me,
begging me to tnake haste, and to lose no time in embarking in my ourem-
baie, pointing to tlie number.s of Papuans as compared to their oun. ‘ CVe
shall see,’ 1 icplied

;

‘ but in the mean time I must be obeyed, and I order yon
to cany this man on board my ourembaie.’ bVbilst they were thus occiipitd

* The term '• Capitau’’ means “ Chief,” and has cvideiitlv been liorrowed either
tmiii tlic rnrtiigucse or from tlie Dutch. It is also ii.-eil bv tlie Alalai s.
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I turned towards the Papuans, who, although they held their arms ready for

use, had remained silent spectators hitherto. As I approached them some
slunk away and hid behind the bushes, whilst others remained standing where
they were. Putting my revolvers back into my belt, I went towards them,
saying, ‘ Have no fear, I do not mean to do any harm to you.' These words
had an astonishing efl'ect on the laccs of my auditors, which became less

anxious, some of them even welcoming me with a smile. I then addressed

them as follows ;—
‘ I am not angry with you, but with the two rajahs of

Alavara and of Xainatoto ; and it is I'or this reason that I have made Capitan

Havara my prisoner. You must now lay down your weapons at my feet.’

Some did so at once, whilst others only followed their example after having
exchanged uneasy glances amongst themselves. ‘ Xoiv, then,’ said I, ‘ if you
will help my people to embark my baggage on board the ourembaie, I will

give you some tobacco.’ The natives complied readily with this request, as if

glad to be relieved of my presence so easily. As, however, I did not know
the number of the natives, nor what might be their intentions, I desired

my two Amboynese to keep an eye on the prahus, and to have the guns in

readiness. Above all, dispatch was neces.sary, lest my enemies should transmit

to others the news of the arrest ot the llajah Mavara. In less than two hours,

all my baggage being on board, I called the Papuans towards me, gave them
the promised present of tobacco, and said to them ;

‘ Go tell the wife and
children of Capitan Havara that I will not kill him, nor do him anv injury.

Seeing that they did not believe me, I added, raising my voice, ‘ Haklay says
this, and furthermore, I give my hut and the atapes to the wife and children

of Capitan ilavara. As to llajah Xaiuatoto, I will come back another year
and seize him.’ I then took ray departure towards my boat, escorted by two
natives, to the astonishment of my crew, who, liaving begun to show signs of

impatience, by no means expected so friendly a conclusion to so hazardous an
adventure,

“Fearing that too long a delay luight enable the natives to recover from
their state of obedience and astonishment, I hoisted my matting sails, auil

towards mid-day was already at a considerable distance from the coast.

Capitan IMavara was then untied, and food set before him, which he ate, and
tried to make friends with some of luy crew. I discovered nl'terwiuds that he
])rouiised that if they would assist him to escape he would aive them plenty

of the fruits and other products of Xew Guinea. To h-ssen the chances of

escape, I sliapied my course for Kilvaron. During the eight days occupied by
this cruise, the water became bad, and I had on several occasions to draw my
revolver in order to preserve disci|>line and to ensure obedience.

“Arrived at Kilvaron, I handed over my jirisoncr to the native Rajah of
Kilvaron, to.keep till the return of the Dutch Resident of Ambon, to whom
on his arrival I gave full details ot the attack Iw the prisoner as well as of
his arrest. Sassi, Rajah or Capitan of dlawrra, was first taken to Amboyna,
and thence to Tidore, where he was confined m Xoveinber, IfTI.’’
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D. S. Btontdawer, A. Hassall.

1872.

—

Examiner, H. W. Bates, F.L.S.
(Speritd Subject: Smith Americti.')

Gold Medal S. E. Spring-Rice.
{_Et<jn Colleg-i

)

Bronze Medal . , . . A. S. Butler.
{Lictipotjl (’ollage )

Hunuuriillij Mmiloned C. Penrose, E. Dickson, J. R,
A\ bite, H. de A’. A'.me.

Examiner, T. W. Hin’CH-
HFF, M.A.

AV. G. CoLLIXilWTiOD,
\^I.VYrpij<iL College.)

AV. Graham.
(Eton College )

It H. Sayle, ^y. L. Kiugsfori].
H. E. Dixon.
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|ljgsical (gcograpbg. ^oli&al Uleugrapbg.

ISVS.

—

’Examiner, Dr. J. D. Hooeeb, F.E.S. .E.ta7)!2ner,Maj.-Geii.SirH.

(Special Subject: Eastern and Western Turhestan.j C. EawEESSOE, E.C.B.

Gold Medal W. C. Hudsoe. ‘ S. E. Speieg-Eice,
(^Liverpool College.')

j

(^Eton College.)

Bronze Medal .. .. W. A. Foeees.
,

A. T. Xutt.
(Winchester College.')

j

(Vniversitg College School.)

Honoitrahlu Mentioned A. C. Cole, E. C. Eeade, H. ' A. Williams, W. E. Kings-
H. Hancock, H. Louis,

: ford. G, H. Sing, S, H. B.
H. AI. Eiehardson, G. S. I Saunders, A. HasaaU.
Pawle, G. E. Townsend,

|

W. S. Widdicombe.
j

187d.—Jlrajjjjjier, Prof. A. C. Eajisay, LL.D. I Examiner, Eev. Canon
(Special Subject : The British Isles.)

i
EawliESOX, M.A.

Gold Medal L. Westox. ' W. H. Tcbtox.
(City of Lorhlon School

)

! (Clifton College.)

Bronze Medal .. .. F. C. AIoxtagce. i L. Jacob.
( Cniversity College School.)

1 (City of London School

)

Sonourahhj Mentioned H. 31. Platnauer, W. S. 3Vid- J. F. Heyes, S. H. B.
dicombe, C. A. Spring-Eice,

,

Saunders,’ E. W. Whiston,
H. A. Miers, C. Healev, 3Y. B. Styer.
W. F. Wilsou, A. E.
Forsyth.

1875.—Examiner, General E. Strachet, E.E, Examiner, Sir Euther-
(Special Subject: China.) FOKD AlcocK, K.C.B.

Gold Medal H. A. Miers. S. H. B. Saexders.
(Fton College.) (Dulwich College.)

Bronze Medal .. A. E. Garrod. W. C. Grah.aji.
(Marthorough Cfdlege.) (Eton College.)

Honourably Mentioned C. A. Spring-Eice, H. Perrin, J. A’ans Agnew, W. 31. H.
H. H. Hancock, W. D. Alilner, J. F. Heyes, D. G.
Thomson, H. 31. Plat- i Crawford, T. Knox, A. S.

nauer.
5

Aloriarty.

A'OI,. XIX'. -V
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PRIZE MEDALS

or THE

ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

INSTITUTED, 1869.

RESULTS OF THE EXAMIXATION FOR 1875.

List of Schools icJio icere invited to compete in 1875,

English Schools.—St. Peter’s College, Eadley, Abingdon; King
Edward’s School, Birmingham; Biighton College

;
Bristol Grammar

School
;
Cathedral Grammar School, Chester

; Cheltenham College

;

Clifton College ; Dulwich College ; Eton College ; Haileyhuiy

College ; Harrow
; Hurstpierpoint

;
Liverpool College

; Liverpool

Institute : London,—Charter House
;
Christ’s Hosptal

; City of

London School; King’s College School; St. Paul’s; University

College School; Westniinster School; Eoyal Xaval School, Xew
Cross;—The College. TIalvern

; Manchester School; Marlborough
College; University School, Xottingham

; Eepton; Eossall
; Eugby;

King's School, Sherborne: Shoreham; Shrewsbury; Stonyhurst

(College, Blackburn; The School, Tonbridge; Uppingham School;

bVellingtou College; IVinchester College.

Channel Elands School.—Yictoiia College, Jersey.

Scotch Schools.—Aberdeen Grammar School ; Edinburgh Academv

;

Edinburgh High School
; Glasgow High School.

Irish Schools.—Eoyal Academical Institute, Belfast
; Dungannon

Eoyal School
; Ennis College ; Portora Eoyal School, Enniskillen

;

Foyle College, Londonderry; Eathfarnham, St. Columba’s College.

Twelve of the above Schools furnished competitors, according to
the following list, in which is entered the number of candidates in
Political and Physical Geography from each school ;

—
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I'liysical. Political.

Victoria College, Jersey 1 .... 0
Marlborough College 1 .... 3

Brighton College 0 .... 3

City of London School 4 .... 0

Clifton College, Bristol 3 .... 4
(rrammar School, Bristol 1 .... 0

Liverpool College 2 .... 1

Hailet’bury College 0 .... 1

Eton College 3 .... 1

Dulwich College 3 .... 1

Cheltenham College 0 .... 4
Eos.sall School 1 .... 1

Total .. 19 .... 19

The Examiners appointed Ly the Cotincil for 1875 were General

E. Strachey, k.k., F.K..'j.. for Physical, and Sir Eutherford Alcock, k.o.b.,

for Political Geograph}'. The examinations were held at the various

schools, on the loth of March, and the Prizes were presented at

the Anniversary Meeting of the Society.

The special subject for the year 1875 was

—

C.'llVA.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.

Xo. 1 Examixatiox P.apee, IS".').

General.

[Caddidatus are not to auswer more flaiti Twelve Questions in this Pajier.']

(Ly Have the oiuline.s of land and sea, in the past ages of the earth, been

greatly different from what they now are, and do they still change ^

Mention facts on which your opinion is formed, and state generally their

causes as far as you are able.

(2)

. “What is a Volcano ? Mention some of the more remarkable phenomena
connected with volcanic eruptions, aiiel give examples of active and

extinct volcanoes, mentioning elevations.

(3)

. IMiat is a Moraine f What are the means of forming an opinion whether

glaciers have existed at any particular place in past time, or have had
greater extension there than at lu’e.sent ?

(4)

. State the general phenomena of the tides of the ocean, and their causes.

Under what conditions are the tide.s at certain places rendered very

irregular, or much increased or diminished 't What is a hare ? How is

it caused? and give illustrations.

(5)

. W hat are the characteristics of the climate of the Tropical zone, as com-
pared to that of the Temperate zuiie.^ What is meant by an insular as

e’liiitrastcd vitli a continental climate, and what cau.ses their difference

2 V 2
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(0). AYh.'it are the hottest, and what the coldest parts of the earth's surface,

so far as observations h.ave extended? State the extreme temperaturt-.s

in dearc-es of the Fahrenheit and Centiarade seale.s. Mention any remark-

able tacts you may know relating to areas of extieme temperature.

(T). AVhat are the components of the atmosphere? AVhat is the meaning of

Barometric pressure Is there any permanent, or nearly permanent

variation of barometric pressure observed over neighbouring parts of the

earth's surface, and, if so, how is it caused and what general effects does

it jiroduce ?

(J^). AVhat is rain > AVhence is the water derived which supplies it ? AVhy
is the quantity tliat f.dis in hot climates generally greater than that

vhich falls in colil cUiuates?

(0). AVhat is a doud ? AVhy are clouds so commonly seen in the upper parts

of the atmosiihere 't AVhat is the cause of clouds frequently hanging on

mountain tops ?

(10;. M’hat is the cause of peiiodical seasons of rain? Give illustrations of

pieriodtcal rains. Do mountains influence rainfall, and if so, how ?

(11)

. AYhat is meant bv the 2Iagnttic Eqicator? What by Declination ?

"What by Dip? What by Pules? Is declination invariable at the

s.ime place or not ? State any figures you remember as to amount of

ileclination at any piiace, or as to the position of the Magnetic Poles or

Equator.

(12)

. “What are the inaiii conditions on which the existence of organised

creature.s on the earth depend ? Speaking gcner.dly, is life more abuinlant

at the Equator than at the Poles, or vice versa, and why

(1."). IVIiat is the meaning of the terms Flora and Fauna ? In what manner
does the flora at the lo-jt of lolty mountains, like the Andes or Himalaya,
difi'er from that found at greater elevations; and what are the more
striking facts relntinu to the modifications of the forms of plants observed

in ascending such mountains?

(14). 1 he assemblages of living creatures found in two distant parts of the

earth generally difi'er from one another, and those found in two neigh-

bouring places generally resemble one another. "What is supposed to be
the c.uise of sucli dilil-rences and sucii resemblances ? xVre there e.\-

ceptions to this rule, and, if so, how do they occur >

(1.1). The Fauna and Flout of Anstr.ilia are very different from those of other

j.arts of tile earth
;
does the same remark apply to the indigenous races

of man ? and how are tlie marked differences accounted for ? AVhat are

the peculiarities of the inhabitants of Papua and the Fiji Islands, and
how are they explained '?

(1C). Make a .sketch giving a sectional diagram of the surface from the AVest
Cc.ast of Prance to the Black Sea, and thence to the Bay of Bengal.
Enter the names of a few of the more inuxirtaut places on the line, witli

a[)proxiinate distances and elevations, the latter in feet and metres.

(17). Make a sketch map to indicate the general outline of the high lands of
xAsi.i Aliiior, Beroia, Afghanistan, and Tibet, marking tlie positions of the
Tig^^a!ld Euplirates, Bir, Amoo, Indus, Gauges, Brahmapootra, Hoang-
lio, and Yangtze-Kiang.

(is). Draw a rougli map from the fullowing notes:—
Ship anchored op|X)site a small bay. Ilow'ed on shore to W. point of

b.iy, and ascended knoll at end of low line of hills which extends along
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the coast to'n'ard the K.1V. Call the knoll (A). From it ship distant

COOO yards, bearing S.E. The opposite headland ot bay (call it E) bears

exactly E. Fiom knoll look to the 'X. and E. across a valley with
small stream, and hills Iteyond, on which note two peaks, one (call it C)
bears due X., other (call it D) bears X.X.E. Head of bay bears X.E.

AValked along bills from A, moving X.AV., and at .3000 yards observed

peak (D) bearing X.E. On tbe left the coast was distant ICOO yards.

XVent on in same direction (X.W.) 3000 yards more, and came to j^oint

1), on the line of hill extendin': trom A. B is top of clift' rising abruptly

from sea. Beyond it coast-line goes off bearing AV-X-W. At 15

oliscrvcd bearing to pe.ak (C) X.E. Eurm B turned to right, and walked

due E. 4250 yards, when 1 found my.self with knoll (A) bearing due

ri., and peak(C) due X. Going on 1000 yards iiioie, crossed the stream,

w liicli came down from the X.AV. and flowed off into the sea on the

bearing of the ship, which we saw about tive miles oft'. Going on in

the same direction 2000 yard.s more, peak (D') was seen to bear due X.
Ancther 1250 yards brought us to the head of the bay, the ship now
bearmg nearly clue S., and the E. headland of the bay (E) bearing S.E.

The whole distance from (B) to the head of the bay had been b5C‘0 yards.

The bay from this point curved slightly round on either side to the

headlands (A) and (E). The line of lulls on which were peaks C and D
ran round and ended in the headland (E).

No, 2 Examixatiox Paper, 1S75.

Special.

[Cuniliilates are not to answer more than Eight Qaestions in this Pajier,']

(1)

. 'W'hat great mountains form the western boundary of China. If you
were to travel ictsfivard from them could you go far at a great eleva-

tion ? Say how far
;
and if you kept as high as jiossible, where would

you at last be forced to descend to the sea-lcvol'?

(2)

. If you travelled soiiihnrarcl from the same high mountains of Western
China, keeping as high as jxissihle, where would you come to the sea V

What rivers would flow oft' to the east, and what to the west of your path 'i

(3)

. What arc the chief peculiarities of the part of Central Asia under Chinese

rule ?

(4)

. Are the regions of Central Asi.r subject to China rainy or otherwise, and
what causes any peculiarities in this respect '2

(5)

. Alention two or three of tbe chief rivers of China. Give a rough sketch

of their courses. What is a ri''er-hf’siii ? ami marlr the basins in your

siretcli.

(fi). Under what circumstances are rivers cau.scs of the degradation of the

surface of the earth; and when do they act iu an opposite ?ensc, and
eause deposits'? What p.art of China givis a leuiarkable illustration of

one of these conditions, and what aie the livei- coiieirned.^

(7)

. Are there active volcanoes in or near China, ami where ? AIcntion other

volcanoes of Eastern Asia, and say whetlier there is any suppiosed con-

nection between them and those of the countries near China?

(8)

. Explain the terms Trail'- TI7„(7, and e;?, ami their causes. Are
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tliere monsoons in the seas of China, and within what local limits, and
in what directions do they How at different seasons of the year V

(9)

. What is a Tiji'hoon, and does it differ from a cydont ? Are such -wind.s

known in China, and if so, where and when do they occur ? In what
direction do they travel ? In what direction does the wind blow in a

cyclone in China ? is it the same as that ohserved in similar tvinds at the

Mauritius, and if not, why ?

(10)

. With the climate of what countries would you compare that of the
southern half of China, and of what countries that of the northern half

How far south does snow fall m China at the sea-level '? Compare the
temperature, winter and summer, of a town in China, with one in

Europe and another in America having nearly the same latitude, and
offer any remarks on the differences, if there are any of importance.

fll). Mention any veaetahle or animal piroducts of China important in com-
merce, and say what you know of them, and whether similar products
are obtained in other countries, and, if so, where ?

( 1-). To what cjreat section or family of the human race do the Chinese
belong? What are their physical characteristics? Xame two or three

neighbouring countries in whicli the people arc of entirely different

families, and say what tho.se other families are, and mention a few of

their characteristics?

POLITICAL GEOGEAPHY.

No. 1 Examix.atiox P.aper, 1875,

General.

[Candidates are not to cinsioer more than Twelve Questions in this Ptyier.]

(1)

. What is meant by the latitude and longitude of places on the earth’s sur-

f.ice ? Pe.-^ciibe the methoci.s in use for ascertaining the latitude and
longitude of places.

(2)

. Give the latitudes of (1.) Xorth Cape, Europe
; (2.) Cape M'rath

; (3.)
Land's End: (4.) Gibraltar; (5.) St. John’s, Xewfouudland

;
(G.)

Toronto; (7.) Washington; (8.) San Francisco; and the longitudes,
from Greenwich, of (1.) Berlin; (2.) St. Petersburg; (3.) Constanti-
nople

; (4.) Calcutta
; (5.) Singapore

; (6.) San Fi'ancisco
;
and (7.)

Sydney, Xew South Wales.

(3)

. What is the relative size, speaking roughly, of (Ircat Britain, Denmark,
Sweden and Aorway, and Belgium; of the Mi.ssi 5 sip[ii, Xde, and
Danube

;
and of Mont Blanc and Mount Atlas V

(

4)

. What is the distance, in geographical miles, and in a direct line, between
the lollowing places:—(1.) Londuu and Telicran; ('2.) Toronto and
Xew Westminster, British Columbia; (3.) Khiva and Calcutta?
(4.) Lame the states and provinces traversed by such lines.

(o). What were the boundaries of the Russian Empire at the death of Pet. r
the Hreat, and of Persia and Turkey at the same date ?
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(6)

. What would he the probable changes in maritime commerce produced by
the opening of a ship-canal through the American Isthmus V

(7)

. Describe generally the influence of geograpthical features upon the distribu-

tion of races and political history of Cuuntries.

(fi). Give in round numbers the p-opulation by the last census of the following

countries:—(1.) Great Britain and Ireland; (2.) France; (3.) The
German Empire

;
(A.) Austria ; (3.) European Bnssia.

(9)

. Of what Ethnic elements is the population of Europe composed, and
what is their geographical distribution '?

(10)

. What changes in the boundaries of »ta.tes were brought about by the

European wars of 1866 and 1870?

(11)

. Xame the chief colonies and foreign possessions of Denmark, Hollami,

France, and Spain
;
and give an account of the nature and amount of

their population, products and commerce.

(12)

. Flame the colonies of Great Britain, and state where situated, and their

Ijopulation.

(13)

. What were the chief commercial routes for distant trade, prior to the

discovery of the Cape of Good Hope ?

(11). What has been the alteiation in commercial routes caused by the open-

iug of the Suez Canal, and what its influence on shipping and trade?

(15)

. Give the areas, approsimatively, in English S'puaie miles, of the follow-

ing countries :—Great Britain, France, Paissia in Europe, United States

of Ameiica, and Biazil.

(16)

. Give the numerical proportions, in decimals, of the German geographical
mile, the French kiloincter, and the English statute mile.

(17)

. Enumerate in succession, from west to east, the countries lying between
the same parallels of latitude as Sj ain, .and give .some general facts

regarding their inhabitants and products.

(IS). Compare the British Isles and .Japan, as regards their area, geographical

position, climate, products, and the social and politic.tl condition of

their inhabitants.

No. 2 Examination Paper, 1875.

Special.

[Candidates are not to ansicer more tluiii Eight Questions in this Faperi]

CHIXA.

(1)

. What is the area of the Chinese Empire ? Describe its boundaries.

(2)

. Describe the boundaries of China Prn^ er. Xamo the provinces into

which it is divided.

(3)

. Xante its principal livers. St.ite their length, and how far liave they
lieen ascertained to be n.ivig.ible from the sea by Eurojicaii shiis '?

(4)

. Describe the cliief physical features of the country. Enumerate the
principal products of China.

( .7). Wliat is the nature and value of its foreign trade ? To what race do
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the Chinese belong ? AVhence came the Mahommedan element, and
what is the nature and extent of the political influence exercised by
Mahommedans throiigliout the Empire?

(6)

. What are the chief characteristics of the Chinese as a nation? What are

the most salient points in their history ?

(7)

. When did the empire of the Mongols terminate in China? What was

the name of the Chinese dynasty which succeeded ? How long did

it last ?

(8)

. When did the Manchoos seize upon the throne in China ? ICame the

most celebrated and distinguished emperors of the Manchoo dynasty.

(9)

. AVhat is the political constitution of China, and how is the country

governed ?

(10)

. When was the Treaty of Manking signed? What were the immediate
results of this treaty, political and commercial ?

(11)

. AVhat is the latitude and longitude of Peking, ICanking, and Canton ?

(Ifl). When was the Great Wall built, and by what Emperor? (2.) What
was its object ?
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The following are the names of the successful competitors :

—

PHYSICAL GEOGEAPHY.

Age.

Gold Medal ..Hen'et Auexaxdeb)
Mieks .. $

Bronze Medal . . Aeciiibald Edward >

Gakkod .. ..5

16

17

Lbjii College.

Marlborough College,

Honourahly Mentioned.

Ace.

C. A. SmsG-PacE 16 .. .. Eton ColUcje.

H. Pebebt 16 .. .. Clifton College.

H. H. HA^'cocK 17 .. .. Bristol Grammar School.

W. D. Thohsos 17 .. .. Clifton College.

H. M, Platsauer 17s .. •• City of London School.

POLITICAL GEOGEAPHY.

Age.

Gold Medal ..Sidney H. B. 1

Sausders ..

)

Bronze Medal . . William Cortton ( j g
Graham., .. f

Dulivich College.

Eton College.

Honourahly Mentioned.

Age.

J. Vams Alkew 15i .. .. Marlborough College,

M. H. Milker 15i .. .. Marlborough College.

J. F. Hea'es 17 .. .. Liverpool College.

I). G. Crawford 17 .. .. Chtltcnhom College.

T. Kkos. 151 .. .. Haikyburij College.

A. S. iluEiAETV 17 .. Brighton College.
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EEPOETS OF THE EXAMINEES FOE 1875.

I.—PHYSICAL GEOGEAPHY.

To the Council of the Boijal Geographical Society.

GestLEMEX, Loxdox, 16tli April, 1875.

The nuniher of candidates at the present Examination vas

nineteen, being one more than last year.

The result is as follows :

—

1. Gold. Kedal . . Hesby Alexaxdee AIiees.

2. Bronze Medal .. Archibald Edward Garkud.

Honourably Mentioned,

Cecil Aetucr Spbixg-1!ice.

Hexev Perris.

Hcbert Hexry IIaxcock.

ATili.iam David Tiioiisox.

Hexuv ilAUEicE Platxaui:r.

The Gold Medallist was the best in both papers. The Bronze

Medallist was very near the Gold Medallist in the geneial paper,

which was the most difficult. On the whole, the order in which

the candidates ajipear above is verj' nearly the .^iame as that in

which they would have been jdaced if the papers had been dealt

with separately, which confirms the general result come to.

The answers of the candidates not named were decidedly inferior

to the others.

Consideiing the character of the papers, there is not any sensible

difference between the value of the replies to the General and
Special questions.

There is, however, a marked difference in the value of the

answers to the several classes of ipiestions : those that may be
called Geographical being the be.st

; next following tlio.''0 relating

to climate, which are decidedly le.ss nell done; and last, those
relating to Plants and Animals, which can only be characterized as
indifferent. The Drawing is likewise generall}' poor, though one
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exception may be made, and tlie unsatisfactory result is perhaps

partly dne to the candidates having in very many cases avoided,

the questions which were intended to test this qualification. The

handwriting of more than one of the candidates must be described

as decidedly bad, and in one case it is so bad as to be hardly legible,

and I think the papers should not have been received. The last

named candidate is last but one on the General list as obtained

from results of the two papers.

The answers show that there has been careful study on the part

of most of the candidates ;
but I cannot avoid the remark that

there are indications of the training in some cases having led to a

cultivation of the memory, rather than to a sound apprehension ot

principles.

I am your obedient servant,

Kicii.vkd Strachev.

II.-rOLlTICAL GEOGhAPHY.

To the Coiiiicil of the Boyal Geographical Society.

14, Gbeat Qveex .SrnrET, IVestmixstek,

GeXTLEMEV, April 19th, 1ST5.

I have to report that the papers of nineteen candidates for the

prizes in Political Geography were placed in my hands with the

following results :

—

1. Gold Medal .. PiDXtv II. B. ^^auxdees.

2. Bronze Medal . . illia^i C. Gkah.w.

Munourdbly iMeutioiied.

Jonx V.tXs Auxew.
IValteb dl. H. ilii.XEn.

JOUX P. IlUYES.

DlROll Cr. CkAWFOKU.

Tiioaias Kxo.v.

Ar.rnur. iloEiAKTi-.

I may ob.serve that having no iiiforinatiuii as to the age of the

several candidates, the decision rested on the estimate made of

the merits of each paper, irre.spective of all other considerations.

The two Medallists were so nearly equal that I had some diffi-
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culty in deciding. The difference in marks was in favour of

Saunders; but the proportion was only as 750 to 710 in the General

paper, and 315 to 265 in the Special. The amount of information

possessed by each, and in both divisions, was very creditable, and

showed close application.

TVith reference to the other papers, those of six of the candidates

were decidedly superior to the rest, and deserving honourable

mention . Between these and the remainder there was a considerable

interval
; but the papers as a whole showed application, and an

intelligent appreciation of the leading facts referred to under each

head.

The Sj)ecial papers were generally satisfactor}', and one of those

among the candidates honourably mentioned (Moriarty) obtained a

higher number of marks than either of the Medallists for their

second paper (370); while two others not in that list, Hutching.s

and Kingsford, had respectively 365 and 305. It seems only

necessary to add further, that I join in the recommendation made
by Professor Eawlinson, my predecessor, as to the desirability of

more exactness in the knowledge acquired, and the avoidance of any

random use of figures. lyhen these are not clearly remembered,

they should only be given as approximate statements.

Kutherfoed Alcock.
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PEOGEAMME FOE 1876.

The Council of the Society have satisfaction in repeating the

offer of Prize Medals for the ensuing year, and have invited the

following Public Schools to take part in the competition :

—

List of Schools invited to compete in 1876.

English Schools .—St. Peter’s College, Eadley, Abingdon; King

Edward’s School, Binningham ; Brighton College ; Bristol Gram-

mar School ;
Cathedral Grammar School, Chester ; Cheltenham

College
;
Clifton College

;
Dulwich College

; Eton College
;
Hailey-

bury College ;
Harrow ;

Hurstpierpoint ; Liverpool College
;
Liver-

pool Institute ;
London,—Charter House ; Christ’s Hospital ; City

of London School ;
King’s College School

; St. Paul’s
;
L^niversity

College School; AVestminster School; Eoyal Xaval School, Xew
Cross;—The College, Malvern; Manchester School; Marlborough

College; University School, Nottingham; Eepton ; Kossall; Eugby;
King’s School, Sherborne ; Shorehara ; Shrewsbury

; Stonyhurst

College, Blackburn ; The School, Tonbridge
; Uppingham School ;

"Wellington College ;
M’iuchester College.

Channel Islands School .—Tictoria College, Jersey.

Scotch Schools .—Aberdeen Grammar School
; Edinburgh Academy;

Edinburgh High School ; Glasgow High School
; Glasgow Academy.

Irish Schools .—Eoyal Academical Institute, Belfast; Dungannon
Eo3-al School ;

Ennis College ; Porfora Eoyal School, Enniskillen ;

Eoyle College, Londonderry
;
Eathfarnham, St. Columba’s College

;

Eathmines School, Dublin.

Sijllahus of Examinations fur the Prize Medals of the Eoval
Geographical Society in 1876.

Examixatios IX Physical Gzogeaphy.

This Examination will take place simultaneously at the several

invited Schools, according to printed regulations (which will be

forwarded in due time), on the third Monday in March, 1876, and
will consist of two papers of three hours each; the one to be
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answered between 9 and 12, and 12i, or 10 and 1 a.m. (according

to the convenience of the School); and the other between 2 and 5,

2i and 5J, or 3 and 6 p.m.

K.B. It is necessary, in order that Candidates may be admitted

to the Examination, that their names he sent in to the Secretary' of

the Society on or before the first Monday in March.

No. 1 Examination Pa]jer will consist of questions on the following

subjects ;

—

A. Configuration of the Earth, as learnt by careful study of a globe.

What are the distances, speaking roughly, between such remote
places as may be specified ? "What places of importance lie on the
direct lines between them, and what is the section along each?
IVhat are the relative size, elevation, (fee., speaking roughly, of

such well-known districts, mountains, and rivers, as may be
specified ?

B. General Physical Geography.— Distribution of land and sea,

forests, plateaux, glaciers, volcanoes, man, animals, plants and
minerals

;
climates and seasons ; oceanic, meteorological and magnetic

phenomena.

Extra marks will be allowed for sketches, but only so far as

they are effective illustrations of what cannot otherwise be easily

expressed. The use of blue and red pencils is permitted for this

purpose. Xo marks will be given for neatness of execution, apart

from accuracy.

The candidates may be required to construct a rough map
without the aid of special instruments, but from a brief description

of a district illustrated by itineraries and bearings.

No. 2 E.caniiaaiioa Paper will consist wholly of questions on a
special subject.

The special subject appointed for 1876 is

—

The Arctic Eegioss (ixclumxg Iceland and the whole of

Geeeslaxd).

Examination in Bolitioal Geogp.aphy.

This Examination will take place simultaneously at the several
invited Schools, at the same hours and under precisely the .same
regulations as those in Physical Geography.
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No. 1 Examination Paper will consist of questions on tlie following

subjects :

—

A. Eescriptive Geography.—Explanation of latitude and longitude.

Wbat are the distances in geographical miles, speaking roughly,

and as learnt by the careful study of a globe, between such remote

places as may be specified ? What places of importance lie on the

direct line between them? What is the relative size, speaking

roughly, of such well-known countries, mountains, and rivers, as

may be specified ?

B. Historical Geography.—Embracing (1 ) the boundaries of states

and empires at ditrerent historical periods
; (2) the chief lines of

commerce, ancient and modern ; (3) the influence of geographical

features and conditions upon the distribution of races and political

history of mankind.

No. 2 Examination Paper will consist wholly of questions on a

special subject.

The special subject appointed for 1876 is

—

The Arctic Eegioss (incecding Iceland and the whole or

Greenland).

Candidates will he expected to he acquainted with the History of Arctic

Discovery.

Extra marks will be allowed for maps and .sketches, but only

so far as they are efi'ective illustrations of what cannot otherwise be

easily expressed. The use of blue and red pencils is peimitted for

this purpose, h'o marks will be given for neatness of execution,

apart from accuracy.

The candidates may be required to construct a rough map
without the aid of special in.struments, but from a brief description

of a district illustrated Iw' itineraries and bearings.

The folio-wing books contain much information regarding the

Physical and Historical Geography of the Arctic Begiuns ;

—

1. ‘ Chronological History of Voyages into the Arctic llcgious,’ and ‘ Voyaces

of Discovery and Research.’ By Sir John Barrow. 1818 and 1846.

2. ‘The Threshold of the Unknown Region.’ By C. R. Markham. Srd

Edition. 1875. London; Sampson Low and Co.

.3. ‘ A Selection of Papers on Arctic Geography and Ethnology
;

’ published

by the Royal Geographical Society. 1875.

4 .
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4. ‘Account of the Arctic Regions (Edinhurgh, 1820) and Voyage to the

Xorthern Whale Fishery ’ (Edinburgh, 1823). By W. Scoresby.

6. ‘ Polar Regions,’ reprinted from the ‘ Ency. Brit.,’ 1859. By Sir John

Richardson.

6. ‘Voyages of Nicolo and Antonio Zeno.’ By R. H. Major. Hakluyt

Society, 1873.

7. ‘ History of Iceland.’ By John Hogg. London, 1859.

Also the Xarratives of P.rrry, Franklin, Back, Ross, Wrangell (Sabine's

Edition. London, 1844), Mackenzie, Seemann (‘ Voyage of the Herald ’),

Kane. Parliamentary Papers relative to Arctic Expeditions, 1848 to 185G, &c.
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Aborignes, Australian, untivilizoJ character

of, 43, 44
;
food of, 50.

Ailelai,Ie. public reception of Mr. J. Forrest

at, 4So.

Admiralty Peninsula, 35.
« — Surveys, 404- ft se /.

Aga Syud, merchant of 5IoaIinein, 275.

Agulhas Curient, 494.

Aidouma tube, 518, 510 ; Hujih, 51$,

519.

Aiva, 517, 51S.

Akyab, 269,

AUiotra Lake, 195.

Al.ucon, Capt. Fernando. 3o5.

Alaskan Peninsula, 503, 506.

Alborga Cieek, 52 ;
Iliver, 56, 5$, 314.

Alcock, Sir lb, on the new (lovonmicnt

Polar Expelition, 39 ;
on Col, LongV mis-

sion to King 51’tesa, 107 ;
onCapt. Elton s

African e.\'ploration, 110; on Mr. Vincent

Ei-'kine's journey to Cmzila, S.E. Afjica,

136; on a trade-route between India and

China, 2S6; on intercouise with China,

347
;

pLeport on the E:^ammariou in Poli-

tiCvil (ieogr.iphy fur tne Public Schools

Prize Medals, 535.

Alert and Di-icoiery, outilt and crew of,

214.

Aleutian Islands, 503, 5'Jj, 51J.

Alice Springs, 42, 49, 51.

“Alkali desert,” 298, 301.

Alps, the, 64.

Amadeus, Lake, 51,

Ambilavao, village, 190.

Ambdrabaramvato Pasc-, 194.

Ambas of Aby-sinia, the, 27, 34.

Arnbatoiidrazaka. town, 194.

Amber Mount, 1S8.

Ambohimaadro->o Plain, 196, 19J.

Ambohimanga, town. 19 !.

Ambohitiakoholahv Oloimtain, l$’b

AmbohitianJiun, or Kinj:’s Town, 195.

Ambohidrapeto Mountain, lb5.

Ambohidiatrlmu Oioinitam. 185,

Ambf'himailaia Ciater, 1S7.

VOL. XIX.

Amlxindrombe Mountain, 190.

Ambonihazo Peninsula, 187.

Amboyna, Dutch Spice Island, 234.

Ambriz, 79.

Amherst, Port, 272,

A'lima'jt'Oiaa Sonorea, or sand-food of Sonoi.i,

306,

Amole, or soap-plant, curious and u?eful

natural production, 307.

Amontana-tree of Madagascar, 1S5,

Audeison, Dr.. 291.

, Lieut. P..E., 164, 167.

Audranobe lUver, 198.

Andiiba Hill, 193,

Andungura Mountain, 184.

Anelonga, King of Danza Osoki, 103.

Angavo Hill, 197
;
Pass, 183.

.Aniojorobe, village, 194,

Ankarat Mountains, volcanic cluaracter of,

136.

Ankay. red clay of, 136,

Antandrivo, town, 196, 196.

Antongoua Mountain, 185.

Ants, pest of, in the interior of Australia,

47,

A|\\ches, the, 303, 305.
Apaluli River, 129.

Ape’s Hill, 515.

Aiafura Sea, 411, 500.
Arak-el-Emir, palace of John Hyreanus,

167.

Aichdcacou, Kav.-Lieut., 407.
Aictie Archipelago, Dr. Petermaun's theorv of

an, 32.

Committee of the Adraiialtv, Repoit
vf, 349.

Expedition, new, on the Route tovrai ds

the Pole for, by Adm. G. H. RichaiJs.

208 ct seq,

, Government, Hon. B, Dii-

laelTs letter announcing the undertaking
of, 39; letter «-f I>r. Peteimann on the

inireiiv.y of, 173: piepaiations for, 2u7.
219: inteie-t taken m by H.R.H. the

Piince of WaK", 223
;

Kepo;t of the

2 0
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Arctic Committee of the Admiralty on,

349
;

Sir H. C. Rawlinson’s letter to the

Hon. B. D.>raeli, 415 : Reply of Mr.

Disraeli, 415 ;
appointment of Capt.

Nares to the command, 416 ;
prob-

able Instructions for the E.ipedition, 417 ;

Publications specially printed for the Ex-

pedition bv the Society and the Royal

Society, 421.

Arctic Sledge-traTelling, Sir F. L. M'Clintock

on, 464 et sen.

Arfaks, race of, 235.

Arizona, Notes on, by Hon. C. D. Poston,

3C2 et se'i.

Aiou Island, 519.

Arun, or Kosi River, 330, 338.

Asamayama, Mount, 172.

Ashburton River, 53.

Asmani, Lieut. Cameron’s native companion,

143.

Asphaltites, or Dead Sea, 165.

Astrolabe Gulf, 234.

A’tomaiuty, village, 194.

Attaran River, proposed bridge across the,

277.

Auk, Cape, numbers of birds at, 30.

Australia, "Western, character of the natives

of the interior of, 486.
— -'— I—, Expeditions in, 51, 5$, .56. 57.

,
Journey acrossi the Intel ioi* of, by

Col, P. E. Waibuiton, 41 et se i.

,
Jouiney across the Interior of, by

Mr. J. Foiiest, 310 et seq., 481 et seq.

Austin, Capt., Arctic Expedition of, 373, 467.

, Lake, 311.

Austria Sound, 26, 33; upheaval of shores

of, 27.

Austro-Hungarian Polar Expedition, Lieut.

Payer on the, 17 seq,

Ava, Chronicles of, 265.

Avet, Col., his proce-JS of map-production, 60.

Award's, Royal, &c.. Presentation of, 358.
Ayers’s Rock, 51, 52.

Aztecs, relics of, in Aiizoua, 304.

Badger, Dr., interpieter for tlie Sultan of

Zanzioar, 490, 491, 492
;

on Lieut.

Cameron as an explorer, 262,
BarBn, William, doubts as to the discoverie:^

of, unfounded, 177.

Baker, Sir 3., 260, 261.
Balaton, Lake, Hungary, former river outlet
now a swamp, 257.

Banda Sea, 500, 501,
Bangkok, 277.
Bangwe, 154.
Banyanga, Chief of, 97.
Banza Loanza, town, 9.3.

— Makouta, town, 99.
Noki, town, 102.

Banza Tanda, town, 93.

Umputa, town, 96, 101.

Vokav, town, 102,

Barlee. Lake, 482, 483,

Baients. tiustworthiness of hi' Aictic dis-

coveries, 177.

Island, IS,

Barrow Range, 58, 313.

, Sir John, 177, 210.

Barsae, 278.

Bartle Bay, 232.

Basil sk Island, 225.

BjS'liik, H.M.S., discoveries by ofncers of, in

Eastern New Guinea, 225 et seq.

Basique music, 114,

Bu'^sein, Port, 269.

Basutu people, 131.

Batang Atansee, 2S4.

Eazaruta Island, 122.

Beadon, Sir Cecil, on the explorations of the

Brahmaputra, 346.

Bear Island, 175.

Beais, Polar, character of, 24, 29,

Bedfoid, Capt., 269.

Bedouin of the Adwan, 165, 167.

Bedwell, Stad’-Com., 409.

Beechey, Capt., 176.

Befoiona, foie-t-station, 183.

Beiun, Dr., 10.5.

Behrings Bland, 513; Sea, 506; Stra.t,

502.

Beke, Di. C. T.. 249
;
obituary nofce, 396,

Belcher. Adm. S.r E., ou Aictic exploiation,

35, 176, 216, 467.

Bell Rock, New Guinea, 229.

Beltana, 57.

Beltoe', or Japanese grooms, curious tatooung

ot; 169.

Bembehilh, 82 ;
town, S2

;
fortie?-;, 84.

Ben Wrght, tieacherous massacre ot Modoi'

by. 296.

Bessel', Dr., Polar lesearches of, 174.

Besaiei, Col., his application of chromolitiu -

graphy to maps, 68.

Betafn. Ls7 ;
hot-spnnc!: at, 189.

BetMboka River, 196, 199.

Betbileo piovince, 191: people, 192, 2”5.

Betsiniisaiaka tube, 200.

Beurt, Count von, acknowledgment of receipt

of gold medals on behalf of Lieuts. Wcv-
preoht and Paver, 361.

Bliamo, town, 27u. 291.

Blakiston, Capt., 284.
Blanfoid, Mr. \V. J., 337. 344.

Boc:le, ^Ir. George, 328, 331, 332, 333, 334,

341. 342
;
death of, 335.

Bombagine, faithful servant of 3Ir. Olaigai v,

290.

Bombav, Lieut. Cameron’s native companion,
140,’ 141, 143, 145, 146, 149, 154.

Bonde, Soba of, 84.
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Bonin Islands, 503, 511
;
volcanic character

of, 512.

Bosi River, IS-l; source of, 127.

Boulton, Mr., 269.

Bowen, Jjir George, on the piogiess of Aus-

tialia, 318
;
rote of thanks to the Presi-

dent proposed br, 366 : ou tlie pro-pects

or Western AustiaHa, 4i«8.

Brahmaputia River, 2o8.

Breeze River, 86.

Bret Hai-te, 298, 301.

Brick-tea, ceremonial use of, 345.

British Association, Address to the Geo-

graphical Section of, at Belfast, 1874, by
Major Wilson, R.E., 63 et se-j.

Burmah and Westeiu China, on tiaJ-'-

routes between, by Mr. J. Cojyton, 264

et sey.

Broadhead, Adm. H., 372.

Brosch, Lieut., 19, 23.

Brown. Col. Horace, 291.

Browne. Col., e.tpeditiou uf, 271.

Buda-Pesth, Cape, 26.

Buila River, 86. 87.

Bul-cho Lake, 340.

Bui ton, Capt., 145, 150, 152, 248. 253, 25".,

260. 262, 317.

Butia Kosi. 342.

Butte ValU-y, 295, 297, 29^.

Bym, mihtaiy kiaal at, 117.

California, pnpuant mode of tiavelling in,

293.
I .

- Gulf of, formerlv Sea of Cortez,

306.

Caiipo, village, 515.

Calistoga, hot-spiing region of, 294.

Calutzo Lake, 332.

Camels, userulness of, in Austialian explora-

tion, 44. 45.

Cameron, Lieut. V. L., letter from, desciii-ing

the discoveiy of <iii outlet fiom Lake

Tang;anyika, 75, 77 ;
JouiTtal of the

Livingstone E.ist Coa^t Aid E\pedition by,

136 et scq. ’ Exploration of the Southern

Half of Lake Tanganvika, 246 et seu ;

326, 492.
. Mr., 191.

Campbell, Dr.. 337.

Sir George, on3Ir. Corvton’s paper

ou British Buiniahand Wc'^tern China, 286 ;

ou Mr. Markhain^s paper on Tibet, 344.

Canbv, Gen., tleaclJ^‘lous massacie otj by the

Modoc.', 293, 297, 3t;l.

Carey Islands, 476.

Carlsen, Capt., 18, 10, 177.

Carpenter, Dr. W. B., Summaiy of Recent

Ob'ervation> on Ocean Teinjviatuie. made
in H.M.S. Cha'.kii\r and U.S.S.

rora; with their Kanng on the Doctjme

of a General Oceanic Cii dilation sustained

by Difteience of Temperatuie, 493 et seq,

See Oceanic Circulation.

Casuarina, forests of, in Australia, 50.

Cayanagh Ranges, 58, 313.

Caves ofBembe, remarkable chniacter uf the,

83.

Celebes Sea, 500, 501.

Ceram Laut Island, 517.

Cervvs gij’jntev?. great height of, 306.

CkoUeager Deep-sea Exploiing Expedition,

410 ct scq. See Oceanic Cii'culation.

Chamer, Capt., 337.

Champion Bav, 57, 310, 483, 484, 489.

Chan-nam-!ing, town, 6 31.

“Chailey,"’ Col. Waibui ton's black com-

panion, 47; his lire pieseived by the

thickness of his .«kull, 48.

Che whan, or Gie*:n Savages. 516.

Chemihucvi tribe. 305.

Ciinmv, daiiiig mil.tarv feat of, ut Talifoo.

289.

Chicoukas, or iroiy c.iravaii'', 9'"'.

China Sea. 500. 501.

Ching-tu. capital or j-ze-chuon, 2'<4,

<.*hi|>j>endale, Lieut., 326,

Chittagoog. 2o9.

Chobi race. 120. 121,

Chom-gompa, nunnery of, 339.

Choombee Valley, 346.

Chopstick Shans 276,

Chromolithography, as applied to map-pro-
duction. 68.

Chumbi Valley. 332.

Chumiilari, sacred peak, 032,

Chunto-dong Lake, 338.

Civola, the “Seven Cities’^ of, $02.

Clear Kver, 299.

Clerke, Capt., 176.

Clevland of Bagulpur, 331.

Coai-formation of Vunan, 285.

Coast Range of Calirbinia, 293.

Cooopa tribe, 305.

Cola, village, 79.

Colborne, 8ir John, name of Toronto restored

hv, 135.

Colby's compensation bais, 08.

Coles, Capt. Cowper, turiet .'Vstem of, 377,

CoUirgwood Bay, 232.

Coliinson, Adm., on Arctic Exploration, 36,
476; on. the new Government Folar Ex-
pedition, 220.

Coloiadu River, tlie bore of^ 305 ;
canon of,

3u5.

Columns, Cape cf, 30, 31.

Comote, or indigenous potato of Arizona, 306.
Comoio, the Gieat. 2u.>.

Congo, City, the San Salvador of the Portu-
guese, NV ; dc:^olate condition of, 102.

. King of, how successor ajpointed, 89 :

jowerof. gi'adi.vally linking, 9u.

2 0 2
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Congo River, chai'acter of, 103, 104,

Congoese, charactei*ist\ca of, S9.

Cook, Capt., 170.

Coopei', Mr. T, T., "208, -70, 2S4; on the

route from Burmah to China via Bhamo,
285.

Copper-mmes ofBerobe. 83.

Comer, Mr. A., Journey ia the interior of

Formosa, 515 et S 2 q.

Coronado, expedition of, to Arizona, 302.

Coiyton, Mr. J., on trade-routes between

British Burmah and Western China, 2q4
et seq.

Cottesloe, Lord, vote of thanks to the Presi-

dent seconded by, 367.

Crawfavd, Mr., 2ij4, 205.

Cretin, Cape, 231.

Crimea, suhenngs of British troops in the, 64.

Crocodiles numerous in Madagascar, 199.
Crown-Prince Rudolf Laud, 29, 31, 32.

Crozets Island, 494.

Csoma de Koros, 337.

Cnetes,” or spirits of the departed, Pima
superstition as to the, 303.

Currents, Arctic, northwai'd flow of, excep-

tional, 36.

Dahgwinzeik, 272.

baintree, Mi\, on the desert sandstone of

Australia, 489 aivJ note.

Dalai Lama, sacred incarnation of Sykamuni,

331, 337.

D’Alhertis, :M., 243, 244.

Daly, Chief Justice, 65.

D’Anville, maps of, 328.

Darwin, Mr., theory of, as to coral-growths,

512.

D’Avezac, M., obituary notice, 3S3,
Daw^on, Lieut., 609.

Stiait, 226.
De Came, M., 27«, 27u, 282.
Deeds, Lieut., 239.
De Foe, novels of, 20.1.

Delagoa Bay, 112, 113.
Della Tone, Cape, 234.
Denning, Rev. .Mr., 205.
D'EntrecU'-teaux gi'oup, 226.
Desert 8.aidstone ” of Australu, 4St* and
note.

Desheiipgav Palace, 3’33.

Desideri, Hippolito, 328.
Devil-woiship at Kew HeLvides 237
Dewangiri, 341.
Dhok-U Pass, 340.
Diage River, S6-
Dibm CountvY, 121.
Diebitsch, Gon,, 64-.

DkUon, Lieut., ISg
Disraeli the Hoa.B., letter ftom, ,

' folu- Ejpe.l.tioii, S-J.

Disraeli, Mount, 234.

Dogs, lu Aictic expeditions, 215, 224, 472,

473, 476.

Donkia Pass, 337, 338, 342.

DorkiA Monastery, 340.

Durst, Dr,, Polar reseaKhts of, 174.

Durville, Father, o2S.

Dove Glacier, 27.

Downs, Bay of, 35.

Dragon’s Head, 515.

Diake, Mr. C. F. Tyrwhitt, obituary not.ce,

395.

Diift-wood in the Aictic Region, 28.

Drummond Light, the, 68.

Duboi-, M. R., interpicter, 112, 116. 117,

118, 122.

Diicie, Cape, 231.

Dutle station, 182, 324.

Du Haide, 328.
Dupuis, M,, 283, 285.

Dyke Acland, New Guinea, 230.

Eai th, crust of the, its induence on campaigns,

63.

East Cape, New Guinea, 231.

Eden, Mr., 337.

Edgar, Mr., 337, 341, 343.

Edinbuigh, H.R.H. the Duke of, elected

Honorary Piesideiii of the Society, 366.

Elaione River, 127.

EKUr, the Hon. Mr., promoter of Australian

exploiatiun, 51, 488.

Elephants, use of, in African tiavel, 492;
used by Hannibal, 492.

Elephant’s River, 111.

Elletr, Mr,, on the eriect of wind on liver

leaches, 260.

Elliot, Kynynmoud, 331.

Kills Stad-Com., 413.

Eicon, Capt. F., on the country between

Dar-es-8aiam and KiUva, 110.

Elvves, Capt., 338.

F,mborabo Swamp, 87.

Emma Creek, 56.

Ewub as guules in the >earc’h for water in

the interior of Austialia, 487.

Encogt'. village, 83.

Eiiguiabo Peak, 86.

J^nterprl^c. the, m Cambridge Bav, 476.

Eiskine, Major, on the Sothla gold-district,

133.

Mr. St, Vincent, Journey to Umzila,

1 1 0 ct seq,

J^rebitc .mt\ Terror'

,

impoitant results of the

Antic twploiatiL'U or the, 35, 180; cau-'O

ot the lf»^s of, 211; blocked lu ViLtoua

Strait. 476.
Eseupion, or “S])itter’‘ of Mexico, not

poisonous, 307.
Eshegibi Stioam, 115*
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Esmok, 2S0.

Esquimaux ilogs, characteristics of, 4i4.

Ks Salt, or Pvamoth Gilead, 166.

Ethel Creek, 56.

£ucrilijptus^ Mallee Scrub a species of, 487,

Eucla settlement, 482,489.

Evans, Capt. on Guinea, 241.

Exmouth Bay, magnificent pearls of, 4S9;

Island, 36,

Eyre, Mr., Australian exploration of, 41,482.

Faiibairn, Sir William, Bt., F.R.S., obituaiv

notice, 402.

Fail fax Harbour, 230.

EandraTisana Mountain, IS 5.

Faiabana. town, 399.

Faialiantsana Falls, 184.

Farewell, Cape, 179.

Faroe Islands, 496.

Feilding, Col. the Hon. W., 517.

Feigusson Island, 226, 227, 228.

Festuca iVrifarts, or Spiuires

Fiauirantsoa. town. 190, 191, 193.

Fiji Islands, 499, 560.

Findlay, Mr., travels of, in Burmah, 271.

, Mr. Alexander G., obituary notice,

381.

Finisteire Mountains, 234.

Fligely, Cape, 28, 31.

Floating islands of Tanganyika, 254.

Florida Current, the true Gulf Stream, 507.

J^(v, H.M. surveying-ship, 241.

Formosa, Journey in the Inteuor of, by Mr.
A. Corner, 515 et seq.

Foirest, Mr. John, Journey across the Western

Interior of Australia, from J-Iurchison

Kiver to Peake Station, 310 et seq.; from
Champion Bay to the Oveiland Telegraph

Line, 57 et seq.^ 4S1 et seq.

Fortescue Eiver, 53.

Fo'-s, the faniou-4 dare-devil stage-diiver of

California, fate of, 293.

Fowena, 109.

Fux, Fianklin Search Expedition of the, 36,

472, 474, 476.

Fiunkfuit, Cape, 28, 29.

Franklin, Ladv, Fox Expedition sent bT,472,

474.

,
Sir J., probable cause of the loss of,

36.

Franklin's Expedition, discoveiv of fate of,

212, 4T4.
Fi*ancis-Ji’se})h Land, 27, 32

j
Fjord, 174.

Fruaer, Mr. Malcolm, 483.

Frederick the Gieat, 67.

Frcre, Cape, 231, 232.

•
, Sir Bartle, on Madaixascar and the

Johanna IsLmdsi, 2u3
;
on Lieut, Cameion’js

Tanganyika exploration, 259,

Freyre, Manoel, 328.

Frost-bites, 471 ;
efficacy of iodine and collo-

ffion against, 26.

Fuji-Yama, the sacred mountain, 171, 294;
Ascent of, in the Snow, by Mr. A, F.

Jetfreys, 169 et seq.

Gabet, M., 337.

Gabulu, or Gavura River, 122.

Galton, Mr. F., on the “Seche* of the lake

of Geneva. 262.

Garnet Island, 234,

Gascoyne River, 53.

Geneva, Lake, eneet of wind on, 262.

Geography, battles dependent on a knowledge

of, 65.

George, Capt., drift of the Tegetnof computed

by, 36 note.

Germania, Cape, 31.

Gerongosi River, 123.

Geysers of Calistoga, 294; of the Yellow

Stone River, 294.

Giantze, town, 333.

Gibson, Mr., death of, in the Australian

desert, 53.

Gila River, 302, 303, 304, 306.

Giles, Mr., Australian exploration of, 53, 4S4 ;

Dr. F. von Mueller on, 53 ct scq»

Gillem, Gen., 296, 299.

GdUs Land, 177,

Gladstone, Mount, 234.

Glentou Island, 226.

Globes use of, in teaching geogiaphy, 71.

Glohigerince, 509.

Goblan, Sheikh, 165,

Gold Const, want of geogi'aphical knowledge

of the, 65.

Gold-mines of Sofila probably the ancient

Ophir, 133.

Goldsmid, Sir Frederick, 260.

Gorabe River, loS, 139.

Gondokoio, 109.

Goodenough Bay, 232; Island, 226, 227;
Mount, 227.

Gordon, Col., Expedition of, to the Lake

Regions ot the Uj per 2\ile, 40, 182, 326,

Goikha Rajah of Nepal, 335.

Cosains, or tiaJing pilgrims of India, 342,

(Jcsliea Stiait, 226. 231,

Go'-sc, Mr. W. C.. Australian explomtion of,

1873. 51, 52. 4^4.

Goyder, Mr., ''3.

Giandidei*. 31., 1^3, 186, 193, 196, 206,

20l, 2u5.

Giandv, Lieut., Report on the LlYing^toue

Congo Exj^edition, 78 cf seq.

;

on the course

of the Congo, 164.

Grant, Col., on the natural gra>s-bridge.> of

the E«quator, 261 ; tribute to the memory
of Rev. C. New, 322; on Mr, Kemp’s
Nile Expioitition, 326.
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Grant, 'Harper, and Anderson’s Station, Col.

WarburtOQ at, 49.

Grass-biid^^e, natural, 247, 261.

Grav. Capt. David, wbuilin^ expeiience of,

178, 222.

, Dr. John K., F.R.s., obit!jorv notice,

400.

, Lieut.. 406.
<ireat Saci-amento Valley, 293,

Tibet, people of, 430.

Gregory, ^Ir. Augustus, 41.

, Mr. Frank, 41.

Grey River, 53.

Grinnell, Mr, Henry, of Xew York, olutuary

notice, 385.

Grueber, Father, 323.

Gulf Stream, 496, 507.

Gungonga, village, 81.

Hakoni Lake, 172; Pass, 171.

Hale, Mount, 57, 310, 484.

Hall Island, 25.

, Staff-Commander, 406.

Hall’s Polii'is espedilion, 174, 214.

Ham-gu, 278.

Hamilton. Capt. Vesey, on the use of dogs in

Polar Exploration, 224.

, Di*., 3.32, 334.

Hannibal, the Alps crossed by, 64; use of

elephants by, 492.

Hansa, Cape, 26.

the, 36.

Haiamatchyda, Japan, 169.

Hasting-, Wairen, influence of, on the natives

of India, 331, 335, 342.

Hay, Mr. J. 0., 269.

Hayes, Dr., in Smith Sound, 214.

Islands, 33.

Hayter Island, 225.

Hazu. gieat fair of, 341.

Heard Island, 495.

Heath Island, 22.5,

Herald Island, 176.

Heugim, Barun, Polar reseau he- of, 175.
Hilda River, 229,

Himalayas, width of. 344.

Hodgson, Mr., 357.

Hohenlolie Island, 29, 33.

Holcombe, L'eut., muider of, 286.
Honolulu, 503.

Hooker, Dr., 337, 338; effoids of, in jiro-

moting Arctic exploration, 207 ; on Lieut.
Cameion’s botanical collection, 259.

Hoop-iron Bav. 236,
Hopkins. Capt, 103.
Hova tnbe, 240

;
military posts, 1 97.

Howard, Stafl’-Com., 409.
Hualapi tribe, 30.5.

Hue, Abbe, 337.
and Gabet, travels of, reliable, 345.

Hughes, Mr., piomoter of Australian explora-

tion. 51

.

HuiiibulJt, 51,, 343.

River, 248.

Hume, Mr. Hamilton, 51.

Huon GulR 234.

Humhinsoii. ilr., on the death of Rev. C.
2\cw, 323.

Hvreli, town, 2S1 : cheuen, 282,

lanJiaimbaki Hills, 19".

Lirindmno District, l92,

latsUitia Ciater, 188.

Ibaia tribe, 200.
Ibety Ridge, 190.

Iceberg- orr Francis-Joseph Laud, innumer-
able, 32 ;

scarce in Xova Zemlya Sea, -33.

Icy Cape, 176.

Ihankiana volcanic cone, 188.

Ikiopa Paver, 184, 196, 197, 198, 199.
Imahazony, 190.

Imbonbongan, Chief, 126,
Imerina Plateau, 1^^3, 184, 185, 180

;
Iho-

vince, 193.

Inbalah, or Zavera Paver, 115,
Indus River, 344,

Inglefield, Adra., flrst to enter Smith Sourul,
21.3.

luhambarie, Fovtuguese settlement, 113,
International GeograpIiiCiil Congress at Paii«,

explanatory bbrcula:. ikc., 59 ct scq.;

Letter fiom Vice-Amiral do la Ronciere de
la Xoui y, announcing date of meeting, 134,

Inver, River, tiivial cunent of, in its earlier

course, 257.

Inyak, Lie nf, 119, 120.
InvampahimpaL, or ^’^able Antelope Fdver,

115.

Inyanbone Fdver, 115.

Inyansuua Distiict, 115.

Inyantorabe River, 114, 115,

Invarhime, Lavoio, or Oro River, 121.
iody Pfik, 190.

Irrawaddy River, 269; capibilitv of. for

steam-uavigatinu, 26 S^

Flotilla CumnanVj steamers of.

270.

Irwin River. 489.

Zs'P'c/, Arctic steam-yacht, 213.

Ts^'Jora ya«ht, 18.

Ita-y Luke, 187.

Ive-, Lieut., 305.

Ivoko Hill, 187.

Jacinto, JR, nim factoiv of, 79.

Jack, Captain, leader of the Jlodocs, ’)00,

301.

James, Maj.-Gen. Sir Henry, his application
of photography to majK^ 69.
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Jane Islet, 230.

Jang Nyenchhen-thangla Peak, 339.

Jalaugche, 338.

Japan current, 503, 504, 505, oOo, 507.

Jebel Husha, 167.

Jcffievs, Mr. A. F., Ascent of Fuii-Yama br.

169 et seq,

Jeiash, 166.

Jin-Puki-8ha3, Japanese vehicles. 169.

Johanna Lland, 188, 203.

Johnson, Mr. W. H., o44, 347
;

a%vai.l or

gold watv.h to, 361.

Jooriston, Mr. Keith, 105.

Jomini, Gen., 64,

Joidan Kiver, lOo.

Jukes, Mr., 198.

Kailas, or Gangdisri Mountain, 329.

Kala Kiver. SO.

Kalewyi, Gape, 253.

Kanitschatka Peninsula, 505.

Kanangsvala, village, 81.

Kane, Cape, 28.—
,
Dr., in Smith Sound, 213.

Kangyakewa, village,

Kao :Mah, village, 516.

Kara Sea, 175,

Karuma Falls, 109,

Kavyan-g\vina, village, 253.

Ku'enge Island, 256.

Katau Fdver, 242, 244.

Katchveu Hill tubes, diiliculty of dealing

witii. 288.

Katogo Island, 253.

Kawele, 256.

Kazamba, Lake, Leauty o^, 187.

Keate, Lieut.-Gove. nor. 112.

Kechs, or Hannoi, c.ipiui of Tonquin, 283>

Keilett, Adm, 8ir Heuiy, Ilrr.iki expedition

of, 176, 470 : obituaiy iiuiice, 303.

Keltou, Geii., 293.

Kemp, Jlr. J,, Kepoit on the Nile aG-ve

Goudokoro between Ih-giat and Dudi, 324.

Kenpu, or Diiiong Kivei, 329.

Kepes, C.qd., 19.

Kerguelen’s Land, 494, 495.

Keritmbwe, or Kakunbo Kiver, 254.

Ken, Staii-Com., 405.

Keweve, village, 95.

Key Island, 519.

Kha-lamba la Pass, 339.

Khedive, the, Cential AfiiMu Expedition i>\

1S2.

Kiang-Hung, 275.

Kiantung, 279.

KiLella, village, .''I.

Kidd, Gapt., scene of the piiacies of, 203.

Kidilo Liver, 80.'

Kikembo, village, 92.

Kiiembella, tuwn, 93, 94.

Kilvaron, 521.

Kiinalo, village, 88.

Kimberley Lange, 484.

Kimweii, Chief. 319, 322.
- the Great, mutual extermination

of his sons, 321.

Kinaiy, village, 198.

Kindamba Swamp, 86,

King George's River, 117.

Kingo, vilbge, 86.

Kmgomho, village, 97.

Kino, Father, the Jesuit missionary, 304.

Kinsauga, village, 87.

Kintauo, village, 92.

Kinyoii, 252.

Kiong-lung Kiang, or River of the Nine
Dragons,” 280.

K.paaeha ILdge, 190, 202.

Kirianga Ridge, 190.

KUk, Dr., 490; on Zanzibar and the travels

of Lieut. Cameron and Mr. Stanlev,

492.

Kukaig River, trivial cunent of, in. its

earlier couise, *257.

Kiwile, village, 154.

Klamath Luke, *292
;
River, 293 ;

source of,

295.

Koko River. 87, 88.

Koldewcy, Cape, 28.

Koldewey's Otnuuuia expedition, 174,

Kongia-lamu Pa^s, 357, 338.

Koou tribe, 266.
Kosi River, 342, 344.
Kiauel, Dr., (ieiman Consul at Amoy,

517.

Kiisch, Capt., 19
;
death of, 26.

Kuku Mountains, 324.
Kungwe, G’ape, *252.

Kuiiie Islauds, 505, 513.
Kwaka River, 143.

Kwatusi, village, 138.

Kyoilaii Falls, 27 J,

Kya Kivei, 324.

Labong. town, 275.

Lahore Mount, 324.

Lacquer -tree cf Japan, 171.

Lalcnburg Island, 33.

Larorce, M., 113.

Lagiee, M. de, 278, ‘279, 2Su, 281, 282.
Lagu-Lung Pass, 338.

Lamb, Charles, expo.'tulations of. with Mr,
T. Manning, against tiavel, 336.

L.\mbi-*o, Milage, 80.

Lamniansicii l>iand, 520.
I.r.qiui. town, 97, 99.

Lava Beds, Gahiuinia, 296.
Leake, Mi., on Mr. J, Forrest's Australian

exploiatron, 316, 488.

LegUilcher, Pere, 281.
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Le'.ehliardtj ov wnlntit-tree, hnid fruit of, 50.

,
Dr., 41 ; <npj>o^ed lemnins ot, near

Lake Barlee, 4>2; pioved i-Ot to reu.te to

his party, 4^8.

Le^£on Iblanii. active volcano of, *234.

LcV'ienbuig, 117. lot.

Lhasa, capital ofTibet, 2S-1, 328. 342.

Liebig, Mount, 51.

Li-Hsi-h Tai, rpjonJam brigand, new mili-

tary commander, 2^9.

Likara, 253.

Limestone plain of South Afiica, 121.

Limpopo Liver, 110, 110. IIS, 119. 129,

130.

Linant, ^ilr., 326.
Liowa, village of, 140.

Lipalule and Limpopo Livers, meefing of the,

1 30.

Livingstone Congo Expedition, Lieut. Giandy^s

Leport on the, 78 seq.

, Dr., 77, 78, 85, 103, 142, 1.54,

ISO, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252. 253, 250,
2*51

;
importance of the achievements of,

35.

East Coart Aid E.\f edition, Journal
(if Lieut. Cameron,

Lloyd, Col., difficulties of^iu constructing map
of Madagascar, 204.

Loanza Swamp, 93,

Lof’ukii Liver, 240,

Loge Liver, 79.

Lo'.'umba Liver, not an outlet of Tangnrvika,

256.

Lon", Col., 176; account cf hjs mission to

King M’tesa, 107 et scq.

Longumba Liver of Livingstone, the Lukuga
of Cameion, 77.

Loofoesa, town, 85.

Loofouzi Liver, 82, 85.

Loozi Paver, 84, ^5.

Lopatka, Cape, 513.

Lopra-cachu Liver, 330.

Loiengo 31arques, 112.
“ Lost ” Pviver of Califoniia, 299,
Louisiade Archipelago, 228.
Lovoo, village, 87, 96.
Ln, Pere, Chinese Catholic Piiest, 281.
Luaji Liver, 88.

Liuilaba Paver, probably the Congo, 75, 77.
Luang Prabang, 279.

Liver, 97.

Luckinga, v llagp, 82.
Lukuga, or Luiuki Piiver, 75, 78, 252, 255 ;

an outltt of Lake Tanganyika, 256, 257,
258, 201.

- > j 5

Luquakwa, -villago, 93.
Luqueia Liver, 82, S.S.

Luiumbuji Liver, 250.
Lusina, Capt., 19.

*-'l^"^rles, Et., 257; obituaiy notice.

MaePonnell Langes, 48 3.

^faclachlinS Peak, 298.

TlaOIalion. Marshal, 12i).

Madaga^ai, Ceutial Provinces of, Dr. J.

Mullt-'U'! c-n, 182 ct scq.

t>uec-n of, 2ij2,

^lagui^v-plaiit. OS’ Amc-rioan Aloe, varic-1

useiuliiess of, 30*3.

Major, Mr., 200.

Maklav, 3f. ilikluko, 244
;
Incidents of Travel

in Pjpua-Ivoviay, Xew Gu.niea, 517 ct

sj;.

Makoiko, village. 86.

Makouta, King of, 91, 90, Ifn}.

Makuyuni, ” Among the Sycamores,’’ SIS.

Malagarazi Liver, 142, 247, 248. 202.

Malaza^ people, 200, 201
;

language,

205.
“

M.ilatsv, village, 198.

Malays, newly-found race of, 235, 236.

Ma Lomboo, village, 87.

Mallee Sciub, u^e of’, as water-supply in the

interior cf Australia, 487,

MalunJa Livt?r, 87 •

31nmba Liver. 184.

3Iaiumk.lzo L’ivei, 197.

Mauantiuiana Liver, 192,

Manaus I'alloy, 341.

Mantbe, town, 2*19.

3Iau Como, Cii’ot. 145, 146, 147,

Mandalay, city, 271.

Mandam.'t'y, viil.ige, 194,

Manga Hiils, 384,

Mang-hung, 2>-3.

Man£U, Lake, 320.

Mauika Pdver, auriferous region of the, 115,

^Janmgoiy Liver, 195.

Manjobo, Chief, liO, 119.

Mann, Dr., 111.

•

lar.ge'^, 52, 58.

Planning, 3[r. T., sole English visitor of

Tibet, 328, oo5
;

his enthusiasm tor

Chinese explomtion, 330, 337, 345.

3Ianukusa, Chief, 125,

Manwyne, town, 289,

and Dhamo, country between,

ItauLfsil scf'-r.eiy of, and variety cf its

fauna and rioia, 280.

3Ianzon£e Swamp, 87.

awinv;. skill of the Shans in, 277.

31,11 CO do 2sica. Friai, romantic expedition of,

in Arizona, 302,

•

l^do, 207.

3Iaiuaiy. Jfr. A. L.. at 'faliino, 207 ; nnii-

der of, at i\I;tn\v\ ne, 271 , tiibutes to ti c

memoiy of, 284, 280, 287 ; extracts of

kttei-s from, 288 ;
at Lhcimo, 291 ;

obitu-

aiy notice, o89,

Manau-la Pas';, 3*29, 338.
Jlaiion Lland, 494.
Markham Sound, 33.
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3Iaikhani, CommaiiJer A. H., Arctic Explora-

tions ot', 20T, o79,

, !Mr. C. K., on the new Government

Arctic Expedition, 224 : on Lieut. Canie-

1 oil’s Exploration of the Southern Half of

Lake Tanganyika, 246 et seq. ; on Travels

m <Leat Tibet and tiade between Tibet

and Bengal, 62? ct seq,

MaiTiO, Mr., 526.

Martaban, Gnlf, tidal bare o^. 272. 4
Martin, Mr. F. 0.. on tlie use of ehphants in

Afiica, 492,

Masai tribe, 31?.

JIasinde, 319.

Masomone Bay. 122.

Masungwe River, 153.

Matampe, village, S7.

Matuiola Hill, 18;^.

IMatooka, village, 81.

Matsamba, abundance of game at, 129.

Matsiatia River, 192.

Matsuda, village, 170,

Slaturin, Port, 4^7.

Matutu, Soba of, .'<4,

IMaucb, M. Carl, 111.

Maunza, village, 87.

Mavara, Rajah of, treacliory and punishment
of. 520.

3Iaxisi. country house of M. Laforte .at, 121.

Maxwell, Xav .-Lieut., 407.

IMaynaid, Mr., 196.

Mayo, Lord, 277.
Mayotta Island, 18S.

M'dintock, Sir L., 39; value of hh Arctic

expeiieuce, 26; on the new Goveinment
Polar Expedition, 220

;
011 Arctic Sledge-

tla^elling, 464 tT scq.^ on sledges for Use

in Arctic expedition^, 47S.

'Caj>e, 25', Bland, 33.

M'Donnell ranges, 41, 49.

51*Leod, Capt. W. C.,273,

iMecham, Lieut., Arctic exploration of, 477.

Mekong, or Great Cambodia River, 271, 278.
280,^290.

Mekwemde, village, 136.

iMeiville Island, 20, 468, 470.
Menabe Piovince, 185.

Menam River, 271, 277.

Mepiu River, 275.

IMesquite-tree, u.^e of the beans of the, 306.
Mevataniina, town, 198, 199, 20'.',

lVri='_\er, Mr., 244.

Mhittoii. wild cattle, limited habitat of, 280.

Middendorf Glaciei-, 29.

Mierobe, village, 85.

Militaiy Topography, importance of, 67.

Millot, M., 283.

Mirambo, Chief. 140, 151.

3h>hmee Hills, 2b8.

tribe, amenability cf, to British

aiithoiity, 286,

3Iisingwallah, village, 146.

iloViooto Swamp, S7.

Models, geographical, noglcctcd use of, in

English Schools, 69.

!Modoc Indians, late savage conte>t of, with

the United States, 292.—— Region, Califoinia, Mr. Sunp-^on on,

292 tt S'- -j,

iMohave t.ibe, 305.

Mohn, Prof,, 175.

Moi Biilt. oiO.

MoiLa, town, 95.

iMojangd Port, 200-

Mokanda, village, 96.

Mokumbo, village. 95.

MoLmgana Hills, 184.

Mombasa, Jouraey to, fioin the Paugani River,

r'tu M'adigo, by Pvev. C. Xew, 317 ci seq.

iMombo, village, 319.

MOmein, 270, 2SS.

Mone, town, 272.

Monomotapa, 111.

Moute.ro, Mr., on the Congo Expeditiun, 104.

Montgomerie, Col., 328, 33S; on the Jndi.m

Trigonometrical Suvvev, 343; acknosxledg-

nient of leceipt of gold watch on lehait of

Mr. W. H. Johnson. 362,

5Ici(juis Iiuhans, 302, ..'vd.

JloiO'hy, Cajw, 232; Island, 225, 2‘16;

Poit, 229, 230; ttiait, 225.—
,
Capt-. Discoveries iu Eastein Xcw

Gumca by, 225 ct srq . ; on the Malay and
Papuan languages, 24.’, 400.

Mouhot, HeiiG, 279.

Munlme.n. 27-s 276.

Moung-Koo, 274.

Moung-Xan, 274, *275.

Mourilyan. L’eut.. 226,

iMYmabwe. Cape, 253.
M'Ro'di, 109.

iltambo stream, 142, 144,

MTesa, K’lig, Col. Long's mission to, 107-
3 10.

Mtumbo River, 247.

Muchinga River, 82.

Jlueller, Di. Ferdinand von, letter on Mr.
Giles's Australian exploration, 53 et seq^

Muhammad Bugharib, 249.
Mulga sciub, 5i ; density of, 56.

Mub, gigantic palm. 120.

Jiullens, Dr. J., on the Central Provinces of
Madagascar, 182 ct seq.

;

on the races of
Mew (Tiuaea, 24 I, 242.

Muncola, village, 97, ps : Chief, 99.

Muong-tong, 280.

JMuomj-yor.g, 283.
Murayanin, village, 171.

JIunav, Mr., missionaiv cxpeiicnccs of 241
242.

Murchison Creek, lOS
;
Mount, 310; Ih\er,

j.jj 5'-*, 5(, olO, 4Sr'>, 484, 489,
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!Musamwira River, 250.

"Musangauv Swamp*. ST.

3Iu5grave Fiange5, 52, 58, 313, 31-J-.

Mussuko, town, 103.

Olusumea. Japanese tea-house girls, 170.

Oluxixe, village, sO.

Olyanishi, village, teautiful >ceaery of, 170.

5Jyanoshta, village, hot spnngs of, 173.

5Iyit-giie, Valley o: the, 271.

Nai-chu River, 340.

Nainatoto Island, 519.

, Rajah ot, 518, 521.

Namcho, “Shy Lake,” or Tengri-nor, 339;
Buddhist monasteries of, 340.

Names of places in Geogiaphy, Lieut.-Col.

\V. Ross-Emg on, 134 SC'^.

Nam Lang Valley, 2o9.

Namling, 333, 339.

Namloi River, 280.

Nanthhizana District, 192.

Nanting, Valley of the, 271.

Napoleon I. at battle of Leipsic, 64.

Nares, Capt.. on the u-^e ot‘ compasses at the

Pole, 223
;
Commander of the new Arctic

Expedition, 20S, 472.

Nassau, Cape, IS, 175, 176.

Navajoes, tne, 3u3.

Nebbeh, or Mount Nebo, 167 ;
ancent town,

107.

Negretti and Zimbia. self-iegisteiing ther-

mometer of, 497 note.

Nelson, Cape, New Ouinea, 23./.

New Guinea, Eastern, meteoiology of, 234;
natives of, 235; Di^covtiies in, hy C.ipt.

Moresby and the otficers of H.5L8.
225 et st’7.

New Hebrides, devil-wor-ihip of the, 237.

New, Rev. Jourhey fiom the Paugani,

lid Wadigo, to M"mhasn, 317 tf '''-’7.

;

death of, 322, 323 ; ohitiiaiy notice, 3:37.

Neufville, Capt,, 2oy.

Newton, ,8ir Laa'’, 131.

Ngombe River, 1.17, 247.

Niagara River, '.mooth current of, in its

eailier coarse, 257.
Niamtaga, village, lo3.

Nicholson, Sir Charles, on the interior of
Australia, 49 ; on the existence of goM in

New Guinea, 24-3.

Nicol Bay, raagnirieent pearls of, 489.
Nicol'jiy Russian schooner, 35.
Nile, Lake Regions of the L^pjer, Col.

Gordon’s Expedition to, 18 3.

, Report on <-'uh Gordon’s Egvptian

_
Expedition on by Mr. J. Kemp, 324.

Niomanzy River, 145.
Niphon, 505, 513.
Nippon, or Japan, 169; native name of the

whole Japan gi-oup, 169 note.

Nodwengu, or Tsamatskama Kraal, 124.

Nordenskjold Fiord, 25.

Noimanby Island, 226.

Noith-East Passage, Polar, attempt to dis-

cover, 17.

North-eastern Gieenland, upheaval of, 27.

Nosibe Bland, 188,

No Simn, Cape, Japan, 504, 511.

Novaya Zemlya, 178; upheaval of, 27.

Nowell, Lieut., 237.

Nyangetta 8wamp, 93.

Nyencnhen-thangla Cnain, 329, 330,339,380.
Nyoung-ben-zeik, 285,

Oakover River, 47, 48, 49, 483.

Oates ^h'- Frank, obituarv notice, 401.
Oceanic Chiculation. Summaiv of Recent Ob-

servatian-j on Ocean Tempeiature as Deal-

ing upon, made in H.M.8. ChoUciijer and
the U.8.8. I'uscororay by Di. W. B.

Carpenter, 493. Introduction, 493. I.

Voyage of the Ch.'Ue/i'jer

.

—8oLitheiii In-

dian Ocean, 494: Antaittic Ocean, 497
;

South Pacitic Ocean. 409; En^tein Archi-
pelago, 499; Banda Sea, 5o0

;
Celebes and

Cniiia Seas, 500; Sulu 8ea. 501. 11. Voyage
of the Inscaronty 502:—North Paciric

Ocean, obJ; Sea of Japan, 505
;
Behiihg*&

Sen. 506; North Pacinc Temper.ituie-

Stiaiuication, 506 ;
Bottom Contoui, 509.

^i'Aithei'iiRoutCy 510; Bottom Contour, 511

.

yonhern ItonUybll
;
Depth of Nuith I’a-

e.rio Basin, 513 ; Natiiu of Bottom, 514,

Ouawaia Bay, 172; village, 173.

Oman Arabs, 14').

Ommanney, Adm., on Arctic Exploration,

224; on Sir L. M'dintc-ck’s paper and
the new Aictio Expedition, 447.

Ouibe River, 185.

Onza, village, 95.

Otdiiante Maps, character of, 68.

Ore!, Lieut., 19, 23, 24, 26, 29.

Oaborn, Adm. S., on tiie new Government
Arctic Expedition, 49; eh'uit^ o', to pro-

mote an Aictic Exp&.lition, 2U7; obituary

notice, .370.

Piomontoiy. 32.

Oskio-kaido, or Northern Road of Japan, 169.

Otway, Cape, 408.

Oarabouriaeta, 519.

Ounimak btrait, 513.

Ovoojida, village, 88.

Owen, Professor, 492.

Owen Stanley Range, 231, 235,

Oxenham, Mr, E. L., on the Vang-Bze-Kiang,
244.

Ojoma Mountain, 170.

Paima, hoiTor of the, at bloodshed, 332.
Painom, town, 333.
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Pales, 279.

Palesfne, climate of, 164-.

Palmer, ^;ir W., 375.

Pambala Swamp, 93.

Pambete, village, 249.

Paiidor'y, Arctic exploring vessel, departure

of, unier Capt. Allen Young, 481.

Pangani Direr, 31S.

Pango, Yillage, S7.

Pambays, the, 271,

Papagos, or baptized Pima Indians, 304.

Papua-Koviav, New Guinea, Incidents of

Tiavel in, by M. Mikluko Maklay, .517

et seq.

Papuan Pace, 238, 239.

Pardo, Mr., factoiy of, at Boma, 102 at

Mussuco, 103.

Pan-jong Pass, 338, 341.

Parra, 249.

Pairy, Sir E., 20, 36 ; unsui^paised feat of,

m AictiG discovery, 178.

Parsons, Stan-Commander, 406.

Payer, Lieut,. 38, 37
;

on the Austro-

Hungarian Polar EuXpeditioo, 17 et sej.

;

award of Gold 2Iedal to, 358.

and Weyprecht’s Is'-Jvr/i expedition,

175,

Pa-vi people, pictares<iue dreasand socuvbUitv

oV, 289.

Paysano, or *' Boad-runner'* of Mexico, o''‘7.

Peake Telegraph Station, Australia. 58, 314,

486.

Peel Island, 511.

Pegu Iliver, 272.

Pemberton, Capt,, 341.

Pemmican, mode of pieparation of, 488.

Penanang-chu Kivev, 332.

Penna, lather Hoiazio de la, 329.

Pe pa whan tribe, 516.

Penv, Sii William, obituaiy notice, 403.
Pe'sa, Lieut. Cameion’s dooKey-boy, 144.

Peteimanii, Ih., on the Smith ^ound luuto

to the North Pole, 35 ; Letti-r on the

Exploiatioii of the Aiciic Uegion, 17 >

cts.q.

Phayre, Sir A., 2Gj.

Photogiaphy as applied to map-prodiiLtion,

69.

Physical Geography, impoitance of the istudy

of, to military oilkers, 63 : Examination

papers in, 527.

Pien-ho, 282.

Pillans, Rev. Mr., 198; on Madaga.M ar, 2»>2.

Pima Indians, 3u3, 304.

“ Pit” River, 299.

Pitt Bay, 230.

Pnom-peiig. new capital of Cambodia, 278.

Polar Exp^ition, see Arctic ; Ameinxin, 32.

lani, discovery ot, 22; named after

Wdczek, 23.

lights, beauty of, 21.

Political Geography, Examination papem in,

535.

Polynias, iceless spaces, 217, 475.

PoDsee, village, 270.

Possession, Cape, 235.

Poston, Hou. C. D., Notes on Arizona by,

302 et sej.

Prescott, town of Arizonza, beautiful situa-

tion of, 507.

Princess Mana range, 51.

Piize Medals, Awaid of, 347, 359-365.

Public Schools Prize Meda's, Pre'entation of,

at the Anniveisarv Meeting, 361 et seq. ;

Synopais of Result* of Fast Exammations,

524; Examination Papcis foi 1;375, 527
;

Li*t of successful Cornpetito.'", 533
;
Re-

ports of the Exammeis— Physical Geo-

graphy {’Gen. R. btrachey '. 534—Political

Geogiaphy (Sir Kutheiioid Alcock), 535;
Programme for 1S76, 537 : books relat-

ing to the subjects of Examination in 1876,

539.

pLiluDgu Island, 253.

Pundits, Col. Montgomerie's, journeys of,

338, 339, 34t’, 344.

Pyn Kushus, the, 334.

Quango River, 91.

nuedah, 8heiard Osborn at, 371

.

Oneen Chailottes Bland, 514.

Queen’s Channel, 36.

Lake, Madagascar, 1S5.

Queensland, lapid advance of the colony o*’,

315, 316 ;
lichness o<‘, in mineiaU, 488.

Qnibala, village, 80; River, SI.

Quilo River, 97.

Quilumbo Cambembe, village, 82.

Rae, Dr.. Arctic discoveries of, 212; onAictic

L.xploiation, 222 ;
on the equipment of

the new Arctic Exped.tion, 476, 479.

Ranches ” of Cahibi ma, imie accommodation
of, 295.

Rangoon, Port, 269.

Rangptir, 341.

ILinofotsy River, 192.

Ihi* Kafeesa, 253.

Tembwe, 255.

KawUnson, 811- H. C., Opening Address, 3 et

seq. ; on the Austro - Himgaiuan Polai*

Expedition, 35; on the Government Polar

Expedition of 1875, 38, 39 ;
Vote of

Thanks by the Society for 8ir HenryB
successful rtibits in ^ecuiing the considera-

tion of a new Polar Expedition by the

Goverament, 4C>
;

on exploration in the

interior of Australia, 75 ;
on Lieut.

Cameron’s expio.ation of the Tanganyika
Lake, 77 ;

on Lieut. Urandy’s Report of the
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Congo Expedition, 79, 105; on the eth-

iiulojv’ ot Madagascar, 20-1 : on the new’

Aictie Expedition, 200; on the interest

taken bv the Prince of Wales la the Expe-

u’tion, 223; on recent discoveries in Xew
Guinea, bv Captain Moiesby and others,

224, 244
;

on the exploration of Lake

Tanganyika by Burton, ^peke, Living-

stone, Stanlev, and Caraeion. 240; on

Cameron’s supposed outlet of the Tangan-

yika, 262
;
on trade-routes between British

Burmah and Western China, 2S5; on the

murder of iMr. Margaiy, 2::7 ; on Mr. J.

Forrest’s journey acioss the Western In-

terior of Australia, 315, 317
;

on the

death of the Rev. C. Xew and on Ids jonr-

nev from the Pangani to ^lorabasa, 322,

32o
;
on Mr. Kemp's Report on the XTIe

between Regmf and Dutii, 325 : on Col.

^lontgomene’s explorations, 345 ;
on. the

aid given by Mr, Johnson to exploiations

as Commissioner of Lakak, 347 ; on the

aw'ard of the Prize Metlals, 347. 359-*

365
;
on the election of H.R.H. tlie Duke

of Edinburgh as Honorary President, 36i5

;

acknowledgment of Vote of Thanks, 367 ;

Anniversajy Addies^ :— the position of the

Society, 363 ;
obituary notice'- of Fellow^,

369 et seq.; on the Piogiess of Geo-

gtaphy, 404 ctscq.; on Sir L. M'CTmtock’s

paper onAictio ^Itdge-tiarelling in rela-

tion to the Expedition of 1875, 464, 479

;

xvelcome to the Sultan of Zanzibar at a

meeting of the Society, 490, 493 ;
on the

employment of olephantb in Colonel Goi-

don’s expedition, 493 ;
on Dr. Carpenlei’s

paper on Recent (Jbservations on Oceanic

Temperatuie, 514.

Piawimsou’s Cap, 1 3<
) ;

Range, palms and ti ee-

feins of, 2J4; Sound, 26, 29.

Reade, Mr, W. Winwood, obituarv notice,

399.

Reconnaissance of a ntw or paitially-known

country, Captain C. Warren on the, 155
cf seq.

Relief-maps, defects of, 70.

Rtinnie, Sir John, obituary notice, 401.

Kensalaer Haiboiir, 213.

Kc^obite, the, 30.

and Ijd/'Cjj’d, exploiations of the,

472.

RpyuoM-. large, 51.

Kicharils. Aura. <». 11., oa tlie K'-utp to'v\aid>.

the Pule lul tiie IjeW AlotiC E.\}-edltl0n,

2m8 rt ^cq . ; on the equipment of the new
Alette Expedition, 477.

Riehaidsun, Dr., 273.
Kichie Isiand, of the chart.s, no ti.iec of, 2 \o.

Richthofen, Herr von, 2^3.
Rigby, Gen., on the dorainiona oi the Sultan

of Zanzibar, 401.

Ritter, Cape, 28, 33.

Robert Hail Sound, 229, 235.

RodiiguezBIand, 407.

Roebuck Bay- 4SS.

Rogumba, or Logumba Pdver, 250.

Rosenthal, Mr., Polar exploiatioii aided bv,

174.

Ross, Mr. John, Australian exploration of,

56, 57, 4S4.

— Mr James Claike, 35, 180, 4G5, 466.

467.

, Sir John, 464.

Ross-King, Lieut.-Col. W., on the Karnes of

Places in Geography, 134 et seq.

Roule, Capt. Cornells, remarkable Arctic

voyage of, 178.

Roy, Geu., military surveys of, 6S.

Ruguva River, 153.

Runangwa, or Marungu River. 254.

Russia, activity of topographical staff of, 66,

67.

Rusugi River, 152.

Saba, real name of the Queen of Sheba, 133.

Sabi Distiict, 122; River, 111, 123.

Sacramento River, 293, 294 ;
source of

295.

Saguti River, 121.

Sakalava tiibes, 197, 200.

Salibala Rivei, 117.

Salt on the siutiice of ice, .30.

— - River, Aiizona, 306.

Salutation, cuvioiw East Afncan mcxle of,

150.

Salween, or Loo-kiang River, 271, 272, 2bS.

Samboja, Chief, 31 9.

Samloap, 279, 280.

San Ditrgo, 302, 503, 510, 512.

Fiandsco Mountain, Arizona, 306.—- Pedio River, Arizona, 306.

Xavier del Buc, mission church of, m
Arizona, 304, 305.

H.M.S., 237.

Sandieczki, Dr., 16S.

Sandwich Islands, climate of. 5f>9
;

vast

focus of volcanic uctivitv, 512.

Sandy Cape, Australia, 50'J

Santa Cruz River. Arizona. 306.

Rita Mountains, Aiizona, 306.

Saunders, Mr. Trelauivv, on Madagascar,

204.

Saxifiage. P« Iar. 28.

^elater, Mr, P. 1... on the iiatuial history i-t

Kew' Guinea, 242.

Seasons, the Hve, of Con^ro, 101.

Sedan, prescience of n Ucimau oilicei to

the liattle-tield otj 65
Sewell, Mr,, ISS.

Sextant, the use of the, 163.
Shamtzo, or Kamtchieu Lake, 332.
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Shan tribe, 2'J6.

Shanghai, 28o.

Shannon. Island, ice-fields of, 173.

Shans, not a barbarous people, 2SG.

Shark’s Bar, 5T
;
abundance of pearls in,

439 .

Shasta, Mount, volcano and sacred mountain,

294.— Valley, gorgeous floi'a of, 295 ; area

of past eruption, 295.

Sheb-\, Queen of, lost cities of, 111; real

name of, 133.

Shigatze, 339.

Shirabuta Blun, 121.

Shinanimane Mountain, 127.

Shindoo tribe, 266.

Shohozili River, 116.

Shortlaud, Sub- Lieut., 233.

Siberia, upheaval of, 27.

Sib^ee, Rev. J., 196.

Sieira Bembe, remarkable mountain of, S.L

Nevada chain, 293.

Sihanaka Pronnce, 1S3, 194.

Silc/ie acaiilis, 26.

Simpson, ili. W., on the Modoc Region,

California, 292 d seq.

Sinbadthe Sailor, the Roc of, 20.), 205.

Smde, or Sindy River, 142, 143, 247, 243.

Mnjoarivo Reef, 1 85.

Sir Ale.xander Milne Day, 225.
Sirabe Plain, 189.

Sislony River, 134.

Siskivou County, 295.

SitUng River, 271.

Skirmish Hill, 313.

Slade Island, 229.

Sladen, Major, 270, 26S.

Small-pox, dcvaatations of, in Congo, 91,

100 .

Smith, Mr. Leigh, Polar researches of, 177.

.. - Sound as a route tosvaids the Noith

Pole, 31, 174, 173, 207; Dr. Fetermami

on, 35 ;
diacovery of, by Baifin, 212.

Snow, Mr. ParKer, 222.

Suow-blmdness. 471.

Scab ma hai tribe, 515, 516.

Soko, or .apes, habits of, 254.

SoukLu* Glacier, painful crossing of the, 25-

Soiikoi River, 281, 2S2 ; coal loimation near,

235.

Sonthal tribe, the wild. 331,

Sophala, Sophiia, or, Sophir, 111.

Soult, Marsha], 64.

^peke, Capt., 110, 243, 262, 317,

.3piaifcx, or l^oicupine Grab-, 4‘^4.

tlesert, appearance of, 434.

Sprye Route, fiom Rangoon to Kiang lluicr,

271.

St. John, Capt., 407, 504.

St. Lawrence River, smooth current of, in

earlier couiso, 257.

St. Lucia Dav, 121.

Stanley, Mr.'H.,40, 107, 249, 252, 492.

-— —
,
Stati-Com., 407, 403.

Stephenson, Capt., 207.

, Sir 5L, railways in British

Bunnah proposed by, 234,

River, 49,

Stirling lar.ge, 231.

Strachey, Gen. R., Report on the Bsamina-

tion m Physical Geography for the Public

Schools Prize Medals, 534.

Strong, Ivap, 403,

, Mr. F. Retelbey, obituary notice,

403.

Stuarf, Macdouall, 41.

Capt. Charles, 41.

Mr., theoiy ot^ as to the interior of

Austialia, 49.

Strzelecki, Count, 41.

Sulu Sea, 501.

Sunley, Ml., 203.

Sunsets of Madagascar, beauty of, 185.

S\v<anzy, 5Ir. A., 399.

Sybashir, or Subashiri, village, 117. 176.

Szechuen, richest and wealthiest pait nf

China, 286.

Tabi, or Siiilabi River, 129.

Takao, Butish settlement of, 515.

Takin. a spe«.ies of dcoi, limited habitat ot,

236.

Tali, citadel capital of Western Yunar, p s-

sibly the Yachi of Maico Polo, 267.

Talifou, 267, 232, 283.

Tanganyika Lake, 16S, 153. 250, 251, 254;
supposed outlet of, discoveied by Lieut.

Cameioo. 75; determinatii'U of level of,

155; hydrography oi. 257.
• - —

, Lieut. Cameron’s Fxploia-

tion of the Southern Half of, Mr. C. R.

Maikham on, 246 d Stq.

Tankiala snowy Pass, 341,

Tonna. village, 17'.>.

Tappa-clufii ot New Guinea, 234,
Ta-tsiaa-too, 234.

Taylor, Commander, 41.3.

T‘ea-houses of Japan, customs at. 170.

Tegethorf, Cape, 25.

Tty/t’Moy, tile, 18, 25, 2‘3. 36.

TcdoK-Bitchaion tribe, 518.

Tende Ri ver, 36.

Tengii-maidan, mtUieuce of the Chinese vic-

tory at, 335, 363.

Tc'Uu Lama, 'aoied incarnation of Tsoiililupa,

331, 36 334; death of, from small-por,
»5>«

Teshu-luinpo, 334.
Test.' Island, J2'J.

Thceho, 271.

Theuiee, 271.
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Thomaisj Major, 300.

, I'iev. Dr., mui'der of, by Modocs,

207.

Thomson, Capt. Frank, 411.
•

,
Pruf, Wyville, 412, 507.

. Sir William, tempeiaiuie-souuding

machine of, 509.

Thoo'^-yeen River, 275.

Thmiiier, Col., 277.

Tibei, kraal of, 123.

Tibet, Great, Tiavels in, and on Trade be-

tween Tibet and Bensral. by Mr. C. R,

Markham, 327 et se'i.

Ti'ka-tik'T, aquatic vegetation, 250.

Tui'jjj-tiiVi'j, aquat.c vegetation, 254.

Tipra-Ia, nr W.illangchoo Pass, 333, 342.

Tista Valley, 347.

Titicaca, Lake, 330.

To-kaido, or Western Road of Japan, 109.

Tomboko, village, 81.

Torae'-Tongi Pass. 171, 173.

Tomkinson, 5lr., on Mr. ForresPs esplom-

tioDs, 489.

Rjtr.ge, 58, 31.3, 314.

Tongas race, 113, 133, 134.

Tong-chuen, 282.

Tongo Mountains, 126.

Tongoo, town, 272,

Tong-tchuuen, 281.

Tongue, 318.

Tonkila, village, 87.

Tonquin, willingness of the people of, to

receive Europeans, 283.

Toionto, name of, restored by the late Lord

Seaton, 135,

Totola, King, fiiendliness of, to white men.

88, 94.

Towang Butea tribe, 341.

pass, 346,

Trafalgar. Mount, New Guinea, 23 k
Tragelaphns Si‘€hi, 137.

Traitors’ Bay, 230, 233.

Travellers, m aider of, does not aiTect Briti''h

prestige, 66.

Trigonometiical Surveying, imjiortance of, as

a study, 166.

T/a'odia 'irntna^^ 54-.

Tsampu, or Brahmajiutia River, 329, .330,

331, 333, 339, 314.

Tsang Province, 329-

Tsaubwa, the, of Kiung-tung. 280.
Tsetse fly, 116, 128, 129, lo7,

Tabac, Arizona, 307.

Tucson, capital of Aiizona, 307.

Tule', Modoc, or Rhett Lake, 299.

Tungwa, town, 9.^, 99 ; River, 99.

Turner, Capt., 3.35.

TasC''!! oni. rrVv Oceanic Circulation.

Tu-Wen Hsin, Chinese rebel chief, 28-8.

TJ Province, 329.

Ugaga, village, 149.

Uganda, country of, 109; hills, 107.

Ugarowwa, or Ugalowvra River, probably

the LuaLiba, 78-

Ujiji, 250. 251, 556.

Ch'CtiCU, 2 .8 .

Umgerania River, 117,

Umlumase River. 117.

Umswelesi Valley, 124.

Umtonte-tiee, 115.

Univeomus, Chief, 116.

Umzda, army of, 128.

. Joumey to, by 5Ir. St. Vincent

Erskine, 110 et sej.

I'nyanTembe to Ljiji. Lieut. Cameron’s Jour-

nal ofjourney from, 136 et ^^'7-

Unyoio, pestiferous maish of, 107.

Uiondogaui, 108.

Usambara countrv, 317
;

hills, 318 ; beautv

of. 320.

Usisa, natural grass-bridge*, 1 -9. 148.

Uvenda Countiy, 247,

Vakage, villa*je, SO.

I'aUch, Cape, 235.

V’an de Velde, map of Palestine of, unre-

liable, 164.

Vanihina River, 184.

Vardo, 35.

Vavavato. granite rocks of. 189,

Vazimba tiibe, 205.

Veiitetat, Cape, 229.

Verevkins, Gen., march of, from Orenle.g to

Khiva, 64.

Victoria, Austialia, importance of, 315.
"

' Kyanza Lake, 108.
’ River, Austialia, 488.

-Stiait, bears of, 476; and

Terror blocked in at, 476.

Victory, Mount, 233.

Vieu-Chan, 27S.

Vindu, town, 96.

Visitois at Evening Meetings r.f th*' 8ui,i*-ty.

alteration of Rule relating to, 358.

Vonizongo District, 197.

A’oronin, Capt. Feodor, 35.

Totovoiona Peak, volcanic, 18'<.

Vuga, town, 317, 319, 320. 322.

Wharton, Conimandei-. 4o7.

Wakefield, Rev. T., letter on the death

Rev. C. New, 323.

Wakilinde tube, 322.

Wales, H.R.H, the Prince of, presence of, at

a meeting of the Society, 2<»6' inteiest

shown by, in Arctic exploration, 22.

b

WalUbv, food of the Austialian aborigine'.

50.
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Waller, Rev. H., on Lieut. Cameiron's explo-

ration?, 77
;
on the last slip of Dr. Living-

stone’s map, 104; on ^Ir. Erskine’s S.E.

Afiie-an explorations, 132 ; on Dr. Living-

stone’s pocket-books brought home by Lieut.
Cameion, 201 ; on the Lukuga River, 262.

Wambuirn tribe, 322.

Wamrima tnbe, 154.

IVaibuiton, Col., 316, 48 1. 484; Account of

Journey across the Westeni Interior uf

Austialia, 41 ct seq.

Ward Hunt Strait, 226 : Cape, 233.

, Rt. Hon. G., on the new Govern-

ment Arctic Expedition, 219.
“ Warnvspiing Indians,'’ 294.

Wairen, Capt. C., on the Reconnaissance of a
new or paitially known country, 155 ti’ s< y.

WaStimbaia tribe, 322,

Wasegua tribe, 318.

Waswuhili tribe, 154.

Watson, Lieut., 326.

and Chippendale, ilessrs., 182.

Wavinza tribe, 147.

Weeseefoo, Mr. T. T. Cooper imprisoned at,

284.

Weld, Governor, 310, 4'^2, 4s3.
— Spring, 483.

Wellington Channel, 30.

, Duke of, Pyrenees crossed bv, in

spite of Soult’s opposition, 64.

Westein Austialia, Lupibilmes of, 316,
489.

Weypiecht, Lieut.. 23, 34, 175; awaid of
Gold Medal to, 358.

Whitney, Mount, highest point of the Lhiited

States, 294.

Wibisi, village, 80.

Wien, or Vienna Cape, 32.

Wiggins, 5Ir., navigation of the Kara Sea bv,

175.

Wilcox, Mr.. 268.

Wilczek, Count, 18,

Wilson, 5Iajai', Address to the Geographical

Section of the British Assuciatiou at Bel-

fast, 1874, 63 ct iC'i,

Windich, Tommy, 311,

Woosung, 371.

Wrangell, Adm., 176, 466, 467, 475.

Yaclii of Mai-co P>.'lo, possibly Tali, 2'.)7.

Yamdok Lake, 337-

Yamdokchu Lake, 338.

Yang^rusawa Pass, 171.

Lang-tsze Rivei, navigability of th^^, 375:
vaJlev of the. 231.

Yavapi tribe, 305.

Yellala Falls, varied products of t'ne country

near, 76.

Yokohama, 109, 512.

Yomadoung Hills, 269.

Yoshida, village, 171.

Young, Capt. Allen, .Arctic expedition of,

476, 479,481.

, !Mr. Jame.^, of Kelly, 78.

Yreka, town, California, 293, 295.

Yueng-Kiaag, town, 281.

Yule, Col., 203-

Island, 229.

Yuma tube, 305,

Yunan, plateau of, 267.

•Province, devastation of, by inte.-

necine warfare, 285.

Yunau-8en, city, 281.
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